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10A
ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK 
ASSEMBLY

Crankshaft seal on timing 
end: Removal - Refitting 10A-1

Crankshaft seal, gearbox 
end: Removal - Refitting 10A-6

Engine oil: Draining - 
Refilling 10A-12

Oil filter: Removal - Refitting 10A-19

Oil-coolant heat exchanger: 
Removal - Refitting 10A-25

Oil pressure sensor: 
Removal - Refitting 10A-39

Oil level sensor: Removal - 
Refitting 10A-46

Lower cover: Removal - 
Refitting 10A-52

Conrod bearing shell: 
Removal - Refitting 10A-70

Oil pump: Removal - 
Refitting 10A-78

Multifunction support: 
Removal - Refitting 10A-96

Engine - gearbox assembly: 
Removal - Refitting 10A-112

Engine - gearbox assembly: 
Removal - Refitting 10A-161

Valves: Adjustment 10A-231

Oil pressure: Check 10A-235

Flywheel: Removal - Refitting 10A-237

Drive plate: Removal - 
Refitting 10A-241

11A TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE

Pressure at end of 
compression: Check 11A-1

Accessories belt: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-5

Crankshaft accessories 
pulley: Removal - Refitting 11A-31

Accessories dummy pulley: 
Removal - Refitting 11A-47

Timing belt: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-48

Timing chain: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-170

Rocker cover: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-183

Camshaft dephaser: 
Function 11A-224

Camshaft dephaser: 
Function 11A-228

Camshaft dephaser: 
Removal - Refitting 11A-234

Camshaft: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-247

10A
ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK 
ASSEMBLY
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Camshaft seal, timing end: 
Removal - Refitting 11A-284

Oil decanter: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-302

Lifting eyes: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-305

Cylinder head: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-308

Cylinder head: Removal - 
Refitting 11A-356

12A FUEL MIXTURE

Air inlet: Description 12A-1

Air resonator: Removal - 
Refitting 12A-10

Air filter: Removal - Refitting 12A-15

Air filter unit: Removal - 
Refitting 12A-17

Air flowmeter: Removal - 
Refitting 12A-27

Damper valve: Removal - 
Refitting 12A-31

Throttle valve: Removal - 
Refitting 12A-33

Throttle valve: Cleaning 12A-43

Inlet distributor: Removal - 
Refitting 12A-45

Injector holder shim: 
Removal - Refitting 12A-69

Exhaust manifold: Removal - 
Refitting 12A-74

11A TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE 12B TURBOCHARGING

Turbocharging: Precautions 
for the repair 12B-1

Turbocharger: Removal - 
Refitting 12B-4

Turbocharger oil pipe: 
Removal - Refitting 12B-15

Intercooler: Removal - 
Refitting 12B-21

13A FUEL SUPPLY

Fuel circuit: Operating 
diagram 13A-1

Petrol supply circuit: 
Operating diagram 13A-2

Diesel supply circuit: 
Operating diagram 13A-3

Diesel filter: Removal - 
Refitting 13A-6

Fuel filter: Removal - 
Refitting 13A-9

Particle filter injector fuel 
filter: Removal - Refitting 13A-10

Injector rail - Injectors: 
Removal - Refitting 13A-11

Fuel pressure: Check 13A-23

Fuel flow: Check 13A-31

13B DIESEL INJECTION

Diesel injection: Precautions 
for the repair 13B-1

Diesel injection: List and 
location of components 13B-8

Diesel injection computer: 
Configuration 13B-17

Diesel injection computer: 
Removal - Refitting 13B-18
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Flow regulation solenoid 
valve: Removal - Refitting 13B-19

Pressure regulation solenoid 
valve: Removal - Refitting 13B-20

High pressure pump leak 
flow: Check 13B-21

High pressure pump: 
Removal - Refitting 13B-23

Flow actuator: Removal - 
Refitting 13B-39

Venturi: Removal - Refitting 13B-42

Diesel return pipe: Removal - 
Refitting 13B-45

High pressure pipe between 
pump and rail: Removal - 
Refitting 13B-50

High pressure pipe between 
rail and injector: Removal - 
Refitting 13B-56

Injector rail: Removal - 
Refitting 13B-64

Rail pressure sensor: 
Removal - Refitting 13B-74

Fuel temperature sensor: 
Removal - Refitting 13B-76

Injector leak flow: Check 13B-80

Diesel injector: 
Configurations 13B-82

Diesel injector: Removal - 
Refitting 13B-83

High pressure pipe: Check 13B-99

Accelerometer: Removal - 
Refitting 13B-101

Crankshaft position sensor: 
Removal - Refitting 13B-105

13B DIESEL INJECTION 13C PREHEATING

Pre-postheating unit: 
Removal - Refitting 13C-1

Heater plugs: Removal - 
Refitting 13C-2

14A ANTIPOLLUTION

Exhaust gas recirculation: 
List and location of 
components 14A-1

Exhaust gas recirculation 
solenoid valve: Removal - 
Refitting 14A-3

Exhaust gas cooler: Removal 
- Refitting 14A-7

Exhaust gas recirculation 
unit: Removal - Refitting 14A-12

Exhaust gas recirculation 
mounting: Removal - 
Refitting 14A-17

Exhaust gas recirculation 
rigid pipe: Removal - 
Refitting 14A-20

Fuel vapour recirculation 
circuit: Function 14A-23

Fuel vapour recirculation 
circuit: Operating diagram 14A-24

Fuel vapour recirculation 
circuit: Check 14A-25

Fuel vapour absorber: 
Removal - Refitting 14A-26

Fuel vapour absorber: Check 14A-27

Oil vapour rebreathing 
circuit: Descriptions 14A-28

Oil vapour rebreathing 
circuit: Operating diagram 14A-29

Oil vapour rebreathing 
circuit: Operating diagram 14A-31
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16A STARTING - CHARGING

Charge circuit: Specifications 16A-1

Charge circuit: Function 16A-2

Charge circuit: Check 16A-3

Alternator: Removal - 
Refitting 16A-5

Starter: Removal - Refitting 16A-23

17A IGNITION

Ignition: Specifications 17A-1

Coils: Removal - Refitting 17A-2

Plugs: Removal - Refitting 17A-11

17B PETROL INJECTION

Petrol injection: List and 
location of components 17B-1

Oxygen sensors: Removal - 
Refitting 17B-19

Crankshaft position sensor: 
Removal - Refitting 17B-32

Petrol injection computer: 
Removal - Refitting 17B-37

19A COOLING

Engine cooling: Parts and 
consumables for the repair 19A-1

Engine cooling: Precautions 
for the repair 19A-2

Engine cooling system: 
Specifications 19A-3

Engine cooling system: 
Check 19A-5

Engine cooling system: 
Operating diagram 19A-7

Cooling system: Draining - 
Refilling 19A-16

Cooling radiator: Removal - 
Refitting 19A-20

Coolant pump: Removal - 
Refitting 19A-41

Thermostat: Removal - 
Refitting 19A-59

Water chamber: Removal - 
Refitting 19A-63

Coolant temperature sensor: 
Removal - Refitting 19A-77

Engine cooling fan assembly: 
Removal - Refitting 19A-85

Coolant pump inlet pipe: 
Removal - Refitting 19A-93

Expansion bottle: Removal - 
Refitting 19A-101

19B EXHAUST

Exhaust: List and location of 
components 19B-1

Exhaust: Precautions for the 
repair 19B-19

Catalytic pre-converter: 
Removal - Refitting 19B-23

Catalytic converter: Removal 
- Refitting 19B-29

Expansion chamber: 
Removal - Refitting 19B-47

Intermediate pipe: Removal - 
Refitting 19B-49

Silencer: Removal - Refitting 19B-50

Particle filter: Removal - 
Refitting 19B-56

Particle filter pressure 
sensor: Removal - Refitting 19B-59

19A COOLING
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Particle filter temperature 
sensors: Removal - Refitting 19B-62

Exhaust fuel injector: 
Removal - Refitting 19B-66

Exhaust fuel injector cooler: 
Removal - Refitting 19B-69

19B EXHAUST

Exhaust: Precautions for the 
repair 19B-71

Catalytic converter: Removal 
- Refitting 19B-75

Expansion chamber: 
Removal - Refitting 19B-93

Intermediate pipe: Removal - 
Refitting 19B-95

Silencer: Removal - Refitting 19B-96

19C TANK

Fuel tank: Removal - 
Refitting 19C-1

Filler neck: Removal - 
Refitting 19C-6

Fuel tank: Draining 19C-8

Sender: Removal - Refitting 19C-14

Pump - sender: Removal - 
Refitting 19C-16

Pump - sender - filter: 
Removal - Refitting 19C-18

Fuel level sensor: Check 19C-20

19B EXHAUST 19D ENGINE MOUNTING

Suspended engine 
mounting: Tightening torque 19D-1

Lower engine tie-bar: 
Removal - Refitting 19D-13

Right-hand suspended 
engine mounting: Removal - 
Refitting 19D-22

Left-hand suspended engine 
mounting: Removal - 
Refitting 19D-34



10A-1

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-13) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the timing sprocket (1) .

a Fit the end piece (2) of the (Mot. 1577) (3) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1577 Lip seal extractor (shaft diam-
eter 28 mm to 42 mm).

111999

117658

105257



10A-2

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Position the jaws (4) of the (Mot. 1577) on the crank-
shaft (5) .

a Push the (Mot. 1577) until contact is made between
the ends (6) of the jaws and the crankshaft seal.

a Move the jaws away by tightening the bolt (7) using
an open-jawed spanner.

a Screw down the threaded rod (8) of the (Mot. 1577).

105260

105261

105262

105263



10A-3

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Remove the crankshaft seal using the (Mot. 1577).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the crankshaft seal (see ) (Technical Note 6006,
10A, Engine and peripherals),

- the timing sprocket.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-13) ,

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

105264



10A-4

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the air resonator (1) ,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe (2) ,

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the battery (see ) (80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the crankshaft seal (3) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1385 Tool for fitting the crankshaft
seal, timing end (35 x 47 x 7).

140647

130542



10A-5

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft seal on
timing end.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the crankshaft seal mating face,

- the cylinder block seal housing.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit a new crankshaft seal using the (Mot. 1385) (4)
.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the battery (see ) (80A, Battery),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the air resonator.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

14523



10A-6

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal, gearbox end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox),

- the clutch pressure plate (see Pressure plate -
Disc: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 20A, Clutch),

- the flywheel (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Flywheel: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-237) (MR 392, 20A, Clutch).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the end piece (1) of the (Mot. 1579) (2) .

a Position the jaws (3) of the (Mot. 1579) on the crank-
shaft (4) .

a Push the tool until contact is made between the ends
(5) of the jaws and the crankshaft seal.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1579 Lip seal extractor (shaft diam-
eter 80 mm to 98 mm).

105259

105265

105266



10A-7

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal, gearbox end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Move the jaws away by tightening the bolt (6) using
an open-jawed spanner.

a Screw down the threaded rod of the (7)  (Mot. 1579).

a Remove the crankshaft seal using the (Mot. 1579).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the crankshaft seal on the gearbox side (see )
(Technical Note 6006A, 10A, Engine and peripher-
als).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the flywheel (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Flywheel: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-237) (MR 392, 20A, Clutch),

- the clutch pressure plate (see Pressure plate -
Disc: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 20A, Clutch),

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

105267

105268

105269



10A-8

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal, gearbox end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1129-01 Tool for fitting the crankshaft
seal, flywheel end (80 x 100 x
8 seal).



10A-9

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal, gearbox end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

10A

a Remove:

- the air resonator (1) ,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe (2) ,

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see ) (80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the starter (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Starter:
Removal - Refitting, page 16A-23) ,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) .

a Drain the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Remove:

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) (21A, Manual gearbox),

- the « pressure plate - disc » assembly (see Pres-
sure plate - Disc: Removal - Refitting) (20A,
Clutch),

- the flywheel (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Flywheel: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-237) .

140647



10A-10

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal, gearbox end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

10A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the crankshaft seal (3) using a screwdriver.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft seal on
gearbox end.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the crankshaft seal mating face,

- the seal housing on the cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit a new crankshaft seal using the (Mot. 1129-01)
(4) .

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the flywheel (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Flywheel: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-237) ,

- the « pressure plate - disc » assembly (see Pres-
sure plate - Disc: Removal - Refitting) (20A,
Clutch),

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) (21A, Manual gearbox),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts).

a Fill the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Drain-
ing - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) ,

118581

Note:

Take care not to damage the crankshaft mating
face.

WARNING
To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

132380



10A-11

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Crankshaft seal, gearbox end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

10A
- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

- the starter (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Starter:
Removal - Refitting, page 16A-23) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the battery (see ) (80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the air resonator.



10A-12

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine oil: Draining - Refilling

D4F or K4J or K4M or K9K

10A

I - RECOMMENDATIONS FOR REPAIR

a Direction of fitting of the drain plug seal.

For an aluminium engine oil sump

a There is no direction of fitting for a seal fitted with a
rubber lip.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1018 8 mm square engine drain
plug spanner.

Equipment required

oil recovery tray

oil change wrench

torque wrench

oil change end piece with an 8 mm square drive

Tightening torquesm

drain plug 20 N.m

Engine

Average oil capacity (adjust 
with dipstick) (l)

Draining Oil change
plus oil filter
replacement

K4J 4.9 5

K4M 4.9 5

K9K 4.4 4.5

D4F 3.8 4

K4J or K4M or K9K

113765



10A-13

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine oil: Draining - Refilling

D4F or K4J or K4M or K9K

10A

For a sheet metal engine oil sump

a Position the slot (1) of the seal towards the drain
plug.

II - PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR REPAIR

a parts always to be replaced: Drain plug seal on
engine oil sump.

a Consumable:

- engine oil (see Engine oil: Specifications) (Tech-
nical Note 6013A, 04A, Lubricants).

III - DRAINING

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove

- the engine oil filler cap (2) ,

- the dipstick (3) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Place the oil recovery tray under the engine.

a Remove the drain plug (4) from the engine oil sump
using the (Mot. 1018) or a oil change wrench.

a Let the engine oil flow out.

a Remove the seal from the drain plug.

a Fit the new seal on the drain plug, positioning it cor-
rectly.

a Screw the drain plug onto the engine oil sump.

a Torque tighten the drain plug (20 N.m) using a
torque wrench and a oil change end piece with
an 8 mm square drive.

a Use a cloth to wipe away any oil drips on the engine
oil sump.

a Remove the oil recovery tray.

a Refit the engine undertray.

D4F

113764

112785

109489



10A-14

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine oil: Draining - Refilling

D4F or K4J or K4M or K9K

10A
IV - FILLING

a

a Use a funnel to fill the engine with engine oil recom-
mended by the manufacturer (see Engine oil:
Specifications) (Technical Note 6013A, 04, Lubri-
cants).

a Top up the oil level if necessary.

a Refit:

- the engine oil filler cap,

- the dipstick.

WARNING

Always check the oil level using the dipstick.

Do not exceed the maximum level on the dipstick
(could destroy the engine).

Correct the engine oil level if necessary before
delivering the vehicle to the customer.

Note:

Prevent oil outflow on the engine to avoid dam-
aging the surrounding components.

Note:

When filling up the engine oil, always leave at
least 10 minutes for the oil to drain down before
checking the level on the dipstick.



10A-15

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine oil: Draining - Refilling

M4R

10A

I - DRAINING

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) .

a Remove:

- the oil filler cap (1) ,

- the dipstick (2) .

a Fit a  oil recovery tray under the engine oil drain
plug.

a Remove the drain plug (3) .

a Allow the engine oil to flow into the oil recovery con-
tainer.

Equipment required

oil recovery tray

funnel

Tightening torquesm

drain plug 34 N.m

Engine

Average oil capacity (use 
dipstick)

Draining Oil change
plus oil fil-
ter replace-
ment

M4R

Without
remova l  -
refitt ing of
sump

3.3 3.5

M4R

With removal
- refitting of
sump

4.2 4.4

115213

114952



10A-16

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine oil: Draining - Refilling

M4R

10A

a Refit the new seal onto the drain plug, respecting the
direction indicated in the diagram.

a Torque tighten the drain plug (34 N.m).

a Clean the traces of oil around the drain plug so that
any possible leaks can be detected.

II - FILLING

a

a Use a funnel to fill the engine with engine oil recom-
mended by the manufacturer (see Engine oil:
Specifications) (Technical Note 6013A, 04, Lubri-
cants)

a Check the oil level with the dipstick.

a Refit the engine oil filler cap.

115040

WARNING

Always check the oil level using the dipstick.

Do not exceed the maximum level on the dipstick
(as this could damage the engine).

Correct the engine oil level if necessary before
delivering the vehicle to the customer.

Note:

Prevent oil outflow on the engine to avoid dam-
aging the surrounding components.

Note:

When filling up the engine oil, always leave at
least 10 minutes for the oil to drain down before
checking with a dipstick



10A-17

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine oil: Draining - Refilling

F4R

10A

a parts always to be replaced: Drain plug seal on
engine oil sump

I - DRAINING

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the oil filler cap (1) ,

- the dipstick (2) .

a Fit a oil recovery tray under the drain plug (3) .

a Remove the drain plug (3) using the (Mot. 1018).

a Allow the engine oil to flow into the oil recovery con-
tainer.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1018 8 mm square engine drain
plug spanner.

Equipment required

oil recovery tray

oil change end piece with an 8 mm square drive

funnel

Tightening torquesm

drain plug 20 N.m

Engine

Average oil capacity (use 
dipstick)

Draining Oil change
plus oil fil-
ter replace-
ment

F4R 5.2 5.4

116358

116734



10A-18

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine oil: Draining - Refilling

F4R

10A

a Fit the new drain plug seal (position the seal groove
(4) facing the drain plug).

a Torque tighten the drain plug (20 N.m) using a oil
change end piece with an 8 mm square drive.

a Clean the traces of oil around the drain plug so that
any possible leaks can be detected.

II - FILLING

a

a Use a funnel to fill the engine with engine oil recom-
mended by the manufacturer (see Engine oil:
Specifications) (Technical Note 6013A, 04, Lubri-
cants).

a Check the engine oil level using the dipstick.

a Refit:

- the oil filler cap,

- the dipstick.

113764

WARNING

Always check the oil level using the dipstick.

Do not exceed the maximum level on the dipstick
(as this could damage the engine).

Correct the engine oil level if necessary before
delivering the vehicle to the customer.

Note:

Prevent oil outflow on the engine to avoid dam-
aging the surrounding components.

Note:

When filling up the engine oil, always leave at
least  10 minutes for the oil to drain down before
checking the level on the dipstick.



10A-19

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Fit a oil recovery tray.

a Separate the turbocharger pressure regulation sole-
noid valve from the fan assembly (if equipped).

II - OIL FILTER REMOVAL OPERATION

a Position the (Mot. 1329)  (1) with an extension piece
and a ratchet on the oil filter.

a Remove the oil filter.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - products) to clean and degrease the joint
face of the oil filter on the engine.

a parts always to be replaced: Oil filter

a Lubricate the new oil filter seal.

II - OIL FILTER REFITTING OPERATION

a Refit the oil filter.

a Tighten the oil filter until the seal makes contact with
the engine.

a Tighten the oil filter by hand 3/4 of a turn.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1329 Oil filter removing tool (76
mm diameter)

Equipment required

oil recovery tray

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

Always check the oil level using the dipstick.

Do not exceed the maximum level on the dipstick
(could destroy the engine).

Correct the engine oil level if necessary before
delivering the vehicle to the customer.

Note:

When topping up the engine oil, always leave at
least 10 minutes before checking the level with a
dipstick.

When removing the oil filter, check that the oil filter
seal is not still stuck to the cylinder block or oil filter.

118273

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).



10A-20

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit the turbocharger pressure regulation solenoid
valve on the fan assembly (if equipped).

a Wipe any oil run-off with a cloth.

a Top up the engine oil with oil recommended by the
manufacturer (see Engine oil: Specifications)
(Technical Note 6013A, 04A, Lubricants).

a Start the vehicle and wait until the oil pressure warn-
ing light goes out on the instrument panel.

a Check for leaks from the oil filter.

a Remove the oil recovery tray.

a Check the oil level using the dipstick.

a Adjust the oil level.

Note:

The level should be between MIN and MAX.



10A-21

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil filter: Removal - Refitting

D4F

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the oil filter using tool (Mot. 1330).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Coat the new oil filter sealing ring with engine oil.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Tighten the oil filter until it makes contact.

a Tighten the oil filter by 3/4 of a turn with the (Mot.
1330).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1330 Oil filter removing tool (66
mm diameter).

121775



10A-22

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil filter: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Fit the (Mot. 1329)  (1) with a ratchet on the oil filter.

a Remove the oil filter.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Lubricate the new oil filter seal.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Tighten the oil filter until the seal makes contact with
the engine.

a Tighten the oil filter three-quarters of a turn by hand.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Top up the engine with oil (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining -
Refilling, page 10A-12) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1329 Oil filter removing tool (76
mm diameter)

110385



10A-23

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil filter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) .

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Fit at (1) the (Mot. 1654) with a ratchet on the oil fil-
ter.

a Remove the oil filter.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Lubricate the new oil filter seal with engine oil.

II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Tighten the oil filter until the seal makes contact with
the engine.

a Tighten oil filter 3/4 of a turn by hand.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fill up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly , Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1654 Oil filter removing tool (64
mm diameter).

114954



10A-24

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil filter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the oil filter using the (Mot. 1329) and a
ratchet.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Lubricate the new oil filter seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the new oil filter.

a Tighten the oil filter until it makes contact.

a Tighten the oil filter 3/4 of a turn by hand.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Fill up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly , Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Start the vehicle in order to check that there are no
oil leaks from the oil filter.

a Refit the engine undertray.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1329 Oil filter removing tool (76
mm diameter)

116735



10A-25

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine protector,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray,

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) .

a Drain:

- the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) ,

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector (1) .

a Remove:

- the bolt (2) from the oil filter support,

- the oil filter holder.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nipple (3) from the oil-coolant heat exchanger,

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger.

Tightening torquesm

o i l - c o o l a n t  h e a t
exchanger nipple

39 N.m

oil filter holder bolt 28 N.m

113894

113895



10A-26

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: coolant-engine oil
heat exchanger seal on the cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- new seals on the oil-coolant heat exchanger, previ-
ously lubricated with soapy water,

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger on the coolant inlet
pipe.

a Put two drops of HIGH RESISTANCE THREAD
LOCK on the nipple of the oil-coolant heat exchang-
er.

a Torque tighten the oil-coolant heat exchanger nip-
ple (39 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the oil filter holder.

a Torque tighten the oil filter holder bolt (28 N.m).

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Wait 2 minutes.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine protector.



10A-27

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) .

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-19) .

a Fit hose clamps (Ms. 583) onto the oil-coolant heat
exchanger hoses (1) .

a Separate the clips (2) on the oil-coolant heat ex-
changer inlet and outlet hoses, using the tool (Mot.
1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Connect the oil-coolant heat exchanger hoses.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (3) from the oil-coolant heat exchanger,

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Tightening torquesm

oil-coolant exchanger
bolt

49 N.m

115096

115096



10A-28

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A
- the oil-coolant heat exchanger,

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger O-ring.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: coolant-engine oil
heat exchanger seal on the cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil-coolant heat exchanger equipped with a
new seal.

a Torque tighten the oil-coolant exchanger bolt (49
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the oil-coolant heat exchanger inlet and
outlet hoses.

a Fit the oil-coolant heat exchanger inlet and outlet
hose clips using the tool (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-
01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Remove the hose clamps (Ms. 583) on the oil-cool-
ant heat exchanger inlet and outlet hoses.

a Refit the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-19) .

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .



10A-29

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

If there is an internal leak in the coolant-oil exchanger 
resulting in a coolant-oil mixture, you will need to:

- drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) ,

- drain the coolant (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling sys-
tem: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- replace the oil filter.

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit a hose clamp (Ms. 583) on the coolant hoses (1) .

a Separate the hose clips (2) using the tool (Mot.
1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Disconnect the oil-water heat exchanger cooling
hoses.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Tightening torquesm

oil filter nipple 55 N.m

116811

Note:

Watch out for coolant outflow.



10A-30

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

a It is essential to mark the position of the coolant-oil
heat exchanger.

a Remove:

- the oil filter nipple (3) ,

- the coolant-oil heat exchanger (4) ,

- the coolant-oil exchanger seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: coolant-engine oil
heat exchanger seal on the cylinder block.

a Clean the sealing surfaces.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new seal on the oil-coolant heat exchanger,

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger with its new seal,
observing its fitting position,

- the oil filter nipple, taking care not to alter the oil-
coolant heat exchanger fitting position.

a Torque tighten the oil filter nipple (55 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the cooling hoses to the oil-coolant heat ex-
changer.

a Fit the clips on the hoses using the tool (Mot. 1448)
or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Remove the hose clamp (Ms. 583).

a Refit the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-19) with a new seal.

a Perform the following operations:

- top up the engine oil level using the dipstick,

- fill and bleed the coolant circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) .

a Check that there are no leaks from the oil filter and
the coolant-oil heat exchanger.

a Refit the engine undertray.
104706

Note:

Watch out for the outflow of engine oil.



10A-31

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-19) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Disconnect the horn connector (1) .

a Unclip the electrical wiring from the air deflector at
(2) .

a Remove:

- the air deflector clips (3) ,

- the air deflector.

Tightening torquesm

o i l - c o o l a n t  h e a t
exchanger nipple

39 N.m

oil filter holder hollow
bolt

28 N.m

alternator bolts 21 N.m

air duct clips between
the intercooler and the
damper valve

5.5 N.m

exchanger inlet air pipe
nut on the alternator

8 N.m

112780



10A-32

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

10A

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector (4) .

a Mark the position of the oil filter holder on the cool-
ant-oil heat exchanger.

a Remove:

- the oil filter holder hollow bolt (5) ,

- the oil filter holder.

a Disconnect the inlet pressure sensor connector (6) .

a Undo:

- the air duct clip (7) between the intercooler and the
damper valve on the damper valve,

- the air duct clip (8) between the intercooler and the
damper valve on the intercooler,

- the bolt (9) of the upper air duct between the turbo-
charger and the intercooler,

- the upper section of the air duct (10) between the
turbocharger and the intercooler by moving aside
the clips (11) .

113894

112331

109808



10A-33

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

10A

a Remove:

- the nut (12) from the air inlet ducts on the alterna-
tor,

- the air duct between the intercooler and the damp-
er valve,

- the bolt from the upper air duct between the turbo-
charger and the intercooler,

- the upper section of the air duct between the turbo-
charger and the intercooler by separating the clips.

a Move the lower section of the duct between the tur-
bocharger and the intercooler away from the alterna-
tor.

a Remove the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 11A-5) .

a Loosen the alternator lower bolt (13) .

a Remove the alternator upper bolt (14) .

a Tip the alternator towards the front of the vehicle.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nipple (15) from the oil-coolant heat exchanger,

- the coolant-oil heat exchanger by releasing it from
the coolant pump inlet pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: coolant-engine oil
heat exchanger seal on the cylinder block.

a Clean the bearing faces on the coolant-oil heat ex-
changer and the cylinder block.

a Refit new seals on the oil-coolant heat exchanger,
previously lubricated with soapy water.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger by connecting it to
the coolant pump inlet pipe.

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger nipple.

a Put two drops of HIGH RESISTANCE THREAD
LOCK on the nipple of the oil-coolant heat exchang-
er.

a Torque tighten the oil-coolant heat exchanger nip-
ple (39 N.m).

113857

113895



10A-34

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

10A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the oil filter holder,

- the hollow bolt to the oil filter holder with new seals.

a Tighten to torque the oil filter holder hollow bolt
(28 N.m).

a Refit the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-19) .

a Fit the alternator in place.

a Refit the alternator upper bolt.

a Torque tighten the alternator bolts (21 N.m).

a Position the lower section of the air duct between the
turbocharger and the intercooler on the alternator.

a Refit:

- the air duct between the intercooler and the damp-
er valve,

- the air duct nut on the alternator.

a Tighten to torque the air duct clips between the in-
tercooler and the damper valve (5.5 N.m).

a Connect the inlet pressure sensor connector.

a Fit:

- the clip to the inlet of the lower section of the air
duct between the turbocharger and the intercooler,

- the clip to the inlet of the upper section of the air
duct between the turbocharger and the intercooler.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Snap the air duct to the turbocharger and to the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the exchanger inlet air pipe nut on
the alternator (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the deflector above the intercooler,

- the deflector clips.

a Connect the horn connector.

a Clip the electrical wiring onto the deflector.

a Refit the front bumper (see Front bumper: Remov-
al - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.



10A-35

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Fit the hose clamps (Ms. 583) on the oil-coolant heat
exchanger inlet and outlet hoses (1) .

a Separate the clips (2) on the oil-coolant heat ex-
changer inlet and outlet hoses, using the tool (Mot.
1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Disconnect the oil-coolant heat exchanger inlet and
outlet hoses.

a Remove:

- the bolt (3) from the oil filter support,

- the oil filter holder.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Tightening torquesm

o i l - c o o l a n t  h e a t
exchanger nipple

45 N.m

oil filter holder bolt 45 N.m

19706

20157



10A-36

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

10A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nipple (4) from the oil-coolant heat exchanger,

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: coolant-engine oil
heat exchanger seal on the cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new exchanger seal by positioning the seal lip
behind the exchanger tabs,

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger.

a Screw in the oil-coolant heat exchanger nipple, with-
out tightening it.

a Torque tighten the oil-coolant heat exchanger nip-
ple (45 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the oil filter holder.

a Torque tighten the oil filter holder bolt (45 N.m).

a Connect the oil-coolant heat exchanger inlet and
outlet hoses.

a Fit the oil-coolant heat exchanger inlet and outlet
hoses clips using the (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01)
or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Remove the hose clamps (Ms. 583) on the oil-cool-
ant heat exchanger inlet and outlet hoses.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

20156



10A-37

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit hose clamps (Ms. 583) onto the oil-coolant heat
exchanger hoses (1) .

a Release the clips (2) using the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the oil cooler hoses.

a Remove:

- the nipple (3) from the oil-water heat exchanger,

- the oil cooler.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

o i l - c o o l a n t  h e a t
exchanger nipple

30 Nm

121726

121402



10A-38

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil-coolant heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A
REFITTING

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the bearing faces on the coolant-oil heat ex-
changer and the cylinder block.

a Always replace the coolant-oil heat exchanger
seals.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the oil cooler,

- the oil-coolant heat exchanger fitting.

a Torque tighten the oil-coolant heat exchanger nip-
ple (30 Nm).

a Connect the oil-coolant heat exchanger hoses.

a Refit the clips using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the hose clamps (Ms. 583).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-19) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .



10A-39

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Put the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Unclip the connector cover (1) .

a Remove the oil pressure sensor connector.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the oil pressure sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil pressure sensor.

a Torque tighten the oil pressure sensor (32 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Clip the connector cover.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

Tightening torquesm

oil pressure sensor 32 N.m

113218



10A-40

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil pressure sensor.

a Torque tighten the oil pressure sensor (40 N.m).

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

oil pressure sensor 40 N.m



10A-41

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove:

- the air resonator (1) ,

- the air inlet pipe (2) from the air filter unit.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect:

- the pinking sensor connector (3) ,

- the oil pressure sensor connector (4) .

a Remove the oil pressure sensor (5) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products) to degrease the bearing face of the
oil pressure sensor on the cylinder block.

a Refit the oil pressure sensor.

a Connect:

- the oil pressure sensor connector,

- the pinking sensor connector.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the air resonator.

K4M, and 862

140647

114212

K4M, and 862



10A-42

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).



10A-43

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) .

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector (1) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the oil pressure sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Coat the oil pressure sensor wire with SILICONE
ADHESIVE SEALANT (77 11 227 484) to ensure a
good seal.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the oil pressure sensor.

a Tighten to torque the oil pressure sensor (15 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

oil pressure sensor 15 Nm

115097



10A-44

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Remove:

- the plastic cover retaining clips,

- the plastic cover.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector (3) .

a Remove the oil pressure sensor (4) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil pressure sensor.

a Torque tighten the  oil pressure sensor (30 Nm).

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

II - FINAL REFITTING OPERATION

a Position the plastic cover.

a Refit:

- the plastic cover retaining clips,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

oil pressure sensor 30 Nm

109620

116810



10A-45

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the front engine cover.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector (1) .

a Remove the oil pressure sensor (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil pressure sensor.

a Torque tighten the oil pressure sensor (35 Nm).

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine undertray.

Tightening torquesm

oil pressure sensor 35 Nm

121725



10A-46

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil level sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Move the air inlet hose to one side.

a Disconnect the connector from the oil level sensor.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the oil level sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil level sensor.

a Torque tighten the oil level sensor (30 ±±±± 5 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the connector to the oil level sensor.

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

oil level sensor 30 ±±±± 5 N.m

113045



10A-47

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil level sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Unclip the water hose from the engine cooling fan
support.

a Separate the regulation solenoid valve from the tur-
bocharger (if equipped).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector from the oil level sensor.

a Remove the oil level sensor (1) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the oil level sensor.

a Tighten to torque the oil level sensor (25 N.m).

a Connect the connector to the oil level sensor.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the hose onto the engine cooling fan support.

a Fit the turbocharger regulation solenoid valve (if
equipped).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine undertray.

Tightening torquesm

oil level sensor 25 N.m

113862



10A-48

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil level sensor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Put the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Unpick the engine radiator bottom hose.

a Move the bottom hose to the side without forcing it.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the oil level sen-
sor.

a Remove the oil level sensor (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Clean the grease off the support area of the oil level
sensor on the cylinder block.

a Refit the oil level sensor.

a Connect the connector to the oil level sensor.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the engine radiator bottom hose into place.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

114211



10A-49

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil level sensor: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) .

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the oil level sen-
sor.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the oil level sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit a new seal onto the new oil level sensor.

a Tighten to torque the oil level sensor (20 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the connector to the oil level sensor.

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

oil level sensor 20 Nm

115097



10A-50

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil level sensor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the oil level sen-
sor.

a Remove the oil level sensor (2) using an open-jawed
spanner.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil level sensor.

a Connect the connector to the oil level sensor.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Start the engine to check that there are no leaks.

a Refit the engine undertray.

116989



10A-51

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil level sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove the coolant pump inlet pipe (see 19A,
Cooling, Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 19A-93) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the oil level sen-
sor.

a Remove the oil level sensor using a 19 mm ring
spanner.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil level sensor.

a Connect the connector to the oil level sensor.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the coolant pump inlet pipe (see 19A, Cooling,
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 19A-93) .

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

121843



10A-52

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

REMOVAL
a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:

Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the resonator on the battery,

- the battery covers.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove:

- the left-hand side reinforcement bolts (1) ,

- the left-hand side reinforcement,

- the lower bolt (2) from the side tie rods.

a Fit the cooling assembly to the upper cross member
using safety strap(s).

a Remove:

- the bumper bolts from the radiator cross member,

- the bolts (4) from the radiator lower cross member,

- the radiator lower cross member.

a Disconnect the connector from the oil level sensor.

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

Tightening torquesm

sump bolts on the gear-
box

44 N.m

sump bolts 14 N.m

sump bolts on the multi-
function support

21 N.m

radiator cross member
bolts

105 N.m

relay bearing bolts 44 N.m

108269

108276



10A-53

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A
I - FIRST FITTING OF RIGHT-HAND DRIVESHAFT 
RELAY BEARING

a Remove:

- the bolts from right-hand driveshaft bracket (5) on
the relay bearing,

- the relay bearing bolts from the sump,

- the sump bolts from the multifunction support.

II - SECOND FITTING OF RIGHT-HAND 
DRIVESHAFT RELAY BEARING

a Remove:

- the half-shell bolt (23) ,

- the bolts (21) of the right-hand driveshaft relay
bearing on the engine.

a Extract the relay bearing by sliding it towards the
gearbox then turning it around the right-hand drive-
shaft.

108275 123838



10A-54

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A
III - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the sump bolt on the gearbox,

- the sump bolts,

- the sump,

- the sump seal.

REFITTING

a

108279

Note:

If the sump cannot be extracted because it is in
contact with the oil pump strainer, do not force
the removal of the sump as this may damage the
oil splash plate.

Loosen the oil pump bolts by a few turns (the tip
of your finger should pass between the bolt head
and the oil pump casing) using 10 mm and 13
mm open-jawed spanners and while tilting the
sump towards the front of the vehicle.

WARNING
To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING
Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).



10A-55

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Apply four beads of ADHESIVE SILICONE SEAL-
ANT, part number 77 11 227 484, at (7) with a diam-
eter of 5 mm.

a Apply two dabs of ADHESIVE SILICONE SEAL-
ANT, part number 77 11 227 484, at (8) with a diam-
eter of 7 mm at the connection between the
crankshaft closure panel and the cylinder block.

a Fit the sump.

a Tighten:

- the sump bolts on the gearbox, without locking
them,

- to torque the sump bolts on the gearbox (44
N.m),

- in order and to torque the sump bolts (14 N.m).

20167

20166

20171

Note:

If the oil pump was loosened beforehand in order
to extract the sump, position the sump in order to
pass the oil pump strainer into the oil splash
plate of the sump.

Position a component jack to support the sump.

Tilt the sump towards the front of the vehicle, in
order to facilitate access to the oil pump bolts.

Torque tighten the oil pump bolts (25 N.m) using
the small torque wrench 77 11 226 888.

Fit the sump and then follow the following instruc-
tions.

Note:

Before pressing the sump on the cylinder block,
check that the sump seal is still in place and that
it has not come out of the grooves on the sides.



10A-56

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Tighten to torque the sump bolts on the multifunc-
tion support (21 N.m).

a Proceed in the reverse order to removal.

a Torque tighten:

- the radiator cross member bolts (105 N.m),

- the relay bearing bolts (44 N.m).

a Refit the front bumper (see Front bumper: Remov-
al - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

AIR CONDITIONING

WARNING

A shim of 10 mm in thickness must be placed
between the radiator cross member and the sub-
frame. Centre the radiator cross member pin in
the subframe hole at the level of the lower arm
front mounting, to torque tighten the radiator
cross member mountings.



10A-57

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

D4F

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the bolts from the sump on the gearbox.

a Remove the sump bolts.

a If the sump is fitted with ADHESIVE SILICONE 
SEALANT :

- cut the ADHESIVE SILICONE SEALANT using
the (Mot. 1716),

- gradually detach the sump,

- remove the sump.

a If the sump is fitted with a seal:

- remove the sump, rotating it forwards,

- remove the seal from the sump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Clean the sump sealing faces using SUPER
CLEANER FOR SEALING FACES.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER to degrease the sump
sealing faces.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1716 Removes housing with sili-
cone seals.

Tightening torquesm

sump bolts (init ial
torque)

8 Nm

sump bolts 10 Nm

sump bolts on the gear-
box

44 Nm

D4F, and 784

108816

WARNING

Do not scratch the aluminium joint faces: any
surface damage to the joint faces may cause
leaks.

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).



10A-58

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

D4F

10A

a Fit a specific new after-sales seal to a steel sump or
apply a beading of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEAL-
ANT to an aluminium sump.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the sump.

a Refit the sump bolts.

a Pre-tighten in order and to torque the sump bolts
(initial torque) (8 Nm).

a Tighten to torque and in order the sump bolts (10
Nm).

a Refit the sump bolts onto the gearbox.

a Torque tighten the sump bolts on the gearbox (44
Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Wipe any possible traces of oil from the sump.

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Check for leaks from the sump.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the dipstick.
98978

18643

D4F, and 784



10A-59

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure).

a Disconnect the oil level sensor.

a Remove:

- the right-hand driveshaft flange bolts (1) on the
driveshaft relay bearing,

- the relay bearing bolts on the engine oil sump,

- the relay bearing.

Tightening torquesm

engine oil sump mount-
ing bolts

14 N.m

bolts mounting the
engine oil sump on the
gearbox

44 N.m

engine oil sump bolt on
the multifunction sup-
port

25 N.m

e x h a u s t  m a n i fold
upstream stay bolts

44 N.m

exhaust manifold down-
stream stay bolts

44 N.m

driveshaft flange bolts 21 N.m

driveshaft flange bolt 21 N.m

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

108275



10A-60

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A

a Remove:

- the right-hand driveshaft flange bolt (2) on the relay
bearing,

- the bolts (3) from the driveshaft relay bearing,

- the driveshaft relay bearing.

a Remove the bolts (4) from the exhaust manifold
downstream stay.

a Remove the bolts (5) from the exhaust manifold up-
stream stay.

K4M, and 862

128800

132392

132360



10A-61

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the bolts (6) from the engine oil sump on
the gearbox.

a Remove:

- the engine oil sump bolt (7) on the multifunction
support,

- the engine oil sump bolts (8) on the gearbox.

a Remove:

- the sump bolts,

- the engine oil sump,

- the engine oil sump seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: engine oil sump
seal.

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

108279

K4M, and 862

126231

WARNING
Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.



10A-62

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
a Clean the cylinder block joint face using SUPER

CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FACES  (see )
(04B, Consumables - Products).

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to degrease:

- the sump joint face if it is to be reused,

- the cylinder block gasket face.

a Apply:

- four beads (9) of MASTIXO  (see ) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products) with a diameter of 5 mm,

- two drops (10) of MASTIXO  (see ) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products) with a diameter of 5 mm.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING
Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. Mixing
of the sealant with fluid could result in damage to
certain components (engine, radiator, etc.). 20167

20166



10A-63

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new engine oil sump seal,

- the engine oil sump,

- the engine oil sump bolts without tightening them,

- the engine oil sump bolts on the gearbox without
tightening them.

a Torque tighten the engine oil sump bolts (14 N.m)
(1) , (2) , (19) , (20) , (17) and (18) .

a Tighten to torque and in order the engine oil sump
mounting bolts (14 N.m).

a Torque tighten the bolts mounting the engine oil
sump on the gearbox (44 N.m).

a Torque tighten the engine oil sump bolt on the
multifunction support (25 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Tighten to torque:

- the exhaust manifold upstream stay bolts (44
N.m),

- the exhaust manifold downstream stay bolts
(44 N.m).

a Refit:

- the relay bearing,

- the relay bearing bolts on the engine oil sump,

- the right-hand driveshaft flange bolts on the relay
bearing.

a Refit the relay bearing bolts.

a Refit the driveshaft flange bolts.

a Torque tighten the driveshaft flange bolts (21
N.m).

a Refit the driveshaft flange bolt.

a Torque tighten the driveshaft flange bolt (21 N.m).

a Connect the oil level sensor.

a Refit:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the dipstick.

20171

K4M, and 862

K4M, and 862

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

K4M, and 862

WARNING

Place a 10 mm thick shim between the radiator
cross member and the sub-frame and centre the
radiator cross member pin in the sub-frame hole
at the level of the lower arm front mounting to
torque tighten the radiator cross member mount-
ings.



10A-64

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-

der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).



10A-65

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the sump mounting bolts in the above or-
der.

a Detach the sump using the (Mot. 1716) and a ham-
mer.

a Remove the sump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the sealing surfaces using the DECAPJOINT
product.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1716 Removes housing with sili-
cone seals.

Tightening torquesm

sump mounting bolts 10 Nm

115241

115038

IMPORTANT

Note the quantity of oil in the sump.

IMPORTANT

- Do not scratch the aluminium sealing surfaces.

- Wear goggles.

- Wear gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.)

WARNING

The gasket faces must be clean, dry and free
from grease (avoid finger marks).



10A-66

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A
a Check that the sump is not:

- scratched,

- deformed.

If this is the case, replace the sump.

a Check that the baseplate is not scratched.

a Apply a bead of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT
(77 11 227 484) approximately 5 mm in diameter,
approximately 8 mm away from the inside rim of the
sump to ensure a good seal.

II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Fit the sump.

a Finger tightenthe mounting bolts in the above order
until they make contact with the sump.

a Tighten to torque and in order the sump mounting
bolts (10 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

116046

115241



10A-67

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Refit the drain plug with its old seal.

a Strap the cooling unit in place.

a Remove the radiator mounting cross member (see
Radiator mounting cross member: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

1 - Standard removal of sump

a Remove the mounting bolt (1) from the lower engine
tie-bar, engine side.

a Undo the mounting bolt (2) on the lower engine tie-
bar, sub-frame side.

a Move the lower engine tie-bar to one side.

2 - Replacement of the sump

a Remove:

- the mounting nuts (3) from the reinforcement lower
cross member,

- the reinforcement lower cross member.

Tightening torquesm

sump mounting bolts (1)
to (6)

15 Nm

sump mounting bolts (7)
to (10), (1), (2), and (11)
to (22)

18 Nm

sump mounting bolts on
the gearbox

44 Nm

engine tie-bar mounting
bolt on the mounting

180 Nm

engine tie-bar mounting
bolt on the sub-frame

105 Nm

engine tie-bar support
mounting bolts

62 Nm

116779

116779



10A-68

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

a Remove the mounting bolt (4) from the lower engine
tie-bar, engine side.

a Undo the mounting bolt (5) on the lower engine tie-
bar, sub-frame side.

a Move the lower engine tie-bar (6) to one side.

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (7) from the engine tie-bar sup-
port, engine side,

- the engine tie-bar support, engine side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts (8) mounting the sump on the gearbox,

- the bolts mounting the sump on the cylinder block,

- the sump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Clean:

- the sump joint face,

- the cylinder block joint face.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the sump with its new seal,

- the bolts mounting the sump on the cylinder block,

- the bolts mounting the sump on the gearbox.

116824

116825

116821



10A-69

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

a Torque tighten and in order:

- the sump mounting bolts (1) to (6) (15 Nm),

- the sump mounting bolts (7) to (10), (1), (2), and
(11) to (22) (18 Nm),

- the sump mounting bolts on the gearbox (44
Nm).

a Clean around the sides of the sump.

a Remove the drain plug and its old seal.

a Refit the drain plug with its new seal.

1 - Standard refitting of sump

a Fit the lower engine tie-bar.

a Refit the lower engine tie-bar mounting bolt, engine
side.

a Torque tighten:

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the mount-
ing (180 Nm),

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the sub-
frame (105 Nm).

2 - Replacement of the sump

a Refit:

- the lower cross member.

- the reinforcement lower cross member mounting
nuts,

a Refit:

- the engine tie-bar support, engine side,

- the engine tie-bar support mounting bolts, engine
side.

a Torque tighten the engine tie-bar support mount-
ing bolts (62 Nm).

a Fit the lower engine tie-bar.

a Refit the lower engine tie-bar mounting bolt, engine
side.

a Torque tighten:

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolt on its mount-
ing (180 Nm),

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the sub-
frame (105 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Perform the following operations:

- top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- check the engine oil level using the dipstick.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Start the engine and let it run for 5 minutes.

a Check that there are no leaks between the cylinder
block and the sump.

a Refit the engine undertray.

15195

WARNING

Systematically replace the gaskets.



10A-70

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the oil from the engine (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining -
Refilling, page 10A-12) .

a Remove the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-19) .

a Remove the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine
mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 19D-13) .

a Strap the radiator to the vehicle using safety
strap(s).

a Remove the clips from the front wheel arch liners on
the radiator mounting cross member.

a Remove the side reinforcement mountings on the
radiator mounting cross member (1) .

a Remove the radiator mounting cross member with-
out removing the front bumper (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(31A, Front axle components).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1914 Tool for fitting G9 con rod
bearing shells

Mot. 1920 Tool for fitting F9 / K9 con rod
bearing shells

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

component jack

indelible pencil

torque wrench

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

con rod cap bolts 20 N.m + 45˚ ±±±±
6˚

oil pump bolts 25 N.m

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply
the safety and cleanliness instructions and opera-
tion recommendations before carrying out any
repair (see Vehicle: Precautions for the repair) .

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

101212



10A-71

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Remove the relay bearing of the front right-hand
wheel driveshaft.

a Disconnect the oil level sensor connector (if
equipped) (2) .

a Remove the catalytic converter upstream stay (3) .

a

Undo the bolts of the engine oil sump.

a Fit a component jack to support the engine oil
sump.

a Remove the bolts from the engine oil sump.

a Detach the engine oil sump, while supporting it with
the component jack.

123838

123834

112328

140940

WARNING

Failure to observe the following procedure may
damage the oil pump strainer.



10A-72

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Tilt the engine oil sump forwards in order to access
the oil pump bolts.

a Partially loosen the oil pump bolts 3 mm to 5 mm.

a Detach the oil pump from its position in order to re-
move the engine oil sump.

a Remove:

- the engine oil sump,

- the engine oil sump seal,

- the oil pump.

II - REMOVAL OPERATION FOR THE CON ROD 
BEARING SHELLS NO.2

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products) to clean the big ends.

a Mark the position of the con rod cap in relation to the
con rod body using a indelible pencil.

a Position the crankshaft at Top Dead Centre.

140917

139306



10A-73

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Remove:

- the con rod bolts,

- the con rod cap,

- the lower con rod bearing shell.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - products) to clean the bearing mating face on
the con rod cap.

a Fit the tie rod of the tool (Mot. 1914) on the con rod
body.

a Push the con rod upwards to release the con rod
from the crankpin.

a Turn the crankshaft 90˚ clockwise (timing end).

139300

Note:

If reusing the con rod bearing shells, mark the
position of the lower con rod bearing shell in rela-
tion to the con rod cap.

139310



10A-74

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a

Pull the con rod - piston assembly using the tie rod of
the tool (Mot. 1914), taking care not to allow the pis-
ton to touch the piston base cooling jets.

a Remove the upper con rod bearing shell.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - products) to clean the bearing mating face on
the con rod body.

REFITTING

a

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR THE CON ROD 
BEARING SHELLS ON CYLINDER NO.2

a parts always to be replaced: con rod cap bolts

a

Fit the head of the tool (Mot. 1920) with the marking
" K9K INF " on the threaded sleeve of the tool (Mot.
1914).

a Position the lower con rod bearing shell on the tool
(Mot. 1920).

139315

WARNING

Failure to observe the following procedure may
damage the piston base cooling jets.

Note:

If reusing the con rod bearing shells, mark the
position of the upper con rod bearing shell in
relation to the con rod body.

Note:

Always replace the 8 con rod bearing shells.

The set of con rod bearing shells contains only
con rod bearing shells with a width of 18 mm.

Note:

Always replace con rod bearing shells with a
width of 20 mm by con rod bearing shells with a
width of 18 mm.

Only use the head of the tool (Mot. 1920) with
the marking " K9K SUP " for con rod bearing
shells with a width of 18 mm.



10A-75

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a

Fit the lower con rod bearing shell on the con rod
cap using the tool (Mot. 1920).

a Position the lower con rod bearing shell so that the
ends do not protrude beyond the con rod cap.

a Lubricate the surface of the con rod bearing shell
(crankshaft end) using new engine oil.

a Remove the tool head with the marking " K9K INF "
and fit the head with the marking " K9K SUP ".

a Position the upper con rod bearing shell on the tool
(Mot. 1920).

a Fit the upper con rod bearing shell on the con rod
body using the tool (Mot. 1920).

a Position the upper con rod bearing shell so that the
ends do not protrude beyond the con rod body.

a Lubricate the surface of the con rod bearing shell
(crankshaft end) using new engine oil.

a Push the con rod - piston assembly back up into
place.

a Turn the crankshaft 90˚ anticlockwise.

a Lubricate the crankpin with new engine oil.

a Pull the con rod - piston assembly to position the con
rod on the crankshaft.

a

Refit:

- the con rod cap according to the mark made during
removal,

- the new con rod bolts.

a Torque and angle tighten the con rod cap bolts (20
N.m + 45˚ ±±±± 6˚).

133814

133815

Note:

The contact surface between the bearing shell
and the con rod must be dry and free of grease.

139318

Note:

Before refitting the con rod cap, ensure that there
are no impurities (filings, cloth lint, etc.) on the
con rod body or cap surfaces.



10A-76

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A
II - REMOVAL - REFITTING OPERATIONS FOR THE 
CON ROD BEARING SHELLS ON CYLINDERS 
NO.3, 1 AND 4

a Perform the same removal - refitting operations as
for the con rod bearing shells on cylinder no. 2.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: engine oil sump
seal

parts always to be replaced: Oil filter

parts always to be replaced: Drain plug seal on
engine oil sump

a Use a wooden spatula or an ABRASIVE PAD to
clean the joint face of the cylinder block and engine
oil sump.

a Refit the oil pump.

a Fit without tightening the oil pump bolts, while keep-
ing a clearance of 3 mm to 5 mm.

a Fit the engine oil sump seal.

a Apply SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT  (see Vehi-
cle: Parts and consumables for the repair) :

- four beads with a diameter of 5 mm at (A) ,

- two drops with a diameter of 5 mm at (B) .

a Fit the engine oil sump while supporting it using a
component jack.

Note:

For removing and refitting the con rod bearing
shells on cylinders no. 1 and no. 4, position the
pistons at Bottom Dead Centre before performing
the same removal and refitting operations as for
the con rod bearing shells on cylinder no. 2.

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).

20166

20167



10A-77

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Conrod bearing shell: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

a Tilt the engine oil sump forwards in order to access
the oil pump bolts.

a Torque tighten the oil pump bolts (25 N.m) using
the torque wrench PROSTEEL, part number 77 11
226 888 starting with the 13 mm bolt.

a

a Refit the engine oil sump bolts.

a Torque tighten in order the engine oil sump bolts
(see 10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly,
Lower cover: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-52) .

a Refit the catalytic converter upstream stay (see 19B,
Exhaust, Catalytic converter: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 19B-29) .

a Connect the connector to the oil level sensor.

a Refit the relay bearing of the front right-hand wheel
driveshaft (see Front right-hand driveshaft: Re-
moval - Refitting) .

a Refit the radiator mounting cross member (see Ra-
diator mounting cross member: Removal - Refit-
ting) (31A, Front axle components).

a Refit the side reinforcement mountings on the radia-
tor mounting cross member.

a Refit the mountings of the front right-hand wheel
arch liner on the radiator mounting cross member.

a Remove the safety strap(s) from the radiator.

a Refit the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine
mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 19D-13) .

a Disconnect the crankshaft position sensor (4) to pre-
vent the engine from starting.

a Refit the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-19) 

a Fill up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly , Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Start the engine using the starter until the engine oil
warning light goes out.

a Connect the crankshaft position sensor.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Clear the present faults using the Diagnostic tool.

140918

Note:

Check that the engine oil sump seal is definitely
in place before tightening the engine oil sump
bolts.

123824



10A-78

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the wheel arch liner (see Front wheel arch liner:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior pro-
tection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Drain the oil from the engine (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining -
Refilling, page 10A-12) .

a Refit the upper timing cover (1) .

a Refit the right-hand suspended mounting support
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Remove:

- the lower cover (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Lower cover: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 10A-52) ,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1374 Oil pump seal extractor.

Mot. 1626 Tool for fitting the PTFE
crankshaft seal, timing end.

Tightening torquesm

oil pump mounting bolts 9 N.m

109740

109733



10A-79

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector (2) .

a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley (see
11A, Top and front of engine, Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) .

a Remove the crankshaft seal by turning tool (Mot.
1374).

a Remove the seal by tightening the bolt (9) on the
(Mot. 1374).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the oil pump strainer,

- the oil pump mounting bolts,

- the oil pump.

109722

18645-1

18645-2

18646



10A-80

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the O-ring (3) ,

- the crankshaft seal.

a Refit the oil pump.

Apply a beading of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEAL-
ANT 77 11 227 484 with a width of 1.3 mm to seal
the oil pump.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the oil pump, aligning the oil pump drive points
with the flat surface of the crankshaft.

109832

18718

WARNING

The sealing surfaces must be clean, dry and free
from grease (avoid finger marks).



10A-81

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Tighten to torque and in order the oil pump mount-
ing bolts (9 N.m).

a Refit the oil pump strainer.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the crankshaft seal.

a Screw the threaded rod (Mot. 1626) into the crank-
shaft.

18646

Note:

The oil pump strainer does not have a seal.

18687

WARNING

This type of seal is extremely fragile. When han-
dling, it is essential to grip protective piece (4) . It
is strictly forbidden to touch seal; (5) this is to
prevent any oil leaks once the oil seal is fitted to
the engine.

20784



10A-82

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Fit the seal and protector on the crankshaft, taking
care not to touch the seal.

a Fit the cover (6) and the collar nut (7) of the (Mot.
1626).

a Tighten the collar nut until the cap touches the
crankshaft closure panel.

20782

20783

20781

20780



10A-83

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Remove:

- the nut,

- the cover,

- the guard,

- the threaded rod.

a Refit the lower cover (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Lower cover: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 10A-52) .

a Refit the lower engine support (Mot. 1672).

a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended mounting support,

- the upper timing cover.

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the dipstick,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

20779



10A-84

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the engine oil sump (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Lower cover: Removal -
Refitting, page 10A-52) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the oil splash plate bolt (1) ,

- the oil splash plate (2) ,

- the oil pump bolts (3) .

a Remove the oil pump bolts (4) .

Tightening torquesm

oil pump bolts 25 N.m K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

23224

K4M, and 862

128799



10A-85

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

10A
a Remove the oil pump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the oil pump,

- the oil pump bolts.

a Torque tighten the oil pump bolts (25 N.m).

a Refit:

- the oil splash plate,

- the oil splash plate bolt.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the engine oil sump (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Lower cover: Removal -
Refitting, page 10A-52) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the dipstick.

a Fill up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804



10A-86

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the sump (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Lower cover: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-52) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the oil pump bolts (1) ,

- the oil pump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the oil pump.

a Tighten the oil pump bolts (25 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the sump (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Lower cover: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-52) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

oil pump bolts 25 Nm

23224



10A-87

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A
a The engine and gearbox assembly must be re-

moved to remove/refit the oil pump (see 10A, En-
gine and cylinder block assembly, Engine -
gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-112) .

a For the removal and refitting procedure for the oil
pump (see ) and (see ) (Technical Note 6020A, 10A,
Engine and peripherals).



10A-88

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove the sump (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the oil splash plate mounting bolt (1) ,

- the oil splash plate by sliding it in the direction of
the arrow.

a Remove:

- the oil pump mounting bolts (2) ,

- the oil pump.

Tightening torquesm

oil pump mounting bolts 24 Nm

oil splash plate mount-
ing bolts

24 Nm

116822

116823



10A-89

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the oil pump,

- the oil pump mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the oil pump mounting bolts (24
Nm).

a Refit:

- the oil splash plate,

- the oil splash plate mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the oil splash plate mounting bolts
(24 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the sump (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Lower cover: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 10A-52) .

a Fill up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Start the engine and let it run for 5 minutes after the
engine oil warning light goes off.

a Check that there are no leaks between the cylinder
block and the sump.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Top up the engine oil level using the dipstick.



10A-90

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Fit hose clamps (Ms. 583) onto the oil-coolant heat
exchanger hoses (1) .

a Release the clips (2) using the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the oil cooler hoses.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1374 Oil pump seal extractor.

Mot. 1626 Tool for fitting the PTFE
crankshaft seal, timing end.

Tightening torquesm

oil pump bolts 10 Nm

oil pump strainer bolts 10 Nm

121726



10A-91

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

a Fit the engine support tool (Mot. 1672) using the
driveshaft relay bearing as a support.

a Remove:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the sump (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Lower cover: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-52) .

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Remove the crankshaft seal by turning tool (Mot.
1374).

a Remove the seal by tightening the bolt (3) on the
(Mot. 1374).

110258 18645-1

18645-2



10A-92

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the oil pump strainer bolts,

- the oil pump strainer,

- the oil pump bolts,

- the oil pump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the joint faces with SUPER CLEANING
AGENT FOR JOINT FACES to dissolve any seal
still adhering.

a Always replace:

- the O-ring (1) ,

- the crankshaft seal.

a Apply a bead of MASTIXO with a width of 1.3 mm to
ensure that the oil pump is sealed.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the oil pump, aligning the oil pump drive points
with the flat surfaces of the crankshaft.

18646

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

109832

18718



10A-93

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

a Refit the oil pump bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order the oil pump bolts
(10 Nm).

a Refit:

- the oil pump strainer,

- the oil pump strainer bolts.

a Torque tighten the oil pump strainer bolts (10
Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the crankshaft seal.

a Screw the threaded rod (Mot. 1626) into the crank-
shaft.

18646

18687

Note:

This type of seal is extremely fragile. When han-
dling, it is essential to hold the protective piece
(4) . It is strictly forbidden to touch the seal (5) ;
this is to prevent any oil leaks once the oil seal is
fitted to the engine.

20784



10A-94

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

a Fit the seal and protector on the crankshaft, taking
care not to touch the seal.

a Fit the cover (6) and the collar nut (7) of the (Mot.
1626).

a Tighten the collar nut until the cap touches the
crankshaft closure panel.

20782

20783

20781

20780



10A-95

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

a Remove:

- the nut,

- the cap,

- the guard,

- the threaded rod.

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the sump (see 10A, Engine and cylinder block
assembly, Lower cover: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-52) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove the engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Connect the oil-coolant heat exchanger hoses.

a Refit the clips using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the hose clamps (Ms. 583).

a Refit:

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the dipstick.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

20779



10A-96

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Remove the air conditioning compressor (see Com-
pressor: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 62A, Air
conditioning).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the multifunction support mounting bolts (1) ,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe mounting bolt (2) ,

- the multifunction support.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the multifunction support.

a Tighten to torque the multifunction support
mounting bolts (50 N.m).

a Refit the water pump inlet pipe mounting bolt.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the air conditioning compressor (see Com-
pressor: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 62A, Air
conditioning).

a Refit:

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

Tightening torquesm

multifunction support
mounting bolts

50 N.m

AIR CONDITIONING

113370

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-97

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A
- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



10A-98

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M, and AIR CONDITIONING

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Remove the mounting bolts (1) from the air condi-
tioning compressor.

a Attach the air conditioning compressor to the cooling
radiator cross member.

a Unclip the alternator wiring harness from the multi-
function support.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the multifunction support mounting bolts (2) ,

- the multifunction support.

Tightening torquesm

multifunction support
mounting bolts

44 Nm

bolt mounting the multi-
function support on the
sump

21 Nm

air conditioning com-
pressor bolts

25 Nm

108866

108865



10A-99

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M, and AIR CONDITIONING

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Torque tighten and in order:

- the multifunction support mounting bolts (44
Nm),

- the bolt mounting the multifunction support on
the sump (21 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the alternator wiring harness onto the multifunc-
tion support.

a Detach the air conditioning compressor from the
cooling radiator cross member.

a Refit the air conditioning compressor mounting
bolts.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning compressor
bolts (25 Nm).

a Refit:

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

108865



10A-100

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Remove:

- the idler pulley support mounting bolts (1) ,

- the idler pulley support.

a Unclip the alternator wiring harness from the multi-
function support.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the multifunction support mounting bolts (2) ,

- the multifunction support.

Tightening torquesm

multifunction support
mounting bolts

44 Nm

111079

111057



10A-101

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the multifunction support,

- the multifunction support mounting bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order the multifunction
support mounting bolts (44 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the alternator wiring harness onto the multifunc-
tion support.

a Refit:

- the free pulley support,

- the free pulley support mounting bolts,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

111057



10A-102

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and AIR CONDITIONING

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Disconnect the clutch connector (1) from the air con-
ditioning compressor.

a Remove the air conditioning compressor bolts (2) .

a Move the air conditioning compressor aside.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the multifunction support bolts (3) ,

- the multifunction support.

Tightening torquesm

bolts mounting the mul-
tifunction support on the
cylinder block

44 Nm

bolt mounting the multi-
function support on the
sump

25 Nm

air conditioning com-
pressor bolts

21 Nm

108866

Note:

This operation does not require the AC system to
be drained.

113856



10A-103

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and AIR CONDITIONING

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the multifunction support.

a Fit the multifunction support bolts on the cylinder
block without tightening.

a Torque tighten and in order:

- the bolts mounting the multifunction support
on the cylinder block (44 Nm),

- the bolt mounting the multifunction support on
the sump (25 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the air conditioning compressor bolts.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning compressor
bolts (21 Nm).

a Connect the air conditioning compressor clutch con-
nector.

a Refit:

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover,

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

113856



10A-104

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and STANDARD HEATING

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Remove:

- the idler pulley support mounting bolts (1) ,

- the idler pulley support.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the multifunction support mounting bolts (2) ,

- the multifunction support.

Tightening torquesm

multifunction support
mounting bolts

44 Nm

free pulley support
mounting bolts

21 Nm

111079

111057



10A-105

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and STANDARD HEATING

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the multifunction support, finger tightening the
bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order the multifunction
support mounting bolts (44 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the free pulley support,

- the free pulley support mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the free pulley support mounting
bolts (21 Nm).

a

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

111057

106001

 (6) accessories belt

 (7) free wheel pulley

Note:

The accessories belt (6) must be fitted on the
free wheel pulley (7) as shown in the diagram
above.



10A-106

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the coolant pump (see 19A, Cooling, Coolant
pump: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-41) .

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the air condition-
ing compressor.

a Remove the bolt (2) mounting the air conditioning
connector mounting.

a Disconnect the cooling hoses (3) using the (Mot.
1448).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

multifunction support
mounting bolts

50 Nm

115087

115088



10A-107

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

M4R

10A
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the multifunction support mounting bolts,

- the multifunction support,

- the multifunction support seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The multifunction support seal must be replaced.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the multifunction support.

a Finger tighten the multifunction support mounting
bolts until contact.

a Tighten to torque the multifunction support
mounting bolts (50 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the cooling hoses using the (Mot. 1448).

a Refit the bolt securing the air conditioning connector
mounting.

a Connect the air conditioning compressor connector.

a Refit:

- the coolant pump (see 19A, Cooling, Coolant
pump: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-41) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) .

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 80A, Battery).

115089



10A-108

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the air condition-
ing compressor.

a Remove the mounting bolts (2) from the air condi-
tioning compressor.

a Attach the air conditioning compressor to prevent
the air conditioning ducts from being disturbed in
any way.

Tightening torquesm

multifunction support
mounting bolts

44 N.m

air conditioning com-
pressor mounting bolts

25 N.m

116738



10A-109

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A
II - OPERATION FOR PREPARATION OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the multifunction support mounting bolts (3) ,

- the multifunction support.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the multifunction support,

- the multifunction support bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order the multifunction
support mounting bolts (44 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit the air conditioning compressor.

a Refit the air conditioning compressor mounting
bolts.

a Tighten to torque the air conditioning compressor
mounting bolts (25 N.m).

a Refit:

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

116739

116739



10A-110

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Disconnect the air conditioning compressor clutch
connector.

a Remove the air conditioning compressor bolts.

a Detach the air conditioning pipe from the body be-
tween the compressor and the expansion valve.

a Position the air conditioning compressor on the radi-
ator mounting cross member.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts (1) from the coolant pump inlet pipe,

- the multifunction support bolts (2) ,

- the multifunction support.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the multifunction support,

- the multifunction support bolts,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe bolts.

a Torque tighten:

- the multifunction support bolts (50 Nm),

- the coolant pump inlet pipe bolts (10 Nm).

Tightening torquesm

multifunction support
bolts

50 Nm

coolant pump inlet pipe
bolts

10 Nm

air conditioning com-
pressor bolts

25 Nm

AIR CONDITIONING

120956



10A-111

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Multifunction support: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A
II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the air conditioning compressor.

a Attach the air conditioning pipe to the body between
the compressor and the expansion valve.

a Refit the air conditioning compressor bolts.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning compressor
bolts (25 Nm).

a Connect the air conditioning compressor clutch con-
nector.

a Refit:

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-112

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the manual gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Drain the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant
charging station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Drain-
ing - Filling) (62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts).

a Loosen the clip of the air filter unit air outlet pipe on
the throttle valve.

a Disconnect the air filter unit air outlet pipe from the
throttle valve.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

left-hand suspended
engine mounting shaft
nut

62 N.m

earth nut on the shock
absorber cup height
adjuster

8 N.m

nut of each earth cable
on the side member

8 N.m

nut of the supply cable
on the battery protection
fuse box

6 N.m

nut of the fuse board
supply cable

8 N.m

bolt of the connecting
pipe between the
« expansion valve -
compressor » 

8 N.m

air filter unit air outlet
pipe clip

5.5 N.m

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-113

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A

a Separate the clip on each heater matrix cooling hose
(1) using the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect:

- the heater matrix cooling hose from the water
chamber,

- the heater matrix cooling hose from the cylinder
block cooling hose.

a Unclip the heater matrix cooling hoses at (2) .

a Remove:

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the air resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air res-
onator: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) ,

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the exhaust downpipe nuts,

- the seal between the catalytic converter and the
exhaust downpipe hose.

a Remove the bolt (3) from the « expansion valve -
compressor » connecting pipe on the compressor.

a Disconnect the « expansion valve - compressor »
connecting pipe from the compressor.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the « condenser - cooling radiator - engine cooling
fan assembly »  (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radi-
ator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) .

109742

135927

AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

109744

WARNING

To prevent moisture from entering the system,
place plugs on the cold loop components which
are open to the air.



10A-114

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A

a Remove:

- the bolts (4) from the Protection and Switching Unit
cover,

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect the connectors (5) from the Protection
and Switching Unit.

a Disconnect the brake servo pipe union (6) from the
inlet distributor.

a Disconnect the oxygen sensor connectors.

a Disconnect:

- the union (7) of the fuel vapour rebreathing pipe
from the petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve,

112213

108446

113088

K4J – K4M, and JH3

126621



10A-115

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A
- the connector (8) of the fuel vapour rebreathing so-
lenoid valve.

a Disconnect:

- the fuse (9) ,

- the fuse holder (10) from the fuse board.

a Remove:

- the nut from the supply cable of the fuse board (11)
,

- the supply cable nut from the battery protection
fuse box (12) ,

- the nut of each side member earth cable.

a Remove:

- the supply cable from the fuse board,

- the supply cable from the battery protection fuse
box,

- the earth cables on the side member.

a Disconnect the connector (13) from the petrol injec-
tion computer.

a Remove the earth nut (14) .

a Remove:

- the earth cable from the shock absorber cup height
adjuster,

- the wiring channel.

109741

108254

109155



10A-116

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A

a

a Disconnect the fuel supply pipe union (15) from the
injector rail.

a Unclip the fuel supply pipe from the retaining brack-
et.

a Move aside the gear control cables by:

- pressing at (A) ,

- pressing at (B) .

a Remove the wiring channel mountings from the
gearbox.

101802

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the union.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit,
place protective plugs on all fuel circuit compo-
nents exposed to the open air.

JH3

108265

109149



10A-117

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A

a Move aside the gear control cables (16) by:

- unclipping each gear control cable (17) from the
gearbox control levers using an open-jawed span-
ner,

- pulling each control cable sleeve stop ring towards
(A) .

a Fit the tool (Ms. 583) between the brake fluid reser-
voir and the clutch master cylinder.

a Disconnect the clutch pipe union from the hydraulic
clutch slave cylinder by pulling on the clips (18) and
(19) .

TL4

117336

104732

JH3

109157



10A-118

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A

a Disconnect the clutch pipe union from the hydraulic
clutch slave cylinder by pressing the clip (20) .

a Fit a blanking plug:

- on the opening of the hydraulic clutch slave cylin-
der,

- on the clutch pipe union.

a Unclip the clutch pipe from the left-hand suspended
engine mounting support on the gearbox.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the « engine - gearbox » assembly using the tool
(Mot. 1390) positioning it on the marks (21) of the
« engine - gearbox » assembly,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft
nut.

a Hit the shaft of the left-hand suspended engine
mounting using a copper hammer.

a Raise the vehicle, moving the engine towards the
front.

TL4

112868

113382

112784



10A-119

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A
a Remove the « engine and gearbox » assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 6023A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

a parts always to be replaced: seal between cata-
lytic converter and exhaust downpipe hose.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the vehicle,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

a Torque tighten the left-hand suspended engine
mounting shaft nut (62 N.m).

a Remove the (Mot. 1390) from the « engine -
gearbox » assembly.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove the blanking plug:

- on the opening of the hydraulic clutch slave cylin-
der,

- on the clutch pipe union.

a Connect the clutch pipe to the hydraulic clutch slave
cylinder.

a Clip the clutch pipe onto the left-hand suspended
engine mounting support on the gearbox.

a Remove the tool (Ms. 583) between the brake fluid
reservoir and the clutch master cylinder.

a Clip each gear control cable onto:

- the gear control cable sleeve stops,

- the gearbox control levers.

a Connect the fuel supply pipe union to the injector
rail.

a Clip the fuel supply pipe onto the retaining bracket.

a Fit:

- the wiring channel,

- the earth cable on the shock absorber cup height
adjuster.

a Tighten the earth nut on the shock absorber cup
height adjuster (8 N.m).

a Connect the petrol injection computer connectors.

a Fit:

- the earth cables on the side member,

- the supply cable of the battery protection fuse box
on the battery protection fuse box,

- the fuse board supply cable on the fuse board.

a Torque tighten:

- the nut of each earth cable on the side member
(8 N.m),

- the nut of the supply cable on the battery pro-
tection fuse box (6 N.m),

- the nut of the fuse board supply cable (8 N.m).

a Connect:

- the fuse holder to the fuse board,

- the fuse,

- the connector of the fuel vapour rebreathing sole-
noid valve,

- the union of the fuel vapour rebreathing pipe to the
petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve.

a Connect the oxygen sensor connectors.

a Connect:

- the brake servo pipe union on the inlet distributor,

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors.

a Refit:

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover,

- the bolts on the Protection and Switching Unit cov-
er,

- the « condenser - cooling radiator - engine cooling
fan assembly »  (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radi-
ator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure).

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3



10A-120

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and JH3 – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and TL4

10A

a Connect the « expansion valve - compressor » con-
necting pipe to the compressor.

a Torque tighten the bolt of the connecting pipe be-
tween the « expansion valve - compressor »  (8
N.m).

a Refit:

- a new seal between the catalytic converter and the
exhaust downpipe hose,

- the exhaust downpipe nuts,

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the air resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air res-
onator: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) ,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

a Connect the heater matrix cooling hose to:

- the water chamber,

- the cylinder block cooling hose.

a Fit the clip on each heater matrix cooling hose using
the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Clip on the heater matrix cooling hoses.

a Connect the air filter box air outlet pipe to the throttle
valve.

a Torque tighten the air filter unit air outlet pipe clip
(5.5 N.m).

a Refit:

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the manual gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox),

- fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) ,

- bleed the clutch circuit (see Clutch circuit: Re-
moval - Refitting) (37A, Mechanical component
controls).

a Fill the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charg-
ing station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining -
Filling) (62A, Air conditioning).

AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-121

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a To fit the strap to the vehicle (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air inlet duct,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Disconnect:

- the modular connector (1) by pulling the slide (2) ,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe on the petrol va-
pour rebreathing solenoid valve.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the automatic transmission (see Automatic gear-
box oil: Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 23A, Auto-
matic transmission).

a Drain the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Tightening torquesm

e x h a u s t  d ownpipe
mounting nuts

9 Nm

the air conditioning pipe
mounting bolts on the
air conditioning com-
pressor

8 Nm

the bolts mounting the
air conditioning pipes on
the evaporator

8 Nm

the bolts mounting the
air conditioning pipes on
the condenser

8 Nm

IMPORTANT

During this operation, secure the vehicle to the
lift with a strap to prevent it from becoming unbal-
anced.

110246

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-122

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A

a Disconnect the connectors from the modular con-
nector by pulling the slide (4) .

a Remove the modular connector mounting bolts (5) .

a Protect the modular connector by putting it into a wa-
terproof plastic bag.

a Disconnect the automatic transmission cooling hos-
es.

a Remove:

- the « left-hand driveshaft-stub axle carrier » as-
sembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component),

- the « right-hand driveshaft-stub axle carrier » as-
sembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component).

a Attach the cooling radiator assembly to the front end
panel.

a Disconnect:

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the top hose (7) on the cylinder head coolant pipe
housing outlet,

- the passenger compartment heating hoses (6) .

a Remove:

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the air resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air res-
onator: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) .

110224

110225

109742



10A-123

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A

a Disconnect:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the mounting bolts (8) from the air conditioning
pipes on the air conditioning compressor, on the
evaporator, and on the condenser.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) .

a Remove the earth strap from the gearbox.

a Remove the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect:

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors (9) ,

- the brake servo pipe,

- the oxygen sensor connectors,

- the petrol vapour rebreather connector,

- the connector from the lifting eye at the flywheel
end,

AIR CONDITIONING

109744

WARNING

Fit plugs into the openings.

Plugs must be fitted on the hoses to prevent
moisture from entering the system.

110249

108446



10A-124

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A

a Disconnect:

- the fuse (10) ,

- the fuse holder (11) from the fuse board,

- the feed wire (12) from the fuse board,

- the feed wire (13) from the battery protection fuse
box,

- the earths on the side member.

a Remove:

- the computer (see 17B, Petrol injection, Petrol
injection computer: Removal - Refitting, page
17B-37) ,

- the computer mounting.

a Remove:

- the wiring harness channel mounting bolts (14) on
the body,

- the earth (15) .

a Remove the adhesive tape from the electrical wiring
harness.

a Disconnect the fuel supply pipe from the injection
rail.

a Remove the wiring duct.

109741 109155



10A-125

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A

a Remove:

- the gear control cable on the box by pushing in (A)
,

- the control cable by pushing in (B) ,

- the wiring harness channel mountings on the gear-
box.

a Remove:

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the exhaust downpipe mountings.

110245

110243

110237



10A-126

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Mark the positions of the suspended engine mount-
ings on the body.

a Support the « engine-gearbox assembly » on the
(Mot. 1390).

a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting nut (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) .

a Strike the stud with a copper hammer.

a Remove:

- the gearbox mounting rubber pad,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting.

a Raise the vehicle, moving the engine towards the
front.

a Be sure to replace the clip on the automatic trans-
mission control cable each time it is removed.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 3784A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine-gearbox » assembly in the ve-
hicle.

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

a Remove the (Mot. 1390) from the « engine -
gearbox » assembly.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the exhaust downpipe mountings.

a Torque tighten the exhaust downpipe mounting
nuts (9 Nm).

a Refit the rear engine tie-bar (see 19D , Engine
mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 19D-13) .

a Refit the wiring harness channel to the gearbox.

a Refit the gearbox control cable.

a Reconnect the petrol supply pipe to the injector rail.

a Refit the wiring harness channel mountings to the
body.

a Refit:

- the wiring harness channel mounting nuts on the
body,

- the computer (see 17B, Petrol injection, Petrol
injection computer: Removal - Refitting, page
17B-37) .

112784



10A-127

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A

a Connect:

- the supply cable to the battery protection fuse box,

- the supply cable on the fuse board,

- the fuse holder on the fuse board,

- the fuse,

- the connector on the lifting eye at the flywheel end,

- the petrol vapour rebreather connector,

- the oxygen sensor connectors,

- the brake servo pipe,

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors.

a Refit:

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover,

- the earths,

- the cooling radiator assembly (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-
20) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Refit:

- the bolts mounting the air conditioning pipes on the
air conditioning compressor,

- the bolts mounting for the air conditioning pipes on
the evaporator,

- the bolts mounting the air conditioning pipe on the
condenser.

Torque tighten:

- the air conditioning pipe mounting bolts on the
air conditioning compressor (8 Nm),

- the bolts mounting the air conditioning pipes
on the evaporator (8 Nm),

- the bolts mounting the air conditioning pipes
on the condenser (8 Nm).

a Connect the pressure switch connector to the con-
denser.

a Refit:

- the resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air resona-
tor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) ,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

a Connect:

- the passenger compartment heater hoses,

- the top hose on the cylinder head coolant outlet
unit,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Refit:

- the « right-hand driveshaft-stub axle carrier » as-
sembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component),

- the « left-hand driveshaft-stub axle carrier » as-
sembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component).

a Connect the automatic transmission cooling hoses.

a Remove the waterproof plastic bag from the modular
connector.

a Refit the mounting bolts to the modular connector.

a Connect the connectors to the modular connector.

109741

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-128

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A
a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Refill:

- the engine if necessary (see 10A, Engine and cyl-
inder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- the automatic transmission (see Automatic gear-
box oil: Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 23A, Auto-
matic transmission),

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the air inlet duct,

- the two air inlet duct clips,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the wiring harness channel mounting bolts on the
body.

a Fill the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-129

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

To fit the strap to the vehicle (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (1 )  (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exteri-
or equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille.

a Remove the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Unclip the power supply fuse board support at (2) .

a Move the support from the fuse board as indicated
by the arrows.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

bolts for the gearbox
suspended mounting

62 Nm

bolts for the suspended
engine mounting on the
engine

62 Nm

bolts for the suspended
engine mounting on the
body

62 Nm

engine tie-bar bolts 105 Nm

front cross member
bolts

105 Nm

air conditioning pipe
bolts

8 Nm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 Nm

WARNING

During this operation, secure the vehicle to the
lift with a safety strap(s), to prevent it from
becoming unbalanced.

111999

108190



10A-130

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A

a Remove the shielding by unclipping at (3) .

a Disconnect the air flow sensor connector.

a Loosen the air inlet duct clip on the air filter unit.

a Remove:

- the air filter unit,

- the battery tray base.

a Loosen the mounting nut of the air pipe at the inter-
cooler inlet on the alternator.

a Remove the air duct bolt on the rocker cover.

a Move the air duct clips to one side of the turbocharg-
er and the air pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Unclip the air duct (4) on the turbocharger and the
air pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Disconnect the connector (5) from the inlet air pres-
sure sensor.

a Loosen the air inlet duct clip (6) .

a Remove the front wheel arch liners (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove the front bumper (see Front bumper: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protec-
tion).

108191

108208

112331



10A-131

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A

a Remove the air duct clips on the intercooler.

a Pull the tab and lift the intercooler from its mounting
studs.

a Remove:

- the intercooler,

- the nut from the air pipes on the alternator,

- the turbocharging air ducts.

a Drain:

- the cooling circuit through the radiator bottom
hose,

- the gearbox,

- the engine, if necessary.

a Drain the coolant circuit using the refrigerant
charging station.

a Remove the « hub carrier - left-hand driveshaft » as-
sembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component).

a Remove the « hub carrier - right-hand driveshaft »
assembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component).

a Check the condition of the lip seal contact surface.

a Disconnect:

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the top hose on the cylinder head coolant outlet
unit,

- the passenger compartment heater hoses.

a Extract the expansion bottle from its housing by fol-
lowing the direction of the arrow and put it to one
side.

a Disconnect the pressure switch connector on the
condenser.

a Remove the bolts (7) from the air conditioning pipes.

109808

109165

109744

Note:

Plugs must be fitted on the hoses to prevent
moisture from entering the system.



10A-132

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A

a Remove:

- the left-hand side stiffener bolts (8) ,

- the left-hand side stiffener,

- the lower bolt (9) from the side tie rods.

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the earth on the coolant pump
and the heating element unit support,

- the bolt (2) mounting the coolant pump and the
heating element unit support on the radiator mount-
ing cross member.

a Disconnect the connector (3) from the heating ele-
ment unit.

a Remove:

- the front cross member bolts (10) ,

- the front radiator cross member,

108269

K9K, and 772, and TL4

117315

108276



10A-133

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A
- the cooling radiator assembly,

- the earth wiring.

a Disconnect:

- the preheating unit connector.

- the coolant temperature sensor.

DELPHI injection

SIEMENS injection

a Disconnect the fuel supply and return pipes on the
high-pressure pump (11) .

a Move the engine wiring harness to one side.

a Remove the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

109465

112656



10A-134

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A

a Disconnect:

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors,

- the brake servo pipe,

- the 30A and 70A engine fuses,

- the fuse holder on the fuse board,

- the feed wiring on the fuse board,

- the feed wiring on the battery protection fuse box.

a Disconnect the injection computer connectors (12) .

a Remove:

- the gear control cables on the gearbox by pushing
at (13) ,

- the gear control cables from the sleeve stops by
pressing at (14) ,

- the wiring harness channel mountings on the gear-
box.

108446

108254

108265

109149



10A-135

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar,

- the exhaust downpipe bolts.

a Drain the brake fluid reservoir down to the clutch
master cylinder pipe union using a syringe.

a Remove the clip at the wheel end (15) .

a Disconnect the clutch pipe from the clutch slave cyl-
inder.

a Support the engine and gearbox assembly on (Mot.
1390).

a Mark the positions of the suspended engine mount-
ings on the body.

a Remove:

- the suspended engine mounting,

- the gearbox support rubber pad,

- the gearbox suspended engine mounting.

a Disconnect the fuel supply union from the diesel in-
jector on the catalytic pre-converter.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Raise the vehicle, moving the engine towards the
front.

108274 109157

K9K, and 772, and TL4



10A-136

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A

a Extract the engine and gearbox assembly from the
engine compartment.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 6006A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the engine and gearbox assembly in the engine
compartment.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the fuel supply union to the diesel injector
on the catalytic pre-converter.

a Refit:

- the gearbox suspended engine mounting,

- the gearbox support rubber pad,

- the suspended engine mounting.

a Remove the (Mot. 1390).

a Torque tighten:

- the bolts for the gearbox suspended mounting
(62 Nm),

- the bolts for the suspended engine mounting
on the engine (62 Nm),

- the bolts for the suspended engine mounting
on the body (62 Nm).

a Connect the clutch pipe.

a Bleed the clutch system.

a Refit the exhaust downpipe bolts.

a Refit the lower engine tie-bar.

112784

112784

K9K, and 772, and TL4



10A-137

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A
a Tighten to torque the engine tie-bar bolts (105

Nm).

a Refit the gear control cables.

a Reconnect:

- the connectors to the injection computer,

- the feed wiring on the battery protection fuse box,

- the feed wiring on the fuse board,

- the fuse holder on the fuse board,

- the 30A and 70A engine fuses,

- the brake servo pipe,

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors.

a Refit the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Refit the engine wiring harness.

a Connect the fuel supply and return pipes on the
high-pressure pump.

a Connect:

- the coolant temperature sensor,

- the preheating unit connector.

- the earth wiring.

a Refit:

- the cooling radiator assembly,

- the front radiator cross member,

- the front cross member bolts.

a Tighten to torque the front cross member bolts
(105 Nm).

a Refit:

- the bolt mounting the earth on the coolant pump
and heating element unit support,

- the bolt mounting the coolant pump and heating el-
ement unit support on the radiator mounting cross
member.

a Connect the connector to the heating element unit.

a Refit:

- the side tie-rod lower bolts,

- the left-hand side stiffener,

- the air conditioning pipes.

a Tighten to torque the air conditioning pipe bolts (8
Nm).

a Connect the pressure switch connector to the con-
denser.

a Refit the expansion bottle.

a Connect:

- the passenger compartment heater hoses,

- the top hose on the cylinder head coolant outlet
unit,

- the radiator bottom hose,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Always replace the differential output lip seal each
time the driveshaft is removed (see Differential out-
put seal: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 21A, Man-
ual gearbox).

a Refit the « hub carrier - right-hand driveshaft » as-
sembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component).

a Refit the « hub carrier - left-hand driveshaft » as-
sembly (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 31A, Front axle
component).

a Refit:

- the turbocharging pipes,

- the nut to the turbocharger pipes on the alternator,

- the intercooler.

a Refit the front bumper (see Front bumper: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Refit the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel
arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Ex-
terior protection).

a Refit the inlet pipe to the inlet manifold.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Clip the air duct on the turbocharger and the air pipe
at the intercooler inlet.

a Refit the air duct bolt on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 Nm).

a refit:

- the battery tray base,

- the air filter unit.

K9K, and 772, and TL4



10A-138

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 – K9K, and 772, and TL4

10A
a Refit the air inlet duct to the air filter unit and tighten

the clip.

a Refit the battery protective tray.

a Refit the fuse board.

a Perform the following operations:

- refill the refrigerant circuit using the refrigerant
charging station,

- refill the engine if necessary,

- refill the gearbox,

- refill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Bleed the cooling system (see ) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover.



10A-139

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) .

For strapping the vehicle (see 02A, Lifting equip-
ment, Vehicle: Towing and lifting).

a Remove:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the battery tray (see ) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Draining -
Filling) ,

- the engine if necessary (see 10A, Engine and cyl-
inder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) .

a Drain the coolant circuit (see Air conditioning:
Parts and consumables for the repair) .

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
,

- the front wheel arch liners (see MR 393 Body-
work, 55A, Exterior protection, Front wheel
arch liners),

- the front bumper (see MR 393, Bodywork, 55A,
Exterior protection, Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting),

- the « left-hand driveshaft-stub axle carrier » as-
sembly, (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) 

- the « right-hand driveshaft-stub axle carrier » as-
sembly. (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assembly:
Removal - Refitting) 

a Disconnect:

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the top hose (1) on the cylinder head coolant pipe
housing outlet,

- the passenger compartment heater hoses (2) .

a Remove the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling,
Expansion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-
101) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Tightening torquesm

e x h a u s t  d ownpipe
mountings

9 N.m

air conditioning mount-
ing bolts on the com-
pressor, evaporator and
condenser

8 N.m

IMPORTANT
During this operation, secure the vehicle to the
lift with a strap to prevent it from becoming unbal-
anced.

AIR CONDITIONING

109742



10A-140

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Unclip the wiring harness of the pressure switch on
the condenser.

a Disconnect:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector.

a Remove the air conditioning pipe union mounting
bolts (3) on the compressor, evaporator and con-
denser.

a Fit plugs into the openings.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see MR 393
Bodywork, 41A, Lower front structure, Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting).

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the earths,

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect the connectors from the protection and
switching unit.

a Unclip the oxygen sensor harnesses.

a Disconnect:

- the brake servo pipe,

- the oxygen sensor connectors,

- the petrol vapour rebreather connector,

- the connector from the lifting eye at the flywheel
end,

a Disconnect:

- the fuse,

- the fuse holder to the fuse board,

- the supply cable on the fuse board,

- the supply cable from the battery protection fuse
box.

a Remove:

- the petrol injection computer (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the computer support mounting bolts,

- the computer bracket.

AIR CONDITIONING

109744

108446



10A-141

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Remove the wiring channel mounting bolts (4) on
the body.

a Remove the wiring duct.

a Disconnect:

- the canister solenoid valve connector,

- the canister solenoid valve pipe,

- the petrol supply pipe from the injector rail.

a Fit plugs into the openings.

a Remove:

- the gear control cables on the gearbox by pushing
at (A) ,

- the control cables by pushing at (B) ,

- the wiring harness channel mountings on the gear-
box.

109155 108265

109149



10A-142

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-13) ,

- the exhaust downpipe mountings.

a Fit a hose clamp between the brake fluid reservoir
and the clutch master cylinder.

a Disconnect the clutch slave cylinder by pulling the
clips (5) and (6) 

a Collect the fluid in a container.

a Unclip the gearbox clutch pipe.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Support the « engine - gearbox » assembly on the
engine marks (7) with the (Mot. 1390).

a Mark the positions of the suspended engine mount-
ings on the body.

108274

109157

WARNING

Fit plugs into the openings.

Plugs must be fitted on the pipes to prevent
moisture from entering the system.

113382

112784



10A-143

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A
a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) .

a Raise the vehicle, moving the engine towards the
front.

a Remove the « engine - gearbox » assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a If carrying out a standard engine replacement (see
Technical Note 6004A, 4 cylinder - D4 - petrol en-
gine, 10A, Engine and peripherals, Standard re-
placement).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the
vehicle.

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

a Remove the (Mot. 1390) from the « engine -
gearbox » assembly.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the clutch pipe to the gearbox.

a Remove the protective plugs from the pipe open-
ings.

a Connect the clutch slave cylinder pipes.

a Remove the hose clamp between the brake fluid
reservoir and the clutch master cylinder.

a Refit the exhaust downpipe mountings.

a Torque tighten the exhaust downpipe mountings
(9 N.m).

a Refit the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Refit the wiring harness channel mountings on the
gearbox.

a Refit the gearbox control cables.

a Remove the protective plug from the injector rail.

a Connect:

- the fuel supply pipe to the injector rail,

- the canister solenoid valve pipe,

- the canister solenoid valve connector.

a Refit the wiring harness channel mountings to the
body.

a Refit:

- the wiring harness channel mountings to the body,

- the computer mounting,

- the computer bracket mounting bolts bolts,

- the injection computer (see 17B, Petrol injection,
Petrol injection computer: Removal - Refitting,
page 17B-37) .

a Connect:

- the supply cable on the battery protection fuse box,

- the supply cable on the fuse board,

- the fuse holder to the fuse board,

- the fuse,

- the connector on the lifting eye at the flywheel end,

- the petrol vapour rebreather connector,

- the oxygen sensor connectors,

- the brake servo pipe ,

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors.

a Refit:

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover,

- the earths,

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see MR 393
Bodywork, 41A, Lower front structure, Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting).

a Clip the oxygen sensor wiring harnesses into place.



10A-144

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

10A

a Refit the air conditioning pipe mounting bolts on the
compressor, evaporator and condenser.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning mounting
bolts on the compressor, evaporator and con-
denser (8 N.m).

a Connect:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector.

a Clip the pressure switch wiring harness on the con-
denser.

a Refit the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Ex-
pansion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-
101) .

a Connect:

- the passenger compartment heating hoses,

- the top hose from the cylinder head coolant outlet
unit,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Refit:

- the « right-hand driveshaft and stub-axle carrier
assembly »  (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assem-
bly: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the « left-hand driveshaft and stub axle carrier
assembly »  (see Hub carrier - driveshaft assem-
bly: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the front bumper (see MR 393, Bodywork, 55A,
Exterior protection, Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting),

- the front wheel arch liners (see MR 393 Body-
work, 55A, Exterior protection, Front wheel
arch liners),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
.

a Refill:

- the engine if necessary (see 10A, Engine and cyl-
inder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Draining -
Filling) ,

- the engine cooling circuit (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the battery tray (see ) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Refill the coolant circuit (see Air conditioning:
Parts and consumables for the repair) .

AIR CONDITIONING

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-145

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Lift the air resonator (A) to remove it from the battery
cover.

a Pull the air resonator (B) towards the front of the ve-
hicle to remove it.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

engine cover mounting
bolts

62 Nm

rubber mounting bush
mounting bolts on the
body

62 Nm

rubber mounting bush
mounting bolt on the
engine cover

105 Nm

upper engine tie-bar
mounting bolts

105 Nm

gearbox support mount-
ing bolts on the body

62 Nm

rubber mounting bush
mounting bolts on the
gearbox mounting

62 Nm

rubber mounting bush
mounting nut on the
gearbox

62 Nm

exhaust clamp mounting
bolts

21 Nm

engine tie-bar mounting
bolt on the engine

180 Nm

engine tie-bar mounting
bolt on the sub-frame

105 Nm

air inlet duct clips 6 Nm

IMPORTANT

During this operation, secure the vehicle to the
lift with a strap to prevent it from becoming unbal-
anced.

114978



10A-146

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Detach the air intake sleeve:

- from the front end panel at (1) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air filter unit at (3) .

a Remove the air intake sleeve.

a Detach the wiring harness from the air inlet duct at
(4) .

a Undo the air duct securing clips:

- on the air flow sensor (5) ,

- on the motorised throttle valve (6) .

a Remove the oil vapour rebreather duct (7) from the
rocker cover using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the air inlet duct.

a Disconnect the air flowmeter connector (8) .

a Unclip the air flowmeter connector wiring harness at
(9) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the automatic transmission (see Automatic gear-
box oil: Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 23A, Auto-
matic transmission),

- the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charging
station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining - Fill-
ing) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

114977

114974

114965



10A-147

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove:

- the bolts (10) from the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the air conditioning pipe (11) .

a Pull out the air conditioning pipe (12) .

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the driveshafts (see Front left-hand driveshaft:
Removal - Refitting)  (see Front right-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 29A,
Driveshafts).

a Disconnect the brake servo hose (13) .

a Disconnect:

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe (14) ,

- the fuel supply pipe (15) .

a Unclip the fuel supply pipe at (16) .

114961

WARNING

Plugs must be fitted on the hoses to prevent
moisture from entering the system.

114971

115216

WARNING

Protect sensitive areas from fuel spillage.



10A-148

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove:

- the exhaust clamp mounting bolts (17) ,

- the exhaust clamp seal.

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolts (18) ,

- the engine tie-bar.

a Remove the battery cover.

a Remove the fuse box cover (19) .

a Unclip the relay box (20) .

114949

114951

115228

115229



10A-149

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Unclip the wiring harness connector (21) .

a Disconnect the wiring harness connector (21) .

a Disconnect the lead (22) .

a Disconnect the positive battery terminal (23) .

a Remove:

- the battery mounting clamp,

- the battery.

a Remove the fuse (24) .

115222

115231

115230

115239



10A-150

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Disconnect the electrical connector (25) .

a Pull the fuse holder out from the fuse box (26) .

a Unhook the fuse box from the battery tray at (27) .

a Move the fuse box away from the battery tray.

115238 115237

108190



10A-151

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Unclip the battery tray from the battery tray base at
(28) .

a Remove the battery tray.

a Remove the air filter unit in the direction of the ar-
rows.

a Remove:

- the battery tray base mounting bolts (29) ,

- the battery tray base.

115236

108191

115235

115234



10A-152

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Detach the automatic transmission control cable ball
joint by pressing at (30) .

a Pull out the automatic transmission control cable by
pulling tab (31) .

a Disconnect:

- the passenger compartment heating hoses (32) ,

- the expansion bottle hoses (33) .

a Remove the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Remove the engine wiring harness connectors (34)
from the Protection and Switching unit.

115227

110243

115153

115224



10A-153

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Disconnect the engine wiring harness connectors
(35) from the injection computer.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(36) .

a Remove the plastic cover (37) .

a Detach the downstream oxygen sensor connector at
(38) .

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor.

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor wiring har-
ness from the power-assisted steering box.

a Feed the downstream oxygen sensor wiring harness
into the engine compartment.

a Disconnect the automatic transmission earth wire
(39) .

115233

115226

114938

115240



10A-154

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Disconnect the side member earth wires.

a Disconnect the automatic transmission connector
(41) .

a Unclip the automatic transmission wiring harness at
(42) .

a Feed the automatic transmission wiring harness into
the engine compartment.

a Position the (Mot. 1390) under the « engine-
gearbox » assembly.

a Lower the vehicle down onto the pads of the (Mot.
1390).

a Adjust the pads of the (Mot. 1390) at (43) to ensure
that the « engine-gearbox » assembly is stable.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Undo the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (44) .

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (45)
.

115225

115223

115347

115034



10A-155

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar.

a Remove:

- the bolt (46) mounting the rubber mounting bush to
the engine cover,

- the bolts (47) mounting the rubber mounting bush
to the body.

a Remove:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (48) ,

- the engine cover,

- the rubber mounting bush.

a Separate the neck of the wiring harness from the
gearbox support.

a Remove:

- the nut (49) mounting the rubber mounting bush to
the gearbox cover,

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolts (50) ,

115035

115033

115032

115232



10A-156

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A
- the rubber mounting bush.

a Remove:

- the bolts (51) mounting the gearbox support on the
body,

- the gearbox support.

a Gently move the engine towards the front of the ve-
hicle.

110388



10A-157

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Lift the vehicle to remove the « engine-gearbox »
assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 6020A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Position the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the
body.

115080

Note:

Check that no component obstructs the move-
ment of the body around the « engine and
gearbox » assembly.



10A-158

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Fit:

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the engine cover.

a Pretighten:

- the engine cover mounting bolts,

- the bolts securing the rubber mounting bush to the
body.

a Fit the bolts securing the rubber mounting bush to
the engine cover.

a Torque tighten and in order:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (62 Nm),

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolts on
the body (62 Nm),

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolt on the
engine cover (105 Nm),

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolts (105
Nm).

a Refit:

- the gearbox support,

- the mounting bolts securing the gearbox support to
the body,

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the mounting studs securing the rubber mounting
bush to the gearbox support,

- the mounting nut securing the rubber mounting
bush to the gearbox cover.

a Torque tighten:

- the gearbox support mounting bolts on the
body (62 Nm),

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolts on
the gearbox mounting (62 Nm),

- the rubber mounting bush mounting nut on the
gearbox (62 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect:

- the engine wiring harness,

- the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the cooling hoses,

- the air flowmeter connector,

- the fuel supply pipe,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe,

- the brake servo pipe.

a Clip:

- the fuel supply pipe,

- the air flowmeter connector wiring harness.

115160

Note:

Allow the two parts to move freely.
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ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Be sure to replace the clip on the gearbox control ca-
ble ball joint each time it is removed.

a Fit the gearbox control cable.

a The exhaust clamp seal must be replaced.

a Torque tighten:

- the exhaust clamp mounting bolts (21 Nm),

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the engine
(180 Nm),

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the sub-
frame (105 Nm).

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the driveshafts (see Front left-hand driveshaft:
Removal - Refitting) and (see Front right-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 29A,
Driveshafts),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Fit the air inlet duct on the air flowmeter following the
assembly marking.

a Fit the air inlet duct on the motorised throttle valve
following the assembly marking.

a Connect the oil vapour rebreather pipe to the rocker
cover.

a Torque tighten the  air inlet duct clips (6 Nm).

103113

115221

115220
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A
a Clip the wiring harness onto the air inlet duct.

a Before refitting the air inlet hose, check that the air
resonator upper mounting at the front end is correct-
ly clipped at .

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator towards the rear of the vehi-
cle so that the corner of the air resonator is between
the two lines marked on the air inlet hose.

a Press on the air resonator to fit it into the battery cov-
er.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the automatic transmission (see Automatic
gearbox oil: Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 23A, Au-
tomatic transmission),

- fill the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charg-
ing station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining -
Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see ) .

a Refit the engine cover.

114975

114976
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the air conditioning circuit using the refriger-
ant charging station  (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning),

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- drain the gearbox oil (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gear-
box),

- drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) .

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the soundproofing unit,

- the battery tray mounting (see Battery tray: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery tray).

a Disconnect the hoses (1) from the heater radiator
using the (Mot. 1448).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

exhaust manifold nuts 30 N.m

IMPORTANT

During this operation, secure the vehicle to the
lift with a strap to prevent it from becoming unbal-
anced. 116804
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10A

a Remove the exhaust manifold nuts.

116809
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

a Disconnect:

- the brake servo pipe (2) on the inlet distributor side,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe (3) on the inlet
distributor side,

- the fuel supply pipe (4) from the injector rail,

- the connector (5) from the inlet air pressure sensor,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve connector
(6) ,

- the petrol vapour recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector (7) .

a Move the wiring harness to one side.

a Remove:

- the bolt (8 ) from the « expansion valve -
condenser » connecting pipe,

- the « compressor - condenser » connecting pipe
bolt (9) .

a Disconnect:

- the « expansion valve - condenser » connecting
pipe on the condenser side,

- the « compressor - condenser » connecting pipe
on the condenser side,

- the cooling radiator hose on the cooling radiator us-
ing the (Mot. 1448),

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Remove:

- the « engine cooling fan - radiator - condenser - ex-
pansion bottle » assembly,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the driveshafts (see Front left-hand driveshaft:
Removal - Refitting) and (see Front right-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 29A,
Driveshafts).

116234

116240

116802
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

a Disconnect:

- the upstream oxygen sensor connector (10) ,

- the downstream oxygen sensor connector (11) .

a Unclip the wiring harness at (12) from the down-
stream oxygen sensor.

a Disconnect:

- the injection computer connectors,

- the connectors in the connection unit.

116859

Note:

with the wiring harness sitting on the engine, it is
necessary to move the heat shields aside when
removing the engine.

108446
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A

a Disconnect:

- the fuse (13) ,

- the fuse holder (14) from the fuse board,

- the supply cable (15) from the fuse board,

- the supply cable (16) from the battery protection
fuse box.

a Remove:

- the petrol injection computer,

- the earth nut on the side member,

- the earth nut on the left-hand wheel arch.

a Cut the adhesive tape in order to move the wiring
harness away from its channel.

a Move the engine wiring away from the channel

a Disconnect the clutch control duct (17) by pushing
the clip (18) and moving it aside.

a Remove the gearbox controls.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the (Mot. 1390).

109741 109155
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A
a Remove:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

a Move the « engine-gearbox » assembly forward po-
sitioned on the (Mot. 1390).

a Raise the vehicle using a two-post lift to remove the
« engine-gearbox » assembly from the engine com-
partment.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 6027A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the
engine compartment.

a Refit:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) .

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1390).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the clutch control duct.

a Bleed the clutch control.

a Refit the gearbox controls.

a Fit the wiring harness.

a Refit:

- the earth nut on the left-hand wheel arch,

- the earth nut on the side member,

- the petrol injection computer.

a Connect:

- the injection computer connectors,

- the connectors in the connection unit.

a Refit the engine compartment connection unit cover.

a Position the engine wiring harness in its channel.

a Attach the wiring harness using ADHESIVE TAPE
on its channel.

a Connect:

- the supply cable to the battery protection fuse box,

- the supply cable to the fuse board,

- the fuse holder to the fuse board,

- the fuse .

a Pass the downstream oxygen sensor wiring harness
behind the heat shield.

a Connect:

- the upstream oxygen sensor connector,

- the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Clip the downstream oxygen sensor wiring harness
into place.
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A
a Refit:

- the driveshafts (see Front left-hand driveshaft:
Removal - Refitting) and (see Front right-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 29A,
Driveshafts),

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the « engine cooling fan - radiator - condenser »
assembly.

a Connect:

- the cooling radiator upper and lower hoses using
the (Mot. 1448),

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the cooling radiator hose to the cooling radiator us-
ing the (Mot. 1448),

- the « compressor - condenser » connecting pipe
on the condenser side,

- the « expansion valve - condenser » connecting
pipe on the condenser side.

a Refit:

- the bolt (9) on the « compressor - condenser » con-
necting pipe,

- the bolt (8) of the « expansion valve - condenser »
connecting pipe.

a Connect:

- the petrol vapour recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector.

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve connector,

- the inlet air pressure sensor connector,

- the fuel supply pipe on the injector rail,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe on the inlet dis-
tributor side,

- the brake servo pipe on the inlet distributor side

a Fit:

- a new exhaust manifold seal on the cylinder head,

- the exhaust manifold on the cylinder head.

a Refit the exhaust manifold nuts.

a Torque tighten in order the exhaust manifold nuts
(30 N.m).

a Connect the heating radiator hoses using the (Mot.
1448).

a Refit:

- the battery tray mounting (see Battery tray: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery tray),

- the soundproofing unit,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- fill up the gearbox oil (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gear-
box),

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

116809
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ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R

10A
- bleed the cooling circuit,

- fill the air conditioning circuit using the refrigerant
charging station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Drain-
ing - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored by the computer, and clear them if nec-
essary.

a Check:

- that there are no leaks,

- using the Diagnostic tool, that there are no faults
stored by the computer, and clear them if neces-
sary.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Carry out a road test to check that the vehicle is in
good working order.
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the nut (1) from the protective fuse mounting wir-
ing,

- the protective fuse mounting wiring,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

side member earth wir-
ing nuts

8 N.m

manual gearbox earth
wiring bolt

21 N.m

Protection and Switch-
ing Unit cover bolts

4 N.m

nut of the supply wiring
for the power supply
fuse unit

8 N.m

exhaust flange bolts 21 N.m

compressor-intermedi-
ate pipe connecting pipe
bolt on the compressor

8 N.m

dehydrator reservoir -
expansion valve con-
necting pipe bolt on the
dehydrator reservoir

8 N.m

compressor-condenser
connecting pipe bolt on
the compressor

8 N.m

compressor-condenser
connecting pipe bolt on
the compressor

8 N.m

air filter box air outlet
pipe clips

6 N.m

protective fuse mount-
ing wiring nut

6 N.m

115231
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting
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10A

a Disconnect the air filter unit air inlet pipe:

- from the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (3) ,

- from the air filter unit at (4) .

a Remove the air pipe at the air filter unit inlet.

a Unclip the wiring from the air filter unit air outlet pipe
at (5) .

a Undo the clips on the air filter unit air outlet pipe:

- on the air flow sensor (6) ,

- on the motorised throttle valve (7) .

a Separate the clip (8) of the oil vapour rebreathing
hose on the rocker cover using the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing hose on the
rocker cover.

a Remove the air outlet pipe from the air filter box.

a Disconnect the air flowmeter connector (9) .

a Unclip the air flowmeter connector wiring (10) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the manual gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

- the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charging
station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining - Fill-
ing) (62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the headlights (see Headlight: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80B, Headlights),

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) .

114977

114974

114965
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

a Remove:

- the bolt (11) from the compressor-condenser con-
necting pipe, on the condenser,

- the bolt (12) from the compressor-condenser con-
necting pipe, on the compressor,

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe (13) ,

- the bolt (14) from the dehydrator reservoir-expan-
sion valve connecting pipe on the dehydrator reser-
voir.

a Disconnect the dehydrator reservoir-expansion
valve connecting pipe on the dehydrator reservoir.

a Remove the bolt (15) from the compressor-interme-
diate pipe connecting pipe on the compressor.

a Disconnect the compressor-intermediate pipe con-
necting pipe on the compressor.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts).

a Disconnect the brake servo pipe union (16) from the
inlet distributor.

114961

WARNING

Plugs must be fitted on the hoses to prevent
moisture from entering the system.

114971
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M4R, and TL4

10A

a Disconnect:

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe (17) ,

- the fuel supply pipe (18) .

a Unclip the fuel supply pipe at (19) .

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(20) .

a Move the connector away from the upstream oxygen
sensor.

115216

WARNING

Protect sensitive areas from fuel spillage.

115226
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

a Remove the plastic cover (21) .

a Detach the downstream oxygen sensor connector at
(22) .

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor.

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor wiring from
the power-assisted steering box.

a Feed the downstream oxygen sensor wiring into the
engine compartment.

a Remove:

- the bolts (23) from the exhaust flange,

- the exhaust flange seal.

a Remove the rear suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) .

a Remove the cover (24) from power supply fuse unit.

a Unclip the optional relay unit (25) .

114938

114949

115228

115229
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

a Remove the fuse (26) .

a Unclip the fuse holder (27) .

a Remove the nut (28) from the supply wiring of the
power supply fuse unit.

a Disconnect the supply wiring from the power supply
fuse unit.

a Remove the battery tray (see Battery tray: Remov-
al - Refitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the air filter unit in the direction of the ar-
rows.

117343

117342

115235
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

a Unclip:

- the control cables (29) on the gearbox using an
open-ended spanner,

- the control cable sleeve stops (30) on the gearbox.

a Remove the clip (31) from the expansion bottle.

a Move the expansion bottle away from its housing in
the direction of the arrow.

117336

104732

113375

109165
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

a Separate the clips (32) on the passenger compart-
ment heater hoses using the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the passenger compartment heater hos-
es.

a Remove:

- the bolts (33) from the Protection and Switching
Unit cover,

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect the engine wiring connectors (34) from
the Protection and Switching Unit.

a Disconnect the injection computer connectors (35) .

115153

112213

115224

115233
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

a Remove:

- the bolt (36) from the manual gearbox earth wiring.

- the manual gearbox earth wiring.

a Remove the nut (37) from the side member earth
wiring.

a Move the earth wiring away from the side member.

a Push on the clip of the hydraulic clutch control pipe.

a Disconnect the hydraulic clutch control pipe (38) .

a Unclip the hydraulic clutch control pipe.

a Support the (Mot. 1390) on the « engine - gearbox »
assembly marks.

115240

115225

117335

115347
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Separate the neck of the electrical wiring from the
gearbox support.

a Remove:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft nut
(40) ,

- the nuts (41) from the left-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber
pad.

115232

Note:

Tap the bolt with a copper hammer, if necessary.
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ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

a Remove the « engine and gearbox » assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see Engine:
New replacement) (Technical Note 6020A, 10A,
Engine and peripherals).

a parts always to be replaced: seal between cata-
lytic converter and exhaust downpipe hose

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the
body.

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber
pad,

- the nuts for the left-hand suspended engine mount-
ing rubber pad,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft
nut.

a Torque tighten (see 19D, Engine mounting, Sus-
pended engine mounting: Tightening torque,
page 19D-1) .

a Refit the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Lift the (Mot. 1390) from the « engine - gearbox »
assembly.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the hydraulic clutch control pipe.

a Clip on the hydraulic clutch control pipe.

a Fit the side member earth wiring.

a Refit the side member earth wiring nuts.

a Torque tighten the side member earth wiring nuts
(8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the manual gearbox earth wiring,

- the bolt to the manual gearbox earth wiring.

115080
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A
a Torque tighten the manual gearbox earth wiring

bolt (21 N.m).

a Connect:

- the injection computer connectors,

- the engine wiring connectors to the Protection and
Switching Unit.

a Refit:

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover,

- the bolts on the Protection and Switching Unit cov-
er.

a Torque tighten the Protection and Switching Unit
cover bolts (4 N.m).

a Connect the passenger compartment heater hoses.

a Fit:

- the passenger compartment heater hose clips,

- the expansion bottle into its housing.

a Refit the clip to the expansion bottle.

a Clip:

- the control cables onto the gearbox using an open-
ended spanner,

- the gearbox control cable sleeve stops onto the
gearbox.

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit.

a Connect the air flowmeter connector.

a Clip on the air flowmeter connector wiring.

a Connect the supply wiring of the power supply fuse
unit.

a Refit the nut of the supply wiring for the power sup-
ply fuse unit.

a Torque tighten the nut of the supply wiring for the
power supply fuse unit (8 N.m).

a Clip in the fuse holder.

a Refit:

- the fuse,

- the cover of the power supply fuse unit.

a Clip on the optional relay unit.

a Refit the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 19D-13) .

a Tighten to torque the (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque,
page 19D-1) 

a Refit:

- a new exhaust flange seal,

- the exhaust flange bolts.

a Torque tighten the  exhaust flange bolts (21 N.m).

a Clip the downstream oxygen sensor wiring onto the
power-assisted steering box.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Clip the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit the plastic cover (42) .

a Connect:

- the upstream oxygen sensor connector,

- the brake servo pipe to the brake servo,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the fuel supply pipe.

a Clip on the fuel supply pipe.

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

114938
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- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the air conditioning pipes,

- the air conditioning pipe bolts.

a Connect the compressor-intermediate pipe connect-
ing pipe on the compressor.

a Refit the bolt to the compressor-intermediate pipe
connecting pipe on the compressor.

a Torque tighten the compressor-intermediate pipe
connecting pipe bolt on the compressor (8 N.m).

a Connect the dehydrator reservoir-expansion valve
connecting pipe on the dehydrator reservoir.

a Refit the dehydrator reservoir-expansion valve con-
necting pipe bolt on the dehydrator reservoir.

a Torque tighten the dehydrator reservoir - expan-
sion valve connecting pipe bolt on the dehydra-
tor reservoir (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe,

- the condenser-compressor connecting pipe bolt on
the compressor,

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe bolt on
the condenser.

a Tighten to torque:

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe
bolt on the compressor (8 N.m),

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe
bolt on the compressor (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the headlights (see Headlight: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80B, Headlights),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Refit the air filter unit air outlet pipe on the air flow-
meter, taking care to follow the markings for fitting.

a Refit the air filter unit air outlet pipe on the motorised
throttle valve, taking care to follow the markings for
fitting.

a Connect the oil vapour rebreathing hose on the rock-
er cover.

a Fit the oil vapour rebreathing hose clip onto the rock-
er cover using the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Torque tighten the air filter box air outlet pipe
clips (6 N.m).

115221

115220
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a Refit:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the protective fuse mounting wiring,

- the protective fuse mounting cable nut.

a Torque tighten the protective fuse mounting wir-
ing nut (6 N.m).

a Before refitting the air filter unit air inlet pipe, check
that the upper mounting of the air resonator is cor-
rectly clipped on the front end panel.

a Refit the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

a Connect the air filter unit air inlet pipe:

- to the front end panel,

- on the air resonator on the front end panel,

- on the air filter box.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the manual gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox),

- fill the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charg-
ing station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining -
Filling) (62A, Air conditioning),

- fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) ,

- bleed the clutch circuit (see Clutch circuit: Bleed)
(37A, Mechanical component controls).

a Refit:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

114975
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the air pipe at the air filter unit inlet (1) .

a Remove the nut (2) from the protective fuse mount-
ing wiring.

a Move the protective fuse mounting wiring to one
side.

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

side member earth wir-
ing nuts

8 N.m

Protection and Switch-
ing Unit cover bolts

4 N.m

air filter unit air outlet
pipe clip, turbocharger
side, on the air filter unit
air outlet pipe, turbo-
charger side

5.5 N.m

intercooler air outlet
pipe clip

5.5 N.m

supply wiring nut of the
power supply fuse unit

8 N.m

exhaust flange bolts 21 N.m

compressor-intermedi-
ate pipe connecting pipe
bolt on the compressor

8 N.m

dehydrator reservoir -
expansion valve con-
necting pipe bolt on the
dehydrator reservoir

8 N.m

compressor-condenser
connecting pipe bolt on
the compressor

8 N.m

compressor-condenser
connecting pipe bolt on
the condenser

8 N.m

protective fuse mount-
ing wiring nut

6 N.m

112783

115231
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- the sequential gearbox,

- the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charging
station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining - Fill-
ing) (62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the headlights (see ) (80B, Headlights) or (see Xe-
non headlight: Removal - Refitting) (80C, Xenon
bulbs),

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

a Remove:

- the bolt (3) from the compressor-condenser con-
necting pipe, on the condenser,

- the bolt (4) from the compressor-condenser con-
necting pipe, on the compressor,

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe (5) ,

- the bolt (6) from the dehydrator reservoir-expan-
sion valve connecting pipe on the dehydrator reser-
voir.

a Disconnect the dehydrator reservoir-expansion
valve connecting pipe on the dehydrator reservoir.

a Remove the bolt (7) from the compressor-intermedi-
ate pipe connecting pipe on the compressor.

a Disconnect the compressor-intermediate pipe con-
necting pipe on the compressor.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) .

109744

WARNING

Plugs must be fitted on the hoses to prevent
moisture from entering the system.
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a Remove the nut (8) from intercooler air inlet and out-
let pipes.

a Disconnect the connector (9) from the inlet air pres-
sure sensor.

a Loosen the clip (10) on the intercooler air outlet pipe.

a Remove the intercooler air outlet pipe.

a Undo the clip of the air filter unit air outlet pipe at the
turbocharger side.

a Disconnect:

- the air filter unit air outlet pipe (11) on the turbo-
charger side,

- the oil rebreathing pipe (12) on the air filter unit air
outlet pipe, on the turbocharger side.

a Remove:

- the clip (13) of the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the bolt (14) from the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Disconnect the union from the brake servo pipe on
the vacuum pump side.

a Remove:

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts).

117470

112331

112330
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a Remove:

- the bolts (15) from the exhaust flange,

- the exhaust bracket gasket,

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) .

a Remove the cover (16) from the power supply fuse
unit.

a Remove the fuses (17) .

a Unclip the fuse holder (18) .

a Remove the nut (19) from the supply wiring of the
power supply fuse unit.

a Disconnect the supply wiring from the power supply
fuse unit.

a Remove the battery tray (see Battery tray: Remov-
al - Refitting) (80A, Battery).

108817

115228

117446

117447
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a Remove:

- the bolts (20) from the Protection and Switching
Unit cover,

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect the engine wiring connectors (21) from
the Protection and Switching Unit.

a Disconnect the connectors (22) from the sequential
gearbox computer.

a Disconnect the injection computer connectors (23) .

112213

115224

114156

115233
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a Disconnect the pre-postheating unit connector (24) .

a Remove the nuts (25) from the side member earth
wiring.

a Move the earth wiring away from the side member.

a Remove:

- the bolts (26) from the high pressure pump protec-
tor,

- the high pressure pump protector.

a Disconnect:

- the fuel supply pipe (27) ,

- the fuel return pipe (28) .

a Disconnect the quick-release unions (29) from the
heater radiator hoses.

117472

109465

117448

117471
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II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Support the (Mot. 1390) on the marks (30) on the
« engine - gearbox » assembly.

a Remove the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Separate the neck of the electrical wiring from the
gearbox support.

a Remove:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft nut
(31) ,

- the nuts (32) from the left-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber
pad.

117466

114160

Note:

Tap the bolt with a copper hammer, if necessary.
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a Remove the « engine and gearbox » assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 6006A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

a parts always to be replaced: seal between cata-
lytic converter and exhaust downpipe hose.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the
body.

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber
pad,

- the nuts for the left-hand suspended engine mount-
ing rubber pad,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft
nut.

a Torque tighten (see 19D, Engine mounting, Sus-
pended engine mounting: Tightening torque,
page 19D-1) .

a Refit the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Torque tighten (see 19D, Engine mounting, Sus-
pended engine mounting: Tightening torque,
page 19D-1) .

a Lift the (Mot. 1390) from the « engine - gearbox »
assembly.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect:

- the quick-release unions of the cooling radiator
hoses,

- the fuel return pipe,

- the fuel supply pipe.

a Refit:

- the high pressure pump protector,

- the bolts of the high pressure pump protector.

a Fit the side member earth wiring.

a Refit the side member earth wiring nuts.

a Torque tighten the side member earth wiring nuts
(8 N.m).

a Connect:

- the pre-postheating unit connector,

- the injection computer connectors,

- the connectors to the sequential gearbox comput-
er,

- the engine wiring connectors to the Protection and
Switching Unit.

a Refit:

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover,

- the bolts on the Protection and Switching Unit cov-
er.

a Torque tighten the Protection and Switching Unit
cover bolts (4 N.m).

a Refit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the clip of the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt.

a Connect:

- the brake servo union on the vacuum pump,

- the air filter unit air outlet pipe on the turbocharger
side,

- the oil rebreathing pipe on the air filter unit air outlet
pipe, on the turbocharger side.

112784
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a Torque tighten the air filter unit air outlet pipe clip,

turbocharger side, on the air filter unit air outlet
pipe, turbocharger side (5.5 N.m).

a Refit:

- the intercooler air outlet pipe,

- the nut from the intercooler air inlet and outlet
pipes.

a Torque tighten the intercooler air outlet pipe clip
(5.5 N.m).

a Connect the air inlet pressure sensor connector.

a Refit the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal -
Refitting) (80A, Battery).

a Clip on the fuse holder.

a Connect the supply wiring of the power supply fuse
unit.

a Refit the supply wiring nut of the power supply fuse
unit.

a Torque tighten the supply wiring nut of the power
supply fuse unit (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the fuses,

- the fuse box cover,

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) .

- a new exhaust bracket seal,

- the exhaust bracket bolts,

a Torque tighten the exhaust flange bolts (21 N.m).

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) .

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

a Connect the compressor-intermediate pipe connect-
ing pipe on the compressor.

a Refit the bolt to the compressor-intermediate pipe
connecting pipe on the compressor.

a Torque tighten the compressor-intermediate pipe
connecting pipe bolt on the compressor (8 N.m).

a Connect the dehydrator reservoir-expansion valve
connecting pipe on the dehydrator reservoir.

a Refit the dehydrator reservoir-expansion valve con-
necting pipe bolt on the dehydrator reservoir.

a Torque tighten the dehydrator reservoir - expan-
sion valve connecting pipe bolt on the dehydra-
tor reservoir (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe,

- the condenser-compressor connecting pipe bolt on
the compressor,

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe bolt on
the condenser.

a Tighten to torque:

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe
bolt on the compressor (8 N.m),

- the compressor-condenser connecting pipe
bolt on the condenser (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the headlights (see ) (80B, Headlights) or (see Xe-
non headlight: Removal - Refitting) (80C, Xenon
bulbs),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres).

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

a Fit the protective fuse mounting wiring.

a Refit the protective fuse mounting wiring nut.

a Torque tighten the protective fuse mounting wir-
ing nut (6 N.m).

a Refit the air filter unit air inlet pipe.
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a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-

ting) (80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the sequential gearbox,

- fill the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charg-
ing station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining -
Filling) (62A, Air conditioning).

- fill and bleed the coolant circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) .

a Refit:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.
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Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting
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10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Draining -
Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox),

- the engine if necessary (see 10A, Engine and cyl-
inder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) .

a Drain the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection),

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392,
29A, Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR
392, 29A, Driveshafts).

a Remove:

- the clips for the passenger compartment heating
hoses using the (Mot. 1448),

- the passenger compartment heater hoses (1) ,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Tightening torquesm

exhaust downpipe bolts 9 Nm

AIR CONDITIONING

118440
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a Unclip the wiring harness of the pressure switch on
the condenser.

a Disconnect the pressure switch connector on the
condenser.

a Remove:

- the bolts (2) from the air conditioning pipe unions
on the compressor,

- the bolts (3) from the air conditioning pipe unions
on the condenser.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the petrol injection computer (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the injection computer support mounting bolts,

- the injection computer support.

a Remove:

- the earth terminal nuts,

- the earth terminals (4) .

AIR CONDITIONING

109744

WARNING

Plugs must be fitted on the hoses to prevent
moisture from entering the system.

118435

118436
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a Remove:

- the cover from the fuse holder board,

- the fuses (5) .

a Remove:

- the fuse holder (6) by pressing on the tab (7) ,

- the feed wire (8) from the fuse holder board,

- the supply cable from the battery protection fuse
box.

a Remove the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect the connectors (9) from the Protection
and Switching Unit.

a Remove the sequential gearbox computer (see Se-
quential gearbox converter: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 21B, Sequential gearbox).

a Remove the bolts (10) from the wiring channel on
the body.

a Move the wiring harness to one side.

118438

118439

118446

109155
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a Disconnect:

- the quick-release union from the brake servo pipe
(11) ,

- the quick-release union from the petrol vapour re-
breathing pipe (12) .

a Disconnect the connector (13) from the fuel vapour
absorber bleed solenoid valve.

a Disconnect the quick-release union from the fuel
supply pipe (14) on the injector rail.

118441

118443

118444

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.
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10A

a Remove the bolts (15) from the exhaust downpipe.

a Remove the exhaust pipe towards the rear of the ve-
hicle.

a Disconnect the oxygen sensor connector (16) .

a Feed the oxygen sensor wiring harness into the en-
gine compartment.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the lower engine torque reaction tie-bar
(see 19D, Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-
bar: Removal - Refitting, page 19D-13) .

a Support the « engine - gearbox » assembly on en-
gine marks using the (Mot. 1390).

a Remove the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Remove the left-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspend-
ed engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) .

a Raise the vehicle, moving the engine towards the
front.

a Remove the « engine - gearbox » assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 6004A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the vehicle,

118432

118445

112784
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- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

a Remove the (Mot. 1390).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the oxygen sensor wiring harness.

a Connect the oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit the exhaust downpipe.

a Torque tighten the exhaust downpipe bolts (9
Nm).

a Connect:

- the quick-release union to the fuel supply pipe on
the injector rail,

- the quick-release union to the petrol vapour re-
breathing pipe,

- the quick-release union to the brake servo pipe.

a refit the wiring harness.

a Screw the bolts for the wiring harness channel on
the body.

a Refit the sequential gearbox computer (see Se-
quential gearbox converter: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 21B, Sequential gearbox).

a Connect the Protection and Switching Unit connec-
tors.

a Refit:

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover,

- the supply cable on the battery protection fuse box,

- the feed wire on the fuse holder board,

- the fuse holder,

- the fuses,

- the cover from the fuse holder board,

- the earth terminals on the side member,

- the earth terminal nuts,

- the injection computer mounting,

- the injection computer support bolts,

- the petrol injection computer (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Refit:

- the bolts to the air conditioning pipe unions on the
condenser,

- the bolts to the air conditioning pipe unions on the
compressor.

a Connect the pressure switch connector to the con-
denser.

a Clip the pressure switch wiring harness on the con-
denser.

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the passenger compartment heater hoses,

- the clips for the passenger compartment heating
hoses using the (Mot. 1448).

a Refit:

- the clip for the top hose on the cooling radiator us-
ing the (Mot. 1448),

- the front right-hand hand wheel driveshaft (see
Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 29A, Driveshafts),

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392,
29A, Driveshafts),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Refill:

- the engine if necessary (see 10A, Engine and cyl-
inder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-199

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and JA3

10A
- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Draining -
Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox),

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Fill the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-200

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) .

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Draining -
Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox),

- the engine if necessary (see 10A, Engine and cyl-
inder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) .

a Drain the air conditioning circuit using the refriger-
ant charging station  (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the exhaust downpipe bolts (1) ,

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392,
29A, Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand hand wheel driveshaft (see
Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 29A, Driveshafts),

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) .

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

connecting pipe bolts 8 Nm

exhaust downpipe bolts 9 Nm

AIR CONDITIONING

108817



10A-201

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

a Unclip the wiring harness of the pressure switch on
the condenser.

a Disconnect:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector.

a Remove:

- the compressor - condenser connecting pipe bolts
(2) ,

- the compressor - condenser connection pipe.

- the compressor - expansion valve connecting pipe
bolt (3) ,

- the dehydrator reservoir - expansion valve con-
necting pipe bolt (4) .

a Uncouple the connecting pipes.

a Plug the openings.

a Remove:

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe (5) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the passenger compartment radiator cooling hoses
on the bulkhead,

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

AIR CONDITIONING

109744

121762



10A-202

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

a Disconnect:

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors (6) ,

- the fuse,

- the fuse holder to the fuse board,

- the supply cable on the battery protection fuse box,

- the petrol injection computer connectors.

a Remove the earth nuts.

a Move the wiring harness to one side.

a Remove:

- the gear control cables on the gearbox by pushing
at (A) ,

- the control cables by pushing at (B) .

108446 108265

109149



10A-203

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A

a Disconnect:

- the petrol vapour recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector (8) ,

- the fuel vapour recirculation pipe (7) ,

- the brake servo non-return valve.

a Disconnect the fuel inlet union on the injection rail.

a Plug the openings.

a Place a hose clamp (Ms. 583) between the brake
fluid reservoir and the clutch master cylinder.

a Disconnect the clutch slave cylinder by pulling the
clips (9) and (10) 

a Unclip the gearbox clutch pipe.

a Plug the openings.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Support the « engine - gearbox » assembly on the
engine marks (11) with the (Mot. 1390).

a Mark the positions of the suspended engine mount-
ings on the body.

108802

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the union.

109157

113382



10A-204

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A
a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) .

a Raise the vehicle, moving the engine towards the
front.

a Remove the « engine - gearbox » assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see ) (Technical
Note 6004A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine-gearbox » assembly in the ve-
hicle.

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

a Remove the (Mot. 1390) from the « engine -
gearbox » assembly.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the clutch pipe to the gearbox.

a Remove the blanking plugs from the openings.

a Connect the clutch slave cylinder pipes.

a Remove the hose clamp (Ms. 583).

a Remove the blanking plugs from the openings.

a Connect:

- the petrol inlet union on the injector rail,

- the brake servo non-return valve,

- fuel vapour recirculation pipe,

- the petrol vapour recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector.

a Refit:

- the gearbox control cables,

- the earth nuts.

a Connect:

- the connectors to the petrol injection computer,

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors,

- the fuse,

- the fuse holder to the fuse board,

- the feed wire from the battery protection fuse box.

a Refit:

- the Protection and Switching Unit cover,

- the passenger compartment radiator cooling hoses
on the bulkhead,

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Couple the connecting pipes.

a Refit:

- the dehydrator reservoir - expansion valve con-
necting pipe bolt,

- the compressor - expansion valve connecting pipe
bolt,

- the compressor - condenser connection pipe.

- the compressor - condenser connecting pipe bolts.

a Torque tighten the  connecting pipe bolts (8 Nm).

a Connect:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector.

a Clip the pressure switch wiring harness on the con-
denser.

AIR CONDITIONING



10A-205

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

10A
a Refit:

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the front right-hand hand wheel driveshaft (see
Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 29A, Driveshafts),

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392,
29A, Driveshafts),

- the exhaust downpipe bolts.

a Torque tighten the exhaust downpipe bolts (9
Nm).

a Refit:

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill up the engine oil if necessary (see 10A, Engine
and cylinder block assembly, Engine oil: Drain-
ing - Refilling, page 10A-12) ,

- fill the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Drain-
ing - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox),

- fill and bleed the coolant circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) ,

- bleed the clutch circuit (see Clutch circuit: Bleed)
(MR 392, 37A, Mechanical component controls).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.



10A-206

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Lift the air resonator (A) to remove it from the battery
cover.

a Pull the air resonator (B) towards the front of the ve-
hicle to remove it.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

bolts of the right-hand
suspended engine
mounting cover

62 N.m

bolts for the right-hand
suspended engine
mounting rubber pad

62 N.m

bolt of the right-hand
suspended engine
mounting rubber pad

105 N.m

upper engine tie-bar
bolts

105 N.m

support bolts for the left-
hand suspended engine
mounting on the vehicle
body

62 N.m

left-hand suspended
engine mounting rubber
pad nuts

62 N.m

left-hand suspended
engine mounting cen-
tral nut

62 N.m

exhaust flange bolts 21 N.m

engine tie-bar bolt on
the engine

180 N.m

engine tie-bar bolt on
the subframe

105 N.m

air inlet duct clips 6 N.m

IMPORTANT

To prevent the vehicle from falling, lash it to the
vehicle lift using a strap.

114978



10A-207

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Detach the air intake sleeve:

- from the front end panel at (1) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air filter unit at (3) .

a Remove the air inlet sleeve.

a Unclip the electrical wiring from the air inlet duct at
(4) .

a Loosen the air duct clips:

- on the air flow sensor (5) ,

- on the motorised throttle valve (6) .

a Extract the oil vapour rebreathing hose (7) on the
rocker cover using the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the air inlet duct.

a Disconnect the air flowmeter connector (8) .

a Unclip the air flowmeter connector electrical wiring
at (9) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the automatic transmission (see Automatic gear-
box oil: Draining - Filling) (23A, Automatic trans-
mission),

- the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charging
station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining - Fill-
ing) (62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front sections of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) .

114977

114974

114965



10A-208

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove:

- the bolts (10) from the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the air conditioning pipe (11) .

a Pull out the air conditioning pipe (12) .

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts).

a Disconnect the brake servo pipe (13) from the intake
distributor.

a Disconnect:

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe (14) ,

- the fuel supply pipe (15) .

a Unclip the fuel supply pipe at (16) .

114961

WARNING

To prevent moisture from entering the system,
place plugs on the cold loop components which
are open to the air.

114971

115216

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.



10A-209

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove:

- the bolts (17) from the exhaust flange,

- the exhaust flange seal.

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar bolts (18) ,

- the engine tie-bar .

a Remove the battery cover.

a Remove the cover (19) from the power supply fuse
unit.

a Unclip the optional relay unit (20) .

114949

114951

115228

115229



10A-210

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Unclip the electrical wiring connector (21) .

a Disconnect the electrical wiring connector (21) .

a Remove the nut (22) from the protective fuse mount-
ing wiring.

a Move aside the protective fuse mounting wiring.

a Remove the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the fuse (23) .

a Remove the nut (24) from the supply wiring of the
power supply fuse unit.

a Disconnect the supply wiring from the power supply
fuse unit.

a Extract the fuse holder from the power supply fuse
unit (25) .

a Remove the battery tray (see Battery tray: Remov-
al - Refitting) (80A, Battery).

115222

115231

115239

115238



10A-211

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove the air filter unit in the direction of the ar-
rows.

a Detach the automatic transmission control cable ball
joint by pressing at (26) .

a Pull out the automatic transmission control cable by
pulling tab (27) .

115235 115227

110243



10A-212

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Disconnect the hoses from:

- the heater matrix (28) ,

- the expansion bottle (29) .

a Remove the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect the engine electrical wiring connectors
(30) from the Protection and Switching Unit.

a Disconnect the engine electrical wiring connectors
(31) from the injection computer.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(32) .

115153

115224

115233

115226



10A-213

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove the plastic cover (33) .

a Detach the downstream oxygen sensor connector at
(34) .

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor.

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor electrical wir-
ing from the power-assisted steering box.

a Feed the downstream oxygen sensor electrical wir-
ing into the engine compartment.

a Disconnect the automatic transmission earth wire
(35) .

a Disconnect the earth cables (36) from the side mem-
ber.

a Disconnect the automatic transmission connector
(37) .

a Unclip the automatic transmission electrical wiring at
(38) .

a Feed the automatic transmission electrical wiring
into the engine compartment.

114938

115240

115225

115223



10A-214

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Position the (Mot. 1390) under the « engine -
gearbox » assembly.

a Lower the vehicle down onto the pads of the (Mot.
1390).

a Adjust the pads of the tool (Mot. 1390) at (39) to en-
sure that the « engine - gearbox » assembly is sta-
ble.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Undo the upper engine tie-bar bolt (40) .

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar bolt (41) .

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar.

115347

115034

115035



10A-215

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove:

- the bolt (42) of the rubber pad on the right-hand
suspended engine mounting,

- the bolts (43) of the rubber pad on the right-hand
suspended engine mounting.

a Remove:

- the bolts (44) from the right-hand suspended en-
gine mounting cover,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting cover,

- the rubber pad on the right-hand suspended en-
gine mounting.

a Separate the neck of the electrical wiring from the
gearbox support.

a Remove:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft nut
(45) ,

- the nuts (46) from the left-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber
pad.

115033

115032

115232



10A-216

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Remove:

- the bolts (47) from the left-hand suspended engine
mounting support on the body,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the body.

a Gently move the engine towards the front of the ve-
hicle.

110388



10A-217

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Lift the vehicle to remove the « engine-gearbox »
assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see Engine:
Standard replacement) (Technical Note 6020A,
10A, Engine and peripherals).

a parts always to be replaced: seal between cata-
lytic converter and exhaust downpipe hose.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the
body.

115080

Note:

Check that no component obstructs the move-
ment of the body around the « engine -
gearbox » assembly.



10A-218

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Fit:

- the rubber pad on the right-hand suspended en-
gine mounting.

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting cover.

a Pretighten:

- the bolts for the right-hand suspended engine
mounting cover,

- the bolts for the right-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad.

a Fit the bolt of the right-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- the bolts of the right-hand suspended engine
mounting cover (62 N.m),

- the bolts for the right-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad (62 N.m),

- the bolt of the right-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad (105 N.m),

- the upper engine tie-bar bolts (105 N.m).

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the body,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
bolts,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber
pad,

- the nuts for the left-hand suspended engine mount-
ing rubber pad,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft
nut.

a Tighten to torque:

- the support bolts for the left-hand suspended
engine mounting on the vehicle body (62 N.m),

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rub-
ber pad nuts (62 N.m),

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting cen-
tral nut (62 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect:

- the engine electrical wiring,

- the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the cooling hoses,

- the air flowmeter connector,

- the fuel supply pipe,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the brake servo pipe on the inlet manifold.

a Clip:

- the fuel supply pipe,

- the air flowmeter connector electrical wiring.

115160

Note:

Allow the two parts to move freely.



10A-219

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Be sure to replace the clip on the gearbox control ca-
ble ball joint each time it is removed.

a Fit the gearbox control cable.

a Fit a new exhaust flange seal.

a Tighten to torque:

- the exhaust flange bolts (21 N.m),

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the engine (180 N.m),

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe (105
N.m).

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the front left-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front left-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling radiator:
Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front sections of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Fit the air inlet duct on the air flowmeter, paying at-
tention to the fitting mark.

103113

115221



10A-220

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

a Fit the air inlet duct on the motorised throttle valve,
paying attention to the fitting mark.

a Connect the oil vapour rebreathing hose on the rock-
er cover.

a Torque tighten the air inlet duct clips (6 N.m).

a Clip the electrical wiring onto the air inlet duct.

a Before refitting the air intake sleeve, check that the
upper mounting is correctly clipped onto the front
end panel air resonator.

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator towards the rear of the vehi-
cle so that the corner of the air resonator is between
the two lines marked on the air inlet hose.

a Press on the air resonator to fit it into the battery cov-
er.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the automatic transmission (see Automatic
gearbox oil: Draining - Filling) (23A, Automatic
transmission),

- fill the refrigerant circuit using a refrigerant charg-
ing station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Draining -
Filling) (62A, Air conditioning).

- fill and bleed the coolant circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) .

a Refit the engine cover.

115220

114975

114976



10A-221

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Discharge the pressure in the fuel supply circuit of
the exhaust fuel injector (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust fuel injector: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-66) .

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (1 )  (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equip-
ment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille.

a Remove the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Unclip the power supply fuse board support at (2) .

a Move the support from the fuse board as indicated
by the arrows.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1390 Support for removal - refitting
of engine - gearbox assembly

Equipment required

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

left-hand suspended
engine mounting shaft
nut

62 N.m

engine tie-bar bolts 105 N.m

front cross member
bolts

105 N.m

air conditioning pipe
bolts

8 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

K9K, and 772

111999

108190



10A-222

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A

a Remove the shielding by unclipping at (3) .

a Disconnect the connector from the air flowmeter (if
equipped).

a Loosen the air inlet duct clip on the air filter unit.

a Remove:

- the air filter unit,

- the battery tray base.

a Loosen the intercooler air inlet pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Remove the air duct bolt on the rocker cover.

a Separate the clips on the turbocharger air duct and
on the intercooler air inlet pipe.

a Unclip the air duct (4) on the turbocharger and the
intercooler air inlet pipe.

a Disconnect the connector (5) from the inlet air pres-
sure sensor.

a Loosen the clip (6) on the damper valve air inlet
pipe.

a Remove the air pipe.

a Remove:

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Disconnect the electrical connector from the damper
valve (if equipped).

108191

108208

112331

K9K, and 764 or 772



10A-223

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A

a Remove the air duct clips on the intercooler.

a Pull the tab and lift the intercooler from its mounting
studs.

a Remove:

- the intercooler,

- the nut from the air ducts on the alternator,

- the turbocharging air ducts.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the manual gearbox oil (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox),

- the engine oil if necessary (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Engine oil: Draining -
Refilling, page 10A-12) ,

- the refrigerant fluid circuit using the refrigerant
charging station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Drain-
ing - Filling) (62A, Air conditioning).

a Remove:

- the front left-hand driveshaft (see Front left-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A, Drive-
shafts),

- the front right-hand driveshaft (see Front right-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts).

a Disconnect:

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the top hose on the coolant outlet unit,

- the passenger compartment heating hoses.

a Extract the expansion bottle from its housing by fol-
lowing the direction of the arrow and put it to one
side.

109808

109165



10A-224

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A

a Disconnect the pressure switch connector on the
condenser.

a Remove the bolts (7) from the air conditioning pipes.

a Remove:

- the left-hand side reinforcement bolts (8) ,

- the left-hand side reinforcement,

- the lower bolt (9) from the side tie rods.

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the earth on the thermoplung-
er unit and the coolant pump mounting,

- the bolt (2) mounting the thermoplunger unit and
the coolant pump mounting on the radiator mount-
ing cross member.

a Disconnect the connector (3) from the thermoplung-
er unit.

109744

WARNING

To prevent moisture from entering the system,
place plugs on the cold loop components which
are open to the air.

108269

K9K, and 772

117315



10A-225

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A

a Remove:

- the front cross member bolts (10) ,

- the front radiator cross member,

- the cooling radiator assembly,

- the earth wiring.

a Disconnect:

- the pre-postheating unit connector ,

- the coolant temperature sensor.

DELPHI injection

SIEMENS injection

a Disconnect the fuel supply and return pipes on the
high-pressure pump (11) .

a Move aside the engine wiring.

a Remove the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

108276

109465

112656



10A-226

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A

a Disconnect:

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors,

- the brake servo pipe from the vacuum pump,

- the engine fuses 30A and 70A,

- the fuse holder on the fuse board,

- the supply wiring on the fuse board,

- the supply wiring on the battery protection fuse
box.

a Disconnect the injection computer connectors (12) .

a Remove:

- the gear control cables on the gearbox by pushing
at (13) ,

- the gear control cables from the sleeve stops by
pressing at (14) ,

- the wiring harness channel mountings on the gear-
box.

108446

108254

108265

109149



10A-227

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A
K9K/TL4

K9K/JH3, JR5

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar,

- the exhaust downpipe bolts.

a Drain the brake fluid reservoir down to the clutch
master cylinder pipe union using a syringe.

a Remove the clip at the wheel end (15) .

a Disconnect the clutch pipe from the clutch slave cyl-
inder.

a Support the « engine-gearbox assembly » on the
(Mot. 1390).

a Mark the positions of the suspended engine mount-
ings on the body.

a Remove the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

123787

108274

109157



10A-228

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A

a Remove the left-hand suspended engine mounting
shaft nut (16) .

a Disconnect the fuel supply union from the diesel in-
jector on the catalytic pre-converter.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Raise the vehicle, moving the engine towards the
front.

a Extract the « engine - gearbox » assembly from the
engine compartment.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a For standard engine replacements (see Standard
replacement) (Technical Note 6006A, 10A, Engine
and peripherals).

109952

K9K, and 772

112784



10A-229

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the « engine - gearbox » assembly in the
engine compartment.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the fuel supply union to the diesel injector
on the catalytic pre-converter.

a Fit the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft.

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft
nut,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting.

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1390).

a Torque tighten the left-hand suspended engine
mounting shaft nut (62 N.m).

a Connect the clutch pipe.

a Bleed the clutch circuit (see Clutch circuit: Bleed)
(37A, Mechanical component control).

a Refit:

- the exhaust downpipe bolts,

- the lower engine tie-bar.

a Torque tighten the engine tie-bar bolts (105 N.m).

a Refit the gear control cables.

a Connect:

- the injection computer connectors,

- the supply wiring on the battery protection fuse
box,

- the supply wiring on the fuse board,

- the fuse holder on the fuse board,

- the engine fuses 30A and 70A,

- the brake servo pipe on the vacuum pump,

- the Protection and Switching Unit connectors.

a Disconnect the electrical connector from the damper
valve (if equipped).

a Fit the engine wiring.

a Connect the fuel supply and return pipes on the
high-pressure pump.

a Connect:

- the coolant temperature sensor,

- the pre-postheating unit connector ,

- the earth wiring.

a Refit:

- the cooling radiator assembly,

- the front radiator cross member,

- the front cross member bolts.

a Tighten to torque the front cross member bolts
(105 N.m).

a Refit:

- the bolt mounting the earth on the thermoplunger
unit and the coolant pump mounting,

- the bolt on the thermoplunger unit and the coolant
pump mounting on the radiator mounting cross
member.

a Connect the thermoplunger unit connector.

a Refit:

- the side tie-rod lower bolts,

112784

K9K, and 772

K9K, and 764 or 772

TL4



10A-230

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Engine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JH3 or JR5 or TL4

10A
- the left-hand side reinforcement,

- the air conditioning pipes.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning pipe bolts (8
N.m).

a Connect the pressure switch connector to the con-
denser.

a Position the expansion bottle.

a Connect:

- the passenger compartment heating hoses,

- the top hose on the coolant outlet unit,

- the bottom radiator hose,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Refit:

- the front left-hand driveshaft (see Front left-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A, Drive-
shafts),

- the front right-hand driveshaft (see Front right-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (29A,
Driveshafts),

- the turbocharging ducts,

- the nut to the turbocharger pipes on the alternator,

- the intercooler,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the inlet pipe to the inlet manifold.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Clip the air duct onto the turbocharger and the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Refit the air duct bolt on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the battery tray base,

- the air filter unit.

a Fit the air inlet duct on the air filter unit and tighten
the clip.

a Refit the battery protective tray.

a Fit the fuse board.

a Refit the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the refrigerant circuit using the refrigerant
charging station  (see Refrigerant circuit: Drain-
ing - Filling) (62A, Air conditioning),

- top up the engine oil (if necessary) (see 10A, En-
gine and cylinder block assembly, Engine oil:
Draining - Refilling, page 10A-12) ,

- fill the manual gearbox oil (see Manual gearbox
oils: Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox),

- fill and bleed the coolant circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) .

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine cover.

a Carry out a sealing test on the fuel supply circuit of
the exhaust fuel injector (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust fuel injector: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-66) .

K9K, and 772



10A-231

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Valves: Adjustment

D4F

10A

I - VALVE CLEARANCE ADJUSTMENT 
PREPARATION OPERATION

a Fit the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see MR 393
Bodywork, 55A, Exterior protection, Front
wheel arch liners: Removal - Refitting).

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the plenum chamber (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

Adjusting the timing

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise (timing end), half a
tooth before the alignment of the crankshaft pulley
mark (1) with the fixed mark (2) .

a Insert (Mot. 1054).

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise to the timing point.

a Check that the camshaft pulley mark (4) and the
crankshaft pulley mark (1) are aligned with the fixed
marks (3) .

II - ADJUSTING THE VALVE CLEARANCES

a To adjust the valves (see Technical Note 6004A,
Petrol engine - 4 cylinders - D4, 10A, Engine and
peripherals, Timing - cylinder head: Refit).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1054 TDC setting pin.

109737

109735

109738



10A-232

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Valves: Adjustment

D4F

10A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the plenum chamber (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see MR 393
Bodywork, 55A, Exterior protection, Front
wheel arch liners: Removal - Refitting).

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) .



10A-233

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Valves: Adjustment

K9K

10A
a To adjust the valves (see ) (Technical Note 6006A,

10A, Engine and peripherals).



10A-234

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Valves: Adjustment

M4R

10A
a The engine and gearbox assembly must be re-

moved to adjust the valves (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Engine - gearbox as-
sembly: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-112) .

a For the valve adjustment procedure (see ) (Techni-
cal Note 6020A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).



10A-235

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure: Check

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

10A

Oil pressure tables:

End pieces to be used: REMOVAL

a

CHECK

a Remove the oil pressure sensor (see 10A, Engine
and cylinder block assembly, Oil pressure sen-
sor: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-39) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 836-05 Oil pressure gauge kit.

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Engine

Minimum oil pressure (bar) Maximum
oil  pres-
sure (bar)

Idling speed 4000 rpm 4000 rpm

F4R 0.8 3.7 5.3

K4J/K4M 0.5 3.1 4.4

K9K 0.8 3.4 5.2

M4R 1.0 5.5 7.3

Engine Minimum oil pressure (bar) Maximum
oil  pres-
sure (bar)

Idling speed 3000 rpm 3000 rpm

D4F 1.5 3.9 5.3

Engine End pieces

F4R B + F

K4J/K4M E + C + F

K9K E + C + F

M4R Mot. 1658 + F

D4F C + F

WARNING

Always check the oil level using the dipstick.

Do not exceed the maximum level on the dipstick
(could destroy the engine).

Correct the engine oil level if necessary before
delivering the vehicle to the customer.

Note:

When topping up the engine oil, always leave at
least  10 minutes before checking the level with a
dipstick.



10A-236

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Oil pressure: Check

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

10A

a In place of the oil pressure sensor, fit the (Mot. 836-
05) with suitable adapters using the (Mot. 1495-01)
or a 22 mm long socket.

a Start the vehicle.

a Monitor the engine oil pressure as the engine oil
temperature rises (approximately 80˚C or the first
time the engine cooling fan) is activated it should
not be less than the pressure at idle speed.

a If the oil pressure is lower than the pressure at idle 
speed, check that:

- the oil filter is not clogged,

- dirt or swarf is not present in the engine oil,

- the oil pump is in good condition and being correct-
ly driven.

a Check the oil pressure in comparison with the values
given in the table above.

a Switch off the engine.

a Remove the (Mot. 836-05) with the end pieces.

a Refit the oil pressure sensor (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Oil pressure sensor:
Removal - Refitting, page 10A-39) .

a Wipe any oil run-off with a cloth.

a Wait at least 10 minutes.

a Check the oil level using the dipstick.

a Top up the engine oil level if necessary (see Engine
oil: Specifications) (04A, Lubricants).

a Start the vehicle and check that there are no oil
leaks at the oil pressure sensor.

87363



10A-237

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Flywheel: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) (21A, Manual gearbox),

- the clutch pressure plate (see Pressure plate -
Disc: Removal - Refitting) (20A, Clutch).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Lock the flywheel using tool (Mot. 582-01) (1) .

a Remove:

- the flywheel bolts,

- the flywheel,

- the (Mot. 582-01) (1) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Flywheel bolts.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the flywheel bearing face if reusing,

- the crankshaft bearing face.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the flywheel.

Special tooling required

Mot. 582-01 Flywheel locking tool.

Tightening torquesm

flywheel bolts (K4) 25 N.m + 50˚ ±±±±
6˚

flywheel bolts (F4R) 30 N.m + 60˚ ±±±±
10˚

flywheel bolts (D4F) 18 N.m + 110˚
±±±± 6˚

flywheel bolts (K9K/JA5,
JH3, JR5)

55 N.m

flywheel bolts (K9K/TL4) 20 +36˚ ±±±± 6˚

109158



10A-238

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Flywheel: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K

10A

a a Refit the spacer (3) observing the fitting direction of
the chamfer on the flywheel end.

a Observe the tightening order.

K9K, and TL4

23325

WARNING

Do not remove the flywheel drive plate mounting
bolts (2) .

K9K, and JA5 or JH3 or JR5

101356

23326



10A-239

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Flywheel: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K

10A

a Tighten in order and to torque the flywheel bolts
(K4) (25 N.m + 50˚ ±±±± 6˚).

a Tighten in order and to torque the flywheel bolts
(F4R) (30 N.m + 60˚ ±±±± 10˚).

a Tighten in order and to torque the flywheel bolts
(D4F) (18 N.m + 110˚ ±±±± 6˚).

a Torque tighten in order the flywheel bolts (K9K/
JA5, JH3, JR5) (55 N.m).

a Torque tighten in order the flywheel bolts (K9K/
TL4) (20 +36˚ ±±±± 6˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the clutch pressure plate (see Pressure plate -
Disc: Removal - Refitting) (20A, Clutch),

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Connect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

K4J or K4M

F4R

D4F

K9K, and JA5 or JH3 or JR5

K9K, and TL4



10A-240

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Flywheel: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see 02A, Lift-
ing Equipment, Vehicle: Towing and lifting).

a Disconnect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery:
Removal - Refitting).

a Remove:

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) ,

- the clutch pressure plate (see Pressure plate -
Disc: Removal - Refitting) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Lock the engine using tool (Mot. 1677) (1) .

a Remove:

- the flywheel bolts,

- the flywheel,

- tool (Mot. 1677) (1) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a On the crankshaft, clean the flywheel bolt threading.

a Degrease the pressure face of the flywheel on the
crankshaft.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Follow the flywheel bolt tightening order.

a Tighten to torque and in order the flywheel bolts
(108 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the clutch pressure plate (see Pressure plate -
Disc: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the gearbox (see Manual gearbox: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Connect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery: Re-
moval - Refitting).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1677 Flywheel locking tool.

Tightening torquesm

flywheel bolts 108 Nm

117579

117512



10A-241

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Drive plate: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the gearbox (see Automatic gearbox: Re-
moval - Refitting) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Set up the (Mot. 582-01) (2) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (2) ,

- the drive plate,

- tool (Mot. 582-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Check that the drive plate is not damaged (run-out
tolerance of 0.2 mm on the outer diameter).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the drive plate, ensuring it is correctly positioned
in relation to the centring pins.

a Apply LOCTITE FRENBLOC to the bolt threads.

a Tighten the bolts on the drive plate.

a Torque and angle tighten the drive plate bolts (55
Nm + 50˚ ±±±± 5) by immobilising the starter ring using
the (Mot. 582-01).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the gearbox (see Automatic gearbox: Re-
moval - Refitting) .

a Connect the Diagnostic tool for the conformity
check.

Special tooling required

Mot. 582-01 Flywheel locking tool.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

drive plate bolts 55 Nm + 50˚ ±±±±
5

110226



10A-242

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Drive plate: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) (MR 392,
12A, Fuel mixture),

- the battery tray (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the headlights (see ) (MR 392, 80B, Headlights) or
(see Xenon headlight: Removal - Refitting) (MR
392, 80C, Xenon bulbs),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling),

- the starter (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Starter:
Removal - Refitting, page 16A-23) (MR392, 16A,
Starting-charging),

- the left-hand driveshaft (see Front left-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the right-hand driveshaft (see Front right-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) (MR 392, 19D, Engine mounting),

- the automatic gearbox (see Automatic gearbox:
Removal - Refitting) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Set up the (Mot. 919-02) (1) .

a Remove:

- the drive plate mounting bolts (2) ,

- the drive plate,

- the (Mot. 919-02).

Special tooling required

Mot. 919-02 Flywheel locking tool.

Tightening torquesm

drive plate bolts 108 Nm

IMPORTANT

During this operation, secure the vehicle to the
lift with a strap to prevent it from becoming unbal-
anced.

116747



10A-243

ENGINE AND CYLINDER BLOCK ASSEMBLY
Drive plate: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

10A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Check that the drive plate is not damaged (run-out
tolerance of 0.2 mm on the outer diameter).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the drive plate, ensuring it is correctly positioned
in relation to the centring pins.

a Apply HIGH RESISTANCE THREAD LOCK to the
bolt threads.

a Finger tighten the drive plate mounting bolts.

a Torque and angle tighten the drive plate bolts (108
Nm) by immobilising the starter ring with the tool.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the automatic gearbox (see Automatic gearbox:
Removal - Refitting) ,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Left-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-34) (MR 392, 19D, Engine mounting),

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the right-hand driveshaft (see Front right-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the left-hand driveshaft (see Front left-hand
driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the starter (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Starter:
Removal - Refitting, page 16A-23) (MR392, 16A,
Starting-charging),

- the cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
radiator: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-20) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling),

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the headlights (see ) (MR 392, 80B, Headlights) or
(see Xenon headlight: Removal - Refitting) (MR
392, 80C, Xenon bulbs),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling).

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) (MR 392,
12A, Fuel mixture),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see ) (MR 392, 19A, Cool-
ing).



11A-1

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Pressure at end of compression: Check

K9K

11A

a Remove the heater plugs (see 13C, Preheating,
Heater plugs: Removal - Refitting, page 13C-2) .

a Disconnect:

- the pressure regulation solenoid valve connector
(1) ,

- the flow control solenoid valve connector (2) ,

a Fit the hose end piece (Mot. 1592) in place of one of
the removed plugs.

a Moderately tighten the hose end piece (Mot. 1592)
using an open-jawed spanner.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1592 Flexible end piece for taking
end of compression pressure
measurements.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

118046

116299



11A-2

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Pressure at end of compression: Check

K9K

11A

a Moderately tighten the diesel compression gauge on
the hose end piece (Mot. 1592).

a Connect a self-contained starter or an automatic
battery charger.

a Vehicle which is equipped with RENAULT Card:

- run command SC003 Save computer data,

- run command RZ019 Reinitialise programming,

- run the starter for at least 15 seconds until the
compression gauge needle stabilises to obtain the
maximum value,

- open the discharge valve to release all of the pres-
sure in the compression gauge,

- proceed through the diagram sheet,

- carry out the same procedure for the other cylin-
ders,

- run command SC001 Write computer data.

a For vehicles equipped with keys, follow the starting 
cycle until the compression gauge needle stabilises 
to obtain the maximum value:

- open the discharge valve to release all of the pres-
sure in the compression gauge,

- proceed through the diagram sheet,

- carry out the same procedure for the other cylin-
ders.

a Disconnect the self-contained starter or automatic
battery charger.

a Loosen:

- the diesel compression gauge on the hose end
piece (Mot. 1592),

- the hose end piece (Mot. 1592) using an open-
jawed spanner.

a Remove the hose end piece (Mot. 1592) which was
fitted in place of one of the removed plugs.

a Connect:

- the connector to the pressure regulation solenoid
valve,

- the flow control solenoid valve connector,

a Refit the heater plugs (see 13C, Preheating, Heater
plugs: Removal - Refitting, page 13C-2) .

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check for the absence of
stored faults in the computers; deal with any faults
and clear them if necessary.

116301

Note:

The pressure value after compression must be at
least  18 bar.



11A-3

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Pressure at end of compression: Check

D4F

11A

CHECK

I - PREPARATION OPERATION FOR CHECK

a Remove the plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-11) .

a Connect a petrol compression gauge (1) .

a Run command with Diagnostic tool :

- RZ009: VEHICLE FUNCTION PROGRAMMING,

- VP036: FUEL SUPPLY INHIBITION.

a Put the vehicle under the starting conditions by posi-
tioning the gear lever in neutral.

II - TEST OPERATION

a Activate the starter until the needle of the petrol
compression gauge stabilises.

a Measure the cylinder compressions, cylinder by cyl-
inder.

a Fully depress the accelerator pedal in order to open
the throttle valve during the compression measure-
ments.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Disconnect the  petrol compression gauge.

a Refit the plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Removal
- Refitting, page 17A-11) .

a Run command VP037: "STOP INHIBIT FUEL SUP-
PLY" using the Diagnostic tool.

a Start the engine.

Equipment required

petrol compression gauge

Diagnostic tool

Note:

Use a petrol compression gauge compatible with
the special tools.

The petrol compression gauge must be equipped
with a universal end piece (rubber), or a gaz 1/4
thread bolt.

132699

Note:

It is necessary to wait for at least 10 seconds
before starting the engine each time (the starter
will not run due to its thermal protection).

Note:

If the engine does not start, run command
VP037: STOP FUEL SUPPLY INHIBITION using
the Diagnostic tool or switch off the ignition and
wait 1 min before starting the engine again.



11A-4

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Pressure at end of compression: Check

K4M

11A

CHECK

I - PREPARATION OPERATION FOR CHECK

a Remove:

- the coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the spark plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-11) .

a Connect a petrol compression gauge (1) .

a Put the vehicle under starting conditions:

- gear lever in neutral position for manual gearbox,

- gear lever in position P (park) for an automatic
gearbox.

a Disconnect the injector connectors.

II - TEST OPERATION

a Activate the starter until the needle of the petrol
compression gauge stabilises.

a Measure the compression of the engine, cylinder by
cylinder.

a Fully depress the accelerator pedal in order to open
the throttle valve during the compression measure-
ments.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Disconnect the  petrol compression gauge.

a Refit:

- the spark plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-11) ,

- the coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17A-2) .

a Connect the injector connectors.

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored in the computer.

a Start the vehicle.

Equipment required

petrol compression gauge

Diagnostic tool

132338

Note:

It is necessary to wait for at least 10 seconds
before starting the engine each time (the starter
will not run due to its thermal protection).



11A-5

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and STANDARD HEATING – K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Removal preparation operation for the part 
concerned: mechanical tensioning roller and 
accessories belt (5V)

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolts (1) .

a Remove the accessories belt.

a Remove:

- the tensioning roller bolts (2) ,

- the tensioning roller.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1638 Accessories belt tensioning
tool. For engines fitted with
mechanical tensioning roller.

Mot. 1715 Belt tension checking tool
(frequency indicator).

Mot. 1505 Belt tension setting tool (fre-
quency meter)

Tightening torquesm

tensioning roller bolts 30 N.m

auto tensioner bolts 40 N.m

119187

119186



11A-6

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and STANDARD HEATING – K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

11A
2 - Removal preparation operation for the part 
concerned: auto tensioner and accessories belt 
(6V)

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 16 mm spanner.

a Remove:

- the accessories belt,

- the tensioning roller bolt,

- the tensioning roller.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Accessories belt.

a parts always to be replaced: Accessories belt
tensioning roller.

a parts always to be replaced: Accessories ten-
sioning roller bolt.

Refitting preparation operation for the two fittings

a Use a brush to remove any deposits from the crank-
shaft pulley V-grooves.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Refitting preparation operation for the part 
concerned: mechanical tensioning roller and 
accessories belt (5V)

a Refit:

- a new tensioning roller,

- a new tensioning roller bolt (3) ,

- a new tensioning roller bolt (4) .

a Fit a new accessories belt.

119097

WARNING
Do not run the engine without the accessories
belt to avoid damaging the crankshaft accesso-
ries pulley.

119186



11A-7

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and STANDARD HEATING – K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

11A

a a Position the (Mot. 1638).

a Tension the accessories belt using the (Mot. 1638),
tightening nut (7) .

a Use the (Mot. 1715) or (Mot. 1505) to measure the
accessories belt tension 234 Hz ±±±± 10 Hz.

a Torque tighten the tensioning roller bolts (30
N.m).

a Rotate the engine through two revolutions to posi-
tion the accessories belt correctly.

a Use the (Mot. 1715) or (Mot. 1505) at (8) to mea-
sure the accessories belt tension again 234 Hz ±±±±
10Hz.

2 - Refitting preparation operation for the part 
concerned: auto tensioner and accessories belt 
(6V)

a Refit a new tensioning roller.

a Torque tighten the  auto tensioner bolts (40 N.m).

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 16 mm spanner.

a Refit a new accessories belt.

a Rotate the engine through two revolutions to posi-
tion the accessories belt correctly.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

119096

Note:

Check that the inner tooth (5) of the pulley (6)
remains free.

107503



11A-8

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and STANDARD HEATING – K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

11A
- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).



11A-9

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

11A

a

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Remove the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove:

- the fuel filter exterior protector nuts (1) ,

- the fuel filter exterior protector.

Tightening torquesm

tensioning roller bolt 40 Nm

the fuel filter interior pro-
tector nuts

21 Nm

fuel filter exterior protec-
tor nuts

21 Nm

WARNING

The belt must be replaced with a new one if it
has been removed.

The tensioning roller must be replaced when the
belt is replaced.

Do not run the engine without the accessories
belt, to avoid irreparable damage to the crank-
shaft accessories pulley. 109479

112778



11A-10

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

11A

a Lift the "fuel filter - pipe" assembly (2) .

a Fasten the "fuel filter - pipe" assembly to the vehicle.

a Remove:

- the fuel filter interior protector nuts (3) ,

- the fuel filter interior protector (4) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 16 mm spanner.

a Remove the accessories belt.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Use a brush to remove any deposits from the crank-
shaft pulley V-grooves.

a Replace the tension wheel.

a Torque tighten the  tensioning roller bolt (40 Nm).

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Turn the auto tensioning roller anti-clockwise using a
16 mm spanner.

a Refit the accessories belt.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the fuel filter interior protector,

- the fuel filter interior protector nuts,

a Torque tighten the the fuel filter interior protector
nuts (21 Nm).

a Reinstall the "fuel filter - pipe" assembly.

a Refit:

- the fuel filter exterior protector,

112776

112777

19651



11A-11

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

11A
- the fuel filter exterior protector nut.

a Torque tighten the fuel filter exterior protector
nuts (21 Nm).

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-12

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL – K4M, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection).

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 16 mm spanner.

a Remove:

- the accessories belt,

- the tensioning roller mounting bolt,

- the tensioning roller.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Use a brush to remove any deposits from the crank-
shaft pulley V-grooves.

a Refit the tensioning roller.

a Tighten to torque the tensioning roller mounting
bolt (40 Nm).

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 16 mm spanner.

a Refit the accessories belt.

Tightening torquesm

tensioning roller mount-
ing bolt

40 Nm

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves throughout the operation.

WARNING

Never turn the engine in the opposite direction to its
normal operating direction.

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt
to avoid damaging the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley. 101878

WARNING

It is essential to replace the accessories belt and
the tensioning roller.



11A-13

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL – K4M, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

11A
III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-14

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and STANDARD HEATING

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Remove the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove:

- the fuel filter exterior protector nuts (1) ,

- the fuel filter exterior protector.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1638 Accessories belt tensioning
tool. For engines fitted with
mechanical tensioning roller.

Mot. 1505 Belt tension setting tool (fre-
quency meter)

Mot. 1715 Belt tension checking tool
(frequency indicator).

Tightening torquesm

mechanical tensioning
roller bolts

35 N.m

auto tensioner bolts 40 N.m

the fuel filter interior pro-
tector nuts

21 N.m

fuel filter exterior protec-
tor nuts

21 N.m

109479

112778



11A-15

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and STANDARD HEATING

11A

a Move the « fuel filter - pipe » assembly (2) to one
side.

a Attach the « fuel filter - pipe » assembly to the vehi-
cle.

a Remove:

- the fuel filter interior protector nuts (3) ,

- the fuel filter interior protector (4) .

a Loosen the accessories belt tensioning roller nuts.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

Version with manual tensioning roller

Version with automatic tensioning roller

a Undo the manual tensioning roller bolts (1) or pivot
the auto tensioner using a spanner (2) to slacken the
belt (depending on the version).

a Remove:

- the accessories belt then discard it in the waste bin,

- the accessories belt tensioning roller then discard it
in the waste bin as well as its bolt.

109476

112777

21861

118158



11A-16

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and STANDARD HEATING

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Use a brush to remove any deposits from the crank-
shaft pulley V-grooves.

a It is essential to leave the inner tooth (A) of the pul-
leys free for engines fitted with an accessories belt
with 5 teeth for pulleys with 6 teeth.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Accessories belt fitted with a manual tensioning 
roller

a Refit:

- the tensioning roller,

- the new tensioning roller bolts.

a It is essential to leave the inner tooth free for engines
fitted with an accessories belt with 5 teeth on pulleys
with 6 teeth.

a Refit the accessories belt.

WARNING

It is essential to replace the accessories belt and
the tensioning roller.

106000

20845

Note:

Ensure that the 2 bolts of the tensioning roller
are not tightened, in order to be able to pivot the
roller when tensioning the belt.



11A-17

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and STANDARD HEATING

11A

a Position the tool (Mot. 1638) in the notch of the ten-
sioning roller.

a Tension the accessories belt using the tool
Mot.1638 by tightening the nut (5) .

a Check the accessories belt tension at point (6) using
the tools (Mot. 1505) or (Mot. 1715).

a It is essential to turn the engine through 2 revolu-
tions to position the accessories belt correctly.

a At the measuring point (6) , check that the belt ten-
sion is 254 Hz ±±±± 11 Hz.

a Adjust the accessories belt tension, if necessary, by
turning the bolts of the tensioning roller then check
again.

a Torque tighten the mechanical tensioning roller
bolts (35 N.m).

a Remove tool Mot.1638.

2 - Accessories belt fitted with an auto tensioner

a Refit:

- the auto tensioner,

- the new tensioning roller bolt.

a Torque tighten the auto tensioner bolts (40 N.m).

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 16 mm spanner (7) .

a Refit the accessories belt then release the tension-
ing roller.

a It is essential to turn the engine through 2 revolu-
tions to position the accessories belt correctly.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the fuel filter interior protector,

- the fuel filter interior protector nuts.

a Torque tighten the the fuel filter interior protector
nuts (21 N.m).

a Detach the « fuel filter - pipe » assembly from the
vehicle.

a Refit:

- the « fuel filter - pipe » assembly,

- the fuel filter exterior protector,

- the fuel filter exterior protector nuts.

a Torque tighten the fuel filter exterior protector
nuts (21 N.m).

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

21861

Note:

The accessories belt tension should be 254 Hz ±±±±
11 Hz.

118158



11A-18

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and STANDARD HEATING

11A
- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-19

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the right-hand wheel arch liner
(see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Tightening torquesm

auto tensioner mount-
ing bolt

22 Nm

engine cover mounting
bolts

62 Nm

bolts mounting the rub-
ber mounting bush on
the body

62 Nm

bolts mounting the rub-
ber mounting bush on
the engine

105 Nm

upper engine tie-bar
mounting bolts

105 Nm

bolt mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
subframe

105 Nm

bolt mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
engine

180 Nm

lifting eye mounting
bolts

33 Nm

radiator mounting cross
m e m b e r  right-hand
mounting bolt

105 Nm

subframe tie-rod left-
hand mounting bolt

105 Nm

exhaust bracket mount-
ing bolts

21 Nm

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt
to avoid damaging the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley.



11A-20

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 14 mm spanner.

a Lock the auto tensioner using a 6 mm Allen key at
(1) .

a Remove the accessories belt.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Use a brush to remove any deposits from the crank-
shaft pulley V-grooves.

Replacing the auto tensioner

a Remove:

- the exhaust bracket mounting bolts (2) ,

- The exhaust bracket seal.

115082

115083

114949



11A-21

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts from the engine tie-bar,

- the engine tie-bar.

a Remove:

- the right-hand mounting bolt from the radiator sup-
port cross member,

- the left-hand mounting bolt from the sub-frame tie-
rod.

a Fit the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Remove:

- the lifting eye mounting bolts (3) ,

- the lifting eye.

a Undo the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (4) .

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (5) .

114951

115029

115031

115034



11A-22

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar.

a Remove:

- the engine cover rubber mounting bush mounting
bolt (6) 

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolts (7) on the
body,

a Unclip the fuel supply pipe at (8) .

a Remove:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (9) ,

- the engine cover,

- the rubber mounting bush.

115035

115033

115032



11A-23

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Fit the engine at approximately 25 mm so that the
auto tensioner mounting bolt is opposite the side
member hole at (10) .

a Undo the auto tensioner mounting bolt completely
using the.

a Remove the auto tensioner by inserting the mount-
ing bolt into the side member hole at (11) .

a Retrieve the auto tensioner mounting bolt via the
side member hole at (12) .

115030

115037

Note:

Before removing the auto tensioner, it is essential
to retrieve the 6 mm Allen key by unlocking the
tensioning roller using a 14 mm open-jawed
spanner.

115084

115036



11A-24

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Refit the new auto tensioner by inserting lug (13) into
its housing (14) .

a Torque tighten the auto tensioner mounting bolt
(22 Nm) using the.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Turn the accessories belt auto tensioner clockwise
using a 14 mm spanner.

Lock the auto tensioner using a 6 mm Allen key.

a Refit the accessories belt.

a Retrieve the 6 mm Allen key and gradually unlock
the auto tensioner using a 14 mm open-jawed span-
ner.

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise twice to balance the
accessories belt tension on every pulley.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Fit:

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the engine cover.

a Without tightening, fit:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (15) ,

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolts (16) on
the body.

a Lower the engine to fit the engine cover rubber
mounting bush mounting bolt (17) .

a Torque tighten and in order:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (62 Nm) at (15)
,

- the bolts mounting the rubber mounting bush
on the body (62 Nm) at (16) ,

- the bolts mounting the rubber mounting bush
on the engine (105 Nm) at (17) ,

115092

115084

115160

Note:

Allow the two parts to move freely.



11A-25

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolts (105
Nm) at (18) .

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Refit the lifting eye.

a Torque tighten:

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the sub-
frame (105 Nm),

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the en-
gine (180 Nm),

- the lifting eye mounting bolts (33 Nm).

a The exhaust clamp seal must be replaced.

a Torque tighten:

- the radiator mounting cross member right-hand
mounting bolt (105 Nm),

- the subframe tie-rod left-hand mounting bolt
(105 Nm),

- the exhaust bracket mounting bolts (21 Nm).

a Refit:

- the front section of the wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine cover.



11A-26

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner on the front
bumper side (see Front wheel arch liner: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Turn the tensioning roller anti-clockwise using a 16
mm spanner.

a Remove:

- the accessories belt,

- the tensioning roller mounting bolt,

- the tensioning roller,

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the new tensioning roller,

- the tensioning roller new mounting bolt.

a Tighten to torque the tensioning roller mounting
bolt (50 Nm).

a Refit the belt by turning the tensioning roller anti-
clockwise using a 16 mm spanner.

a Rotate the crankshaft twice to position the accesso-
ries belt correctly.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner on the front
bumper side (see Front wheel arch liner: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

Tightening torquesm

tensioning roller mount-
ing bolt

50 Nm

WARNING

The belt must be replaced with a new one if it has
been removed.

WARNING

The tensioning roller must be replaced when the
belt is replaced.

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt
to avoid damaging the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley. 104339



11A-27

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-28

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the accessories belt tensioning roller pro-
tector.

a Undo the accessories belt tensioning roller bolt.

a Remove:

- the accessories belt,

- the tensioner roller bolt,

- the accessories belt tension wheel.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Accessories belt.

a parts always to be replaced: Accessories belt
tensioning roller.

a It is essential to replace the tensioning roller torx bolt
with a hexagonal-head bolt, part no. 77 03 101 075.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the accessories belt tensioning roller,

- the accessories belt.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1715 Belt tension checking tool
(frequency indicator).

Mot. 1505 Belt tension setting tool (fre-
quency meter)

Equipment required

repositioner

Tightening torquesm

tensioning roller bolt 50 N.m

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

109766



11A-29

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

a Tighten the accessories belt by turning the tension-
ing roller anti-clockwise, using a 20 mm open-jawed
spanner.

a Adjust the accessories belt tension using the (Mot.
1715) or (Mot. 1505).

a Without locking, tighten the bolt (1) on the tensioning
roller with a 16 mm open-jawed spanner, while
keeping the tensioning roller tension at the adjust-
ment value using a 20 mm open-jawed spanner.

a The accessories belt tension value is 210 Hz ±±±± 10.

110382

STANDARD HEATING

13511

 (1) Crankshaft

 (2) Alternator

 (3) Tensioning roller

 (4) Measuring point

AIR CONDITIONING

106045

 (1) Crankshaft

 (2) Air conditioning compressor



11A-30

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

a The accessories belt tension value is 277 Hz ±±±± 5.

a Torque tighten the tensioning roller bolt (50 N.m)
using a 16 mm socket and a repositioner, while
keeping the tensioning roller tension at the adjust-
ment value with a 20 mm open-jawed spanner.

a Turn the engine through three revolutions clockwise
(timing end) to position the belt correctly.

a Check the accessories belt tension value with the
(Mot. 1715) or (Mot. 1505).

a If the accessory belt tension is outside permitted tol-
erance values, readjust it.

a Refit the accessories belt tension wheel protector.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

 (3) Alternator

 (4) Tensioning roller

 (5) Measuring point



11A-31

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the flywheel cover mounting bolt (1) ,

- the flywheel cover.

a Fit the immobilising tool (Mot. 582-01) (2) .

a Remove:

- the accessories pulley mounting bolt,

- the accessories pulley.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

Clean the crankshaft accessories pulley grooves
with a wire brush to ensure there are no deposits.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley using a new
bolt.

a Torque tighten the crankshaft accessories pulley
mounting bolt (40 N.m + 70˚ ±±±± 6˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

Special tooling required

Mot. 582-01 Flywheel locking tool.

Tightening torquesm

crankshaft accessories
pulley mounting bolt

40 N.m + 70˚ ±±±±
6˚

110257

112988

WARNING

You must replace the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley mounting bolt.



11A-32

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A
- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).



11A-33

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

REMOVAL

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the air inlet duct clips,

- the air inlet duct,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Remove the engine lifting eye (1) on the flywheel
side.

a Pierce the centre of the plugs (2) at the camshaft
ends with a screwdriver.

a Remove:

- the plugs from the camshaft ends with a screwdriv-
er,

- the TDC setting pin plug (3) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1489 TDC locating pin.

Mot. 1496 Camshaft timing tool.

Mot. 1750 Additional tool to support the
camshaft adjusting tool, Mot.
1496.

Mot. 1487 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (57 mm diameter).

Mot. 1488 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (43 mm diameter).

Tightening torquesm

crankshaft accessories
pulley mounting bolt

40 N.m + 145˚
±±±± 15˚

TDC setting pin plug 20 N.m
14491



11A-34

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

a Position the camshaft grooves (4) almost horizontal-
ly and offset towards the bottom turning the crank-
shaft in the operating direction (clockwise at timing
end).

a Screw in the TDC setting pin (5)  (Mot. 1489).

a Turn the crankshaft in its operating direction (clock-
wise at timing end), until the crankshaft presses
against the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a The camshaft grooves (6) must be horizontal and
offset downwards.

a Remove the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a Lock the flywheel using a screwdriver.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley mounting
bolt (7) .

14491-1

14489

14490

14487



11A-35

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Position timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750).

a Screw in the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a Check that the crankshaft is pressing against the
TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a The crankshaft groove must be upwards.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Tighten to torque and angle the crankshaft acces-
sories pulley mounting bolt (40 N.m + 145˚ ±±±± 15˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750).

a Refit:

- the inlet camshaft plug using the (Mot. 1487),

- the exhaust camshaft plug using the (Mot. 1488).

a Place a drop of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT
on the thread hole of the TDC pin plug.

a Refit the TDC setting pin plug.

a Torque tighten the  TDC setting pin plug (20 N.m).

a Refit:

- the engine lifting eye at the flywheel end,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

WARNING

Always replace the bolt and the crankshaft
accessories pulley.

WARNING

Be sure to degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft,

- the bearing face of the crankshaft accessories
pulley.

This is to prevent timing slippage.

WARNING

Never run the engine in the opposite direction to
that of normal operation.

108873

14489-2



11A-36

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A
- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the air inlet duct,

- the air inlet duct clips,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

a Connect the battery (see Battery tray: Removal -
Refitting) (80A, Battery).



11A-37

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the right-hand wheel arch (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove the protector (1) in front of the diesel filter.

a Lift the diesel filter (2) and fasten it to a suspension
spring.

a Remove:

- the protector (3) behind the diesel filter,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the accessories belt tensioning roller.

Tightening torquesm

M12 bolt of the crank-
shaft accessories pulley

60 N.m +100˚

M14 bolt of the crank-
shaft accessories pulley

120 N.m + 95˚
±±±± 15˚

112778

109476

112777



11A-38

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

a Lock the flywheel using a flat-blade screwdriver po-
sitioned in the window under the starter.

a Immobilise the flywheel using a flat-blade screwdriv-
er positioned in the window located in the clutch
housing, at the rear of the engine.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the bolt (4) then the crankshaft accessories
pulley.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a If reusing the crankshaft accessories pulley, clean
the pulley V-grooves with a brush to eliminate any
deposits.

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Lock the flywheel using a flat-blade screwdriver po-
sitioned in the window under the starter.

TL4 JA5 or JH3 or JR5

19656

TL4



11A-39

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

a Immobilise the flywheel using a flat-blade screwdriv-
er positioned in the window located in the clutch
housing, at the rear of the engine.

a Torque tighten the M12 bolt of the crankshaft ac-
cessories pulley (60 N.m +100˚) or the M14 bolt of
the crankshaft accessories pulley (120 N.m + 95˚
±±±± 15 )̊.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the accessories belt tensioning roller,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the protector behind the diesel filter.

a Detach the diesel filter from the suspension spring
and put it back into position.

a Refit:

- the protector in front of the diesel filter,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

JA5 or JH3 or JR5



11A-40

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove:

- the subframe bolt (1) on the body,

- the side reinforcement bolt (2) ,

- the side reinforcement.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1789 Tool for immobilising the
crankshaft pulley, timing end

Equipment required

two-claw extractor for exterior socket

Tightening torquesm

crankshaft pulley bolt
(initial torque)

68 N.m

crankshaft accessories
pulley bolt

30 N.m + 60˚

subframe bolt on the
body

105 N.m

141276



11A-41

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the (Mot. 1789)  (3) to lock the crankshaft
accessories pulley.

a Loosen the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt (4) .

a Remove:

- the (Mot. 1789),

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt,

- the crankshaft pulley using a two-claw extractor
for exterior socket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley,

parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolts..

parts always to be replaced: Front sub-frame
bolt.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new crankshaft accessories pulley,

- a new crankshaft accessories pulley bolt,

- the (Mot. 1789).

a Torque tighten the crankshaft pulley bolt (initial
torque) (68 N.m).

a Loosen the crankshaft accessories pulley bolts.

a Torque and angle tighten the crankshaft accesso-
ries pulley bolt (30 N.m + 60˚).

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1789).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the side reinforcement.

a Torque tighten the subframe bolt on the body (105
N.m).

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

141277



11A-42

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393
Bodywork, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) (MR 392, 11A, Top and front of en-
gine).

a Lock the flywheel using a screwdriver.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Torque and angle tighten the crankshaft accesso-
ries pulley bolt (40 Nm + 110˚ ±±±± 10˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) (MR 392, 11A, Top and front of en-
gine),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393
Bodywork, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

crankshaft accessories
pulley bolt

40 Nm + 110˚ ±±±±
10˚

WARNING

The crankshaft accessories pulley bolt must
always be replaced with a new one.

Note:

Always degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft,

- the bearing face of the crankshaft accessories
pulley.

This is to avoid timing slippage.

Note:

Never turn the engine in the opposite direction to
its normal operating direction.



11A-43

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Lock the flywheel using a large flat screwdriver by in-
serting it into the gearbox opening (this operation re-
quires two people).

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) from the crankshaft accessories pulley,

- the washer,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a The crankshaft accessories pulley bolt must always
be replaced with a new one.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley,

- the washer,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

a Lock the flywheel using a large flat screwdriver by in-
serting it into the gearbox opening (this operation re-
quires two people).

a Torque tighten the crankshaft accessories pulley
bolt (40 Nm +100˚ ±±±± 6˚).

Tightening torquesm

crankshaft accessories
pulley bolt

40 Nm +100˚ ±±±±
6˚

120951



11A-44

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A
III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-45

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and 862

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) from the crankshaft accessories pulley
by locking the flywheel using a screwdriver,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley.

Tightening torquesm

new crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolt

40 N.m + 145˚
±±±± 15˚

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt
to avoid damaging the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley.

133106

14487



11A-46

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Crankshaft accessories pulley: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and 862

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolts.

a Use a brush to clean the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley v-grooves.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Torque and angle tighten the new crankshaft ac-
cessories pulley bolt (40 N.m + 145˚ ±±±± 15˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).



11A-47

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Accessories dummy pulley: Removal - Refitting

F4R, and STANDARD HEATING

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the dummy pulley bolts (1) ,

- the dummy pulley.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the dummy pulley,

- the dummy pulley bolts.

a Torque tighten the  dummy pulley bolts (21 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray.

Tightening torquesm

dummy pulley bolts 21 N.m

122596



11A-48

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Fit the engine support tool (Mot. 1672) under the
lower cover.

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts (1) from the upper timing cover,

- the upper timing cover,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1054 TDC setting pin.

Mot. 799-01 Timing gear wheel immobil-
iser.

Tightening torquesm

timing tensioning roller
nut

24 Nm

lower timing cover bolt 10 Nm

t iming in termediate
housing bolts

10 Nm

upper timing cover bolts 33 Nm

109745

120951



11A-49

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A
- the bolts (2) from the timing intermediate housing,

- the middle timing cover.

a Remove:

- the lower timing cover bolt (3) ,

- the lower timing cover.

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt and its
retaining washer.

120950

120949



11A-50

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) to posi-
tion the crankshaft sprocket marking (4) half a tooth
in front of the alignment of the fixed marking (5) on
the oil pump casing.

a Insert (Mot. 1054).

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise until it is stopped.

a Check that mark (6) of the camshaft sprocket is ver-
tical to the engine and aligned with the rocker cover
mark.

a Undo the timing tension wheel nut (7) .

a Loosen the timing tension wheel by turning the ec-
centric cam using a 6 mm Allen key.

a Remove:

- the timing belt,

- the timing tensioning roller nut,

- the timing tensioning roller.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Timing belt.

a parts always to be replaced: Timing belt tension-
ing roller.

a parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolts

121025

109735

120954



11A-51

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the new tensioning roller.

a Position both indexes (8) between the cylinder head
groove.

a Do not remove the pin (9) before refitting the timing
belt.

a Check that the crankshaft is at its setting point using
the (Mot. 1054).

a The mark on the crankshaft sprocket (10) must be
aligned with the fixed marking (11) on the oil pump
casing.

a Align the mark on the camshaft sprocket (12) with
the fixed marking (13) on the rocker cover using the
(Mot. 799-01).

109761

109735

121024

120953



11A-52

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

a Torque tighten the crankshaft accessories pulley
bolt (15 Nm).

a Fit the timing belt, aligning the marks on the belt with
those on the crankshaft sprocket and camshaft
sprocket.

a Remove the (Mot. 1054).

a Remove the pin (14) from the timing tensioning roll-
er.

a Turn the tensioning roller eccentric in an anti-clock-
wise direction using a 6 mm Allen key.

a Move the adjustable index (15) on the tensioning
roller into the position indicated above.

a Torque tighten the timing tensioning roller nut (24
Nm).

a Rotate the crankshaft through six revolutions in a
clockwise direction (timing end).

120949

109761

109763



11A-53

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

a Insert (Mot. 1054).

a Rotate the crankshaft to the setting point.

a Check that the camshaft and crankshaft sprockets
markings are correctly aligned with the fixed mark-
ings.

a Remove the (Mot. 1054).

a Loosen the tensioning roller nut by up to one turn,
holding the eccentric with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Turn the adjustable index (16) on the tensioning roll-
er in a clockwise direction into the position indicated
above.

a Tighten to torque the timing tensioning roller nut
(24 Nm).

109735 109764



11A-54

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

D4F

11A

a Check that the tensioning roller does not come into
contact with the cylinder head (17) .

a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

a Refit:

- the lower timing cover,

- the lower timing cover bolt.

a Torque tighten the lower timing cover bolt (10
Nm).

a Refit:

- the timing intermediate housing,

- the timing intermediate housing bolts.

a Torque tighten the timing intermediate housing
bolts (10 Nm).

a Refit:

- the upper timing cover,

- the upper timing cover.

a Tighten to torque the upper timing cover bolts (33
Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

109765

Note:

If the tensioning roller is in contact with the cylin-
der head:

- set the engine to Top Dead Centre,

- remove the tensioning roller and the timing belt,

- reposition the tensioning roller pin,

- repeat the timing belt refitting procedure, step
by step, from the beginning.



11A-55

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1368 Tool for tightening eccentric
tensioning roller bolt. 8 mm
Torx wrench and 12.7 mm
square.

Mot. 799-01 Timing gear wheel immobil-
iser.

Mot. 1496 Camshaft timing tool.

Mot. 1750 Additional tool to support the
camshaft adjusting tool, Mot.
1496.

Mot. 1489 TDC locating pin.

Mot. 1490-01 For locking and adjusting the
camshaft pulleys.

Mot. 1487 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (57 mm diameter).

Mot. 1488 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (43 mm diameter).

Tightening torquesm

timing tension wheel nut 27 N.m

timing fixed roller bolt 50 N.m

lower timing cover bolts 12 N.m

new crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolt

40 N.m + 145˚
±±±± 15˚

exhaus t  camshaf t
sprocket nut

30 N.m + 84˚ ±±±±
4

camshaft dephaser bolt 100 N.m

TDC pin plug 20 N.m

upper timing cover bolts 46 N.m

upper timing cover nuts 46 N.m

dipstick guide tube bolt 10 N.m

flywheel end lifting eye
bolts

10 N.m



11A-56

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(1) .

a Unclip the wiring from the upstream oxygen sensor
at (2) .

a Move the upstream oxygen sensor wiring aside.

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the upper timing cover bolts,

- the upper timing cover nuts,

- the upper timing cover (3) ,

- the lower timing cover bolts,

- the lower timing cover (4) .

K4M, and 862

132373

14487



11A-57

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Loosen the nut (5) of the timing tensioning roller.

a Remove:

- the timing fixed roller bolt (6) using the tool (Mot.
1368),

- the timing fixed roller,

- the timing belt,

- the timing tensioning roller nut,

- the timing tensioning roller,

- the crankshaft timing sprocket.

REFITTING - PROCEDURE 1

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Timing belt,

parts always to be replaced: Timing belt tension-
ing roller,

parts always to be replaced: Timing fixed roller,

parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolts,

parts always to be replaced: Inlet camshaft cap,

parts always to be replaced: Exhaust camshaft
cap.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a The first procedure applies to replacing any timing
face component which has a crankshaft timing
sprocket without a collet and which does not require
the exhaust camshaft sprocket or camshaft
dephaser to be loosened.

1 - Adjusting the timing

a

a Set the camshaft grooves horizontally and below the
centre line by turning the camshafts with the (Mot.
799-01) if necessary.

a Fit the (Mot. 1496) with the (Mot. 1750) (7) .

108877

Note:

Do not drop the crankshaft timing sprocket when
removing the timing belt.

WARNING

Be sure to degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft (timing end),

- the timing sprocket pressure faces and bore of
the crankshaft,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bearing
faces,

- the camshaft ends (timing end),

- the camshaft sprocket bores and bearing faces.

This is to avoid timing slippage.

This slippage leads to engine damage.

111337



11A-58

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Fit:

- the (Mot. 1496)  (8) fitted with the (Mot. 1750) on
the end of the camshaft,

- a lifting eye bolt (9) to secure the tool (Mot. 1496)
equipped with the tool (Mot. 1750).

a Check that the mark (10) on the camshaft dephaser
is vertical and pointing upwards.

a Make a mark (11) with a pencil between the cam-
shaft dephaser gear and the rocker cover.

2 - Refitting

a Refit a new timing tensioning roller by positioning the
lug of the timing tensioning roller in the groove (12) .

a Screw on the timing tensioning roller nut without
tightening it.

a Refit:

- the crankshaft timing sprocket (13) ,

- a new timing belt,

- a new timing fixed roller (14) .

111336

103268

108879

103268



11A-59

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Torque tighten the timing fixed roller bolt (50 N.m)
(15) .

3 - Timing belt tension

a Position the adjustable index (16) opposite the mark
(17) , by turning the eccentric (18) clockwise using a
6 mm Allen key.

a Torque tighten the timing tensioning roller nut (7
N.m).

a Refit:

- the tool (Mot. 1489) in the cylinder block,

- the lower timing cover,

a Tighten to torque the lower timing cover bolts (12
N.m).

a Refit a new crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Use a screwdriver (19) to check that the flywheel
does not turn (clockwise at the timing end), other-
wise bring the crankshaft back into contact with the
tool  (Mot. 1489)  (20) using the screwdriver; the
crankshaft groove should be at the top.

a Torque and angle tighten a new crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolt (40 N.m + 145˚ ±±±± 15˚) (crankshaft
in contact with the tool (Mot. 1489)).

103268

103263

130493

14489



11A-60

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Remove:

- the timing flap from the lower timing cover,

- the lifting eye bolt from the (Mot. 1496),

- the timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750),

- the (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

4 - Checking the tension

a Rotate the crankshaft twice clockwise at the timing
end and before aligning the marks made previously
by the operator (on the camshaft dephaser), screw
the tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

a Check through the lower timing cover window that 
the adjustable index (21) is opposite the notch (22) , 
if this is not the case:

- loosen the timing tensioning roller nut by up to one
turn while holding the eccentric with a 6 mm Allen
key,

- gradually move the adjustable index marker (21)
opposite the mark (22) turning the eccentric cam
(23) clockwise.

a Torque tighten the timing tension wheel nut (27
N.m).

109052 109051

103263



11A-61

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
5 - Checking the timing

a Ensure that the index and the notch on the timing
tensioning roller are in the correct position before
checking the timing.

a Screw tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Position (without forcing) the camshaft setting tool
(Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot. 1750) (the camshaft
end grooves must be horizontal and offset towards
the bottom).

a Remove:

- the timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750),

- the (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

a Refit the lower timing cover flap, checking that the
locating pin (24) fits properly in the notch (25) .

REFITTING -PROCEDURE 2

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Timing belt,

parts always to be replaced: Timing belt tension-
ing roller,

parts always to be replaced: Timing fixed roller,

parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley ,

parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolts,

parts always to be replaced: Inlet camshaft cap,

parts always to be replaced: Exhaust camshaft
cap.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a The second procedure is used when replacing any
timing face component which has a crankshaft tim-
ing sprocket with or without a collet, that requires the
exhaust camshaft sprocket or camshaft dephaser to
be loosened.

a Remove the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal -
Refitting, page 11A-234) .

14490

Note:

The timing adjustment and tensioning operation
must be repeated if the camshaft setting tool
does not engage.

109052



11A-62

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
1 - Adjusting the timing

a

a Position the camshaft grooves horizontally and be-
low the centre line, by turning the camshafts with the
(Mot. 1496) if necessary.

Note:

If the stud loosens with the nut (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Camshaft: Removal -
Refitting, page 11A-247) (Technical Note
3887A,11A, Top and front of engine).

WARNING

Always degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft (timing end),

- the timing sprocket pressure faces and bore of
the crankshaft,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bearing
faces,

- the camshaft ends (timing end),

- the camshaft sprocket bores and bearing faces.

This is to avoid timing slippage.

This slippage leads to engine damage.

14490

103261



11A-63

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Fit the (Mot. 1496) with the (Mot. 1750) (26) .

a Fit:

- the (Mot. 1496)  (27) fitted with the (Mot. 1750) on
the end of the camshaft,

- a lifting eye bolt (28) to secure the tool (Mot. 1496)
equipped with the tool (Mot. 1750).

a Refit:

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) ,

- the crankshaft timing sprocket.

a Refit the tool  (Mot. 1489) on the cylinder block.

a Use a screwdriver (29) to check that the flywheel
does not turn (clockwise at the timing end), other-
wise bring the crankshaft back into contact with the
tool  (Mot. 1489)  (30) using the screwdriver; the
crankshaft groove should be at the top.

111337

111336

130493

14489



11A-64

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Position:

- the RENAULT badge (31) etched on the stem of
the exhaust camshaft sprocket vertically and point-
ing upwards,

- the camshaft dephaser mark (32) vertically and
pointing upwards.

a Make a mark (33) with a pencil between the cam-
shaft dephaser gear and the rocker cover.

2 - Refitting

a Refit a new timing tensioning roller by positioning the
lug of the timing tensioning roller in the groove (34) .

a Screw on the timing tensioning roller nut without
tightening it.

130492

108879



11A-65

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Refit a new timing belt starting with the sprocket of
each camshaft (without moving the sprocket of each
camshaft).

a Fit the tool (Mot. 1490-01)  (35) on the camshaft
sprockets (use the bolt and nut of the upper timing
cover to fit the tool (Mot. 1490-01)).

a Refit a new timing fixed roller (36) .

a Torque tighten the timing fixed roller bolt (50
N.m).

3 - Timing belt tension

a Position the adjustable index (37) opposite the mark
(38) , by turning the eccentric (39) clockwise using
an Allen key.

a Torque tighten the timing tensioning roller nut (7
N.m).

130495

Note:

Take care to properly tighten the timing belt
between the two camshaft sprockets.

Note:

If the engine is equipped with a crankshaft timing
sprocket with a collet, take care to properly
tighten the timing belt between the exhaust cam-
shaft sprocket and the crankshaft timing
sprocket.

130497

103263



11A-66

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Refit the lower timing cover (40) .

a Tighten to torque the lower timing cover bolts (12
N.m).

a Refit a new crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Torque tighten:

- and angle tighten a new crankshaft accessories
pulley bolt (40 N.m + 145˚ ±±±± 15˚),

- and angle tighten the exhaust camshaft sprocket
nut (30 N.m + 84˚ ±±±± 4),

- the camshaft dephaser bolt (100 N.m).

a Refit the camshaft dephaser plug.

a Remove:

- the timing flap from the lower timing cover.

- the lifting eye bolt from the (Mot. 1496),

- the (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot. 1750),

- the tool (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block,

- the (Mot. 1490-01).

4 - Checking the tension

a Rotate the crankshaft twice clockwise at the timing
end and before aligning the marks made previously
by the operator (on the camshaft dephaser), screw
the tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1489).

130497 109052



11A-67

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Check through the lower timing cover window that 
the adjustable index (41) is opposite the notch (42) , 
if this is not the case:

- loosen the timing tensioning roller nut by up to one
turn while holding the eccentric with an Allen key,

- gradually move the adjustable index marker (41)
opposite the mark (42) turning the eccentric cam
(43) clockwise.

a Torque tighten the timing tensioning roller nut (27
N.m).

5 - Checking the timing

a Ensure that the index and the notch on the timing
tensioning roller are in the correct position before
checking the timing.

a Screw tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Position (without forcing) the tool (Mot. 1496)
equipped with the tool (Mot. 1750) (the camshaft
end grooves must be horizontal and offset down-
wards).

a Remove:

- the timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750),

- the (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

109051

103263

14490

Note:

If the tool (Mot. 1496) equipped with the tool
(Mot. 1750) cannot be engaged, readjust the tim-
ing and the tension.



11A-68

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Refit the lower timing cover flap, checking that the
locating pin (44) fits properly in the notch (45) .

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- a new inlet camshaft plug using the (Mot. 1487),

- a new exhaust camshaft plug using the tool (Mot.
1488).

a Apply a drop of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT
(see ) (04B, Consumables - Products) to the thread
of the TDC pin plug.

a Tighten to torque the TDC pin plug (20 N.m).

a Refit the upper timing cover.

a Torque tighten:

- the upper timing cover bolts (46 N.m),

- the upper timing cover nuts (46 N.m).

a Refit the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Refit:

- the engine wiring,

- the lifting eye on the flywheel end,

- the dipstick guide.

a Torque tighten:

- the dipstick guide tube bolt (10 N.m),

- the flywheel end lifting eye bolts (10 N.m).

a Clip on the lifting eye connector.

a Position the wiring of the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Clip the wiring to the oxygen sensor.

a Connect the oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray.

109052

K4M, and 862



11A-69

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

I - PARTS TO BE SYSTEMATICALLY REPLACED

a - the timing belt,

- the timing belt tensioning roller,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

II - CONSUMABLES FOR REPAIR

a - SILICONE ADHESIVE SEAL  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B,
Consumables - Products).

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1489 TDC locating pin.

Mot. 1430 Set of 5 crankshaft and cam-
shaft pulley timing pins.

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

protective gloves

1/2" female torx socket (12.7 mm square drive)

torque wrench

offset spanner

torque/angle wrench

cylinder head bolt tightening gauge (angular mea-
suring type)

Tightening torquesm

tensioning roller bolt 27 Nm

c a m s h a f t  t i m i n g
sprocket crown bolts

14 Nm

crankshaft accessories
pulley bolt M14

120 Nm + 95˚ ±±±±
15˚

TDC setting pin plug 25 Nm

cylinder head sus-
pended mounting bolts

25 Nm

camshaft position sen-
sor bolt

8 Nm

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Never rotate the engine anti-clockwise (timing end).

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt
so as not to damage the crankshaft accessories
pulley.



11A-70

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the scuttle panel grille (1)  (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exteri-
or equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

a Position the (Mot. 1453)  (2) and hold it in place us-
ing a safety strap(s) (3) .

a Fit a chain (4) on the lifting eye of the crankshaft end
to enable the engine to be lifted using the (Mot.
1453).

a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit  protective gloves.

111999

112788

Note:

Do not damage the air conditioning pipes.



11A-71

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Remove the upper timing cover by unclipping both
tabs (5) .

19654



11A-72

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Remove:

- the camshaft position sensor (6) ,

- the plastic bolt (7) .

a Unclip the three tabs (8) .

a Remove the lower timing cover.

a Remove:

- the bolts (9) from the cylinder head suspended
mounting,

- the cylinder head suspended mounting.

19654-1

107261



11A-73

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Remove the TDC pin plug (10) using a 1/2" female
torx socket (12.7 mm square drive) (14).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) to posi-
tion the hole (11) in the camshaft timing sprocket al-
most opposite the hole (12) in the cylinder head.

a Screw in the TDC setting pin (1)   (Mot. 1489).

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) smoothly
until the crankshaft comes into contact with the TDC
setting pin.

19650

107270

19650-1

14489
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Engage the pin (2)   (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft tim-
ing sprocket and cylinder head holes.

a Remove:

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430),

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a Remove:

- the bolt (13) from the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley, locking the engine flywheel with a large flat-
blade screwdriver,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Undo the tensioning roller bolt (14) .

a Loosen the timing tension wheel by turning the ec-
centric cam using a 6 mm Allen key.

a Remove:

- the timing belt,

- the timing tensioning roller.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Check:

- that there is no oil leak from the camshaft and
crankshaft seals,

- the condition of the coolant pump (hard seal, play
in the shaft, fluid leak, shaft rotation, (see Techni-
cal Note 3175A, Cooling system fault finding,
19A, Cooling, Cooling system - Fault finding
chart ALP 8).

107271

107260

107262



11A-75

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Refit the timing tension wheel.

a Put the tensioning roller lug (15) in the cylinder head
groove (16) .

a Engage the pin (3)   (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft tim-
ing sprocket and cylinder head holes, turning the
camshaft using an 18 mm offset spanner if neces-
sary.

a Check that the mark on the high pressure pump (17)
is opposite the bolt head (18) .

a Screw the old crankshaft accessories pulley bolt fit-
ted with a spacer (20) (which does not cover the tim-
ing sprocket mark) into the crankshaft.

107263

107272



11A-76

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Position the crankshaft so that it presses against the
TDC setting pin (4)   (Mot. 1489) (the crankshaft
sprocket collet (19) must face upwards).

a Remove one bolt from the camshaft timing sprocket
crown.

a Loosen the other two camshaft timing sprocket
crown bolts (21) by one turn.

14489

107264



11A-77

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Fit the timing belt, starting with the crankshaft
sprocket, by aligning the marks on the belt with
those on the crankshaft and camshaft sprockets,
and the high pressure pump pinion.

107265

Note:

There should be 19 belt tooth grooves between
the marks on the camshaft sprocket and the high
pressure pump pinion, and 51 belt tooth grooves
between the crankshaft sprocket and the high
pressure pump pinion.



11A-78

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Position the tensioning roller adjustable index mark-
er (22) opposite the lug (23) , turning the eccentric
cam anti-clockwise using a 6 mm Allen key.

a Torque tighten the tensioning roller bolt  (27 Nm)
using a torque wrench.

a Check that the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts
are not fully locked against the camshaft timing
sprocket crown. If they are, repeat the timing belt re-
fitting procedure.

19658

107268



11A-79

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Refit the bolt from the camshaft timing sprocket
crown.

a Torque tighten the camshaft timing sprocket
crown bolts  (14 Nm) using a torque wrench.

a Remove:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (5)   (Mot.
1430).

107266



11A-80

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole (24) in the cams-
haft timing sprocket is opposite the hole (25) in the 
cylinder head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (6)
(Mot. 1430).

a If the pin (Mot. 1430) does not engage:

- loosen the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts by
a maximum of one turn,

- turn the camshaft timing sprocket hub using a off-
set spanner  (18 mm) to set the camshaft timing
sprocket hub,

- do not retighten the camshaft timing sprocket
crown bolts.

a Loosen the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts by
a maximum of one turn.

107270

107271

107269



11A-81

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Check:

- that the high pressure pump pinion mark (26) is op-
posite the bolt head (27) ,

- that the crankshaft timing sprocket collet (28) is po-
sitioned vertically at the top,

- that there are 19 belt tooth grooves between the
marks on the camshaft sprocket (29) and the high
pressure pump pinion (30) ,

- that there are 51 belt tooth grooves between the
crankshaft sprocket marks (31) and the high pres-
sure pump pinion (30) .

107267

Note:

After two turns, the tensioning roller index mark-
ers may be in two different positions.

The rotation of the tensioning roller eccentric
depends on the position.



11A-82

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A
First position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (32) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (33) , turning the key anti-
clockwise.

a Torque tighten:

- the tensioning roller bolt  (27 Nm) using a torque
wrench.

- the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts  (14
Nm) using a torque wrench.

Second position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (34) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (35) , turning the key clock-
wise.

a Torque tighten:

- the tensioning roller bolt (27 Nm) using a torque
wrench,

- the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts (14
Nm) using a torque wrench.

111083

111081

111082

111081



11A-83

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A
a Remove the following tools:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole in the camshaft ti-
ming sprocket is opposite the hole in the cylinder 
head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (7)
(Mot. 1430).

a If the pin does not engage, repeat the timing belt re-
fitting operation.

a Refit the accessories crankshaft pulley with a new
bolt.

a Tighten to torque and angle (crankshaft in contact
with the TDC setting pin) the crankshaft accesso-
ries pulley bolt M14 (120 Nm + 95˚ ±±±± 15˚) using a
torque/angle wrench or a torque wrench and a
cylinder head bolt tightening gauge (angular
measuring type).

a Remove the following tools:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

a Refit the TDC pin plug, coating the threading with
SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT.

a Torque tighten the TDC setting pin plug (25 Nm)
using a torque wrench.

107271

107260



11A-84

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Refit:

- the cylinder head suspended mounting support,

- the cylinder head suspended mounting bolts (36) ,

a Torque tighten the cylinder head suspended
mounting bolts (25 Nm) using a torque wrench.

107261



11A-85

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Refit:

- the lower timing cover, positioning the tab (37) in
the inner timing cover hole (38) ,

- the timing cover plastic bolt (39) .

19654-1

19659



11A-86

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Refit the high pressure pump position sensor (40) .

a Torque tighten the camshaft position sensor bolt
(8 Nm) using a torque wrench.

a Refit the upper timing cover.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

Remove:

- the chain,

- the safety strap(s),

- the (Mot. 1453),

Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover,

19654



11A-87

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A
- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the engine undertray,

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-88

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air inlet duct clips,

- the air inlet duct,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1368 Tool for tightening eccentric
tensioning roller bolt. 8 mm
Torx wrench and 12.7 mm
square.

Mot. 799-01 Timing gear wheel immobil-
iser.

Mot. 1496 Camshaft timing tool.

Mot. 1750 Additional tool to support the
camshaft adjusting tool, Mot.
1496.

Mot. 1489 TDC locating pin.

Mot. 1490-01 For locking and adjusting the
camshaft pulleys.

Mot. 1487 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (57 mm diameter).

Mot. 1488 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (43 mm diameter).

Tightening torquesm

new crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolt

40 N.m + 145˚
±±±± 15˚

timing tension wheel nut 27 N.m

timing fixed roller bolt 50 N.m

lower timing cover bolts 12 N.m

nut of each camshaft
sprocket

30 N.m + 84˚ ±±±±
4˚

TDC pin plug 20 N.m

upper timing cover bolts 46 N.m

upper timing cover nuts 46 N.m

dipstick guide tube bolt 10 N.m

flywheel end lifting eye
bolts

10 N.m



11A-89

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the upper timing cover bolts,

- the upper timing cover nuts,

- the upper timing cover (1) ,

- the lower timing cover bolts,

- the lower timing cover (2) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Loosen the nut (3) of the timing tensioning roller.

a Remove:

- the timing fixed roller bolt (4) using the tool (Mot.
1368) (1)  ,

- the timing fixed roller,

- the timing belt,

- the timing tensioning roller nut,

- the timing tensioning roller,

- the crankshaft timing sprocket.

108878

14487-2

Note:

Do not drop the crankshaft timing sprocket when
removing the timing belt.



11A-90

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A
REFITTING - PROCEDURE 1

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Timing belt,

parts always to be replaced: Timing belt tension-
ing roller,

parts always to be replaced: Timing fixed roller,

parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley,

parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolts,

parts always to be replaced: Inlet camshaft cap,

parts always to be replaced: Exhaust camshaft
cap.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a The first procedure applies to replacing any timing
face component which has a crankshaft timing
sprocket without a collet and which does not require
one or more of the camshaft sprockets to be loos-
ened.

1 - Adjusting the timing

a

a Set the camshaft grooves horizontally and below the
centre line by turning the camshafts with the (Mot.
799-01) if necessary.

a Fit the (Mot. 1496) with the (Mot. 1750) (5) .

a Fit:

- the (Mot. 1496)  (6) fitted with the (Mot. 1750) on
the end of the camshaft,

- a lifting eye bolt (7) to secure the tool (Mot. 1496)
equipped with the tool (Mot. 1750).

WARNING

Be sure to degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft (timing end),

- the timing sprocket pressure faces and bore of
the crankshaft,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bearing
faces,

- the camshaft ends (timing end),

- the camshaft sprocket bores and bearing faces.

This is to avoid timing slippage.

This slippage leads to engine damage.

111337

111336



11A-91

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Position the RENAULT badge (8) engraved on the
stem of each camshaft sprocket vertically and point-
ing upwards.

2 - Refitting

a Refit a new timing tensioning roller by positioning the
lug of the timing tensioning roller in the groove (9) .

a Screw on the timing tensioning roller nut without
tightening it.

a Refit:

- the crankshaft timing sprocket (10) ,

- a new timing belt,

- a new timing fixed roller (11) .

a Torque tighten the timing fixed roller bolt (50 N.m)
using the tool (Mot. 1368).

14487-5

108879

14487-3

14487-2
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Position the adjustable index (12) opposite the mark
(13) , by turning the eccentric (14) clockwise using a
6 mm Allen key.

a Torque tighten the timing tensioning roller nut (7
N.m).

a Refit the tool (Mot. 1489) on the cylinder block.

a Refit the lower timing cover (15) .

a Tighten to torque the lower timing cover bolts (12
N.m).

a Refit a new crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Use a screwdriver (16) to check that the flywheel
does not turn (clockwise at the timing end), other-
wise bring the crankshaft back into contact with the
tool  (Mot. 1489)  (17) using the screwdriver; the
crankshaft groove should be at the top.

a Torque and angle tighten a new crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolt (40 N.m + 145˚ ±±±± 15˚) (crankshaft
in contact with the tool (Mot. 1489)).

103263

130497

130493

14489
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Remove:

- the timing flap from the lower timing cover,

- the lifting eye bolt from the (Mot. 1496),

- the timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750),

- the (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

3 - Checking the tension

a Rotate the crankshaft twice clockwise at the timing
end and before aligning the marks made previously
by the operator (on the camshaft dephaser), screw
the tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

a Check that the adjustable index (18) is opposite the 
notch (19) , if this is not the case:

- loosen the timing tensioning roller nut by up to one
turn while holding the eccentric with a 6 mm Allen
key,

- gradually move the adjustable index marker (18)
opposite the mark (19) turning the eccentric cam
(20) clockwise.

a Torque tighten the timing tension wheel nut (27
N.m).

4 - Checking the timing

a Ensure that the index and the notch on the timing
tensioning roller are in the correct position before
checking the timing.

a Screw tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

109052 103263
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Position (without forcing) the camshaft setting tool
(Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot. 1750) (the camshaft
end grooves must be horizontal and offset towards
the bottom).

a Remove:

- the timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750),

- the (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Refit the lower timing cover flap, checking that the
locating pin (21) fits properly in the notch (22) .

REFITTING -PROCEDURE 2

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Timing belt,

parts always to be replaced: Timing belt tension-
ing roller,

parts always to be replaced: Timing fixed roller,

parts always to be replaced: Crankshaft acces-
sories pulley bolts,

parts always to be replaced: camshaft timing
sprocket nut,

parts always to be replaced: Inlet camshaft cap,

parts always to be replaced: Exhaust camshaft
cap.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a The second procedure is used when replacing any
timing face component which has a crankshaft tim-
ing sprocket with or without a collet, that requires
one or more of the camshaft sprockets to be loos-
ened.

14490

Note:

The timing adjustment and tensioning operation
must be repeated if the camshaft setting tool
does not engage.

109052
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Fit the tool (Mot. 1490-01) on the camshaft sprock-
ets using the tool (Mot. 799-01).

a Loosen the nuts (23) of each camshaft sprocket.

a Remove:

- the tool (Mot. 1490-01) from the cylinder block,

- every camshaft sprocket nut,

- the camshaft sprockets.

1 - Adjusting the timing

a

101876

Note:

If the stud loosens with the nut (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Camshaft: Removal -
Refitting, page 11A-247) (Technical Note
3887A,11A, Top and front of engine).

WARNING

Always degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft (timing end),

- the timing sprocket pressure faces and bore of
the crankshaft,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bearing
faces,

- the camshaft ends (timing end),

- the camshaft sprocket bores and bearing faces.

This is to avoid timing slippage.

This slippage leads to engine damage.
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K4J

11A

a Position the camshaft grooves horizontally and be-
low the centre line, by turning the camshafts with the
(Mot. 1496) if necessary.

a Fit the (Mot. 1496) with the (Mot. 1750) (24) .

a Fit:

- the (Mot. 1496)  (25) fitted with the (Mot. 1750) on
the end of the camshaft,

- a lifting eye bolt (26) to secure the tool (Mot. 1496)
equipped with the tool (Mot. 1750).

a Refit:

- the crankshaft timing sprocket,

- the camshaft sprockets,

- every camshaft sprocket nut.

14490

103261

111337

111336
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K4J
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a Refit the tool (Mot. 1489) on the cylinder block.

a Use a screwdriver (27) to check that the flywheel
does not turn (clockwise at the timing end), other-
wise bring the crankshaft back into contact with the
tool (Mot. 1489)  (28) using the screwdriver; the
crankshaft groove should be at the top.

a Position the RENAULT badge (29) etched on the
stem of each camshaft sprocket vertically and point-
ing upwards.

2 - Refitting

a Refit a new timing tensioning roller by positioning the
lug of the timing tensioning roller in the groove (30) .

a Screw on the timing tensioning roller nut without
tightening it.

130493

14489

14487-3

108879
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Refit a new timing belt starting with the sprocket of
each camshaft (without moving the sprocket of each
camshaft).

a Fit the tool (Mot. 1490-01)  (31) on the camshaft
sprockets (use the bolt and nut of the upper timing
cover to fit the tool (Mot. 1490-01)).

a Refit a new timing fixed roller.

a Torque tighten the timing fixed roller bolt (50 N.m)
using the tool (Mot. 1368).

3 - Timing belt tension

a Position the adjustable index (32) opposite the mark
(33) , by turning the eccentric (34) clockwise using
an Allen key.

a Torque tighten the timing tensioning roller nut (7
N.m).

135896

Note:

Take care to properly tighten the timing belt
between the two camshaft sprockets.

Note:

If the engine is equipped with a crankshaft timing
sprocket with a collet, take care to properly
tighten the timing belt between the exhaust cam-
shaft sprocket and the crankshaft timing
sprocket.

14487-2

103263
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Refit the lower timing cover (35) .

a Tighten to torque the lower timing cover bolts (12
N.m).

a Refit a new crankshaft accessories pulley.

a Torque and angle tighten:

- the new bolt of the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley (40 N.m + 145˚ ±±±± 15˚),

- the nut of each camshaft sprocket (30 N.m + 84˚
±±±± 4˚).

a Remove:

- the timing flap from the lower timing cover,

- the lifting eye bolt from the (Mot. 1496),

- the (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot. 1750),

- the tool (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block,

- the (Mot. 1490-01).

4 - Checking the tension

a Rotate the crankshaft twice clockwise at the timing
end and before aligning the marks made previously
by the operator (on the camshaft dephaser), screw
the tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

130497 109052
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Check that the adjustable index (36) is opposite the 
notch (37) , if this is not the case:

- loosen the timing tensioning roller nut by up to one
turn while holding the eccentric with an Allen key,

- gradually move the adjustable index marker (36)
opposite the mark (37) turning the eccentric cam
(38) clockwise.

a Torque tighten the timing tensioning roller nut (27
N.m).

5 - Checking the timing

a Ensure that the index and the notch on the timing
tensioning roller are in the correct position before
checking the timing.

a Screw tool (Mot. 1489) into the cylinder block.

a Move the crankshaft slowly and smoothly until it
comes into contact with the tool (Mot. 1489).

a Position (without forcing) the tool (Mot. 1496)
equipped with the tool (Mot. 1750) (the camshaft
end grooves must be horizontal and offset down-
wards).

a Remove:

- the timing tool (Mot. 1496) fitted with the (Mot.
1750),

- the (Mot. 1489) from the cylinder block.

109051

103263

14490

Note:

If the tool (Mot. 1496) equipped with the tool
(Mot. 1750) cannot be engaged, readjust the tim-
ing and the tension.
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Refit the lower timing cover flap, checking that the
locating pin (39) fits properly in the notch (40) .

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- a new inlet camshaft plug using the (Mot. 1487),

- a new exhaust camshaft plug using the tool (Mot.
1488).

a Apply a drop of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT
(see ) (04B, Consumables - Products) to the thread
of the TDC pin plug.

a Tighten to torque the TDC pin plug (20 N.m).

a Refit the upper timing cover.

a Torque tighten:

- the upper timing cover bolts (46 N.m),

- the upper timing cover nuts (46 N.m).

a Refit the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Refit:

- the engine wiring,

- the lifting eye on the flywheel end,

- the dipstick guide.

a Torque tighten:

- the dipstick guide tube bolt (10 N.m),

- the flywheel end lifting eye bolts (10 N.m).

a Clip on the lifting eye connector.

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the air inlet duct,

- the air inlet duct clips,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment).

109052
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1453-01 Additional handle nut for
engine lifting support tool
Mot. 1453.

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1054 TDC setting pin.

Mot. 1496 Camshaft timing tool.

Mot. 1801 Camshaft sprocket locking
tool F4 engines.

Mot. 1509-01 Adapter kit for tool Mot.1509
or Mot.1801

Mot. 1487 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (57 mm diameter).

Mot. 1488 Tool for refitting camshaft cov-
ers (43 mm diameter).

Tightening torquesm

toothed sprocket nuts 80 N.m

fixed roller bolt 50 N.m

tensioning roller nut 7 N.m

toothed sprocket nuts 80 N.m

old inlet camshaft
dephaser bolt

30 N.m

old exhaust camshaft
pulley nut

30 N.m

tensioning roller nut 32 N.m

toothed sprocket nuts 80 N.m

new inlet camshaft
dephaser bolt

30 N.m

new exhaust camshaft
pulley nut

30 N.m

new inlet camshaft
dephaser bolt

90 N.m

inlet camshaft dephaser
pulley blanking cover

15 N.m

new exhaust camshaft
pulley nut

86˚ ±±±± 6˚

lower timing cover bolts 9 N.m

upper timing cover bolts 38 N.m

new bolt on the crank-
shaft accessories pulley

40 N.m + 110˚
±±±± 10˚

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt
to avoid damaging the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley.

Note:

Two different engine support tools can be used to 
remove the right-hand suspended engine mounting:

- the (Mot. 1453) fitted with the (Mot. 1453-01)
used only for standard removal and refitting of the
timing belt,

- the (Mot. 1672) used for removing and refitting the
timing belt followed by removal and refitting of the
cylinder head, which releases the lifting eyes for
the cylinder head to be removed.

Tightening torquesm
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Remove the air inlet duct (A) :

- unclip it from the front end panel,

- turn it and disconnect it.

a Disconnect the duct (B) :

- from the air resonator,

- from the air filter unit.

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner on the front
bumper side (see Front wheel arch liner: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley, locking
the flywheel with a screwdriver.

a Fit the timing end lifting eye (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-305) .

a Fit the (Mot. 1453) with the (Mot. 1453-01) and with
retaining belts.

a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the nuts and bolts (1) on the upper timing cover,

- the upper timing cover,

- the bolts (2) on the lower timing cover,

- the lower timing cover.

116368 116820
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Use a screwdriver to make a hole in the middle of
the camshaft sealing plugs.

a Remove the camshaft sealing plugs.

a Remove the TDC setting pin plug (3) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - ADJUSTING THE TIMING

a Refit:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

a Rotate the engine clockwise (timing end) so that the
camshaft grooves are offset below the centre line
and almost horizontal.

15105

15102

15106
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
position of TDC pin before setting point

position of TDC pin setting point

a Insert the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1054) and rotate the
engine slightly clockwise (timing end) until the set-
ting point is reached.

a At the setting point the camshaft grooves must be
horizontal and offset below the centre line.

a Fit the (Mot. 1496) onto the ends of the camshafts.

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley.

15163-2

15163-1

15106-1

15104
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
2 - REMOVING THE TIMING BELT

a

a Slacken the timing belt by undoing the tensioning
roller nut (4) .

a Remove:

- the fixed roller (5) fitted with its bolt and spacer,

- the timing belt,

- the tensioning roller (6) fitted with its nut,

- the crankshaft sprocket (7) ,

a Check that the ring of the camshaft dephaser is cor-
rectly locked (no rotation of the ring to the left or to
the right); if it is not, replace the inlet camshaft
dephaser.

a

WARNING

Never turn the engine against its operating direc-
tion.

WARNING

The belt must be replaced with a new one if it
has been removed.

WARNING

When replacing the belt, be sure to replace the
tensioning rollers and fixed rollers.

Note:

Always replace the inlet camshaft dephaser bolt
and the exhaust camshaft pulley nut after check-
ing the tension of the timing belt.

116819

Note:

If the inlet camshaft dephaser must be removed,
follow the removal-refitting procedure for the
camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-247) . Always lock the inlet camshaft
dephaser when replacing it.
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
REFITTING

I - OPERATION FOR REFITTING THE TIMING BELT

1 - ADJUSTING THE TIMING

a Check that camshaft setting tool (Mot. 1496) is still
in place.

position of TDC pin setting point

a Check that the TDC pin (Mot. 1054) is still in place
and that the crankshaft is set.

a

15104

15163-1

104703

WARNING

Always degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft (timing end),

- the timing sprocket bore and contact surfaces,

- the bearing faces of the crankshaft accessories
pulley.

This is to avoid timing slippage.

This slippage causes engine damage.
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
2 - TIMING BELT REFITTING PREPARATION 
OPERATION

a Fit:

- the (Mot. 1801) fitted with the sprocket (Mot. 1509-
01),

- the upper bolt (8) on the upper timing cover and the
collar nut (9) .

a Tighten the upper bolt on the upper timing cover and
the collar nut.

a Bring the toothed sprockets of the tool into contact
with the camshaft pulleys.

a Torque tighten the toothed sprocket nuts (80 N.m)
(10) .

a Remove the inlet camshaft dephaser blanking cover
(11) .

a Release by a single turn:

- the old inlet camshaft dephaser bolt (12) ,

- the old exhaust camshaft pulley nut (13) .

a Remove the  (Mot. 1801) fitted with sprocket (Mot.
1509-01).

117346

Note:

Beware of oil running out when removing the
blanking cover from the camshaft dephaser and
when removing the camshaft dephaser.

117346

116817
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TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
3 - REFITTING THE TIMING BELT

a

a Refit:

- the timing sprocket on the crankshaft,

- the new tensioning roller.

a Refit:

- the new timing belt,

- the new fixed roller.

a Torque tighten the fixed roller bolt (50 N.m).

4 - BELT TENSION

a

a Align the marks on the tensioning roller using a 6mm
Allen key.

a Torque tighten the  tensioning roller nut (7 N.m).

WARNING

Never turn the engine against its operating direc-
tion.

WARNING

The belt must be replaced with a new one if it
has been removed.

WARNING

When replacing the belt, be sure to replace the
tensioning rollers and fixed rollers.

Note:

Always replace the inlet camshaft dephaser bolt
and the exhaust camshaft pulley nut after check-
ing the tension of the timing belt.

Note:

Ensure that the (Mot. 1496) is correctly fitted and
that the inlet camshaft dephaser and the exhaust
camshaft pulley can rotate freely so that the tim-
ing belt tension is correct.

15256

Note:

When tightening the tensioning roller, use a 6mm
Allen key to stop the roller moving during the
operation.
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F4R

11A

a Fit the (Mot. 1801) fitted with the sprocket (Mot.
1509-01).

a Bring the upper bolt on the upper timing cover into
contact with the collar nut.

a Tighten the upper bolt on the upper timing cover and
the collar nut.

a Bring the sprockets into contact with the camshaft
pulleys.

a Tighten to torque:

- the toothed sprocket nuts (80 N.m) (14) ,

- the old inlet camshaft dephaser bolt (30 N.m),

- the old exhaust camshaft pulley nut (30 N.m).

a Remove the (Mot. 1801).

a Remove:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1054),

- the camshaft setting tool (Mot. 1496).

5 - CHECKING THE TIMING AND THE TENSION OF 
THE TIMING BELT

a - Checking the timing

a Refit:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley,

- the new crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

position of TDC pin before setting point

position of TDC pin setting point

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise by two turns (timing
end), and before the end of the two turns insert the
TDC pin (Mot. 1054) then move the crankshaft to its
setting point.

116817 15163-2

15163-1
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11A
position of camshaft setting point

a Fit the camshaft setting tool (Mot. 1496) (without
forcing it).

b - Checking the tension

a After the engine has been rotated twice, check that
the tensioning roller marks are correctly aligned; if
they are not aligned return to the timing belt tension
step.

a Torque tighten the tensioning roller nut (32 N.m).

a Position the (Mot. 1801).

a Bring the upper bolt on the upper timing cover into
contact with the collar nut.

a Tighten the upper bolt on the upper timing cover and
the collar nut.

a Bring the sprockets into contact with the camshaft
pulleys.

a Torque tighten the toothed sprocket nuts (80
N.m).

a Undo:

- the old inlet camshaft dephaser pulley mounting
bolt,

- the old exhaust camshaft pulley nut.

a Fit without tightening:

- the new inlet camshaft dephaser bolt,

- the new exhaust camshaft pulley nut.

a Tighten to torque:

- the new inlet camshaft dephaser bolt (30 N.m),

- the new exhaust camshaft pulley nut (30 N.m).

15106-1

15256

116817
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F4R

11A

a Remove the camshaft setting tool (Mot. 1496).

a Tighten to torque:

- the new inlet camshaft dephaser bolt (90 N.m)
(15) ,

- the inlet camshaft dephaser pulley blanking
cover (15 N.m) (16) .

a Tighten to angle the new exhaust camshaft pulley
nut (86˚ ±±±± 6˚) (17) .

a Remove:

- the (Mot. 1801),

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1054).

a Refit the new sealing plugs:

- at the inlet camshaft end using the (Mot. 1487),

- at the exhaust camshaft end using the (Mot. 1488).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the crankshaft TDC pin plug applying a drop of
MASTIXO to the threading,

- the lower timing cover,

- the lower timing cover bolts.

a Torque tighten the lower timing cover bolts (9
N.m).

a Refit:

- the upper timing cover,

- the upper timing cover.

a Torque tighten the upper timing cover bolts (38
N.m).

a Refit the right-hand suspended mounting support
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Remove the (Mot. 1453) fitted with the (Mot. 1453-
01).

a Remove the engine lifting eye at the timing end (see
11A, Top and front of engine, Lifting eyes: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 11A-305) .

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

a Torque tighten the new bolt on the crankshaft ac-
cessories pulley (40 N.m + 110˚ ±±±± 10˚).

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner on the front
bumper side (see Front wheel arch liner: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

116817

117347
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11A
- the engine undertray,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air inlet duct on the air resonator and the air fil-
ter unit,

- the air inlet duct by clipping it onto the front end
panel.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).
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11A

a Parts always to be replaced

- Timing belt,

- Timing belt tensioning roller,

- Crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

a Consumables

- Silicone adhesive sealant (see Vehicle: Parts and
consumables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B Con-
sumables - Products)

- Surface cleaner (see Vehicle: Parts and consum-
ables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B Consumables
- Products).

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1489 TDC locating pin.

Mot. 1430 Set of 5 crankshaft and cam-
shaft pulley timing pins.

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

protective gloves

1/2" female torx socket (12.7 mm square drive)

hexagonal socket

roll pin punch

offset spanner

torque wrench

torque/angle wrench

cylinder head bolt tightening gauge (angular mea-
suring type)

Tightening torquesm

crankshaft accessories
pulley M12 bolt

60 N.m + 100˚
±±±± 10˚

tensioning roller bolt 27 N.m

c a m s h a f t  t i m i n g
sprocket crown bolts

14 N.m

crankshaft accessories
pulley M 14 bolt

120 N.m + 95˚
±±±± 15˚

TDC pin plug 25 N.m

cylinder head sus-
pended mounting bolts

25 N.m

camshaft position sen-
sor bolt

8 N.m

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Never rotate the engine anti-clockwise (timing end).

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt,
to avoid breaking the crankshaft accessories pulley.
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a Position the (Mot. 1453)  (2) and hold it in place us-
ing a safety strap(s) (3) .

a Fit a chain (4) on the lifting eye of the crankshaft end
to enable the engine to be lifted using the (Mot.
1453).

a

Remove:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

- the engine undertray,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a

III - FIRST FITTING

Recommendations for repair

a

a Wear protective gloves during the operation.

112788

Note:

Do not damage the air conditioning pipes.

Note:

There are two types of timing belt assembly.

Note:

This procedure is applicable to engines manufac-
tured up to 02/12/2005 fitted with a single unit
camshaft timing sprocket and a crankshaft timing
sprocket without collet.

116755

116758
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a Remove the upper timing cover by unclipping both
tabs (5) .

19654
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a Remove:

- the camshaft position sensor (6) ,

- the plastic bolt (7) .

a Unclip the three tabs (8) .

a Remove the lower timing cover.

19654-1
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11A

a Remove the cylinder head suspended mounting .

a Remove the TDC pin plug using a 1/2" female torx
socket (12.7 mm square drive) (14).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) to posi-
tion the hole (9) in the camshaft timing sprocket al-
most opposite the hole (10) in the cylinder head.

19654-2

19650

19702
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11A

a Screw in the TDC setting pin (1)   (Mot. 1489).

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) smoothly
until the crankshaft comes in contact with the TDC
setting pin.

a Engage the pin (2)   (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft tim-
ing sprocket and cylinder head holes.

a Remove:

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430),

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

19650-1

14489

19655
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a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley by lock-
ing the flywheel with a large flat-blade screwdriver.

19656
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a Slacken the tensioning roller bolt (11) .

a Loosen the timing tension wheel by turning the ec-
centric using a 6 mm hexagonal socket.

a Remove:

- the timing belt taking care not to let the crankshaft
timing sprocket fall out,

- the timing tensioning roller,

- the timing sprocket.

IV - SECOND FITTING

Recommendations for repair

a

19656-1

Note:

This procedure is applicable to engines manufac-
tured from 02/12/2005 fitted with a two-part cam-
shaft timing sprocket and a crankshaft timing
sprocket with collet.
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a Wear protective gloves during the operation.

116756

116757
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11A

a Remove the upper timing cover by unclipping both
tabs (12) .

19654
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11A

a Remove:

- the camshaft position sensor (13) ,

- the plastic bolt (14) .

a Unclip the three tabs (15) .

a Remove the lower timing cover.

a Remove the cylinder head suspended mounting .

19654-1

107261
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11A

a Remove the TDC pin plug using a 1/2" female torx
socket (12.7 mm square drive) (14).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) to posi-
tion the hole (16) in the camshaft timing sprocket al-
most opposite the hole (17) in the cylinder head.

a Screw in the TDC setting pin (1)   (Mot. 1489).

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) smoothly
until the crankshaft comes in contact with the TDC
setting pin.

19650

107270

19650-1

14489
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a Engage the pin (2)   (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft tim-
ing sprocket and cylinder head holes.

a Remove:

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430),

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley by lock-
ing the flywheel with a large flat-blade screwdriver.

a Slacken the tensioning roller bolt (18) .

a Loosen the timing tension wheel by turning the ec-
centric using a 6 mm hexagonal socket.

a Remove:

- the timing belt taking care not to let the crankshaft
timing sprocket fall out,

- the timing tensioning roller,

- the timing sprocket.

REFITTING

a Check:

- that there is no oil leak from the camshaft and
crankshaft seals,

- the condition of the coolant pump (hard seal, play
in the shaft, fluid leak, shaft rotation, (see Techni-
cal Note 3175A, Cooling system fault finding,
19A, Cooling, Cooling system - Fault finding
chart ALP 8).

a

107271

107260

107262

WARNING

It is essential to remove the grease from the end
of the crankshaft, the camshaft timing sprocket
and the bearing face of the crankshaft accesso-
ries pulley. This is to avoid timing slippage.
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11A
I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

II - FIRST FITTING

1 - Recommendations for repair

a

Note:

There are two types of timing belt assembly.

Note:

This procedure is applicable to engines manufac-
tured up to 02/12/2005 fitted with a single unit or
two-part camshaft timing sprocket and a crank-
shaft timing sprocket without collet.
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11A

a Wear protective gloves during the operation.

116755

116756

116758
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11A

a In the event of replacement:

- of a camshaft timing sprocket, the Parts Depart-
ment will only supply a two-part camshaft timing
sprocket (19) ,

- of a crankshaft timing sprocket, the Parts Depart-
ment will only supply a crankshaft timing sprocket
with collet (20) .

a Before refitting the crankshaft timing sprocket; it is
essential to remove the crankshaft timing sprocket
collet (21) .

a Place the crankshaft timing sprocket on a wooden
stand to avoid damaging its teeth.

a When extracting the crankshaft timing sprocket col-
let, take care not to mark the crankshaft timing
sprocket bore.

a Pivot the collet towards the interior of the crankshaft
timing sprocket using a roll pin punch with a diam-
eter of 5 mm and a mallet.

116756

116757

116754
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a Slide a roll pin punch with a diameter of 3 mm into
the crankshaft timing sprocket groove (22) .

a Position the roll pin punch with a diameter of 5 mm
at (23) on the collet.

a Pivot the collet to position it vertically.

116753

116752

116750

116749
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a Extract the crankshaft timing sprocket collet using a
roll pin punch and a mallet.

a Use surface cleaner to degrease:

- the end of the crankshaft (timing end),

- the crankshaft timing sprocket bore and pressure
faces at (24) ,

- the contact surfaces of the crankshaft accessories
pulley.

116751

104703
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11A
2 - Timing belt fitting procedure for engines fitted 
with a single unit camshaft timing sprocket

a Refit:

- the crankshaft timing sprocket,

- the timing tensioning roller.

a Put the tensioning roller lug (25) in the cylinder head
groove (26) .

a Engage the pin (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft timing
sprocket and cylinder head holes at (27) , turning the
camshaft using a offset spanner  (18 mm) if neces-
sary.

a Check that the mark on the high pressure pump pin-
ion (28) is opposite the bolt head (29) .

a Position the crankshaft so that it presses against the
TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) (the crankshaft groove
(30) must face upwards).

19656-2

14489
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a Fit the timing belt, starting with the crankshaft timing
sprocket, by aligning the marks on the timing belt
with those on the camshaft sprocket and the high
pressure pump pinion.

19657

Note:

There should be 19 timing belt tooth spaces
between the marks on the camshaft sprocket and
the high pressure pump pinion.
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11A
3 - Timing belt fitting procedure for engines fitted 
with a two-part camshaft timing sprocket

a Refit the timing tensioning roller.

a Put the tensioning roller lug (31) in the cylinder head
groove (32) .

a Engage the pin (3)   (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft tim-
ing sprocket and cylinder head holes, turning the
camshaft using a offset spanner  (18 mm) if neces-
sary.

a Check that the mark on the high pressure pump pin-
ion (33) is opposite the bolt head (34) .

a Loosen the three camshaft timing sprocket crown
bolts (35) by one turn.

a Position the crankshaft so that it presses against the
TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) (the crankshaft groove
(37) must face upwards).

107263

14489
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11A

a Fit the timing belt, starting with the crankshaft timing
sprocket, by aligning the marks on the timing belt
with those on the camshaft sprocket and the high
pressure pump pinion.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the cam-
shaft timing sprocket crown bolts (14 N.m) (38) .

107266

Note:

There should be 19 timing belt tooth spaces
between the marks on the camshaft sprocket and
the high pressure pump pinion.
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11A
4 - Second part of the timing procedure for engines 
fitted with a single unit or two-part camshaft timing 
sprocket

a Position the tensioning roller adjustable index mark-
er (39) opposite the lug , turning the eccentric cam
anti-clockwise using a  6 mm Allen key.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the tension-
ing roller bolt (27 N.m).

a Refit the accessories crankshaft pulley with a new
bolt.

a Torque and angle tighten using a torque/angle 
wrench or a torque wrench and a cylinder head 
bolt tightening gauge (angular measuring type) 
(crankshaft against the TDC setting pin):

- the crankshaft accessories pulley M12 bolt (60
N.m + 100˚ ±±±± 10˚),

- the crankshaft accessories pulley M14 bolt (120
N.m + 95˚ ±±±± 15˚)

a Remove the following tools:

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430),

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole (40) in the cams-
haft timing sprocket is opposite the hole (41) in the 
cylinder head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

19658

19702
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11A

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (Mot.
1430).

a Remove:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

First position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (44) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (45) , turning the key anti-
clockwise.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the tension-
ing roller bolt (27 N.m).

19655

Note:

There should be 19 timing belt tooth grooves
between the marks on the camshaft sprocket
(42) and the high pressure pump pinion (43) 

Note:

After two turns, the tension wheel index markers
may be in two different positions.

The rotation of the tension wheel eccentric
depends on the position.

111083

111081
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11A
Second position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (46) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (47) , turning the key
clockwise.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the tension-
ing roller bolt (27 N.m).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole in the camshaft ti-
ming sprocket is opposite the hole in the cylinder 
head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (Mot.
1430).

a If the pin does not engage, repeat the timing belt re-
fitting operation.

a Remove the following tools:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430)

a Apply a drop of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT to
the threading of the TDC pin plug.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the TDC pin
plug (25 N.m).

111082

111081

19657
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a Refit the cylinder head suspended mounting.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the cylinder
head suspended mounting bolts (25 N.m).

19654-2
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11A

a Refit:

- the timing cover, positioning the tab (48) in the in-
ner timing cover hole (49) ,

- the timing cover plastic bolt (50) .

19654-1

19659
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11A

a Refit the camshaft position sensor (51) .

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the cam-
shaft position sensor bolt (8 N.m).

a Refit the upper timing cover.

III - SECOND FITTING

Recommendations for repair

a

19654

Note:

This procedure is applicable to engines manufac-
tured from 02/12/2005 fitted with a two-part cam-
shaft timing sprocket and a crankshaft timing
sprocket with collet.
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11A

a Wear protective gloves during the operation.

116756

116757
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11A

a Refit the timing tensioning roller.

a Put the tensioning roller lug (52) in the cylinder head
groove (53) .

a Engage the pin (4)   (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft tim-
ing sprocket and cylinder head holes, turning the
camshaft using a offset spanner  (18 mm) if neces-
sary.

a Check that the mark on the high pressure pump (54)
is opposite the bolt head (55) .

a Tighten the old crankshaft accessories pulley bolt fit-
ted with a spacer (which does not cover the timing
sprocket mark) (57) onto the crankshaft.

107263

107272
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11A

a Position the crankshaft so that it presses against the
TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) (the crankshaft sprock-
et (56) collet must face upwards).

a Remove one bolt from the camshaft timing sprocket
crown.

a Loosen the other two camshaft timing sprocket
crown bolts (58) by one turn.

14489

107264
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11A

a Fit the timing belt, starting with the crankshaft
sprocket, by aligning the marks on the timing belt
with those on the crankshaft sprockets and camshaft
and high pressure pump pinions.

a Position the tensioning roller adjustable index mark-
er (59) opposite the lug , turning the eccentric cam
anti-clockwise using a  6 mm Allen key.

107265

Note:

There should be 19 timing belt tooth grooves
between the marks on the camshaft sprocket and
the high pressure pump pinion, and 51 timing
belt tooth grooves between the crankshaft
sprocket and the high pressure pump pinion.

19658
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11A
a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the tension-

ing roller bolt (27 N.m).

a Check that the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts
are not fully locked against the camshaft timing
sprocket crown. If they are, repeat the timing belt re-
fitting procedure.

107268
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11A

a Refit the bolt from the camshaft timing sprocket
crown.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the cam-
shaft timing sprocket crown bolts (14 N.m).

a Remove:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

107266
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11A

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole (60) in the cams-
haft timing sprocket is opposite the hole (61) in the 
cylinder head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (Mot.
1430).

a If the pin (Mot. 1430) does not engage:

- loosen the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts by
a maximum of one turn,

- turn the camshaft timing sprocket hub using a off-
set spanner  (18 mm) to set the camshaft timing
sprocket hub,

- do not retighten the camshaft timing sprocket
crown bolts.

a Undo the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts.

107270

107271

107269
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11A

a Check:

- that the high pressure pump pinion mark (62) is op-
posite the bolt head (63) ,

- that the crankshaft timing sprocket collet (64) is po-
sitioned vertically at the top,

- that there are 19 belt tooth grooves between the
marks on the camshaft sprocket (65) and the high
pressure pump pinion (66) ,

- that there are 51 belt tooth grooves between the
marks on the crankshaft sprocket (67) and the high
pressure pump pinion (66) .

107267

Note:

After two turns, the tension wheel index markers
may be in two different positions.

The rotation of the tension wheel eccentric
depends on the position.
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11A
First position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (68) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (69) , turning the key anti-
clockwise.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten:

- the tensioning roller bolt (27 N.m),

- the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts (14
N.m).

Second position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (70) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (71) , turning the key
clockwise.

a Use a  torque wrench to torque tighten:

- the tensioning roller bolt (27 N.m),

- the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts (14
N.m).

a Remove the following tools:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

111083

111081

111082

111081
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- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole in the camshaft ti-
ming sprocket is opposite the hole in the cylinder 
head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (Mot.
1430).

a If the pin does not engage, repeat the timing belt re-
fitting operation.

a Refit the accessories crankshaft pulley with a new
bolt.

a Use a torque/angle wrench or a torque wrench
and a cylinder head bolt tightening gauge (angu-
lar measuring type) (crankshaft against the TDC
setting pin) to torque and angle tighten the crank-
shaft accessories pulley M 14 bolt (120 N.m + 95˚
±±±± 15˚).

a Remove the following tools:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

a Refit the TDC pin plug, coating the threading with
SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT.

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the TDC pin
plug (25 N.m).

107271

107260



11A-152

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

11A

a Refit the cylinder head suspended mounting .

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the cylinder
head suspended mounting bolts (25 N.m).

107261



11A-153

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

11A

a Refit:

- the lower timing cover, positioning the tab (72) in
the inner timing cover hole (73) ,

- the timing cover plastic bolt (74) .

19654-1

19659



11A-154

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

11A

a Refit the camshaft position sensor (75) .

a Use a torque wrench to torque tighten the cam-
shaft position sensor bolt (8 N.m).

a Refit the upper timing cover.

IV - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

a Remove:

- the chain,

- the safety strap(s),

- the (Mot. 1453).

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

19654



11A-155

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE 
REPAIR WORK

a Parts always to be replaced

- Timing belt,

- Timing belt tensioning roller,

- Crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

a Consumables

- Silicone adhesive sealant (see Vehicle: Parts and
consumables for the repair) (MR392, 04B, Con-
sumables - Products).

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1489 TDC locating pin.

Mot. 1430 Set of 5 crankshaft and cam-
shaft pulley timing pins.

Equipment required

protective gloves

safety strap(s)

1/2" female torx socket (12.7 mm square drive)

offset spanner

torque/angle wrench

torque wrench

cylinder head bolt tightening gauge (angular mea-
suring type)

Tightening torquesm

tensioning roller bolt 27 N.m

c a m s h a f t  t i m i n g
sprocket crown bolts

14 N.m

crankshaft accessories
pulley M14 bolt

120 N.m + 95˚±±±±
15˚

TDC setting pin plug 25 N.m

cylinder head sus-
pended mounting bolts

25 N.m

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

WARNING
Never rotate the engine anti-clockwise (timing end).

WARNING

Do not run the engine without the accessories belt,
to avoid breaking the crankshaft accessories pulley.

111999



11A-156

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
- the scuttle panel grille (1)  (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exteri-
or equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

a Position the (Mot. 1453)  (2) and hold it in place us-
ing a safety strap(s) (3) .

a Fit a chain (4) on the lifting eye of the crankshaft end
to enable the engine to be lifted using the (Mot.
1453).

a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Unclip the tab (5) .

a Rotate the timing cover (6) in the direction of the ar-
row.

a Remove the plastic bolt (7) .

a Unclip the three tabs (8) .

a Remove the timing cover.

112788

Note:

Do not damage the air conditioning pipes.

111740

111741



11A-157

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Remove the cylinder head suspended mounting .

a Remove the TDC pin plug using a 1/2" female torx
socket (12.7 mm square drive) (14).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) to posi-
tion the hole (9) in the camshaft timing sprocket al-
most opposite the hole (10) in the cylinder head.

a Screw in the TDC setting pin (11)  (Mot. 1489).

111742

19650

107270

19650-1



11A-158

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) smoothly
until the crankshaft comes into contact with the TDC
setting pin.

a Engage the pin (12)  (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft
timing sprocket and cylinder head holes.

a Remove:

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430),

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489).

a Remove the starter (see 16A, Starting - Charging,
Starter: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-23) .

a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley by lock-
ing the flywheel with a large flat-blade screwdriver
and passing via the starter location.

a Slacken the tensioning roller bolt (13) .

a Slacken the timing tension wheel by turning the ec-
centric cam using a 6 mm Allen key.

a Remove:

- the timing belt,

- the timing tensioning roller.

14489

109049

107260

109046



11A-159

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Check:

- that there is no oil leak from the camshaft and
crankshaft seals,

- the condition of the coolant pump (hard seal, play
in the shaft, fluid leak, shaft rotation, (see Techni-
cal Note 3175A, Cooling system fault finding,
19A, Cooling, Cooling system - Fault finding
chart ALP 8).

a Refit the timing tensioning roller.

a Put the tensioning roller lug (14) in the cylinder head
groove (15) .

a Engage the pin (16)  (Mot. 1430) in the camshaft
timing sprocket and cylinder head holes, turning the
camshaft using a offset spanner  (18 mm) if neces-
sary.

a Check that the high pressure pump mark (18) has
shifted one tooth to the right of the vertical axle (17) .

a Tighten the old crankshaft accessories pulley bolt fit-
ted with a spacer (which does not cover the timing
sprocket mark) (19) onto the crankshaft.

109042

107272



11A-160

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Position the crankshaft so that it presses on the TDC
setting pin (Mot. 1489) (the crankshaft timing
sprocket collet (20) must face upwards).

a Remove one of the camshaft timing sprocket crown
bolts to prevent full lock during the following actions.

a Loosen the other two camshaft timing sprocket
crown bolts (21) by one turn.

14489

109043

109042



11A-161

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Fit the timing belt, starting with the crankshaft
sprocket, by aligning the marks on the belt with
those on the crankshaft and camshaft sprockets,
and the high pressure pump pinion.

a Position the tensioning roller adjustable index mark-
er (22) opposite the lug (23) , turning the eccentric
cam anti-clockwise using a 6 mm Allen key.

a Torque tighten the  tensioning roller bolt (27 N.m).

109044

Note:

There should be 19 tooth valleys on the belt
between the camshaft sprocket marks and the
high-pressure pump, and 51 tooth valleys
between the crankshaft sprockets and the high-
pressure pump.

19658



11A-162

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Check that the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts
are not fully locked against the camshaft timing
sprocket crown. If they are, repeat the timing belt re-
fitting procedure.

a Refit the bolt from the camshaft timing sprocket crown.

109047

109045



11A-163

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
a Torque tighten the camshaft timing sprocket

crown bolts (14 N.m).

a Remove:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole (24) in the cams-
haft timing sprocket is opposite the hole (25) in the 
cylinder head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (Mot.
1430).

a If the pin (Mot. 1430) does not engage:

- loosen the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts by
a maximum of one turn,

- turn the camshaft timing sprocket hub using an 18
mm offset spanner to facilitate setting of the cam-
shaft timing sprocket hub,

- do not retighten the camshaft timing sprocket
crown bolts.

107270

109049

109048



11A-164

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
a Loosen the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts by

a maximum of one turn.

a Check that the crankshaft timing sprocket collet (26)
is positioned vertically at the top.

109045

Note:

After two turns, the tension wheel index markers
may be in two different positions.

The rotation of the tension wheel eccentric
depends on the position.



11A-165

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
First position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (27) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (28) , turning the key anti-
clockwise.

a Torque tighten:

- the tensioning roller bolt (27 N.m),

- the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts (14
N.m).

Second position

a Loosen the tensioning roller bolt by no more than
one turn, holding it with a 6 mm Allen key.

a Gradually align the adjustable index (29) in the mid-
dle of the timing window (30) , turning the key clock-
wise.

a Torque tighten:

- the tensioning roller bolt (27 N.m),

- the camshaft timing sprocket crown bolts (14
N.m).

a Remove the following tools:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

111083

111081

111082

111081



11A-166

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end). Before the hole in the camshaft ti-
ming sprocket is opposite the hole in the cylinder 
head:

- screw the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489) into the cyl-
inder block,

- bring the crankshaft slowly and smoothly against
the TDC setting pin.

a Lock the camshaft timing sprocket using the (Mot.
1430).

a If the pin does not engage, repeat the timing belt re-
fitting operation.

a Refit the accessories crankshaft pulley with a new
bolt.

a Torque and angle tighten (crankshaft against the
TDC setting pin) the crankshaft accessories pul-
ley M14 bolt (120 N.m + 95˚±±±± 15˚) using a torque/
angle wrench or a torque wrench fitted with a cyl-
inder head bolt tightening gauge (angular mea-
suring type).

a Remove the following tools:

- the TDC setting pin (Mot. 1489),

- the camshaft timing sprocket setting pin (Mot.
1430).

a Refit the TDC pin plug, coating the threading with
SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT.

a Torque tighten the  TDC setting pin plug (25 N.m).

a Refit the starter (see 16A, Starting - Charging,
Starter: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-23) .

109049

107260



11A-167

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Refit the cylinder head suspended mounting .

a Torque tighten the cylinder head suspended
mounting bolts (25 N.m).

a Refit:

- the timing cover, positioning the tab (32) in the in-
ner timing cover hole (33) ,

- the timing cover plastic bolt (31) .

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

111742 111741

19659



11A-168

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

a Remove:

- the safety strap(s),

- the chain,

- the (Mot. 1453).

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover.

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the engine undertray.

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-169

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A



11A-170

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Remove the « engine and gearbox » assembly (see
10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly, En-
gine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-161) .

a Disconnect the manual gearbox from the engine
(see Manual gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (21A,
Manual gearbox).

a Disconnect the automatic gearbox from the engine
(see Automatic gearbox: Removal - Refitting)
(23A, Automatic transmission).

a Place the engine on the component support (see
Engine support equipment: Use) .

a Drain the engine (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly , Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 11A-5) .

a Disconnect the wiring (1 ) from the camshaft
dephaser solenoid valve.

Special tooling required

Mot. 919-02 Flywheel locking tool.

Mot. 1716 Removes housing with sili-
cone seals.

Tightening torquesm

timing chain guide bolts 25 N.m

bolt of the timing chain
tensioner pad

25 N.m

timing chain tensioner
bolts

10 N.m

timing cover M5 bolts 7 N.m

timing cover M6 bolts 25 N.m

timing cover M10 bolts 55 N.m

timing cover M12 bolts 75 N.m

camshaft dephaser
solenoid valve bolt

10 N.m

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply
the safety and cleanliness instructions and oper-
ation recommendations before carrying out any
repair (see Engine: Precautions for the repair)
.

WARNING

Applying pressure to the engine oil sump is
strictly forbidden. Any damage to the sump may
also damage the engine.

M4R, and 700

M4R, and 701

115889



11A-171

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Remove:

- the bolt (2) from the camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve (3) .

a Fit the flywheel locking tool (Mot. 919-02)  (4) onto
the cylinder block.

a Fit the drive plate locking tool (Mot. 919-02)  (4) on
the cylinder block.

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the crankshaft seal on the timing side (see 10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly, Crank-
shaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-1) .

115881

M4R, and 700

115928

M4R, and 701

122839



11A-172

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the bolts from the timing cover, marking the
position of the bolts.

a Remove the timing cover using the (Mot. 1716) (5) .

a Remove the timing cover (6) .

a Tighten the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt fitted
with a spacer (which does not cover the timing
sprocket mark) onto the crankshaft.

a Remove the tool (Mot. 919-02).

115879

115880



11A-173

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a With a smooth action, turn the crankshaft clockwise
(timing end) so that marks (7) of the camshaft
sprockets are aligned with marks (8) on the cylinder
head cover, and ensure that mark (9) on the crank-
shaft sprocket is in the lower vertical position.

a Position the (Mot. 919-02).

a Remove the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt.

a Engage the timing chain tensioner.

a Put a metal rod (10) into the tensioner to keep the
chain loose.

a Remove:

- the timing chain tensioner bolts (11) ,

- the timing chain tensioner (12) .

116040

115877

115878



11A-174

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Remove:

- the bolt (13) of the timing chain tensioner pad,

- the timing chain tensioner pad (14) .

a Remove:

- the timing chain guide bolts (15) ,

- the timing chain guide (16) .

115873 115874



11A-175

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Remove the timing chain (17) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Clean the joint faces of the timing cover using SU-
PER CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FACES  (see
Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the repair)
(04B, Consumables - Products).

a Remove the residue using a plastic spatula.

a Finish cleaning the joint faces using a GREY ABRA-
SIVE PAD, part number 77 01 405 943.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean:

- the joint face of the timing cover on the cylinder
block and on the cylinder head,

- the timing cover.

a Parts always to be replaced:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt,

- the timing chain tensioner pad,

- the timing chain tensioner,

- the timing chain,

- the crankshaft seal on the timing side,

- the timing chain guide.

115875

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).



11A-176

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Check that:

- the marks (18) on the cylinder head cover are
aligned with those on the camshaft sprockets,

- the mark on the crankshaft sprocket (19) is in the
lower vertical position.

a Set the engine at top dead centre.

116040



11A-177

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Fit the new timing chain (20) so that the marks on
the timing chain (21) are aligned with the marks on
each of the sprockets.

115875 116041



11A-178

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Refit:

- the new timing chain guide (22) ,

- the timing chain guide bolts (23) .

a Torque tighten the timing chain guide bolts (25
N.m).

a Refit:

- the new timing chain tensioner pad (24) ,

- the bolts (25) of the timing chain tensioner pad.

a Torque tighten the bolt of the timing chain ten-
sioner pad (25 N.m).

115874 115873



11A-179

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Refit:

- the new timing chain tensioner (26) ,

- the timing chain tensioner bolts (27) .

a Torque tighten the timing chain tensioner bolts
(10 N.m).

a Remove the metal rod (28) in order to release the
timing chain tensioner.

a Tighten the old crankshaft accessories pulley bolt fit-
ted with a spacer (which does not cover the timing
sprocket mark) onto the crankshaft.

a Remove the tool (Mot. 919-02).

a Rotate the crankshaft clockwise through two revolu-
tions (timing end).

115878 115877



11A-180

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Check that:

- the marks on the camshaft sprockets are correctly
aligned with the marks on the cylinder head cover
(29) ,

- the crankshaft sprocket mark is in the lower vertical
position (30) .

a Immobilise the flywheel or the drive plate using the
tool (Mot. 919-02).

a Remove the old crankshaft pulley bolt and spacer.

a Remove the tool (Mot. 919-02).

a

a Apply a bead of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT
(see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the re-
pair) (04B, Ingredients - Products) 4 mm in diameter
on the perimeter of the timing cover joint face (31) .

116040

116044

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).



11A-181

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Refit:

- the timing cover,

- the timing cover bolts.

a Torque tighten in order:

- the timing cover M5 bolts (7 N.m),

- the timing cover M6 bolts (25 N.m),

- the timing cover M10 bolts (55 N.m),

- the timing cover M12 bolts (75 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the crankshaft seal on the timing end (see 10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly, Crankshaft
seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-1) .

a Immobilise the flywheel or the drive plate using the
tool (Mot. 919-02).

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A,
Top and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) .

a Remove the tool (Mot. 919-02).

a Refit:

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve (32) ,

- the bolt (33) of the camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve.

a Torque tighten the camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve bolt (10 N.m).

a Connect the wiring (34) of the camshaft dephaser
solenoid valve.

a Refit the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

115879

115881

115889



11A-182

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Timing chain: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
a Remove the engine from the component support

(see Engine support equipment: Use) .

a Connect the manual gearbox to the engine (see
Manual gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (21A, Man-
ual gearbox).

a Connect the automatic gearbox to the engine (see
Automatic gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (23A,
Automatic transmission).

a Refit the « engine and gearbox » assembly (see
10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly, En-
gine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-161) .

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

M4R, and 700

M4R, and 701



11A-183

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a Remove the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils:
Removal - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

a Unclip the rocker cover electric wiring harnesses.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the rocker cover mounting bolts,

- the rocker cover,

- the rocker cover gasket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the gasket faces with DECAPJOINT to dis-
solve off any part of the gasket still attached.

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover mounting
bolts

10 N.m

110422

WARNING

do not allow solvent to drip on the paintwork.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to prevent for-
eign bodies from entering the oil supply and
return galleries.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

WARNING

Be sure to replace all seals that have been
removed.



11A-184

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Apply a bead (1) of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEAL-
ANT 77 11 227 484 to camshaft bearings 1 and 5,
and around the rear rocker cover mounting bolts.

a Fit the rocker cover with a new gasket.

a Torque tighten in order the rocker cover mounting
bolts (10 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the electric wiring harnesses onto the rocker
cover.

a Refit:

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

18441

20005

110422



11A-185

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see ) (80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) .

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the camshaft po-
sition sensor.

a Remove:

- the bolt (2) from the camshaft position sensor,

- the camshaft position sensor,

- the camshaft position sensor seal,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve (see ) ,

- the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) .

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover mounting
bolts 1 to 17 and 20 to
22

14 N.m

mounting bolts 18, 19,
23, 24

12 N.m

camshaft position sen-
sor mounting bolt

8 N.m

132391



11A-186

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the rocker cover bolts.

a Remove the rocker cover vertically by tapping the
lugs (3) with a screwdriver.

a Remove:

- the rocker cover,

- the camshaft seals on the timing end.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Camshaft seal on
timing end.

a parts always to be replaced: camshaft sensor
seal.

14497



11A-187

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Remove the square cam tappet (see ) (Technical
Note 6023A, 10A, Engine and cylinder block assem-
bly).

a Clean the joint face of the rocker cover with SUPER
CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FACES  (see )
(04B, Consumables - Products) to dissolve any seal
still adhering.

a Apply the product to the section to be cleaned; wait
approximately ten minutes, then remove the residue
using a wooden spatula.

a Lubricate the cylinder head camshaft bearings with
engine oil.

a Refit the square cam tappet (see ) (Technical Note
6023A, 10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly).

a Use a stipple roller to apply SEALING RESIN  (see )
(04B, Consumables - Products) on the section (A) of
the rocker cover joint face until the joint face is cor-
rectly coated.

K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to avoid any
foreign bodies entering the oil return and supply
pipes.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

Note:

Do not put oil on the joint face of the cylinder
head rocker cover.

14517

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).



11A-188

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a

Clean the joint face of the rocker cover with SUPER
CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FACES  (see )
(04B, Consumables - Products) to dissolve any seal
still adhering.

a Apply the product to the section to be cleaned; wait
approximately ten minutes, then remove the residue
using a wooden spatula.

a Lubricate the cylinder head camshaft bearings with
engine oil.

a Use a stipple roller to apply SEALING RESIN  (see )
(04B, Consumables - Products) on the section (B) of
the rocker cover joint face until the joint face is cor-
rectly coated.

a Apply a bead of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT
(see ) (04B, Consumables - Products) with a diame-
ter of 1 to 2 mm on the section (C) of the rocker cov-
er joint face.

K4M, and 862

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to avoid any
foreign bodies entering the oil return and supply
pipes.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

Note:

Do not put oil on the joint face of the cylinder
head rocker cover.

141388

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).



11A-189

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the rocker cover.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- rocker cover mounting bolts 1 to 17 and 20 to
22 (14 N.m),

- mounting bolts 18, 19, 23, 24 (12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the camshaft seals on the timing end (see 11A,
Top and front of engine, Camshaft seal, timing
end: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-284) ,

- the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) ,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve (see ) ,

- the camshaft position sensor fitted with a new seal.

a Torque tighten the camshaft position sensor
mounting bolt (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) 

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

14497



11A-190

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see ) (80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray.



11A-191

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Position the (Mot. 1490-01) on the camshaft pulleys.

a Remove:

- the nut from the inlet camshaft pulley (1) and from
the exhaust camshaft pulley (2) ,

- the (Mot. 1490-01),

- the camshaft pulleys.

a Remove:

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the spark plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-11) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1490-01 For locking and adjusting the
camshaft pulleys.

Mot. 1503 Tool for fitting rocker cover
adjuster.

Mot. 1632 Tool for fitting camshaft PTFE
seal

Tightening torquesm

new mounting bolts for
the oil separator in the
untapped holes

15 Nm

new mounting bolts for
the oil separator in the
tapped holes

10 Nm

14839



11A-192

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Remove:

- the engine lifting eye at the timing end,

- the mounting bolts (2) from the oil decanter,

- the oil decanter.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the rocker cover mounting bolts.

a Detach the rocker cover vertically by tapping the

lugs (3) with a copper hammer.

a Remove the rocker cover.

18431

14497



11A-193

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a

a Clean the rocker cover gasket face with DECAP-
JOINT to dissolve any gasket still adhering.

a Apply the product to the section to be cleaned; wait
approximately ten minutes, then remove the residue
using a wooden spatula.

a Lubricate the cylinder head camshaft bearings with
engine oil.

a Using a stipple roller, apply LOCTITE 518 to the
gasket face until it turns reddish in colour.

a Use a cloth to remove any LOCTITE 518 in the six
bearing channels (4) on the rocker cover.

IMPORTANT

Do not scratch the aluminium sealing surfaces.

Wear goggles.

Wear gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Take care when cleaning to prevent any foreign
bodies entering the oil pipes supplying oil under
pressure to the hydraulic tappets, the camshafts
(oil galleries are located both in the cylinder block
and the cylinder head), and the oil return pipes.

Failure to follow this advice could block the oil-
ways, and rapidly destroy the engine.

Note:

The gasket faces on the rocker cover must be
clean, dry and free from grease (avoid finger
marks).

WARNING

Do not put oil on the cylinder head rocker cover.

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. The mix-
ture of sealant and fluid may damage some com-
ponents (engine, radiator, etc.).

14517



11A-194

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the rocker cover.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- bolts 22, 23, 20, 13 (8 Nm),

- bolts 1 to 12, 14 to 19 and 21 to 24 (14.5 Nm).

a Slacken bolts 22, 23, 20 and 13, in order.

a Tighten to torque and in order bolts 22, 23, 20, 13
(14.5 Nm)

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a

14497

Note:

The gasket face on the oil decanter must be
clean, dry and free from grease (avoid finger
marks).'

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. The mix-
ture of sealant and fluid may damage some com-
ponents (engine, radiator, etc.).



11A-195

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Using a stipple roller, apply LOCTITE 518 to the
gasket face until it turns reddish in colour.

a Refit the oil decanter.

a Torque tighten and in order:

- the new mounting bolts for the oil separator in
the untapped holes (15 Nm),

- the new mounting bolts for the oil separator in
the tapped holes (10 Nm).

a Refit the engine lifting eye at the engine timing end.

a Refit:

- the rocker cover disc (5) using the (Mot. 1503) (6) ,

- the spark plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-11) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

14516

18431

15470



11A-196

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A
1 - Fitting the camshaft gaskets

a The elastomer seals on these engines come fitted
with a flat lip seal (7) and a protector (8) (also used
to fit the seal on the engine).

2 - Fitting the exhaust camshaft seal

a

a Screw the stud (11) of the (Mot. 1632) onto the cam-
shaft.

20257

18687

WARNING

When handling, be sure to hold the seal by the
protector (9) , as this type of seal is highly FRAG-
ILE. It is strictly forbidden to touch the elastomer
seal (10) in order to prevent any oil leaks once
the seal is fitted to the engine.

105531

21687



11A-197

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Mount the protector with its gasket in place onto the
camshaft (taking care not to touch the gasket).

a Fit the cover (12) and the collar nut (13) of the (Mot.
1632).

a Screw on the collar nut until the cover touches the
cylinder head.

a Remove the nut, cover, protector and threaded rod.

3 Fitting the inlet camshaft seal

a

21687-1

21687-2

21687-3

18687

WARNING

When handling, be sure to hold the seal by the
protector (14) , as this type of seal is highly
FRAGILE. It is strictly forbidden to touch the
elastomer seal (15) in order to prevent any oil
leaks once the seal is fitted to the engine.



11A-198

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Fit the protector (16) fitted with the seal onto the
camshaft (taking care not to touch the seal).

a Push the centre of the protector to force the seal into
its housing.

a Remove the seal protector, taking care not to drop
the seal.

a Fit the stud (17) on the camshaft using the (Mot.
1632).

105532

105533

105531

105534



11A-199

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Fit the cover (18) and the collar nut (19) of the (Mot.
1632).

a Screw on the collar nut until the cover touches the
cylinder head.

a Remove the nut, cover and threaded rod.

a Refit the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-
48) .

a Refit:

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the battery tray (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

105535

WARNING

Follow the second procedure for refitting the tim-
ing belt.



11A-200

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the air inlet duct,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Disconnect:

- the pressure sensor (1) on the inlet duct,

- the turbocharger pressure regulation pipe (5) .

a Cut the Rislan clip.

a Pull the clips (2) from the air duct.

a Remove:

- the air pipe mounting nut on the alternator,

- the air duct bolt on the rocker cover,

- the air duct (3) .

a Undo the clip (4) from the intercooler tube on the in-
let side.

a Remove the intercooler tube on the inlet side.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover bolts 10 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

112331

112330



11A-201

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A

a Unclip the clips (6) from the rail protector.

a Remove:

- the rail protector mountings,

- the retaining bracket of the engine cover on the
gearbox side,

- the rail protector.

a Disconnect:

- the heater plugs (7) 

- the injector connectors.

a Undo the clip (8) from the oil vapour rebreathing pipe
using the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (9) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (10) from the rocker cover,

- the rocker cover (11) .

109470

109466

112330

19711



11A-202

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Be sure to replace the rocker cover seal.

a Apply LOCTITE 518 (12) , 2 mm in diameter

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the rocker cover, fitted with a new gasket.

a Torque tighten in order the rocker cover bolts (10
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe.

a Unclip the clip from the oil vapour rebreathing pipe
using the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Refit the inner timing cover.

a Connect:

- the injector connectors,

- the heater plugs.

a Refit:

- the rail protector,

- the retaining bracket of the engine cover on the
gearbox side,

- the rail protector mountings,

- the intercooler tube on the inlet side.

a Fasten the clip on the intercooler tube on the inlet
side.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Clip the air duct on the turbocharger and the inlet
pipe of the intercooler.

Note:

The cylinder head gasket and rocker cover faces
must be clean, dry and free of grease (avoid fin-
ger marks).

Note:

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.)

19712-1

19711



11A-203

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 766 or 768

11A
a Refit:

- the air duct bolt on the rocker cover,

- the air pipe mounting nut on the alternator,

- a Rislan clip.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect:

- the turbocharger pressure regulation pipe,

- the pressure sensor on the inlet tube.

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the air inlet duct,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-204

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove the air filter box air inlet pipe (1) .

a Remove the intercooler inlet and outlet pipe nuts (2)
on the alternator.

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover bolts 11 N.m

injector rail protector
cover bolt

8 N.m

injector rail protector
cover nut

8 N.m

intercooler outlet air
pipe clip

5.5 N.m

the intercooler inlet and
outlet pipe nut on the
alternator

8 N.m

112783

117470



11A-205

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Disconnect the connector (3) from the inlet air pres-
sure sensor.

a Disconnect the turbocharger pressure regulation
pipe.

a Undo the clip (4) from the intercooler outlet pipe.

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side (5) .

a Remove:

- the clips (6) from the intercooler inlet air pipe,

- the bolt (7) on the rocker cover,

- the intercooler air inlet pipe (8) .

a Unclip the clips (9) from the injector rail protector
cover.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector cover bolt (10) ,

- the injector rail protector cover nut (11) ,

- the injector rail protector cover.

114210

112811

K9K, and 764

112992



11A-206

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Disconnect the injector connectors (12) .

a Move the injector harness to one side.

a Unclip the diesel return pipe.

a Detach the turbocharger front temperature sensor
wiring harness on the injector rail protector mount-
ing.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector mounting bolts (13) ,

- the injector rail protector support.

a Disconnect:

- the damper valve connector (14) (if equipped),

- the camshaft position sensor connector (15) .

a Remove:

- the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Damp-
er valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31) (if
equipped),

- the camshaft position sensor.

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (16) on
the rocker cover side.

112993

K9K, and 772

117660

112996



11A-207

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Unclip the tab (17) .

a Swivel the timing cover in the direction of the arrow.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the rocker cover bolts (18) ,

- the rocker cover (19) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the rocker cover seal.

a Apply RESIN ADHESIVE (diameter 2 mm).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the rocker cover,

- the rocker cover bolts.

111740

113476

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).

19712-1



11A-208

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Tighten to torque and in order the rocker cover
bolts (11 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit the timing cover.

a Clip on the tab.

a Connect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe on the rock-
er cover side.

a Refit:

- the cylinder marking sensor,

- the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Damp-
er valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31) (if
equipped).

a Connect:

- the damper valve connector (14) (if equipped),

- the camshaft position sensor connector (15) .

a Refit:

- the injector rail protector support,

- the injector rail protector mounting bolts.

a Clip on the turbocharger front temperature sensor
wiring harness on the rail protector mounting.

a Clip on the diesel return pipe.

a Connect the injector connectors (12) .

a Position the injector wiring harness.

a Refit:

- the injector rail protector cover,

- the injector rail protector cover nut,

- the injector rail protector cover bolt.

a Torque tighten:

- the injector rail protector cover bolt (8 N.m),

- the injector rail protector cover nut (8 N.m).

a Fasten the clips of the injector rail protector cover.

a Refit:

- the intercooler air inlet pipe,

- the clips to the intercooler inlet air pipe,

- the bolt on the rocker cover.

a Fit the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler outlet air pipe clip
(5.5 N.m).

a Connect the turbocharger pressure regulation pipe.

a Refit the intercooler inlet and outlet pipe nut on the
alternator.

a Torque tighten the intercooler inlet and outlet
pipe nut on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Refit:

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

19711

K9K, and 772

K9K, and 764



11A-209

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils:
Removal - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

a Unclip:

- the wiring harness at (1) ,

- the atmospheric pressure sensor (2) .

a Move the wiring harness to one side.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- in order, the rocker cover mounting bolts,

- the rocker cover,

- the rocker cover seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The rocker cover seal must always be replaced.

II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Fit the rocker cover.

a Tighten to torque and in order the rocker cover
mounting bolts (2 Nm).

a Tighten to torque and in order the rocker cover
mounting bolts (8 Nm).

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover mounting
bolts

8 Nm

114948

114947

114947



11A-210

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip:

- the atmospheric pressure sensor,

- the wiring harness.

a Refit the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .



11A-211

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see 02A, Lift-
ing equipment, Vehicle: Towing and lifting).

a Disconnect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery:
Removal - Refitting)

a Remove:

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the oil decanter (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) ,

- the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery: Removal -
Refitting),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see 35A, Wheels and
tyres: Wheel: Removal - Refitting),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .Special tooling required

Mot. 1716 Removes housing with sili-
cone seals.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover mounting
bolts (22), (23), (20),
(13)

8 Nm

rocker cover mounting
bolts (1) to (12), (14) to
(19), (21) and (24)

12 Nm

rocker cover mounting
bolts (22), (23), (20),
(13)

12 Nm



11A-212

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Undo all the mounting bolts from the rocker cover.

a Remove the rocker cover bolts.

15150-2



11A-213

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Using a clean cloth (1) , protect:

- the injector holder plate pipe openings to prevent
any impurities from entering,

- the injector rail,

- the camshaft position sensor location.

a Remove the rocker cover centring devices (2) using
a hammer and a drift to knock them out from above.

116507 116507

116514

Note:

The centr ing device (3) must not be removed
under any circumstances. Not following these
instructions could damage the cylinder head.



11A-214

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Press a flat-blade screwdriver onto the injector hold-
er plate and use it to gently remove the adhesive
from the rocker cover.

a Remove the rocker cover using the (Mot. 1716).

a Remove the rocker cover.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Refit the centring devices on the cylinder head using
a hammer and drift.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Apply some RESIN ADHESIVE to the rocker cover
gasket face using a stipple roller.

a Fit the rocker cover.

116515

116513

Note:

The seal faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

Excess sealant could be squeezed out when the
parts are tightened. The product-fluid mix may
damage some components (engine, radiator).

15185

Note:

Use a cloth to remove any RESIN ADHESIVE on
the rocker cover bearings.



11A-215

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
mounting bolt location

a Insert all the rocker cover mounting bolts.

15150-2

 (A) short bolts

 (B) medium bolts

 (C) long bolts



11A-216

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
tightening order for rocker cover mounting bolts

a Tighten in order and to torque the rocker cover
mounting bolts (22), (23), (20), (13) (8 Nm) to cor-
rectly fit the rocker cover.

a Tighten in order and to torque the rocker cover
mounting bolts (1) to (12), (14) to (19), (21) and
(24) (12 Nm).

a Loosen rocker cover mounting bolts (22), (23), (20)
and (13).

a Tighten in order and to torque rocker cover mount-
ing bolts (22), (23), (20), (13) (12 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see 35A, Wheels and
tyres: Wheel: Removal - Refitting),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the oil decanter (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Connect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery: Re-
moval - Refitting),

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored by the injection computer and clear
them if necessary.

15150-2



11A-217

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Undo the clip (1) from the intercooler outlet pipe.

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side (2) .

a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining
pin (3) .

a Loosen the turbocharger outlet air pipe clip (4) .

a Remove the turbocharger air outlet pipe (5) .

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover bolts 11 N.m

EGR solenoid valve
strut nuts

12 N.m

injector rail protector
bolt

8 N.m

gearbox side lifting eye
bolts

21 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

intercooler outlet air
pipe clip

5.5 N.m

K9K, and 750

113698

113699



11A-218

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

11A

a Disconnect:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the connector (6) from the EGR solenoid valve,

- the air pressure sensor connector (7) .

a Unclip the breather pipe from the gearbox.

a Remove:

- the lifting eye bolts (8) on the gearbox side,

- the gearbox side lifting eye.

a Move the wiring harness to one side.

a Unclip the clips (9) from the injector rail protector.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector bolt (10) ,

- the injector rail protector.

a Remove:

- the nuts (11) from the EGR solenoid valve strut
(12) ,

- the strut on the EGR solenoid valve.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the rocker cover bolts (13) ,

- the rocker cover.

109470 118275

19711



11A-219

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Apply RESIN ADHESIVE, 2 mm in diameter.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the rocker cover, fitted with a new gasket.

a Fit without tightening the rocker cover bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order the rocker cover
bolts (11 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the strut on the EGR solenoid valve,

- the EGR solenoid valve strut nuts.

a Tighten to torque the EGR solenoid valve strut
nuts (12 N.m).

a Refit:

- the injector rail protector,

- the injector rail protector bolt.

a Torque tighten the injector rail protector bolt (8
N.m).

a Clip the clips onto the injector rail protector.

a Refit:

- the gearbox side lifting eye,

- the gearbox side lifting eye bolts.

a Fit the wiring harness.

a Connect:

- the air pressure sensor connector.

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).

19712-1

19711



11A-220

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

11A
- the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe .

a Clip the breather pipe to the gearbox.

a Tighten to torque the gearbox side lifting eye bolts
(21 N.m).

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining pins.

a Click into place the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe bolt on the
rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Fit the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler outlet air pipe clip
(5.5 N.m).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

K9K, and 750



11A-221

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover

a Remove the bolt (1) from the intercooler air inlet pipe
on the intake distributor.

a Remove the intercooler air inlet pipe clip (2) on the
turbocharger.

a Move the intercooler inlet air pipe to one side.

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing circuit union
(4) .

a Unpick the wiring harness from the upstream oxy-
gen sensor at (5) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (6) from the heat shield,

- the heat shield,

- the filler neck bolt (7) ,

- the filler neck,

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the rocker cover bolts,

Tightening torquesm

rocker cover bolts (ini-
tial torque)

5 Nm

rocker cover bolts 13 Nm

heat shield bolts 8 Nm

121813

Note:

If the clip (3) is removed from the heat resistant
protector, the latter must be replaced.

120957

121026



11A-222

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A
- the rocker cover,

- the rocker cover gasket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Clean the joint faces using SUPER CLEANING
AGENT FOR JOINT FACES  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B,
Consumables - Products) to dissolve the part of the
seal which is still attached.

a Replace the rocker cover seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Apply beads (1) of MASTIXO  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B,
Consumables - Products) around the 4 rocker cover
bolts (lower bolts, exhaust side) and on camshaft
bearing no.5.

a Fit the new rocker cover seal, starting with bearing
No. 5 , then gradually insert the seal studs as the
rocker cover fits into the groove.

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to prevent for-
eign bodies from entering the oil supply and
return galleries.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

18441

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).



11A-223

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Refit:

- the rocker cover fitted with a new seal,

- the rocker cover bolts.

a Pretighten to torque and in order the rocker cover
bolts (initial torque) (5 Nm).

a Torque tighten in order the rocker cover bolts (13
Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove:

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the filler neck,

- the filler neck bolt,

- the heat shield,

- the heat shield bolts.

a Torque tighten the heat shield bolts (8 Nm).

a Connect the oil vapour rebreathing circuit union.

a Clip the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness into
place.

a Refit the intercooler air inlet pipe.

a Clip the intercooler air inlet pipe onto the turbocharg-
er.

a Refit the intercooler air inlet pipe bolt on the intake
distributor.

a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

121026



11A-224

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft dephaser: Function

K4M

11A
I - SPECIAL NOTES

Its role is to modify the valve timing.

To improve cylinder filling at all engine speeds, the en-
gine is fitted with an inlet camshaft dephaser (1) .

Dephasing at the moment when the inlet valves close
optimises filling according to engine speed. Torque at
midrange engine speed and output at high engine
speed are improved.

Leaving the inlet valves open for longer at high engine
speed allows the mixture to be continually admitted
thanks to its high speed.

However, at lower engine speeds the gases do not
have a high level of inertia. It is therefore preferable to
close the inlet valves earlier to avoid incorrect filling
and a loss of torque due to the reflux of fresh gases.

The higher the engine speed, the later the inlet valves
must be closed.

II - OPERATION AND PROGRAMMING

The oil is supplied to the dephaser by a solenoid valve
(2) located on the cylinder head.

The supply by a variable OCR signal (amplitude 12 V,
frequency 250 Hz) enables oil to be distributed to the
mechanism and the dephaser angle to be adjusted.

The operation of the camshaft dephaser varies contin-
uously.

The computer supplies the solenoid valve (2) with a
variable opening cyclic ratio proportional to the desired
dephasing.

Dephasing is varied continuously from 0 to 43˚ of the
crankshaft.

The camshaft dephaser control solenoid valve is con-
trolled if the following conditions are met:

- no speed sensor fault

- no camshaft position sensor fault

- no injection system faults,

- after the engine has started,

- outside idling speed and no load,

- threshold of mapping according to load and engine
speed reached,

- coolant temperature between 10 and 120˚C,

- engine oil temperature too high.

102943

15200

101814



11A-225

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft dephaser: Function

K4M

11A
Defect modes:

- dephaser returns to initial position,

- zero dephasing.

WARNING

A solenoid valve jammed open causes an unstable
idle speed, manifold pressure which is too high at
idle speed and significant engine operating noise.



11A-226

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft dephaser: Function

D4F, and 764

11A
I - SPECIAL NOTES

Its role is to modify the valve timing.

To improve cylinder filling at all engine speeds, the en-
gine is fitted with a camshaft dephaser (1) .

Dephasing at the moment when the inlet valves close
optimises filling according to engine speed. Torque at
midrange engine speed and output at high engine
speed are improved.

Leaving the inlet valves open for longer at high engine
speed allows the mixture to be continually admitted
thanks to its high speed.

However, at lower engine speeds the gases do not
have a high level of inertia. It is therefore preferable to
close the inlet valves earlier to avoid incorrect filling
and a loss of torque due to the reflux of fresh gases.

The higher the engine speed, the later the inlet valves
must be closed.

II - OPERATION AND PROGRAMMING

The oil is supplied to the dephaser by a solenoid valve
(2) located on the cylinder head.

The supply by a variable OCR signal (amplitude 12 V,
frequency 250 Hz) enables oil to be distributed to the
mechanism and the dephaser angle to be adjusted.

The operation of the camshaft dephaser varies contin-
uously.

The computer supplies the solenoid valve (2) with a
variable opening cyclic ratio proportional to the desired
dephasing.

Dephasing is varied continuously from 0 to 43˚ of the
crankshaft.

The camshaft dephaser control solenoid valve is con-
trolled if the following conditions are met:

- no speed sensor fault

- no camshaft position sensor fault

- no injection system faults,

- after the engine has started,

- outside idling speed and no load,

114816

114816

101814



11A-227

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft dephaser: Function

D4F, and 764

11A
- threshold of mapping according to load and engine

speed reached,

- coolant temperature between 10 and 120˚C,

- engine oil temperature too high.

Defect modes:

- dephaser returns to initial position,

- zero dephasing.

Note:

A solenoid valve jammed in the open position cau-
ses:

- rough idle speed,

- high pressure in the intake distributor,

- significant engine operating noises.



11A-228

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft dephaser: Function

K4M

11A
I - SPECIAL NOTES

Its role is to modify the valve timing.

To improve cylinder filling at all engine speeds, the en-
gine is fitted with an inlet camshaft dephaser (1) .

Dephasing at the moment when the inlet valves close
optimises filling according to engine speed. Midrange
torque and output are improved.

Leaving the inlet valves open for longer at high engine
speed allows the mixture to be continually admitted
thanks to its high speed.

However, at lower engine speeds the gas has low iner-
tia. It is therefore preferable to close the inlet valves
earlier to avoid incorrect filling and a loss of torque due
to the reflux of cold gases.

The higher the engine speed, the later the inlet valves
must be closed.

II - OPERATION AND PROGRAMMING

The oil is supplied to the dephaser by a solenoid valve
(2) located on the cylinder head.

The supply by a variable OCR signal (amplitude 12 V,
frequency 250 Hz) enables oil to be distributed to the
mechanism and the dephaser angle to be adjusted.

The operation of the camshaft dephaser varies contin-
uously.

The computer supplies the solenoid valve (2) with a
variable opening cyclic ratio proportional to the desired
dephasing.

Dephasing is varied continuously from 0 to 43˚ of the
crankshaft.

The camshaft dephaser control solenoid valve is con-
trolled if the following conditions are met:

- no speed sensor fault

- no camshaft position sensor fault

- no injection system faults,

- after the engine has started,

- outside idling speed and no load,

102943

15200

101814
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- threshold of mapping according to load and engine

speed reached,

- coolant temperature between 10 and 120˚C,
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I - SPECIAL NOTES

The camshaft dephaser modifies the valve timing.

To improve cylinder filling at all engine speeds, the en-
gine is fitted with an inlet camshaft dephaser (1) .

Dephasing at the moment when the inlet valves close
optimises filling according to engine speed. Torque at
midrange engine speed and output at high engine
speed are improved.

Leaving the inlet valves open for longer at high engine
speed allows the mixture to be continually admitted
thanks to its high speed.

However, at lower engine speeds the gases do not
have a high level of inertia. It is therefore preferable to
close the inlet valves earlier to avoid incorrect filling
and a loss of torque due to the reflux of fresh gases.

The higher the engine speed, the later the inlet valves
must be closed.

II - OPERATION AND PROGRAMMING

The oil is supplied to the dephaser by a solenoid valve
(2) located on the timing cover.

Supply by a variable opening cyclic ratio signal enables
oil to be distributed to the mechanism and the
dephaser angle to be adjusted.

The operation of the camshaft dephaser varies contin-
uously.

The computer supplies the solenoid valve with a vari-
able opening cyclic ratio proportional to the desired
dephasing.

The camshaft dephaser control solenoid valve is con-
trolled if the following conditions are met:

- no engine speed sensor fault

- no camshaft position sensor fault

- no injection system faults,

115873

115496

101814
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- after the engine has started,

- outside idling speed and no load,

- threshold of mapping according to load and engine
speed reached,

- threshold of mapping according to the coolant tem-
perature.
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I - SPECIAL NOTES

The camshaft dephaser modifies the valve timing.

To improve cylinder filling at all engine speeds, the en-
gine is fitted with an inlet camshaft dephaser (1) .

Dephasing at the moment when the inlet valves close
optimises filling according to engine speed. Torque at
midrange engine speed and output at high engine
speed are improved.

Leaving the inlet valves open for longer at high engine
speed allows the mixture to be continually admitted
thanks to its high speed.

However, at lower engine speeds the gases do not
have a high level of inertia. It is therefore preferable to
close the inlet valves earlier to avoid incorrect filling
and a loss of torque due to the reflux of fresh gases.

The higher the engine speed, the later the inlet valves
must be closed.

II - OPERATION AND PROGRAMMING

The oil is supplied to the dephaser by a solenoid valve
(2) located on the timing cover.

Supply by a variable opening cyclic ratio signal enables
oil to be distributed to the mechanism and the
dephaser angle to be adjusted.

The operation of the camshaft dephaser varies contin-
uously.

The computer supplies the solenoid valve with a vari-
able opening cyclic ratio proportional to the desired
dephasing.

116819

116232

116522
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The camshaft dephaser control solenoid valve is con-
trolled if the following conditions are met:

- no speed sensor fault

- no camshaft position sensor fault

- no injection system faults,

- after the engine has started,

- outside idling speed and no load,

- threshold of mapping according to load and engine
speed reached,

- threshold of mapping according to the coolant tem-
perature.
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a The engine and gearbox assembly must be re-

moved to remove/refit the camshaft dephaser (see
10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly, En-
gine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-112) .

a For the camshaft dephaser removal-refitting proce-
dure (see ) (Technical Note 6020A, 10A, Engine and
peripherals) and (see ) (Technical Note 6020A, 10A,
Engine and peripherals).
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery)

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection).

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the (Mot. 1490-01) (1) .

a Remove the camshaft dephaser blanking cover (2) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1490-01 For locking and adjusting the
camshaft pulleys.

Tightening torquesm

camshaft dephaser pul-
ley bolt

100 N.m

exhaust camshaft pul-
ley nut

30 N.m + 84˚ ±±±±
4˚

blanking cover of the
camshaft dephaser

15 N.m ±±±± 3
N.m

103265
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a Remove:

- the bolt (3) from the camshaft pulley dephaser,

- the exhaust camshaft pulley nut (4) ,

- the (Mot. 1490-01),

- the exhaust camshaft pulley.

- the camshaft dephaser pulley.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Exhaust camshaft
pulley nut.

a parts always to be replaced: Camshaft dephaser
sprocket bolt.

a If fitting a new camshaft dephaser, check that it is
locked by following the procedure described below.

a Fit a stud to the camshaft dephaser hub and tighten
it.

a Place the camshaft dephaser in a vice fitted with
jaws.

103264

WARNING

Failure to adhere to the following procedure may
cause the timing belt to be incorrectly timed.

111339
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a Mechanically lock the camshaft dephaser by rotating
it to the left or right using a tubular hexagon box
spanner.

a Check that the camshaft dephaser is correctly
locked (no rotation of the hub in relation to the wheel
to the left or right).

a If there is a rotation of the hub in relation to the
wheel, the camshaft dephaser is faulty and must be
replaced.

a Degrease the end of the inlet camshaft (timing end)
and clean the bores and bearing faces of the cam-
shaft dephaser.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the exhaust camshaft pulley.

- the camshaft dephaser pulley,

- a new nut on the exhaust camshaft pulley,

- a new bolt on the camshaft dephaser pulley.

a Position the tool (Mot. 1490-01) on the camshaft
pulleys.

a Tighten to torque:

- the camshaft dephaser pulley bolt (100 N.m),

- the exhaust camshaft pulley nut (30 N.m + 84˚ ±±±±
4˚).

a Fit a new blanking cover on the camshaft dephaser.

a Torque tighten the blanking cover of the camshaft
dephaser (15 N.m ±±±± 3 N.m).

a Remove the (Mot. 1490-01).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery)

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the engine undertray.

111340
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Fit the timing end lifting eye (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-305) .

a Fit the (Mot. 1453) fitted with the (Mot. 1453-01).

a Remove the right-hand suspended mounting sup-
port (see 19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Remove the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-48) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1453-01 Additional handle nut for
engine lifting support tool
Mot. 1453.

Mot. 1496 Camshaft timing tool.

Mot. 1054 TDC setting pin.

Mot. 1801 Camshaft sprocket locking
tool F4 engines.

Mot. 1509-01 Adapter kit for tool Mot.1509
or Mot.1801

Tightening torquesm

toothed sprocket nuts 80 Nm

old inlet camshaft
dephaser bolt

30 Nm
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II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Check that camshaft setting tool (Mot. 1496) is still
in place.

a Check that the TDC pin (Mot. 1054) is still in place
and that the crankshaft is set.

a Fit:

- the (Mot. 1801) fitted with the sprocket (Mot. 1509-
01),

- the upper bolt (1) on the upper timing cover and the
collar nut (2) .

a Tighten the upper bolt on the upper timing cover and
the collar nut.

a Bring the toothed sprockets of the tool into contact
with the camshaft pulleys.

a Torque tighten the toothed sprocket nuts (80 Nm)
(3) .

a Remove the inlet camshaft dephaser blanking cover
(4) .

a Remove:

- the inlet camshaft dephaser bolt (5) ,

- the (Mot. 1801) fitted with the sprocket (Mot. 1509-
01),

- the inlet camshaft dephaser.

117346

Note:

Beware of oil running out when removing the
blanking cover from the camshaft dephaser and
when removing the camshaft dephaser.

117346

116817
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REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a

a If fitting a new inlet camshaft dephaser, check that it
is locked by following the procedure described be-
low:

a Fit a stud in the dephaser hub and tighten it.

a Place the inlet camshaft dephaser in a vice fitted
with jaws.

a Mechanically lock the dephaser by rotating it to the
left or to the right using a tubular hexagon box span-
ner.

a Check that the inlet camshaft dephaser is correctly
locked (no rotation of the hub in relation to the wheel
to the left or right).

a If there is a rotation of the hub in relation to the
wheel, the camshaft dephaser is faulty and must be
replaced.

a Grease the end of the inlet camshaft (timing end)
and clean the bores and bearing faces of the inlet
camshaft dephaser.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the inlet camshaft dephaser,

- the old inlet camshaft dephaser bolt.

a Tighten to torque the old inlet camshaft dephaser
bolt (30 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

WARNING

Failure to observe the following procedure can
lead to the destruction of the engine.

111339

111340
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a Remove:

- the (Mot. 1453) fitted with the (Mot. 1453-01),

- the lifting eye on the timing end (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-305) .

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Fit the engine support tool (Mot. 1672) under the
lower cover.

a Remove the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (1) from the upper timing cover,

- the upper timing cover,

- the bolts (2) from the timing intermediate housing,

- the timing intermediate housing,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1054 TDC setting pin.

Tightening torquesm

camshaft dephaser bolt 75 Nm

camshaft dephaser
blanking cover

15 Nm

lower timing cover bolt 10 Nm

t iming in termediate
housing bolts

10 Nm

upper timing cover bolts 33 Nm

109745

120951
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a Remove:

- the lower timing cover bolt (3) ,

- the lower timing cover.

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley bolt and its
retaining washer.

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise (timing end) to posi-
tion the crankshaft sprocket marking (4) half a tooth
in front of the alignment of the fixed marking (5) on
the oil pump casing.

a Insert (Mot. 1054).

a Turn the crankshaft clockwise until it is stopped.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Dephaser removal with timing belt present

a

a Remove the camshaft dephaser blanking cover.

a Undo the camshaft dephaser bolt.

a Remove:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the camshaft dephaser bolt,

- the camshaft dephaser.

120950

121025

109735

Note:

With the timing belt present, use it to loosen then
torque tighten the camshaft dephaser bolt.
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2 - Dephaser removal without timing belt

a

a Refit the used timing belt (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-48) .

a Remove the camshaft dephaser blanking cover.

a Undo the camshaft dephaser bolt.

a Remove:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the camshaft dephaser bolt,

- the camshaft dephaser.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Check:

- that the camshaft dephaser wheel is correctly
locked (wheel does not rotate right or left),

- that the camshaft dephaser bearing face is clean
and in good condition,

- that there are no foreign bodies in the camshaft oil
ducts (6) and in the camshaft dephaser oil ducts (7)
.

Note:

If the timing belt is missing or broken, without
damage to the engine, a used timing belt must
be fitted before carrying out this procedure, to
allow the dephaser bolt to be loosened then tight-
ened.

115323

115325
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II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the camshaft dephaser.

a Refit:

- the camshaft dephaser bolt,

- a used timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-48) .

a Torque tighten the camshaft dephaser bolt (75
Nm).

a Remove the used timing belt (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-48) .

115324

115323

115322

Note:

Check that the camshaft dephaser is correctly 
positioned in relation to the camshaft:

- the oil ducts should match,

- the dephaser spigot (8) should fit into the cam-
shaft groove (9) ,

- the mark (10) on the camshaft dephaser and
the fixed marking (11) must be aligned.

Failure to respect these instructions could result
in destruction of the engine.

Note:

The (Mot. 1054) must be in place.
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a Fit the new timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of

engine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-48) .

a Refit the new camshaft dephaser blanking cover.

a Torque tighten the camshaft dephaser blanking
cover (15 Nm).

a Remove the (Mot. 1054).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the lower timing cover,

- the lower timing cover bolt.

a Torque tighten the lower timing cover bolt (10
Nm).

a Refit:

- the timing intermediate housing,

- the timing intermediate housing bolts.

a Torque tighten the timing intermediate housing
bolts (10 Nm).

a Refit:

- the upper timing cover,

- the upper timing cover.

a Tighten to torque the upper timing cover bolts (33
Nm).

a Refit the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) .

a Remove the engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Remove:

- the camshaft pulley mounting bolt using the (Mot.
799-01),

- the camshaft pulley.

Special tooling required

Mot. 799-01 Timing gear wheel immobil-
iser.

Mot. 1381 Camshaft seal extractor tool
30 x 42 x 7.

Mot. 1605 Tool for fitting cylinder head
plugs.

Mot. 1587 Tool for fitting camshaft
"PTFE" seal.

Tightening torquesm

mounting bolts of cam-
shaft bearing cap no. 5

9 N.m

camshaft bearing cap
mounting bolt

7 N.m + 50˚ ±±±±
6˚

camshaft pulley mount-
ing bolt

30 N.m + 45˚ ±±±±
6

18722
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a Position the (Mot. 1381) (2) .

a Tighten the bolt (3) of the (Mot. 1381).

a Remove the lip seal.

a Remove the camshaft seal cap.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the camshaft mounting bolts,

- the camshafts.

18722-1

18722-2

18723

18724
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a Mark the camshaft bearing caps with an indelible
marker pen.

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (4) from camshaft bearing cap
no. 5,

- the camshaft bearing caps.

a Remove the camshaft.

18724-1

18724-2

18724-3



11A-250

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Apply:

- two beads (5) of RHODORSEAL 5661 with a width
of 2 mm on cylinder head bearing no. 5,

- two drops (6) of RHODORSEAL 5661 to cylinder
head bearing no. 1.

a Apply a blob of oil to the camshaft bearings.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the camshaft,

- the camshaft bearing caps.

a Torque tighten the mounting bolts of camshaft
bearing cap no. 5 (9 N.m).

19595

19594

18724-2



11A-251

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

a Refit the camshafts, positioning:

- the rails in relation to the tappets,

- the marks (7) on the flywheel end.

18945



11A-252

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

a Pretighten in order and to torque the mounting bolts
of the camshaft bearing caps (5 N.m).

a Loosen the mounting bolt (1) .

a Torque and angle tighten the camshaft bearing
cap mounting bolt (7 N.m + 50˚ ±±±± 6˚).

a Repeat these two operations for each bolt from (2) to
(10) .

III - FINAL REFITTING

a Ensure that the seal bearing surfaces are clean.

a Refit the seal cap to the end of the camshaft using
the (Mot. 1605).

a Fit the lip seal.

18724

20058

18687



11A-253

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

a Screw the threaded rod of the (Mot. 1587) into the
camshaft.

a Fit the seal gasket and protector on the camshaft.
Be careful not to touch the seal.

a Fit the cover (8) and the collar nut (9) of the (Mot.
1587).

19592

19592-1

19592-2



11A-254

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

a Screw on the collar nut until the cover touches the
cylinder head.

a Remove:

- the nut from the,

- the cover from the,

- the seal protector,

- the threaded rod of the.

a The camshaft pulley mounting bolt must always be
replaced.

a Refit the camshaft pulley.

a Torque tighten the camshaft pulley mounting bolt
(30 N.m + 45˚ ±±±± 6) using the (Mot. 799-01).

19592-3

19592-4

19592-5

18722



11A-255

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A
a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-256

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a Remove the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) .

a Remove:

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

Equipment required

roller-type stud removal tool

Tightening torquesm

camshaft dowel 0.8 daN.m

K4M, and 862



11A-257

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the camshafts (1) ,

- the camshaft seals on the timing end.

a Remove:

- the valve rockers (2) ,

- the hydraulic tappets (3) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

To check if re-priming is necessary, press the top of
the tappet with your thumb. If the tappet piston de-
presses, immerse the tappets in a container full of
new oil or diesel, then reprime them.

128685

14499

Note:

Always keep the hydraulic tappets vertical or
immerse them in a bath of clean engine oil or
diesel to avoid any risk of depriming the hydraulic
tappets.

Note:

It is essential to reprime the hydraulic tappets as
these may become drained if removed for a long
time.



11A-258

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a

Replacing a camshaft dowel

a

a - Removal

a Place the camshaft in a vice with aluminium jaws.

a Remove the dowel using a roller-type stud remov-
al tool (7) .

b - Cleaning the camshaft

a

c - Refitting

a Place the camshaft in a vice with aluminium jaws.

15152

 (4) Exhaust camshaft

 (5) Inlet camshaft

Note:

The camshafts are identified by the pulley mount-
ings.

Note:

It is essential to replace the camshaft dowel (6) if
it comes loose at the same time as the nut.

109050

Note:

Clean the thread hole of the camshaft carefully to
prevent foreign bodies from entering the latter.

WARNING

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.



11A-259

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Refit the new camshaft dowel (precoated section (8)
on the camshaft side).

a Torque tighten the camshaft dowel (0.8 daN.m) us-
ing a roller-type stud removal tool (9) .

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the hydraulic tappets,

- the valve rockers,

- the inlet camshaft, by lubricating the inlet camshaft
bearings,

- the exhaust camshaft, by lubricating the exhaust
camshaft bearings.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the camshaft seals on the timing end (see 11A,
Top and front of engine, Camshaft seal, timing
end: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-284) ,

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Refit the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) .

a Refit:

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray.

109050

K4M, and 862



11A-260

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the spark plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-11) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the inlet camshaft,

- the exhaust camshaft.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a The camshaft can be identified by an etching (3) .

14515

 (1) E 4 -1 = Exhaust camshaft

 (2) A 4 - 1 = Inlet camshaft

14518



11A-261

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K4J

11A

a Numbers (1) and (2) are only used by the supplier.

a Number (3) identifies the camshafts:

- AM = Inlet

- EM = Exhaust

a It is essential to replace the camshaft stud (4) if the
stud becomes loose with the nut (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Camshaft: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-247) (Technical Note 3887A, 11A, Top
and front of engine).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the inlet camshaft,

- the exhaust camshaft.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the spark plugs (see 17A, Ignition, Plugs: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-11) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended mounting support (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

1120



11A-262

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Damp-
er valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31)
(K9K/764, 772, if equipped),

- the vacuum pump (see Vacuum pump: Removal
- Refitting) (MR 392, 37A, Mechanical component
controls),

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

1 - First fitting of camshaft pulley

Single unit camshaft pulley

a Immobilise the single unit camshaft pulley using the
tool  (Mot. 799-01).

a Remove:

- the nut from the camshaft pulley,

- the camshaft pulley.

Special tooling required

Mot. 799-01 Timing gear wheel immobil-
iser.

Tightening torquesm

camshaft bearing bolts 10 N.m

camshaft pulley nut 30 N.m + 86°°°° ±±±±
6°°°°

camshaft hub nut 30 N.m + 86˚ ±±±±
6˚

20067



11A-263

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A
2 - Second fitting of camshaft pulley

Camshaft pulley in two parts

a Remove:

- the camshaft pulley wheel bolts (1) ,

- the camshaft pulley wheel (2) .

a Gently turn the camshaft anti-clockwise.

a Remove:

- the camshaft hub nut (3) using the (Mot. 799-01),

- the camshaft hub.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the camshaft bearing bolts,

- the camshaft bearings,

- the camshaft,

- the camshaft seal.
116203

117657

20064-2



11A-264

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a It is essential to replace the camshaft stud if the stud
becomes loose with the nut (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Camshaft: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-247) (Technical Note 3887A, 11A, Top
and front of engine).

a Apply four beads of RESIN ADHESIVE, 1 mm wide
to cylinder head bearings no.1 and no.6.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the camshaft,

- the camshaft bearings (observing their original po-
sitions, no.1 flywheel end).

a Pretighten camshaft bearing bolts (4) , (5) , (6) and
(7) .

a Tighten to torque bolts (4) , (5) , (6) and (7)  on the
camshaft bearings (10 N.m).

a Pretighten the camshaft intermediate bearing bolts.

a Torque tighten the camshaft bearing bolts (10
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the camshaft seal (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal -
Refitting, page 11A-284) .

20064-1

Note:

The cylinder head gasket faces and camshaft
bearings No.1 and No.6 must be clean, dry and
free of grease (avoid finger marks).

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).

Note:

Always replace any camshaft pulley studs which
were loosened during the operation.

Do not touch or soil the pre-coated section of the
new stud as this may cause oil to leak out from
the camshaft. In this case, torque tighten the
camshaft stud 12 N.m.

20064-2



11A-265

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A
1 - First fitting of camshaft pulley

a Refit:

- the camshaft pulley,

- a new nut on the camshaft pulley.

a Torque and angle tighten the camshaft pulley nut
(30 N.m + 86°°°° ±±±± 6°°°°), locking the pulley with the tool
(Mot. 799-01).

2 - Second fitting of camshaft pulley

a The camshaft hub nut (8) must always be replaced.

a Refit the camshaft hub.

a Torque and angle tighten the camshaft hub nut (30
N.m + 86˚ ±±±± 6 )̊, locking the hub using the tool (Mot.
799-01).

a Refit:

- the camshaft pulley wheel (9) ,

- the camshaft pulley wheel bolts (10) .

a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the vacuum pump (see Vacuum pump: Removal
- Refitting) (MR 392, 37A, Mechanical component
controls),

- the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Damp-
er valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31)
(K9K/764, 772, if equipped),

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

Note:

When replacing the camshaft pulley, the Parts
Department supplies a camshaft pulley in two
parts.

117657

116203



11A-266

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A
- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-267

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove the bolt (1) from the intercooler air inlet pipe
on the intake distributor.

a Remove the intercooler inlet pipe clip (2) from the
turbocharger.

a Move the intercooler inlet air pipe to one side.

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing circuit union
(4) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 799-01 Timing gear wheel immobil-
iser.

Mot. 1381 Camshaft seal extractor tool
30 x 42 x 7.

Mot. 1587 Tool for fitting camshaft
"PTFE" seal.

Tightening torquesm

bolts on camshaft bear-
ing No.5

9 Nm

camshaft bearing cap
bolt

7 Nm + 50˚ ±±±± 6˚

camshaft pulley bolt 30 Nm + 45˚ ±±±±
6˚

heat shield bolts 8 Nm

121813

Note:

If the thermal protection clip (3) is removed, the
intercooler air inlet pipe must also be replaced.



11A-268

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Unpick the wiring harness from the upstream oxy-
gen sensor at (5) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (6) from the heat shield,

- the heat shield,

- the filler neck bolt (7) ,

- the filler neck,

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Set up engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Remove:

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Remove:

- the camshaft pulley bolt (8) using the (Mot. 799-
01),

- the camshaft pulley.

120957

109745

18722



11A-269

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Position the (Mot. 1381).

a Remove the seal by tightening the bolt (9) on the
(Mot. 1381).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the camshaft bolts,

- the camshafts.

a Mark the camshaft bearing caps with a permanent
marker pen.

18722-1

18722-2

18724

18724-1



11A-270

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Remove the camshaft bearing caps.

a Remove the camshaft.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the camshaft seal,

- the camshaft pulley bolt.

a Clean the joint faces with SUPER CLEANER FOR
JOINT FACES  (see Vehicle: Parts and consum-
ables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B, Consumables -
Products) to dissolve any part of the joint still re-
maining.

18724-2

18724-3

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to prevent for-
eign bodies from entering the oil supply and
return galleries.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.



11A-271

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Apply:

- two beads (10) of MASTIXO  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B,
Consumables - Products) with a width of 2 mm to
bearing No.5 on the cylinder head,

- two drops (11) of MASTIXO to bearing No.1 on the
cylinder head.

a Apply a blob of oil to the camshaft bearings.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the camshaft.

19595

19594

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).

18724-3



11A-272

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Refit the camshaft bearing caps.

a Torque tighten the bolts on camshaft bearing No.5
(9 Nm).

18724-2



11A-273

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A
Inlet camshaft

a Refit the inlet camshaft by positioning:

- the rails in relation to the tappets,

- the marking (12) on the timing end.

18945



11A-274

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A
Exhaust camshaft

a Refit the exhaust camshaft by positioning:

- the rails in relation to the tappets,

- the marking (13) on the flywheel end.

18944



11A-275

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Tighten to torque and in order the camshaft bear-
ing cap bolts (5 Nm).

a Completely loosen bolt (1) .

a Torque and angle tighten the camshaft bearing
cap bolt (7 Nm + 50˚ ±±±± 6˚).

a Carry out the previous operations for each bolt from
(2) to (10) .

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Prepare the camshaft seal with its protector.

a Fit the seal using the (Mot. 1587).

18724

18687

Note:

This type of seal is extremely fragile. Only touch
the protective part (14) when handling the gas-
ket. It is strictly forbidden to touch the seal (15) ;
this is to prevent any oil leaks once the oil seal is
fitted to the engine.



11A-276

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Fit the threaded rod (16) of the (Mot. 1587) into the
camshaft.

a Fit the seal gasket and protector on the camshaft.
Be careful not to touch the seal.

a Fit the cover (17) and the collar nut (18) of the (Mot.
1587).

19592

19592-1

19592-2



11A-277

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Tighten the collar nut until the cover comes into con-
tact with the cylinder head.

a Remove:

- the nut (18) ,

- the cover (17) ,

- the guard (14) ,

- the threaded rod (16) .

a Refit:

- the camshaft pulley,

- the new camshaft pulley bolt (19) .

a Torque and angle tighten the camshaft pulley bolt
(30 Nm + 45˚ ±±±± 6˚) using the (Mot. 799-01).

19592-3

19592-4

19592-5

18722



11A-278

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A
a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) .

a Remove the engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the filler neck,

- the filler neck bolt,

- the heat shield,

- the heat shield bolts.

a Torque tighten the heat shield bolts (8 Nm).

a Clip the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness into
place.

a Connect:

- upstream oxygen sensor connector,

- the oil vapour rebreathing circuit union.

a Refit the intercooler air inlet pipe.

a Clip the intercooler air inlet pipe onto the turbocharg-
er.

a Refit:

- the intercooler air inlet pipe bolt on the intake dis-
tributor,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



11A-279

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the « engine and gearbox » assembly (see
10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly, En-
gine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-161) .

a Disconnect the manual gearbox from the engine
(see Manual gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (21A,
Manual gearbox).

a Disconnect the automatic gearbox from the engine
(see Automatic gearbox: Removal - Refitting)
(23A, Automatic transmission).

a Place the engine on the component support (see
Engine support equipment: Use) .

a Drain the engine (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly , Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 11A-5) .

a Immobilise the flywheel by fitting the tool (Mot. 919-
02)  (1) on the cylinder block.

Special tooling required

Mot. 919-02 Flywheel locking tool.

Mot. 1716 Removes housing with sili-
cone seals.

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head cover
bolts (first initial torque)

2 N.m

cylinder head cover
bolts (second initial
torque)

6 N.m

cylinder head cover
bolts

10 N.m

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply
the safety and cleanliness instructions and opera-
tion recommendations before carrying out any
repair (see Engine: Precautions for the repair) .

WARNING

It is strictly forbidden to apply any pressure to the 
engine oil sump. Damage to the sump will irrepara-
bly damage the engine by:

- blocking the strainer,

- raising the oil level above maximum, with a risk of
engine racing.

M4R, and 700

M4R, and 701

M4R, and 700

115928



11A-280

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Immobilise the drive plate by fitting the tool (Mot.
919-02)  (2) on the cylinder block.

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the (Mot. 919-02),

- the crankshaft seal on the timing side (see 10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly, Crank-
shaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-1) ,

- the timing chain (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Timing chain: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-170) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the timing sprockets (see Timing sprocket: Re-
moval - Refitting) ,

- the injector rail (see 13B, Diesel injection, Injec-
tor rail: Removal - Refitting, page 13B-64) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the cylinder head cover bolts.

a Detach the cylinder head cover using the tool (Mot.
1716) (3) .

a Remove the cylinder head cover (4) .

M4R, and 701

122839

115773

115774



11A-281

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Remove the camshafts (5) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Clean the joint faces of the cylinder head cover with
SUPER CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FACES
(see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the re-
pair) (04B, Consumables - Products).

a Remove the residue using a plastic spatula.

a Finish cleaning the joint faces using a GREY ABRA-
SIVE PAD, part number 77 01 405 943.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean:

- the cylinder head cover,

- the camshafts.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the camshafts (6)  (see Camshaft: Check) ,
placing the lugs (7) upwards.

115775

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

115775

116209



11A-282

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a

a Apply a bead of SILICONE ADHESIVE SEALANT
(see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the re-
pair) (04B, Consumables - Products) with a diame-
ter of 4 mm  (8) around the edge of the joint face of
the cylinder head cover and the plug wells.

a Refit:

- the cylinder head cover,

- the cylinder head cover bolts.

a Pretighten to torque and in order:

- the cylinder head cover bolts (first initial
torque) (2 N.m),

- the cylinder head cover bolts (second initial
torque) (6 N.m).

a Torque tighten in order the cylinder head cover
bolts (10 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the injector rail (see 13B, Diesel injection, Injec-
tor rail: Removal - Refitting, page 13B-64) ,

- the timing sprockets (see Timing sprocket: Re-
moval - Refitting) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the timing chain (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Timing chain: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-170) ,

- the crankshaft seal on the timing side (see 10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly, Crank-
shaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-1) .

116043

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).

115773



11A-283

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A
a Immobilise the flywheel or the drive plate using the

tool (Mot. 919-02).

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A,
Top and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) .

a Remove the tool (Mot. 919-02).

a Refit the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove the engine from the component support
(see Engine support equipment: Use) .

a Connect the manual gearbox to the engine (see
Manual gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (21A, Man-
ual gearbox).

a Connect the automatic gearbox to the engine (see
Automatic gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (23A,
Automatic transmission).

a Refit the « engine and gearbox » assembly (see
10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly, En-
gine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-161) .

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

M4R, and 700

M4R, and 701



11A-284

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

FACTORY FITTING:

a Immobilise the camshaft hub using the (Mot. 799-
01) (1) .

a Remove:

- the nut from the camshaft pulley,

- the camshaft pulley (2) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 799-01 Timing gear wheel immobil-
iser.

Mot. 1577 Lip seal extractor (shaft diam-
eter 28 mm to 42 mm).

Mot. 1632 Tool for fitting camshaft PTFE
seal

Tightening torquesm

camshaft hub bolt 30 N.m + 86˚ ±±±±
6˚

camshaft hub bolt 30 N.m + 86˚ ±±±±
6˚

camshaft pulley bolts 14 N.m

111999

20068



11A-285

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A
RETRO-FITTING:

a Remove:

- the camshaft pulley bolts (3) ,

- the camshaft pulley.

a Immobilise the camshaft hub using the (Mot. 799-
01).

a Remove:

- the camshaft hub nut (4) ,

- the camshaft hub.

REMOVAL OPERATION FOR THE PART 
CONCERNED, FOR BOTH FITTINGS

a

a Remove the camshaft seal (12) making sure that the
end piece (13) of the tool (Mot. 1577) is always re-
moved.

a Loosen bolts (14) and (1 5) fully from the (Mot.
1577).

116203

117657

123970

105257

Note:

The camshaft seal is removed using the (Mot.
1577).



11A-286

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

a Position the claws of the (Mot. 1577) on the cam-
shaft.

a Push the tool (Mot. 1577) until contact is made be-
tween the ends (16) of the claws and the camshaft
seal.

a Separate the claws by turning the bolt (17) clockwise
using an open-jawed spanner.

a Remove the camshaft seal by turning the bolt (18)
clockwise.

105270

105271

105272

105273



11A-287

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a It is essential to replace the camshaft seal.

Note:

Always replace any camshaft pulley studs which
were loosened during the operation.

Do not touch or soil the pre-coated section of the
new stud as this may cause oil to leak out from
the camshaft. In this case, torque tighten the
camshaft stud 12 N.m.



11A-288

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Screw the stud (22) of the (Mot. 1632) onto the cam-
shaft.

a Fit a new camshaft seal on the camshaft.

1 - First fitting of the camshaft seal

a Fit the cover (23) and the collar nut (24) of the (Mot.
1632).

105531

21687-1

Note:

For camshaft seals delivered fitted to a protective 
sleeve:

- do not remove the camshaft seal from its pro-
tective sleeve,

- fit the sleeve fitted with the camshaft seal to the
camshaft,

- push the protective sleeve towards the cylinder
head until the camshaft seal reaches its limit on
the cylinder head,

- fit the seal on the camshaft by following the rec-
ommendations below.

21687-2



11A-289

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

a Screw on the collar nut until the cover touches the
cylinder head.

2 - Second fitting of the camshaft seal

a Depending on the case, the Parts Department deliv-
ers seals (25) equipped with a spacer (26) amongst
other things.

a

21687-3

123076

123075

Note:

The spacer (27) is used to fit the seal (28) and is
used in addition to the tool (Mot. 1632) (29) .



11A-290

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

a Position the bell (30) fitted with the spacer on the
camshaft seal side and then position the collared nut
(31) of the tool (Mot. 1632).

a Screw on the collar nut until the spacer fitted on the
cover touches the cylinder head.

3 - Continued for both methods

a Remove:

- the collar nut from the (Mot. 1632),

- the cover from the (Mot. 1632),

- the stud of the (Mot. 1632),

- the protective sleeve and the spacer, if fitted then
throw them away.

FACTORY FITTING:

a Refit:

- the camshaft pulley,

- the camshaft pulley nut.

a Immobilise the camshaft hub using the (Mot. 799-
01).

a Torque tighten the camshaft hub bolt (30 N.m +
86˚ ±±±± 6˚), locking the hub using the tool (Mot. 799-
01).

RETRO-FITTING:

a Refit:

- the camshaft hub,

- the camshaft hub nut.

a Immobilise the camshaft hub using the (Mot. 799-
01).

a Torque tighten the camshaft hub bolt (30 N.m +
86˚ ±±±± 6˚), locking the hub using the tool (Mot. 799-
01).

a Refit:

- the camshaft pulley,

- the camshaft pulley bolts.

123073

Note:

The spacer fits on the bell of the tool (Mot. 1632)
so that the internal edge of the spacer is on the
side of the camshaft seal.

123074

Note:

When replacing the camshaft pulley, the Parts
Department supplies a camshaft pulley in two
parts.



11A-291

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K9K

11A

a Position the pulley (6) in the centre of the ellipses (7)
.

a Tighten to torque the camshaft pulley bolts (14
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

116203



11A-292

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the right-hand protector bolts,

- the right-hand protector,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Position the (Mot. 1801) (1) 

equipped with the tool (Mot. 1509-01).

a Tighten the bolt and the collar nut.

a Torque tighten the toothed sprocket nuts (80 Nm).

a Remove:

- the camshaft pulley nuts,

- the (Mot. 1801) fitted with the (Mot. 1509-01),

- the camshaft pulleys.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1801 Camshaft sprocket locking
tool F4 engines.

Mot. 1509-01 Adapter kit for tool Mot.1509
or Mot.1801

Mot. 1577 Lip seal extractor (shaft diam-
eter 28 mm to 42 mm).

Mot. 1814 Tool for fitting the PTFE seal
to the inlet camshaft F4R/830

Mot. 1512 Tool for fitting exhaust cam-
shaft seals (28 x 47).

Tightening torquesm

toothed sprocket nuts 80 Nm

exhaust camshaft pul-
ley nut

30 Nm

intake camshaft pulley
nut

30 Nm

inlet camshaft dephaser
blanking cover

25 Nm

123913



11A-293

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Remove the intake camshaft dephaser blanking
cover (2) .

a Remove:

- the camshaft pulley nuts (3) ,

- the (Mot. 1801) fitted with the (Mot. 1509-01),

- the camshaft pulleys (4) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the end piece (5) from the (Mot. 1577).

a Position the (Mot. 1577).

a Position the claws (6) of the tool (Mot. 1577) on the
camshaft.

123912

123915

105257

123924



11A-294

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Push the tool (Mot. 1577) until contact is made be-
tween the ends of the claws and the camshaft seal.

a Separate the claws by screwing the bolt using an
open-jawed spanner (7) .

a Remove the camshaft seal by screwing the bolt (8) .

a Repeat the previous operations in order to remove
the other camshaft seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The seals on these engines come fitted with an elas-
tomer flat lip seal (9) and a protector (10) (also used
to fit the seal on the engine).

123924

123922

123923

20257



11A-295

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the seal (12) and protector on the camshaft, be-
ing careful not to touch the seal.

a Position the (Mot. 1814) (13) .

123925

Note:

This type of seal is very delicate. When handling,
it is essential to grip the seal using its protector. It
is strictly forbidden to touch seal; (11) this is to
prevent any oil leaks once the oil seal is fitted to
the engine.

123920

123919



11A-296

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Tighten the nut (14) until the tool comes in contact
against the cylinder head.

a Repeat the previous operations for refitting the ex-
haust camshaft seal with the tool (Mot. 1512).

a Remove:

- the (Mot. 1814),

- the tool (Mot. 1512).,

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the camshaft pulleys,

- the (Mot. 1801) fitted with the (Mot. 1509-01),

- the camshaft pulley nuts.

a Tighten to torque:

- the exhaust camshaft pulley nut (30 Nm),

- the intake camshaft pulley nut (30 Nm).

a Refit the inlet camshaft dephaser blanking cover.

a Torque tighten the inlet camshaft dephaser blank-
ing cover (25 Nm).

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the rear suspended engine mounting (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19D-13) ,

- the right-hand protector,

- the right-hand protector bolts,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the engine undertray bolts.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

123918

123917



11A-297

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Completely unscrew the nut (1) and the bolt (Mot.
1577) of the (2) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1577 Lip seal extractor (shaft diam-
eter 28 mm to 42 mm).

Mot. 1632 Tool for fitting camshaft PTFE
seal

105257

Note:

The camshaft seal is removed from the timing
end using the (Mot. 1577).



11A-298

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
Removing the seal on the exhaust side and inlet 
side

a Position the claws of the (Mot. 1577) on the cam-
shaft.

a Push the tool (Mot. 1577) until contact is made be-
tween the ends of the claws and the camshaft seal.

a Separate the claws by turning the nut (3) clockwise
using an open-jawed spanner.

a Remove the camshaft seal by turning the bolt clock-
wise using a spanner (4) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Camshaft seal on
timing end.

126608

126608

126609

126605



11A-299

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A
a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-

bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the seal mating face of each camshaft,

- the camshaft seal housings.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

1 - Refitting the exhaust side seal

a Position the protector fitted with a new seal (7) on
the camshaft (taking care not to touch the seal).

a Screw the stud (8) of the (Mot. 1632) onto the cam-
shaft.

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

18687

Note:

Always hold the camshaft seal with the protector
(5) when handling, as this type of camshaft seal
is very FRAGILE. Touching the camshaft seal (6)
is strictly forbidden in order to avoid any oil leaks
once the camshaft seal is fitted on the engine.

105531

126219



11A-300

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Fit the cover (9) and the collar nut (10) of the (Mot.
1632).

a Screw on the collar nut until the cover touches the
cylinder head.

a Remove:

- the collar nut from the (Mot. 1632),

- the cover from the (Mot. 1632),

- the stud of the (Mot. 1632),

- the camshaft seal protector.

2 - Refitting the inlet side seal

a Position the protector fitted with a new seal (11) on
the camshaft (taking care not to touch the seal).

a Remove the camshaft seal protector.

a Screw the stud (12) of the (Mot. 1632) onto the cam-
shaft.

126218

105531

126223



11A-301

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Camshaft seal, timing end: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

a Fit the cover (13) and the collar nut (14) of the (Mot.
1632).

a Screw on the collar nut until the cover touches the
cylinder head.

a Remove:

- the collar nut from the (Mot. 1632),

- the cover from the (Mot. 1632),

- the stud from the (Mot. 1632).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the camshaft dephaser (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Camshaft dephaser: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-234) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

126222



11A-302

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coils from cylinders 2, 3 and 4 (see
17A, Ignition, Coils: Removal - Refitting, page
17A-2) . a Remove:

- the inlet manifold retaining bracket mounting bolts
(1) ,

- the inlet manifold retaining brackets (2) .

a Unclip the petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve
wiring harness (3) .

a Remove:

- the retaining bracket mounting bolts (4) ,

- the retaining brackets.

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (5) from
the oil decanter.

a Remove the oil vapour rebreathing pipe.

a Unclip the breather hose (6) from the gearbox.

Tightening torquesm

oil decanter mounting
bolts

13 Nm

116503



11A-303

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (7) from the oil separator,

- the oil decanter.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Clean the joint faces.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the oil decanter fitted with a new seal,

- the oil decanter mounting bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order the oil decanter
mounting bolts (13 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the oil vapour rebreathing pipe.

a Connect the oil decanter oil vapour rebreathing
hose.

a Refit:

- the retaining brackets,

- the retaining bracket mounting bolts.

a Connect the petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid
valve wiring harness.

a Refit:

- the inlet manifold retaining brackets,

- the inlet manifold retaining bracket mounting bolts,

- the ignition coils for cylinders 2, 3 and 4 (see 17A,
Ignition, Coils: Removal - Refitting, page 17A-2)
,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

116506

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

116506



11A-304

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting

K4M

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the intake distributor (see ) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts (1) from the oil separator,

- the oil separator,

- the oil separator seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: oil decanter bolt.

parts always to be replaced: Oil decanter seal.

a Use SUPER CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FA-
CES  (see ) (04B, Consumables - Products) to 
clean:

- the oil separator joint face if it is to be re-used,

- the rocker cover joint face.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to degrease:

- the oil separator joint face if it is to be re-used,

- the rocker cover joint face.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new seal on the oil separator,

- the oil separator,

- new oil separator bolts.

a Torque tighten in order the oil separator bolts (15
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the intake distributor (see ) .

Tightening torquesm

oil separator bolts 15 N.m

101820

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

101820



11A-305

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
IDENTIFICATION

Parts description

a The lifting eyes and their mounting bolts are in the
tool tray under the carpet in the bottom of the lug-
gage compartment.

REMOVAL - REFITTING

I - FITTING THE TIMING END LIFTING EYE

a Obtain the timing end lifting eye and its mounting
bolt.

a Position the lifting eye (5) in the cylinder head cen-
tring device (6) .

a Tighten the lifting eye mounting bolt (7) .

116882

 (1) timing end lifting eye

 (2) timing end lifting eye mounting
bolt

 (3) gearbox side lifting eye

 (4) gearbox side lifting eye mount-
ing bolt

Note:

The lifting eyes fitted must be removed and put
back in the vehicle once the operation is com-
pleted.

116812

116813



11A-306

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
II - REMOVING THE TIMING END LIFTING EYE

a Remove:

- the timing end lifting eye mounting bolt,

- the lifting eye on the timing end.

a Put the lifting eye and mounting bolt back in the tool
tray.

III - FITTING THE GEARBOX SIDE LIFTING EYE.

a Obtain the lifting eye and its mounting bolt.

a Remove the air inlet duct (8) :

- by unclipping it from the front end panel,

- by rotating it and disconnecting it.

a Disconnect the duct (9) :

- air resonator side,

- air filter unit side.

a Fit the timing end lifting eye (10) .

a Tighten the timing end lifting eye mounting bolts (11)
.

116814

116368

116815



11A-307

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
IV - REMOVING THE GEARBOX SIDE LIFTING EYE

a Remove:

- the gearbox side lifting eye mounting bolts,

- the gearbox side lifting eye.

a Put the lifting eye and mounting bolts back in the tool
tray.



11A-308

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

a Unclip the electrical wiring from the rocker cover.

a Remove the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front
of engine , Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-183) .

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(1) .

a Remove the mounting (2) from the upstream oxygen
sensor connector.

Equipment required

cylinder head testing tools

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head bolts (ini-
tial torque)

20 N.m

cylinder head bolts 230˚ ±±±± 6˚

110422

109722



11A-309

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A

a Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connec-
tor (3) .

a Remove the cooling hoses (4) on the water cham-
ber.

a Remove:

- the bolts (5) from the exhaust flange,

- the strut bolt (6) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the cylinder head bolts,

- the cylinder head,

- the cylinder head gasket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Cylinder head gas-
ket.

a parts always to be replaced: cylinder head bolts.

109725

108817

18641



11A-310

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A
1 - Cleaning the cylinder head

a Clean the cylinder head.

a Clean the joint faces with SUPER CLEANER FOR
JOINT FACES  (see Vehicle: Parts and consum-
ables for the repair) (04B, Consumables - Prod-
ucts) to dissolve any part of the seal still adhering.

a Apply the product to the part to be cleaned. Wait ap-
proximately ten minutes, then remove the residue
using a wooden spatula.

2 - Checking the gasket face

a With a ruler and shim set, check for cylinder head
gasket face bow.

The maximum deformation is 0.05 mm.

a Test the cylinder head for any cracks using the cyl-
inder head testing tools (see garage equipment
catalogue).

a Strip the cylinder head (see ) (Technical Note
6004A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

a Adjust the valve clearances (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Valves: Adjustment,
page 10A-231) .

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Bring the pistons to mid-stroke position to prevent
them from coming into contact with the valves during
the tightening of the cylinder head.

a Fit the cylinder head with a new gasket.

a Refit new cylinder head bolts.

a Tightening the cylinder head:

- pretighten to torque and in order the cylinder head
bolts (initial torque) (20 N.m),

- check that all of the cylinder head bolts are tight-
ened to the correct torque,

- angle tighten in order the cylinder head bolts
(230˚ ±±±± 6˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the upstream oxygen sensor connector attach-
ment.

a Connect:

- the upstream oxygen sensor connector,

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT
Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to prevent for-
eign bodies from entering the oil supply and
return galleries.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

WARNING

No regrinding of the cylinder head is permitted.

WARNING

In order to ensure that the bolts are correctly
tightened, use a syringe to remove any oil which
may be in the cylinder head mounting holes.

18641



11A-311

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

11A
- the coolant temperature sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the water chamber cooling hoses,

- the exhaust clamp mounting bolts,

- the strut bolt.

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Clip the electrical wiring onto the rocker cover.

a Refit:

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .



11A-312

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see ) (80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter:
Removal - Refitting, page 12A-15) ,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a Remove the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) .

a Remove:

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1573 Cylinder head support

Mot. 104 Cylinder head gasket centring
pins

Equipment required

cylinder head test tank

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head bolts 20 N.m

cylinder head bolts 240˚ ±±±± 6˚

exhaust manifold studs 8 N.m

exhaust manifold nuts 26 N.m

K4M, and 862



11A-313

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

a Remove the nuts (1) from the exhaust flange.

a Disconnect the oxygen sensor connectors .

a Drain the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) .

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick guide bolts (2) .

a Move aside the dipstick guide.

a Disconnect:

- the coolant temperature sensor connector,

- the coolant hoses using the tool (Mot. 1202-01) or
the tool (Mot. 1202-02) or the tool (Mot. 1448) on
the cylinder head coolant unit.

a Move the electrical wiringto one side.

a Remove:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the inlet camshaft,

- the exhaust camshaft.

101793

K4M, and 862

132368



11A-314

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

a Remove:

- the valve rockers (3) ,

- the hydraulic tappets (4) .

a Position the (Mot. 1672).

a Remove the (Mot. 1453).

14498-1

Note:

To prevent any risk of unpriming the hydraulic
tappets make sure that they are vertical.

140885



11A-315

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the cylinder head bolts,

- the cylinder head.

a Mount the cylinder head on the cylinder head sup-
port (Mot. 1573).

a Remove the cylinder head gasket from the cylinder
block.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Cylinder head gas-
ket.

a parts always to be replaced: cylinder head bolts.

a Apply SUPER CLEANER FOR JOINT FACES  (see
) (04B, Consumables - Products) on the parts to be
cleaned (see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for
the repair) (04B, Consumables - Products).

a Leave for approximately ten minutes.

a Remove residues with a wooden spatula.

a Finish cleaning the parts using a GREY ABRASIVE
PAD .

a Use a ruler and set of feeler gauges to check that
there is no gasket face bow.

Maximum distortion: 0.05 mm

a Test the cylinder head to detect any possible cracks
using a cylinder head test tank.

108887

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to avoid any
foreign bodies entering the oil return and supply
pipes.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING

No regrinding of the cylinder head is permitted.



11A-316

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A
a For the procedure of stripping down the cylinder

head (see ) (Technical Note 6006A, 10A, Engine
and peripherals).

a Position the pistons at mid-stroke to prevent any
contact with the valves when refitting the camshafts.

a Be sure to degrease:

- the combustion side of the cylinder head,

- the combustion side of the cylinder block.

a Check that the centring dowel (5) is on the cylinder
block.

a Set up tool (Mot. 104)  (6) on the cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit a new cylinder head gasket.

a Refit the cylinder head.

14689

WARNING

In order to ensure that the bolts are correctly
tightened, use a syringe to remove any oil which
may be in the cylinder head mounting holes.

WARNING

Do not oil the new bolts. Be sure to oil bolts
being reused.



11A-317

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

a Pretighten to torque and in order the cylinder head
bolts (20 N.m).

a Check that all the cylinder head bolts are tightened
to the correct torque of 20 N.m.

a Angle tighten in order the cylinder head bolts (240˚
±±±± 6˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Position the (Mot. 1453).

a Remove the (Mot. 1672).

14500



11A-318

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

a Reprime the hydraulic tappets (hydraulic tappets
may empty after a long down time).

To check if repriming is necessary, press the top of
the tappet (7) with your thumb.

If the tappet piston depresses:

- immerse the tappets in a container of diesel fuel,

- refit the hydraulic tappets.

a Refit:

- the hydraulic tappets,

- the valve rockers.

14499



11A-319

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A
Camshaft marking

Inlet camshaft

a Position the groove (8) at the end of the camshaft so
that it is horizontal and offset downwards.

The cams (9) for cylinder 1 must be located to the
right of the vertical axis (10) , flywheel end view.

K4J

116054



11A-320

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A
Exhaust camshaft

a Position the groove (11) at the end of the camshaft
so that it is horizontal and offset downwards.

The cams (12) for cylinder 1 must be located to the
left of the vertical axis (13) , flywheel end view.

a Refit the camshafts, oiling the bearings.

116053



11A-321

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A

Inlet camshaft

Exhaust camshaft

a Refit the camshafts, oiling the bearings.

a Refit the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Connect:

- the coolant hoses using the tool (Mot. 1202-01) or
the tool (Mot. 1202-02) or the tool (Mot. 1448) on
the cylinder head coolant unit.

- the coolant temperature sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the dipstick guide,

- the dipstick,

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts).

a Fill the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils: Drain-
ing - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Connect the oxygen sensor connectors.

a Refit the exhaust flange nuts.

a Tighten to torque:

- the exhaust manifold studs (8 N.m).

- the exhaust manifold nuts (26 N.m),

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

K4M

102507

 (14) The inlet camshaft is fitted with
the camshaft sensor target

102506

 (15) The exhaust camshaft is fitted
with the square cam

K4M, and 862



11A-322

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

11A
- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Refit the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) .

a Refit:

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

K4M, and 862



11A-323

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the radiator mounting cross member bolt on the
right-hand side,

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Equipment required

workshop hoist

cylinder head testing tools

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head bolts (ini-
tial torque)

25 N.m

cylinder head bolts 270˚ ±±±± 10˚

inner timing cover bolts 9 N.m

alternator bolts 21 N.m

subframe tie-rod bolt on
the left-hand side

105 N.m

radiator mounting cross
member bolt on the
right-hand side

105 N.m

turbocharger oil return
pipe bolts on the turbo-
charger

12 N.m

studs of the catalytic
converter (K9K*764) or
of the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772) on the
turbocharger

7 N.m

nuts of the catalytic con-
verter (K9K*764) or of
the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772) on the
turbocharger

26 N.m

downstream strut lower
bolt

44 N.m

downstream strut upper
bolts

26 N.m

upstream strut bolt on
the cylinder block

21 N.m

upstream strut nut on
the cylinder block

21 N.m

bolt of the upstream
strut on the catalytic
converter (K9K*764) or
on the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772)

21 N.m

studs of the connecting
hose on the catalytic
converter (K9K*764) or
on the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772)

7 N.m

nuts of the connecting
hose on the catalytic
converter (K9K*764) or
on the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772)

21 N.m

timing side lifting eye
bolts

10 N.m

clip of the air filter unit
air outlet pipe

5.5 N.m

intercooler air outlet
pipe clip

5.5 N.m

exchanger inlet air pipe
nut on the alternator

8 N.m

Tightening torquesm



11A-324

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Fit the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Remove:

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe (1) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Disconnect the connector (2) from the inlet air pres-
sure sensor.

a Move aside the turbocharger air outlet pipe retaining
pins (3) .

a Remove:

- the bolt (4) from the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Loosen the clip (5) on the intercooler air outlet pipe.

a Disconnect the intercooler air outlet pipe.

a Remove the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equip-
ment).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

115029

112783

112331



11A-325

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Disconnect the vacuum pipe union (6) from the vac-
uum pump.

a Separate the clip (7) on the EGR cooler hoses using
the (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-
02).

a Disconnect the EGR cooler hoses.

a Separate the clip (8) on the water chamber hoses
using the (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot.
1202-02).

a Disconnect:

- the water chamber hoses,

- the coolant temperature sensor connector (9) .

a Disconnect:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe on the rocker cover,

- the turbocharging pressure regulation valve pipe.

a Loosen the clip (10) of the air outlet pipe on the air
filter unit.

a Disconnect the air outlet pipe from the air filter unit.

a Remove the air outlet pipe from the air filter box.

a Remove the turbocharger cooling hose clip (11) us-
ing the (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-
02).

a Disconnect the turbocharger cooling hoses.

a Remove the nuts from the connecting hose on the
catalytic converter (K9K*764) or on the catalytic pre-
converter (K9K*772).

a Move aside the connecting hose.

a Remove the seal between the connecting hose and
the catalytic converter (K9K*764) or the catalytic
pre-converter (K9K*772).

117547

117306

K9K, and 772



11A-326

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Remove the bolt (12) from the upstream strut on the
catalytic converter (K9K*764) or on the catalytic pre-
converter (K9K*772).

a Undo:

- the upstream strut bolt (13) on the cylinder block,

- the upstream strut nut (14) on the cylinder block.

a Remove the upstream strut.

a Remove:

- the bolts from the lifting eye, timing end,

- the lifting eye on the timing end,

- the upper bolts (15) from the downstream strut on
the catalytic converter (K9K*764) or catalytic pre-
converter (K9K*772).

a Undo the downstream strut lower bolt (16) .

a Remove:

- the downstream strut,

- the nuts (17) from the catalytic converter
(K9K*764) or from the catalytic pre-converter
(K9K*772) on the turbocharger.

a Move the catalytic pre-converter towards the timing.

a Remove the seal between the turbocharger and the
catalytic converter (K9K*764) or the catalytic pre-
converter (K9K*772).

106199 112328



11A-327

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Remove:

- the bolts (18) from the turbocharger oil return pipe,

- the turbocharger oil return pipe,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Disconnect:

- the heater plugs (19) ,

- the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector,

- the damper valve connector (if fitted).

a Disconnect the high pressure pump connectors (20)
.

a Unclip the clip on the injector rail protector mounting.

a Move aside the wiring of the injector rail protector
mounting.

a Disconnect the diesel supply and return pipes (21)
from the high pressure pump then fit the blanking
plugs.

a Plug the openings.

112327 113702

112790



11A-328

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A

a Disconnect the alternator connector.

a Remove the alternator electrical wiring nut.

a Move aside the alternator electrical wiring.

a Remove the alternator upper bolt (22) .

a Loosen the alternator lower bolt (23) .

a Tilt the alternator forward.

a Remove:

- the inner timing cover bolts (24) ,

- the inner timing cover.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the lifting eye on the timing end,

- the timing end lifting eye bolts.

a Remove the cylinder head bolts.

a Fit  workshop hoist.

a Remove the cylinder head.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Cylinder head gas-
ket.

a parts always to be replaced: seal between turbo-
charger and catalytic converter.

a parts always to be replaced: cylinder head bolts.

a parts always to be replaced: seal between cata-
lytic converter and exhaust downpipe hose.

102267

102266

19712

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

WARNING
Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.



11A-329

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
a Use a GREY ABRASIVE PAD to clean the joint fa-

ces of:

- the cylinder head,

- the cylinder block

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to degrease the joint faces of:

- the cylinder head,

- the cylinder block.

a Check for gasket face deformation using a ruler and
a set of shims.

a The maximum deformation is 0.05 mm.

a Test the cylinder head to detect any possible cracks
using cylinder head testing tools.

a Strip down the cylinder head (see ) (Technical Note
6006A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

a Fit a new cylinder head seal, centred by two dowels.

a Bring the pistons to mid-stroke position to prevent
any risk of contact with the valves when tightening
the cylinder head.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the cylinder head.

a Remove workshop hoist.

a Refit new cylinder head bolts.

a Pretighten to torque and in order the cylinder head
bolts (initial torque) (25 N.m).

a Check that all of the cylinder head bolts are tight-
ened to the correct torque.

a Angle tighten in order the cylinder head bolts (270˚
±±±± 10˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the inner timing cover,

- the inner timing cover bolts.

a Tighten to torque the inner timing cover bolts (9
N.m).

a Fit the alternator in place.

a Refit the alternator upper bolt.

a Torque tighten the  alternator bolts (21 N.m).

a Refit the alternator electrical wiring nut.

a Connect the alternator connector.

a Fit the wiring of the injector rail protector mounting.

a Clip the clip onto the injector rail protector mounting.

a Remove the blanking plugs from the openings.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING

Protect the oilway so that foreign bodies do not
enter the oil pipes in the cylinder head.

Failure to follow this instruction could lead to the
blocking of the oilways, resulting in a rapid deteri-
oration of the camshaft.

WARNING
No regrinding of the cylinder head is permitted.

WARNING

In order to ensure that the bolts are correctly
tightened, use a syringe to remove any oil which
may be in the cylinder head mounting holes.

WARNING

Do not retighten the cylinder head bolts after
applying this procedure.

19712



11A-330

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
a Connect:

- the diesel supply and return pipes on the high pres-
sure pump,

- the high pressure pump connectors.

- the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector,

- the heater plugs,

- the damper valve (if equipped).

a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Refit:

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side,

- the radiator mounting cross member bolt on the
right-hand side.

a Torque tighten:

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side
(105 N.m),

- the radiator mounting cross member bolt on the
right-hand side (105 N.m).

a Refit the turbocharger oil return pipe with its new
seals, starting at the inlet in the cylinder block.

a Fit without tightening the turbocharger oil return pipe
bolts on the turbocharger.

a Tighten to torque the turbocharger oil return pipe
bolts on the turbocharger (12 N.m).

a Remove:

- the bolts from the lifting eye, timing end,

- the lifting eye on the timing end.

a Refit the studs of the catalytic converter (K9K*764)
or the catalytic pre-converter (K9K*772) on the tur-
bocharger.

a Torque tighten the studs of the catalytic converter
(K9K*764) or of the catalytic pre-converter
(K9K*772) on the turbocharger (7 N.m).

a Refit a new seal between the turbocharger and the
catalytic converter (K9K*764) or the catalytic pre-
converter (K9K*772).

a Fit the catalytic converter (K9K*764) or the catalytic
pre-converter (K9K*772).

a Refit the nuts of the catalytic converter (K9K*764) or
of the catalytic pre-converter (K9K*772) on the tur-
bocharger.

a Torque tighten the nuts of the catalytic converter
(K9K*764) or of the catalytic pre-converter
(K9K*772) on the turbocharger (26 N.m).

a Refit the downstream strut.

a Fit without tightening:

- the downstream strut lower bolt,

- the downstream strut upper bolts.

a Refit the upstream strut.

a Fit without tightening the upstream strut bolts on the
cylinder block.

a Fit without tightening:

- the upstream strut bolt on the cylinder block,

- the upstream strut nut on the cylinder block.

a Refit the bolt of the upstream strut on the catalytic
converter (K9K*764) or on the catalytic pre-convert-
er (K9K*772).

a Refit without tightening the bolt of the upstream strut
on the catalytic converter (K9K*764) or on the cata-
lytic pre-converter (K9K*772).

a Torque tighten:

- the downstream strut lower bolt (44 N.m),

- the downstream strut upper bolts (26 N.m),

- the upstream strut bolt on the cylinder block (21
N.m),

- the upstream strut nut on the cylinder block (21
N.m),

WARNING

Ensure that no foreign bodies enter the turbine or
compressor during the refitting operation.

Check that the turbocharger oil return pipe is not
completely or partially blocked by scale. Check
that there are no leaks. If there are, replace the
part.

Note:

During this operation, make sure that the turbo-
charger oil return pipe does not fold.

Respect the direction of fitting of the turbo-
charger oil return pipe seal.



11A-331

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
- the bolt of the upstream strut on the catalytic
converter (K9K*764) or on the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772) (21 N.m).

a Refit the studs of the connecting hose on the catalyt-
ic converter (K9K*764) or on the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772).

a Torque tighten the studs of the connecting hose
on the catalytic converter (K9K*764) or on the
catalytic pre-converter (K9K*772) (7 N.m).

a Refit:

- a new seal between the hose and the catalytic con-
verter (K9K*764) or the catalytic pre-converter
(K9K*772),

- the nuts of the connecting hose on the catalytic
converter (K9K*764) or on the catalytic pre-con-
verter (K9K*772).

a Torque tighten the nuts of the connecting hose on
the catalytic converter (K9K*764) or on the cata-
lytic pre-converter (K9K*772) (21 N.m).

a Refit:

- the lifting eye on the timing end,

- the timing end lifting eye bolts.

a Tighten to torque the timing side lifting eye bolts
(10 N.m).

a Connect the turbocharger cooling hoses.

a Fit the turbocharger cooling hose clip using the
(Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

K9K, and 772



11A-332

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

11A
a Refit the air outlet pipe onto the air filter unit.

a Connect the air outlet pipe of the air filter unit.

a Torque tighten the clip of the air filter unit air out-
let pipe (5.5 N.m).

a Connect:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe on the rocker cover,

- the turbocharging pressure regulation valve pipe.

a Connect:

- the coolant temperature sensor connector,

- the water chamber hoses.

a Fit the water chamber hose clips using the (Mot.
1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Connect the exhaust gas cooler hoses.

a Fit the clip of the exhaust gas cooler hose using the
(Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Connect the vacuum pipe to the vacuum pump.

a Refit the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equip-
ment).

a Connect the intercooler air outlet pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler air outlet pipe clip
(5.5 N.m).

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe retaining pins.

a Snap on the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe bolt on the
rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the exchanger inlet air pipe nut on
the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect the air inlet pressure sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .



11A-333

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the radiator mounting cross member bolt on the
right-hand side,

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side.

a Fit the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Remove:

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-29) .

a Refit:

- the timing end lifting eye (1) ,

- the timing end lifting eye bolts (2) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Equipment required

workshop hoist

cylinder head testing tools

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head bolts (ini-
tial torque)

25 N.m

cylinder head bolts 270˚ ±±±± 10˚

inner timing cover bolts 9 N.m

alternator bolts 21 N.m

injector rail protector
mounting bolts

21 N.m

high pressure pump
protector bolts

21 N.m

turbocharger oil return
pipe bolts

12 N.m

subframe tie-rod bolt on
the left-hand side

105 N.m

radiator mounting cross
member bolt on the
right-hand side

105 N.m

115029

109946



11A-334

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

11A

a Remove:

- the turbocharger oil return pipe bolts

- the turbocharger oil return pipe (3) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (4) from the high pressure pump protec-
tor,

- the high pressure pump protector.

24754 109465



11A-335

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

11A

a Disconnect:

- the fuel supply pipe (5) ,

- the fuel return pipe (6) ,

- the fuel flow actuator connector (7) ,

- the diesel temperature sensor connector (8) ,

- the injector connectors,

- the heater plug connectors.

a Remove the injector rail protector mounting bolts (9)
.

a Move aside the injector rail protector mounting.

a Disconnect:

- the brake servo pipe union (10) from the vacuum
pump,

- the temperature sensor connector (11) on the wa-
ter chamber.

a Unclip the cooling hose (12) .

a Separate the water chamber inlet and outlet hose
clip (13) using the tool (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01)
or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Disconnect the water chamber inlet and outlet hos-
es.

a Disconnect the crankshaft position sensor connec-
tor.

102086 102263



11A-336

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

11A

a Disconnect:

- the air temperature sensor connector (15) ,

- the vacuum pipe (16) between the pressure sensor
and the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Disconnect the alternator connector.

a Remove the alternator electrical wiring nut.

a Move aside the alternator electrical wiring.

a Remove the alternator upper bolt (17) .

a Loosen the alternator lower bolt (18) .

a Tilt the alternator forward.

a Remove:

- the inner timing cover bolts (19) ,

- the inner timing cover.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the cylinder head bolts.

118274

102267

102266

19712



11A-337

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

11A

a Refit:

- the lifting eye (20) on the gearbox side,

- the gearbox side lifting eye bolts.

a Fit workshop hoist.

a Remove the cylinder head.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Cylinder head gas-
ket.

a parts always to be replaced: cylinder head bolts.

a parts always to be replaced: seal between turbo-
charger and catalytic converter.

a parts always to be replaced: seal between cata-
lytic converter and exhaust downpipe hose.

a Use a GREY ABRASIVE PAD to clean the joint fac-
es of the cylinder head and cylinder block.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products) to degrease the joint face of the
cylinder head and cylinder block.

a Check for gasket face deformation using a ruler and
a set of shims.

a The maximum deformation is 0.05 mm.

a Test the cylinder head to detect any possible cracks
using cylinder head testing tools.

109470

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING

Protect the oilway so that foreign bodies do not
enter the oil pipes in the cylinder head.

Failure to follow this advice could block the oil
supply pipes, causing rapid camshaft damage.

WARNING

No regrinding of the cylinder head is permitted.



11A-338

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

11A
a Strip down the cylinder head (see ) (Technical Note

6006A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

a Fit a new cylinder head seal, centred by two dowels.

a Bring the pistons to mid-stroke position to prevent
any risk of contact with the valves when tightening
the cylinder head.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the cylinder head.

a Remove workshop hoist.

a Remove:

- the gearbox side lifting eye bolts,

- the gearbox side lifting eye.

a Refit new cylinder head bolts.

a Pretighten to torque and in order the cylinder head
bolts (initial torque) (25 N.m).

a Check that all of the cylinder head bolts are tight-
ened to the correct torque.

a Angle tighten in order the cylinder head bolts (270˚
±±±± 10 )̊.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the inner timing cover,

- the inner timing cover bolts.

a Tighten to torque the inner timing cover bolts (9
N.m).

a Fit the alternator in place.

a Refit the alternator upper bolt.

a Torque tighten the  alternator bolts (21 N.m).

a Connect:

- the alternator connector,

- the crankshaft position sensor,

- the vacuum pipe between the pressure sensor and
the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the air temperature sensor connector,

- the water chamber inlet and outlet hoses.

a Fit the water chamber inlet and outlet hose clip using
the tool (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot.
1202-02).

a Clip on the cooling hose.

a Connect:

- the brake servo pipe union onto the vacuum pump,

- the temperature sensor connector.

a Fit the injector rail protector mounting.

a Refit the injector rail protector mounting bolts.

a Tighten to torque the injector rail protector mount-
ing bolts (21 N.m).

a Connect:

- the heater plug connectors,

- the injector connectors,

- the diesel temperature sensor connector ,

- the fuel flow actuator connector,

- the fuel return pipe,

- the fuel supply pipe.

a Refit:

- the high pressure pump protector,

- the bolts of the high pressure pump protector.

a Torque tighten the high pressure pump protector
bolts (21 N.m).

WARNING

In order to ensure that the bolts are correctly
tightened, use a syringe to remove any oil which
may be in the cylinder head mounting holes.

WARNING

Do not retighten the cylinder head bolts after
applying this procedure.

19712



11A-339

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

11A
a Refit:

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the turbocharger oil return pipe,

- the turbocharger oil return pipe bolts.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger oil return pipe
bolts (12 N.m).

a Remove:

- the bolts from the lifting eye, timing end,

- the lifting eye on the timing end.

a Refit:

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Refit:

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side,

- the radiator mounting cross member bolt on the
right-hand side.

a Torque tighten:

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side
(105 N.m),

- the radiator mounting cross member bolt on the
right-hand side (105 N.m).

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .



11A-340

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove the air deflector (1) .

a Undo the intercooler air inlet pipe clip (2) .

a Disconnect the intercooler air inlet pipe from the in-
tercooler.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Equipment required

cylinder head testing tools

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head bolts (ini-
tial torque)

20 N.m

cylinder head bolts 230˚±±±± 6

112029

109808



11A-341

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Remove:

- the air pipe (3) from the air filter box inlet,

- the bolt (4) from the intercooler air inlet pipe on the
inlet distributor.

a Remove the intercooler air inlet pipe clip (5) on the
turbocharger.

a Remove the intercooler air inlet pipe.

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Turbocharg-
ing, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-15) ,

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

a Disconnect:

- the fuel vapour recirculation pipe (7) from the air fil-
ter box air outlet pipe,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (9) from the air filter
unit air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharging pressure relief valve (8) from the
air filter unit air outlet pipe.

a Undo the air filter unit air outlet pipe clips (10) .

a Disconnect:

- the turbocharging pressure relief valve control
pipes,

- the air filter unit air outlet pipe.

a Remove the air filter box air outlet pipe.

121762

121813

Note:

If the clip (6) is removed from the heat resistant
protector, the latter must be replaced.

121727



11A-342

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Move the clips (11) on the turbocharger cooling hos-
es to one side, using the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the turbocharger cooling hoses.

a Disconnect the inlet distributor vacuum hose (12) .

a Undo the clips (13) on the compressor discharge
valve air pipe.

a Remove the compressor discharge valve air pipe.

a Disconnect:

- the connector (14) from the air temperature sensor,

- the air pressure sensor connector (15) .

a Remove the intercooler air outlet pipe bolts (16) .

a Move the intercooler air outlet pipe towards the front
of the vehicle.

121773

121755

121761

121763



11A-343

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Disconnect:

- the brake servo non-return valve pipe (17) ,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe (18) from the in-
let distributor,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (19) on the inlet dis-
tributor,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (20) on the rocker
cover,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe (21) from the
petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve.

a Remove:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe.

a Disconnect:

- the injector rail - injector wiring harness connector
(22) ,

- the air inlet pressure connector (23) ,

- the upstream oxygen sensor connector (24) ,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve con-
nector,

- the coolant temperature sensor connector.

a Disconnect the petrol supply union on the injector
rail - injector.

a Plug the openings.

a Move the wiring harness away from the engine.

121769 121765

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the union.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.



11A-344

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A

a Remove the clips (25) from the cooling hoses using
the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the cooling hoses.

a Remove the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-183) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the cylinder head bolts,

- the cylinder head,

- the cylinder head gasket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the cylinder head with SUPER CLEANER
FOR JOINT FACES  (see Vehicle: Parts and con-
sumables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B, Consum-
ables - Products).

a Always replace:

- the cylinder head bolts,

- the cylinder head gasket.

121723

18641

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to prevent for-
eign bodies from entering the oil supply and
return galleries.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

Note:

The cylinder head bolts must be replaced each
time they are removed and should not be oiled
before being fitted.



11A-345

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A
1 - Checking the gasket face

a With a ruler and shim set, check for cylinder head
gasket face bow.

The maximum deformation is 0.05 mm.

a Test the cylinder head for any cracks using the cyl-
inder head testing tools (see Garage Equipment
Catalogue).

a Strip the cylinder head (see ) (Technical Note
6004A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

2 - If replacing the cylinder head

a Rebuild the cylinder head (see ) (Technical Note
6004A, 10A, Engine and peripherals).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the new cylinder head gasket onto the cylinder
block, positioning the marking (1) on the oil filter
side.

a Refit:

- the cylinder head,

- the new cylinder head bolts.

a Pretighten to torque and in order the cylinder head
bolts (initial torque) (20 N.m).

a Check that all the cylinder head bolts are tightened
to 20 N.m.

a Angle tighten, in order the cylinder head bolts
(230˚±±±± 6).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Connect the cooling hoses.

a Refit:

- the cooling radiator hose clips using the (Mot.
1448),

- the engine wiring harness.

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Connect:

- the petrol inlet union on the injector rail - injectors.

- the coolant temperature sensor connector,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve con-
nector,

- the upstream oxygen sensor connector,

WARNING

No regrinding of the cylinder head is permitted.

19598

18641



11A-346

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

11A
- the air inlet pressure connector.

- the injector rail - injector wiring harness connector.

a Refit:

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe .

a Connect:

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe to the solenoid
valve,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe on the rocker cover,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe from the inlet dis-
tributor,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe from the inlet dis-
tributor,

- the brake servo non-return valve pipe.

a Refit the air filter unit air outlet pipe.

a Connect:

- the air filter box air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharging pressure relief valve control
pipes.

a Tighten:

- the clips on the air filter box outlet air pipe,

- the turbocharging pressure relief valve control pipe
clips.

a Connect:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe to the air filter box
air outlet pipe.

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe to the air filter
unit air outlet pipe.

a Refit:

- the intercooler outlet air pipe,

- the intercooler air outlet pipe bolts.

a Connect:

- air pressure sensor connector,

- the air temperature sensor connector.

a Refit the compressor discharge valve air pipe.

a Tighten the compressor discharge valve pipe clips.

a Connect:

- the vacuum hose on the inlet distributor,

- the turbocharger cooling hoses.

a Refit:

- the turbocharger cooling hose clips using the (Mot.
1448),

- the ignition coil (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Turbocharg-
ing, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-15) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Refit the intercooler air inlet pipe.

a Clip the intercooler air inlet pipe onto the turbocharg-
er.

a Refit:

- the intercooler air inlet pipe bolt on the inlet distrib-
utor,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

a Connect the intercooler air inlet pipe to the intercool-
er.

a Tighten the intercooler inlet pipe clip.

a Refit:

- the air deflector,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .



11A-347

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the « engine and gearbox » assembly (see
10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly, En-
gine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-161) .

a Disconnect the manual gearbox from the engine
(see Manual gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (21A,
Manual gearbox).

a Disconnect the automatic gearbox from the engine
(see Automatic gearbox: Removal - Refitting)
(23A, Automatic transmission).

a Place the engine on the component support (see
Engine support equipment: Use) .

a Drain the engine (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly , Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

a Remove the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 11A-5) .

a Immobilise the flywheel by fitting the tool (Mot. 919-
02)  (1) on the cylinder block.

Special tooling required

Mot. 919-02 Flywheel locking tool.

Equipment required

1/2" female torx socket (12.7 mm square drive)

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head bolts (1st
tightening)

40 N.m

cylinder head bolts (2nd
tightening)

100˚

cylinder head bolts (3rd
tightening)

100˚

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply
the safety and cleanliness instructions and opera-
tion recommendations before carrying out any
repair (see Engine: Precautions for the repair) .

WARNING

It is strictly forbidden to apply any pressure to the 
engine oil sump. Damage to the sump will irrepara-
bly damage the engine by:

- blocking the strainer,

- raising the oil level above maximum, with a risk of
engine racing.

M4R, and 700

M4R, and 701

M4R, and 700

115928



11A-348

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Immobilise the drive plate by fitting the tool (Mot.
919-02)  (2) on the cylinder block.

a Remove:

- the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) ,

- the (Mot. 919-02),

- the crankshaft seal on the timing side (see 10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly, Crank-
shaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-1) ,

- the timing chain (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Timing chain: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-170) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the timing sprockets (see Timing sprocket: Re-
moval - Refitting) ,

- the injector rail (see 13B, Diesel injection, Injec-
tor rail: Removal - Refitting, page 13B-64) ,

- the camshafts (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-247) .

II - REMOVAL OF CYLINDER HEAD

a Remove the cooling hose (3) .

a Remove:

- the cylinder head bolts using a 1/2" female torx
socket (12.7 mm square drive),

- the cylinder head.

M4R, and 701

122839

115777

115772



11A-349

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a Remove the cylinder head gasket (4) from the cylin-
der block.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Use SUPER CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FA-
CES  (see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for 
the repair) (04B, Consumables - Products) to clean:

- the cylinder block gasket face,

- the cylinder head joint face.

a Remove the residue using a plastic spatula.

a Finish cleaning the joint faces using a GREY ABRA-
SIVE PAD  (see Vehicle: Parts and consumables
for the repair) (04B, Consumables - Products).

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean:

- the cylinder block gasket face,

- the cylinder head joint face.

a Parts always to be replaced:

- the cylinder head gasket,

- the cylinder head bolts.

II - OPERATION FOR REFITTING THE CYLINDER 
HEAD

a Position piston 1 at Top Dead Centre.

a Check for the cylinder head centring dowels on the
cylinder block.

a Refit:

- the new cylinder head gasket on the cylinder block,

- the cylinder head,

- the new cylinder head bolts.

115909

WARNING

Protect the oilway so that foreign bodies do not
enter the oil pipes in the cylinder head.

Failure to follow this instruction could lead to the
blocking of the oilways, resulting in a rapid deteri-
oration of the camshaft.

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).



11A-350

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

M4R

11A

a

a Tighten in order and to torque the cylinder head
bolts (40 N.m).

a Tighten to angle and in order the cylinder head bolts
(100˚).

a Loosen all the cylinder head bolts.

a Tighten in order and to torque the cylinder head
bolts (1st tightening) (40 N.m).

a Tighten to angle and in order the cylinder head
bolts (2nd tightening) (100˚).

a Retighten to angle and in order the cylinder head
bolts (3rd tightening) (100˚).

a Refit the cooling hose (3) .

a Oil the camshaft bearings.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the camshafts (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Camshaft: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-247) ,

- the injector rail (see 13B, Diesel injection, Injec-
tor rail: Removal - Refitting, page 13B-64) ,

- the timing sprockets (see Timing sprocket: Re-
moval - Refitting) ,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the timing chain (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Timing chain: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-170) ,

- the crankshaft seal on the timing side (see 10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly, Crank-
shaft seal on timing end: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-1) .

a Immobilise the flywheel or the drive plate using the
tool  (Mot. 919-02).

a Refit the crankshaft accessories pulley (see 11A,
Top and front of engine, Crankshaft accessories
pulley: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-31) .

a Remove the tool (Mot. 919-02).

a Refit the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove the engine from the component support
(see Engine support equipment: Use) .

a Connect the manual gearbox to the engine (see
Manual gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (21A, Man-
ual gearbox).

a Connect the automatic gearbox to the engine (see
Automatic gearbox: Removal - Refitting) (23A,
Automatic transmission).

a Refit the « engine and gearbox » assembly (see
10A, Engine and cylinder block assembly, En-
gine - gearbox assembly: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-161) .

a Top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refill-
ing, page 10A-12) .

115772

Note:

Do not retighten the cylinder head bolts after
applying this procedure.

M4R, and 700

M4R, and 701



11A-351

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the injector holder plate equipped with the injector
rail (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Injector holder shim:
Removal - Refitting, page 12A-69) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Remove the exhaust manifold nuts.

a Move aside the exhaust manifold.

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold gasket,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the inlet and exhaust camshafts.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head bolts 30 N.m

cylinder head bolts 30 N.m

cylinder head bolts 180˚ ±±±± 25˚

exhaust manifold nuts 30 N.m

116809



11A-352

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the valve rockers (1) ,

- the hydraulic tappets (2) .

a Remove:

- the cylinder head bolts (3) ,

- the cylinder head.

a Mount the cylinder head on the cylinder head sup-
port.

a Remove the cylinder head seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

1 - CLEANING THE CYLINDER HEAD

a parts always to be replaced: cylinder head bolts.

a parts always to be replaced: Cylinder head gas-
ket.

a parts always to be replaced: exhaust manifold
seal.

116510

14499

Note:

To prevent any risk of unpriming the hydraulic
tappets make sure that they are vertical.

116511



11A-353

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
a Clean the cylinder head.

a Clean the joint faces using SUPER CLEANING
AGENT FOR JOINT FACES  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products) to dissolve the part of the seal that
is still attached to the cylinder head and the cylinder
block.

a Apply the product to the part to be cleaned, wait ap-
proximately ten minutes then remove the residue
with a wooden spatula.

2 - PREPARING TO FIT THE CYLINDER HEAD

a Place the pistons at (4) half stroke.

a Check that the centring devices (5) are present and
in good condition on the cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new cylinder head gasket,

- the cylinder head,

- new cylinder head bolts.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to avoid any
foreign bodies entering the oil return and supply
pipes.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

116512



11A-354

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A
Tightening the cylinder head

a Torque tighten (initial tightening) in order the cylin-
der head bolts (30 N.m).

a Torque tighten (second tightening) in order the cyl-
inder head bolts (30 N.m).

a Angle tighten in order the cylinder head bolts (180˚
±±±± 25 )̊.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the hydraulic tappets,

- the valve rockers,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Fit:

- a new exhaust manifold gasket,

- the exhaust manifold.

116511

Note:

Do not retighten the cylinder head bolts after
applying this procedure.



11A-355

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R

11A

a Refit the exhaust manifold nuts.

a Torque tighten in order the exhaust manifold nuts
(30 N.m).

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the oil separator (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the injector holder plate equipped with the injector
rail (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Injector holder shim:
Removal - Refitting, page 12A-69) ,

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Perform the following operations:

- top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- fill and bleed the coolant circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored by the injection computer and clear
them if necessary.

116809



11A-356

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R, and 830

11A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the injector holder plate equipped with the injector
rail (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Injector holder shim:
Removal - Refitting, page 12A-69) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the oil decanter (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, Bodywork, 55A, Exterior pro-
tection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Remove the mounting nuts from the exhaust mani-
fold.

a Move aside the exhaust manifold.

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold gasket,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) ,

- the inlet and exhaust camshafts.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head mounting
bolts

30 Nm

cylinder head mounting
bolts

180˚ ±±±± 25˚

e x h a u s t  m a n i fold
mounting nuts

18 Nm

116809



11A-357

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R, and 830

11A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the valve rockers (1) ,

- the hydraulic tappets (2) .

a Remove:

- the cylinder head mounting bolts (3) ,

- the cylinder head.

a Mount the cylinder head on the cylinder head sup-
port.

a Remove the cylinder head gasket.

116510

14499

Note:

To prevent any risk of unpriming the hydraulic
tappets make sure that they are vertical.

116511



11A-358

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R, and 830

11A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

1 - CLEANING THE CYLINDER HEAD

a Clean the cylinder head.

a Clean the joint faces with SUPER CLEANER FOR
JOINT FACES to dissolve any part of the seal still
remaining on the cylinder head and cylinder block.

Apply the product to the part to be cleaned, wait ap-
proximately ten minutes then remove the residue
with a wooden spatula.

2 - PREPARING TO FIT THE CYLINDER HEAD

a Place the pistons at (4) half stroke.

a Check that the centring devices (5) are present and
in good condition on the cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the new cylinder head gasket,

- the cylinder head,

- the new cylinder head bolts.

IMPORTANT
Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Do not scratch the aluminium joint faces: any
surface damage to the joint faces may cause
leaks.

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

WARNING

Do not allow this product to drip onto the paint-
work.

Clean the cylinder head carefully to prevent for-
eign bodies from entering the oil supply and
return galleries.

Failure to follow this advice could lead to the
blocking of the various oil inlet galleries, which
would quickly result in engine damage.

116512



11A-359

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R, and 830

11A
Tightening the cylinder head:

a First, torque tighten, in order the cylinder head
mounting bolts (30 Nm).

a Then torque tighten, in order the cylinder head
mounting bolts again (30 Nm).

a Angle tighten in order the cylinder head mounting
bolts (180˚ ±±±± 25˚).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the hydraulic tappets,

- the valve rockers,

- the rocker cover (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Rocker cover: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-183) .

a Fit:

- the new exhaust manifold gasket,

- the exhaust manifold.

a Refit the exhaust manifold mounting nuts.

a Torque tighten in order the exhaust manifold
mounting nuts (18 Nm).

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, Bodywork, 55A, Exterior pro-
tection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the oil decanter (see 11A, Top and front of en-
gine, Oil decanter: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-302) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the injector holder plate equipped with the injector
rail (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Injector holder shim:
Removal - Refitting, page 12A-69) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

116511

Note:

Do not retighten the cylinder head mounting bolts
after applying this procedure.
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11A-360

TOP AND FRONT OF ENGINE
Cylinder head: Removal - Refitting

F4R, and 830

11A
- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

a Perform the following operations:

- top up the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylin-
der block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Re-
filling, page 10A-12) ,

- refill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see ) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored by the injection computer and clear
them if necessary.



12A-1

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

D4F

12A

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

113498

 (1) Air inlet

 (2) Air inlet trunking

 (3) Air filter unit

 (4) Motorised throttle valve

 (5) Inlet manifold



12A-2

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

D4F

12A

D4F, and 784

121825

 (1) air inlet

 (2) Air filter box air inlet pipe

 (3) Air filter unit

 (4) Air filter box outlet air pipe

 (5) Turbocharger air outlet pipe

 (6) Intercooler

 (7) Intercooler air outlet pipe

 (8) Motorised throttle valve

 (9) Inlet manifold

 (10) Turbocharger

 (11) Compressor discharge valve



12A-3

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

K4J or K4M

12A
Diagram of the air inlet circuit

 (1) Air inlet sleeve

 (2) Air resonator

 (3) Air filter unit

 (4) Throttle valve

 (5) Plenum chamber

 (6) Air inlet

 (7) Air resonator

108892



12A-4

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

K9K

12A

K9K, and 764 or 772

113834

 (1) Air filter unit air inlet pipe

 (2) Air filter unit

 (3) Air flowmeter

 (4) Air filter unit air outlet pipe

 (5) Turbocharger

 (6) Turbocharger air outlet pipe

 (7) Intercooler air inlet pipe

 (8) Intercooler

 (9) Intercooler air outlet pipe

 (10) Damper valve

 (11) Metal air inlet tube



12A-5

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

K9K

12A

K9K, and 766

113835

 (1) Air filter unit air inlet pipe

 (2) Air filter unit

 (3) Air flowmeter

 (4) Air filter unit air outlet pipe

 (5) Turbocharger

 (6) Turbocharger air outlet pipe

 (7) Intercooler air inlet pipe

 (8) Intercooler

 (9) Intercooler air outlet pipe

 (10) Oil vapour recirculation valve

 (11) Metal air inlet tube



12A-6

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

K9K

12A

K9K, and 768

113836

 (1) Air filter unit air inlet pipe

 (2) Air filter unit

 (3) Air flowmeter

 (4) Air filter unit air outlet pipe

 (5) Turbocharger

 (6) Turbocharger air outlet pipe

 (7) Intercooler air inlet pipe

 (8) Intercooler (if equipped)

 (9) Intercooler air outlet pipe

 (10) Oil vapour recirculation valve

 (11) Metal air inlet tube

K9K, and 750

109816



12A-7

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

K9K

12A

 (1) Air filter unit air inlet pipe

 (2) Air filter unit

 (3) Air filter unit air outlet pipe

 (4) Turbocharger

 (5) Intercooler air inlet pipe

 (6) Intercooler

 (7) Intercooler air outlet pipe

 (8) Exhaust gas recirculation unit

 (9) Metal air inlet tube

K9K, and 752

109817

 (1) Air filter unit air inlet pipe

 (2) Air filter unit

 (3) Air filter unit air outlet pipe

 (4) Exhaust gas recirculation unit

 (5) Turbocharger

 (6) Metal air inlet tube



12A-8

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

M4R

12A
Air inlet circuit

115039

 (1) Air inlet sleeve

 (2) Air resonator on front end panel

 (3) Air resonator on battery

 (4) Air filter unit

 (5) Air flowmeter

 (6) Air inlet duct

 (7) Motorised throttle valve

 (8) Air resonator on inlet manifold

 (9) Inlet manifold



12A-9

FUEL MIXTURE
Air inlet: Description

F4R

12A

I - AT LOW SPEED

The soundproofing unit control solenoid valve (6) con-
trols the soundproofing unit valve, which is in the
closed position. Air enters only via the main air inlet (1)
.

II - AT HIGH SPEED

The soundproofing unit control solenoid valve (6) no
longer controls the soundproofing unit valve, which is
in the open position. Air enters via the main air inlet (1)
and the soundproofing unit air inlet (4) at a ratio of 60%
for the main air inlet and 40% for the soundproofing
unit air inlet.

116303

 (1) main air inlet

 (2) main inlet trunking

 (3) air resonator

 (4) soundproofing unit air inlet

 (5) soundproofing unit

 (6) soundproofing unit duct

 (7) soundproofing unit control sole-
noid valve

 (8) soundproofing unit control vac-
uum hose

 (9) anti-return valve

 (10) air filter box

 (11) air inlet duct

 (12) throttle valve

 (13) inlet manifold

 (14) oil vapour rebreathing unit

 (15) outlets to injector holder plate
then to cylinder head

Note:

In rest position the soundproofing unit valve is
open; if the control circuit is not correctly sealed,
the valve will be in the rest position.



12A-10

FUEL MIXTURE
Air resonator: Removal - Refitting

K4M – F4R

12A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the engine cover,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Unclip the air inlet pipe from the air filter unit (1) .

a Move aside the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the air resonator upper mounting (2) ,

- the air resonator.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the air resonator,

- the air resonator upper mounting.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the air inlet duct,

- the engine cover,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

K4M, and 862

140643

140646

K4M, and 862



12A-11

FUEL MIXTURE
Air resonator: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

Tightening torquesm

air resonator mounting
bolt on the intake dis-
tributor

11 Nm

Note:

The vehicle has three air resonators.

115039

 (1) Air resonator on front end panel

 (2) Air resonator on battery

 (3) Air resonator on inlet manifold



12A-12

FUEL MIXTURE
Air resonator: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A
REMOVING THE AIR RESONATOR ON 
THE FRONT END PANEL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Lift the air resonator (A) to remove it from the battery
cover.

a Pull the air resonator towards the front of the vehicle
(B) to remove it.

a Detach the air intake sleeve:

- from the front end panel at (1) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air filter unit at (3) .

a Remove the air intake sleeve.

a Remove the front bumper (see ) (MR 393, 55A, Ex-
terior protection).

a Remove the frontal impact cross member (see ) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Unclip the wiring harness at (4) .

a Remove:

- plastic rivets (5) ,

- the air deflector.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Lift the air resonator on the front end panel (6) to re-
move it from the mountings.

a Remove the air resonator on the front end panel.

114978

114977

114959

114958



12A-13

FUEL MIXTURE
Air resonator: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A
REFITTING THE AIR RESONATOR ON THE 
FRONT END PANEL

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Check that there are three air resonator mountings
on the front end panel.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the air resonator on the front end panel.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the air deflector.

a Refit the frontal impact cross member (see ) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Refit the front bumper (see ) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection).

a Before refitting the air intake sleeve, check that the
air resonator's upper mounting in the front end panel
is correctly clipped at (7) .

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator towards the rear of the vehi-
cle (A) until the air resonator's rear face is located
between the two marks on the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator (B) to fit it onto the battery
cover.

REMOVING THE AIR RESONATOR ON 
THE INLET MANIFOLD

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-
45) .

114975

114976



12A-14

FUEL MIXTURE
Air resonator: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the mounting bolts (8) from the air resona-
tor on the intake distributor.

REFITTING THE AIR RESONATOR ON THE 
INLET MANIFOLD

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a The O-ring of the air resonator on the inlet manifold
must always be replaced.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Torque tighten the air resonator mounting bolt on
the intake distributor (11 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-
45) .

114941

114942



12A-15

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (1) from the air filter unit cover,

- the air filter.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the air filter housing.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the air filter,

- the bolts mounting the air filter unit cover.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

113509



12A-16

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter: Removal - Refitting

F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – D4F, and 784 or 786

12A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the air filter cover in the order of the arrows
as shown above.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the air filter (3) in the order of the arrows as shown
above,

- the air filter from the air filter unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the air filter unit.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR THE PART IN 
QUESTION

a Reinsert the air filter into the air filter unit correctly.

a Press down firmly on the air filter and then pull it
down.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the cover on the air filter unit.

108198

108197

WARNING

If the air filter is fitted incorrectly in the air filter
unit, unfiltered air may enter the engine.



12A-17

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Apply pressure to (1) .

a Pull at (2) .

a Remove the air breather sleeve (3) from the front
end panel.

a Undo the clip (4) mounting the air filter unit to the
motorised throttle valve.

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing hoses at (5) .

a Unclip the gearbox breather at (6) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the air filter unit:

- lift out the air filter unit to remove it from the rocker
cover,

- push the air filter unit towards the right to remove it
from the motorised throttle valve.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refitting the air filter unit:

- push the air filter unit towards the left to attach it to
the motorised throttle valve,

- lower the air filter unit to attach it to the rocker cov-
er.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Retighten the clip securing the air filter unit onto the
motorised throttle valve.

112355

109834

109834

109834



12A-18

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A
a Connect the oil vapour rebreathing hoses.

a Clip the gearbox breather into place.

a Connect the breather sleeve onto the front end pan-
el.



12A-19

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Disconnect the air inlet pipe (1) from the air filter unit.

a Unclip the air inlet pipe from the air filter unit at (2) .

a Move aside the air inlet pipe from the air filter unit.

Tightening torquesm

air inlet duct clip 6 N.m

K4J or K9K or M4R – D4F, and 784 – K4M, and 800
or 801 or 804

121762

K4M, and 862

140643



12A-20

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

a Remove the relay unit (3) from the thermal protec-
tion tray.

a Unclip the power feed fuse board support at (4) .

a Move aside the power feed fuse board support at (5)
.

a Unclip the thermal protection shield at (6) .

a Hold the power feed fuse board mounting aside at
(7) .

a Remove the thermal protection tray at (8) and (9) .

K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

112781

108190

108191

112218



12A-21

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

a Loosen the air inlet duct clip (10) .

a Disconnect the air inlet duct.

a Loosen the air inlet duct clip (11) .

a Disconnect the pipe from the air inlet duct.

a Disconnect the air flowmeter connector.

K4J or K9K or M4R – D4F, and 784 – K4M, and 800
or 801 or 804

109469

K4M, and 862

140644

K9K or M4R



12A-22

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – D4F, and 784 or 786

12A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the air filter box in the direction of the ar-
rows (1) and (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the air filter unit.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the air flowmeter connector.

a Connect the air inlet duct.

a Torque tighten the air inlet duct clip (6 N.m).

a Refit the thermal protection shield.

a Clip on the thermal protection shield.

a Refit the power feed fuse board mounting.

a Clip on the power feed fuse board support.

a Refit the relay unit on the thermal protection tray.

a Connect the air inlet pipe to the air filter unit.

a Refit the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

108208

K9K or M4R

K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R



12A-23

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Remove the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) ((MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Unclip the relay unit from the thermal protection
shield (1) .

a Unclip the power feed fuse board support at (2) .

a Move aside the power feed fuse board support at (3)
.

a Unclip the thermal protection shield at (4) .

a Hold the power feed fuse board support aside.

a Remove the thermal protection shield.

Tightening torquesm

air duct clips between
the throttle valve and
the air filter box

5.5 Nm

112781

108190

108191



12A-24

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

a Remove:

- the air inlet duct (A) :

• unclip it from the front end panel (1) ,

• turn it and disconnect it (2) .

- the air inlet pipe (B) :

• air resonator side,

• air filter unit side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Unfasten the clips (8) .

a Remove the air inlet pipe between the throttle valve
and the air filter box.

a Disconnect the vacuum pipe (9) from the throttle
valve.

116368

116366



12A-25

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

a Remove the mounting nuts (10) from the sound-
proofing unit.

a Disconnect the air inlet pipe (11) .

a Move aside the « soundproofing unit - secondary
pipe » assembly.

a Remove the air filter box in the direction of the ar-
rows (12) and (13) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the air filter box.

a Fit the soundproofing unit in place.

a Refit the soundproofing unit mounting nuts.

a Connect the vacuum pipe to the throttle valve.

a Refit the air inlet pipe between the throttle valve and
the air filter box.

a Torque tighten the air duct clips between the
throttle valve and the air filter box (5.5 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the air inlet pipe (B) ,

- the air filter box,

- the air resonator.

- the air inlet pipe (A) .

a Fit the thermal protection shield in place.

a Clip on the thermal protection shield.

a Fit the power feed fuse board support in place.

a Clip on:

- the power feed fuse board support to the thermal
protection shield,

- the relay unit to the thermal protection shield.

116239

108208

116367



12A-26

FUEL MIXTURE
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A
a Refit the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)

((MR 392, 80A, Battery).



12A-27

FUEL MIXTURE
Air flowmeter: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Loosen the clip (1) between the air duct and the air
flowmeter.

a Disconnect the air flowmeter connector.

a Unfasten the air duct and remove it.

a Disconnect the air flowmeter connector.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts (2) securing the air flowmeter onto the air
filter unit,

- the air flowmeter.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the air flowmeter.

- the bolts securing the air flowmeter.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the air flowmeter connector.

Refit:

- the air duct,

- the clip between the air duct and the air flowmeter.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

112783

113855

Note:

Be sure not to damage the air flowmeter seal.

Replace it if necessary.



12A-28

FUEL MIXTURE
Air flowmeter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see ) .

a Lift the air resonator to remove it from the battery
cover (A) .

a Pull the air resonator towards the front of the vehicle
(B) to remove it.

a Detach the air intake sleeve:

- from the front end panel at (1) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air filter unit at (3) .

a Remove the air intake sleeve.

a Detach the wiring harness from the air inlet duct at
(4) .

a Undo the air duct mounting clips:

- on the air flow sensor (5) ,

- on the motorised throttle valve (6) .

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreather duct (7) from
the rocker cover using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the air inlet duct.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1608 Torque screwdriver 1 to 6.6
N.m.

Tightening torquesm

air flow sensor mounting
bolts

4 Nm

air inlet duct clips 6 Nm

114978

114977

114974



12A-29

FUEL MIXTURE
Air flowmeter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

a Disconnect the air flow sensor connector (8) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the air flow sensor mounting bolts (9) ,

- the air flow sensor,

- the air flow sensor seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The air flow sensor seal must be replaced.

II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Refit the air flow sensor.

a Tighten to torque the air flow sensor mounting
bolts (4 Nm) using the (Mot. 1608).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit the air inlet duct on the air flow sensor, paying at-
tention to the fitting mark (10) .

114965

114965

115221



12A-30

FUEL MIXTURE
Air flowmeter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

a Fit the air inlet duct on the motorised throttle valve,
paying attention to the fitting mark (11) .

a Connect the oil vapour rebreather duct on the rocker
cover.

a Tighten to torque the air inlet duct clips (6 Nm).

a Clip the wiring harness on the air inlet duct.

a Connect the air flow sensor connector.

a Before refitting the air intake sleeve, check that the
front end panel air resonator's upper mounting is
correctly clipped at (12) .

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator towards the rear of the vehi-
cle (A) until the air resonator's rear face is located
between the two marks on the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator (B) to fit it onto the battery
cover.

a Connect the battery (see ) .

a Refit the engine cover.

115220

114975

114976



12A-31

FUEL MIXTURE
Damper valve: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) 

a Remove:

- the air inlet duct (1) ,

- the damper valve duct (2) .

a Remove:

- the retaining bracket bolts (3) ,

- the retaining bracket.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the damper valve connector,

- the damper valve mounting bolts (4) ,

- the damper valve.

Tightening torquesm

damper valve mounting
nuts

12 N.m

112783

113853

112787



12A-32

FUEL MIXTURE
Damper valve: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check the condition of the contact surfaces.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new seal,

- the damper valve,

- the damper valve mounting nuts,

- the connector to the damper valve.

a Torque tighten the damper valve mounting nuts
(12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the damper valve bracket,

- the damper valve bracket mounting bolts,

- the damper valve duct,

- the outer air inlet duct.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .



12A-33

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Disconnect the motorised throttle valve connector.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the motorised throttle valve mounting bolts (1) ,

- the motorised throttle valve,

- the motorised throttle valve seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Be sure to replace the seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the motorised throttle seal.

- the motorised throttle valve,

- the motorised throttle valve mounting bolts,

a Torque tighten the motorised throttle valve
mounting bolts (9 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the motorised throttle valve connector.

a Refit the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

a Reinitialise the programming for the stops (see MR
394 Fault finding, 17B, Replacement of compo-
nents, Motorised throttle valve replacement op-
eration).

Tightening torquesm

motorised throttle valve
mounting bolts

9 N.m

108810



12A-34

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air inlet duct clips (1) ,

- the air inlet duct (2) .

a Remove:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (3) ,

- the air inlet duct clips (4) ,

- the air inlet duct.

a Disconnect:

- the throttle valve connector (5) ,

Tightening torquesm

throttle valve bolts 10 N.m

inlet duct clips 6 N.m

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

108205

K4M, and 862

140645

102735



12A-35

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
- the fuel vapour recirculation solenoid valve pipe (6)
.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the throttle valve bolts (7) ,

- the throttle valve.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Throttle valve seal.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the throttle valve joint face if it is to be re-used,

- the inlet distributor seal housing.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the throttle valve, fitted with a new seal.

a In order, torque tighten the throttle valve bolts (10
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect:

- the fuel vapour recirculation solenoid valve pipe,

- the throttle valve connector.

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct,

- the air inlet duct clips.

a Torque tighten the  inlet duct clips (6 N.m).

a Refit the oil vapour rebreathing pipe.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

102735

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING
Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

102735

K4M, and 862



12A-36

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see ) .

a Lift the air resonator (A) to remove it from the battery
cover.

a Pull the air resonator towards the front of the vehicle
(B) to remove it.

a Detach the air intake sleeve:

- from the front end panel at (1) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air filter unit at (3) .

a Remove the air inlet sleeve.

a Detach the wiring harness from the air inlet duct at
(4) .

a Undo the air duct mounting clips:

- on the air flow sensor (5) ,

- on the motorised throttle valve (6) .

a Remove the oil vapour rebreather duct (7) from the
rocker cover using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the air inlet duct.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

motorised throttle valve
mounting bolts

10 N.m

air inlet duct clips 6 N.m

114978

114977

114974



12A-37

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

a Fit hose clamps on the motorised throttle valve hos-
es.

a Remove the hoses from the motorised throttle valve
using the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the motorised throttle valve connector
(8) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the motorised throttle valve mounting bolts (9) ,

- the motorised throttle valve,

- the inlet distributor gasket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The motorised throttle valve seal must always be re-
placed.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Finger tighten the motorised throttle valve mounting
bolts.

a Torque tighten the motorised throttle valve
mounting bolts (10 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the motorised throttle valve connector.

a Connect the motorised throttle valve hoses using the
(Mot. 1448).

a Remove the hose clamps from the motorised throttle
valve hoses.

a Fit the air inlet duct on the air flow sensor, paying at-
tention to the fitting mark (10) .

114973

114973

115221



12A-38

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

a Fit the air inlet duct on the motorised throttle valve,
paying attention to the fitting mark (11) .

a Connect the oil vapour rebreather duct on the rocker
cover using the (Mot. 1448).

a Torque tighten the air inlet duct clips (6 N.m).

a Clip the wiring harness on the air inlet duct.

a Before refitting the air intake sleeve, check that the
front end panel air resonator's upper mounting is
correctly clipped at (12) .

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator towards the rear of the vehi-
cle (A) until the air resonator's rear face is located
between the two marks on the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator (B) to fit it onto the battery
cover.

a Connect the battery (see ) .

a Bleed the cooling circuit (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit the engine cover.

115220

114975

114976



12A-39

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Undo:

- the clip (1) on the air inlet pipe between the air filter
box and the throttle valve on the damper valve
side,

- the clip (2) on the air inlet pipe between the air filter
box and the throttle valve on the air filter box side.

a Remove the air inlet pipe (3) between the air filter
box and the throttle valve.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (4) from the throttle valve.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

bolt of the reinforce-
ment bracket on the
throttle valve

12 N.m

nut of the reinforcement
bracket

9 N.m

throttle valve bolts 10 N.m

air inlet pipe clips
between the air filter
unit and the throttle
valve

6 N.m

116366

F4R, and 830

116365



12A-40

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

a Disconnect the connector (6) from the throttle valve.

a Remove:

- the nut (7) of the reinforcement bracket on the oil
separator,

- the bolt (8) of the reinforcement bracket on the
throttle valve,

- the reinforcement bracket.

a Remove:

- the throttle valve bolts (5) ,

- the throttle valve.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Throttle valve seal.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the throttle valve joint face if it is to be re-used,

- the seal housing on the inlet distributor.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the throttle valve, fitted with a new seal.

a Refit:

- the reinforcement bracket,

- the bolt of the reinforcement bracket on the throttle
valve,

- the nut of the reinforcement bracket on the oil sep-
arator.

a Torque tighten:

- the bolt of the reinforcement bracket on the
throttle valve (12 N.m),

- the nut of the reinforcement bracket (9 N.m).

a Refit the throttle valve bolts.

a Torque tighten the  throttle valve bolts (10 N.m).

a Connect the throttle valve connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the air inlet duct between the throttle valve and
the air filter box.

a Torque tighten the air inlet pipe clips between the
air filter unit and the throttle valve (6 N.m).

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored by the computer, and clear them if nec-
essary.

F4R, and 832

142230

F4R, and 832



12A-41

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the air filter unit air inlet pipe (1) .

a Detach at (2) :

- the wiring harness,

- the vacuum pipe.

a Remove the intercooler air outlet pipe bolts (3) .

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side.

Tightening torquesm

throttle valve bolts 10 Nm

121762

121763



12A-42

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (4) from the throttle valve.

a Remove:

- the throttle valve bolts (5) ,

- the throttle valve,

- the throttle valve seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Replace the throttle valve seal.

a Use abrasive pads to clean the bearing faces of:

- the intake distributor - throttle valve,

- the throttle valve - intercooler air outlet pipe.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (MR 398, 04B, 
Consumables - Products) and clean cloths to de-
grease the bearing faces:

- the intake distributor - throttle valve,

- the throttle valve - intercooler air outlet pipe.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the throttle valve seal,

- the throttle valve,

- the throttle valve bolts.

a Torque tighten the  throttle valve bolts (10 Nm).

a Connect the throttle valve connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the intercooler outlet air pipe,

- the intercooler air outlet pipe bolts.

a Clip:

- the vacuum pipe,

- the harness.

a Connect:

- the air filter box air inlet pipe,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine cover.

a Program the motorised throttle valve (see Fault
finding - Replacement of components)(MR387,
17B, Petrol injection).

121764

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).



12A-43

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Cleaning

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

12A

CLEANING

I - CLEANING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33)
.

II - CLEANING THE PART CONCERNED

a

a Remove the seal(s) of the throttle valve.

a Hold the throttle valve flap open manually.

a Spray  CARBURETTOR CLEANER  (see Vehicle:
Parts and consumables for the repair) (04B, Con-
sumables - Products) into the air vent until all traces
of clogging have disappeared.

Equipment required

compressed air nozzle

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Always wear protective gear (gloves, goggles and
breathing masks).

Note:

Be sure to work in a clean environment so as not to
allow any contamination of the throttle valve.

Note:

The CARBURETTOR CLEANING product dam-
ages the seals.

124736

Note:

Do not spray any cleaning product onto the out-
side of the cylinder, inside the spring housing or
onto the connector.



12A-44

FUEL MIXTURE
Throttle valve: Cleaning

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

12A

a Remove the residues of CARBURETTOR CLEAN-
ER and the residual dirt using a LINT-FREE CLOTH
(see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the re-
pair) (04B, Consumables - Products).

a Use a compressed air nozzle to blast the throttle
valve edges and the air vent.

parts always to be replaced: Throttle valve seal.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33)
.

124737

124738

Note:

If the throttle valve is dropped or receives any
other impact, it will need to be replaced.



12A-45

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Remove:

- the oil filler neck mounting bolt (1) ,

- the oil filler neck.

a Disconnect:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (2) ,

- the brake servo pipe (3) ,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe (4) .

Tightening torquesm

intake distributor mount-
ing bolts on the cylinder
head

10 N.m

intake distributor mount-
ing bolts on the rocker
cover

10 N.m

108804

108811



12A-46

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A

a Disconnect:

- the inlet air vacuum sensor connector (5) ,

- the air temperature sensor connector (6) ,

- the injector connector,

- the motorised throttle valve connector.

a Disconnect the petrol supply pipe from the injector
rail (7) .

a Disconnect the spark plug leads.

a Unclip the following from the inlet manifold:

- the spark plug leads,

- the wiring harness (8) ,

- the oil level dipstick.

a Remove the starter supply terminal (9) ,

108805

IMPORTANT

During this operation, it is essential to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Pull on the connectors and not the leads to dis-
connect the spark plug leads.

109734



12A-47

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the inlet manifold mounting bolts from the rocker
cover (10) ,

- the inlet manifold mounting bolts on the cylinder
head,

- the plenum chamber - motorised throttle valve as-
sembly,

- the inlet manifold gasket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a It is essential to replace the sealing rings.

II - REFITTING STAGE FOR THE PART IN 
QUESTION

a Refitting the plenum chamber gasket

a Apply LOCTITE FRENETANCH to the intake distrib-
utor mounting bolts on the cylinder head.

a Pretighten all the intake distributor mounting
bolts (6 N.m).

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- the intake distributor mounting bolts on the cyl-
inder head (10 N.m),

- the intake distributor mounting bolts on the
rocker cover (10 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the dipstick onto the plenum chamber

110421

109729

109729



12A-48

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A

a When refitting the spark plug feed wires a bead of
FLUORINATED GREASE (PART NO. 82 00 168
855) with a diameter of 2 mm must be applied to the
inner edge of the high-tension caps.

a Refit:

- the spark plug leads,

- the wiring harness,

- the starter supply terminal,

- the oil filler neck.

a Reconnect:

- the injector rail petrol supply pipe,

- the motorised throttle valve connector,

- the injector connector,

- the air temperature sensor connector,

- the inlet air depression sensor connector,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe.

- the brake servo pipe ,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe.

a Refit the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

106640



12A-49

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air inlet duct clips on the throttle valve side and
the air filter unit clips,

- the air inlet duct,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Disconnect the air temperature sensor connector (3)
.

a Disconnect:

- the connectors (4) from the coils,

- the connector (5) of the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Unclip the electrical wiring.

a Move the electrical wiringto one side.

Tightening torquesm

bolts of the inlet distribu-
tor on the injector holder
shim

10 N.m

inlet distributor bolts on
the oil separator

12 N.m

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit, place
protective plugs on all fuel circuit components
exposed to the open air.

K4M, and 862

132369

132370



12A-50

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A

a Disconnect the petrol vapour recirculation pipe (6) .

a

a Remove:

- the bolts (7) from the heat shield,

- the heat shield.

a Disconnect:

- the connectors (8) from the coils,

- the connector (9) from the air temperature sensor,

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Unclip the electrical wiring.

a Move the electrical wiringto one side.

a Disconnect the fuel supply pipe from the injection
rail.

a Unclip the fuel vapour recirculation pipe from the in-
let distributor.

131766

132439

WARNING

To prevent the surrounding components from
overheating, do not damage (tear, pierce, bend,
etc.) a heat shield.

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.

K4J

101795

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the union.



12A-51

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the inlet distributor bolts (10) ,

- the inlet distributor,

- the inlet distributor seal.

a When replacing the inlet distributor, remove:

- the air temperature sensor,

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: inlet distributor seal

a

Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the inlet distributor joint face,

- the joint face of the injector holder shim.

a When replacing the inlet distributor, refit:

- the air temperature sensor,

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the inlet distributor, with a new seal.

a Tighten in order (1) , (2) , (3) , (4) , (5) , (1) , (6) , (7)
and (8) .

a Tighten to torque:

- the bolts of the inlet distributor on the injector
holder shim (10 N.m),

132371

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

132371



12A-52

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
- the inlet distributor bolts on the oil separator
(12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the fuel vapour recirculation pipe onto the inlet
distributor.

a Connect the petrol supply pipe to the injector rail.

a Clip on the electrical wiring.

a Connect:

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

- the air temperature sensor connector,

- the coil connectors.

a Refit:

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the engine cover.



12A-53

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

a Lift the air resonator to remove it from the battery
cover (A) .

a Pull the air resonator towards the front of the vehicle
(B) to remove it.

a Detach the air intake sleeve:

- from the front end panel at (1) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air filter unit at (3) .

a Remove:

- the air inlet sleeve,

- the dipstick.

a Detach the wiring harness from the air inlet duct at
(4) .

a Undo the air duct mounting clips:

- on the air flow sensor (5) ,

- on the motorised throttle valve (6) .

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreather duct (7) from
the rocker cover using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the air inlet duct.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

inlet distributor mount-
ing bolts

27 N.m

upper mounting bolts of
the inlet distributor

20 N.m

motorised throttle valve
mounting bolts

10 N.m

air inlet duct clips 6 N.m

114978

114977

114974



12A-54

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

a Remove the motorised throttle valve mounting bolts
(8) .

a Move the motorised throttle valve aside.

a Disconnect:

- the petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve con-
nector (9) ,

- the brake servo pipe (10) from the inlet distributor.

a Remove the inlet distributor upper mounting bolt
(11) .

a Disconnect:

- the oil vapour rebreather duct (12) from the rocker
cover,

- the petrol vapour rebreather pipe (13) .

114972

114970

114968



12A-55

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

a Remove the inlet distributor upper mounting bolt
(14) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the inlet distributor mounting bolts in order.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the inlet distributor gasket,

- the motorised throttle valve seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Finger tighten the inlet distributor mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten in order the inlet distributor mount-
ing bolts (27 N.m).

114967

Note:

Do not remove the mounting bolt (15) from the
manifold rear mounting bracket; removing this
bolt may lead to destruction of the injector con-
nections when the manifold is removed.

115093

115093



12A-56

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Torque tighten the upper mounting bolts of the in-
let distributor (20 N.m) at (16) .

a Connect:

- the oil vapour rebreather duct on the rocker cover
using the (Mot. 1448),

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the brake servo pipe on the inlet distributor,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing solenoid valve con-
nector.

a Torque tighten the motorised throttle valve
mounting bolts (10 N.m).

a Fit the air inlet duct on the air flow sensor, paying at-
tention to the fitting mark (17) .

a Fit the air inlet duct on the motorised throttle valve,
paying attention to the fitting mark (18) .

a Torque tighten the  air inlet duct clips (6 N.m).

a Clip the wiring harness on the air inlet duct.

114970

114967

115221

115220



12A-57

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

a Before refitting the air intake sleeve, check that the
front end panel air resonator upper mounting is cor-
rectly clipped at (19) .

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator towards the rear of the vehi-
cle (A) until the rear face of the air resonator is locat-
ed between the two marks on the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator (B) to fit it onto the battery
cover.

a Refit the dipstick.

a Connect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine cover.

114975

114976



12A-58

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33)
.

a Remove:

- the air inlet pipe (A) :

• unclip it from the front end panel (1) ,

• turn it (2) and disconnect it (3) .

- the air inlet pipe (B) :

• air resonator side,

• air filter unit side.

a Disconnect:

- the soundproofing unit control solenoid valve pipe
(4) on the inlet manifold side,

- the fuel vapour rebreather pipe (5) on the inlet
manifold side,

- the brake servo pipe (6) on the inlet manifold side.

a Remove:

- the oil vapour rebreather unit (7) on the inlet mani-
fold, moving the mounting clips slightly to one side,

- the dipstick.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

inlet manifold mounting
bolts

15 Nm

inlet manifold retaining
bracket mounting bolts

10 Nm

116368



12A-59

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

a Remove the dipstick tube mounting bolt (8) .

a Disconnect:

- the inlet air pressure sensor connector (9) ,

- the inlet air temperature sensor connector (10) .

116237 116233

116236



12A-60

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Unscrew by several turns the inlet manifold retaining
bracket mounting bolts (11) on the oil decanter.

a Remove:

- the inlet manifold retaining bracket mounting bolts
(12) ,

- the inlet manifold mounting bolts (13) ,

- the intake distributor.

When replacing the inlet manifold

a Remove:

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

- the inlet air temperature sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Carefully clean the joint faces.

a Always check that the centring device (14) is fitted
onto the injector holder plate or the inlet manifold. It
can be ordered from the Parts Department if not.

a Always replace all of the seals with new ones.

When replacing the inlet manifold

a Refit:

- the inlet air temperature sensor,

- the new inlet air pressure sensor.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the inlet manifold fitted with a new seal,

116234

116235

116362

Note:

If there is no centring device fitted this can cause
the throttle valve to wear prematurely.



12A-61

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A
- the inlet manifold mounting bolts,

- the inlet manifold retaining bracket mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten and in order:

- the inlet manifold mounting bolts (15 Nm),

- the inlet manifold retaining bracket mounting
bolts (10 Nm).

a Refit:

- the dipstick guide tube mounting bolt,

- the dipstick,

- the oil vapour rebreather unit on the inlet manifold
fitted with a new seal.

a Connect:

- the soundproofing unit control solenoid valve pipe
on the inlet manifold side,

- the inlet air temperature sensor connector.

- the air inlet pressure sensor connector,

- the fuel vapour rebreathing pipe onto the inlet man-
ifold,

- the brake servo pipe on the inlet manifold side.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the air inlet pipe (B) ,

- the air inlet pipe (A) .

a Refit the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33)
.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored by the computer, and clear them if nec-
essary.

116367



12A-62

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove the cover (1) from the power feed fuse
board mounting.

a Remove the green fuse (2)  (30 A).

a Detach the fuse connector from the fuse mounting.

a Remove the power wiring nut on the fuse mounting
(3) .

a Move the power wiring away from the fuse mount-
ing.

a Detach the fuse board.

a Unclip the power feed fuse board support at (4) .

a Move aside the power feed fuse board support at (5)
.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

throttle valve bolts 10 N.m

injector rail - injector
bolts

5 N.m

inlet distributor bolts (ini-
tial torque)

4 N.m

inlet distributor bolts 12 N.m

112971

112972

108190



12A-63

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

a Unclip the thermal protection shield at (6) .

a Hold the power feed fuse board mounting aside at
(7) .

a Remove the thermal protection tray at (8) and (9) .

a Disconnect the air inlet pipe (10) from the air filter
box.

a Remove:

- the bolt (11) from the engine oil filler neck,

- the engine oil filler neck,

- the dipstick,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Fit a hose clamp (Ms. 583) on the hose (12) .

a Separate the clip on the hose using the tool (Mot.
1448).

a Disconnect the hose.

a Remove clip (13) .

a Remove the expansion bottle.

108191

112218

121762

113375



12A-64

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

a Remove the bolt (14) from the turbocharger air outlet
pipe on the inlet distributor.

a Separate the clip (15) on the turbocharger air outlet
pipe.

a Move aside the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Undo the compressor discharge valve air pipe clip
(18) .

a Disconnect the compressor discharge valve air pipe.

a Detach at (19) :

- the vacuum pipe,

- the throttle valve electrical wiring.

a Disconnect the throttle valve connector.

121813

133441

Note:

If the clip (16) is removed from the flexible heat
shield (17) , the latter must be replaced.

121755

121763



12A-65

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

a Loosen the clip (20) on the intercooler intermediate
pipe.

a Disconnect the intercooler intermediate pipe.

a Remove:

- the bolts (21) of the intermediate pipe at the inlet of
the inlet distributor,

- the intermediate pipe at the intercooler outlet.

a Disconnect:

- the brake servo non-return valve (22) ,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (23) ,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe (24) ,

- the compressor discharge valve vacuum pipe (25) .

a Disconnect the connector (26) from the fuel heater
(if equipped).

133444

121763

121769

133356



12A-66

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

a Disconnect:

- the injector rail connector (27) ,

- the pressure sensor connector (28) ,

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream oxygen sen-
sor connector (29) ,

- the petrol vapour recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector.

a Disconnect the fuel inlet pipe on the injector rail.

a Fit blanking plugs.

a Unclip the electrical wiring.

a Move the electrical wiringto one side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the inlet distributor bolts,

- the inlet distributor,

- the inlet distributor seal.

When replacing the inlet distributor

a Remove:

- the « injection rail - injector » bolts,

- the « injection rail - injector » by pulling it gently,

- the throttle valve bolts,

- the throttle valve,

- the pressure sensor,

- the electric heater (if fitted).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: inlet distributor
seal.

a Use a  GREY ABRASIVE PAD  (see ) (04B, Consu-
mables - Products) to clean the bearing faces on:

- the inlet distributor,

- the cylinder head.

121765

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the union.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

120955



12A-67

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A
a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 

and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) and clean cloths to degrease the 
mating faces on:

- the inlet distributor,

- the cylinder head.

a Lubricate the injector seals with SILICONE FREE
LUBRICANT  (see Vehicle: Parts and consum-
ables for the repair) (04B, Consumables - Prod-
ucts).

When replacing the inlet distributor

a parts always to be replaced: injector seal.

a parts always to be replaced: Throttle valve seal.

a Always replace the heater seal.

a Refit:

- the throttle valve,

- the throttle valve bolts,

- the « injector rail - injectors » carefully,

- the « injection rail - injector » bolts.

a Tighten to torque:

- the throttle valve bolts (10 N.m),

- the injector rail - injector bolts (5 N.m).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Apply a drop of FRENETANCHE  (see Vehicle:
Parts and consumables for the repair) (04B, Con-
sumables - Products) to the inlet distributor bolts.

a Refit:

- the inlet distributor fitted with a new seal,

- the inlet distributor bolts.

a Pretighten to torque and in order the inlet distribu-
tor bolts (initial torque) (4 N.m).

a Tighten to torque and in order the inlet distributor
bolts (12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip on the electric wiring.

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Connect:

- the fuel supply pipe on the injector rail,

- the petrol vapour recirculation solenoid valve con-
nector.

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream oxygen sen-
sor connector,

- the pressure sensor connector,

- the injector rail connector,

- the fuel heater connector,

- the compressor discharge valve vacuum pipe,

- the petrol vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the brake servo non-return valve.

120955



12A-68

FUEL MIXTURE
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A
a Refit:

- the intermediate pipe at the inlet of the inlet distrib-
utor,

- the bolts for the intermediate pipe at the inlet of the
inlet distributor.

a Connect the intermediate pipe at the intercooler out-
let.

a Tighten the clip of the intermediate pipe at the inter-
cooler outlet.

a Connect the throttle valve connector.

a Clip:

- the vacuum pipe,

- the throttle valve electrical wiring.

a Connect the compressor discharge valve air pipe.

a Tighten the compressor discharge valve air pipe
clip.

a Connect:

- the air temperature sensor connector,

- the air pressure sensor connector.

a Refit the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Clip the turbocharger air outlet pipe onto the turbo-
charger.

a Refit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt on the inlet dis-
tributor,

- the expansion bottle,

- the clip.

a Connect the hose.

a Refit the clip using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the hose clamps.

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the dipstick,

- the engine oil filler neck,

- the engine oil filler neck bolt.

a Connect the air inlet pipe to the air filter box.

a Refit the thermal protection shield.

a Clip on the thermal protection shield.

a Refit the power feed fuse board mounting.

a Clip on the power feed fuse board support.

a Refit the power wiring nut on the fuse mounting.

a Attach the fuse connector to the fuse mounting.

a Refit:

- the green fuse (30A),

- the power feed fuse board mounting,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine cover.



12A-69

FUEL MIXTURE
Injector holder shim: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air resonator (1) .

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe (2) ,

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick guide bolts (3) .

a Move aside the dipstick guide.

Tightening torquesm

bolts 1 and 2 on the
injector holder shim

30 N.m

bolts 3 to 10 on the
injector holder shim

25 N.m

upper timing cover bolt 46 N.m

right-hand pendulum
suspension bolt

62 N.m

K4M, and 862

140647

132368



12A-70

FUEL MIXTURE
Injector holder shim: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
a Remove:

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the injector rail (see 13A, Fuel supply, Injector
rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting, page 13A-
11) .

a Remove the bolt (4) from the right-hand suspended
engine mounting.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (5) from the upper timing cover,

- the injector holder shim bolts,

- the injector holder shim,

- the injector holder shim seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Inlet shim seal.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the gasket face of the injector holder shim, in case
of reuse.

108861

102303

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING
Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.



12A-71

FUEL MIXTURE
Injector holder shim: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new seal on the injector holder shim,

- the injector holder shim.

a Fit all the bolts.

a Place the injector holder shim against:

- the timing upper cover by manually bringing the
bolt closer,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting by
tightening the bolt by hand.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- bolts 1 and 2 on the injector holder shim (30
N.m),

- bolts 3 to 10 on the injector holder shim (25
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Torque tighten:

- the upper timing cover bolt (46 N.m),

- the right-hand pendulum suspension bolt (62
N.m).

a Refit:

- the injector rail (see 13A, Fuel supply, Injector
rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting, page 13A-
11) ,

- the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a Refit:

- the dipstick guide bolts,

- the dipstick,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the air resonator.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

102303

K4M, and 862



12A-72

FUEL MIXTURE
Injector holder shim: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the motorised throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mix-
ture, Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting, page
12A-33) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a

1 - When replacing the injector holder plate

a Remove the injector rail fitted with its injectors (see
13A, Fuel supply, Injector rail - Injectors: Remov-
al - Refitting, page 13A-11) .

2 - removing a single injector holder plate

a Disconnect:

- the injector connectors (1) ,

- the fuel inlet union (2) on the injector rail.

a Move the injector wiring harness to one side.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injector holder plate
mounting bolts

21 Nm

stay mounting bolt
between the alternator
and the injector holder
plate

21 Nm

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

This procedure must be carried out with the igni-
tion off.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

IMPORTANT

Beware of fuel outflow and splashes on the sen-
sitive areas of the vehicle.

116361



12A-73

FUEL MIXTURE
Injector holder shim: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a remove the mounting bolt (3) from the pipe connect-
ing the « expansion valve - compressor » on the
stay.

a Loosen the lower mounting bolt (4) of the stay suffi-
ciently between the alternator and the injector holder
plate.

a Remove:

- the injector holder plate mounting bolts,

- the injector holder plate, moving aside the stay be-
tween the alternator and the injector holder plate.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Carefully clean the joint faces.

a Always replace all of the seals with new ones.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Move the top of the stay aside.

a Bring the injector holder plate and the stay alongside
each other so that the upper mounting hole on the
stay and the mounting hole on the injector holder
plate are aligned.

a Pull back the injector holder plate - stay assembly.

a Refit the injector holder plate mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the injector holder plate mounting
bolts (21 Nm).

a Torque tighten the stay mounting bolt between
the alternator and the injector holder plate (21
Nm)

1 - When replacing the injector holder plate

a Refit the injector rail fitted with its injectors (see 13A,
Fuel supply, Injector rail - Injectors: Removal -
Refitting, page 13A-11) .

2 - refitting a single injector holder plate

a Position the injector wiring harness.

a Connect:

- the injector connectors,

- the fuel supply union on the injector rail.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the mounting bolts on the pipe connecting the
« expansion valve - compressor » ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Using the Diagnostic tool, check that there are no
faults stored by the computer, and clear them if nec-
essary.

116736

Note:

Mark the length of the mounting bolts when they
are removed.



12A-74

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Unclip the wiring harness from the downstream oxy-
gen sensor.

a Disconnect the connector from the downstream oxy-
gen sensor.

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold retaining strut mounting bolt
(1) ,

- the exhaust bracket mounting bolts (2) .

a Remove the exhaust pipe towards the rear of the ve-
hicle.

a Unclip the upstream oxygen sensor electrical wiring
harness at the cylinder head.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(3) .

Tightening torquesm

manifold mounting stud 9 N.m

e x h a u s t  m a n i fold
mounting nuts

25 N.m

exhaust bracket mount-
ing bolts

25 N.m

108817

109722



12A-75

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A

a Remove:

- the heat shield mounting bolts (4) ,

- heat shield.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold mounting nuts,

- the exhaust manifold,

- the exhaust manifold gasket.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the sealing ring (6) between the exhaust manifold
and the catalytic converter,

- the exhaust manifold seal.

109721

109720

109399

Note:

If a stud becomes loose during this operation,
coat it with LOCTITE FRENBLOC.

Torque tighten the manifold mounting stud (9
N.m).



12A-76

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

12A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Pre-tighten to torque and in order the exhaust man-
ifold mounting nuts (10 N.m).

a Tighten to torque and in order the exhaust manifold
mounting nuts (25 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- heat shield.

- the heat shield mounting bolts,

a Clip the wiring harness to the downstream oxygen
sensor.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit the exhaust manifold retaining strut bolt.

a Torque tighten the exhaust bracket mounting
bolts (25 N.m).

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Clip the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness into
place at the cylinder head.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR392, 80A, Battery).

109720

WARNING

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.



12A-77

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Remove:

- the exhaust downpipe bolts,

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the turbocharger (see 12B, Turbocharging, Tur-
bocharger: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-4) ,

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold mounting nuts,

- the exhaust manifold.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the joint faces.

a

Tightening torquesm

exhaust manifold studs 10 Nm

e x h a u s t  m a n i fold
mounting nuts

26 Nm

113899

20848-1

WARNING

It is essential to replace the seal with a new one.



12A-78

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a If replacing, torque tighten the exhaust manifold
studs (10 Nm)

a refit:

- the exhaust manifold,

- the exhaust manifold mounting nuts.

a Torque tighten in order the exhaust manifold
mounting nuts (26 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a refit:

- the turbocharger (see 12B, Turbocharging, Tur-
bocharger: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-4) ,

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the exhaust downpipe,

- the engine undertray.

20848



12A-79

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection).

a Remove the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mix-
ture, Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page
12A-45) .

a Remove the bolts (1) from the exhaust bracket.

a Remove the exhaust pipe rubber mounting bush
support bolt on the body.

Tightening torquesm

exhaust manifold stud 8 N.m

lower heat shield bolts 12 N.m

exhaust manifold nuts 26 N.m

exhaust manifold nuts 26 N.m

e x h a u s t  m a n i fold
upstream and down-
stream stays

44 N.m

exhaust manifold upper
heat shield bolts

12 N.m

upstream oxygen sen-
sor

44 N.m

exhaust pipe support
bolt on the body

21 N.m

exhaust flange bolts 21 N.m

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To prevent the surrounding components from over-
heating, do not damage (tear, pierce, bend, etc.) a
heat shield.

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.

K4M, and 862

101793

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

Note:

Mark with a pen the position of the exhaust
silentbloc supports on the vehicle body.



12A-80

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor at (2) .

a Withdraw the exhaust pipe towards the rear of the
vehicle.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Remove:

- the upstream oxygen sensor (3) ,

- the upper heat shield from the exhaust manifold.

a Drain the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the differential output seal (see Differential output
seal: Removal - Refitting) (21A, Manual gear-
box).

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (4) from the front right-hand wheel drive-
shaft relay bearing,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing.

111981

101793

K4M, and 862

131770



12A-81

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A

a Disconnect the oxygen sensor connectors (5) .

a Unclip the oxygen sensor wiring (6) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nuts (7) from the exhaust manifold,

- the exhaust manifold.

a Using the workbench, remove:

- the lower heat shield bolts,

132373

132378

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

101797

101502



12A-82

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
- the lower heat shield.

a Remove the exhaust manifold nuts (9) .

a Remove:

- the downstream stay bolts (10) of the exhaust man-
ifold,

- the upstream stay bolts (11) of the exhaust mani-
fold,

- the exhaust manifold,

- the exhaust manifold gasket.

K4M, and 862

132379

132392

132360



12A-83

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: exhaust manifold
seal

a Part always to be replaced: Exhaust bracket seal.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the exhaust manifold joint face if it is to be re-used,

- the cylinder head joint face.

a Refit the lower heat shield.

a Torque tighten the lower heat shield bolts (12
N.m).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the exhaust manifold with a new seal.

a Torque tighten in order the exhaust manifold nuts
(26 N.m).

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- the exhaust manifold nuts (26 N.m),

Note:

If a stud becomes loose during this operation,
coat the stud with LOCTITE HIGH STRENGTH
THREAD LOCK  (see ) (04B, Consumables -
Products). Torque tighten the exhaust manifold
stud (8 N.m).

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

101797

K4M, and 862

132379



12A-84

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

12A
- the bolts of the exhaust manifold upstream and
downstream stays (44 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip on the oxygen sensor wiring.

a Connect the oxygen sensor connectors.

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the differential output seal (see Differential output
seal: Removal - Refitting) (21A, Manual gear-
box),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts).

a Fill the manual gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (21A, Manual gearbox).

a Refit the exhaust manifold upper heat shield.

a Torque tighten the exhaust manifold upper heat
shield bolts (12 N.m).

a Refit the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the upstream oxygen sensor (44
N.m).

a Connect the oxygen sensors.

a Refit the exhaust pipe rubber mounting bush support
bolt on the body.

a Torque tighten the exhaust pipe support bolt on
the body (21 N.m).

a Refit a new exhaust flange.

a Torque tighten the exhaust flange bolts (21 N.m).

a Refit the inlet distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, In-
let distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45)
.

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

K4M, and 862

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

K4M, and 862



12A-85

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see ) .

a Remove the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-
45) .

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold stay mounting bolts (1) ,

- the exhaust manifold stay.

a Remove the mounting bolts (2) from the exhaust
bracket.

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts from the exhaust manifold heat
shield (3) ,

- the exhaust manifold heat shield.

Tightening torquesm

e x h a u s t  m a n i fold
mounting studs

8 Nm

e x h a u s t  m a n i fold
mounting nuts

33 Nm

exhaust manifold heat
shield mounting bolts

6 Nm

exhaust manifold stay
mounting bolts

43 Nm

exhaust bracket mount-
ing bolts

21 Nm

114950

114949

115095



12A-86

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold mounting nuts, in order,

- the exhaust manifold,

- the exhaust manifold seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the sealing ring (4) between the exhaust manifold
and the catalytic converter,

- the exhaust manifold seal.

a Tighten to torque the exhaust manifold mounting
studs (8 Nm).

115094

109399

Note:

If a stud loosens during this operation, it should
be coated with LOCTITE FRENBLOC.



12A-87

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

M4R

12A
II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Finger tighten the mounting nuts until they are in
contact with the exhaust manifold.

a Tighten to torque and in order the exhaust manifold
mounting nuts (33 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the exhaust manifold heat shield.

a Tighten to torque the exhaust manifold heat shield
mounting bolts (6 Nm).

a Refit the exhaust manifold stay.

a Tighten to torque:

- the exhaust manifold stay mounting bolts (43
Nm),

- the exhaust bracket mounting bolts (21 Nm).

a Refit the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a Connect the battery (see ) .

a Refit the engine cover.

115094



12A-88

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the front axle subframe (see Front axle
subframe: Removal - Refitting) (31A, Front axle
components).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the exhaust manifold nuts.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Remove:

- the clip connecting the catalytic converter and the
expansion chamber,

- the « manifold - catalytic converter » assembly.

Tightening torquesm

exhaust manifold stud 9 N.m

upstream oxygen sen-
sor

44 N.m

exhaust manifold nuts 30 N.m

Note:

When removing and refitting the exhaust manifold,
remove the « manifold - catalytic converter »
assembly.

116809

116860



12A-89

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

F4R

12A
When replacing the exhaust manifold

a On the workbench:

- clamp the « manifold - catalytic converter » assem-
bly in a vice to hold it in place,

- remove the upstream oxygen sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: exhaust manifold
seal.

a parts always to be replaced: Catalytic converter
clip.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the joint faces of the manifold if it is being reused,

- the cylinder head joint faces.

When replacing the exhaust manifold

a On the workbench:

- clamp the « manifold - catalytic converter » assem-
bly in a vice to hold it in place.

- refit the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the upstream oxygen sensor (44
N.m).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the new exhaust manifold gasket.

a Refit:

- the « manifold - catalytic converter » assembly.

- the exhaust manifold nuts.

a Torque tighten in order the exhaust manifold nuts
(30 N.m).

a Refit the new clip connecting the catalytic converter
and the expansion chamber.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the front axle subframe (see Front axle sub-
frame: Removal - Refitting) (31A, Front axle com-
ponents).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Check that there are no exhaust gas leaks.

a Check the axle assembly values (see Front axle as-
sembly: Adjustment values) (30A, General infor-
mation).

Note:

If a stud is loosened during this operation, coat
the stud with HIGH STRENGTH BOLT LOCK-
ING PRODUCT.

Torque tighten the exhaust manifold stud (9
N.m).

Note:

Be careful not to damage the « manifold - cata-
lytic converter » pipes during this operation.

116809



12A-90

FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Drain the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand driveshaft (see Front right-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392,
29A, Driveshafts),

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) ,

- the turbocharger (see 12B, Turbocharging, Tur-
bocharger: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-4) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the exhaust manifold nuts (1) .

a Remove:

- the exhaust manifold by holding the centre stud
with a male torx socket and removing the manifold
with a larger screwdriver as shown at (2) ,

- the exhaust manifold heat shield bolts,

- the exhaust manifold heat shield.

Tightening torquesm

exhaust manifold heat
shield bolts

18 Nm

exhaust manifold nuts
(initial torque)

20 Nm

exhaust manifold nuts 30 Nm

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

121200

121771
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FUEL MIXTURE
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Use abrasive pads to clean the bearing faces of:

- the exhaust manifold - cylinder head,

- the exhaust manifold - turbocharger.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (MR 398, 04B, 
Consumables - Products) and clean cloths to de-
grease the bearing faces:

- the exhaust manifold - cylinder head,

- the exhaust manifold - turbocharger.

a Be sure to replace the exhaust manifold gasket.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the exhaust manifold heat shield,

- the exhaust manifold heat shield bolts.

a Torque tighten the exhaust manifold heat shield
bolts (18 Nm).

a Refit:

- the new exhaust manifold gasket,

- the exhaust manifold,

- the exhaust manifold nuts.

a Pretighten to torque the exhaust manifold nuts
(initial torque) (20 Nm).

a Torque tighten the exhaust manifold nuts (30 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the turbocharger (see 12B, Turbocharging, Tur-
bocharger: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-4) ,

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) ,

- the front right-hand driveshaft (see Front right-
hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR 392,
29A, Driveshafts).

a Fill the gearbox with oil (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

WARNING

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.

The sealing between the exhaust manifold seal-
ing surface and the catalytic converter must be
perfect.

Always replace all seals and exhaust pipe to rub-
ber mounting bush mounting bolts whenever they
are removed.

The catalytic converter must not be subjected to
mechanical impacts during removal or refitting,
as this could damage it.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharging: Precautions for the repair

D4F or K9K

12B

I - TURBOCHARGER: GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

For the turbocharging pressure regulator check (see
Fault finding - Tests) (Technical Note 3419A, 12B,
Turbocharging).

II - TURBOCHARGER CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

III - APPLICATION CONDITIONS OF 
INSTRUCTIONS

The instructions below must be followed when repla-
cing a turbocharger due to mechanical damage:

- damage to the bearing system,

- broken shaft or turbine wheel,

- compressor wheel rubbing against the turbocharger
casing,

- broken or damaged compressor wheel,

- extensive clogging of the turbine wheel casing (hard
deposits).

FOR THE AIR CIRCUIT:

- Consequences:

• swarf or metal objects in the turbocharger inlet and
outlet pipes,

• oil in the air circuit (collected in the intercooler).

- Risks (after replacing the turbocharger):

• metal objects sucked in by the compressor wheel
(destruction of the turbocharger).

FOR THE LUBRICATION CIRCUIT:

- Consequences:

• swarf found in the engine oil circuit,

• circulation of swarf within the circuit.

- Risks (after replacing the turbocharger):

• premature wear on the bearing system (destruction
of turbocharger).

INSTRUCTIONS:

- Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) 

- Replace the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting,
page 10A-19) .

- Replace the seals and fittings,

- Carry out the following only if the compressor wheel is 
broken or rubbing against the turbocharger casing:

• Drain the intercooler,

Equipment required

parts washer

WARNING

The turbocharger pressure regulator rod must not
be adjusted.

112666

 (1) Air filter unit

 (2) Air flowmeter

 (3) Compressor wheel

 (4) Intercooler

 (5) Inlet distributor

 (6) Exhaust manifold

 (7) Turbine wheel

 (8) Bearing system (bearing +
wheel shaft)

 (A) Air filter box air outlet pipe

 (B) Turbocharger air outlet pipe

 (C) Intercooler air outlet pipe

WARNING

Metal objects may enter the oil and air circuits as a
result of a broken turbocharger.

Failure to follow the INSTRUCTIONS listed will lead
to the turbocharger breaking again.



12B-2

TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharging: Precautions for the repair

D4F or K9K

12B
• Clean the turbocharger air pipes.

IV - AIR CIRCUIT*: INSTRUCTIONS FOLLOWING 
MECHANICAL DAMAGE TO THE TURBOCHARGER

Remove the intercooler if fitted to the vehicle (see 12B,
Turbocharging, Intercooler: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-21) .

Turn the intercooler over and allow the oil inside to
drain out.

Check that there are no metal objects inside the air
flowmeter (2) .

Remove:

- the air pipe(between the air filter unit and the turbo-
charger) (A) ,

- the air pipe (B) (between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler).

For air pipes comprising several components:

- mark (10) the fitting position of each component,

- separate all the components.

Note:

When carrying out an operation on the air or lubri-
cation circuit, it is necessary to plug the open holes
to prevent any risk of foreign bodies entering the
system.

Note:

(*) These instructions for the air circuit are only to 
be followed in the case of:

- broken compressor wheel,

- compressor wheel rubbing against the turbo-
charger casing.

110738

Note:

If the compressor wheel (9) is damaged, metal
objects are ejected inside the air pipes.

112772

112770
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharging: Precautions for the repair

D4F or K9K

12B
One by one, clean the pipes removed with the parts 
washer :

- brush as much of the inside of the pipe as possible
(only use brushes with plastic bristles),

- wash plenty of cleaning product from the cleaning sta-
tion through the pipe,

- allow the cleaned pipe to drain by standing it upright,

- ensure the cleaning product has drained out com-
pletely (check areas where liquid may be retained,
e.g. gaiters, resonators etc.).

Dry the pipes one by one using a compressed air spray
gun.

For pipes comprising several components:

- assemble the components, taking note of their correct
fitting position (10) .

Refit:

- the air pipe(between the air filter unit and the turbo-
charger) (A) ,

- the air pipe (B) (between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler).

Refit the intercooler, if fitted to the vehicle (see 12B,
Turbocharging, Intercooler: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-21) .

V - LUBRICATION CIRCUIT**: INSTRUCTIONS 
FOLLOWING MECHANICAL DAMAGE TO THE 
TURBOCHARGER

Drain the engine oil (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Engine oil: Draining - Refilling,
page 10A-12) .

Replace the oil filter (see 10A, Engine and cylinder
block assembly, Oil filter: Removal - Refitting, page
10A-19) .

Only fill the engine with a suitable oil type (see Engine
oil: Specifications) (Technical Note 6013A, 04A, Lu-
bricants).

VI - GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED 
WHEN REMOVING A TURBOCHARGER

Always replace:

- the oil supply pipe:

• if the pipe is blocked, even partially (due to scale,
carbonised oil etc.),

• if the pipe is fitted with self-retaining seals.

- the oil return pipe:

• if the pipe is blocked, even partially (due to scale,
carbonised oil etc.),

• if the pipe is fitted with self-retaining seals.

- all seals that have been removed,

- all fittings that have been removed.

When starting the engine:

- do not accelerate,

- allow the engine to run for 1 minute,the time taken for
the oil circuit pressure to increase (until the oil pres-
sure warning light on the instrument panel goes out),

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check the air circuit and the oil circuit for leaks.

112771

Note:

(**) These instructions relating to the lubrication cir-
cuit must always be followed in all cases of
mechanical damage as listed above.

WARNING
Failure to observe the following procedure may lead
to destruction of the turbocharger.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

12B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the tray under the battery (see Battery tray: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Turbocharg-
ing, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-15) .

a Remove the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Damper valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31)
(if equipped).

a Remove the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid
valve (see 14A, Antipollution, Exhaust gas recir-
culation solenoid valve: Removal - Refitting,
page 14A-3) .

II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the turbocharger mounting nuts (8) ,

- the turbocharger.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: seal between ex-
haust manifold and turbocharger

parts always to be replaced: Turbocharger oil
supply pipe bolt

parts always to be replaced: Turbocharger oil
pipe

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger studs on
the exhaust manifold

9 N.m

turbocharger stud on
the turbocharger

9 N.m

turbocharger lower nut
on the exhaust manifold

28 N.m

turbocharger upper nuts
on the exhaust manifold

28 N.m

K9K, and 764

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

112327
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

12B
a

a If there has been a fault in the turbocharger, check
that the intercooler is not full of oil. If it is, remove
and rinse it with the cleaning agent, then let it drip
dry.

a Clean the bearing faces using ABRASIVE PADS 
on:

- the exhaust manifold in contact with the turbo-
charger,

- the catalytic converter in contact with the turbo-
charger.

a Next, degrease these bearing faces using SUR-
FACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consumables - Prod-
ucts) and clean cloths.

a If a replacement has been carried out, torque tigh-
ten:

- the turbocharger studs on the exhaust manifold
(9 N.m),

- the turbocharger stud on the turbocharger (9
N.m).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Fit the turbocharger with new seals on the exhaust
manifold.

a Bolt without tightening the turbocharger nuts using
an open-jawed spanner (the turbocharger must rest
on the manifold and the spanner must no longer turn
without effort).

a Put a paint mark on the turbocharger coinciding with
a crest of the turbocharger lower nut (11) .

a Tighten the turbocharger lower nut until the next nut
crest coincides with the paint mark made on the tur-
bocharger (the final angle achieved is 60˚).

a Torque tighten:

- the turbocharger lower nut on the exhaust man-
ifold (28 N.m) (9) ,

- the turbocharger upper nuts on the exhaust
manifold (28 N.m) (10) .

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Turbocharg-
ing, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-15) ,

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) .

WARNING

- Ensure that no foreign bodies enter the turbine
or compressor during the refitting operation.

- Check that the turbocharger oil return pipe is
not completely or partially blocked by scale.
Check that it is not leaking; if it is, replace it.

- Always replace:

• all of the O-rings and both copper seals on the
turbocharger oil supply pipe,

• the exhaust flange seal.

• any damaged heat shield.

WARNING

Ensure that no foreign bodies enter the turbine or
compressor during the refitting operation.

Check that the turbocharger oil return pipe is not
partially or completely blocked by scale. Check
that there are no leaks. If there are, replace the
part.

113560
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

12B

a Refit the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Damper valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31)
(if equipped).

a Refit the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve
(see ) .

a Refit:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Connect the air flowmeter connector.

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine cover.

Check

a Disconnect the connector from the crankshaft posi-
tion sensor.

a Run the starter motor until the oil pressure warning
light goes out (wait for a few seconds).

a Switch off the ignition.

a Make sure that there are no oil leaks.

a Connect the crankshaft position sensor.

a Connect the Diagnostic tool and clear the stored
faults.

a Refit the engine undertray.

K9K, and 764

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

12B

PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE 
REPAIR WORK

a Parts always to be replaced:

- seal between the exhaust manifold and the turbo-
charger,

- seal between the turbocharger and the catalytic
pre-converter,

- seal for the oil turbocharger return pipe on the cyl-
inder block,

- turbocharger oil return pipe seal on the turbocharg-
er,

- turbocharger oil supply pipe,

- oil supply hollow bolt on the turbocharger.

a Consumables:

- ABRASIVE PAD

- SURFACE CLEANER

- COPPER ANTI-SEIZE AGENT

- COPPER-ALUMINIUM LUBRICANT

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the turbocharging pressure regulation
valve control hose .

a Position the (Ms. 583) or a hose clamp on the turbo-
charger cooling hoses.

a Move the clips (1) on the turbocharger cooling hoses
to one side, using the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the turbocharger cooling hoses.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger studs on
the exhaust manifold

9 N.m

turbocharger stud on
the turbocharger

9 N.m

nut for the exhaust gas
temperature sensor
upstream of the turbo-
charger

32 N.m

turbocharger lower nut
on the exhaust manifold

26 N.m

turbocharger upper nuts
on the exhaust manifold

26 N.m

117306

Note:

Prepare for coolant outflow when the cooling
hoses are disconnected from the turbocharger.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

12B

a Remove:

- the air duct (2) from the air filter unit inlet,

- the upper section (3) of the air inlet duct between
the turbocharger and the intercooler by moving the
clips to one side (4) and by removing the bolt (5) ,

- the air inlet duct (6) between the air filter unit outlet
and the turbocharger inlet.

a Remove the turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Tur-
bocharging, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal -
Refitting, page 12B-15) .

a Remove:

- the nuts (7) from the turbocharger on the exhaust
manifold,

- the turbocharger by moving the engine forwards,

- the seal between the exhaust manifold and the tur-
bocharger,

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe and discard it.

a If the turbocharger is being replaced, remove the tur-
bocharger temperature sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: seal between ex-
haust manifold and turbocharger

parts always to be replaced: Turbocharger oil
supply pipe bolt

parts always to be replaced: Turbocharger oil
pipe

a Following a turbocharger fault, check that the inter-
cooler and the air circuit assembly are not full of oil.
In this case, remove them and clean them using a
cleaning container or a cleaning fountain and then
dry them using a compressed air gun.

a Using a buffer pad, clean the pressure faces of the:

- the manifold and the turbocharger,

- turbocharger and the catalytic converter.

a Afterwards, degrease these bearing faces using
SURFACE CLEANER and clean cloths.

a If a replacement has been carried out, torque tigh-
ten:

- the turbocharger studs on the exhaust manifold
(9 N.m),

- the turbocharger stud on the turbocharger (9
N.m).

112783

117313

Note:

If the turbocharger is to be re-used, clean it com-
pletely using a cleaning container or a cleaning
fountain and then dry it using a compressed air
gun and let it drip dry.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

12B
a If the turbocharger is being replaced:

- clean the exhaust gas temperature sensor up-
stream of the turbocharger using a clean, dry and
lint-free cloth, if the turbocharger is to be re-used

- coat the temperature sensor threading with high
temperature COPPER ANTI-SEIZE AGENT
grease or COPPER-ALUMINIUM LUBRICANT,

- Insert the exhaust gas temperature sensor up-
stream of the turbocharger in its housing on the tur-
bocharger,

- refit the nut for the exhaust gas temperature sensor
upstream of the turbocharger,

- tighten to torque the nut for the exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor upstream of the turbocharger
(32 N.m) using an open-ended spanner.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new seal to the exhaust manifold,

- the turbocharger by moving the engine forwards,

- the upper and lower turbocharger nuts on the ex-
haust manifold.

a Fit the turbocharger with new seals on the exhaust
manifold.

a Bolt without tightening the turbocharger nuts using
an open-jawed spanner (the turbocharger must rest
on the manifold and the spanner must no longer turn
without effort).

a Put a paint mark on the turbocharger coinciding with
a crest of the turbocharger lower nut (12) .

a Tighten the turbocharger lower nut until the next nut
crest coincides with the paint mark made on the tur-
bocharger (the final angle achieved is 60˚).

a Torque tighten:

- the turbocharger lower nut on the exhaust man-
ifold (26 N.m) (13) ,

- the turbocharger upper nuts on the exhaust
manifold (26 N.m) (14) .

a Connect the cooling hoses to the turbocharger.

a Fit the clips using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the hose clamp.

a Connect the turbocharging pressure regulation
valve control hose.

Note:

The new exhaust gas temperature sensors
upstream of the turbocharger supplied by the
Parts Department are sold pre-coated. In this
case, do not coat them but refit them directly,
respecting the tightening torque.

WARNING

Ensure that no foreign bodies enter the turbine or
compressor during the refitting operation.

113560

WARNING
Check that the turbocharger oil return pipe is not
partially or completely blocked. Check that there
are no leaks. If there are, replace the pipe.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

12B
a Refit the turbocharger oil return pipe with its new

seals, starting at the inlet in the cylinder block.

a Refit the turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Turbo-
charging, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 12B-15) .

a Connect the turbocharging pressure regulation
valve control hose.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) .

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct between the air filter unit outlet
and the turbocharger inlet,

- the upper section of the air inlet duct between the
turbocharger and the intercooler,

- the air duct at the air filter unit inlet.

1 - Check

a Disconnect the crankshaft position sensor connec-
tor.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Run the starter motor until the oil pressure warning
light goes out (wait for a few seconds).

a Switch off the ignition.

a Make sure that there are no oil leaks.

a Connect the Diagnostic tool and clear the stored
faults.

a Connect the crankshaft position sensor connector.

2 - Final operation

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

WARNING

During this operation, make sure that the turbo-
charger oil return pipe does not fold.

WARNING

Respect the direction of fitting of the turbo-
charger oil return pipe seal.

WARNING

Make sure that the recommendations for refitting
the catalytic pre-converter are always followed
closely.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts),

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) ,

- the turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Turbocharg-
ing, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-15) .

a Remove the bolt (1) from the turbocharger air outlet
pipe on the inlet distributor.

a Separate the clip (2) from the turbocharger air outlet
pipe.

a Move aside the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Equipment required

set of feeler gauges

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger nuts 21 N.m

turbocharger cooling
pipe hollow bolts

30 N.m

turbocharger cooling
pipe bracket bolts

10 N.m

121813

133441

Note:

If the clip (3) is removed from the flexible heat
shield (4) , the latter must be replaced.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12B

a Disconnect:

- the turbocharging pressure release valve (5) ,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (6) ,

- the fuel vapour recirculation pipe (7) .

a Undo:

- the clip (8) of the compressor discharge air pipe,

- the clips (9) of the air outlet pipe of the air filter unit.

a Disconnect the air outlet pipe from the air filter unit.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the tool (Ms. 583) on the turbocharger cool-
ing hoses (10) .

a Remove the turbocharger cooling hose clips using
the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the turbocharger cooling hoses.

a Remove the turbocharger cooling pipe strut bolt (11)
.

121727

121773
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12B

a Remove:

- the turbocharger nuts (12) ,

- the turbocharger,

- the turbocharger seal.

If replacing the turbocharger

a Undo the turbocharging pressure relief valve pipe
clips.

a Disconnect the turbocharging pressure relief valve
pipes.

a Remove

- the turbocharger cooling pipe bracket bolt,

- the turbocharger cooling hollow pipe bolts,

- the turbocharger cooling pipes.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: Turbocharger nut.

a parts always to be replaced: seal between turbo-
charger and catalytic converter.

a parts always to be replaced: Turbocharger cool-
ant pipe.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- a new turbocharger seal,

- the turbocharger,

- new turbocharger nuts.

a Torque tighten the  turbocharger nuts (21 N.m).

1 - If the turbocharger is not being replaced

a Refit the turbocharger cooling pipe strut bolt.

a Connect the turbocharger cooling hoses.

a Fit the turbocharger cooling hose clips.

a Remove the tool (Ms. 583).

2 - If replacing the turbocharger

a Refit the turbocharger cooling pipes.

121201

121202
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12B

a Position a 3 mm  set of feeler gauges  (13) be-
tween the compressor cooling pipe and the com-
pressor heat shield.

a Tighten to torque:

- the turbocharger cooling pipe hollow bolts (30
N.m),

- the turbocharger cooling pipe bracket bolts (10
N.m).

a Connect the turbocharging pressure relief valve
pipes.

a Tighten the turbocharging pressure relief valve pipe
clips.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the air outlet pipe of the air filter unit.

a Tighten:

- the clips of the air outlet pipe of the air filter unit,

- the compressor discharge air pipe clip.

a Connect:

- fuel vapour recirculation pipe,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the turbocharging pressure relief valve.

a Refit the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Clip the turbocharger air outlet pipe onto the turbo-
charger.

a Refit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt,

- new turbocharger oil pipes (see 12B, Turbocharg-
ing, Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 12B-15) ,

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) ,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting)
(29A, Driveshafts).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Check that there are no leaks:

- start the engine,

- check that the oil pressure warning light has gone
out,

- leave the engine to idle,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check that there are no leaks.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

126586



12B-15

TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the front-right hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR
392, 29A, driveshafts),

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) from the turbocharger oil supply pipe on
the turbocharger,

- the bolt (2) on the turbocharger oil supply pipe on
the cylinder block,

- the bracket bolt (3) from the turbocharger oil supply
pipe,

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe,

- the bolts (4) from the turbocharger oil return pipe,

- the turbocharger oil return pipe.

a Fit a blanking plug to the opening on the cylinder
block after removal of the turbocharger oil return
pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Always replace the turbocharger oil pipes.

a Remove the protective plug from the opening on the
cylinder block.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the new turbocharger oil return pipe fitted with new
seals,

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger oil return
pipe bolts

10 Nm

turbocharger oil supply
pipe bolt on the cylinder
block

19 Nm

turbocharger oil supply
pipe bolt on the turbo-
charger

19 Nm

turbocharger oil supply
pipe bracket bolt

10 Nm

120962
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

12B
- the turbocharger oil return pipe bolts.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger oil return pipe
bolts (10 Nm).

a Refit:

- the new turbocharger oil supply pipe fitted with its
new seals,

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe bolt on the cylinder
block,

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe bolt on the turbo-
charger,

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe bracket bolt.

a Torque tighten:

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe bolt on the cyl-
inder block (19 Nm),

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe bolt on the tur-
bocharger (19 Nm),

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe bracket bolt
(10 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) ,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft (see Front
right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refitting) (MR
392, 29A, driveshafts).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Check that there are no leaks:

- start the engine,

- check that the oil pressure warning light has gone
out,

- leave the engine to idle,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check that there are no oil leaks.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12B

REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER OIL 
SUPPLY PIPE

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) .

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (1) on the
rocker cover side.

a Undo the clips on the air outlet pipe of the air filter
unit.

a Disconnect the air outlet pipe from the air filter unit.

a Remove the air outlet pipe from the air filter box.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger oil supply
pipe hollow bolt (turbo-
charger end)

torx head bolt
18 N.m or bolt
with head type

H 14 N.m

turbocharger oil supply
pipe nut (cylinder head
side)collar nut 35 N.m or
non-collar nut

23 N.m

turbocharger oil return
pipe bolts

12 N.m

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

WARNING

Prepare for the flow of fluid, and protect the sur-
rounding components.

Note:

This procedure deals with removing and refitting the
turbocharger oil return pipe and the turbocharger oil
supply pipe.

K9K, and 764 or 772

122134
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12B

a Remove the air pipe between the turbocharger out-
let and the air pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Remove the mounting nut from the intercooler air in-
let pipe on the alternator using a ratchet spanner
equipped with an extension piece and a universal
joint.

a Move aside the intercooler air inlet pipe.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Move the cooling hoses away from the cylinder head
water chamber.

a Undo the turbocharger oil supply pipe nut (2) from
the cylinder head using the (Mot. 1746).

a Remove:

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe hollow bolt (3) ,

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe.

REFITTING THE TURBOCHARGER OIL 
SUPPLY PIPE

REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: turbocharger oil
supply pipe

parts always to be replaced: Turbocharger oil
supply pipe bolt

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Refit a new turbocharger oil supply pipe.

112331

122150

114285

Note:

These two turbocharger oil supply pipes may be 
used on the same engine. The tightening torque 
of the end pieces (6) on the cylinder head is dif-
ferent, depending on the following:

- if the end piece is shouldered (5) , in this case
there will be no need to place the high-resis-
tance bolt locking product on the end piece
thread,

- if the end piece is not shouldered (4 ) , it is
essential to apply high-strength threadlock to
the end piece threading.
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12B
a Fit without tightening:

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe nut on the cylinder
head,

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe hollow bolt.

a Torque tighten:

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe hollow bolt
(turbocharger end) (torx head bolt 18 N.m or
bolt with head type H 14 N.m),

- the turbocharger oil supply pipe nut (cylinder
head side)collar nut 35 N.m or non-collar nut
(23 N.m) using tool (Mot. 1746).

a Clip the cooling hoses onto the cylinder head water
chamber.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the retaining pins of the turbocharger air outlet
pipe.

a Snap on the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Tighten the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt on the
rocker cover.

a Tighten the mounting nut of the intercooler air inlet
pipe on the alternator using a ratchet spanner
equipped with an extension piece and a universal
joint.

a Connect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe on the rock-
er cover side.

a Refit:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the engine cover.

Check

a Disconnect the crankshaft position sensor connec-
tor.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Run the starter motor until the oil pressure warning
light goes out (wait for a few seconds).

a Switch off the ignition.

a Make sure that there are no oil leaks.

a Connect the Diagnostic tool and clear the stored
faults.

a Connect the crankshaft position sensor connector.

REMOVING THE TURBOCHARGER OIL 
RETURN PIPE

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Remove the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-29) .

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B, Ex-
haust, Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 19B-23) .

K9K, and 764 or 772

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 764 or 766 or
768

K9K, and 772
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TURBOCHARGING
Turbocharger oil pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K

12B
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the turbocharger oil return pipe bolts on the turbo-
charger,

- the turbocharger oil return pipe by extracting it from
the cylinder block.

REFITTING THE TURBOCHARGER OIL 
RETURN PIPE

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: turbocharger oil
pipe seal

a Oil the turbocharger oil return pipe O-ring.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit new seals on the turbocharger oil return pipe.

a Fit the turbocharger oil return pipe, first positioning it
in the cylinder block.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger oil return pipe
bolts (12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-29) .

a Refit the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) .

a Refit:

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) ,

- the engine undertray,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

Check

a Disconnect the crankshaft position sensor connec-
tor.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Run the starter motor until the oil pressure warning
light goes out (wait for a few seconds).

a Switch off the ignition.

a Make sure that there are no oil leaks.

a Connect the Diagnostic tool and clear the stored
faults.

a Connect the crankshaft position sensor connector.

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 764 or 766 or
768

K9K, and 772
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TURBOCHARGING
Intercooler: Removal - Refitting

K9K – D4F, and 784 or 786

12B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion).

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove the air deflector (1) from the intercooler.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Loosen the clips (2) , (3) and (4) of the intercooler air
inlet and outlet pipes.

a Disconnect the intercooler air inlet and outlet pipes.

a Move aside the intercooler air inlet and outlet pipes.

a Remove the flexible part of the intercooler outlet
pipe (5) .

a Remove the intercooler (6) in the direction of the ar-
rows (7) and (8) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check that the intercooler is not full of oil. If it is,
clean it with a cleaning trough or with a parts
washer then dry it with a compressed air nozzle.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the flexible part of the intercooler air outlet pipe.

a Tighten the clip (4) of the flexible part of the inter-
cooler air outlet pipe.

Equipment required

cleaning trough

parts washer

compressed air nozzle

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112029

109808

Note:

Whenever the clip (3) of the intercooler air outlet
pipe is removed, only the flexible part (5) of the
pipe must be replaced.
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TURBOCHARGING
Intercooler: Removal - Refitting

K9K – D4F, and 784 or 786

12B
a Refit the intercooler.

a Connect the intercooler air inlet and outlet pipes.

a Tighten the clips of the intercooler air inlet and outlet
pipes.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the intercooler air deflector,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion).



13A-1

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel circuit: Operating diagram

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M

13A
Operating diagram of the petrol supply circuit ( « pump - sender - fuel filter » assembly).

The fuel system does not have a return.

The fuel pressure does not vary with engine load.

The circuit comprises:

- a rail (1) without a return pipe union and without a
supply pressure regulator,

- a single pipe (2) coming from the tank,

- a « pump - sender - fuel filter » petrol supply assem-
bly fitted with a pressure regulator (3) , pump (4) and
fuel filter (5) (all located in the tank),

- a fuel vapour recirculation tank (6) .

109471
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FUEL SUPPLY
Petrol supply circuit: Operating diagram

M4R

13A
Operating diagram of the petrol supply circuit

The fuel supply circuit does not have a return.

The fuel pressure does not vary with engine load.

The circuit comprises:

- a « pump-sender-filter » fuel supply assembly located
in the tank; it is equipped with the pump (1) , the filter
(2) and the pressure regulator (3) ,

- a single pipe (4) coming from the tank,

- a rail (5) with no return pipe and no pressure regula-
tor,

- a petrol vapour recirculation reservoir (6) connected
to the inlet manifold by a pipe and a solenoid valve.

109471
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FUEL SUPPLY
Diesel supply circuit: Operating diagram

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13A
Operating diagram of the diesel fuel supply circuit

The circuit comprises:

- a sender (1) ,

- a priming bulb (2) ,

- a fuel filter (3) that can be fitted with a water detection
sensor,

- a high pressure pump (4) with a built-in mechanical
low pressure pump (transfer pump),

- a fuel flow actuator (5) ,

- an injector rail (6) fitted with a diesel pressure sensor
(7) ,

- four injectors (8) ,

- a venturi tube (9) ,

- a bleed screw (10) ,

- various sensors,

- an injection computer.

102847

IMPORTANT

Loosening a high-pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is strictly prohibited.

WARNING

It is forbidden:

- to dismantle the interior of the pump or injectors.
Only the fuel flow actuator, the diesel fuel temper-
ature sensor and the venturi tube can be replaced,

- to remove the pressure sensor from the fuel rail
(because of circuit contamination problems). If the
pressure sensor fails, the pressure sensor, the rail
and the five high pressure pipes must be replaced.

Only the flow actuator, the diesel fuel temperature
sensor and the venturi tube can be replaced.
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FUEL SUPPLY
Diesel supply circuit: Operating diagram

K9K, and 764

13A
Operating diagram of the diesel fuel supply circuit

The circuit comprises:

- a sender (1) ,

- a priming bulb (2) ,

- a fuel filter (3) which may be fitted with a water detec-
tion sensor,

- a high pressure pump (4) with a built-in mechanical
low pressure pump (transfer pump),

- a pressure regulator (5) , mounted on the high-pres-
sure pump,

- a flow regulator (6) , mounted on the high-pressure
pump,

- an injector rail (7) fitted with a pressure sensor,

- a bleed screw (8) ,

- four injectors,

- various sensors,

- an injection computer.

113672

IMPORTANT

Loosening a high pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is strictly prohibited.

WARNING

It is forbidden:

- to dismantle the interior of the pump or injectors.

- to remove the pressure sensor from the fuel rail
(because of circuit contamination problems). If the
pressure sensor fails, the pressure sensor, the rail
and the five high pressure pipes must be replaced,

- to dismantle the flow regulator solenoid and the
pressure regulator solenoid on the high-pressure
pump.
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FUEL SUPPLY
Diesel supply circuit: Operating diagram

K9K, and 772

13A
Operating diagram of the diesel fuel supply circuit

The circuit comprises:

- a pump - sender (1) ,

- a priming bulb (2) ,

- a fuel filter (3) that can be fitted with a water detection
sensor,

- a high pressure pump (4) with a built-in mechanical
low pressure pump (transfer pump),

- a pressure regulator (5) mounted on the high pres-
sure pump,

- a flow regulator (6) mounted on the high pressure
pump,

- an injector rail (7) fitted with a pressure sensor,

- a bleed screw (8) ,

- four injectors,

- various sensors,

- an injection computer,

- a particle filter injector fuel filter (9) ,

- a diesel injector (10) on the catalytic pre-converter,

- a diesel injector cooler (11) ,

- a catalytic pre-converter (12) .

118449

IMPORTANT

Loosening a high-pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is strictly prohibited.

WARNING

It is forbidden:

- to dismantle the interior of the pump or injectors.

- to remove the pressure sensor from the fuel rail
(because of circuit contamination problems). If the
pressure sensor fails, the pressure sensor, the rail
and the five high pressure pipes must be replaced,

- to dismantle the flow regulator solenoid valve and
the pressure regulator solenoid valve on the high
pressure pump.
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FUEL SUPPLY
Diesel filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K

13A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front wheel
arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A,
Exterior protection).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a The safety advice and cleanliness instructions must
be respected (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel in-
jection: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

a Remove:

- the mounting nuts (1) from the diesel filter protec-
tion plate (2) ,

- the diesel filter protection plate.

Note:

Use only wipes (77 11 211 707) to clean the filter
and pipes once the fuel circuit is opened.

Be sure to have the new diesel filter to hand
before starting work.

112778

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during the operation.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, it is essential to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.



13A-7

FUEL SUPPLY
Diesel filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K

13A

a Push the diesel filter upwards to remove it from its
holder.

a Place a container under the water separator bleed
screw (3) to collect the diesel fuel.

a Open the bleed screw (3) .

a Disconnect the pipe unions on the diesel filter in the
following order: (4) , (5) then (6) .

a Remove the diesel filter.

a Let the diesel fuel flow out from the various pipes
into a container.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Connect the pipe unions on the diesel filter (only re-
move the caps at the last moment).

a Refit:

- the diesel filter,

- the protection plate for the diesel filter.

112776 112776

WARNING

Prevent the hose unions from coming into con-
tact with a polluted environment.

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow.
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FUEL SUPPLY
Diesel filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K

13A
SUPPLY CIRCUIT PRIMING PROCEDURE

a Open the bleed screw located between the filter and
the high pressure pump (see 13A, Fuel supply,
Diesel supply circuit: Operating diagram, page
13A-3) .

a Fit a pipe on the bleed screw and set up a container
to recover the diesel fuel when priming the circuit.

a Prime the supply circuit with the priming bulb until
diesel starts to run into the container.

a Close the air bleed screw.

a Remove the pipe from the bleed.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front wheel
arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A,
Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).
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FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel filter: Removal - Refitting 13A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the fuel filter guard (1) .

a Unclip the fuel filter (2) on the fuel vapour absorber
in the direction of the arrow.

a Disconnect the fuel filter pipes.

a Remove the fuel filter.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the fuel filter.

a Connect the fuel filter pipes.

a Clip the fuel filter onto the fuel vapour absorber.

a Refit the fuel filter guard.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear heat protective gloves during the operation.

128658

128657
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FUEL SUPPLY
Particle filter injector fuel filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

13A
REMOVAL

I - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Separate the tabs (1) of the particle filter injector fuel
filter holder.

a Unclip the particle filter injector fuel filter unions (2) .

a Remove the particle filter injector fuel filter following
the direction of the arrow.

REFITTING

REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART CONCERNED

a Refit the particle filter injector fuel filter.

a Clip on:

- the particle filter injector fuel filter,

- the particle filter injector fuel filter unions.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

118269

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow.
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FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

13A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

ON THE WORKBENCH

a Disconnect the injector wiring harness.

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (1) from the injector rail,

- the injector rail.

a Remove the injector wiring harness.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, it is essential to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be aware of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the supply union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during the operation.

107885
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FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

13A

a Remove:

- the clips (2) from the injectors,

- the injectors (3) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the injectors' O-rings,

- the injector mounting clips,

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the injectors,

- the injector clips,

a Refit the injector wiring harness.

a Refit:

- the injector rail,

- the injector rail mounting bolts,

a Connect the injector wiring harness.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

101492



13A-13

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

K4J – K4M

13A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mix-
ture, Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page
12A-45) .

a Disconnect the fuel supply pipe union from the injec-
tor rail (1) .

a Insert the blanking plugs.

Tightening torquesm

injector rail bolts 10 N.m

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

101795

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.



13A-14

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

K4J – K4M

13A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the injector rail bolts (2) ,

- the « injector rail-injector » assembly by pulling it
carefully towards the front of the vehicle.

a Disconnect the connector from each injector (3) .

a Remove:

- the injector retaining clips (4) ,

- the injectors (5) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: injector clip on in-
jector rail.

a parts always to be replaced: injector seal.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit:

- new seals on each injector,

- the injectors on the injector rail,

- a new clip on each injector.

a Fit the « injector rail-injector » assembly.

a Torque tighten the  injector rail bolts (10 N.m).

a Connect the connector on each injector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Connect the fuel supply pipe union on the injector
rail.

a Refit the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-
45) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

101810

101816



13A-15

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

M4R

13A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-
45) .

a Disconnect:

- the fuel supply union (1) on the injector rail,

- the injector connectors (2) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- in order, the injector rail mounting bolts,

- the « injector rail-injector » assembly by pulling
carefully towards the front of the vehicle.

a Remove:

- the injector mounting clips,

- the injectors.

Tightening torquesm

injector rail mounting
bolts

25 Nm

114939

IMPORTANT

During this operation, it is essential to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
near the working area,

- be aware of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the supply union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during the operation.

114940

114943



13A-16

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

M4R

13A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The O-rings and the injector mounting clips must be
replaced with new ones.

The O-rings are different, do not mix them up. O-ring
(3) is green and O-ring (4) is black.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the « injector rail-injector » assembly.

a Tighten to torque and in order the injector rail
mounting bolts (25 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect:

- the injector connectors,

- the fuel supply union onto the injector rail,

a Refit the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

114944

114940



13A-17

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

F4R

13A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the motorised throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mix-
ture, Throttle valve: Removal - Refitting, page
12A-33) ,

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Disconnect:

- the injector connectors (1) ,

- the fuel supply union (2) on the injector rail.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injector rail mounting
bolts

10Nm

116361

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during the operation.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.



13A-18

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

F4R

13A

a Remove:

- the injector rail mounting bolts (3) ,

- the injector rail, pulling it carefully.

Separating the injectors from the injector rail

a On a clean workbench:

- remove the retaining clips (4) from the injectors,

- separate the injectors from the injector rail.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a The O-rings and the injector mounting clips must be
replaced with new ones.

Separating the injectors from the injector rail

a On a clean workbench:

- assemble the injectors fitted with new seals on the
injector rail,

- refit the injector retaining clips.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the injector rail fitted with its injectors with new
seals,

- the injector rail mounting bolts,

a Torque tighten the injector rail mounting bolts
(10Nm).

a Connect:

- the fuel supply union on the injector rail,

- the injector connectors.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the intake distributor (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Use the Diagnostic tool to check that there are no
faults stored by the computer; clear any faults if
need be.

116360

116359



13A-19

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

13A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Disconnect the air filter unit air inlet pipe (1) .

a Remove the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt (2) from
the intake distributor.

a Remove the turbocharger air outlet pipe clip (3) from
the turbocharger.

a Move aside the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

Tightening torquesm

injector rail - injector
bolts

4.5 Nm

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

121762

121813

Note:

If the clip (4) is removed from the heat resistant
protector, the latter must be replaced.



13A-20

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

13A

a Detach at (5) :

- the throttle valve wiring harness,

- the vacuum pipe.

a Remove the intercooler air outlet pipe bolts (6) .

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect:

- the wiring harness connector (7) from the injector
rail,

- the turbocharger pressure sensor connector (8) ,

- the connector (9) from the oxygen sensor,

- the petrol inlet duct (10) from the injector rail.

121763

121765



13A-21

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

13A

a Remove:

- the injector rail bolts (11) ,

- the « injector rail - injector » assembly by pulling it
gently.

a Disconnect the wiring harness connectors on the in-
jectors.

a Remove the wiring harness from the « injector rail -
injector » assembly.

a Remove:

- the clips (12) from the injectors,

- the injectors (13) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the injectors' O-rings,

- the injector clips,

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the injectors with new seals,

- the new injector clips,

- the injector rail - injector wiring harness.

a Connect the injector wiring harness connectors.

a Refit:

- the « injector rail - injector » assembly making sure
the centring pins are correctly positioned on the in-
take distributor,

- the « injector rail - injector » assembly bolts.

a Torque tighten the injector rail - injector bolts (4.5
Nm).

a Connect:

- the petrol inlet duct to the injector rail,

- the oxygen sensor connector,

- the turbocharger pressure sensor connector,

- the wiring harness connector to the injector rail.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the intercooler outlet air pipe,

- the intercooler air outlet pipe bolts.

a Clip:

- the vacuum pipe,

- the throttle valve wiring harness.

a Refit the turbocharger air outlet pipe on the turbo-
charger.

a Attach the turbocharger air outlet pipe to the turbo-
charger.

a Refit the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt on the in-
take distributor.

a Refit the air filter box air inlet pipe.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

120955

101492



13A-22

FUEL SUPPLY
Injector rail - Injectors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

13A
a Refit the engine cover.



13A-23

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

D4F

13A

CHECK

a

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting
the union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.



13A-24

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

D4F

13A
D4F 740, D4F 742, D4F 764 engine

D4F 784, D4F 786 engine

a Disconnect the petrol inlet pipe from the injector rail.

a Connect:

- the pipe (1) fitted with the pressure gauge con-
tained in the checking kit,with the « T » union (2) of
the (Mot. 1311-08),

- the « T » unionon the rail,

- the petrol inlet duct (3) to the « T » union.

a Start the engine.

a Determine the pressure.

- the pressure must be constant (3.5 bars).

- It may take a few seconds to obtain a correct injec-
tor rail pressure reading.

a Stop the engine

FINAL OPERATION

a Disconnect:

- the petrol inlet duct from the « T » union,

- the « T » union from the rail.

a Connect the petrol inlet duct.

112353

121728



13A-25

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

K4J or K4M

13A
CHECK

I - PREPARATION OPERATION FOR CHECK

a Ensure you have a checking tool (Mot. 1311-01) and
a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-01 Pressure gauges and petrol
pressure measuring unions.

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

Protect sensitive areas from fuel spillage.

116887



13A-26

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

K4J or K4M

13A
II - TEST OPERATION

a Disconnect the fuel supply union from the injector
rail.

a Connect:

- the pipe fitted with a test pressure gauge (Mot.
1311-01) with the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (1) ,

- the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) to the injector rail,

- the injector rail fuel supply union to the « T » union
(Mot. 1311-08).

a Disconnect the fuel supply union from the injector
rail.

a Connect:

- the pipe fitted with a test pressure gauge (Mot.
1311-01) with the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (2) ,

- the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) to the injector rail,

- the injector rail fuel supply union to the « T » union
(Mot. 1311-08).

a Start the engine.

a Record the pressure; this should be constant at 3.5
bar.

a Switch off the engine.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Disconnect the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) from the
injector rail.

a Separate the test tool (Mot. 1311-01) from the « T »
union.

K4M

101803

K4J

101496

Note:

It may take a few seconds to obtain a correct
injector rail pressure reading.



13A-27

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

K4J or K4M

13A
a Connect the fuel supply pipe union on the injector

rail.



13A-28

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

M4R

13A

a Disconnect fuel supply pipe union (1) on the injector
rail.

a Connect:

- the pipe (2) attached to the trolley pressure gauge
(Mot. 1311-01) with a « T » union (3)  (Mot. 1311-
08),

- the « T » union to the injector rail,

- the injector rail fuel supply union to the « T » union.

a Note the fuel pressure.

- The fuel pressure must be constant (3.5 bar ±±±±
0.06).

- It may take a few seconds to obtain a correct injec-
tor rail pressure reading.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-01 Pressure gauges and petrol
pressure measuring unions.

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, it is essential to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
near the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

115214



13A-29

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

F4R

13A

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION 
BEFORE CHECK

a Use the (Mot. 1311-01) and the (Mot. 1311-08).

a Assemble the long flexible pipe of the (Mot. 1311-
01) and the (Mot. 1311-08).

a Disconnect the fuel supply union on the injector rail.

a Pass the flexible pipe of the (Mot. 1311-01) fitted
with the (Mot. 1311-08) under the inlet manifold.

a Connect:

- the (Mot. 1311-08) onto the injector rail positioning
it between the rocker cover and the inlet manifold
then pivoting it,

- the fuel supply union on the (Mot. 1311-08),

- the fuel pressure gauge on the flexible pipe.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-01 Pressure gauges and petrol
pressure measuring unions.

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

116887

116883

116884



13A-30

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel pressure: Check

F4R

13A
II - FUEL PRESSURE CHECK

a Switch on the ignition.

a Measure the fuel pressure.

a The value should be 3.5 bar ±±±±0.2.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Disconnect the fuel supply union on the (Mot. 1311-
08).

a Disconnect:

- the (Mot. 1311-08) from the injector rail,

- the fuel pressure gauge on the flexible pipe.

a Remove the flexible pipe of the (Mot. 1311-01) fitted
with the (Mot. 1311-08).

a Separate the (Mot. 1311-01) from (Mot. 1311-08).

a Connect the fuel supply union on the injector rail.

Note:

It may take a few minutes to obtain the correct
pressure value.

116886



13A-31

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel flow: Check

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

13A
CHECK

a Disconnect the fuel inlet union (1) .

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (2) .

a Fit to the « T » union outlet (Mot. 1311-08), a pipe
(3) which is long enough to drain the pump into a
container.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

K4J

101496



13A-32

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel flow: Check

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

13A

a Disconnect the fuel inlet union (4) .

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (5) .

a Fit to the « T » union outlet (Mot. 1311-08), a pipe
(6) which is long enough to drain the pump into a
container.

a Disconnect the fuel inlet union (7) .

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (8) .

a Fit to the « T » union outlet (Mot. 1311-08), a pipe
(9) which is long enough to drain the pump into a
container.

K4M

101803

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

112354



13A-33

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel flow: Check

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

13A

a Disconnect the fuel inlet union (10) .

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (11) .

a Fit to the « T » union outlet (Mot. 1311-08), a pipe
(12) which is long enough to drain the pump into a
container.

a Disconnect the fuel inlet union (13) .

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (14) .

a Fit to the « T » union outlet (Mot. 1311-08), a pipe
(15) which is long enough to drain the pump into a
container.

a Insert the pipe into a graduated measuring cylinder
(2000 ml).

a Remove the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

D4F, and 784 or 786

121729

M4R

115215



13A-34

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel flow: Check

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

13A

a Remove the brown 12-track connector (16) .

a Connect the terminal (17) of the brown connector to
a + battery supply to operate the fuel pump.

a Removal the terminal (17) of the brown connector
from the + battery supply.

a Refit the Protection and Switching Unit cover.

a Disconnect:

- the petrol inlet duct on the « T » union (Mot. 1311-
08),

- the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) on the rail,

- the discharge pipe.

a Connect the fuel inlet pipe on the injector rail.

108446

109752

Note:

The flow reading should be 80 to 120 l/h.



13A-35

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel flow: Check

F4R

13A

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION 
BEFORE CHECK

a Use the (Mot. 1311-01) and the (Mot. 1311-08).

a Assemble the long flexible pipe of the (Mot. 1311-
01) and the (Mot. 1311-08).

a Disconnect the fuel supply union on the injector rail.

a Pass the flexible pipe of the (Mot. 1311-01) fitted
with the (Mot. 1311-08) under the inlet manifold.

a Connect:

- the (Mot. 1311-08) onto the injector rail positioning
it between the rocker cover and the inlet manifold
then pivoting it,

- the fuel supply union on the (Mot. 1311-08).

II - FUEL FLOW CHECK

a Insert the flexible pipe in a graduated measuring cyl-
inder (2000 ml).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-01 Pressure gauges and petrol
pressure measuring unions.

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

IMPORTANT
This procedure must be carried out with the ignition
off.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

116883

116884



13A-36

FUEL SUPPLY
Fuel flow: Check

F4R

13A
a Remove:

- the soundproofing unit,

- the UPC cover.

a Disconnect the brown 12-track connector (1) .

a Connect terminal (2) of the brown connector to a +
battery supply to operate the fuel pump.

a Remove the + battery feed brown connector terminal
.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the UPC unit cover,

- the soundproofing unit.

a Disconnect the fuel supply union on the (Mot. 1311-
08).

a Disconnect:

- the fuel supply union of the (Mot. 1311-08),

- the (Mot. 1311-08) from the injector rail.

a Remove the flexible pipe of the (Mot. 1311-01) fitted
with the (Mot. 1311-08).

a Separate the (Mot. 1311-01) from (Mot. 1311-08).

a Connect the fuel supply union on the injector rail.

108446

109752

Note:

The flow reading should be 80 to 120 l/h.

116886



13B-1

DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injection: Precautions for the repair

K9K

13B
I - RISKS RELATING TO CONTAMINATION

The high-pressure direct injection system is highly sen-
sitive to contamination. The risks caused by contami-
nation are:

- damage to or destruction of the high pressure injec-
tion system,

- a component seizing,

- a component not being properly sealed.

All After-Sales operations must be performed under
very clean conditions. Having carried out an operation
in good conditions means that no impurities (particles a
few microns in size) have penetrated the system during
dismantling.

The cleanliness principle must be applied from the filter
to the injectors.

What are the sources of contamination?

- metal or plastic swarf,

- paint,

- fibres:

• cardboard,

• brushes,

• paper,

• clothing,

• cloth,

- foreign bodies such as hair,

- ambient air,

- etc.

1 - Cleaning cloths

Use lint-free cleaning cloths (see Vehicle: Parts and
consumables for the repair) (04B, Consumables -
Products).

It is prohibited to use cloths or ordinary paper towels:
these produce lint and lose fibres, which then contami-
nate the fuel circuit.

Each cloth must only be used once.

2 - Blanking plugs

The blanking plugs are used to cap the fuel circuit once
it is opened and to therefore prevent contaminants
from entering.

A set of blanking plugs should be used once only and
used plugs must be discarded after use: once used,
the plugs are soiled and cleaning them is not sufficient
to make them reusable.

Unused plugs must also be discarded and must not be
used when carrying out work on an injection system.

Part number for set of blanking plugs: (see Vehicle:
Parts and consumables for the repair) (04B, Con-
sumables - Products).

3 - Protective bags

Use hermetically-resealable plastic bags, using adhe-
sive tape, for example, to store components which will
be refitted and reused. Stored parts will therefore be
less subject to the risk of contamination.

These are single-use bags: after use they must be dis-
carded.

4 - Cleaning products

Two cleaning products can be used:

- an injector cleaner (see Vehicle: Parts and consum-
ables for the repair) (04B, Consumables - Products),

- an aerosol spray brake cleaner (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products).

To use the injector cleaner, be sure to have a clean
brush in good condition (the brush must not lose any
bristles) as well as a clean container which has no im-
purities in it.

WARNING

Do not clean the engine with a high pressure
cleaner to prevent damaging the connections.

Note:

There is no specific set of blanking plugs for S9U
and S9W engines. In order to comply with the
cleanliness recommendations, use plugs that are
compatible with the blanking plug sets for F9Q,
G9U, G9T or ZD3 engines.

Note:

Use a new injector cleaner each time work is car-
ried out (a used cleaning agent will contain impuri-
ties).
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II - ADVICE TO BE FOLLOWED BEFORE ANY 
OPERATION

1) Carry out the work in a clean working area and take
care to protect removed components from dust using
plastic bags which are hermetically-resealable, for ex-
ample.

2) Always order the following from the Parts Depart-
ment before carrying out work:

- a new set of blanking plugs, specific to the engine,

- enough lint-free cleaning cloths.

- one of the two cleaning products for fuel pipe
unions,

- the parts that are always to be replaced after each
removal operation, mentioned in the operational pro-
cedures specific to the vehicle (see related Workshop
Repair Manual).

3) Wear safety goggles fitted with side shields to pre-
vent the cleaning product from splashing the eyes.

4) Wear leaktight protective gloves (Nitrile type) to
avoid prolonged contact with the skin.

5) Before carrying out work on the injection system, 
use plastic bags or clean rags, for example, to protect:

- the accessories and timing belts,

- the electrical accessories (starter, alternator, power-
assisted steering pump, sensors and electrical con-
nectors),

- the flywheel face.

III - INSTRUCTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED DURING 
THE OPERATION

Wash your hands before and while carrying out the
work.

Replace leaktight protective gloves (Nitrile type) when
they are soiled or damaged.

All components removed from the injection system
must be stored in a hermetically sealed plastic bag
once they have been capped.

Reseal the bag hermetically, for example using adhe-
sive tape, even if the bag must be opened shortly after-
wards: ambient air can be a source of impurities.

After opening the fuel circuit, the use of brushes, clean-
ing agents, air blow guns, rifle-type brushes or stan-
dard cloths is strictly prohibited: these items are likely
to allow impurities to enter the system.

When replacing a component with a new one or when
refitting it after storing it in a plastic bag, do not unpack
it until it is time to fit it on the vehicle.

IV - CLEANING

There are currently two procedures for cleaning the
fuel circuit before opening it in order to carry out work in
the workshop.

These procedures enable the fuel circuit to be cleaned
to prevent contamination from entering: they both have
the same end result and neither is preferred over the
other.

1 - Cleaning using injector cleaner

Clear the access to the unions that need opening, fol-
lowing the work procedures specific to the vehicle (see
the relevant Workshop Repair Manual).

Protect sections which are sensitive to fuel leaks.

Pour the injector cleaning agent into a container which
is free from impurities.

Dip a clean brush, which is not shedding bristles, into
the container of injector cleaning agent.

Clean the unions carefully using the brush and the in-
jector cleaning agent.

Blast the components that have been cleaned with
compressed air (tools, workbench, and also parts,
unions and around the injection system). Check that no
bristles from the brush have come away and that the
area is clean.

Wipe the sections that were cleaned with fresh clean-
ing cloths.

Open the circuit at the unions and immediately fit the
relevant blanking plugs.

Note:

When using leather protective gloves, wear a pair of
leaktight protective gloves (Nitrile type) over the top.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.
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2 - Using the brake cleaner

Clear the access to the unions that need opening, fol-
lowing the work procedures specific to the vehicle (see
the relevant Workshop Repair Manual).

Protect sections which are sensitive to fuel leaks.

Spray the brake cleaner onto the unions to be opened.

Clean the unions carefully using fresh cleaning cloths.

Blast the components that have been cleaned with
compressed air (tools, workbench, and also parts,
unions and around the injection system). Check that no
bristles from the brush have come away and that the
area is clean.

Open the circuit at the unions and immediately fit the
relevant blanking plugs.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering, once the fuel
circuit is opened, it must not be blasted with com-
pressed air. Use cleaning cloths only, if necessary.

IMPORTANT
Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering, once the fuel
circuit is opened, it must not be blasted with com-
pressed air. Use cleaning cloths only, if necessary.
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Set of plugs for DELPHI injection:
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Set of plugs for SIEMENS injection:
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113430
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112786

 (1) High pressure pump

 (2) Flow regulation solenoid valve

 (3) Pressure regulation solenoid
valve

 (4) Diesel temperature sensor

 (5) Spacer between the cylinder
head and the injector clamp

 (6) Injector clamp

 (7) Diesel injector fuel return pipe

 (8) Diesel injector

 (9) High pressure pipe between the
injector rail and the diesel injec-
tors

 (10) High pressure pipe between the
high pressure pump and the rail

 (11) Injector rail pressure sensor

 (12) Injector rail

 (13) Diesel filter (behind the front
right-hand wheel arch liner)

 (14) Turbocharger

 (15) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (16) Turbocharging air pressure sen-
sor

 (17) Air filter unit

 (18) Injection computer

 (19) Protection and switching unit

 (20) Coolant temperature sensor

 (21) Engine speed and position sen-
sor

 (22) Accelerometer

 (23) Diesel fuel flow actuator

 (24) Priming pump
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K9K, and 764

112789

 (1) High pressure pump

 (2) Flow regulation solenoid valve

 (3) Pressure regulation solenoid
valve

 (4) Diesel temperature sensor

 (5) Spacer between the cylinder
head and the injector clamp

 (6) Injector clamp

K9K, and 750 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

20803

 (1) High pressure pump

 (4) Diesel temperature sensor

 (8) Diesel injector

 (9) High pressure pipe between the
injector rail and the diesel injec-
tors

 (10) High pressure pipe between the
high pressure pump and the rail

 (11) Injector rail pressure sensor

 (12) Injector rail

 (30) Fuel flow actuator

 (31) Venturi

K9K, and 764

112792

 (7) Diesel injector fuel return pipe

 (8) Diesel injector

 (9) High pressure pipe between the
injector rail and the diesel injec-
tors

 (10) High pressure pipe between the
high pressure pump and the rail

 (11) Injector rail pressure sensor

 (12) Injector rail
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112776

 (13) Diesel filter (behind the front
right-hand wheel arch liner)

K9K, and 760 or 762 or 764 or 766 or 768

112327

 (14) Turbocharger

 (15) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (25) Turbocharger pressure regula-
tion valve

K9K, and 750

102077

 (14) Turbocharger

 (15) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (25) Turbocharger pressure regula-
tion valve
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112781

 (16) Turbocharging air pressure sen-
sor

 (17) Air filter unit

108254

 (18) Injection computer

108442

 (19) Protection and switching unit

102204

 (26) Accelerator pedal potentiometer
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109811

 (27) Pre-postheating unit

109501

 (28) Refrigerant fluid sensor

K9K, and 760 or 762 or 764 or 766 or 768

112328

 (29) Catalytic converter

K9K, and 750

109947
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 (29) Catalytic converter
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118272

 (1) High pressure pump

 (2) Diesel fuel temperature sensor

 (3) Diesel injector fuel return pipe

 (4) Injector rail pressure sensor

 (5) Protection and Switching Unit

 (6) Injection computer

 (7) Air filter unit

 (8) Turbocharger

 (9) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (10) High pressure pipe between the
injector rail and the diesel injec-
tors

 (11) High pressure pipe between the
pump and the injector rail

 (12) Diesel injector

 (13) Diesel filter 20803

 (1) High pressure pump

 (4) Injector rail pressure sensor
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 (10) High pressure pipe between the

injector rail and the diesel injec-
tors

 (11) High pressure pipe between the
pump and the injector rail

 (12) Diesel injector

 (22) Spherical injector rail

 (14) Venturi

102315

 (2) Diesel fuel temperature sensor

 (15) Diesel flow actuator

109939

 (16) Accelerometer

112776

 (13) Diesel filter

102077

 (8) Turbocharger

 (9) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (17) Turbocharging pressure regula-
tion valve
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109469

 (7) Air filter unit

 (18) Turbocharging air pressure sen-
sor

108254

 (19) Injection computer

108442

 (20) Protection and Switching Unit

109811

 (21) Pre-postheating unit
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a To configure the computer, (see MR 394 Fault find-

ing, Diesel Injection, Configuration and pro-
gramming).
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery heat shield,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Disconnect the three connectors (1) from the injec-
tion computer.

a Remove:

- the injection computer mounting bolts (2) ,

- the injection computer (3) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the injection computer.

a Torque tighten the injection computer mounting
bolts (10 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the injection computer connectors.

a Refit the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Refit the battery heat shield,

a Refit the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

in ject ion computer
mounting bolts

10 Nm

108254
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a The flow regulation solenoid valve (1) is integral with
the high pressure pump.

a Replace the « high pressure pump - flow regulation
solenoid valve » assembly in the event of a fault in
the flow regulation solenoid valve (see 13B, Diesel
injection, High pressure pump: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 13B-23) .

112789
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a The pressure regulation solenoid valve (1) is integral
with the high pressure pump.

a Replace the « high pressure pump - pressure sole-
noid valve » assembly in the event of a fault in the
pressure regulation solenoid valve (see 13B, Diesel
injection, High pressure pump: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 13B-23) .

112789
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a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Disconnect the inlet pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove:

- the air duct (2) between the air filter and the inter-
cooler,

- the air duct (3) between the intercooler and the tur-
bocharger.

a Unclip the diesel anti-splash shield.

a Remove:

- the mounting bolt of the injector rail protector cover,

- the rail protector cover.

a Disconnect the fuel return pipe from the high-pres-
sure pump.

a Place the correct blanking plug on the connector of
the high-pressure pump fuel return pipe.

a Connect the offset union with a diameter of 8 mm
with its hose and contained in the (Mot. 1771) to the
high pressure pump fuel return union.

a Insert this pipe into the graduated measuring cylin-
der.

a Refit the air duct between the air filter unit and the in-
tercooler.

a Loosen the mounting nut of the pipe at the intercool-
er inlet on the alternator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Connect:

- the inlet pressure sensor,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1771 Kit for measuring SIEMENS
injector leakage flow rate.

Tightening torquesm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 Nm

112783

109470
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- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Follow the procedures described in the fault finding 
repair manual (see MR 394 Fault finding, 13B, Die-
sel injection, Fault finding - Tests) :

- TEST 2: Check internal fuel transfer pump (ITP)

IMPORTANT

Do not leave any object (tools or other) on the
side of the engine housing during the entire oper-
ation.

Position the tools so that they do not fall during
the « engine running » phase of the test.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine protector,

- the engine undertray,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Remove the upper part of the turbocharging duct (1)
.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (2) 

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 855 Tool for locking the timing
wheels.

Mot. 1768 Injection pump pulley extrac-
tion claws.

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Mot. 1566 Tool for removing high pres-
sure pipes.

Tightening torquesm

high pressure pump pul-
ley

55 N.m

high pressure pump
mounting bolts

21 N.m

high pressure pipe nuts 24 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, obtain:

- a new plug kit (PART NO. 77 01 476 857),

- cleaning cloths (PART NO. 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (PART NO. 77 11 224 188).

WARNING

Parts always to be replaced:

- the high pressure pipe between the injector rail
and the high pressure pump.

IMPORTANT

Use the diagnostic tool before any operation is 
carried out on the injection circuit to check:

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanli-
ness advice whenever work is carried out on this
system.

Working on the circuit with the engine running is
str ictly forbidden.

112331
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a Unclip the clips (5) from the injector rail protector
cover.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector cover mounting bolts (6) ,

- the injector rail protector cover (7) ,

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick tube mounting bolts (8) .

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector mounting bolts (9) ,

- the injector rail protector.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Pour cleaning product into a clean container.

a Soak a brush with cleaning product, then clean the 
unions:

- of the fuel supply pipe fuel on the high pressure
pump,

- on the high pressure pump fuel return pipe, taking
care not to soak the diesel fuel temperature sensor,

- on the high-pressure pipe and the injector rail.

a Blow compressed air into the cleaned areas, then
wipe them with new wipes.

a Disconnect the high pressure pump from:

- the diesel fuel supply and return pipes (10) ,

- the fuel pressure regulating valve connector (11) ,

- the fuel flow regulating valve connector (12) .

112785

112790

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses when using cleaning
product.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering, once the fuel
circuit is opened, it must not be blasted with com-
pressed air. Use wipes if necessary.

112790

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow. Clean with
new cloths.
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a Remove the high-pressure pipe between the high-

pressure pump and the injector rail and discard it.

a Insert the blanking plugs.

a Remove the lower mounting bolt from the alternator.

a Undo the alternator's upper mounting bolt.

a Tip the alternator towards the front of the vehicle.

a Remove:

- the inner timing cover mounting bolts,

- the inner timing cover.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the high-pressure pump mounting bolts (13) ,

- the high pressure pump.

Remove the high pressure pump pulley

a

Note:

Hold the intermediate nut between the pump-rail
pipe and the high pressure pump using a lock
wrench.

102266

112789

WARNING

If the high-pressure pump is to be reused, keep it
in a sealed plastic bag all the time it is discon-
nected.

WARNING

If the high-pressure pump is being replaced, take
the high-pressure pump pulley and refit it to the
new pump.
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a Hold the high pressure pump in a vice, using the
lower securing point on the pulley side.

a Hold the high pressure pump pulley with a 32 mm
offset wrench then remove the mounting nut (14)
from the pulley.

a

a Fit the tool (Mot. 1768), as well as the tool Mot. 1525
without the spacer at the end of threaded rod, on the
high pressure pump pulley, then extract the pulley.

REFITTING

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a

111743

WARNING

Fix jaw covers onto the vice to protect the high-
pressure pump.

111744

Note:

The high pressure pump pulley can also be held
with a  (Mot. 855).

WARNING

Take care not to mark the high-pressure pump
when removing it.

A damaged high pressure pump pulley must
always be replaced.

WARNING

- Remove the blanking plugs only before recon-
necting the fuel circuit pipes.

- The plugs are single-use. Do not reuse them
and throw away the complete kit after opening.
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Refitting the high pressure pump pulley

a Remove the injector rail from its plastic bag.

a Finger tighten the high-pressure pump pulley mount-
ing nut as far as possible.

a Hold the high-pressure pump pulley with the previ-
ously used tool.

a Torque tighten the high pressure pump pulley (55
N.m).

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Remove the injector rail from its plastic bag.

a Position the high-pressure pump on the cylinder
head.

a Finger tighten the high-pressure pump mounting
bolts as far as possible.

a Torque tighten the high pressure pump mounting
bolts (21 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit the new high pressure pipe between the injector
rail and the high pressure pump.

a Hand-tighten the nut on the high-pressure pipe on
the pump end, then the one on the rail end.

a Tighten to torque the high pressure pipe nuts (24
N.m) using the (Mot. 1746) or (Mot. 1566), starting
with the high pressure pump end.

a Disconnect the high pressure pump from:

- the fuel supply and return pipes,

- the fuel pressure regulating valve connector,

- the fuel flow regulating valve connector,

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- loosen the nut mounting the intercooler air inlet
pipe to the alternator.

- fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe,

- lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

- tighten the air duct bolt on the rocker cover,

- torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 N.m),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

WARNING

If a high pressure pump is being replaced, only
remove the new one from its original packaging
when it is about to be fitted.

WARNING

If a high pressure pump is being replaced, only
remove the new one from its original packaging
when it is about to be fitted.

Note:

If the new pipe kit does not contain an applicator,
lubrication of the high-pressure nut threads will
be unnecessary (as they are self-lubricating
pipes).
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REMOVAL

I - PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE REPAIR

a Consumables: (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel 
injection: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) 

- Cleaning cloths,

- Set of K9K blanking plugs (injection DELPHI).

II - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) 

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1430 Set of 5 crankshaft and cam-
shaft pulley timing pins.

Mot. 1606 High pressure pump pulley
support tool.

Mot. 1525 Gear extractor for tapered
hub injection pump.

Mot. 1525-02 Adapter claws for Mot. 1525.

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

high pressure pump
bolts on the cylinder
head

23 N.m

high pressure pump pul-
ley nut

55 N.m

suspended mounting
bolts on the cylinder
head

25 N.m

camshaft position sen-
sor bolt

8 N.m

right-hand suspended
engine mounting bolts

62 N.m

engine tie-bar bolts 105 N.m

high pressure pipe
unions between the
pump and the yellow rail

24 N.m

high pressure pipe
unions between the
pump and the silver rail

28 N.m

high pressure pump
protection bolts

21 N.m

dipstick guide tube nuts 10 N.m

exchanger inlet air pipe
nut on the alternator

8 N.m

IMPORTANT

Consult the safety and cleanliness advice and oper-
ation recommendations before carrying out any
repair (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injec-
tion: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

112331

Tightening torquesm
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a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe (2) .

a Loosen the clip (3) on the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side (4) .

a Remove the dipstick.

a Remove the engine oil dipstick guide bolts (5) .

a Put the engine oil dipstick guide (6) to one side.

a Remove the diesel fuel splash plate (7) .

a Remove the high pressure pump protector (8) .

a Disconnect:

- the heater plugs (9) ,

- the injectors (10) .

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

109473

109465

109466
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a Disconnect the connectors on the high pressure
pump (11) .

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Clean the union (12) on the diesel supply pipe high
pressure pump (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel
injection: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1)
.

a Disconnect the high pressure pump from:

- the diesel supply pipe,

- the diesel return pipe (13) to the fuel filter.

a Fit the appropriate blanking plugs on the high pres-
sure pump and on the pipes.

a Disconnect the diesel supply and return pipes from
the injection rail filler neck then move them away
from the high pressure pump.

109467 114517

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.
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a Disconnect:

- the diesel return pipe (14) on the venturi tube fitted
to the high pressure pump,

- the diesel return pipes (15) on the diesel injectors,

- the rail pressure sensor connector (16) ,

- the accelerometer connector (17) ,

- the oil level sensor connector (18) ,

- the cylinder reference sensor (19) connector on the
timing cover.

a Fit suitable blanking plugs on:

- the Venturi,

- the diesel injectors.

a Unclip and move aside the electric wiring on the in-
jection rail filler neck.

a Remove the filler neck on the injector rail.

a Clean the high pressure pipe unions (20) between
the pump and the rail (see 13B, Diesel injection,
Diesel injection: Precautions for the repair, page
13B-1) .

a Remove the high pressure pipe between the pump
and the rail and discard it.

a Fit suitable blanking plugs on:

- the high pressure pump,

- the injector rail.

a Remove the right-hand suspended engine mounting
(see 19D , Engine mounting, Right-hand sus-
pended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-22) (19D, Engine mounting).

a Raise the vehicle.

a Remove the engine undertray.

102360

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

102083

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

13B

a Remove the engine tie-bar.

a Lower the vehicle.

a Lift the engine a few centimetres using the (Mot.
1453).

a Unclip the upper timing cover tabs (21) .

a Swivel the timing cover in the direction of the arrow.

a Remove the plastic bolt.

a Unclip the three tabs (22) .

a Remove the timing cover.

a Remove the suspended mounting from the cylinder
head.

108818

Note:

Do not disconnect the right-hand driveshaft when
raising the engine.

111740

111741

111742
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

13B
III - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

First fitting

Second fitting

a Position the engine at Top Dead Centre. The cam-
shaft pulley hole (23) should be opposite the cylinder
head hole (24) .

a Insert the (Mot. 1430)  (25) in the camshaft pulley
hole and in the cylinder head hole to check that the
engine operates correctly at top dead centre.

a Remove the  (Mot. 1430) once the engine is in posi-
tion.

23167

107270

Note:

Never turn the engine against its operating direc-
tion.

19655
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

13B

a Fit the (Mot. 1606)  (26) on the cylinder head.

a Immobilise the high pressure pump pulley with a 32
mm spanner then remove the nut (27) from the pul-
ley.

a Fit the  (Mot. 1525)  (28) with the (Mot. 1525-02) on
the high pressure pump pulley.

a Screw the (Mot. 1525) pushrod until it makes con-
tact with the high pressure pump shaft.

23168

Note:

If necessary, turn the engine slowly to adjust the
position of the (Mot. 1606) on the high pressure
pump pulley teeth.

23169

Note:

If necessary, remove the spacer at the end push-
rod of the (Mot. 1525) to improve the positioning.

Note:

Check that the (Mot. 1525) pushrod is correctly
orientated and is pressing against the high pres-
sure pump shaft. adjust the tool if necessary.
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

13B

a Remove:

- the bolts (29) from the high pressure pump on the
cylinder head,

- the air filter unit bracket (30) .

a Gradually screw the pushrod of the (Mot. 1525) until
the high pressure pump becomes detached.

a Remove the high pressure pump from the engine
compartment.

a Remove the (Mot. 1525) and (Mot. 1525-02) from
the high pressure pump pulley.

REFITTING

I - PRECAUTIONS FOR REPAIR

a

II - PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE REPAIR

a parts always to be replaced: High pressure pipe
between the pump and rail

III - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Check that there is an indexing pin on the high pres-
sure pump shaft.

a Position the high pressure pump on the cylinder
head whilst inserting it in its pulley.

a Fit the air filter unit bracket.

a Tighten the high pressure pump bolts until they
make contact with the cylinder head.

102085

Note:

Guide and support the high pressure pump with
one hand as it is being removed using the (Mot.
1525)

Note:

If the high pressure pump is being reused, keep
it in a sealed bag during the removal operation.

WARNING

Only remove the blanking plugs from the pro-
tected components at the last possible moment.

Also, do not remove the components from their
packaging until just before fitting them to the
vehicle.

Note:

Check that the high pressure pump shaft is cor-
rectly orientated in relation to the pulley.
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

13B

a Tighten to torque and in order the high pressure
pump bolts on the cylinder head (23 N.m).

a Fit the nut on the high pressure pump pulley.

a Torque tighten the high pressure pump pulley nut
(55 N.m) holding the high pressure pump pulley with
a 32 mm spanner.

a Remove the (Mot. 1606) from the cylinder head.

IV - FINAL OPERATION.

a Position the suspended mounting on the cylinder
head.

a Tighten the suspended mounting bolts onto the cyl-
inder head until they make contact.

a Tighten to torque and in order the suspended
mounting bolts on the cylinder head (25 N.m).

a Refit and clip on the lower timing cover.

a Refit:

- the plastic bolt on the lower timing cover,

- the cylinder position sensor,

102085

Note:

Check that the timing belt is operating correctly
and in good condition.

111742

19659

Note:

Make sure that the tab (31) is positioned oppo-
site the mark (32) .
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

13B
a Torque tighten the camshaft position sensor bolt

(8 N.m).

a Refit and clip on the upper timing cover.

a Lower the engine using the (Mot. 1453).

a Fit the right-hand suspended engine mounting with
its bolts.

a Tighten the bolts on the straight suspended engine
mounting until they make contact.

a Torque tighten the right-hand suspended engine
mounting bolts (62 N.m).

a Raise the vehicle.

a Refit the engine tie-bar.

a Torque tighten the engine tie-bar bolts (105 N.m).

a Refit then tighten the protector under the engine.

a Remove tool (Mot. 1453) from the vehicle.

a Lower the vehicle.

a

a Remove and discard the blanking plugs on:

- the high pressure pump,

- the injector rail.

a Fit a new high pressure pipe between the pump and
the rail.

a Tighten the high pressure pipe unions between the
pump and the rail until contact is made.

a Using the (Mot. 1746), tighten to torque:

- the high pressure pipe unions between the
pump and the yellow rail (24 N.m),

- the high pressure pipe unions between the
pump and the silver rail (28 N.m),

a Refit the neck on the injector rail.

a Clip the wiring to the filler neck on the injector rail.

a Remove and discard the blanking plugs on:

- the Venturi,

- the diesel injectors.

a Connect:

- the cylinder position sensor connector on the tim-
ing cover,

- the oil level sensor connector,

- the accelerometer connector,

- the rail pressure sensor connector,

- the diesel return pipes on the fuel injectors,

- the diesel return pipe to the Venturi attached to the
high pressure pump.

a Clip the high pressure pump diesel supply and re-
turn pipes to the filler neck.

a Remove the blanking plugs from the high pressure
pump and the pipes and discard them.

a Connect to the high pressure pump:

- the diesel return pipe to the fuel filter,

- the diesel fuel supply pipe.

a Remove the protection on the alternator to prevent
fuel flowing out.

a Connect the electrical connectors to:

- the diesel temperature sensor,

- the flow actuator,

- the injectors,

- of the heater plugs.

a Remove the protection on the inlet opening of the oil
level dipstick guide.

20960

WARNING

Before fitting a new high-pressure pipe, lightly
lubricate the nut threads with the oil from the
applicator provided in the new parts kit.

Be careful not to allow oil into the high-pressure
pipe.

Do not lubricate high-pressure pipes supplied
without an applicator, as these high-pressure
pipes are self-lubricating.
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

13B
a Refit the high pressure pump protection.

a Torque tighten the high pressure pump protection
bolts (21 N.m).

a Refit:

- the diesel splash plate cover,

- dipstick guide ,

- the oil dipstick guide nuts,

- the dipstick.

a Torque tighten the dipstick guide tube nuts (10
N.m).

a Refit the inlet duct.

a Connect the inlet air sensor connector.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air pipe on the turbocharger outlet and the air
pipe on the intercooler inlet.

a Click the turbocharger outlet air pipe on the turbo-
charger and on the exchanger inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe bolt on the
rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the exchanger inlet air pipe nut on
the alternator (8 N.m).

a Prime the fuel circuit with the manual priming pump
until the disconnected pipes are filled with fuel (auto-
matic degassing).

a Check that there are no fuel leaks.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Check the high pressure circuit (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-99)
.

a Refit the engine cover.

a Using the diagnostic tool, check for stored faults;
deal with these and clear them as necessary.

V - REPLACING THE HIGH PRESSURE PUMP

a If replacing the high pressure pump, reprime the die-
sel circuit using the Diagnostic tool.

a Connect the Diagnostic tool to the vehicle.

a Connect to the diesel injection computer.

a Run command AC212 "NEW PUMP HOUSING
FILLING".

a Follow the instructions on the Diagnostic tool until
the command is completed.

a Start the engine.

a If the engine does not start or if the start-up sequen-
ce is interrupted:

- switch off the ignition,

- wait 30s,

- restart the engine.

a Using the Diagnostic tool, clear any faults stored in
the injection computer.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

Note:

For VDiag numbers before Vdiag 48, it is essen-
tial to reprogram the injection computer. If the
computer is not reprogrammed, do not apply
the procedure described below but prime the
circuit using the manual priming pump.

Note:

Never start the engine until the pump has been
reprimed.

Also comply with the operation instructions pro-
vided to prevent the high pressure pump from
being damaged internally, due to its running
empty and with no diesel lubrication.

Note:

The starting phase can last up to 20 seconds.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Flow actuator: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove the upper section of the turbocharger air
duct (2) .

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet air duct to one side (4) .

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick duct bolts.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Unclip the upper section of the injector rail protector.

a Unscrew the upper section of the injector rail protec-
tor.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector,

- Remove the high pressure pump protector plate.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1566 Tool for removing high pres-
sure pipes.

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

torque wrench

Tightening torquesm

two fuel flow actuator
mounting bolts

5.5 N.m

high pressure pipe
unions

24 N.m

intercooler air inlet pipe
nut on the alternator

8 N.m

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection sys-
tem, check using the Diagnostic tool :

- that the injector rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanliness
advice whenever work is carr ied out on this system.

Loosening a high pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is strictly prohibited.

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, obtain:

- a new blanking plug kit (part no. 77 01 206 804),

- cleaning cloths (part no. 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no. 77 11 224 188).

WARNING

Parts which must always be replaced:

- all the high pressure pipes which have been
removed.

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112331

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Flow actuator: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Pour cleaning product into a container.

a Soak the brush with cleaning product, then clean the
diesel supply and return pipe unions on the high
pressure pump.

a Blast the cleaned areas with compressed air then
dry using new cloths.

a Disconnect:

- the heater plugs on cylinders no. 3 and 4,

- the injector connectors from cylinders no. 3 and 4
(5) ,

- the diesel supply and return pipes (6) ,

- the high pressure pump electrical connectors.

a Fit the correct blanking plugs on:

- the high pressure pump,

- the pipes.

a Disconnect:

- the diesel temperature sensor,

- the flow actuator.

a Remove the high pressure pipe (7) between the rail
and injector no.4.

a Fit the correct blanking plugs on:

- the rail,

- the injector.

II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Loosen the two bolts (8) from the fuel flow actuator.

a Withdraw the fuel flow actuator (by hand using small
successive turns).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves when using cleaning
product.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses.

WARNING

Do not blow compressed air once the fuel circuit
is open, otherwise impurities may enter the sys-
tem. Use cloths if necessary.

102514

102315

WARNING

Do not use the electrical connector as a lever
arm.

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Flow actuator: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
a Only unpack the new component when you are

ready to fit it.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Fit the actuator.

a Screw on the two actuator bolts without tightening
them.

a Tighten to torque the two fuel flow actuator
mounting bolts (5.5 N.m) using a torque wrench.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit a new high pressure pipe to injector no. 4 and a
new clip.

a Torque tighten the high pressure pipe unions (24
N.m) using the (Mot. 1566) or (Mot. 1746).

a Connect:

- the high pressure pump electrical connectors,

- the diesel supply and return pipe,

- the injector connectors from cylinders no. 3 and 4,

- the heater plugs.

a Refit:

- the high pressure pump protector plate,

- the upper section of the injector rail protector,

- the dipstick pipe.

a Refit the air inlet duct.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Tighten the intercooler air inlet pipe nut on the al-
ternator (8 N.m).

a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- Check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) .

- Let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate.

- Accelerate several times at no load.

- Switch off the ignition.

- Check that there is no diesel fuel escaping.

WARNING

Do not damage the seal when refitting.

Note:

Do not lubricate the actuator seals with grease or
used diesel oil. Use the applicator provided in the
kit for the new part.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Venturi: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove the upper section of the turbocharger air
duct (2) .

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet air duct to one side (4) .

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick duct bolts.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Unclip the upper section of the injector rail protector.

a Unscrew the upper section of the injector rail protec-
tor.

a Remove the injector rail protector.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

torque wrench

Tightening torquesm

Venturi bolt 5.5 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection circuit, 
check using the Diagnostic tool

- that the injector rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanliness
advice whenever work is carr ied out on this system.

Loosening a high pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is strictly prohibited.

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, obtain:

- a new blanking plug kit (part no. 77 01 206 804),

- cleaning cloths (part no. 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no. 77 11 224 188).

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112331

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Venturi: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a Remove the high pressure pump protectors (5) and
(6) .

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Pour cleaning product into a container.

a Soak the brush with cleaning product and clean the
diesel return pipe union on the high pressure pump.

a Blow compressed air into the cleaned areas, then
wipe with new cloths.

a Disconnect the diesel return pipe (7) .

a Fit the correct blanking plugs.

a Disconnect the return pipe (8) connecting the injec-
tors to the high pressure pump.

a Fit the correct blanking plugs.

II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the Venturi bolt (9) ,

- the Venturi (10) .

109465

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves when using cleaning
product.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses.

WARNING

Do not blow compressed air once the fuel circuit
is open, otherwise impurities may enter the sys-
tem. Use cloths if necessary.

102514

102316
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DIESEL INJECTION
Venturi: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
a Fit blanking plugs into the openings.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Lubricate the O-ring with lubricant from the applica-
tor supplied with the new part.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Fit the Venturi.

a Tighten to torque the Venturi bolt (5.5 N.m) using a
torque wrench.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the return pipe connecting the injectors to
the high pressure pump.

a Refit the high pressure pump protection.

a Refit the inlet air duct.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- switch off the ignition,

- check that there is no diesel fuel escaping.

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.

Note:

Do not lubricate the Venturi seals with grease or
used diesel fuel.

Use the applicator supplied with the kit.

WARNING

Do not damage the O-ring when fitting the Ven-
turi.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel return pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Switch off the ignition and wait 30 seconds before
starting work on the injection system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Remove the air inlet sleeve (1) .

a Disconnect the inlet pressure sensor connector (2) .

a Remove:

- the intercooler air outlet pipe,

- the air pipe at the intercooler inlet,

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

intercooler inlet air pipe
nut on the alternator

8 Nm.

IMPORTANT

Consult the safety instructions and cleanliness
advice and the operation recommendations before
carrying out any repairs (see Diesel injection:
Repair precautions).

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection sys-
tem, check using the Diagnostic tool :

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

Working on the circuit with the engine running is
strictly forbidden.

IMPORTANT

Be careful when removing the injectors or the injec-
tion rail as there will be a quantity of fuel in the rail
and the union.

IMPORTANT

Loosening a high pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is strictly prohibited.

112783

112331
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel return pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Unclip the rail protector cover at (3) .

a Remove:

- the rail protector cover bolts,

- the rail protector cover.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the diesel temperature sensor connector
(4) .

a Clean the diesel return union (5) on the high pres-
sure pump (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel in-
jection: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

a Disconnect the diesel return union (5) from the high
pressure pump.

a Fit blanking plugs to:

- the diesel return pipe,

- the high pressure pump.

a Clean the diesel return unions (6) on the injectors
(see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injection: Pre-
cautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

112785

111747

Note:

Make preparations for the fuel outflow.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel return pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
First stage in removing the injector fuel return 
unions

a Using a fine flat-blade screwdriver, push the lower
tabs (7) of the injector fuel return union clips towards
the rocker cover in order to unfasten them and fully
fit them on the rocker cover.

Second stage in removing the injector fuel return 
unions

a Using a fine flat-blade screwdriver, push down (A)
on the lower tabs of the clips, which were first resting
on the rocker cover, without separating them fully
from their injectors.

a Manually remove the injector diesel return unions at
(B) , while pressing (A) on the lower tabs of the
clips using a fine flat-blade screwdriver.

a Fit blanking plugs on:

- the diesel return unions on the injectors,

- the diesel return openings on the injectors.

111749

Note:

Take care not to dislodge the clip fully from its
housing in case it becomes damaged when
extracting the diesel return union.

Any clips that become completely separated
from a diesel injector that has not been removed
must always be replaced: to do this, it is essential
that the diesel injector in question is removed
(see 13B , Diesel injection, Diesel injector:
Removal - Refitting, page 13B-83) (13B, Injec-
tion).

120940

Note:

With sufficient force applied to the clip while
pressing continuously with the screwdriver, the
injector diesel return unions will come out effor t-
lessly.

WARNING

Do not use the screwdriver as a lever on the
injector fuel return unions.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel return pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Unclip the diesel return pipe from the rocker cover at
(8) .

a Remove the diesel return pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Push the retaining clips for the diesel return unions
on the injectors towards the front of the vehicle until
they are in their original positions.

a Remove the blanking plugs from the injector fuel re-
turn openings, and discard.

a Remove the diesel return pipe from its packaging.

a Lubricate the injector diesel return unions with SILI-
CONE FREE LUBRICANT  (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consum-
ables - Products) so that the seals are completely
covered.

a Offer up the diesel return unions to the injector die-
sel return openings, starting with injector number 4
(9) .

111747

Note:

If the diesel return pipe is to be reused, keep it in
a sealed bag throughout the removal operation.

WARNING

Only remove the blanking plugs from the pro-
tected components at the last possible moment.

Also, do not remove the components from their
packaging until just before fitting them to the
vehicle.

WARNING

Check the condition of the seals on the fuel
return unions on the injectors.

Check that they are not cut, crushed and have
not come out of their grooves.

Replace the entire diesel return pipe if one of the
components is damaged.

111747
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel return pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
a Clip the injector diesel return unions onto the injec-

tors, starting with injector number 4.

a Clip the fuel return pipe onto the rocker cover.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the diesel temperature sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the rail protector cover,

- the intercooler air outlet pipe,

- the air pipe at the intercooler inlet,

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on
the alternator (8 Nm.)

a Refit the engine protector.

a Reprime the fuel circuit using the priming bulb.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Check the high pressure circuit (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-99)
(13B, Injection).

Note:

Check that the diesel return unions are clipped
on properly.
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DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between pump and rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a lift (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equipment).

a Switch off the ignition and wait 30 seconds before
starting work on the injection system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine protector.

a Remove the upper section (1) of the turbocharging
duct.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (2) 

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Mot. 1566 Tool for removing high pres-
sure pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

high pressure pipe nuts 24 Nm

intercooler inlet air pipe
mounting nut on the
alternator

8 Nm

WARNING
Before starting work on the vehicle, obtain:

- a new blanking plug kit (part no. 77 01 476 857),

- cleaning wipes (part no. 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no. 77 11 224 188).

WARNING

Parts always to be replaced:

- all the high pressure pipes which have been
removed.

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection sys-
tem, check using the Diagnostic tool :

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanli-
ness advice whenever work is carried out on this
system (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injec-
tion: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

112331



13B-51

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between pump and rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Unclip the clips (5) from the injector rail protector
cover.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector cover mounting bolt (6) ,

- the injector rail protector cover (7) ,

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick tube (8) mounting bolts.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector support mounting bolts (9)
,

- the injector rail protector mounting.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Pour cleaning product into a container.

a Soak the brush with cleaning product, then clean the
unions:

- on the high-pressure pump fuel supply pipe,

- on the high-pressure pump fuel return pipe, taking
care not to soak the diesel fuel temperature sensor,

- on the high-pressure pipe between the high-pres-
sure pump and the injector rail,

a Blast the cleaned areas with compressed air, then
wipe them with new cleaning cloths.

112785 112790

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves when using cleaning
product.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses.

WARNING
Do not blow compressed air once the fuel circuit
is open, otherwise impurities may enter the sys-
tem. Use wipes if necessary.



13B-52

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between pump and rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Disconnect:

- the diesel fuel supply and return pipes (10) ,

- the pressure regulating valve connector (11) ,

- the volume regulating valve connector (12) ,

a Fit the blanking plugs.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the high-pressure pipe between the high-
pressure pump and the injector rail and discard it.

a Fit the blanking plugs.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a

a Take the new high pressure pipe out of its plastic
bag.

a Remove the blanking plugs.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Fit the new high pressure pipe between the injector
rail and the high pressure pump.

a Hand-tighten the nut on the high-pressure pipe on
the pump end, then the one on the rail end.

a Torque tighten the high pressure pipe nuts (24
Nm) using the (Mot. 1746) or (Mot. 1566), starting
with the nut on the high pressure pump side.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect:

- the volume regulating valve connector,

- the pressure regulating valve connector,

- diesel fuel supply and return pipes.

a Refit:

- the injector rail protector mounting,

- the dipstick duct mounting bolts.

- the dipstick,

- the injector rail protector cover,

a Refit the air inlet duct and tighten the clip.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe mounting nut on
the alternator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the intercooler inlet air pipe
mounting nut on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Refit the engine cover.

a Reprime the fuel circuit.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

112790

Note:

Be prepared for fuel outflow. Clean with new
cloths.

Note:

Hold the intermediate nut between the pump-rail
pipe and the high-pressure pump using a lock
wrench.

WARNING

Remove the blanking plugs only before recon-
necting the fuel circuit pipes.

The blanking plugs are single-use only. Do not
reuse them, and discard the whole kit once
opened.

Note:

If the new pipe kit does not contain an applicator,
lubrication of the nut threads will be unnecessary
(as they are self-lubricating pipes).



13B-53

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between pump and rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- check that there are no diesel leaks.

a Use the Diagnostic tool to check for stored faults.

a Clear them if necessary.



13B-54

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between pump and rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove the turbocharging duct (2) .

a Loosen the air inlet duct clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

a Remove the dipstick bolts (5) .

a Remove the dipstick.

a Disconnect the accelerometer connector.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Tightening torquesm

high pressure pipe
between the pump and
the rail

24 N.m

IMPORTANT

Use the diagnostic tool before any operation is 
carried out on the injection circuit to check:

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanli-
ness advice whenever work is carried out on this
system.

Working on the circuit with the engine running is
strictly forbidden.

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, obtain:

- a new set of plug welds (part no.: 77 01 206
804),

- cleaning cloths (part no.: 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no.: 77 11 224 188).

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may
or may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112331

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

109473



13B-55

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between pump and rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Clean the high pressure pipe between the pump and
the rail (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injec-
tion: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

a Undo:

- the high pressure pipe nut at the pump end using
the (Mot. 1746),

- the high pressure pipe nut at the injector rail end
using the (Mot. 1746).

a Fit blanking plugs into the openings.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Insert the high pressure pipe olive in the high pres-
sure pump high pressure outlet taper.

a Insert the high pressure pipe olive into the injector
rail inlet taper.

a Fit, without tightening, the high pressure pipe nuts
by hand, starting with the nut at the rail end.

a Slightly pretighten the high pressure pipe nuts.

a Tighten to torque the high pressure pipe between
the pump and the rail (24 N.m) using the (Mot.
1746).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the accelerometer connector.

a Insert the dipstick.

a Refit the dipstick bolts (5) .

a Refit:

- the turbocharging pipe (2) ,

- the air inlet duct (4) .

a Tighten the air inlet duct clip (3) .

a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Prime the diesel circuit using the priming pump.

20960

WARNING

Before fitting a new high pressure pipe, lightly
lubricate the nut threads with oil from the applica-
tor provided with the new part.

Be careful not to allow oil into the high pressure
pipe.

Do not lubricate high pressure pipes supplied
without an applicator, as these high pressure
pipes are self-lubricating.

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

WARNING

Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel
injection, High pressure pipe: Check, page
13B-99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- carry out a road test,

- Switch off the ignition.



13B-56

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a lift (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) .

a Switch off the ignition and wait 30 seconds before
starting work on the injection system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the engine cover.

a Remove the upper part (1) of the turbocharger duct

a Disconnect the air inlet pressure sensor (2) 

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Mot. 1566 Tool for removing high pres-
sure pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injection rail mounting
nuts

28 Nm

high-pressure pipe nuts 24 Nm

mounting nut of the air
pipe at the intercooler
inlet on the alternator

8 Nm

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, make sure you
have:

- a new blanking plug kit (part no. 77 01 476 857),

- cleaning wipes (part no. 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no. 77 11 224 188).

WARNING

Parts always to be replaced:

- all the high-pressure pipes which have been
removed.

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection sys-
tem, check using the Diagnostic tool :

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanli-
ness advice whenever work is carried out on this
system (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injec-
tion: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

112331



13B-57

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Unclip the clips (5) from the injection rail protector
cover.

a Remove:

- the injection rail protector cover mounting bolts (6) ,

- the injection rail protector cover (7) ,

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick pipe mounting bolts (8) .

a Push the dipstick pipe to one side.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Pour cleaning product into a container.

a Soak the brush with cleaning product, then clean the
high-pressure pipe unions between the injection rail
and the injectors

a Blast the cleaned areas with compressed air, then
wipe them with new cleaning wipes.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Undo:

- the nut securing the high-pressure pipe between
the injection rail and the injector at the rail end (9) ,

- the nut securing the high-pressure pipe between
the injection rail and the injector at the injector end
(10) ,

112785

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves when using cleaning
product.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses.

WARNING
Do not blast with compressed air once the fuel
circuit is open, otherwise impurities may enter
the system. Use wipes if necessary.

112792



13B-58

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a

a Remove the high-pressure pipe in question and dis-
card it.

a Insert the correct blanking plugs.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a If replacing the four high-pressure pipes:

- remove the anti-splash cover mounting,

- Undo the injection rail mounting nuts by a few turns
(the injection rail should be loose).

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a

a Take the new high-pressure pipe out of its plastic
bag.

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the injection rail

- the injector fuel inlet.

a Finger tighten the high-pressure pipe nuts as much
as possible, starting at the injection rail end.

a If replacing the four high-pressure pipes:

- Tighten to torque the injection rail mounting nuts
(28 Nm),

- Refit the injection rail mounting.

a Tighten to torque the high-pressure pipe nuts (24
Nm) using (Mot. 1746) or (Mot. 1566) starting at the
injection rail end.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the dipstick pipe mounting bolts.

- the dipstick,

- the injection rail protector cover,

- the injection rail protector cover mountings.

a Loosen the mounting nut of the air pipe at the inter-
cooler inlet on the alternator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Tighten to torque the mounting nut of the air pipe
at the intercooler inlet on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Refit the air inlet duct and tighten its clip.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor

1327

WARNING

When the high-pressure pipe unions (11) on the
injector holder are loosened, it is imperative to
hold the filter rod retaining nut (12) with a lock
wrench.

Note:

Be prepared for fuel outflow. Clean with new
wipes.

WARNING

Only remove the blanking plugs immediately
before connecting the fuel circuit pipes.

The plugs are single-use. Do not reuse them.

Note:

If the new pipe kit does not contain an applicator,
lubrication of the nut threads will be unnecessary
(as they are self-lubricating pipes).



13B-59

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
a Reprime the fuel circuit using the priming bulb.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

a Confirm that there is no diesel fuel leak:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check for leaks and for diesel fuel outflow.

a Use the Diagnostic tool to check for stored faults.

a Clear them if necessary.



13B-60

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) 392, 80A, Battery).

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove the upper section of the turbocharger air
duct (2) .

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injector rail nuts 28 N.m

pump-rail high pressure
pipe nuts

24 N.m

rail-injector high pres-
sure pipe nuts

24 N.m

nuts of the neck on the
rail

21 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection sys-
tem, check using the Diagnostic tool :

- that the injector rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanli-
ness advice whenever work is carried out on this
system.

Loosening a high pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is prohibited.

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, obtain:

- a new set of blanking plugs (part no.: 77 01 206
804),

- cleaning cloths (part no.: 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no.: 77 11 224 188).

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may
or may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112331

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768



13B-61

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a Remove the dipstick bolts (5) .

a Put the dipstick to one side.

a Remove the injector rail protector cover (6) .

a Disconnect the following connectors (7) :

- the heater plugs,

- the injectors.

109473

109470

109466



13B-62

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a Disconnect the high pressure pump electrical con-
nectors (8) .

a Remove the bolts mounting the neck (9) onto the
spherical injector rail.

a Move the electric wiring harness and neck to the
side as shown by the arrow.

a Loosen the injector rail nuts by several turns.

a Remove the clips connecting the high pressure
pipes.

II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Undo:

- the high pressure pipe nut at the injector end using
the (Mot. 1746),

- the high pressure pipe nut at the injector rail end
using the (Mot. 1746).

a Fit blanking plugs into the openings.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a If replacing the four high pressure pipes:

- remove the anti-splash cover mounting,

- loosen the injector rail nuts by a few turns (the in-
jector rail should be loose).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Insert the high pressure pipe olive in the injector high
pressure inlet taper.

109467

20960

WARNING

Before fitting a new high-pressure pipe, lightly
lubricate the nut thread with oil from the applica-
tor supplied in the new part.

Be careful not to allow oil into the high pressure
pipe.

Do not lubricate high pressure pipes supplied
without an applicator, as these high pressure
pipes are self-lubricating.

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.



13B-63

DIESEL INJECTION
High pressure pipe between rail and injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
a Insert the high-pressure pipe olive in the rail high-

pressure outlet taper.

a Fit the high pressure pipe nuts without tightening
them, starting with the nut on the injector end.

a Slightly pretighten the high-pressure pipe nuts.

a Mount a new clip provided with the new high pres-
sure pipe.

a If replacing the four high pressure pipes, torque
tighten the injector rail nuts (28 N.m).

a Tighten to torque and in order the pump-rail high
pressure pipe nuts (24 N.m).

- pump end,

- rail end.

a Tighten to torque and in order the rail-injector high
pressure pipe nuts (24 N.m).

- injectors end,

- rail end.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the neck on the injector rail and torque tighten
the nuts of the neck on the rail (21 N.m).

a Connect the connectors of:

- the accelerometer,

- the injectors,

- the heater plugs.

a Refit the injector rail protector cover.

a Insert the dipstick.

a Refit the dipstick bolts.

a Refit the inlet duct and tighten its clip.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) 392, 80A, Battery).

a Prime the diesel circuit using the priming pump.

Note:

The order of fitting of the rail - injector high pres-
sure pipes is not important.

Note:

Tighten each pipe fully before moving on to the
next pipe.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

WARNING
Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel
injection, High pressure pipe: Check, page
13B-99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- carry out a road test,

- switch off the ignition,

- confirm that there is no diesel fuel leakage.



13B-64

DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a lift (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equipment).

a Switch off the ignition and wait 30 seconds before
starting work on the injection system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine cover.

a Remove the upper section (1) of the turbocharging
duct.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (2) 

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Mot. 1566 Tool for removing high pres-
sure pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injector rail mounting
nuts

28 Nm

high pressure pipe nuts
between the injector rail
and the injectors

24 Nm

high pressure pipe nuts
between the injector rail
and the high pressure
pump

24 Nm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 Nm

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, have to hand:

- a new blanking plug kit (part no. 77 01 476 857),

- cleaning wipes (part no. 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no. 77 11 224 188).

WARNING

Parts always to be replaced:

- all the high pressure pipes which have been
removed.

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection sys-
tem, check using the Diagnostic tool :

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanli-
ness advice whenever work is carried out on this
system (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injec-
tion: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

112331



13B-65

DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Unclip the clips (5) from the injector rail protector
cover.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector cover mounting bolt (6) ,

- the injection rail protector cover (7) ,

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick tube (8) mounting bolts.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector support mounting bolts (9)
,

- the injector rail protector mounting.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Pour cleaning product into a container.

a Soak the brush with cleaning product, then clean the
unions:

- of the high pressure pipes between the injector rail
and the injectors

- of the high pressure pipe between the pump and
the injection rail.

a Blast the cleaned areas with compressed air, then
wipe them with new cleaning cloths.

112785 112790

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves when using cleaning
product.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses.

WARNING

Do not blow compressed air once the fuel circuit
is open, otherwise impurities may enter the sys-
tem. Use wipes if necessary.



13B-66

DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Undo:

- the nut securing the four high pressure pipes be-
tween the injection rail and the injector at the rail
end (10) ,

- the nut securing the high pressure pipes between
the injection rail and the injector at the injector end
(11) ,

a

a Remove the four high pressure pipes (12) and dis-
card them.

a Fit the blanking plugs.

a Remove the high pressure pipe between the high
pressure pump and the injection rail and discard it.

112792

1327

WARNING

When the high pressure pipe unions (14) on the
injector holder have been loosened, always hold
the rod filter retaining nut (13) with a lock wrench.

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow. Clean with
new cloths.

Note:

Hold the intermediate nut between the pump-rail
pipe and the high pressure pump using a lock
wrench.

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow. Clean with
new cloths.

Insert the correct blanking plugs.



13B-67

DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the injector rail mounting nuts (16) ,

- the injector rail.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Take the injector rail out of its plastic bag.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Fit the injector rail.

a Finger tighten the injection rail mounting bolts (the
injection rail should be loose).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the high pressure pump,

- the injection rail fuel inlet opening.

a Fit a new high pressure pipe between the injector rail
and the high pressure pump.

a Finger tighten the high pressure pipe nuts until they
make contact.

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the rail injector fuel return openings,

- the injector fuel inlet.

a Fit the new high pressure pipes between the rail and
the injectors.

a Finger tighten the high pressure pipe nuts until they
make contact.

a Torque tighten:

- the injector rail mounting nuts (28 Nm),

- the high pressure pipe nuts between the injec-
tor rail and the injectors (24 Nm) using the (Mot.
1746) or (Mot. 1566), starting on the injector side,

- the high pressure pipe nuts between the injec-
tor rail and the high pressure pump (24 Nm) us-
ing the (Mot. 1746) or (Mot. 1566), starting on the
high pressure pump side.

a Refit:

- the injector rail protector mounting,

- the mounting bolts from the injection rail protector
mounting,

- the dipstick duct mounting bolts.

- the dipstick,

- the injector rail protector cover,

- injection rail protector cover mounting bolts,

a Refit the air inlet duct and tighten the mounting clip.

112792

WARNING

If the injection rail is to be reused, keep it in a
sealed plastic bag all the time it is disconnected.

WARNING

Remove the blanking plugs only before recon-
necting the fuel circuit pipes.

The plugs are single-use only. Do not reuse
them, and discard the kit once opened.

WARNING

If an injector rail is being replaced, only remove
the new one from its original packaging when it is
about to be fitted.

Note:

If the new pipe kit does not contain an applicator,
lubrication of the pipe threads will be unneces-
sary (as they are self-lubricating pipes).

Note:

If the new pipe kit does not contain an applicator,
lubrication of the pipe threads will be unneces-
sary (as they are self-lubricating pipes).
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor

a Loosen the mounting nut securing the intercooler
air inlet pipe to the alternator,

- fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe,

- lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

- tighten the air duct bolt on the rocker cover,

- torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Reprime the fuel circuit.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Confirm that there is no diesel fuel leak:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check that there are no diesel leaks.

a Use the Diagnostic tool to check for stored faults.
Clear them if necessary.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a lift (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equipment).

a Switch off the ignition and wait 30 seconds before
starting work on the injection system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove the upper section (2) of the turbocharging
duct.

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Mot. 1566 Tool for removing high pres-
sure pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injector rail nuts 28 N.m

high pressure pipe nuts
between the injector rail
and the injectors

24 N.m

high pressure pipe nuts
between the injector rail
and the high pressure
pump

24 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, have to hand:

- a new blanking plug kit (part no. 77 01 206 804),

- cleaning cloths (part no. 77 11 211 707),

- cleaning product (part no. 77 11 224 188).

WARNING

Parts always to be replaced:

- all the high pressure pipes which have been
removed.

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

IMPORTANT

Before carrying out any work on the injection sys-
tem, check using the Diagnostic tool :

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanli-
ness advice whenever work is carried out on this
system (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injec-
tion: Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

112331

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick duct bolts.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Unclip the clips (5) from the injector rail protector
cover.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector cover bolt (6) ,

- the injector rail protector cover (7) ,

a Disconnect the connectors from the injectors (8) and
the heater plugs (9) .

109470

109466
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a Disconnect:

- the connectors (10) from the fuel flow actuator and
the diesel temperature sensor,

- the pressure sensor (11) from the spherical injector
rail,

a Move the electric wiring harness and neck to the
side as shown by the arrow.

a Remove the mountings from the neck (12) fixed on
the spherical rail.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Pour cleaning product into a container.

a Soak the brush with cleaning product, then clean the
unions:

- on the high-pressure pipes between the injector rail
and the injectors,

- of the high pressure pipe between the pump and
the injection rail.

a Blast the cleaned areas with compressed air, then
wipe them with new cleaning cloths.

a Remove the clips between the high pressure pipes.

a Undo:

- the nut securing the high pressure pipes between
the injection rail and the injector,

a Remove the four high pressure pipes and discard.

a Insert the blanking plugs.

a Remove the high pressure pipe between the high
pressure pump and the injector rail (13) .

a Insert the blanking plugs.

109467

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves when using cleaning
product.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective glasses.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering, once the fuel
circuit is opened, it must not be blasted with com-
pressed air. Use cloths if necessary.

20803

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow. Clean with
new cloths.

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow. Clean with
new cloths.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nuts (14) from the injector rail,

- the injector rail.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Take the injector rail out of its plastic bag.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Fit the injector rail.

a Screw on the injector rail bolts without tightening
them (the rail should be loose).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the high pressure pump,

- from the fuel inlet port of the injector rail.

a Fit a new high-pressure pipe between the injection
rail and the high-pressure pump.

a Screw on the high pressure pipe nuts by hand until
contact is made, but without tightening them.

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- from the fuel outlet ports of the injector rail,

- from the fuel inlet of the injector.

a Fit the new high-pressure pipes between the rail and
the injectors.

a Screw on the high pressure pipe nuts by hand until
contact is made, but without tightening them.

a Torque tighten:

- the injector rail nuts (28 N.m),

- the high pressure pipe nuts between the injec-
tor rail and the injectors (24 N.m) using the (Mot.
1746) or (Mot. 1566), starting on the injector side,

- the high pressure pipe nuts between the injec-
tor rail and the high pressure pump (24 N.m) us-
ing the (Mot. 1746) or (Mot. 1566), starting on the
high pressure pump side.

a Refit:

- the wiring harness with the neck,

- the channel mountings,

- the dipstick duct bolts,

- the dipstick,

- the injector rail protector cover,

20803

WARNING

If the injector rail is to be reused, keep it in a
sealed plastic bag all the time it is disconnected.

WARNING

Only remove the blanking plugs immediately
before connecting the fuel circuit pipes.

The plugs are single-use. Do not reuse them,
and discard the whole kit once opened.

WARNING

If an injector rail is being replaced, only remove
the new one from its original packaging when it is
about to be fitted.

Note:

If the new pipe kit does not contain an applicator,
lubrication of the pipe threads will be unneces-
sary (as they are self-lubricating pipes).

Note:

If the new pipe kit does not contain an applicator,
lubrication of the pipe threads will be unneces-
sary (as they are self-lubricating pipes).
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
- the injector rail protector cover bolt.

a Connect the electrical connectors.

a Refit the air inlet duct and tighten the mounting clip.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler inlet air pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Re-prime the fuel circuit.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check that there are no diesel leaks.

a Use the Diagnostic tool to check for stored faults.
Clear them if necessary.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Rail pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

The injector rail pressure sensor (1) cannot be separat-
ed from the injector rail.

In the event of a fault on the rail pressure sensor, re-
place the “rail pressure sensor - injector rail and high
pressure pipes” assembly (see 13B, Diesel injection,
Injector rail: Removal - Refitting, page 13B-64) .

114076



13B-75

DIESEL INJECTION
Rail pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a The pressure sensor (1) cannot be removed from
the spherical injector rail.

If the pressure sensor is faulty, replace the
« pressure sensor - high pressure pipes and rail »
assembly (see 13B, Diesel injection, Injector rail:
Removal - Refitting, page 13B-64) .

102086
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DIESEL INJECTION
Fuel temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove the upper section of the turbocharger air
duct (2) .

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet air duct to one side (4) .

Tightening torquesm

diesel temperature sen-
sor

15 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

IMPORTANT

Use the diagnostic tool before any operation is car-
ried out on the injection circuit to check:

- that the injector rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanliness
advice whenever work is carr ied out on this system.

Loosening a high pressure pipe union when the
engine is running is strictly prohibited.

WARNING

Before starting work on the vehicle, obtain:

- a new blanking plug kit (part no. 77 01 206 804),

- cleaning cloths (part no. 77 11 211 707).

It is essential to respect the safety and cleanliness
advice whenever work is carried out on this system
(see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injection: Pre-
cautions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112331

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Fuel temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B

a Remove:

- the dipstick,

- the dipstick duct bolts.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Unclip the clips (5) from the injector rail protector.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector bolt (6) ,

- the injector rail protector (7) .

a Remove the high pressure pump protectors (8) and
(9) .

a Disconnect the diesel supply and return pipes (10) .

a Fit the correct blanking plugs.

a Disconnect the diesel temperature sensor connector
(11) .

109470

109465

102514

Note:

Make preparations for fuel outflow. Clean with
new cloths.

102514
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DIESEL INJECTION
Fuel temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the diesel temperature sensor (12) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Lubricate the O-ring with lubricant from the applica-
tor supplied with the new part.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the diesel temperature sensor.

a Tighten to torque the diesel temperature sensor
(15 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Reconnect:

- the diesel temperature sensor connector ,

- the diesel supply and return pipes.

a Refit:

- the high pressure pump protectors,

- the injector rail protector.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Refit the air inlet duct and tighten the clip.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

- run the engine at idle speed until the engine cooling
fan starts operating,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- switch off the ignition,

- check that there is no diesel fuel escaping.

102317

Note:

Do not lubricate the diesel temperature sensor
seals with grease or used diesel. Use the appli-
cator supplied with the kit.

WARNING

Do not damage the O-ring when refitting.

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Fuel temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a The diesel temperature sensor (1) is integral with the
diesel return pipe. If the temperature sensor fails, re-
place the « temperature sensor-diesel return pipe
assembly » (see 13B, Diesel injection, Diesel re-
turn pipe: Removal - Refitting).

113697
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector leak flow: Check

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

13B

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Disconnect the inlet pressure sensor (1) .

a Remove the air duct (3) between the intercooler and
the turbocharger.

a Remove the air duct (2) between the air filter and the
intercooler.

a Unclip the cover of the diesel rail protector.

a Remove:

- the diesel anti-splash shield bolt,

- the diesel anti-splash shield.

a Disconnect the four return pipes from the four injec-
tors (see ) .

a Connect the four transparent hoses of the (Mot.
1771) to the injectors instead of the injector fuel re-
turn pipes.

a Place the correct blanking plug on the injector fuel
return connectors.

a Connect the four transparent hoses of the (Mot.
1711) to the injectors instead of the injector fuel re-
turn pipes.

a Place the correct blanking plug on the injector fuel
return connectors.

a Insert these hoses in the four graduated measuring
cylinders of the (Mot. 1711).

a Refit the air duct between the air filter and the inter-
cooler.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1771 Kit for measuring SIEMENS
injector leakage flow rate.

Mot. 1711 Kit for measuring the injector
fuel flow rate.

Tightening torquesm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112783

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

109470

K9K, and 764

K9K, and 766 or 768
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DIESEL INJECTION
Injector leak flow: Check

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

13B

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect:

- the inlet pressure sensor,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Follow the procedures described in the fault finding 
repair manual (see MR 394 Fault finding, 13B, Die-
sel injection, Fault finding - Tests):

- TEST 6: Major leak in injectors / injectors open,

- TEST 7: Incorrect injection quantity.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

IMPORTANT

Do not leave any object (tools or other) on the
side of the engine housing during the entire oper-
ation.

Position the tools so that they do not fall during
the « engine running » phase of the test.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injector: Configurations

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13B
a To configure the injectors, (see MR 394 Fault find-

ing, Diesel Injection, Configuration and pro-
gramming).
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
REMOVING AN INJECTOR

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Switch off the ignition and wait 30 seconds before
starting work on the injection system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine cover.

a Remove the air inlet sleeve (1) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1817 Injector well cleaning kit

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Mot. 1566 Tool for removing high pres-
sure pipes.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injector bracket bolt 30 N.m

high pressure pipe
union on the injector rail
side

24 N.m

high pressure pipe
union on the injector
side

24 N.m

intercooler air inlet pipe
nut on the alternator

8 N.m

injector rail bolts 28 N.m

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply 
the safety and cleanliness instructions and opera-
tion recommendations before carrying out any 
repair:

-  (see 13B , Diesel injection, Diesel injection:
Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) ,

-  (see Vehicle: Precautions for the repair) (01D,
Mechanical introduction).

IMPORTANT

Use the diagnostic tool before any operation is 
carried out on the injection circuit to check:

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

Working on the circuit with the engine running is
str ictly forbidden.

112783
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Remove the turbocharging duct (2) .

a Disconnect the inlet pressure sensor connector (3) .

a Loosen the inlet duct clip (4) .

a Move the air inlet duct (5) to one side.

a Unclip the rail protector cover at (6) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (7) from the rail protector cover,

- the rail protector cover,

- the dipstick.

a Remove the bolts (8) of the dipstick duct on the in-
jector rail protector.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Clean the high pressure pipes between the rail and
the injectors, as well as the fuel return pipe (see
13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injection: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

a Disconnect the electrical connector of the injector to
be removed.

112331

112785

111748

112791
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B

a Remove:

- the high pressure pipe union between the injector
rail and the injector to be removed at the rail end,

- the high pressure pipe union between the injector
rail and the injector to be removed at the injector
end,

a Remove the high pressure pipe concerned and dis-
card it.

a Insert the correct blanking plugs on the unions of:

- the injector fuel inlet,

- the injector rail fuel outlet.

a Using a narrow, flat-blade screwdriver, push the low-
er bracket (9) of the retaining clip of the fuel return
union on the injector towards the rocker cover.

a Pushing the lower bracket of the retaining clip down-
wards, pull out the injector fuel return union.

a Fit suitable blanking plugs on:

- the fuel return union,

112792

WARNING

Always hold the intermediate injector union in
place with a wrench when loosening the high
pressure pipes.

Do not damage the injector return nozzle.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit,
place protective plugs on all fuel circuit compo-
nents exposed to the open air.

111749

WARNING

Do not use the screwdriver as a lever on the
injector fuel return unions.

WARNING

Ensure that the clip is not completely removed
from its housing, otherwise it may be damaged
when the diesel return union is removed.

In the case where a clip has been completely
removed from its housing, remove the injector
concerned and replace the clip with a new clip
(see 13B , Diesel injection, Diesel injector:
Removal - Refitting, page 13B-83) .

111751



13B-86

DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
- the return fuel connector of the injector.

a Push the fuel return pipe on the injector to one side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts on the injector bracket to be removed,

- the injector bracket,

- the spacer,

- the injector.

a Remove the heat protection washer.

a Fit the appropriate blanking plug on the injector's
nose.

a If it is to be reused, keep the injector in a sealed
plastic bag all the time it is removed.

a Take care not to allow impurities to enter the cylinder
via the injector well.

a Block the opening with a clean cloth.

REFITTING AN INJECTOR

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: injector seal.

a parts always to be replaced: High pressure pipe.

a Parts always to be replaced:

- any injector that has been opened, contrary to in-
structions,

- all retaining clips on the fuel return union on the
damaged injector.

Cleaning parts

a

a Always clean the well of the removed injector (see
Injector well cleaning tool: Use) (Technical Note
6040A, 13B, Diesel injection).

a If reusing the removed injector:

- clean the injector using a wipe soaked in injector
cleaning product or brake cleaner,

- if necessary, leave the injector nozzle to soak in in-
jector cleaning product,

- wipe the injector with a new wipe,

-  (see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the re-
pair) (04B, Consumables - Products) and (see
13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injection: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

111746

Note:

If the heat protection washer is stuck at the bot-
tom of the well, use the (Mot. 1817)  (see Injec-
tor well cleaning tool: Use) (Technical Note
6040A, 13B, Diesel injection).

Note:

If the injector is stuck in its well and cannot be
removed, turn the injector by the retaining lugs
on the injector bracket, using a 13 mm fork
wrench.

WARNING

It is strictly forbidden to clean the injectors with:

- a wire brush,

- an emery cloth,

- an ultrasonic cleaner.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the injector from its plastic bag.

a Remove the blanking plug from the injector nose.

a Fit in order:

- a new fire-resistant washer at the bottom of the in-
jector's well in the cylinder head,

- the injector,

- the spacer between the cylinder head and the in-
jector bracket,

- the injector bracket,

a Finger tighten the injector bracket bolt.

a Torque tighten the injector bracket bolt (30 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the injector rail,

- the injector

a Fit a new high pressure pipe between the injector rail
and the injector.

a Finger tighten the high pressure pipe unions, start-
ing at the injector rail end.

a Torque tighten in order, using the (Mot. 1746) or 
(Mot. 1566) :

- the high pressure pipe union on the injector rail
side (24 N.m),

- the high pressure pipe union on the injector
side (24 N.m).

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the fuel return union,

- the return fuel port of the injector.

a Push the retaining clip for the fuel return union on
the injectors towards the front of the vehicle until it is
in its original position.

a Clip the fuel return union on the injector.

a Replace the fuel return pipe assembly if one of its
components is damaged.

a Connect the injector's electrical connector.

a Refit:

- the dipstick,

- the rail protector cover,

- the air duct between the intercooler and the cut-out
valve.

a Loosen the intercooler air inlet pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Snap the air duct to the turbocharger and to the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the intercooler air inlet pipe nut on
the alternator (8 N.m).

a Refit the engine cover.

a Reprime the fuel circuit using the manual priming
pump.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Before restarting the engine, use the Diagnostic
tool to clear any faults stored by the injection com-
puter.

a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.

Also, do not remove the components from their
packaging until they are to be fitted to the vehi-
cle.

WARNING

Before fitting a new high pressure pipe, lightly
lubricate the nut threads with the oil from the
applicator provided in the new parts kit.

Be careful not to allow oil into the high pressure
pipe.

Do not lubricate high pressure pipes supplied
without an applicator, as these high pressure
pipes are self-lubricating.

WARNING

Check the condition of the seals on the fuel
return unions on the injectors. Check that they
are not cut or crushed, and have not come out of
their grooves. Replace the diesel return pipe
assembly if one of its components is damaged.
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DIESEL INJECTION
Diesel injector: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13B
- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check that there is no diesel fuel escaping.

a Use the Diagnostic tool to check that there are no
stored faults, and clear them if necessary.

REMOVING ALL FOUR INJECTORS

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Switch off the ignition and wait 30 seconds before
starting work on the injection system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Remove the air inlet sleeve (10) .

a Remove the turbocharging duct (11) .

a Disconnect the inlet pressure sensor connector (12)
.

a Loosen the inlet duct clip (13) .

a Move the air inlet duct (14) to one side.

a Unclip the rail protector cover at (15) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (16) from the rail protector cover,

- the rail protector cover,

- the dipstick.

IMPORTANT

Use the diagnostic tool before any operation is 
carried out on the injection circuit to check:

- that the rail is not under pressure,

- that the fuel temperature is not too high.

Working on the circuit with the engine running is
strictly forbidden.

112783

112331

112785
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a Remove the bolts (17) of the dipstick duct on the in-
jector rail protector.

a Move the dipstick duct to one side.

a Protect the alternator from fuel outflow.

a Clean the high pressure pipes between the rail and
the injectors, as well as the fuel return pipe (see
13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injection: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

a Disconnect the injector electrical connectors.

a Remove:

- the high pressure pipe unions between the injector
rail and the injectors at the rail end,

- the high pressure pipe unions between the injector
rail and the injectors at the injector end,

a Remove the high pressure pipes and discard.

a Insert the correct blanking plugs on the unions of:

- the injector fuel inlet,

- the injector rail fuel outlet.

111748

112791

112792

WARNING

Always hold the intermediate injector union in
place with a wrench when loosening the high
pressure pipes.

Do not damage the injector return nozzle.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit,
place protective plugs on all fuel circuit compo-
nents exposed to the open air.
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a Using a narrow flat-blade screwdriver, push the low-
er brackets (18) of the fuel return union retaining
clips on the injectors towards the rocker cover.

a Pushing the lower brackets of the retaining clips
downwards, pull out the fuel return unions on the in-
jectors.

a Fit suitable blanking plugs on:

- the fuel return unions,

- the fuel return openings on the injectors.

a Push the injector fuel return pipe to one side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the injector clamp bolts,

- the injector clamps,

- the spacers,

- the injectors.

a Remove the heat protection washers.

a Fit the correct blanking plugs on the injector noses.

111749

WARNING

Do not use the screwdriver as a lever on the
injector fuel return unions.

WARNING

Ensure that the clip is not completely removed
from its housing, otherwise it may be damaged
when the diesel return union is removed.

In the case where a clip has been completely
removed from its housing, remove the injector
concerned and replace the clip with a new clip
(see 13B , Diesel injection, Diesel injector:
Removal - Refitting, page 13B-83) .

111751

111746

Note:

If the compression washer is stuck at the bottom
of the well, use the (Mot. 1817)  (see Injector
well cleaning tool: Use) (Technical Note 6040A,
13B, Diesel injection).

Note:

If the injector is stuck in its well and cannot be
removed, turn the injector by the retaining lugs
on the injector bracket, using a 13 mm fork
wrench.
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a If they are to be reused, keep the injectors in a

sealed plastic bag all the time they are removed.

a Take care not to allow impurities to enter the cylin-
ders via the injector wells.

a Block the openings using clean cloths.

a Remove:

- the bolt (19) and the nuts (20) of the rail protector,

- the rail protector.

a Loosen the injector rail nuts (21) by a few turns.

REFITTING THE FOUR INJECTORS

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: injector seal.

a parts always to be replaced: High pressure pipe.

a Parts always to be replaced:

- any injector that has been opened, contrary to in-
structions,

- all retaining clips on the fuel return union on the
damaged injector.

Cleaning parts

a

a Always clean the well of the removed injectors (Mot.
1817)  (see Injector well cleaning tool: Use)
(Technical Note 6040A, 13B, Diesel injection).

a If reusing the removed injector:

- clean the injector using a wipe soaked in injector
cleaning product or brake cleaner,

- if necessary, leave the injector nozzle to soak in in-
jector cleaning product,

- wipe the injector with a new wipe,

-  (see ) (04B, Consumables - Products) and (see
13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injection: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Take the injectors out of their plastic bag.

a Remove the blanking plug from the injector noses.

a Fit in order:

- new compression washers at the bottom of the in-
jector wells in the cylinder head,

- the injectors,

- the spacers between the cylinder head and the in-
jector brackets,

111748

112792

Note:

The injector rail must be loose.

WARNING

It is strictly forbidden to clean the injectors with:

- a wire brush,

- an emery cloth,

- an ultrasonic cleaner.

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.

Also, do not remove the components from their
packaging until they are to be fitted to the vehi-
cle.
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- the injector brackets.

a Finger tighten the injector bracket bolts.

a Torque tighten the injector bracket bolts (30 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the injector rail,

- the injectors.

a Fit the new high pressure pipes between the injector
rail and the injectors.

a Finger tighten the high pressure pipe unions, start-
ing at the injector rail end.

a Torque tighten the injector rail bolts (28 N.m).

a Torque tighten in order, using the (Mot. 1746) or 
(Mot. 1566) :

- the high pressure pipe unions on the injector
rail side (24 N.m),

- the high pressure pipe unions on the injector
side (24 N.m).

a Remove the blanking plugs from:

- the fuel return unions,

- the fuel return openings on the injectors.

a Push the retaining clips for the fuel return unions on
the injectors towards the front of the vehicle until
they are in their original positions.

a Clip the fuel return unions on the injectors.

a connect the electrical connectors to the injectors.

a Refit:

- the rail protector,

- the dipstick guide tube,

- the dipstick,

- the rail protector cover,

- the air duct between the intercooler and the cut-out
valve.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Snap the air duct to the turbocharger and to the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Refit the air duct bolt on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the intercooler air inlet pipe nut on
the alternator (8 N.m).

a Reprime the fuel circuit using the manual priming
pump.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Before restarting the engine, use the Diagnostic
tool to clear any faults stored by the injection com-
puter.

a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel in-
jection, High pressure pipe: Check, page 13B-
99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- check that there are no diesel leaks.

a Use the Diagnostic tool to check that there are no
stored faults, and clear them if necessary.

a Refit the engine cover.

WARNING

Before fitting a new high pressure pipe, lightly
lubricate the nut threads with the oil from the
applicator provided in the new parts kit.

Be careful not to allow oil into the high pressure
pipe.

Do not lubricate high pressure pipes supplied
without an applicator, as these high pressure
pipes are self-lubricating.

WARNING

Check the condition of the seals on the fuel
return unions on the injectors. Check that they
are not cut or crushed, and have not come out of
their grooves. Replace the diesel return pipe
assembly if one of its components is damaged.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the air inlet duct (1) .

a Disconnect the turbocharger pressure sensor con-
nector (2) .

a Loosen the clip of the air duct (3) between the inter-
cooler and the damper valve.

a Move aside the air duct between the intercooler and
the damper valve.

a Remove the stainless steel pipe (4) between the tur-
bocharger and the intercooler.

a Remove the dipstick bolts (5) .

a Put the dipstick to one side.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Mot. 1817 Injector well cleaning kit

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injector clamp 28 N.m

injector rail nuts 28 N.m

 « pump - rail » high
pressure pipe nuts

24 N.m

 « rail - injector » high
pressure pipe nuts

24 N.m

nuts on the neck on the
injector rail

21 N.m

intercooler inlet air pipe
nut on the alternator

8 N.m

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply 
the safety and cleanliness instructions and opera-
tion recommendations before carrying out any 
repair:

-  (see 13B , Diesel injection, Diesel injection:
Precautions for the repair, page 13B-1) ,

-  (see Vehicle: Precautions for the repair) (01D,
Mechanical introduction).

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112783

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768

109473
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a Unclip the rail protector by the clips (6) .

a Remove:

- the engine cover bracket (7) on the flywheel end,

- the rail protector bolt (8) ,

- the rail protector.

a Disconnect:

- the heater plugs,

- injector connectors no. 3 and no. 4,

- injector connectors no. 1 and no. 2.

a

a Disconnect the injector diesel return pipe (9) .

a Fit plugs into the openings.

109470 109463

WARNING

Do not use the screwdriver as a lever on the
injector fuel return unions.

WARNING

Ensure that the clip is not completely removed
from its housing, otherwise it may be damaged
when the diesel return union is removed.

In the case where a clip has been completely
removed from its housing, remove the injector
concerned and replace the clip with a new clip
(see 13B , Diesel injection, Diesel injector:
Removal - Refitting, page 13B-83) .

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit,
place protective plugs on all fuel circuit compo-
nents exposed to the open air.
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a Disconnect the high pressure pump electrical con-
nectors (10) .

a Remove the bolts of the neck (11) of the spherical in-
jector rail.

a Move aside the electrical wiring with the neck.

a Loosen the injector rail nuts by several turns.

a Remove the clips connecting the high pressure
pipes.

a Undo:

- the high pressure pipe nut at the injector end using
the (Mot. 1746),

- the high pressure pipe nut at the injector rail end
using the (Mot. 1746).

a Fit blanking plugs into the openings.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Loosen the injector bracket (12) .

a Remove the injector (13) .

a If reusing an injector, always mark a removed injec-
tor in relation to its cylinder.

a Remove the heat protection washer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: injector seal.

a parts always to be replaced: High pressure pipe.

109467

WARNING

Always hold the intermediate injector union in
place with a wrench when loosening the high
pressure pipes.

Do not damage the injector return nozzle.

109462

Note:

an injector corresponds to a cylinder.

Note:

If the heat protection washer is stuck at the bot-
tom of the well, use the (Mot. 1817)  (see Injec-
tor well cleaning tool: Use) (Technical Note
6040A, 13B, Diesel injection).
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Cleaning parts

a

a Always clean the well of the removed injector (see
Injector well cleaning tool: Use) (Technical Note
6040A, 13B, Diesel injection).

a If reusing the removed injector:

- clean the injector using a wipe soaked in injector
cleaning product or brake cleaner,

- if necessary, leave the injector nozzle to soak in in-
jector cleaning product,

- wipe the injector with a new wipe,

-  (see ) (04B, Consumables - Products) and (see
13B, Diesel injection, Diesel injection: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 13B-1) .

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

a If removing the four injectors, loosen the nuts of the
injector rail by a few turns (the rail should be loose).

a Replace the compression washer with a new one.

a Position the injector.

a Torque tighten the  injector clamp (28 N.m).

WARNING

It is strictly forbidden to clean the injectors with:

- a wire brush,

- an emery cloth,

- an ultrasonic cleaner.

WARNING

Do not remove the caps from each component
until the last moment.

19724

Note:

If one or more injectors are replaced, note the
alphanumeric code (C2I) (14) and the cylinder on
which it is fitted.
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III - FINAL OPERATION

a

a Position the high pressure pipe olive:

- in the high pressure inlet taper of the injector,

- in the high pressure outlet taper of the rail.

a Fit without tightening the high pressure pipe nuts by
hand, starting with the nut at the injector end.

a Slightly pretighten the high pressure pipe nuts.

a Mount a new clip provided with the new high pres-
sure pipe.

a If removing the four injectors, torque tighten the in-
jector rail nuts (28 N.m).

a Tighten to torque and in order the  « pump - rail » 
high pressure pipe nuts (24 N.m) :

- high pressure pump end,

- rail end.

a Tighten to torque and in order the  « rail - injector » 
high pressure pipe nuts (24 N.m) :

- injectors end,

- rail end.

a Refit the neck on the injector rail.

a Tighten to torque the nuts on the neck on the in-
jector rail (21 N.m).

a Connect:

- the injector diesel fuel return pipe,

- the connectors to injectors no. 1 and no. 2,

- the connectors to injectors no. 3 and no. 4,

- the heater plugs.

a Refit:

- the rail protector,

- the front engine cover bracket on the flywheel end.

a Clip on the rail protector.

20960

WARNING

Before fitting a new high pressure pipe, lightly
lubricate the nut threads with oil from the applica-
tor provided with the new part.

Be careful not to allow oil into the high pressure
pipe.

Do not lubricate high pressure pipes supplied
without an applicator; these pipes are self-lubri-
cating.

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.

Also, do not remove the components from their
packaging until they are to be fitted to the vehi-
cle.

Note:

The assembly order of the « rail - injector » high
pressure pipes is not important.

Note:

Tighten each pipe fully before moving on to the
next pipe.

WARNING

Check the condition of the seals on the fuel
return unions on the injectors. Check that they
are not cut or crushed, and have not come out of
their grooves. Replace the diesel return pipe
assembly if one of its components is damaged.
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a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct on the turbocharger and on the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on
the alternator (8 N.m).

a Tighten the clip of the air duct between the intercool-
er and the damper valve.

a Connect the turbocharger pressure sensor connec-
tor.

a Refit the air inlet duct.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Program the alphanumeric code (C2I) for the re-
placed injector(s) using the Diagnostic tool (see
Fault finding - Replacement of components)
(13B, Diesel injection).

a Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- run the engine until the fan starts,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- switch off the ignition,

- check that there is no diesel fuel escaping.

a Refit the engine cover.

K9K, and 750 or 766 or 768
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a Reprime the diesel circuit using the priming pump.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine protector.

a Disconnect the inlet air pressure sensor (1) 

a Remove the upper section (2) of the turbocharging
duct.

a Loosen the clip (3) .

a Move the inlet duct to one side (4) .

a Unclip the clips (5) from the injector rail protector
cover.

a Remove the mounting (6) from the injector rail pro-
tector cover.

a Remove the injector rail protector cover (7) .

a Refit the inlet duct.

a Loosen the mounting nut of the air pipe at the inter-
cooler inlet on the alternator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Snap the air duct to the turbocharger and to the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Connect:

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 Nm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 Nm

WARNING

After any operation, check that there are no diesel
fuel leaks.

112331

112785

Note:

The Diagnostic tool can be used for testing the
high pressure circuit with the engine running.

This command can be used to run fault finding
on a leak due to an incorrectly fitted or tightened
union. This command only works if the engine
coolant temperature is above 60˚C. The fault
finding procedure will not reveal small leaks due
to incorrect tightening.
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a Run command AC029 "high pressure circuit seal-

ing test" in the "LPG/fuel circuit" tab of the Diag-
nostic tool.

a Check that there are no leaks in the high pressure
circuit.

a Deal with the causes of any leaks.

a Disconnect:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Remove:

- the upper section of the turbocharging duct,

- the air inlet duct.

a Refit:

- the injector rail protector cover,

- the mountings of the injection rail protector cover,

- the air inlet duct.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe mounting nut on
the alternator.

a Fit the air duct on the turbocharger and on the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Connect:

- the inlet air pressure sensor.

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

WARNING

Do not leave anything on the side of the engine
housing during the test phase (significant vibra-
tion).

Note:

The engine automatically runs a cycle of four
accelerations and decelerations to lower the rail
pressure.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the inlet air duct (1) .

a Disconnect the turbocharger pressure sensor con-
nector (2) .

a Loosen the clip of the air duct (3) between the inter-
cooler and the inlet.

a Remove the air duct between the intercooler and the
inlet.

a Remove the stainless steel pipe (4) between the tur-
bocharger and the intercooler.

a Remove the dipstick bolts (5) .

a Put the dipstick to one side.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1746 Offset wrench for tightening
High Pressure pump pipes.

Emb. 1596 24 mm socket wrench for
removal - refitting of clutch
master cylinder.

Equipment required

torque wrench

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

accelerometer mount-
ings

21 N.m

high pressure pipe 24 N.m

injector rail neck nuts 21 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

Note:

Vehicles equipped with the K9K*768 engine may or
may not be equipped with an intercooler.

112783

K9K, and 750 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

109473
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a Remove the cover (6) from the injector rail protector.

a Disconnect the following connectors (7) :

- the heater plugs,

- the injectors.

a Disconnect:

- the high pressure pump electrical connectors (8) ,

- the diesel supply and return pipes (9) ,

- the spherical injector rail pressure sensor (10) .

a Fit the correct blanking plugs.

a Remove the bolts mounting the neck (11) onto the
spherical injector rail.

a Move the electric wiring harness and neck to the
side as shown by the arrow.

a Undo:

- the high pressure pipe nut at the pump end using
the (Mot. 1746),

- the high pressure pipe nut at the injector rail end
using the (Mot. 1746).

a Fit blanking plugs into the openings.

109470

109466

109467
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II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the accelerometer (12) using the (Emb.
1596).

REFITTING

REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART CONCERNED

a Refit the accelerometer.

a Tighten to torque the accelerometer mountings
(21 N.m) using the torque wrench.

a

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Insert the high pressure pipe olive in the high pres-
sure pump high pressure outlet taper.

a Fit, without tightening, the high pressure pipe nuts
by hand, starting with the nut at the rail end.

a Slightly pretighten the high pressure pipe nuts.

a Torque tighten the  high pressure pipe (24 N.m).

109939

20960

WARNING

Before fitting a new high pressure pipe, lightly
lubricate the nut threads with oil from the applica-
tor provided with the new part.

Be careful not to allow oil into the high pressure
pipe.

Do not lubricate high pressure pipes supplied
without an applicator, as these high pressure
pipes are self-lubricating.

WARNING

Do not remove the blanking plugs from each
component until the last moment.
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a Refit the neck on the injector rail.

a Tighten to torque the injector rail neck nuts (21
N.m)

a Connect:

- the spherical injector rail pressure sensor,

- the diesel return pipe connecting the injectors to
the high pressure pump,

- the diesel fuel supply and return pipes,

- the high pressure pump electrical connectors.

a Connect the connectors of:

- the injectors,

- the heater plugs.

a Refit the injector rail protector cover.

a Insert the dipstick.

a Refit the dipstick bolts.

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor.

a Refit the inlet duct and tighten its clip.

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

a Prime the diesel circuit using the priming pump.

K9K, and 750 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

WARNING

Check that there are no diesel leaks:

- check the sealing after repair (see 13B, Diesel
injection, High pressure pipe: Check, page
13B-99) ,

- let the engine run at idle speed until the engine
cooling fan starts to operate,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- carry out a road test,

- switch off the ignition,

- confirm that there is no diesel fuel leakage.

Note:

When replacing the accelerometer, run com-
mand RZ004 using the Diagnostic tool in order
to carry out the necessary programming.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the engine speed
and position sensor.

a Remove the engine speed and position sensor (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the engine speed and position sensor.

a Connect the engine speed and position sensor con-
nector.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

114213



13B-106

DIESEL INJECTION
Crankshaft position sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

13B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the engine speed
and position sensor.

a Remove:

- the engine speed and position sensor bolts (2) ,

- the engine speed and position sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the speed and position sensor,

- the engine speed and position sensor bolts.

a Connect the engine speed and position sensor con-
nector.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

118270



13C-1

PREHEATING
Pre-postheating unit: Removal - Refitting

K9K

13C

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the pre-postheating unit mounting bolt (8) .

a Disconnect the pre-postheating unit connector (9) .

a Remove the pre-postheating unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Connect the pre-postheating unit connector.

a Refit the pre-postheating unit.

a Tighten to torque the pre-postheating unit mount-
ing nut (9 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
.

Tightening torquesm

pre-postheating unit
mounting nut

9 Nm

109811

109812



13C-2

PREHEATING
Heater plugs: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13C

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the air filter box inlet air pipe (1) .

a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining
pins (2) .

a Remove:

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe bolt (3) ,

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe

a Undo the clip (4) from the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side (5) .

a Remove the dipstick.

a Unclip the rail protector cover.

a Remove:

- the injector rail protector cover bolt (6) ,

- the injector rail protector cover nut (7) ,

- the injector rail protector cover,

Tightening torquesm

heater plugs 15 Nm

injector rail protector
cover bolt

8 Nm

injector rail protector
cover nut

8 Nm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 Nm

intercooler outlet air
pipe clip

5.5 Nm

112783

112782

112785



13C-3

PREHEATING
Heater plugs: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 772

13C
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the heater plug connectors (8) .

a Blow around the heater plugs with compressed air to
prevent contamination of the cylinders.

a Undo then remove the plugs using a 10 mm diame-
ter long socket connected to a universal joint.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the heater plugs.

a Torque tighten the heater plugs (15 Nm).

a Connect the heater plug connectors.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the injector rail protector cover,

- the injector rail protector cover nut,

- the injector rail protector cover bolt.

a Tighten to torque:

- the injector rail protector cover bolt (8 Nm),

- the injector rail protector cover nut (8 Nm).

a Clip the injector rail protector cover into place.

a Refit the dipstick.

a Undo the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alterna-
tor.

a Fit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining pins.

a Click into place the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe bolt on the
rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Fit the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler outlet air pipe clip
(5.5 Nm).

a Refit the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Fit the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining pins.

a Refit the air filter box inlet air pipe.

113697

Note:

Use a hose to unscrew the plugs completely.

WARNING

Ensure that no foreign bodies enter the cylinder
during this operation.



13C-4

PREHEATING
Heater plugs: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13C

REMOVAL

REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the air filter box inlet air pipe (1) .

a Undo the clip (2) from the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side (3) .

a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining
pin (4) .

a Loosen the turbocharger outlet air pipe clip (5) .

a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe (6) .

Tightening torquesm

heater plugs 15 Nm

turbocharger outlet air
pipe clip

5.5 Nm

intercooler outlet air
pipe clip

5.5 Nm

nut mounting the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe on
the alternator

8 Nm

intercooler outlet air
pipe clip

5.5 Nm

113700

K9K, and 750 or 768

113698

113699



13C-5

PREHEATING
Heater plugs: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13C

a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining
pins (7) .

a Remove:

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe bolt (8) on the rock-
er cover,

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Undo the clip (9) from the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Move the intercooler outlet air pipe to one side.

a Unclip the rail protector.

a Remove the rail protector bolt (10) .

OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the heater plug connectors (11) .

a Blow around the heater plugs with compressed air to
prevent contamination of the cylinders.

a Undo then remove the plugs using a 10 mm diame-
ter long socket connected to a universal joint.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the heater plugs.

a Torque tighten the  heater plugs (15 Nm).

a Connect the heater plug connectors.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the rail protector.

K9K, and 766

112331

113701

113702

Note:

Use a hose to unscrew the plugs completely.

WARNING
Ensure that no foreign bodies enter the cylinder
during this operation.



13C-6

PREHEATING
Heater plugs: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 766 or 768

13C

a Refit the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Fit the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining pin.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe
clip (5.5 Nm).

a Fit the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler outlet air pipe clip
(5.5 Nm).

a Loosen the intercooler inlet air pipe nut on the alter-
nator.

a Fit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger outlet air pipe retaining pins.

a Click into place the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe bolt on the
rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
inlet air pipe on the alternator (8 Nm).

a Fit the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler outlet air pipe clip
(5.5 Nm).

a Refit the air filter box air inlet pipe.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

K9K, and 750 or 768

K9K, and 766



14A-1

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation: List and location of components

K9K

14A

First fitting of the exhaust gas cooler recirculation 
assembly

Second fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

112326

 (1) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (2) Exhaust gas cooler

 (3) Exhaust gas inlet pipe

 (4) Metal air inlet tube

 (5) Cooler support on the flywheel
end

 (6) Cooler support on the timing
side

131602

 (11) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (12) Exhaust gas cooler

 (13) Exhaust gas inlet pipe with
cooler support, timing end

 (14) Cooler support on the flywheel
end



14A-2

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation: List and location of components

K9K

14A

K9K, and 750 or 752

20069

 (7) Exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (8) Exhaust gas recirculation
mounting

 (9) Rigid exhaust gas recirculation
pipe

 (10) Air inlet metal tube



14A-3

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Remove the air duct (1) between the intercooler and
the turbocharger.

a Remove the air duct (2) between the intercooler and
the turbocharger.

a Disconnect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe at (3) and
move it aside.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1729 Spanner for removing the
EGR valve.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

exhaust gas recircula-
tion solenoid valve
mounting bolts

10 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

K9K, and 766 or 768

113700

K9K, and 764

112783



14A-4

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

14A
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (4) from the exhaust gas
recirculation solenoid valve.

a Remove:

- the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve
mounting bolts (5) ,

- the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve, using
the tool (Mot. 1729),

- the seal of the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid
valve.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the seal of the exhaust gas recircula-
tion solenoid valve.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Offer up the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve
with a new seal.

a Torque tighten the exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve mounting bolts (10 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Reconnect the oil vapour rebreathing pipe.

a Loosen the mounting nut of the air pipe at the inter-
cooler inlet on the alternator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Before restarting the engine, use the Diagnostic
tool to clear any faults stored by the injection com-
puter.

112812

Note:

During removal of the solenoid valve using the
(Mot. 1729), proceed slowly until the solenoid
valve is loosened from its support to remove it.

K9K, and 764

Note:

If replacing the exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve, perform the necessary programming
(see MR394, Section 13B, Fault finding -
Replacement of components).



14A-5

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the EGR solenoid
valve.

a Remove:

- the nuts (2) from the strut on the EGR solenoid
valve,

- the strut (3) on the EGR solenoid valve,

- the bolt from the EGR solenoid valve heat shield,

- the heat shield (4) from the EGR solenoid valve,

- the EGR solenoid valve,

- the seal between the EGR solenoid valve and the
EGR solenoid valve mounting.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the seal between the EGR solenoid
valve and the EGR solenoid valve mounting.

Tightening torquesm

EGR solenoid valve
studs

4 N.m

EGR solenoid valve
heat shield bolt

12 N.m

nuts for the strut on the
EGR solenoid valve

12 N.m

118275

Note:

Clean the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid
valve if it is reinitialised (see Exhaust gas recir-
culation solenoid valve: Cleaning) (Technical
Note 3916A, 14A, Emission control).



14A-6

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

14A
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the EGR solenoid valve studs, if necessary.

a Torque tighten the EGR solenoid valve studs (4
N.m), if necessary.

a Refit:

- the seal between the EGR solenoid valve and the
EGR solenoid valve mounting,

- the EGR solenoid valve,

- the EGR solenoid valve heat shield,

- the bolt from the EGR solenoid valve heat shield,

- the strut on the EGR solenoid valve,

- the nuts from the strut on the EGR solenoid valve,

a Torque tighten:

- the EGR solenoid valve heat shield bolt (12
N.m),

- the nuts for the strut on the EGR solenoid valve
(12 N.m).

a Connect the EGR solenoid valve connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Note:

If replacing the exhaust gas recirculation sole-
noid valve, perform the necessary programming
(see MR394, Section 13B, Fault finding -
Replacement of components).



14A-7

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas cooler: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) .

a Remove the inlet duct (1) between the turbocharger
and the intercooler.

a Disconnect the inlet duct (2) .

a Remove the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (3) .

a Disconnect the connector (4) from the exhaust gas
recirculation solenoid valve.

a Disconnect the vacuum pump pipe.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

bolts mounting the
exhaust gas cooler on
the timing end support

12 N.m

bolts mounting the
exhaust gas cooler on
the flywheel end sup-
port

12 N.m

mounting bolts of the
exhaust gas cooler on
the support at the fly-
wheel end

12 N.m

coolant circulation cover
mounting bolts

10 N.m

mounting bolts of the
lifting bracket at the tim-
ing end

10 N.m

mounting nut of the pipe
at the intercooler inlet
on the alternator

8 N.m

112782

K9K, and 764 or 772

112812



14A-8

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas cooler: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

14A

a Disconnect the connector from the cut-off valve (if
equipped).

a Remove:

- the bolts (5) mounting the damper valve retaining
bracket,

- the damper valve mounting bolts (6) ,

- the damper valve (7) (if equipped).

a Disconnect the oil vapour recirculation pipe (11) .

a Remove:

- the oil vapour recirculation valve bolts (10) ,

- the oil vapour recirculation valve,

- the mounting bolts (12) of the oil vapour recircula-
tion valve retaining bracket.

a Position the tools (Ms. 583) or the hose clamps on
the coolant inlet and outlet hoses (13) of the exhaust
gas cooler.

a Remove the mounting bolts (8) of the coolant circu-
lation cover.

a Detach the coolant circulation cover.

a Remove the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-29) .

K9K, and 764 or 772

112787

K9K, and 766 or 768

112325

Note:

Be prepared for the escape of coolant.

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768



14A-9

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas cooler: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

14A

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B, Ex-
haust, Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 19B-23) .

a Remove:

- the exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe (see 14A,
Antipollution, Exhaust gas recirculation rigid
pipe: Removal - Refitting, page 14A-20) ,

- the exhaust gas recirculation assembly (see ) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - First fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a Using the workbench, remove:

- the bolts (19) mounting the exhaust gas cooler on
its two supports,

- the exhaust gas cooler.

2 - Second fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a Remove:

- the bolts (29) of the cooler on the support,

- the seal of the cooler on the support,

- the cooler.

K9K, and 772

112326

135459



14A-10

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas cooler: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

14A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a All the supporting surfaces on each removed part
must be carefully cleaned.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the exhaust gas cooler on its two mountings
with new seals.

1 - First fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a Position the cooler mounting bolts (22) , avoiding
contact so that the cooler can move.

a Refit the exhaust gas recirculation unit assembly on
the cylinder head with its cooler.

a Tighten the two mounting bolts on the exhaust gas
cooler mountings until contact is made.

a Adjust the exhaust gas cooler in relation to its two
mountings.

a Tighten the exhaust gas cooler mounting bolts on to
its two mountings until contact is made and so that it
is locked into place.

a Remove the exhaust gas recirculation unit and its
cooler.

a On the workbench, torque tighten:

- the bolts mounting the exhaust gas cooler on
the timing end support (12 N.m),

- the bolts mounting the exhaust gas cooler on
the flywheel end support (12 N.m).

WARNING

Take care not to damage the bearing faces to
prevent any risk of coolant leaks.

WARNING

Always replace:

- the air inlet metal tube and its O-rings,

- the exhaust gas inlet pipe, its mounting bolts, its
seal and its snap-on clip,

- the cooler seals on its mountings,

- the coolant circulation cover seals within the
exhaust gas cooler,

- the seal between the cut-off valve downstream
duct and the exhaust gas cooler mounting,

- the seal between the catalytic converter and the
turbocharger.

112326

WARNING

Ensure that the seals between the cooler and its
two supports are correctly positioned to avoid
any coolant leaks.



14A-11

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas cooler: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

14A
2 - Second fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a Position the cooler mounting bolts on its support,
avoiding contact so that the cooler can move.

a Refit the exhaust gas recirculation assembly
equipped with the old exhaust gas recirculation rigid
pipe on the cylinder head.

a Tighten the mounting bolts of the exhaust gas recir-
culation assembly on the cylinder head until contact
is made.

a Adjust the exhaust gas cooler in relation to its sup-
port.

a Tighten the bolts mounting the exhaust gas cooler
on its support until contact is made, in order to im-
mobilise it.

a Remove the exhaust gas recirculation assembly.

a Remove the old exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe
and dispose of it in a waste bin.

a On the workbench, torque tighten the mounting
bolts of the exhaust gas cooler on the support at
the flywheel end (12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the exhaust gas recirculation assembly (see ) ,

- the exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe (see 14A,
Antipollution, Exhaust gas recirculation rigid
pipe: Removal - Refitting, page 14A-20) .

a Refit the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-29) .

a Refit the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) .

a Torque tighten:

- the coolant circulation cover mounting bolts
(10 N.m),

- the mounting bolts of the lifting bracket at the
timing end (10 N.m).

a Proceed in the reverse order to removal.

a Loosen the mounting nut of the air pipe at the inter-
cooler inlet on the alternator.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Snap the air duct to the turbocharger and to the air
pipe at the intercooler inlet.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the mounting nut of the pipe at the
intercooler inlet on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling circuit (see ) .

a Clear any faults stored by the computer using the Di-
agnostic tool.

WARNING

Ensure that the seal between the cooler and its
support is correctly positioned to avoid any cool-
ant leaks.

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

K9K, and 772

WARNING

Make sure that the exhaust gas cooler coolant
inlet and outlet hoses are correctly fitted so that
they do not bend.



14A-12

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation unit: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

14A

REMOVAL
a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift.

a Remove the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) .

a Disconnect the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid
valve electrical wiring harness (4) .

a Detach the electric wiring harness.

a Disconnect:

- the rubber pipe (5) from the air duct turbocharging
pressure control valve,

- the turbocharging air duct (6) from the exhaust gas
recirculation unit.

a Remove:

- the bracket (7) ,

- the engine lifting eye (8) ,

- the air inlet metal tube (9) ,

- the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve heat
shield (10) ,

- the exhaust gas recirculation pipe (11) ,

- the EGR unit mounting bolts (12) ,

- the exhaust gas recirculation unit (13) .

Tightening torquesm

exhaust gas recircula-
tion unit mounting bolts

21 N.m

inlet air metal tube
mounting bolts

21 N.m

lifting eye (timing end) 21 N.m

exhaust gas recircula-
tion solenoid valve heat
shield mounting bolts

12 N.m

109456

109455

102074



14A-13

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation unit: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

14A
REFITTING

a Replace the exhaust gas recirculation tube complete
with new clips.

a Fit the new clips

a Tighten the new clips using tool (Mot 1567).

a Replace the O-rings on the metal air inlet tube.

a Torque tighten:

- the exhaust gas recirculation unit mounting
bolts (21 N.m),

- the inlet air metal tube mounting bolts (21 N.m),

- the lifting eye (timing end) (21 N.m),

- the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve
heat shield mounting bolts (12 N.m).

a Proceed in the reverse order to removal.

a Connect the battery, starting with the positive termi-
nal.

a Refit the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel
grille: Removal - Refitting) .

WARNING

Carry out the necessary programming ( (see
Battery: Removal - Refitting) ).



14A-14

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation unit: Removal - Refitting

K9K

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the water chamber (see 19A, Cooling, Water
chamber: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-63)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Remove:

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe (1) ,

- the air inlet duct (2) between the turbocharger and
the intercooler,

- the air inlet duct clip (3) from the damper valve.

a Disconnect the connector (4) from the exhaust gas
recirculation solenoid valve.

a Remove the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Damper valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31)
(MR 392, 12A, Fuel mixture).

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Tightening torquesm

EGR unit assembly
mounting bolts

25 N.m

exhaust gas inlet pipe
bolts

35 N.m

mounting bolts of the
lifting bracket on the tim-
ing end

10 N.m

coolant circulation cover
mounting bolts

10 N.m

nut mounting the inter-
cooler air inlet pipe on
the alternator

8 N.m

112782

112812



14A-15

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation unit: Removal - Refitting

K9K

14A

a Position the tools (Ms. 583) or the hose clamps on
the coolant inlet and outlet hoses (5) of the exhaust
gas cooler.

a Remove:

- the coolant circulation cover mounting bolts (6) ,

- the coolant circulation cover,

- the seals of the coolant circulation cover.

a

a Remove the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-29) (MR 392, 19B, Exhaust).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the lifting bracket mounting bolts (7) from the timing
end,

- the lifting bracket (8) on the timing end,

- the air inlet metal tube (9) ,

- the mounting bolts (10) from the exhaust gas inlet
pipe,

- the mounting bolts (11) from the exhaust gas recir-
culation unit assembly,

- the exhaust gas recirculation unit assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a All the supporting surfaces on each removed part
must be carefully cleaned.

112325

Note:

Prepare for the outflow of coolant.

112329

WARNING

Take care not to damage the bearing faces to
prevent any risk of coolant leaks.

Always replace:

- the air inlet metal tube and its O-rings,

- the seals of the coolant circulation cover,

- the seal between the cut-off valve downstream
duct and the exhaust gas cooler mounting,

- the seal between the catalytic converter and the
turbocharger.



14A-16

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation unit: Removal - Refitting

K9K

14A
II - OPERATION FOR REFITTING PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the exhaust gas recirculation unit assembly.

a Torque tighten the EGR unit assembly mounting
bolts (25 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the mounting bolts of the exhaust gas inlet
pipe.

a Torque tighten the exhaust gas inlet pipe bolts (35
N.m).

a Refit:

- the air inlet metal tube,

- the lifting bracket on the timing end.

a Torque tighten the mounting bolts of the lifting
bracket on the timing end (10 N.m).

a Refit:

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) (MR 392, 19B, Exhaust),

- the coolant circulation cover.

a Torque tighten the coolant circulation cover
mounting bolts (10 N.m).

a

a Refit the damper valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Damper valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-31)
(MR 392, 12A, Fuel mixture).

a Connect the exhaust gas recirculation solenoid
valve connector.

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct clip on the damper valve,

- the oil vapour rebreathing pipe,

- the water chamber (see 19A, Cooling, Water
chamber: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-63)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Loosen the mounting nut of the air pipe at the inter-
cooler inlet.

a Fit the air duct between the turbocharger and the in-
tercooler air inlet pipe.

a Lock the air duct onto the turbocharger and the inter-
cooler inlet air pipe.

a Tighten the bolt of the air duct on the rocker cover.

a Torque tighten the nut mounting the intercooler
air inlet pipe on the alternator (8 N.m).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Fill and bleed the cooling circuit (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) (MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Use the diagnostic tool to clear any faults which may
be stored by the computer before restarting the en-
gine.

WARNING

Ensure that the water inlet and outlet hoses of
the exhaust gas cooler are correctly aligned so
that they are not kinked.



14A-17

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation mounting: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

14A
To remove/refit the exhaust gas recirculation mount-
ings (see 14A, Antipollution, Exhaust gas cooler:
Removal - Refitting, page 14A-7) .



14A-18

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation mounting: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the EGR solenoid valve (see 14A, Antipol-
lution, Exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve:
Removal - Refitting, page 14A-3) .

a Disconnect:

- the air temperature sensor connector (1) ,

- the vacuum pipe (2) between the turbocharger reg-
ulation valve and the turbocharger outlet air pipe,

- the vacuum pipe (3) between the air pressure sen-
sor and the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Loosen the turbocharger outlet air pipe clips (4) .

a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe (5) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1567 Remote pliers for exhaust gas
recirculation pipe clamps.

Tightening torquesm

bolts for the EGR
mounting

21 Nm

air inlet metal tube bolt 21 Nm

engine lifting eye bolts 21 Nm

turbocharger outlet air
pipe clips

5.5 Nm

118274



14A-19

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation mounting: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

14A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts (6) from the engine lifting eye,

- the engine lifting eye,

- the bolt (7) from the air inlet metal tube,

- the air inlet metal tube,

- the clips of the exhaust gas recirculation pipe using
the (Mot. 1567),

- the exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe (8) ,

- the bolts (9) from the EGR mounting,

- the EGR mounting.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the EGR mounting,

- the bolts to the EGR mounting.

a Torque tighten the bolts for the EGR mounting (21
Nm).

a Refit:

- the exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe,

- the clips of the exhaust gas recirculation pipe using
the (Mot. 1567),

- the air inlet metal tube,

- the air inlet metal tube bolt,

- the engine lifting eye,

- the engine lifting eye bolts,

a Torque tighten:

- the air inlet metal tube bolt (21 Nm),

- the engine lifting eye bolts (21 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe
clips (5.5 Nm).

a Connect:

- the vacuum pipe between the air pressure sensor
and the turbocharger outlet air pipe,

- the vacuum pipe between the turbocharger regula-
tion valve and the turbocharger outlet air pipe,

- the air temperature sensor connector .

a Refit the EGR solenoid valve (see 14A, Antipollu-
tion, Exhaust gas recirculation solenoid valve:
Removal - Refitting, page 14A-3) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

20069



14A-20

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine style cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine undertray,

- the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-13) ,

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) (K9K/760,762,764,766,768),

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) (K9K772).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - First fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (1) from the rigid exhaust gas
recirculation pipe,

- the snap-fit clamp (2) using the (Mot. 1567),

- the rigid exhaust gas recirculation pipe (3) .

2 - Second fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a Remove:

- the bolts (4) of the rigid pipe bracket from the cylin-
der head,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1567 Remote pliers for exhaust gas
recirculation pipe clamps.

Tightening torquesm

rigid pipe bolts on the
exhaust manifold

36 N.m

bolt of the clip on the
rigid pipe

5 N.m

rigid pipe bolts on the
exhaust manifold

36 N.m

bolts of the rigid pipe on
the cylinder head

25 N.m

bolts of the rigid pipe on
the exhaust gas cooler

12 N.m
113842

138793



14A-21

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768 or 772

14A
- the bolts (5) of the rigid pipe on the exhaust mani-
fold then discard them in the waste bin,

- the bolts (6) of the rigid pipe on the exhaust gas
cooler,

- the rigid pipe and its seal then discard them in the
waste bin.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a All the bearing faces must be carefully cleaned.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the new rigid exhaust gas recirculation pipe with a
new seal,

- the new exhaust gas recirculation pipe mounting
bolts.

1 - First fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a parts always to be replaced: Exhaust gas recir-
culation rigid pipeparts always to be replaced:
exhaust gas recirculation pipe boltparts always
to be replaced: Exhaust gas recirculation pipe
clip

a Refit the new rigid pipe, equipped with new bolts on
the manifold, a new seal on the manifold and a new
clip.

a Adjust the rigid pipe in its location by screwing, with-
out tightening, the bolts on the manifold and centring
the rigid pipe on the EGR support at the timing end.

a Torque tighten:

- the rigid pipe bolts on the exhaust manifold (36
N.m),

- the bolt of the clip on the rigid pipe (5 N.m).

2 - Second fitting of the exhaust gas cooler 
recirculation assembly

a parts always to be replaced: Exhaust gas recir-
culation rigid pipeparts always to be replaced:
exhaust gas recirculation pipe boltparts always
to be replaced: Exhaust gas recirculation pipe
seal

a Fit the new rigid pipe equipped with a new seal and
new bolts on the manifold.

a Fit without tightening:

- the bolts of the rigid pipe on the exhaust gas recir-
culation cooler,

- the bolts of the rigid pipe on the manifold,

- the bolts of the rigid pipe on the cylinder head.

a Torque tighten:

- the rigid pipe bolts on the exhaust manifold (36
N.m),

- the bolts of the rigid pipe on the cylinder head
(25 N.m),

- the bolts of the rigid pipe on the exhaust gas
cooler (12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the catalytic pre-converter (see 19B , Exhaust,
Catalytic pre-converter: Removal - Refitting,
page 19B-23) (K9K/772),

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) (K9K/760,762,764,766,768),

- the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-13) ,

- the engine undertray,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine style cover.

Note:

The Par ts Department only supplies clips for the
rigid pipe with a tangential bolt.



14A-22

ANTIPOLLUTION
Exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Disconnect:

- the air temperature sensor connector (1) ,

- the vacuum pipe (2) between the turbocharger reg-
ulation valve and the turbocharger outlet air pipe,

- the vacuum pipe (3) between the air pressure sen-
sor and the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Loosen the turbocharger outlet air pipe clips (4) .

a Remove the turbocharger outlet air pipe (5) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the clips of the exhaust gas recirculation pipe using
the (Mot. 1567),

- the exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe (6) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the exhaust gas recirculation rigid pipe,

- the clips to the exhaust gas recirculation pipe using
the (Mot. 1567).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the turbocharger outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger outlet air pipe
clips (5.5 N.m).

a Connect:

- the vacuum pipe between the air pressure sensor
and the turbocharger outlet air pipe,

- the vacuum pipe between the turbocharger regula-
tion valve and the turbocharger outlet air pipe,

- the air temperature sensor connector,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1567 Remote pliers for exhaust gas
recirculation pipe clamps.

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger outlet air
pipe clips

5.5 N.m

118274

20069



14A-23

ANTIPOLLUTION
Fuel vapour recirculation circuit: Function

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

14A

The tank is vented through the fuel vapour absorber.

Fuel vapour is trapped by the active carbon contained
in the absorber as it passes through.

Fuel vapour trapped in the absorber is eliminated and
burnt by the engine.

To do this, the solenoid valve is used to connect the
fuel vapour absorber and the inlet manifold. This sole-
noid valve is located on the right-hand shock absorber
turret or on the inlet manifold (M4R engine).

The principle behind the solenoid valve is to open a
passage of variable size (according to the opening cy-
clic ratio signal sent by the injection computer).

The variation in the passage opened for fuel vapour in
the solenoid valve results from the balance between
the magnetic field created by the supply to the winding
and the return spring force attempting to close the so-
lenoid valve.

WARNING

The breather must not be blocked during normal
engine operation.



14A-24

ANTIPOLLUTION
Fuel vapour recirculation circuit: Operating diagram

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

14A
OPERATING DIAGRAM OF THE CIRCUIT

F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R – D4F, and 740 or 742
or 764

97393-1

 (1) Inlet distributor

 (2) Fuel vapour absorber bleed
solenoid valve

 (3) Petrol vapour absorber

 (4) Tank

 (5) Fresh air vent

D4F, and 784 or 786

121923

 (1) Inlet distributor

 (2) Fuel vapour absorber bleed
solenoid valve

 (3) Fuel vapour absorber

 (4) Tank

 (5) Fresh air vent

 (6) Anti-return valve

 (7) Turbocharger

 (8) Air filter unit

 (9) Air filter box air outlet pipe



14A-25

ANTIPOLLUTION
Fuel vapour recirculation circuit: Check

F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R – D4F

14A

I - CHECKING THE OPERATION OF THE FUEL 
VAPOUR ABSORBER BLEED

a

a Check the condition of the pipes to the tank.

a Check the condition of the pipes to the tank.

II - FUEL VAPOUR ABSORBER BLEED 
CONDITIONS

a The fuel vapour absorber bleed solenoid valve is
controlled by the petrol injection computer.

During « on board diagnostic » fault finding, fuel va-
pour absorber bleeding is not authorised.

The opening cyclic ratio of the fuel vapour absorber
bleed solenoid valve can be viewed on the Diagnos-
tic tool by reading parameter « fuel vapour absorb-
er bleed solenoid valve OCR » .

The solenoid valve is closed for a value below 1.2%.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Note:

A fault with this system may result in rough idling
or the engine stalling.

F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R – D4F, and 740 or 742
or 764

97393-1

 (1) Inlet distributor

 (2) Fuel vapour absorber bleed
solenoid valve

 (3) Petrol vapour absorber

 (4) Tank

 (5) Fresh air vent

D4F, and 784 or 786

121923

 (1) Inlet distributor

 (2) Fuel vapour absorber bleed
solenoid valve

 (3) Petrol vapour absorber

 (4) Tank

 (5) Fresh air vent

 (6) Anti-return valve

 (7) Turbocharger

 (8) Air filter unit

 (9) Air filter box air outlet pipe



14A-26

ANTIPOLLUTION
Fuel vapour absorber: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

14A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the absorber from the fuel tank retaining
notch by pushing it in the direction of the arrow.

a Disconnect:

- the tank vapour inlet pipe (1) ,

- the pipe (2) circulating vapours to the solenoid
valve,

- the breather pipe (3) .

a Remove the fuel vapour absorber.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the fuel vapour absorber.

a Connect:

- the breather pipe,

- the pipe taking the fuel vapours to the solenoid
valve,

- the pipe bringing the fuel vapour from the tank.

a Refit the absorber in the fuel tank retaining notch.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

113377



14A-27

ANTIPOLLUTION
Fuel vapour absorber: Check

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

14A

I - CHECKING THE FUEL VAPOUR ABSORBER

a On the fuel vapour absorber, plug the circuit coming
from the fuel tank.

a Connect a pressure gauge on the Mot. 1311-01 to
the absorber breather outlet.

a With the engine at idle speed, check that no vacuum
is present at the absorber breather outlet. In the
same way, the control value read by the Diagnostic
tool in parameter « fuel vapour absorber bleed sole-
noid valve OCR » remains at least X less than or
equal to 1.5 %.

Is there a vacuum?

a YES: with the ignition off, use a vacuum pump to ap-
ply a vacuum of 500 mbar to the solenoid valve out-
let. The vacuum pressure should not vary by more
than 10 mbar over 30 seconds.

Does the pressure vary?

- Yes: the solenoid valve is faulty, replace it.

- No: there is an electrical fault, check the circuit.

a NO: in bleeding condition (see 14A, Antipollution,
Fuel vapour recirculation circuit: Check, page
14A-25) , the vacuum must be increased. In the
same time, the value of the parameter on the Diag-
nostic tool increases.

II - CHECKING THE FUEL VAPOUR ABSORBER 
TANK CONNECTION

a Check this connection by connecting a vacuum
pump to the pipe going to the absorber.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool



14A-28

ANTIPOLLUTION
Oil vapour rebreathing circuit: Descriptions

K4J or K4M, and 780 or 800 or 801

14A

102305

 (1) Oil vapour rebreathing duct

 (2) Calibrated port

101820

 (3) Oil vapour recovery plate
located on the rocker cover

 (4) Oil vapour rebreathing hole



14A-29

ANTIPOLLUTION
Oil vapour rebreathing circuit: Operating diagram

K4J, and 780 – K4M, and 800 or 801

14A
A: under low loads, the oil vapours are rebreathed 
in small quantities through the calibrated orifice 
(6).

B: under medium and heavy loads, the oil vapours 
are rebreathed in large quantities through the valve

102308

102309

 (1) Engine

 (2) Oil vapour recovery plate

 (3) Motorised throttle valve

 (4) Inlet manifold

 (5) Air inlet

 (6) Calibrated choke



14A-30

ANTIPOLLUTION
Oil vapour rebreathing circuit: Operating diagram

D4F

14A
The oil decanter is located in the rocker cover.

These two components are manufactured together.

20026

 (1) Engine

 (2) Rocker cover

 (3) Inlet manifold

 (4) Air filter unit

 (5) Motorised throttle valve



14A-31

ANTIPOLLUTION
Oil vapour rebreathing circuit: Operating diagram

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

14A
A: Low load

B: Medium and high loads

A: At low load, the vacuum pressure prevailing in the
air inlet duct is below the spring calibration. Large
quantities of oil vapour are sucked back in by the vacu-
um prevailing in the air inlet duct.

B: At medium or high load, the vacuum pressure pre-
vailing in the air inlet duct pulls the valve diaphragm,
small quantities of oil vapour are rebreathed in via a
calibrated jet.

20965

20965-1

 (1) Rocker cover

 (2) Oil vapour rebreathing duct

 (3) Oil vapour rebreathing valve

 (4) Air inlet duct

 (5) Turbocharger

 (6) Atmospheric pressure



14A-32

ANTIPOLLUTION
Oil vapour rebreathing circuit: Operating diagram

F4R, and 830

14A
Operating diagram of the oil vapour rebreathing 
circuit for average and high loads

Operating diagram of the oil vapour rebreathing 
circuit for low loads

101956

101957

 (1) Engine

 (2) Oil separator

 (3) Air filter unit

 (4) Throttle valve

 (5) Inlet manifold

 (6) Air inlet



16A-1

STARTING - CHARGING
Charge circuit: Specifications

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

16A
ALTERNATOR SPECIFICATIONS

Engine Alternator Current strength

D4F
8200429898 90 A

8200429905 120 A

K4J
8200323137 120 A

8200459711 120 A

K4M
8200323137 120 A

8200459711 120 A

M4R 7701065385 120 A

F4R 8200429905 120 A

K9K
8200390675 120 A

8200390676 150 A



16A-2

STARTING - CHARGING
Charge circuit: Function

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

16A
OPERATION

These vehicles are fitted with a built-in regulator and an 
instrument panel warning light which operates as fol-
lows:

- when the ignition is switched on, the warning light
comes on,

- the warning light goes out when the vehicle is started,

- if the warning light comes on while the engine is run-
ning, it indicates a battery charge fault.



16A-3

STARTING - CHARGING
Charge circuit: Check

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

16A
Check the current after 30 minutes of heating at a voltage of 13.5 V.

Alternator speed
(rpm)

D4F

Alternator

BOSCH KCB1

0124325139

VALEO

TG11C056

BOSCH

0124325186

1500 30A 40A 33A

2500 70A 95A 70A

4000 85A 102A 85A

6000 90A 112A 89A

8500 91A 115A 90A

Alternator speed (rpm)

D4F

Alternator

VALEO

TG11C068

1800 52A

2000 64A

3000 92A

4000 102A

6000 112A

8000 115A

Alternator speed
(rpm)

K9K, K4M, K4J

Alternator

BOSCH LIE6

0124425037

BOSCH LIE8

0124525081

1500 40A 45A

2500 95A 115A

4000 113A 140A

6000 120A 150A

8500 123A 153A



16A-4

STARTING - CHARGING
Charge circuit: Check

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

16A

Alternator speed
(rpm)

F4R

Alternator

BOSCH LIE6 0124425055

1500 40A

2500 95A

4000 113A

6000 120A

8500 123A

Alternator speed
(rpm)

M4R

Alternator

BOSCH LIE6 0124425038

1500 40A

2500 95A

4000 113A

6000 120A

8500 123A



16A-5

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and STANDARD HEATING – K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) .

a Remove the air inlet duct.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the front left-hand wheel arch liner partially (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Disconnect the electrical connections from the alter-
nator (1) .

a Undo the strut mounting bolt on the cylinder block
(2) .

a Remove the strut mounting bolt on the alternator (3)
.

a Separate the mounting strut from the alternator.

a Remove the front right-hand air deflector.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the upper mounting bolt from the alternator.

a Undo the lower alternator mounting bolt.

a Remove the alternator with its lower mounting bolt
through the front of the vehicle.

Tightening torquesm

alternator mount ing
bolts

21 N.m

109468

108273



16A-6

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and STANDARD HEATING – K4M, and STANDARD HEATING

16A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Push in the rings (1) to make fitting easier.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the alternator.

a Torque tighten the alternator mounting bolts (21
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Reconnect the alternator electrical connections.

a Refit:

- Refit the front right-hand air deflector,

- the new accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-5) ,

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) ,

- the front left-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) .

a Reconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Refit the air inlet duct.

18987



16A-7

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764, and STANDARD HEATING

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand deflector,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Disconnect the alternator's electrical connections (1)
.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the alternator mounting bolts,

- the alternator.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Press in the rings (2) using pliers or a vice to make
the fitting operation easier.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the alternator.

a Torque tighten the alternator mounting bolts (25
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the alternator electrical connections.

a Refit:

- the front right-hand deflector,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

Tightening torquesm

alternator mount ing
bolts

25 N.m

109727

18987



16A-8

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764, and STANDARD HEATING

16A
- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



16A-9

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764, and AIR CONDITIONING

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand deflector,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the air conditioning compressor mounting bolts.

a Fit the air conditioning compressor on the radiator
front cross member.

a Disconnect the alternator's electrical connections (1)
.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the alternator mounting bolts,

- the alternator.

Tightening torquesm

alternator mount ing
bolts

25 N.m

Note:

Do not drain the air conditioning circuit.

109727



16A-10

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764, and AIR CONDITIONING

16A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Press in the rings using pliers or a vice to make the
fitting operation easier.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the alternator.

a Torque tighten the alternator mounting bolts (25
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the alternator electrical connections.

a Refit:

- the air conditioning compressor (see Compressor:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 392, 62A, Air condition-
ing),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand deflector,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

18987



16A-11

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) ).

a Remove the air inlet duct.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the front left-hand wheel arch liner partially (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Disconnect the electrical connections from the alter-
nator (1) .

a Undo the strut mounting bolt on the cylinder block
(2) .

a Remove the strut mounting bolt on the alternator (3)
.

a Separate the mounting strut from the alternator.

a Remove the front right-hand air deflector.

a Remove the air conditioning compressor mounting
bolts.

a Fit the air conditioning compressor on the front radi-
ator cross member.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the upper mounting bolt from the alternator.

Tightening torquesm

alternator mount ing
bolts

21 N.m

air conditioning com-
pressor mounting bolts

21 N.m

109468

108273

108866

Note:

This operation does not require the air condition-
ing system to be drained.



16A-12

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M, and AIR CONDITIONING or CLIMATE CONTROL

16A

a Undo the lower alternator mounting bolt.

a Remove the alternator with its lower mounting bolt
through the front of the vehicle.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Push in the rings (1) to make fitting easier.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the alternator.

a Torque tighten the alternator mounting bolts (21
N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Reconnect the alternator electrical connections.

a Refit the air conditioning compressor.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning compressor
mounting bolts (21 N.m).

a Refit:

- Refit the front right-hand air deflector,

- the new accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front
of engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-5) ,

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) ,

- the front left-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) .

a Reconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Refit the air inlet duct.

108867

18987



16A-13

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

K9K

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove the air filter inlet air pipe (1) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the headlights (see ) (MR 392, 80B, Headlights) or
(see Xenon headlight: Removal - Refitting) (MR
392, 80C, Xenon bulbs),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove the bolt (2) from the intercooler inlet and
outlet pipes.

a Disconnect the connector (3) from the inlet air pres-
sure sensor.

a Undo the clip (4) from the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Remove:

- the intercooler outlet air pipe,

- the clips (5) from the intercooler inlet air pipe,

- the nut (6) from the intercooler inlet air pipe,

Tightening torquesm

alternator bolts 21 Nm

intercooler outlet air
pipe clip

5.5 Nm

113700

117470

112331



16A-14

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

K9K

16A
- the intercooler inlet air pipe.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the alternator connector (7) .

a Remove the nut (8) from the alternator positive ter-
minal.

a Disconnect the alternator positive terminal wire.

a Remove the alternator upper bolt (9) .

a Loosen the alternator lower bolt (10) .

a Remove the alternator with its lower bolt.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Refit the rings (11) using pliers or a vice.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the alternator with its lower bolt.

a Screw in the alternator bolts, without tightening
them.

a Torque tighten the  alternator bolts (21 Nm).

a Connect the wire to the alternator positive terminal.

a Refit the alternator positive terminal nut.

a Connect the alternator connector.

117545

113857

18987

108867



16A-15

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

K9K

16A
III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the intercooler air inlet pipe,

- the nut to the intercooler inlet air pipe,

- the clips to the intercooler inlet air pipe,

- the intercooler outlet air pipe.

a Torque tighten the intercooler outlet air pipe clip
(5.5 Nm).

a Connect the inlet air pressure sensor connector.

a Remove:

- the intercooler inlet and outlet pipe bolts,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the headlights (see ) (MR 392, 80B, Headlights) or
(see Xenon headlight: Removal - Refitting) (MR
392, 80C, Xenon bulbs),

- the bumper (see Front bumper: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit:

- the air filter inlet air pipe,

- the engine cover.



16A-16

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

M4R

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a lift (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) .

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove:

- the air resonator in the front end panel (see 12A,
Fuel mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 12A-10) ,

- the right-hand headlight (see ) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Disconnect the alternator's electrical connections (1)
.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the alternator mounting bolts (2) .

a Remove the alternator using a screwdriver.

Tightening torquesm

alternator mount ing
bolts

25 Nm

114964

114962

114963



16A-17

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

M4R

16A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Push in the rings (3) , using pliers or a vice to make
the fitting operation easier.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the alternator.

a Tighten to torque the alternator mounting bolts
(25 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the alternator electrical connections.

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand headlight (see ) ,

- the air resonator in the front end panel (see 12A,
Fuel mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 12A-10) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

a Refit the engine cover.

18987



16A-18

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

F4R

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the air conditioning pipe on
the reinforcing bracket.

- the bolt (2) mounting the reinforcing bracket on the
injector holder plate,

- the bolts (3) mounting the reinforcing bracket on
the alternator,

- the reinforcing bracket.

a Disconnect the alternator connector (4) .

a Remove:

- the wiring harness nut (5) on the alternator,

- the lower mounting bolt (6) from the alternator,

- the upper mounting bolt (7) from the alternator,

- the alternator.

Tightening torquesm

alternator mount ing
bolts

25 Nm

116736

116737



16A-19

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

F4R

16A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Refit the rings using pliers or a vice to facilitate fit-
ting.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the alternator,

- the alternator upper mounting bolt,

- the alternator lower mounting bolt.

a Torque tighten the alternator mounting bolts (25
Nm).

a Refit the nut to the wiring harness (5) on the alterna-
tor.

a Connect the alternator connector (4) .

a Refit:

- the reinforcing bracket,

- the bolt (3) mounting the reinforcing bracket on the
alternator.

- the bolt (2) mounting the reinforcing bracket on the
injector holder plate,

- the bolt (1) mounting the air conditioning pipe on
the reinforcing bracket.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

18987



16A-20

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove the bolt (1) from the turbocharger air outlet
pipe on the inlet distributor.

a Separate the clip (2) of the turbocharger air outlet
pipe.

a Move aside the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

Tightening torquesm

alternator bolts 25 N.m

air conditioning com-
pressor bolts

25 N.m

121813

133441

Note:

If the clip (3) is removed from the flexible heat
shield (4) , the latter must be replaced.



16A-21

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

16A

a Loosen the clip (5) on the intercooler intermediate
pipe.

a Remove:

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure).

a Disconnect the air conditioning compressor clutch
connector.

a Detach the air conditioning pipe from the body be-
tween the compressor and expansion valve.

a Remove the air conditioning compressor bolts.

a Position the air conditioning compressor on the radi-
ator mounting cross member.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the alternator wiring connector (6) .

a Remove:

- the alternator wiring nut (7) ,

- the alternator bolts,

- the alternator.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the alternator pulley V-grooves to remove any
deposits.

133444

AIR CONDITIONING

109727



16A-22

STARTING - CHARGING
Alternator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

16A

a Press in the rings (8) using pliers or a vice to make
the fitting operation easier.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the alternator,

- the alternator bolts.

a Torque tighten the alternator bolts (25 N.m).

a Refit the alternator wiring nut.

a Connect the alternator wiring connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the air conditioning compressor ,

- the air conditioning compressor bolts.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning compressor
bolts (25 N.m).

a Attach the air conditioning pipe to the body between
the compressor and expansion valve.

a Connect the air conditioning compressor clutch con-
nector.

a Refit:

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the clip of the turbocharger air outlet pipe,

- the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt on the inlet
manifold,

- the front impact cross member (see Front impact
cross member: Removal - Refitting) (41A, Front
lower structure),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion).

a Connect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

18987

AIR CONDITIONING



16A-23

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Remove the engine's electrical wiring channel
mounting bolts (1) and move it out of the way to gain
access to the starter mounting bolt.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the starter motor connectors (2) .

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (3) from the starter,

- the starter motor from above the vehicle.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check that the starter centring dowel is in place.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the starter.

a Tighten to torque the starter mounting bolts (44
N.m).

a Connect the starter motor connectors.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine wiring harness duct mounting bolts.

a Refit the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

starter mounting bolts 44 N.m

109725

109734



16A-24

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

K4J, and 780 – K4M, and 800 or 801

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine protector.

a Remove the air inlet duct (1) .

a Disconnect:

- the starter motor connectors,

- the oil level sensor.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the starter mounting bolts from below,

- the starter motor from underneath.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check that the centring dowel is in place.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the starter,

- the starter mounting bolts.

a Tighten to torque the starter mounting bolts (44
Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect:

- the oil level sensor,

- the starter connectors.

a Refit the air inlet duct.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

starter mounting bolts 44 Nm

108199

108872



16A-25

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Put the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Remove the air inlet duct.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Disconnect the starter motor connectors (1) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the starter motor mounting bolts (2) .

- the starter motor from below.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check that the centring dowel is in place.

II - OPERATION FOR REFITTING PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the starter,

- the starter motor mounting bolts.

Tighten to torque the starter motor mounting bolts
(44 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the starter motor connectors.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct,

- the engine undertray.

Tightening torquesm

starter motor mounting
bolts

44 Nm

113861

113859



16A-26

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Lift the air resonator (A) to remove it from the battery
cover.

a Pull the air resonator towards the front of the vehicle
(B) to remove it.

a Detach the air intake sleeve:

- from the front end panel at (1) ,

- from the air resonator on the front end panel at (2) ,

- from the air filter unit at (3) .

a Remove the air intake sleeve.

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) .

Tightening torquesm

starter mounting bolts 62 Nm

starter excitation con-
nector bolt

5 Nm

starter power supply
connector bolt

9 Nm

114978

114977



16A-27

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

16A

a Disconnect the alternator connectors (4) .

a Disconnect the connector (5) from the air condition-
ing compressor.

a Disconnect:

- the oil level sensor connector (6) ,

- the oil pressure sensor (7) .

a Strap the hoses (8) to the front end panel in order to
access the starter.

a Unclip the wiring harness at (9) .

a Cut the wiring harness retaining clip on the neck at
(10) .

a Disconnect the starter connector (11) .

a Move the wiring harness to one side.

114964

114960

115097

115090



16A-28

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

16A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (12) from the starter,

- the starter through the space left by the air resona-
tor in the front end panel.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the starter.

a Torque tighten the starter mounting bolts (62 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect:

- the starter motor connectors,

- the oil pressure sensor connector,

- the oil level sensor connector,

- the alternator connectors.

- the air conditioning compressor connector.

a Torque tighten:

- the starter excitation connector bolt (5 Nm) at
(13) ,

- the starter power supply connector bolt (9 Nm)
at (14) .

a Clip on the wiring harness.

a Refit a wiring harness retaining clip to the neck.

a Remove the retaining belt from the hoses.

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

115091
115090



16A-29

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

M4R

16A

a Before refitting the air intake sleeve, check that the
air resonator's upper mounting in the front end panel
is correctly clipped at (15) .

a Refit the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator towards the rear of the vehi-
cle (A) until the corner of the air resonator is be-
tween the two lines marked on the air intake sleeve.

a Push the air resonator (B) to fit it onto the battery
cover.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

114975

114976



16A-30

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the lower cross member.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the upper bolts (1) from the starter.

a Remove:

- the excitation wiring terminal (2) on the starter,

- the power wiring terminal (3) on the starter.

Tightening torquesm

starter lower bolt 38 N.m

starter upper bolts 38 N.m

bolts of the lower cross
member

62 N.m

116999

117102



16A-31

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

16A

a Remove the starter heat shield (5) by sliding it along
the starter on the timing end.

a Remove:

- the starter heat shield bolt (6) ,

- the starter heat shield (7) by sliding it along the
starter on the timing end.

a Remove the starter lower bolt (4) .

a Remove the starter motor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check the presence and condition of the centring
device on the starter.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the starter.

a Refit the starter lower bolt.

a Torque tighten the  starter lower bolt (38 N.m).

a Refit the starter heat shield by sliding it along the
starter on the timing end.

a Refit the starter heat shield bolt.

a Refit:

- the excitation wiring terminal on the starter,

- the power wiring terminal on the starter.

a Refit the upper bolts on the starter.

a Torque tighten the  starter upper bolts (38 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the lower cross member.

a Torque tighten the bolts of the lower cross mem-
ber (62 N.m).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

F4R, and 830

117103

F4R, and 832

142321

F4R, and 832



16A-32

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

16A
- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery).



16A-33

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Remove:

- the air duct at the air filter box inlet,

- the nut from the air inlet pipes on the alternator.

a Loosen the air inlet duct clip between the intercooler
and the air box unit on the air inlet box.

a Move the air inlet duct between the intercooler and
the air inlet box to one side.

a Detach the relay box from the battery tray.

a Remove:

- the dipstick (1) ,

- the dipstick duct bolts (2) .

a Disconnect the injector rail pressure sensor connec-
tor (3) .

a Detach the emission control cover wiring harness (4)
.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the starter excitation lead,

- the starter power lead,

- the starter upper bolt,

- the front left-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front left-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 57A, Interior equipment),

- the engine undertray.

Tightening torquesm

starter lower mounting
bolt

44 Nm

starter upper bolt 44 Nm

clip for the air inlet duct
between the intercooler
and the air inlet box on
the air inlet box

5.5 Nm

117328



16A-34

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

16A

a Remove the bolt (5) from the earth wiring on the
gearbox.

a Unclip the diesel runoff pipe from the sump.

a Remove:

- the starter lower bolt (6) ,

- the starter from underneath, placing the starter so-
lenoid on timing end.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the starter,

- the starter lower mounting bolt.

a Torque tighten the starter lower mounting bolt (44
Nm).

a Refit the earth wiring bolt on the gearbox.

a Clip the diesel runoff pipe onto the sump.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the front left-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
57A, Interior equipment),

- the front left-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the starter upper mounting bolt.

a Torque tighten the  starter upper bolt (44 Nm).

a Refit:

- the starter power lead,

- the starter excitation lead.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Attach the emission control cover wiring harness.

a Connect the injector rail pressure sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the dipstick duct bolts,

- the dipstick.

a Attach the relay box onto the battery tray.

a Position the air inlet duct between the intercooler
and the air inlet box.

a Torque tighten the clip for the air inlet duct be-
tween the intercooler and the air inlet box on the
air inlet box (5.5 Nm).

a Refit:

- the air inlet pipe nut on the alternator,

- the air duct at the air filter unit inlet.

a Refit the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery: Re-
moval - Refitting).

117329

117331



16A-35

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the air filter box air inlet pipe,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nut (1) from the starter feed wire,

- the nut (2) from the solenoid feed wire.

a Move the starter wiring harness to one side.

a Remove:

- the starter bolts (3) ,

- the starter from above.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check that the centring dowel is in place

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the starter,

- the starter bolts.

a Torque tighten the  starter bolts (44 Nm).

a Fit the starter wiring harness.

a Refit:

- the solenoid feed wire nut,

- the starter feed wire nut.

a Torque tighten:

- the solenoid feed wire nut (5 Nm),

- the starter feed wire nut (8 Nm).

Tightening torquesm

starter bolts 44 Nm

solenoid feed wire nut 5 Nm

starter feed wire nut 8 Nm

117102

118271



16A-36

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 750 or 752

16A
III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe.



16A-37

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

16A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air filter box air inlet pipe,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the engine undertray,

- the front section of the left and right-hand wheel
arch liners (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal
- Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Attach the cooling assembly using a safety
strap(s).

a Remove the radiator mounting cross member (see
Radiator mounting cross member: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Remove the engine wiring harness neck bolts (1) .

a Move the wiring harness away from the engine.

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

Tightening torquesm

starter bolts 44 Nm

115217

109725



16A-38

STARTING - CHARGING
Starter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

16A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the starter wiring harness (2) .

a Remove:

- the starter bolts (3) ,

- the starter from underneath the vehicle.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check that the centring dowel is in place.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the starter,

- the starter bolts.

a Torque tighten the starter bolts (44 Nm).

a Refit the starter wiring harness.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the engine's electrical wiring channel bolts,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Separate the cooling assembly.

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the left and right-hand wheel
arch liners (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal
- Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray,

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the air filter box air inlet pipe.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).109734

Note:

Depending on fitting, the starter wiring harness is
screwed on or clipped on for solenoid excitation.



17A-1

IGNITION
Ignition: Specifications

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

17A

Engine type Brand Spark plug
type

D4F 740 and
764

CHAMPION REA8MCL

Flat seat with seal

Gap: 0.9 mm ±±±± 0.05

Engine type Brand Spark plug
type

D4F 784 NGK ILKAR7A7

Flat seat with seal

Gap: 0.65 mm ±±±± 0.05

Engine type Brand Spark plug
type

K4J EYQUEM RFN58LZ

K4M CHAMPION RC87YCL

Flat seat with seal

Gap: 0.95 mm ±±±± 0.05

Engine type Brand Spark plug
type

M4R NGK PLZKAR6A-
11

Gap: 1.1 mm

Engine type Brand Spark plug
type

F4R NGK PFR7Z-TG

Gap: 0.9 mm ±±±± 0.1



17A-2

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Disconnect:

- the four spark plug leads,

- the connector (1) from the ignition coil.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the ignition coil mounting bolts (2) ,

- the ignition coil.

108805

WARNING

To disconnect the spark plug leads, never pull on
the leads but by the extensions.

113044



17A-3

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a When refitting spark plug leads, it is essential to ap-
ply a bead of FLUORINATED GREASE (PART
NUMBER 82 00 168 855) with a diameter of 2 mm
around the inner edge of the high-tension caps.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the ignition coil,

- the ignition coil mounting bolts.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect:

- the four spark plug leads,

- the ignition coil connector.

a Refit the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

106640



17A-4

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

17A

REMOVAL

OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the coil connectors (1) .

a Be sure to replace any damaged connectors.

a Remove:

- the coil bolts (2) ,

- the coils.

Tightening torquesm

coil bolts 14 N.m

111976

111977



17A-5

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

17A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a On the ignition coils, apply a bead of FLUOSTAR 2L
(see ) , 2 mm in diameter around the inner edge of
the high-tension cap.

a If necessary, replace the coil O-rings.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Part always to be replaced: coil bolts.

a Refit:

- the coils,

- the coil bolts.

a Torque tighten the coil bolts (14 N.m).

a Connect the coil connectors.

106443



17A-6

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

M4R

17A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Inlet distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-
45) .

a Disconnect the ignition coil connectors (1) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the ignition coil mounting bolts (2) ,

- the ignition coils.

Tightening torquesm

ignition coil mounting
bolts

7 Nm

114946

114945



17A-7

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

M4R

17A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Apply to the ignition coils a bead of FLUORINATED
GREASE, PART NO. 82 00 168 855 with a diameter
of 2mm around the inner edge of the high pressure
cap.

II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Put the ignition coils into position.

a Tighten to torque the ignition coil mounting bolts
(7 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the ignition coil connectors.

a Refit the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

114955



17A-8

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

F4R

17A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect:

- the ignition coil connectors (1) ,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve connector.

a Remove:

- the ignition coil mounting bolts (2) ,

- the ignition coils (B) , (C) and (D) ,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve,

- the ignition coil (A) .

Tightening torquesm

ignition coil mounting
bolts

15 Nm

116230

116231



17A-9

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

F4R

17A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Apply to the four ignition coils a bead of fluorine
grease (part no. 82 00 168 855)  2 mm in diameter
around the inner edge of the high-tension cap.

a If necessary, replace the ignition coil O-rings.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the cylinder ignition coils (A) , (B) , (C) ,and (D) ,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve,

- the ignition coil mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the ignition coil mounting bolts (15
Nm).

a Connect:

- the ignition coil connectors,

- the camshaft dephaser solenoid valve connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

106443



17A-10

IGNITION
Coils: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

17A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the front engine cover.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect:

- the ignition coil connector (1) ,

- the spark plug lead high-tension caps from the igni-
tion coil.

a Remove:

- the bolts (2) from the ignition coil,

- the ignition coil.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a It is essential to apply a bead of FLUOSTAR 2L
(see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the re-
pair) (MR 392, 04B, Consumables - Products) with a
diameter of 2 mm to the inner edge of the high-ten-
sion caps on the spark plug and ignition coil side.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the ignition coil,

- the ignition coil bolts.

a Torque tighten the  ignition coil bolts (10 Nm).

a Check the spark plug leads and ignition coil leads
match.

a Connect:

- the spark plug lead high-tension caps to the ignition
coil,

- the ignition coil connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine cover.

Tightening torquesm

ignition coil bolts 10 Nm

120958

WARNING

To disconnect the spark plug leads, never pull on
the leads but by the extensions.



17A-11

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 784 or 786

17A

Spark plug electrode gap

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt (2) from
the inlet distributor.

a Remove the turbocharger air outlet pipe clip (3) from
the turbocharger.

a Move aside the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

Special tooling required

Ele. 1933 23 N.m tightening wrench for
spark plugs

Ele. 1382-01 14 mm Plug spanner.

Equipment required

set of feeler gauges

Tightening torquesm

spark plugs 23 N.m

Type of spark plug Gap (mm)

NGK 0.65 ± 0.05

D4F, and 784

121813

Note:

If the clip (4) is removed from the heat resistant
protector, the latter must be replaced.

D4F, and 740



17A-12

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 784 or 786

17A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a

Disconnect the spark plug ignition wiring harnesses
(5) .

a Remove the spark plugs using the (Ele. 1933)
equipped with the (Ele. 1382-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check and, if necessary, correct the spark plug elec-
trode gaps using a set of feeler gauges.

120958

WARNING

To disconnect the spark plug leads, pull on the
extensions and not on the leads.



17A-13

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 784 or 786

17A

a It is essential to apply a bead of FLUOSTAR 2L
(see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the re-
pair) (04B, Consumables - Products) with a diame-
ter of 2 mm to the inner edge of the high tension
caps on the spark plug and ignition coil side.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the spark plugs.

a Torque tighten the spark plugs (23 N.m) using the
(Ele. 1933) fitted with the (Ele. 1382-01).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the ignition wiring harnesses to the spark
plugs.

a Refit the turbocharger air outlet pipe.

a Clip the turbocharger air outlet pipe onto the turbo-
charger.

a Refit the turbocharger air outlet pipe bolt on the inlet
distributor.

a Refit the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

106640

D4F, and 784

D4F, and 740



17A-14

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

F4R

17A

Spark plug electrode gap

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the engine cover (if fitted),

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the spark plugs using the tool (Ele. 1382)
with the grey sleeve.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check and, if necessary, correct the spark plug elec-
trode gaps using a set of feeler gauges.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the spark plugs.

a Torque tighten the spark plugs (28 N.m) using (Ele.
1382) fitted with the grey sleeve.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the engine cover (if fitted).

Special tooling required

Ele. 1382 Set of plug wrenches 16 & 21
mm torque 17.5 & 28 N.m +
square adapter 9-9.52 for
wrench Ele. 1086

Equipment required

set of feeler gauges

Tightening torquesm

spark plugs 28 N.m

Type of spark plug Gap (mm)

CHAMPION 0.90 ± 0.05

NGK 0.85 ± 0.05 123172



17A-15

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

M4R

17A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the spark plugs using the tool (Ele. 1382)
with the red sleeve equipped with the tool (Ele.
1382-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the spark plugs.

a Torque tighten the spark plugs (17.5 N.m) using
the tool (Ele. 1382) with the red sleeve equipped
with the tool (Ele. 1382-01).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) ,

- the inlet manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Inlet
distributor: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-45) ,

- the engine cover.

Special tooling required

Ele. 1382 Set of plug wrenches 16 & 21
mm torque 17.5 & 28 N.m +
square adapter 9-9.52 for
wrench Ele. 1086

Ele. 1382-01 14 mm Plug spanner.

Tightening torquesm

spark plugs 17.5 N.m

123369



17A-16

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

17A

Spark plug electrode gap

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils:
Removal - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the spark plugs using (Ele. 1382) (1) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check and, if necessary, correct the electrode gap
for each spark plug.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the spark plugs.

a Torque tighten the spark plugs (28 N.m) using (Ele.
1382) fitted with the grey sleeve.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the ignition coils (see 17A, Ignition, Coils: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17A-2) .

Special tooling required

Ele. 1382 Set of plug wrenches 16 & 21
mm torque 17.5 & 28 N.m +
square adapter 9-9.52 for
wrench Ele. 1086

Tightening torquesm

spark plugs 28 N.m

Type of spark plug Gap (mm)

CHAMPION 0.95 ± 0.05

EYQUEM 0.95 ± 0.05

NGK 0.95 ± 0.05

132449



17A-17

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 742 or 764

17A

Spark plug electrode gap

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a

Disconnect the spark plug wiring.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the spark plugs using the (Ele. 1933)  (1)
equipped with the (Ele. 1382-01) (2) .

Special tooling required

Ele. 1933 23 N.m tightening wrench for
spark plugs

Ele. 1382-01 14 mm Plug spanner.

Equipment required

set of feeler gauges

Tightening torquesm

spark plugs 23 N.m

Type of spark plug Gap (mm)

CHAMPION 0.90 ± 0.05

NGK 0.85 ± 0.05

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 742 or 764

132677

WARNING

To disconnect the spark plug leads, pull on the
extensions and not on the leads.

132700



17A-18

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 742 or 764

17A
REFITTING

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Check and, if necessary, correct the spark plug elec-
trode gaps using a set of feeler gauges.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the spark plugs.

a Torque tighten the spark plugs (23 N.m) using the
(Ele. 1933) fitted with the (Ele. 1382-01).

132700



17A-19

IGNITION
Plugs: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 742 or 764

17A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Apply a bead of FLUORSTAR 2L grease (see Vehi-
cle: Parts and consumables for the repair) (04B,
Consumables - Products) 2 mm in diameter on the
internal perimeter of the high-tension caps at the
spark plug end.

a Connect the spark plug wiring.

a Refit the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

106640

D4F, and 740 – D4F, and 742 or 764



17B-1

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17B

112344

 (1) Petrol vapour rebreathing sole-
noid valve

 (2) Air inlet pressure sensor

 (3) Motorised throttle valve

 (4) Injection computer

108806

 (5) Fuel injection computer



17B-2

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17B

108810

 (6) Motorised throttle valve

108802

 (7) Fuel vapour recirculation sole-
noid valve

113044

 (8) Ignition coil

109722

 (9) Upstream oxygen sensor

 (10) Oil pressure sensor



17B-3

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17B

112343

 (11) Downstream oxygen sensor

108812

 (12) Air inlet pressure sensor

109725

 (13) Coolant temperature sensor

 (14) Engine speed and flywheel posi-
tion sensor

109726

 (15) Air inlet temperature sensor

 (16) Pinking sensor

 (17) Oil level sensor



17B-4

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4J or K4M

17B

111985

 (1) Fuel vapour recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (2) Camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve

 (3) Manifold pressure sensor

 (4) Ignition coil

 (5) Camshaft position sensor

 (6) Motorised throttle valve

 (7) Injection computer

 (8) Connection unit

 (9) Coolant temperature sensor

 (10) Pinking sensor

 (11) Air temperature sensor

 (12) Injection rail and injectors

101810

 (13) Injection rail

 (14) Injectors



17B-5

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4J or K4M

17B

111976

 (15) Fuel vapour recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (16) Manifold pressure sensor

 (17) Air temperature sensor

 (18) Ignition coils

K4M

101809

 (19) Pinking sensor

 (20) Camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve

 (21) Camshaft position sensor

 (22) Coolant temperature sensor

108254

 (23) Fuel injection computer

102735

 (24) Motorised throttle valve



17B-6

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4J or K4M

17B

108446

 (25) Connection unit

108863

 (26) Engine speed and position sen-
sor

 (27) Upstream oxygen sensor

111981

 (28) Downstream oxygen sensor

102204

 (29) Accelerator pedal potentiometer



17B-7

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4J or K4M

17B

102483

 (30) Fuel vapour absorber



17B-8

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

M4R

17B

114956

 (1) Atmospheric pressure sensor

 (2) Fuel vapour rebreathing sole-
noid valve

 (3) Motorised throttle valve

 (4) Airflow meter

 (5) Injection computer

 (6) Camshaft position sensor

114966

 (7) Upstream oxygen sensor



17B-9

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

M4R

17B

114938

 (8) Downstream oxygen sensor

115097

 (9) Pinking sensor

 (10) Oil pressure sensor

 (11) Oil level sensor

115153

 (12) Coolant temperature sensor

115155



17B-10

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

M4R

17B

115156

 (13) Engine speed and flywheel posi-
tion sensor protector.

 (14) Engine speed and flywheel posi-
tion sensor

115496

 (15) Camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve



17B-11

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B

122050

 (1) Fuel vapour recirculation sole-
noid valve

 (2) Upstream oxygen sensor

 (3) Petrol injection computer

 (4) Motorised throttle valve

 (5) Ignition coil

 (6) Engine compartment connec-
tion unit

 (7) Intake distributor pressure sen-
sor

 (8) Turbocharger

108254

 (9) Fuel injection computer



17B-12

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B

121764

 (10) Throttle valve

108802

 (11) Fuel vapour recirculation sole-
noid valve

120958

 (12) Ignition coil

120957

 (13) Upstream oxygen sensor



17B-13

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B

121774

 (14) Downstream oxygen sensor

109725

 (15) Coolant temperature sensor

 (16) Crankshaft speed and position
sensor

113045

 (17) Oil level sensor

121725

 (18) Oil pressure sensor



17B-14

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B

121727

 (19) Turbocharging pressure limiter
solenoid valve

121761

 (20) Inlet temperature sensor

 (21) Inlet pressure sensor

121765

 (22) Inlet pressure sensor



17B-15

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4M, and 862

17B

141385

 (1) Fuel vapour absorber bleed
solenoid valve

 (2) Camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve

 (3) Air inlet pressure sensor

 (4) Coil

 (5) Throttle valve

 (6) Petrol injection computer

 (7) Protection and switching unit

 (8) Coolant temperature sensor

 (9) Camshaft position sensor

 (10) Pinking sensor

 (11) Oil pressure sensor

 (12) Air temperature sensor

 (13) Injector rail

131766

 (1) Fuel vapour absorber bleed
solenoid valve



17B-16

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4M, and 862

17B

132443

 (2) Camshaft dephaser solenoid
valve

132431

 (3) Air inlet pressure sensor

 (4) Coils

 (12) Air temperature sensor

132383

 (5) Throttle valve

140883

 (6) Petrol injection computer



17B-17

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4M, and 862

17B

141387

 (7) Protection and switching unit

131762

 (8) Coolant temperature sensor

132391

 (9) Camshaft position sensor

132374

 (10) Pinking sensor

 (11) Oil pressure sensor



17B-18

PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection: List and location of components

K4M, and 862

17B

132390

 (13) Injector rail

132539

 (14) Upstream oxygen sensor

132378

 (15) Downstream oxygen sensor

132445

 (16) Crankshaft position sensor



17B-19

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(1) .

a Remove the upstream oxygen sensor (2) using the
(Mot. 1495-01).

2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor.

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (3) using
the (Mot. 1495-01).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

upstream oxygen sen-
sor

45 Nm

downstream oxygen
sensor

45 Nm

WARNING
Do not use any product designed to improve electri-
cal contact in the injection computer connectors
and oxygen sensors and on the oxygen sensor
body. Failure to respect this advice prevents the
oxygen sensor from operating correctly and results
in failure to comply with the emission control stan-
dard.

WARNING

If the connections are corroded, repair the wiring
(see Wiring: Precautions for the repair) (Techni-
cal Note 6015, 88A, Wiring).

109722

110718



17B-20

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740

17B
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Torque tighten the upstream oxygen sensor (45
Nm) using the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Torque tighten the downstream oxygen sensor
(45 Nm) using the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



17B-21

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Remove:

- the lifting eye on the timing end,

- the fuel vapour absorber solenoid valve connector,

a Unclip the oxygen sensor wiring.

a Disconnect the oxygen sensor connector.

a Remove the upstream oxygen sensor (1) using the
(Mot. 1495).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors -
1/2" square drive and 24 mm
hexagonal ext.

Equipment required

open-ended spanner for torque wrench

Tightening torquesm

oxygen sensors 45 N.m

WARNING

Do not use any product designed to improve the
electrical contact in the injection computer and oxy-
gen sensor connectors or on the bodies of the oxy-
gen sensors.

Failure to respect this advice causes the oxygen
sensor to malfunction and results in failure to com-
ply with the emission control standard.

WARNING

If the connections are corroded, repair the wiring
(see Wiring: Precautions for repair) (88A, Wiring).

Note:

This procedure is for removal - refitting of the
upstream oxygen sensor and the downstream oxy-
gen sensor.

101798



17B-22

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

K4J – K4M, and 800 or 801 or 804

17B
2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor wiring.

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor.

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the threading of the upstream and down-
stream oxygen sensors using a WIRE BRUSH.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the thread hole of the oxygen sensor on the ex-
haust manifold,

- the threading of the oxygen sensor if it is to be re-
used.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Refit the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Attach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring.

a Refit:

- the fuel vapour absorber solenoid valve connector,

- the front lifting eye at the timing end.

2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Refit the downstream oxygen sensor.

a Clip on the downstream oxygen sensor wiring.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

3 - Upstream and downstream oxygen sensors

a Torque tighten the oxygen sensors (45 N.m) using
the (Mot. 1495) for the upstream oxygen sensor and
using a 24 mm  open-ended spanner for torque
wrench for the downstream oxygen sensor.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

101501



17B-23

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

M4R

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a lift (see Vehicle: Towing
and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

II - REMOVING THE UPSTREAM OXYGEN SENSOR

a Remove the engine cover.

a Unclip the upstream oxygen sensor connector at (1)
.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Remove the upstream oxygen sensor (2) .

Equipment required

open-ended spanner for torque wrench

Tightening torquesm

upstream oxygen sen-
sor

45 N.m

downstream oxygen
sensor

45 N.m

WARNING
Do not use any product designed to improve the
electrical contact in the injection computer and oxy-
gen sensor connectors or on the bodies of the oxy-
gen sensors.

Failure to respect this advice causes the oxygen
sensor to malfunction and results in failure to com-
ply with the emission control standard.

WARNING

If the connections are corroded, repair the wiring
(see Wiring: Precautions for repair)(Technical
Note 6015A, 88A, Wiring).

115226

114966



17B-24

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

M4R

17B
III - REMOVAL OF THE DOWNSTREAM OXYGEN 
SENSOR

a Remove the plastic cover (3) .

a Detach the downstream oxygen sensor connector at
(4) .

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor.

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING THE UPSTREAM OXYGEN SENSOR

a Refit the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the upstream oxygen sensor (45
N.m) using a open-ended spanner for torque
wrench.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Clip the oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit the engine cover.

II - REFITTING THE DOWNSTREAM OXYGEN 
SENSOR

a Refit the downstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the downstream oxygen sensor
(45 N.m) using a open-ended spanner for torque
wrench.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Clip the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit the plastic cover.

114938

114938



17B-25

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

F4R

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

II - REMOVAL OPERATION FOR THE OXYGEN 
SENSOR

1 - Removing the upstream oxygen sensor

a Remove the connecting clip (1) between the
« manifold - catalytic converter » assembly and the
expansion chamber.

a Lower the catalytic converter slightly.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(2) .

a Remove the upstream oxygen sensor (3) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

upstream oxygen sen-
sor

45 N.m

downstream oxygen
sensor

45 N.m

WARNING
Do not use any product designed to improve the
electrical contact in the injection computer and oxy-
gen sensor connectors or on the bodies of the oxy-
gen sensors.

Failure to respect this advice causes the oxygen
sensor to malfunction and results in failure to com-
ply with the emission control standard.

WARNING

If the connections are corroded, repair the wiring
(see Wiring: Precautions for repair)(Technical
Note 6015A, 88A, Wiring).

116860



17B-26

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

F4R

17B
2 - Removal of the downstream oxygen sensor

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor harness at
(4) .

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor (5) .

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (6) .

REFITTING

REFITTING OPERATION FOR THE OXYGEN 
SENSOR

1 - Refitting the upstream oxygen sensor

a Refit the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the upstream oxygen sensor (45
N.m) using the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Align the exhaust pipe.

a Refit the connecting clip between the « manifold -
catalytic converter » assembly and the expansion
chamber.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

2 - Refitting the downstream oxygen sensor

a Refit the downstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the downstream oxygen sensor
(45 N.m) using the tool (Mot. 1495-01).

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Clip on the heat shield downstream oxygen sensor
connector.

116859



17B-27

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVING THE UPSTREAM OXYGEN SENSOR

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(1) .

a Unclip the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Detach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness
at (2) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (3) from the heat shield,

- the heat shield,

- the upstream oxygen sensor (4) using the (Mot.
1495-01).

II - REMOVING THE DOWNSTREAM OXYGEN 
SENSOR

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

upstream oxygen sen-
sor

45 N.m

heat shield bolts 8 N.m

downstream oxygen
sensor

45 N.m

WARNING

Do not use any product designed to improve the
electrical contact in the injection computer and oxy-
gen sensor connectors or on the bodies of the oxy-
gen sensors.

Failure to respect this advice causes the oxygen
sensor to malfunction and results in failure to com-
ply with the emission control standard.

WARNING

If the connections are corroded, repair the wiring
(see Wiring: Precautions for repair)(Technical
Note 6015A, 88A, Wiring).

120957



17B-28

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor (5) .

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor connector
from the catalytic converter.

a Detach the downstream oxygen sensor wiring har-
ness from the catalytic converter at (6) .

a Remove:

- the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust, Cata-
lytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-
29) ,

- the downstream oxygen sensor from the catalytic
converter (7) using the (Mot. 1495-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING THE UPSTREAM OXYGEN SENSOR

a Refit the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the upstream oxygen sensor (45
N.m) using the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Refit:

- the heat shield,

- the heat shield bolts.

a Torque tighten the heat shield bolts (8 N.m).

a Attach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness.

a Fit the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit the engine cover.

II - REFITTING THE DOWNSTREAM OXYGEN 
SENSOR

a Refit the downstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the downstream oxygen sensor
(45 N.m) using the tool (Mot. 1495-01).

a Refit the catalytic converter (see 19B, Exhaust,
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting, page
19B-29) .

a Attach the downstream oxygen sensor wiring har-
ness.

a Fit the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit the engine undertray.

121774



17B-29

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and 862

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection).

2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(1) .

a Unclip the wiring from the upstream oxygen sensor
at (2) .

Tightening torquesm

upstream oxygen sen-
sor

90˚

downstream oxygen
sensor

44 N.m

WARNING

Do not use any product designed to improve the
electrical contact in the injection computer and oxy-
gen sensor connectors or on the bodies of the oxy-
gen sensors.

Failure to respect this advice causes the oxygen
sensor to malfunction and results in failure to com-
ply with the emission control standard.

WARNING

If the connections are corroded, repair the wiring
(see Wiring: Precautions for repair)(Technical
Note 6015A, 88A, Wiring).

Note:

This procedure is for removing and refitting the
upstream oxygen sensor and the downstream oxy-
gen sensor.

132373



17B-30

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and 862

17B

a Remove the upstream oxygen sensor (3) .

2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor (4) .

a Unclip the wiring from the downstream oxygen sen-
sor at (5) .

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (6) .

REFITTING

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the threading of the upstream and down-
stream oxygen sensors using a WIRE BRUSH.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see ) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the thread hole of the oxygen sensor on the ex-
haust manifold,

- the threading of the oxygen sensor if it is to be re-
used.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Refit the upstream oxygen sensor.

a Angle tighten the upstream oxygen sensor (90˚).

a Attach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

132539

132378

132539

Note:

For angle tightening, make a mark (7) on the cat-
alytic converter in the middle of the flat surface of
the upstream oxygen sensor. Move the upstream
oxygen sensor stop (8) to the mark (7) .



17B-31

PETROL INJECTION
Oxygen sensors: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and 862

17B
2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Refit the downstream oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the downstream oxygen sensor
(44 N.m).

a Clip on the downstream oxygen sensor wiring.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

1 - Upstream oxygen sensor

a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

2 - Downstream oxygen sensor

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the engine undertray.



17B-32

PETROL INJECTION
Crankshaft position sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Move the cooling hose away from the engine wiring
harness bracket.

a Disconnect the engine speed and position sensor
connector.

a Remove the engine wiring harness bracket mount-
ings (1) from the gearbox.

a Move the engine wiring harness bracket to one side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the engine speed and position sensor (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the engine speed and position sensor.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine wiring harness bracket.

a Connect the engine speed and position sensor con-
nector.

a Refit:

- the cooling hose onto the engine wiring harness
bracket,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

109725

109725
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PETROL INJECTION
Crankshaft position sensor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

17B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Put the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the engine speed and position sensor
connector (1) .

a Remove the engine speed and position sensor (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the engine speed and position sensor.

a Connect the engine speed and position sensor con-
nector.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

114214
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PETROL INJECTION
Crankshaft position sensor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

17B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the engine speed
and position sensor.

a Remove:

- the speed and position sensor mounting bolt (2) ,

- the engine speed and position sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the removed sensor using a dry, lint-free
cloth.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the speed and position sensor in place.

a Refit the speed and position sensor mounting bolt.

a Connect the connector to the speed and position
sensor.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

102485
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PETROL INJECTION
Crankshaft position sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove the air filter unit air inlet pipe (1) .

a Disconnect the vacuum pipe (2) .

a Undo the compressor discharge valve pipe clips (3) .

a Disconnect the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Remove the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Move the cooling hose away from the engine wiring
harness bracket.

a Remove the engine wiring mounting bolts (4) from
the gearbox.

a Move the engine wiring harness bracket to one side.

121762

121755

109725
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PETROL INJECTION
Crankshaft position sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

17B
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the connector (5) from the engine speed
and position sensor.

a Remove:

- the engine speed and position sensor bolts (6) ,

- the engine speed and position sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the speed and position sensor,

- the engine speed and position sensor bolts.

a Connect the engine speed and position sensor con-
nector.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the engine wiring harness bracket,

- the engine wiring harness bracket bolts,

- the cooling hose.

a Refit the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Connect the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Tighten the compressor discharge valve pipe clips.

a Connect the vacuum pipe.

a Refit the air filter box air inlet pipe.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Program the engine speed and position sensor (see
Fault finding - Replacement of components) (MR
394, 17B, Petrol injection).

109725
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PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection computer: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the three connectors (1) from the petrol
injection computer.

a Remove:

- the petrol injection computer bolts (2) ,

- the petrol injection computer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the petrol injection computer.

a Torque tighten the injection computer bolts (10
N.m).

a Connect the three petrol injection computer connec-
tors.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

1 - Programming the motorised throttle valve stops

a Switch on the ignition.

a Wait 30 seconds : the injection computer automati-
cally programs the MIN and MAX stops.

a Switch off the ignition.

a Wait 30 seconds : the injection computer automati-
cally stores the programming of the stops.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

injection computer bolts 10 N.m

WARNING

Do not use any product designed to improve the
electrical contact in the injection computer and oxy-
gen sensor connectors or on the bodies of the oxy-
gen sensors. Failure to respect this advice prevents
the oxygen sensor from operating correctly and
results in failure to comply with the emission control
standard.

WARNING

If the connections are corroded, repair the wiring
(see Wiring: Precautions for the repair) (Techni-
cal Note 6015, 88A, Wiring).

108254
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PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection computer: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

17B
a Check with the Diagnostic tool that this program-

ming has been carried out correctly ET051
« Apprentissage butées papillon » .

2 - Programming procedure for flywheel position 
and engine speed sensor

a The engine coolant temperature must be greater
than 35˚C.

a Whilst driving the vehicle in third gear at an engine
speed between 3000 rpm and 3500 rpm, decelerate
first for at least 5 seconds.

a Whilst driving the vehicle in third gear at an engine
speed of between 2000 rpm and 2400 rpm, deceler-
ate again for at least 5 seconds.

a Check with the Diagnostic tool that this program-
ming has been carried out correctly using the com-
mand ET089 : « Apprentissage cible volant
moteur : Effectué » .

a Read the fault codes using the Diagnostic tool.

a Repair if necessary.

a Clear the fault codes.

a Check that the vehicle is working correctly.
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PETROL INJECTION
Petrol injection computer: Removal - Refitting

K4J – K4M – M4R – F4R – D4F, and 784 or 786

17B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the injection computer connectors (1) .

a Remove:

- the injection computer nuts (2) ,

- the injection computer (3) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the injection computer.

a Torque tighten the injection computer mounting
nuts (8 Nm).

a Connect the injection computer connectors.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

- the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Program the engine speed sensor and motorised
throttle valve (see Fault finding - Replacement of
components)(MR 387, 17B, Petrol injection).

Tightening torquesm

in ject ion computer
mounting nuts

8 Nm

WARNING

Do not use any product designed to improve the
electrical contact in the injection computer and oxy-
gen sensor connectors or on the bodies of the oxy-
gen sensors.

Failure to respect this advice prevents the oxygen
sensor from operating correctly and results in fail-
ure to comply with the emission control standard.

WARNING

If the connection is corroded, repair the wiring (see
Wiring: Precautions for the repair) (Technical
Note 6015, 88A, Wiring). 108254
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COOLING
Engine cooling: Parts and consumables for the repair 19A

INGREDIENT

Coolant GLACEOL RX (TYPE D)

Note:

Ready-to-use coolant or antifreeze must be diluted
with distilled water in accordance with the guide-
lines marked on the container.
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COOLING
Engine cooling: Precautions for the repair 19A

Only use recommended coolants: GLACEOL RX
(TYPE D).

IMPORTANT

The circuits are designed to be pressurized, so be
careful at high temperatures (risk of serious burns).

Never remove the cap from the expansion bottle
while the engine is hot.

Take care when carrying out a repair under the bon-
net, as the radiator fan(s) may start to operate with-
out warning.

Do not open the bleed valve(s) while the engine is
running.

WARNING

- The coolant helps to keep the engine running
properly (heat exchange).

- The system does not operate using pure water.

WARNING

Take care not to damage the cooling unit fins (radia-
tor, condenser, etc.) during handling. When carrying 
out a repair that requires a complete circuit drain, it 
is essential to flush the circuit with clean water, blow 
compressed air through the circuit to eliminate 
water, fill and drain the circuit and then « measure 
the effective protection » . The parameters to be 
observed are:

- protection down to - 25˚C ±±±± 2 for cold and temper-
ate countries,

- protection down to - 40 ˚C ±±±± 2 for very cold coun-
tries.

WARNING

- Drain and refill with the engine warm.

- Flush and refill with oil with the engine cold or
warm.

- Never flush a warm engine (risk of major thermal
shock).
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Specifications 19A

Vehicles in the current range have cooling systems 
with the following basic specifications:

- hermetically-sealed pressurised circuit (expansion
chamber valve),

- circuit using type « D » liquid,

- passenger compartment heating systems equipped
with a « heater matrix » type radiator located under
the dashboard which helps to cool the engine.

Coolant quantities

Special notes:

- protection down to - 25˚C ±±±± 2 for cold and temperate
countries,

- protection down to - 37˚C ±±±± 2 for very cold countries.

Thermostat opening temperatures

Engine Quantity (litres) Grade

D4F 764 5 Concentrated ANTIFREEZE (type
D)

D4F 740/742 5

GLACEOL RX (type D)

Only use coolant

D4F 784 5.5

K4J 5.5

K4M 6.5

M4R 701 5.9

F4R 830/832 5

K9K 764 6.5

K9K 766 6.5

K9K 768 6.5

K9K 772 6.5

K9K 750 6.5

K9K 752 6.5

Note:

Only use extreme cold coolant (Concentrated anti-
freeze type D) for the D4F 764 engine, with Parts
Department numbers 77 11 170 548 (1 l) or 77 11
219 692 (2.5 l). Dilute 0.2 litres of concentrated
antifreeze for 1 litre of Glaceol RX liquid (temperate
countries). The mixture can also be made up of dis-
tilled water with a dilution ratio of 50% concentrated
antifreeze to 50% distilled water.

Engine Start of opening (˚C) End of opening (˚C)

D4F 740/742 89 99 ±±±± 2

D4F 764

Thermostat in non-actuated
mode

108 ±±±± 2 120
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Specifications 19A

D4F 764

Thermostat in actuated mode

100 ±±±± 2 120

D4F 784 89 99 ±±±± 2

K4J 89 99 ±±±± 2

K4M 89 99 ±±±± 2

M4R

Cylinder head thermostat

93.5 96.5

Cylinder block thermostat

80.5 83.5

F4R 830/832 75 87

K9K 89 99 ±±±± 2

Engine Start of opening (˚C) End of opening (˚C)
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Check 19A

Expansion bottle cap valve rating:

I - CHECKING THE COOLING SYSTEM USING THE 
TOOL (MOT. 1700)

a

1 - Checking the expansion bottle cap valve

a Use the cooling system filling and diagnostic tool
(Mot. 1700). Consult the user's manual for this tool
(see Cooling system filling and diagnostic tool:
Use) (Technical Note 3857A, 19A, Cooling).

2 - Checking the sealing of the cooling circuit

a Use the cooling system filling and diagnostic tool
(Mot. 1700). Consult the user's manual for this tool
(see Cooling system filling and diagnostic tool:
Use) (Technical Note 3857A, 19A, Cooling).

II - CHECKING THE COOLING SYSTEM USING THE 
TOOL (MS. 554-07)

a

Special tooling required

Mot. 1700 Fault finding and filling -
bleeding the cooling circuit.

Ms. 554-07 Instrument for testing the
cooling circuit and the expan-
sion bottle valve. Contains
caps 554-01, 554-04, 554-06

IMPORTANT

When working in the engine compartment, take
care as the radiator fan(s) may start up unexpect-
edly (risk of being cut).

To avoid any risk of serious burns when the engine 
is hot:

- do not open the expansion bottle cap,

- do not drain the cooling system,

- do not open the bleed screw(s).

Note:

There are two procedures for checking the cooling 
system:

- the procedure using the (Mot. 1700)

- the procedure using the (Ms. 554-07)

Expansion bottle cap with
...

Valve rating

... a brown circle 1.2 bar

... a yellow marking 1.4 bar

... a white marking 1.6 bar

... a grey marking 1.8 bar

WARNING

If the coolant is leaking from the expansion bottle
cap, replace the valve.

107138

WARNING

If the coolant is leaking from the expansion bottle
cap, replace the valve.
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Check 19A

1 - Checking the expansion bottle cap valve

a Fit onto the tester (Ms. 554-07), the adapter (Ms.
554-06).

a Fit the expansion bottle cap to the adapter (Ms. 554-
06).

a Pump with the (Ms. 554-07), the pressure should
stabilise at the expansion bottle cap valve rating with
a test tolerance of ± 0.1 bar.

2 - Checking the sealing of the cooling circuit

a Replace the expansion bottle cap with the adapter
(Ms. 554-01).

a Connect on the adapter (Ms. 554-01) the tool (Ms.
554-07).

a Pump with the (Ms. 554-07) to put the cooling circuit
under pressure.

a Stop pumping at 0.1 bar below the valve rating for
the expansion bottle cap valve.

a Gradually unscrew the union of the (Ms. 554-07) to
decompress the cooling system then remove the
adapter (Ms. 554-01) and refit the expansion bottle
cap.

97871

Note:

The pressure should not drop; if it does, look for
the leak.

Note:

The pressure should not drop; if it does, look for
the leak.
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

D4F

19A

 (1) Engine

 (2) Cooling radiator

 (3) heater matrix

 (4) Expansion bottle

 (5) Water pump

 (6) Thermostat

 (7) Bleed screws

 (8) 5 mm restriction

 (9) 10 mm restriction

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

113510

Note:

The rating of the expansion bottle degassing valve
is 1.4 bar.
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

D4F

19A

D4F, and 784

121810

 (1) Engine

 (2) Cooling radiator

 (3) Heater matrix

 (4) Expansion bottle

 (5) Water pump

 (6) Thermostat

 (7) Bleed screws

 (8) Choke

 (9) Coolant-oil intercooler

 (10) Turbocharger
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

K4M, and 800

19A

113510

 (1) Engine

 (2) Cooling radiator

 (3) Heater radiator

 (4) Expansion bottle

 (5) Water pump

 (6) Thermostat

 (7) Bleed screws

 (8) 5 mm restriction

 (9) 10 mm restriction

Note:

The expansion bottle degassing valve rating is 1.4
bar.
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

K4M, and 801

19A

113865

 (1) Engine

 (2) Cooling radiator

 (3) Heater radiator

 (4) Expansion bottle

 (5) Water pump

 (6) Thermostat

 (7) Bleed screws

 (8) 11 mm restriction

 (9) 5 mm restriction

 (10) 10 mm restriction

 (11) Oil-water intercooler for auto-
matic gearbox (if fitted to the
vehicle)

Note:

The expansion bottle degassing valve rating is 1.4
bar.
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

K9K, and 764 or 766 or 768

19A

109758

 (1) Engine

 (2) Cooling radiator

 (3) Heater radiator

 (4) Expansion bottle

 (5) Coolant pump

 (6) Thermostat

 (7) Bleed screws

 (8) Water-oil heat exchanger

 (9) 5 mm choke

 (10) EGR
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

K4J

19A

113864

 (1) Engine

 (2) Cooling radiator

 (3) Heater radiator

 (4) Expansion bottle

 (5) Water pump

 (6) Thermostat

 (7) Bleed screws

 (8) 11 mm restriction

 (9) 5 mm restriction

Note:

The expansion bottle degassing valve rating is 1.4
bar.
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

M4R

19A

115182

 (1) Radiator

 (2) Automatic transmission oil cool-
ant heat exchanger

 (3) Engine oil coolant heat
exchanger

 (4) Cylinder head thermostat

 (5) Heater matrix

 (6) Motorised throttle valve

 (7) Cylinder block thermostat

 (8) Expansion bottle

 (9) Bleed screws

 (10) 3 mm restriction

 (11) 11 mm restriction

 (12) 10 mm restriction
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

F4R

19A

116881

 (1) Engine

 (2) Cooling radiator

 (3) Heater radiator

 (4) Expansion bottle

 (5) Coolant pump

 (6) thermostat

 (7) Bleed screw

 (8) Engine oil cooler

Note:

The rating of the expansion bottle degassing valve
is 1.4 bar.
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COOLING
Engine cooling system: Operating diagram

K9K, and 772

19A

117327

 (1) Radiator

 (2) Expansion bottle

 (3) Heating elements

 (4) Electric coolant pump

 (5) Heater matrix

 (6) Turbocharger

 (7) Diesel fuel injector cooler on the
catalytic pre-converter

 (8) Exhaust gas cooler

 (9) Thermostat

 (10) Coolant pump

 (11) Water-oil heat exchanger

 (12) Bleed screw

 (13) Bleed screw

 (14) Bleed screw

 (15) Choke

 (16) Choke

 (17) Choke

 (18) Choke
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COOLING
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling 19A

DRAINING

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the expansion bottle cap,

- the engine undertray.

a Position the coolant recovery tray under the vehi-
cle.

a Remove the cooling radiator bottom hose clip using
the (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02) or (Mot.
1448).

a Open the cooling system by disconnecting the bot-
tom hose from the cooling radiator.

a Use a compressed air nozzle to blow air into the
system through the expansion bottle opening to re-
move as much coolant as possible.

CLEANING

a Fill the cooling system with water through the expan-
sion bottle.

a Let the water run until the water collected from the
cooling radiator bottom hose becomes clear.

a Use a compressed air nozzle to blow air into the
circuit through the expansion bottle opening to re-
move as much water as possible.

a Refit:

- the cooling radiator bottom hose,

- the cooling radiator bottom hose clip with the (Mot.
1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02) or (Mot. 1448).

FILLING

a

I - FILLING PROCEDURE USING THE TOOL (MOT. 
1700)

a Fill the cooling system with engine coolant recom-
mended by the manufacturer (see Vehicle: Parts
and consumables for the repair) (MR 392, 04B,
Consumables - Products) using the (Mot. 1700)
(see ) (Technical Note 3857A, 19A, Cooling).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1700 Fault finding and filling -
bleeding the cooling circuit.

Ms. 554-07 Instrument for testing the
cooling circuit and the expan-
sion bottle valve. Contains
caps 554-01, 554-04, 554-06

Equipment required

coolant recovery tray

compressed air nozzle

pedal press

IMPORTANT

The circuits are designed to be pressurised, so be
careful at high temperatures (risk of serious burns).

Do not remove the cap from the expansion bottle
while the engine is hot.

Take care when carrying out a repair under the bon-
net, as the radiator fan(s) may start to operate with-
out warning.

Do not open the bleed screw(s) with the engine run-
ning.

WARNING

Before the operation, protect the electrical accesso-
ries to prevent any risk of shor t circuiting and pro-
tect the belts to avoid damaging them.

Note:

There are two procedures for filling the cooling 
system:

- the procedure using the (Mot. 1700) recom-
mended by Renault which saves a considerable
amount of time as the cooling system bleed
screws do not need to be opened,

- the procedure without a special tool.
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COOLING
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling 19A

II - FILLING PROCEDURE WITHOUT A SPECIAL 
TOOL

a

WARNING

It is essential to open all of the bleed screws to
remove as much as air as possible in the cooling
system. Failure to perform this procedure may
prevent the cooling system from filling properly
and may damage the engine.
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COOLING
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling 19A

Location of the bleed screw on the K9K water 
chamber

Location of the bleed screw on the D4F, K4J, K4M 
water chamber

Location of the bleed screw on the D4F, K4M, K4J, 

K9K heater radiator hose

a Open the bleed screws (1) .

a Fill the cooling system with the engine coolant rec-
ommended by the manufacturer (see Vehicle:
Parts and consumables for the repair) (MR 392,
04B, Consumables - Products) via the expansion
bottle until it overflows.

a Close all the bleed screws as soon as the coolant
starts to flow in a continuous stream.

a Pressurise the system using the (Ms. 554-07) to
check that there are no leaks (see 19A, Cooling,
Engine cooling system: Check, page 19A-5) .

a Refit the expansion bottle cap.

a Clean any surfaces soiled by the coolant.

BLEEDING

a

a Start the engine.

a Maintain the engine speed at 2500 rpm, using the
pedal press for 5 minutes.

a Stabilise the engine speed at 2000 rpm until the fan
assembly has been activated twice.

102263

109743

104239

WARNING

Do not open the bleed screw whilst the engine is
running; this would damage the engine.

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764
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COOLING
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling 19A

a Maintain the engine speed at 2500 rpm, using the
pedal press for 5 minutes

a Stabilise the engine speed at 2000 rpm until the fan
assembly is activated.

a Note the coolant level in the expansion bottle after
this first activation.

a Accelerate at a minimum of 4000 rpm for a few sec-
onds, until the coolant fluid level in the expansion
bottle drops.

a Maintain the engine speed at 1500 rpm rapidly vary-
ing the engine speed (until maximum speed is
reached) 2 to 3 times approximately every two min-
utes until the fan assembly starts for a second time.

a Run the engine at 2500 rpm, until the engine cooling
fan has started to operate three times (time required
for automatic degassing).

a Let the engine run at 3000 rpm, until the engine
cooling fan has been activated three times (time re-
quired for automatic degassing).

a Check that the heating is operating correctly.

a Allow the engine to cool until the coolant tempera-
ture is less than 50˚C.

a Make sure the coolant fluid level is at the
« Maximum » mark.

a Refit the expansion bottle cap.

FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the coolant recovery tray.

a Refit the engine undertray.

D4F, and 784

K9K

F4R or K4J or K4M

M4R
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COOLING
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764, and STANDARD HEATING

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the expansion bottle valve,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Attach the cooling radiator to the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

- the engine fuse box cover,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

a Disconnect the fan unit connector.

a Unclip the wiring harness on the fan assembly.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the cooling radiator from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the cooling radiator,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Stripping the cooling radiator

a Remove the expansion bottle hose clamps using
(Mot. 1448).

a Using the (Car. 1363), remove:

- the radiator expansion bottle bottom hose,

- the radiator expansion bottle top hose.

a Remove the radiator fan unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Refit:

- the radiator fan unit,

- the radiator expansion bottle top hose,

- the radiator expansion bottle bottom hose,

a Refit the expansion bottle hose clamps using (Mot.
1448).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the front end panel rubber pads,

- the cooling radiator.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the fan unit connector.

a Clip the wiring harness onto the fan assembly.

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the engine fuse box cover,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Car. 1363 Set of tr im removal levers.
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- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the expansion bottle valve,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Attach the cooling radiator to the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the engine fuse box cover,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

a Unclip the wiring harness of the pressure switch on
the condenser.

a Remove:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector,

- the mounting bolts (1) securing the air conditioning
pipe unions to the condenser,

- the fan assembly connector.

a Disconnect the air conditioning pipe unions.

a Insert plugs in the air conditioning pipe unions.

a Unclip the fan unit wiring harness.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the cooling radiator from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the cooling radiator,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Stripping the cooling radiator

a Remove:

- the dehydration canister clamp bolts,

- the dehydrator reservoir.

a Remove the expansion bottle hose clamps using
(Mot. 1448).

a Using the (Car. 1363), remove:

- the radiator expansion bottle bottom hose,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Car. 1363 Set of tr im removal levers.

Tightening torquesm

air conditioning pipe
union mounting bolts on
the condenser

8 N.m

109744
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- the radiator expansion bottle top hose.

a Remove the radiator fan unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Refit:

- the radiator fan unit,

- the radiator expansion bottle top hose,

- the radiator expansion bottle bottom hose,

a Refit the expansion bottle hose clamps using (Mot.
1448).

a Refit:

- the dehydrator reservoir,

- the dehydration canister clamp bolts.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the front end panel rubber pads,

- the cooling radiator.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the wiring harness onto the fan assembly.

a Remove the caps from the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a Replace the seals on the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a Refit:

- the fan unit connector,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector,

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the air conditioning pipe union mounting bolts on
the condenser.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning pipe union
mounting bolts on the condenser (8 N.m).

a Clip the pressure switch wiring harness on the con-
denser.

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the engine fuse box cover,

- the battery cover,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Refill:

- the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning),

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine fuse box cover,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Attach the cooling radiator to the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the air resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air res-
onator: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) .

a Disconnect the blower assembly connector.

a Unclip the fan unit wiring harness.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the cooling radiator from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the cooling radiator,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Stripping the radiator

a Using the (Mot. 1448), remove:

- the radiator expansion bottle bottom hose clamps,

- the radiator expansion bottle top hose clamp.

a Using the (Car. 1363), remove:

- the expansion bottle bottom hose on the radiator,

- the expansion bottle top hose on the radiator,

a Remove the radiator fan unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Refit:

- the radiator fan unit,

- the expansion bottle top hose on the radiator,

- the expansion bottle bottom hose.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), refit:

- the radiator expansion bottle top hose clamp.

- the radiator expansion bottle bottom hose clamp.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the front end panel rubber pads,

- the cooling radiator.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the fan assembly connector.

a Clip the wiring harness onto the fan assembly.

a Refit:

- the air resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air res-
onator: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) ,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Car. 1363 Set of tr im removal levers.
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- the engine fuse box cover,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit the front bumper (see Front bumper: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine fuse box cover,

- the battery tray (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the expansion bottle valve.

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Attach the cooling radiator to the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the air resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air res-
onator: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) .

a Unclip the wiring harness of the pressure switch on
the condenser.

a Remove:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector,

- the mounting bolts (1) securing the air conditioning
pipe unions to the condenser,

- the fan assembly connector.

a Disconnect the air conditioning pipe unions.

a Insert plugs in the air conditioning pipe unions.

a Unclip the wiring harness on the fan assembly.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the cooling radiator from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the cooling radiator,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Stripping the radiator

a Using the (Mot. 1448), loosen:

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle on the radiator,

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle
on the radiator,

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Car. 1363 Set of tr im removal levers.

Tightening torquesm

air conditioning pipe
union mounting bolts on
the condenser

8 N.m

109744
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a Using the (Car. 1363), remove:

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator,

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator,

a Remove:

- the radiator fan assembly,

- the dehydrator reservoir.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Refit:

- the dehydrator reservoir,

- the radiator fan unit

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator,

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the front end panel rubber pads,

- the cooling radiator.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the wiring harness onto the fan assembly.

a Remove the caps from the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a Replace the seals on the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a Refit:

- the fan assembly connector,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector,

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the mounting bolts of the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning pipe union
mounting bolts on the condenser (8 N.m).

a Clip the pressure switch wiring harness on the con-
denser.

a Refit:

- the air resonator (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air res-
onator: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-10) ,

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine fuse box cover,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refill:

- the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning),

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit the front bumper (see Front bumper: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the expansion bottle valve,

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Drain the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Attach the cooling radiator to the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

a Unclip the wiring harness of the pressure switch on
the condenser.

a Remove:

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector,

- the mounting bolts (1) securing the air conditioning
pipe unions to the condenser,

- the fan assembly connector.

a Disconnect the air conditioning pipe unions.

a Insert plugs in the air conditioning pipe unions.

a Unclip the fan unit wiring harness.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the cooling radiator from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the cooling radiator,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Car. 1363 Set of tr im removal levers.

Tightening torquesm

air conditioning pipe
union mounting bolts on
the condenser

8 N.m

109744
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Stripping the cooling radiator

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts of the dehydration canister
clamp,

- the dehydrator reservoir.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), remove:

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle on the radiator,

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle
on the radiator,

a Using the (Car. 1363), remove:

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator,

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator,

a Remove the radiator fan unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Refit:

- the dehydrator reservoir,

- the dehydration canister mounting bolts,

- the radiator fan unit,

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator,

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), refit:

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle
on the radiator,

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle on the radiator.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the rubber pads on the front end panel,

- the cooling radiator.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the wiring harness onto the fan assembly.

a Remove the plugs from the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a Replace the seals on the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a Refit:

- the fan assembly connector,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector,

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the air conditioning pipe union mounting bolts on
the condenser.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning pipe union
mounting bolts on the condenser (8 N.m).

a Clip the pressure switch wiring harness on the con-
denser.

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Refill:

- the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning),

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

- the engine undertray,

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the expansion bottle valve,

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Attach the cooling radiator to the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) .

a Disconnect the fan unit connector.

a Unclip the wiring harness on the fan assembly.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the cooling radiator from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the cooling radiator,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Stripping the cooling radiator

a Using the (Mot. 1448), remove:

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle on the radiator,

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle
on the radiator,

a Using the (Car. 1363), remove:

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator,

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator.

a Remove the fan assembly of the radiator.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Refit:

- the radiator fan unit,

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator,

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), refit:

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle
on the radiator,

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle on the radiator.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the front end panel rubber pads,

- the cooling radiator.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the fan unit connector.

a Clip the wiring harness onto the fan assembly.

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle (see 19A, Cooling, Expan-
sion bottle: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-101) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Car. 1363 Set of tr im removal levers.
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- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) .

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Drain:

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning).

a Attach the radiator to the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Remove the bolts (1) mounting the air conditioning
pipe unions on the condenser.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

air conditioning pipe
union mounting bolts on
the condenser

8 N.m

115217

109744
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a Disconnect:

- the pressostat connector (2) on the condenser,

- the radiator top hose, using the (Mot. 1448),

- the fan unit connectors.

a Unclip:

- the pressostat wiring harness from the condenser
(3) ,

- the wiring harness from the fan unit.

a Disconnect the air conditioning pipe unions.

a Insert protective plugs in the air conditioning pipe
unions.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the cooling radiator from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the cooling radiator,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Stripping the cooling radiator

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts of the dehydration canister
clamp,

- the dehydrator reservoir.

a Remove the radiator fan unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Refit:

- the dehydrator reservoir,

- the dehydration canister mounting bolts,

- the radiator fan unit.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the rubber pads on the front end panel,

- the cooling radiator.

115218
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III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the harness onto the fan unit.

a Remove the plugs from the air conditioning pipe
unions.

a The air conditioning pipe union seals must be re-
placed.

a Refit:

- the fan assembly connector,

- the air conditioning compressor clutch connector,

- the pressure switch from the condenser,

- the air conditioning pipe unions,

- the bolts mounting the air conditioning pipe unions
on the condenser,

- the radiator hoses using the (Mot. 1448).

a Torque tighten the air conditioning pipe union
mounting bolts on the condenser (8 N.m).

a Clip the pressostat wiring harness to the condenser.

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

- the engine undertray,

a Refill:

- the refrigerant circuit (see Refrigerant circuit:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 62A, Air conditioning),

- the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .



19A-35

COOLING
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- clean the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

IMPORTANT

The circuits are designed to be pressurised, so be
careful at high temperatures (risk of serious burns).

Do not remove the cap from the expansion bottle
while the engine is hot. Take care when carrying out
a repair under the bonnet, as the radiator fan(s)
may start to operate without warning.

Do not open the bleed screw(s) with the engine run-
ning.

WARNING

When carrying out a repair that requires a complete
change, it is essential to flush the circuit with clean
water, blast compressed air through the circuit to
drive out the water, fill and bleed the circuit and
then measure the effective protection.

The criteria to be met are:

- protection down to -25˚C ±±±± 2 for cold and temper-
ate countries,

- protection down to -40˚C ±±±±  2 for "extreme cold"
countries.

WARNING

Drain with the engine warm.

Flush and refill with the engine cold or warm.

Never flush a hot engine (risk of major thermal
shock).



19A-36

COOLING
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Removing the « motor-driven fan assembly - 
radiator » assembly

a Disconnect:

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the pressure sensor connector (1) ,

- the cooling radiator hoses using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the mounting bolts (2) from the air condi-
tioning condenser.

a Move the air conditioning condenser slightly to one
side.

a Remove the « expansion bottle - radiator - motor-
driven fan assembly » assembly.

2 - Stripping the radiator

a Separate the motor-driven fan assembly from the
cooling radiator (see 19A, Cooling, Engine cooling
fan assembly: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-85) .

a Disconnect the expansion bottle hoses on the cool-
ing radiator using the (Mot. 1448).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Connect the expansion bottle hoses to the cooling
radiator.

a Refit the engine cooling fan assembly to the cooling
radiator.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit:

- the « expansion bottle - radiator - motor-driven fan
assembly » assembly to the radiator mounting
cross member,

- the air conditioning condenser to the cooling radia-
tor.

a Refit the air conditioning condenser mounting bolts
to the cooling radiator.

a Connect:

- the cooling radiator hoses using the (Mot. 1448).

- the pressure sensor connector,

- the fan assembly connectors.

116803

WARNING

Do not deform the air conditioning pipes.

WARNING

Do not damage the cooling unit vanes (radiator,
condenser, etc) during handling.

WARNING

Do not damage the cooling unit vanes (radiator,
condenser, etc) during handling.

WARNING

Do not damage the cooling unit vanes (radiator,
condenser, etc) during handling.

WARNING

Do not damage the cooling unit vanes (radiator,
condenser, etc) during handling.



19A-37

COOLING
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front end panel (see Front end panel: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 42A, Upper front struc-
ture).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Check that there are no coolant leaks.

a Refit the engine undertray.



19A-38

COOLING
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the air filter unit air inlet pipe (1) .

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Attach the « radiator - condenser - cooling fan » as-
sembly using a safety strap(s).

a Remove the radiator mounting cross member (see
Radiator mounting cross member: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Remove the clip (2) from the expansion bottle.

a Remove the expansion bottle.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

refrigerant charging station

Tightening torquesm

air conditioning pipe bolt 8 Nm

air conditioning pipe
bolts

8 Nm

121762

115217

113375



19A-39

COOLING
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A

a Drain the air conditioning circuit using refrigerant
charging station.

a Remove the bolts (3) from the air conditioning pipes
on the dehydrator reservoir and on the condenser.

a Uncouple the air conditioning pipes on the dehydra-
tor reservoir and on the condenser.

a Plug the openings.

a Disconnect the pressostat connector.

a Disconnect the motor-driven fan assembly connec-
tors.

a Unclip the wiring harness on the fan assembly.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Detach the « radiator - condenser - cooling fan » as-
sembly from the front end panel.

a Remove:

- the « radiator - condenser - motor-driven fan » as-
sembly,

- the front end panel rubber pads.

Stripping the cooling radiator

a Remove:

- the dehydration canister clamp bolts,

- the air conditioning pipe bolt,

- the dehydration canister.

a Move the hose clips away from the expansion bottle
using (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect:

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator,

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator.

a Unclip the cooling fan assembly.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

Rebuilding the cooling radiator

a Clip on the cooling fan assembly.

a Connect:

- the bottom hose of the expansion bottle on the ra-
diator,

- the top hose of the expansion bottle on the radiator.

a Fit the clips on the expansion bottle hoses using the
(Mot. 1448).

a Refit:

- the dehydrator reservoir.

- the air conditioning pipe bolt,

- the dehydration canister clamp bolts.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning pipe bolt (8
Nm).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the front end panel rubber pads,

- the « radiator - condenser - engine motor-driven
fan » assembly.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the radiator mounting cross member (see Ra-
diator mounting cross member: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

AIR CONDITIONING

109744



19A-40

COOLING
Cooling radiator: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A
a Clip the wiring harness onto the motor-driven fan as-

sembly.

a Connect the motor-driven fan assembly connectors.

a Connect the pressostat connector.

a Remove the blanking plugs.

a Refit:

- the air conditioning pipes on the dehydrator reser-
voir and on the condenser,

- the bolts for the air conditioning pipes on the dehy-
drator reservoir and on the condenser.

a Torque tighten the air conditioning pipe bolts (8
Nm).

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle,

- the expansion bottle clip,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Fill the air conditioning circuit with refrigerant
charging station.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

AIR CONDITIONING

AIR CONDITIONING



19A-41

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand deflector,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) (11A, Top and front of engine),

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) (16A,
Starting - Charging),

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48)
(11A, Top and front of engine).

a Drain the engine cooling system (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) (19A, Cooling).

a Disconnect the air conditioning compressor clutch
connector.

a Remove the air conditioning compressor bolts.

a Attach the air conditioning compressor to the radia-
tor lower cross member.

a Remove:

- the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) (10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly),

- the coolant pump inlet pipe (see 19A, Cooling,
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 19A-93) (19A, Cooling).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the coolant pump bolts,

- the coolant pump,

- the coolant pump seal.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump bolts 9 N.m

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply 
the safety and cleanliness instructions and opera-
tion recommendations before carrying out any 
repair:

-  (see 19A, Cooling, Engine cooling: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 19A-2) ,

-  (see Vehicle: Precautions for the repair) (01D,
Mechanical introduction).

AIR CONDITIONING

18646-1



19A-42

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

19A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: coolant pump seal.

a

a Clean the joint faces with SUPER CLEANER FOR
JOINT FACES  (see Vehicle: Parts and consum-
ables for the repair) (04B, Consumables - Prod-
ucts) to dissolve any part of the seal still adhering.

a Apply the product to the section to be cleaned; wait
approximately ten minutes, then remove the residue
using a wooden spatula.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Refit a new coolant pump seal.

a Refit:

- the coolant pump,

- the coolant pump bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order the coolant pump
bolts (9 N.m).

107294

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

18646-1

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the joint faces must be
clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any finger
marks).

WARNING
To check the sealing of parts delivered with a
seal, fit the seal without sealing resin.

WARNING

Failure to observe the following procedure may
cause irreparable damage to the coolant pump.

Note:

To fit the coolant pump on the two pins of the cyl-
inder block, never use the coolant pump pinion
for support. Instead, use the coolant pump bolts
by pretightening them.



19A-43

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

19A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) (10A,
Engine and cylinder block assembly),

- the coolant pump inlet pipe (see 19A, Cooling,
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting,
page 19A-93) (19A, Cooling).

a Refit the air conditioning compressor.

a Connect the air conditioning compressor clutch con-
nector.

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48)
(11A, Top and front of engine),

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) (16A,
Starting - Charging),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) (11A, Top and front of engine),

- the front right-hand deflector,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Fill up and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) (19A, Cooling).

AIR CONDITIONING



19A-44

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine
and cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the coolant pump bolts (1) ,

- the coolant pump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

Tightening torquesm

bolts (2) to (8) of the
coolant pump

10 N.m

bolt 1 of the coolant
pump

27 N.m

STANDARD HEATING

14505

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

WARNING
Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

WARNING
To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).



19A-45

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19A
a Use SUPER CLEANING AGENT FOR JOINT FA-

CES  (see Vehicle: Parts and consumables for 
the repair) (04B, Consumables - Products) to clean:

- the coolant pump sealing face if it is to be reused,

- the cylinder block gasket face.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to degrease:

- the coolant pump joint face if the pump is to be re-
used,

- the cylinder block joint face.

a

a Apply at (2) a bead of RESIN ADHESIVE  (see Ve-
hicle: Parts and consumables for the repair)
(04B, Consumables - Products) 0.6 to 1 mm wide.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Refit:

- the coolant pump,

- the coolant pump bolts.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- bolts (2) to (8) of the coolant pump (10 N.m),

- bolt 1 of the coolant pump (27 N.m).

10063

WARNING

Applying excess sealant could cause it to be
squeezed out when parts are tightened. A mix-
ture of sealant and fluid could damage certain
components (engine, radiator, etc.).

14505

Note:

Apply one to two drops of FRENETANCHE  (see
Vehicle: Parts and consumables for the
repair) (04B, Consumables - Products) to the
coolant pump bolts (1) and (4) .

Note:

To fit the coolant pump on the two pins of the cyl-
inder block, never use the coolant pump pinion
for support. Instead, use the coolant pump bolts
by pretightening them.



19A-46

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine
and cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) .

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel arch liner (see Front
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

STANDARD HEATING



19A-47

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Clean the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-48) .

a Disconnect the electrical connections from the alter-
nator.

a Remove the alternator upper bolt (1) .

a Loosen the alternator lower bolt (2) .

a Tip the alternator towards the front of the vehicle.

a Remove:

- the inner timing cover bolts (3) ,

- the inner timing cover.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump bolts 11 N.m

inner timing cover bolts 9 N.m

alternator bolts 21 N.m

102267

102266



19A-48

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A
II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the coolant pump bolts (4) ,

- the coolant pump,

- the coolant pump seal,

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the joint faces with SUPER DÉCAPANT FOR
JOINT FACES to dissolve any remaining parts of
the seal.

Apply the product to the sections to be cleaned; wait
for approximately ten minutes, then remove the res-
idue using a wooden spatula.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Replace the coolant pump seal every time the cool-
ant pump is removed.

a Position the coolant pump fitted with a new seal.

a Tighten to torque and in order the coolant pump
bolts (11 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the inner timing cover,

- the inner timing cover bolts.

a Tighten to torque the inner timing cover bolts (9
N.m).

a Refit the alternator upper bolt.

a Torque tighten the  alternator bolts (21 N.m).

a Connect the alternator electrical connections.

102262

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

Note:

Apply one or two drops of FRENETANCHE on
the coolant pump bolts.

102262



19A-49

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A
a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .



19A-50

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the right-hand wheel arch liner
see (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) .

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolts (1) ,

- the engine tie-bar .

a Remove:

- the right-hand mounting bolt from the radiator sup-
port cross member,

- the left-hand mounting bolt from the sub-frame tie-
rod.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump mounting
bolts

25 N.m

engine cover mounting
bolts

62 N.m

bolts mounting the rub-
ber mounting bush on
the body

62 N.m

bolts mounting the rub-
ber mounting bush on
the engine

105 N.m

upper engine tie-bar
mounting bolts

105 N.m

bolt mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
subframe

105 N.m

bolt mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
engine

180 N.m

radiator mounting cross
m e m b e r  right-hand
mounting bolt

105 N.m

subframe tie-rod left-
hand mounting bolt

105 N.m

114951



19A-51

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A

a Fit the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Undo the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (2) .

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (3) .

a Remove the upper engine tie-bar.

a Remove:

- the engine cover rubber mounting bush mounting
bolt (4) ,

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolts (5) on the
body.

115029

115034

115035

115033



19A-52

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A

a Unclip the fuel supply pipe at (6) .

a Remove:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (7) ,

- the engine cover,

- the rubber mounting bush.

a Lower the engine until the timing cover makes con-
tact with the half sub-frame.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the water pump mounting bolts (8) .

a

- the coolant pump mounting bolts (9) ,

- the coolant pump,

- the coolant pump seal,

115032

115030

115085

115086



19A-53

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The coolant pump seal must be replaced.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the coolant pump.

a Tighten to torque the coolant pump mounting
bolts (25 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit:

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the engine cover.

a Pretighten:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (10) ,

- the rubber mounting bush mounting bolts (11) on
the body.

a Raise the engine to fit the bolt securing the rubber
mounting bush to the engine cover.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- the engine cover mounting bolts (62 N.m) at (10)
,

- the bolts mounting the rubber mounting bush
on the body (62 N.m) at (11) ,

- the bolts mounting the rubber mounting bush
on the engine (105 N.m) at (12) ,

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolts (105
N.m) at (13) .

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Torque tighten:

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the sub-
frame (105 N.m),

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the en-
gine (180 N.m).

- the radiator mounting cross member right-hand
mounting bolt (105 N.m),

- the subframe tie-rod left-hand mounting bolt
(105 N.m).

a Refit:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front section of the right-hand wheel arch liner
(see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) ,

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery: Re-
moval - Refitting).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

115160

Note:

Allow the two parts to move freely.



19A-54

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see 02A, Lift-
ing equipment, Vehicle: Towing and lifting).

a Disconnect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery:
Removal - Refitting).

a Remove:

- the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery: Removal -
Refitting),

- the front right-hand wheel (35A, Wheels and ty-
res, Wheel: Removal - Refitting),

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Fit the engine lifting eye at the timing end (see 11A,
Top and front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal -
Refitting, page 11A-305) .

a Remove the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page
11A-48) using the (Mot. 1453) fitted with the (Mot.
1453-01).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1453-01 Additional handle nut for
engine lifting support tool
Mot. 1453.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump mounting
bolts

17 N.m

IMPORTANT

The circuits are designed to be pressurised, so be
careful at high temperatures (risk of serious burns).

Do not remove the cap from the expansion bottle
while the engine is hot. Take care when carrying out
a repair under the bonnet, as the radiator fan(s)
may start to operate without warning.

Do not open the bleed screw(s) with the engine run-
ning.

WARNING

When carrying out a repair that requires a complete
change, it is essential to flush the circuit with clean
water, blast compressed air through the circuit to
drive out the water, fill and bleed the circuit and
then measure the effective protection.

The criteria to be met are:

- protection down to -25˚C ±±±± 2 for cold and temper-
ate countries,

- protection down to -40˚C ±±±±  2 for "extreme cold"
countries.

WARNING

Drain with the engine warm.

Flush and refill with the engine cold or warm.

Never flush a hot engine (risk of major thermal
shock).



19A-55

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the water pump mounting bolts (1) ,

- the coolant pump.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the joint faces.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the coolant pump fitted with a new seal.

a Refit the coolant pump mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the coolant pump mounting bolts
(17 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the front right-hand wheel (35A, Wheels and ty-
res, Wheel: Removal - Refitting),

- the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery, Removal -
Refitting).

a Remove the engine lifting eye at the timing end (see
11A, Top and front of engine, Lifting eyes: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 11A-305) .

a Connect the battery (see 80A, Battery, Battery: Re-
moval - Refitting).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Check that there are no coolant leaks.

a Refit the engine undertray.
116816

IMPORTANT

Do not scratch the aluminium sealing surfaces.

Wear goggles.

Wear gloves during the operation.



19A-56

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) .

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the coolant pump bolts,

- the coolant pump,

- the coolant pump seal,

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Clean the joint faces with SUPER CLEANER FOR
JOINT FACES  (see Vehicle: Parts and consum-
ables for the repair) (04B, Consumables - Prod-
ucts) to dissolve any part of the seal still adhering.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump bolts 10 N.m

120516

WARNING

Do not scrape the aluminium joint faces of the,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear leaktight gloves (Nitrile type) for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.



19A-57

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784

19A
a Apply the product to the section to be cleaned; wait

approximately ten minutes, then remove the residue
using a wooden spatula.

a Always replace the coolant pump seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Refit a new seal for the coolant pump.

a Refit the coolant pump.

a Tighten to torque and in order the coolant pump
bolts (10 N.m).

120516

WARNING

To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).

WARNING

To check the sealing of parts delivered with a
seal, fit the seal without sealing resin.

WARNING

Failure to observe the following procedure may
cause irreparable damage to the coolant pump.

Note:

Do not push on the pinion when fitting the cool-
ant pump, use the bolts instead.



19A-58

COOLING
Coolant pump: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784

19A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the timing belt (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Timing belt: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-48) ,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting (see
19D, Engine mounting, Right-hand suspended
engine mounting: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-22) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Refill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .



19A-59

COOLING
Thermostat: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A

REMOVAL OF THE CYLINDER HEAD 
THERMOSTAT

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove the water chamber (see 19A, Cooling, Wa-
ter chamber: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-63) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the cylinder head thermostat.

REFITTING THE CYLINDER HEAD 
THERMOSTAT

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the cylinder head thermostat, respecting the di-
rection indicated in the diagram.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the coolant outlet unit (see 19A, Cooling, Wa-
ter chamber: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-63) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Carry out the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

REMOVAL OF THE CYLINDER BLOCK 
THERMOSTAT

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

coolant inlet union
mounting bolts

17 N.m

Note:

This engine has two thermostats: one thermostat is
located on the cylinder head and the other is on the
cylinder block.

115157



19A-60

COOLING
Thermostat: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A
a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Disconnect the coolant inlet union hose (1) using the
(Mot. 1448).

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (2) from the coolant inlet union,

- the coolant outlet union.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove the cylinder block thermostat.

REFITTING THE CYLINDER BLOCK 
THERMOSTAT

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the cylinder block thermostat, respecting the di-
rection indicated in the diagram.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Tighten to torque the coolant inlet union mounting
bolts (17 N.m).

a Connect the coolant inlet union hose using the (Mot.
1448).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

a Carry out the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see ) .

115513

115098

115099



19A-61

COOLING
Thermostat: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A



19A-62

COOLING
Thermostat: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the water chamber (see 19A, Cooling, Water
chamber: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-63) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Press on the spring mounting at (1) .

a Turn the spring mounting at (2) .

a Remove the thermostat (3) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the thermostat.

a Fit:

- the spring,

- the spring mounting.

a Press on the spring mounting.

a Turn the spring mounting.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the water chamber (see 19A, Cooling, Water
chamber: Removal - Refitting, page 19A-63) ,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

121758

121759



19A-63

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 784

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17)
(MR 392, 12A, Fuel mixture).

a Remove the air filter unit air inlet pipe (1) .

a Undo the compressor discharge valve pipe clips (2) .

a Disconnect the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Remove the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the water chamber hose clips using the
(Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the water chamber hoses.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

water chamber bolts 9 N.m

D4F, and 740 or 742

D4F, and 784

121762

D4F, and 784

121755

Note:

Protect the TDC sensor with a cloth to prevent
coolant entering the gearbox aperture.



19A-64

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 784

19A

a Remove:

- the water chamber bolts (3) ,

- the water chamber (4) ,

- the water chamber seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a The water chamber seal must be replaced.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the water chamber with a new seal.

a Screw on the water chamber bolts without tightening
them.

a Torque tighten the  water chamber bolts (9 N.m).

a Connect the water chamber hoses.

a Refit the water chamber hose clips using the (Mot.
1448).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Connect the compressor discharge valve pipe.

a Tighten the compressor discharge valve pipe clips.

a Refit the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

a Refit the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) (MR
392, 12A, Fuel mixture).

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) (MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Refit the engine undertray.

113372

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

IMPORTANT
Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

WARNING
The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).

D4F, and 784

D4F, and 740 or 742



19A-65

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Clean the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Remove:

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe (1) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) (MR 392,
12A, Fuel mixture).

a Disconnect the vacuum pipe (2) from the vacuum
pump.

a Unclip the coolant hose (3) .

a Remove the clip (4) from the coolant hose using the
(Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Disconnect the coolant hose.

a Move the water chamber hose clips (5) to one side
using the (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot.
1202-02).

a Disconnect:

- the water chamber hoses,

- the coolant temperature sensor connector.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Tightening torquesm

water chamber bolts 12 N.m

112783

117547



19A-66

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A
II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the water chamber bolts (6) ,

- the water chamber.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a Replace the seal of the water chamber.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the water chamber.

a Screw on the water chamber bolts without tightening
them.

a Torque tighten the water chamber bolts (12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect:

- the coolant temperature sensor connector,

- the water chamber hoses.

a Fit the water chamber hose clips using the (Mot.
1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Disconnect the coolant hose.

a Fit the coolant hose clip using the (Mot. 1448) or
(Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Clip the coolant hose.

a Connect the vacuum pipe to the vacuum pump.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) (MR 392,
12A, Fuel mixture),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter inlet air pipe,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the engine cooling system (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) (MR 392, 19A, Cooling),

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Refit the engine cover.

110324

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).



19A-67

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air intake ducts,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Disconnect:

- the top hose (1) on the water chamber,

- the passenger compartment heating hoses (2) ,

- the coolant temperature sensor (3) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove

- the mounting bolts (4) from the water chamber,

- the water chamber.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the water chamber.

Tightening torquesm

mounting bolts no. 9, 2,
8, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3, 1

11 N.m

109742

113929



19A-68

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19A

a Tighten the water chamber mounting bolts,

a Pre-tighten the following mounting bolts in order and
to torque: mounting bolts no. 9, 2, 8, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3,
1 (4 N.m).

a Tighten to torque and in order mounting bolts no.
9, 2, 8, 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 3, 1 (11 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect:

- the coolant temperature sensor,

- the passenger compartment heating hoses,

- the top hose to the water chamber.

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air intake ducts,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

113929



19A-69

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Remove the gearbox breather mounting bracket (1) .

a Disconnect:

- the coolant temperature sensor connector (2) ,

- the hoses from the plenum chamber.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (3) from the water chamber,

- the water chamber,

- the water chamber seal.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The water chamber seal must be replaced.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Torque tighten the water chamber mounting bolts
(25 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect:

- the coolant temperature sensor connector,

- the hoses from the plenum chamber.

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

water chamber mount-
ing bolts

25 N.m

115153

115154



19A-70

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A
a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling

system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling).

a Refit the engine cover.



19A-71

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling),

- flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Remove the air inlet duct (A) :

- unclip it from the front end panel,

- turn it and disconnect it.

a Disconnect the duct (B) :

- air resonator side,

- air filter unit side.

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Unclip the breather pipe from the gearbox.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

coolant outlet unit
mounting bolts

13 N.m

116368



19A-72

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect:

- the coolant temperature sensor connector (1) ,

- the cooling hose (2) on the unit, separating the clip
(3) using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the thermostat cover mounting bolts (4) .

a Move the thermostat cover to one side.

a Remove the thermostat.

a Remove the wiring harness channel mounting bolts
(5) .

a Remove:

- the coolant outlet unit mounting bolts,

- the water chamber.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Clean the joint faces.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the water chamber fitted with a new seal,

- the plenum chamber mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the coolant outlet unit mounting
bolts (13 N.m).

a Refit:

- the thermostat fitted with a new seal,

- the thermostat cover,

- the thermostat cover mounting bolts,

- the coolant hose mounting bolts.

a Connect the coolant hose to the coolant outlet unit.

a Fit the hose clip using the (Mot. 1448).

a Connect the coolant temperature sensor connector.

116518

116517

116516



19A-73

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the breather pipe to the gearbox.

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Connect the duct (B) :

- to air filter unit,

- to the air resonator.

a Refit the air inlet duct (A) :

- rotate it and connect it,

- clip it to the front end panel.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling),

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Check that there are no leaks.

a Refit the engine undertray.



19A-74

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 764

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a

a Disconnect the thermostat control connector (1) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

cylinder head water
chamber bolts

10 N.m

116534

Note:

Protect the TDC sensor with a cloth to prevent
coolant entering the gearbox aperture.



19A-75

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 764

19A

a Remove using the (Mot. 1448) :

- the engine cooling radiator hose clip (2) ,

- the heater matrix hose clip (4) .

a Disconnect:

- the engine cooling radiator hose (3) ,

- the heater matrix hose (5) .

a Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connec-
tor (6) .

a Remove:

- the water chamber bolts (7) ,

- the water chamber.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

a The water chamber seal must be replaced.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the water chamber with a new seal.

a Screw on the water chamber bolts without tightening
them.

a Torque tighten the cylinder head water chamber
bolts (10 N.m).

a Connect:

- the coolant temperature sensor connector,

- the heater matrix hose,

- the cooling radiator hose.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), fit:

- the heater matrix hose clip,

- the engine cooling radiator hose clip.

a Connect the thermostat control connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

116533

WARNING

Do not scrape the joint faces of the aluminium,
any damage caused to the joint face will result in
a risk of leaks.

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

WARNING

The joint faces must be clean, dry and free from
grease (avoid finger marks).



19A-76

COOLING
Water chamber: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 764

19A
- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).



19A-77

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the air intake sleeve.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connec-
tor (1) .

a Unclip the retaining clip (2) on the coolant tempera-
ture sensor.

a Remove the coolant temperature sensor (3) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the coolant temperature sensor O-
ring.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the coolant temperature sensor.

a Secure the coolant temperature sensor with the re-
taining clip.

a Connect the coolant temperature sensor connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a

Refit:

- the air intake sleeve,

- the engine cover.

114214



19A-78

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine cover.

a Remove:

- the air filter inlet air pipe (1) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Clean the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Disconnect the vacuum pipe (2) from the vacuum
pump.

a Remove the clip (3) from the coolant hose using the
(Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Disconnect the coolant hose.

a Unclip the coolant hose (4) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connec-
tor (5) .

a Remove:

- the coolant temperature sensor retaining clip (6) ,

- the coolant temperature sensor (7) ,

- the coolant temperature sensor O-ring.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

112783

117547

114213



19A-79

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a The coolant temperature sensor O-ring must always
be replaced.

a Connect the coolant temperature sensor connector.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the coolant temperature sensor,

- the coolant temperature sensor retaining clip.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the coolant hose.

a Fit the coolant hose clip using the (Mot. 1448) or
(Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Clip the coolant hose.

a Connect the vacuum pipe to the vacuum pump.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter inlet air pipe,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the engine cooling system (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) (MR 392, 19A, Cooling),

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Refit the engine cover.



19A-80

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

19A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) .

a Remove the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Air filter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17)
(80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connec-
tor.

a Remove the coolant temperature sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the coolant temperature sensor O-
ring.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the coolant temperature sensor O-ring,

- the coolant temperature sensor.

a Connect the coolant temperature sensor connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air fil-
ter unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

114326



19A-81

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- flush out the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling,
Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-
16) .

a Remove the air inlet duct (A) :

- unclip it from the front end panel,

- turn it and disconnect it.

a Disconnect the duct (B) :

- air resonator side,

- air filter unit side.

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Unclip the breather pipe from the gearbox.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connec-
tor (1) .

a Remove the coolant temperature sensor (2) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the coolant temperature sensor fitted with a
new seal.

a Tighten to torque the coolant temperature sensor
(33 N.m).

a Connect the coolant temperature sensor connector.

Tightening torquesm

coolant temperature
sensor

33 N.m

116368

116518



19A-82

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
II - FINAL OPERATION

a Clip the breather pipe to the gearbox.

a Connect the duct (B) :

- to air filter unit,

- to the air resonator.

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct (A) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Connect the battery ( (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) (MR
392, 19A, Cooling),

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Check that there are no leaks.

a Refit the engine undertray.



19A-83

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover,

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) .

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16)
(MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the coolant temperature sensor connec-
tor (1) .

a Remove the coolant temperature sensor.

Remove:

- the coolant temperature sensor,

- the coolant temperature sensor O-ring.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the coolant temperature sensor O-
ring.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the coolant temperature sensor O-ring,

- the coolant temperature sensor.

a Torque tighten the coolant temperature sensor
(23 N.m).

a Connect the coolant temperature sensor connector.

Tightening torquesm

coolant temperature
sensor

23 N.m

114326



19A-84

COOLING
Coolant temperature sensor: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A
III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the throttle valve (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Throttle
valve: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-33) ,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) (MR 392, 19A, Cooling).

a Refit the engine undertray.



19A-85

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the air filter inlet air pipe (1) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Fit a hose clamp (Ms. 583) to the expansion bottle
top hose.

a Open the clip (2) on the expansion bottle top hose
using the (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot.
1202-02).

a Disconnect the expansion bottle top hose.

a Remove the clip (3) from the expansion bottle.

a Remove the expansion bottle, following the direction
of the arrow.

a Unclip the wiring harness of the turbocharger sole-
noid valve on the fan assembly.

a Remove the engine undertray.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

112783

117546

109165



19A-86

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A
a Disconnect the motor-driven fan assembly connec-

tors.

a Unclip the fan assembly wiring harness.

a Unclip the coolant bottom hose.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the blower unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the blower unit.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the coolant bottom hose.

a Clip the fan assembly wiring harness.

a Connect the fan assembly connectors.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Clip the wiring harness of the turbocharger solenoid
valve on the fan assembly.

a Position the expansion bottle.

a Refit the clip to the expansion bottle.

a Connect the expansion bottle top hose.

a Fit the expansion bottle top hose clip using the (Mot.
1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

a Remove the hose clamp (Ms. 583) on the expansion
bottle top hose.

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front section of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter inlet air pipe,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine cover.



19A-87

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

19A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Disconnect the motor-driven fan assembly connec-
tors.

a Unclip the fan assembly wiring.

a Remove the electrical earth from the gearbox.

a Remove the front bumper (see Front bumper: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protec-
tion).

a Disconnect:

- the pressure switch connector,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Unclip the fan assembly wiring.

a Remove the electrical earth from the gearbox.

a Attach the cooling radiator assembly.

a Remove the radiator mounting cross member (see
Radiator mounting cross member: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Separate the fan assembly from the cooling radiator.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the blower unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the fan assembly.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the electrical earth to the gearbox.

a Clip the fan assembly wiring.

a Connect the motor-driven fan assembly connectors.

a Refit the radiator mounting cross member (see Ra-
diator mounting cross member: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Detach the cooling radiator assembly.

a Refit the electrical earth to the gearbox.

a Clip the fan assembly wiring.

a Connect:

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the pressostat connector.

a Refit the front bumper (see Front bumper: Remov-
al - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) .

STANDARD HEATING

AIR CONDITIONING

STANDARD HEATING

AIR CONDITIONING



19A-88

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R or K4J or K4M

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air inlet duct,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Fit a hose clamp to the expansion bottle degassing
hose.

a Remove

- the expansion bottle degassing hose clip using the
(Mot. 1448),

- the expansion bottle degassing hose.

a Remove the expansion bottle.

a Unclip the air resonator upper clip.

a Attach the cooling radiator assembly to the front end
panel.

a Remove:

- the air resonator,

- the left and right-hand wheel arch liners (see MR
393 Bodywork, 55A, Exterior protection, Front
wheel arch liners: Removal - Refitting),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Disconnect the motor-driven fan assembly connec-
tors.

a Unclip the wiring harness on the motor-driven fan
assembly.

a Remove the electrical earth from the gearbox.

a Remove the bottom hose on the motor-driven fan
assembly.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Move the brackets (1) apart.

a Lower the motor-driven fan assembly in the direction
of the arrow.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Position the motor-driven fan assembly.

a Clip the retaining brackets.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the bottom hose onto the motor-driven fan as-
sembly.

a Refit the electrical earth to the gearbox.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

IMPORTANT

The circuits are designed to be pressurised, so be
careful at high temperatures (risk of serious burns).

Do not remove the cap from the expansion bottle
while the engine is hot. Take care when carrying out
a repair under the bonnet, as the radiator fan(s)
may start to operate without warning.

Do not open the bleed screw(s) with the engine run-
ning.

117104



19A-89

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

F4R or K4J or K4M

19A
a Clip the wiring harness onto the motor-driven fan as-

sembly.

a Connect the motor-driven fan assembly connectors.

a Refit:

- the radiator mounting cross member (see Radiator
mounting cross member: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior
protection),

- the air resonator.

a Detach the cooling radiator assembly from the front
end panel.

a Clip the air resonator upper clip.

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle,

- the expansion bottle degassing hose,

- the expansion bottle degassing hose clip using the
(Mot. 1448).

a Remove the hose clamp from the expansion bottle
degassing hose.

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air inlet duct,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Check that the engine cooling fan is operating cor-
rectly.



19A-90

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19A
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) .

a Disconnect:

- the pressostat connector,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Unclip the wiring harness from the fan assembly.

a Attach the cooling radiator assembly.

a Remove the radiator mounting cross member (see
Radiator mounting cross member: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Separate the fan assembly from the cooling radiator.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the blower unit.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the blower unit.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the radiator mounting cross member (see Ra-
diator mounting cross member: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Detach the cooling radiator assembly.

a Refit the electrical earth to the gearbox.

a Clip the fan assembly wiring.

a Connect:

- the engine cooling fan assembly connectors,

- the pressostat connector.

a Refit:

- the front end panel air resonator (see 12A, Fuel
mixture, Air resonator: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-10) ,

- the frontal impact cross member (see Front im-
pact cross member: Removal - Refitting) (MR
393, 41A, Front lower structure),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19A-91

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Disconnect:

- the pressostat connector,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Unpick the blower unit harness.

a Remove the earth cable from the gearbox.

a Attach the cooling radiator assembly using a safety
strap(s).

a Remove the radiator mounting cross member (see
Radiator mounting cross member: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the tabs (1) .

a Remove the motor-driven fan assembly from under-
neath.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the blower unit.

a Clip the tabs into place.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the radiator mounting cross member (see Ra-
diator mounting cross member: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 41A, Front lower structure).

a Remove the safety strap(s).

a Refit the earth cable on the gearbox.

a Clip the blower unit wiring harness.

a Connect:

- the pressostat connector,

- the fan assembly connectors.

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

Equipment required

safety strap(s)

115217

121770



19A-92

COOLING
Engine cooling fan assembly: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A
a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19A-93

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Separate the clip on the cooling radiator bottom
hose on the coolant pump inlet pipe side using the
tool (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the cooling radiator bottom hose on the
coolant pump inlet pipe side.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the bolt (1) from the coolant pump inlet
pipe.

a Remove:

- the coolant pump inlet pipe (2) ,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe seal.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump inlet pipe
bolt

12 N.m

113370

113371



19A-94

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

19A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a parts always to be replaced: seal between cool-
ant pump inlet pipe and coolant pump inlet
union.

a Use SURFACE CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts 
and consumables for the repair) (04B, Consuma-
bles - Products) to clean and degrease:

- the housing of the seal on the coolant pump inlet
pipe if it is to be reused,

- the housing of the coolant pump inlet union seal.

a Refit a new coolant pump inlet pipe seal on the cool-
ant pump inlet pipe.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the coolant pump inlet pipe.

a Torque tighten the coolant pump inlet pipe bolt
(12 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the cooling radiator bottom hose to the
coolant pump inlet pipe.

a Fit the cooling radiator bottom hose clip to the cool-
ant pump inlet pipe using the tool (Mot. 1448).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

WARNING
To ensure proper sealing, the gasket surfaces
must be clean, dry and not greasy (avoid any fin-
ger marks).



19A-95

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Disconnect the cooling radiator bottom hose (1) and
the heater hose (2) using the (Mot. 1202-01) or
(Mot. 1202-02) or (Mot. 1448).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts of the water pump inlet pipe,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the pump inlet pipe.

a Torque tighten the coolant pump inlet pipe mount-
ing bolts (25 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the cooling radiator bottom hose and the
heater hose using the (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-
02) or (Mot. 1448).

a Fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump inlet pipe
mounting bolts

25 N.m

108868



19A-96

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the front sections of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) .

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) .

a Remove the oil-water heat exchanger (see 10A, En-
gine and cylinder block assembly, Oil-coolant
heat exchanger: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-
25) .

II - REMOVAL OF THE PART CONCERNED

a Remove the clips (4) from the water pump inlet pipe
hoses using the (Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or
(Mot. 1202-02).

a Disconnect the water hoses of the water pump inlet
pipes.

a Remove:

- the water pump inlet pipe bolt (5) ,

- the water pump inlet pipe.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Mot. 1202-01 Clip pliers for hose clips
(large size).

Mot. 1202-02 Clip pliers for hose clips
(small size)

Tightening torquesm

water pump inlet pipe
bolt

22 N.m

113896

107858



19A-97

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19A
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the water pump inlet pipe seals.

a Clean the bearing faces on the coolant-oil heat ex-
changer and the cylinder block.

a Always replace the coolant-oil heat exchanger
seals.

II - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the water inlet pipe on the water pump.

a Torque tighten the water pump inlet pipe bolt (22
N.m).

a Connect the water hoses on the water pump inlet
pipes.

a Fit the water pump inlet pipe hose clips using the
(Mot. 1448) or (Mot. 1202-01) or (Mot. 1202-02).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the oil-water heat exchanger (see 10A, Engine
and cylinder block assembly, Oil-coolant heat
exchanger: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-25) .

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the accessories belt (see 11A, Top and front of
engine, Accessories belt: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-5) ,

- the intercooler (see 12B, Turbocharging, Inter-
cooler: Removal - Refitting, page 12B-21) ,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front sections of the front wheel arch liners (see
Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting)
(55A, Exterior protection).

a Top up the engine (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling sys-
tem: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover,



19A-98

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Perform the following operations:

- drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- flush the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Remove:

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) ,

- the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the clip from the hose using the (Mot.
1448).

a Remove:

- the coolant pump inlet pipe mounting bolt (1) ,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe elbow mounting bolts
(2) ,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the coolant pump inlet pipe fitted with a new seal,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe elbow mounting bolts,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe mounting bolt.

a Connect the hose on the coolant pump inlet pipe.

a Fit the clip using the (Mot. 1448).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the multifunction support (see 10A, Engine and
cylinder block assembly, Multifunction sup-
port: Removal - Refitting, page 10A-96) ,

- the alternator (see 16A, Starting - Charging, Al-
ternator: Removal - Refitting, page 16A-5) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

116740



19A-99

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19A
a Perform the following operations:

- fill the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cooling
system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) ,

- bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

a Check that there are no coolant leaks.

a Refit the engine undertray.



19A-100

COOLING
Coolant pump inlet pipe: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Drain the cooling system (see 19A, Cooling, Cool-
ing system: Draining - Refilling, page 19A-16) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the coolant pump inlet pipe hose clips using
the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the coolant pump inlet pipe hoses.

a Remove:

- the bolts (1) from the coolant pump inlet pipe,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Always replace the coolant pump inlet pipe seal.

a Clean the coolant pump inlet pipe bearing faces.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the coolant pump inlet pipe,

- the coolant pump inlet pipe bolts.

a Torque tighten the coolant pump inlet pipe bolts
(10 Nm).

a Connect the coolant pump inlet pipe hoses.

a Refit the coolant pump inlet pipe hose clips using the
(Mot. 1448).

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Fill and bleed the cooling system (see 19A, Cool-
ing, Cooling system: Draining - Refilling, page
19A-16) .

a Refit the engine undertray.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Tightening torquesm

coolant pump inlet pipe
bolts

10 Nm

120956



19A-101

COOLING
Expansion bottle: Removal - Refitting 19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 393, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the clip (1) .

a Remove the expansion bottle.

a Fit hose clamps to the expansion bottle hoses.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), remove:

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle,

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle,

a Disconnect:

- the expansion bottle's bottom hose,

- the expansion bottle's top hose.

a Remove the expansion bottle.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Connect:

- the expansion bottle's top hose,

- the expansion bottle bottom hose.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), refit:

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle,

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle.

a Remove the hose clamps.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

113375



19A-102

COOLING
Expansion bottle: Removal - Refitting 19A

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle,

- the expansion bottle clip.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Top-up the coolant level in the expansion bottle.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19A-103

COOLING
Expansion bottle: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove the cover (1) from the power feed fuse
board mounting.

a Remove the green fuse (2)  (30 A).

a Detach the fuse connector from the fuse mounting.

a Remove the power wiring harness nut (3) from the
fuse mounting.

a Remove the power wiring harness from the fuse
mounting.

a Detach the fuse board.

a Remove the air filter box air inlet pipe.

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

112971

112972



19A-104

COOLING
Expansion bottle: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19A
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove clip (4) .

a Remove the expansion bottle.

a Fit the (Ms. 583) to the expansion bottle hoses.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), remove:

- the expansion bottle bottom hose clip,

- the expansion bottle top hose clip.

a Disconnect:

- the expansion bottle's bottom hose,

- the expansion bottle top hose.

a Remove the expansion bottle.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Connect:

- the expansion bottle's top hose,

- the expansion bottle bottom hose.

a Using the (Mot. 1448), refit:

- the clamp of the top hose of the expansion bottle,

- the clamp of the bottom hose of the expansion bot-
tle.

a Remove the (Ms. 583).

a Refit:

- the expansion bottle,

- the expansion bottle clip.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Clip the fuse board onto the battery tray.

a Position the fuse board wiring harness.

a Refit the fuse board wiring harness nut.

a Clip the 30 A fuse connector onto the fuse board.

a Refit:

- the 30 A fuse,

- the fuse board mounting cover,

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe.

a Top-up the coolant level in the expansion bottle.

a Refit:

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

113375



19B-1

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

PIPE ASSEMBLY

D4F, and 740 or 742 or 764

109753



19B-2

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the cata-
lytic converter and the expan-
sion chamber

 (ZC2) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber and the silencer



19B-3

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

D4F, and 784 or 786

144586



19B-4

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber and the silencer



19B-5

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

K4J

109756



19B-6

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the cata-
lytic converter and the expan-
sion chamber

 (ZC2) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber and the silencer



19B-7

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

K4M

109755



19B-8

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the cata-
lytic converter and the expan-
sion chamber

 (ZC2) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber and the silencer



19B-9

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

M4R

115198



19B-10

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the cata-
lytic converter and the expan-
sion chamber

 (ZC2) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber and the silencer



19B-11

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

F4R

116225



19B-12

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the cata-
lytic converter integrated into the
exhaust pipe and the expansion
chamber

 (ZC2) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber and the silencer



19B-13

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

K9K, and 764

109754



19B-14

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber inlet pipe and the
expansion chamber

 (ZC2) cutting area between the expan-
sion chamber and the silencer



19B-15

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 760 or 762 or 766 or 768

109757



19B-16

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the inter-
mediate pipe inlet pipe and the
intermediate pipe

 (ZC2) cutting area between the inter-
mediate pipe and the silencer



19B-17

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

K9K, and 772

117112



19B-18

EXHAUST
Exhaust: List and location of components 19B

 (ZC1) cutting area between the particle
filter and the intermediate pipe

 (ZC2) cutting area between the inter-
mediate pipe and the silencer



19B-19

EXHAUST
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair 19B

I - PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE REPAIR

1 - Parts always to be replaced:

- the exhaust trunking (if fitted)

- the seal or sealing ring on the connection between the
catalytic converter or catalytic pre-converter and the
rest of the exhaust system

- the exhaust clip(s) (if fitted)

2 - Consumables (see part no. in Technical Note 
5068, 04B, Consumables - Products):

- exhaust mastic

- surface cleaner

- abrasive pads

II - ADVICE TO OBSERVE

1 - During removal and refitting, the catalytic converter
or catalytic pre-converter must not receive any knocks
or impacts as this could damage it.

2 - The whole exhaust pipe is made of stainless steel.

3 - After working on the bracket between the catalytic
converter or catalytic pre-converter and the rest of the
exhaust system, ensure that the connection is perfectly
sealed.

To do this:

- clean the pressure faces of the connection using the
ABRASIVE PADS,

- degrease the pressure faces of the connection using
SURFACE CLEANER and clean cloths,

- always replace the seal or sealing ring on the connec-
tion.

III - SPECIAL NOTES ON THE SINGLE UNIT 
EXHAUST PIPE

1 - Cutting the single unit exhaust pipe

The exhaust pipe is a « single unit type » .

To replace different parts of the exhaust system it must
be cut.

To do this be sure to carry out these precautions in the 
following order:

- correctly identify the area to be cut, as explained be-
low,

- use the cutting tool correctly (Mot. 1199-01),

- position the exhaust trunking correctly.

2 - Identifying the area of the exhaust system to be 
cut

Two marks made on the exhaust system define the
area to be cut (see Exhaust: Parts and consumables
for the repair) (see MR for vehicle concerned, 19B,
Exhaust).

Example of cutting area

Special tooling required

Mot. 1199-01 Exhaust pipe cutter (diame-
ter 35/50 mm and diameter
50/65mm). Complete kit in a
case.

IMPORTANT

Do not park and run the engine in a place where
combustible substances and materials such as
grass or leaves can come into contact with the hot
exhaust system.

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres, these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot dis-
perse. Drilling or cutting catalytic converters is pro-
hibited.

99226



19B-20

EXHAUST
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair 19B

Before cutting the exhaust system, draw a line (D) be-
tween the two marks (P1) and (P2) .

The distance between the two marks on the exhaust
pipe is (X1) : 90 mm (all types except RENAULT
SPORT).

The distance between the two marks on the exhaust
pipe is (X1) : 80 mm (RENAULT SPORT).

3 - Operate tool Mot. 1199-01

Fit the (Mot. 1199-01)  (1) on the exhaust pipe.

Tighten the two bolts on the tool until they touch the
pipe in order to clamp the tool onto the pipe.

Turn the cutting tool using the handle and pressing it
against the pipe (as indicated in the diagram above).

Tighten the two bolts on the tool whilst cutting, until the
pipe is completely cut.

Once the pipe is cut, file and deburr the end of the pipe
to be used on the vehicle again.

4 - Positioning the exhaust trunking

100649

Note:

For CLIO II RENAULT SPORT with F4R*730,
F4R*732 and F4R*736 engines, the cutting area is
shown by a single mark on the exhaust pipe.

Cut the exhaust pipe by placing the (Mot. 1199-01)
on the mark.

14747

102118

Note:

Do not over-tighten the tool onto the pipe to avoid
deforming it.

WARNING

Do not reuse an old exhaust trunking.
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Exhaust trunking with 1 bolt

Exhaust trunking with 2 bolts

Fit the exhaust trunking onto the part of the exhaust
system fitted to the vehicle.

Position the pipe onto the lugs (2) inside the exhaust
trunking.

Tighten the exhaust trunking bolt(s) slightly (depending
on the version).

Position the second part of the exhaust system under
the vehicle, fitting it in the exhaust trunking.

Position the second exhaust pipe onto the lugs inside
the exhaust trunking.

Check that the two cut marks (3) are aligned (if applica-
ble).

Position the trunking so that there is no risk of contact
between its bolt or bolts and the heat shields.

Torque tighten

- the exhaust trunking nut with 1 bolt (25 N.m) (if fit-
ted),

- the exhaust trunking nuts with 2 bolts (18 N.m) (if
fitted).

Check the following and deal with if necessary:

- no underbody contact between the exhaust system
and the heat shields,

- all of the heat shields are present and secure.

Start the engine.

Check that there are no leaks: deal with any leaks.

95478

119681

Note:

If necessary, use a workshop jack to lift and hold
the heavy and bulky components of the exhaust
system.

99227

Note:

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.
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Note:

If there are leaks from the EXHAUST TRUNKING
WITH 1 BOLT, apply EXHAUST MASTIC to the
trunking (see part no. in Technical Note 5068, 04B,
Consumables - Products).

If the application of exhaust mastic does not fix the 
leak:

- remove and replace the used exhaust trunking,

- check the condition of the exhaust pipes (condition
of the pipe surface, deburring of the area cut,
damage to the pipes).

- fit the new trunking in accordance with the instruc-
tions given before.
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PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE 
REPAIR WORK

a Parts always to be replaced:

- the seal between the catalytic pre-converter and
the turbocharger,

- the seal between the catalytic pre-converter and
the flexible pipe.

a Consumables:

- abrasive pads,

- surface cleaner 77 01 404 178,

- clean cloths.

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

a Disconnect the connector from the turbocharger up-
stream exhaust gas temperature sensor.

a Detach the turbocharger upstream exhaust gas tem-
perature sensor connector from the timing end lifting
eye.

a Remove:

- the bolts from the lifting eye, timing end,

- the lifting eye on the timing end.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the catalytic pre-converter nuts on the turbocharg-
er,

- the engine undertray,

- the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Remove:

- the connecting hose nuts on the catalytic pre-con-
verter,

Tightening torquesm

catalytic pre-converter
studs on the turbo-
charger

7 N.m

turbocharger studs on
the flexible pipe

7 N.m

catalytic pre-converter
diesel injector cooler
studs

7 N.m

catalytic pre-converter
nuts on the turbo-
charger

26 N.m

catalytic pre-converter
upstream stay bolts on
the engine

44 N.m

catalytic pre-converter
downstream stay bolt
and nut on the gearbox

21 N.m

catalytic pre-converter
upstream stay bolts on
the catalytic pre-con-
verter

26 N.m

catalytic pre-converter
downstream stay bolt on
the catalytic pre-con-
verter

21 N.m

diesel injector cooler
nuts

25 N.m

flexible pipe nuts on the
catalytic pre-converter

21 N.m
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a Remove the bolt from the downstream stay on the
catalytic pre-converter.

a Undo the downstream stay bolts on the cylinder
block.

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter downstream
stay.

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay
upper bolts.

a Undo the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay low-
er bolt.

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay.

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter diesel injector
cooler nuts.

a Discard the catalytic pre-converter diesel injector
cooler seal.

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter by moving it to-
wards the timing end and moving aside the catalytic
pre-converter diesel injector cooler.

a Remove the catalytic pre-converter from the engine
compartment by moving the engine towards the
front of the vehicle.

a Remove:

- the seal between the catalytic pre-converter and
the turbocharger,

- the seal between the catalytic pre-converter and
the flexible pipe.

a Discard:

- the seal between the catalytic pre-converter and
the turbocharger,

- the seal between the catalytic pre-converter and
the flexible pipe.

REFITTING

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Using ABRASIVE PADS, clean the pressure faces:

- of the turbocharger and the catalytic pre-converter,

- of the catalytic pre-converter and the exhaust pipe.

a Next, degrease these pressure faces using SUR-
FACE CLEANER AND CLEAN CLOTHS 77 01 404
178.

a If replacing, torque tighten:

- the catalytic pre-converter studs on the turbo-
charger (7 N.m),

- the turbocharger studs on the flexible pipe (7
N.m),

- the catalytic pre-converter diesel injector cool-
er studs (7 N.m).

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a From underneath the vehicle, fit:

- the catalytic pre-converter fitted with a new seal be-
tween the catalytic pre-converter and the turbo-
charger,

- one of the catalytic pre-converter nuts on the turbo-
charger,

- the diesel injector cooler on the catalytic pre-con-
verter,

- the diesel injector cooler nuts.

a Torque tighten in order:

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay bolts on
the engine,

- the catalytic pre-converter downstream stay bolt
and nut on the gearbox,

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay bolts on
the catalytic converter,

- the catalytic pre-converter downstream stay bolt on
the catalytic converter,

- the catalytic pre-converter nuts on the turbocharg-
er,

106546

WARNING

Check that there is no contact between the cata-
lytic pre-converter and the turbocharger oil return
pipe during the entire catalytic pre-converter
tightening operation.
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- the diesel injector cooler nuts.

a Torque tighten in order:

- the catalytic pre-converter nuts on the turbo-
charger (26 N.m),

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay bolts
on the engine (44 N.m),

- the catalytic pre-converter downstream stay
bolt and nut on the gearbox (21 N.m),

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay bolts
on the catalytic pre-converter (26 N.m),

- the catalytic pre-converter downstream stay
bolt on the catalytic pre-converter (21 N.m),

- the diesel injector cooler nuts (25 N.m).

a Refit a new seal between the catalytic pre-converter
and the flexible pipe on the catalytic pre-converter.

a Position the connecting hose on the catalytic pre-
converter.

a Refit the flexible pipe nuts on the catalytic pre-con-
verter.

a Torque tighten the flexible pipe nuts on the cata-
lytic pre-converter (21 N.m).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the lower engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine
mounting, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 19D-13) .

a Refit:

- the lifting eye on the timing end,

- the timing end lifting eye bolts.

a Clip the turbocharger upstream exhaust gas temper-
ature sensor connector on the timing end lifting eye.

a Connect the turbocharger upstream exhaust gas
temperature sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine undertray.
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REMOVAL

REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine protector,

- the engine cover.

a Drain the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

a Remove the nuts (1) from the exhaust bracket at the
outlet of the catalytic pre-converter.

a Remove:

- the front right-hand driveshaft (see 29A, Drive-
shafts, Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal -
Refitting),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft bearing nuts
(2) ,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft bearing.

108817

121756
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a Disconnect the catalytic pre-converter upstream ox-
ygen sensor connector (3) .

a Unclip the catalytic pre-converter upstream oxygen
sensor connector.

a Detach the catalytic pre-converter upstream oxygen
sensor wiring harness at (4) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (5) from the turbocharger heat shield,

- the turbocharger heat shield.

a Disconnect the catalytic pre-converter downstream
oxygen sensor connector (6) .

a Unclip the catalytic pre-converter downstream oxy-
gen sensor connector.

a Detach the catalytic pre-converter downstream oxy-
gen sensor wiring harness at (7) .

a Remove:

- the nut (8) from the turbocharger strut,

- the bolt (9) from the turbocharger strut,

- the turbocharger strut.

120957 121130

120959
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a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Undo the bolts (10) on the catalytic pre-converter
primary strut.

a Remove:

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream strut bolts (11)
,

- the catalytic pre-converter upstream stay,

- the bolts (12) from the catalytic pre-converter pri-
mary strut,

- the primary strut on the catalytic pre-converter.

120960
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the connector from the downstream oxygen
sensor.

a Unclip the wiring harness from the downstream oxy-
gen sensor.

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the catalytic converter mounting nuts (1) from the
exhaust manifold

- the exhaust catalytic converter,

- the downstream oxygen sensor of the catalytic
converter using tool (Mot. 1495-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Refit the oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the  oxygen sensor (45 Nm).

a Replace the exhaust flange seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Torque tighten the  manifold studs (7 Nm).

a Fit:

- the catalytic converter,

- the catalytic converter sleeve (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

a Torque tighten the nuts mounting the catalytic
converter on the exhaust manifold (21 Nm).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

oxygen sensor 45 Nm

manifold studs 7 Nm

nuts mounting the cata-
lytic converter on the
exhaust manifold

21 Nm

exhaust sleeve 25 Nm

exhaust manifold studs 8 Nm

exhaust sleeve 25 Nm

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres: these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot dis-
perse. Cutting or drilling catalytic converters is pro-
hibited.

101793
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III - FINAL OPERATION

a Torque tighten:

- the exhaust sleeve (25 Nm) while supporting the
exhaust pipe to ensure correct alignment,

- the exhaust manifold studs (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeve (25 Nm) while supporting the
exhaust pipe to ensure correct alignment.

a Connect the oxygen sensor connector.

a Make sure that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are
in place and properly secured.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

WARNING

Make sure:

- position the sleeve « bolt - tightening nut »
assembly vertically with the nut facing down-
wards to prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- that you position the new component in a way
that the cutting area marks are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the air inlet duct,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the two shock absorber cup covers,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine undertray.

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-13) ,

- the wiring harness mountings between the catalytic
converter and the exhaust pipe,

- the rubber bush mountings of the exhaust pipe on
the bodywork.

a Withdraw the exhaust pipe.

a Remove:

- the downstream strut mountings (1) on the gear-
box,

- the catalytic converter downstream strut mounting
bolt (2) ,

- the downstream strut.

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger output
studs

7 N.m

ca ta ly t i c  converter
mounting nuts on the
turbocharger

26 N.m

bolts mounting the
upstream strut on the
engine

44 N.m

bolts mounting the
downstream strut on the
gearbox

21 N.m

bolts mounting the
upstream strut on the
catalytic converter

26 N.m

bolt mounting the down-
stream strut on the cata-
lytic converter

21 N.m

exhaust clamp studs on
the catalytic converter
output

7 N.m

exhaust bracket nuts 21 N.m

exhaust pipe rubber
mounting bush mount-
ings on the body

62 N.m

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit and cannot be
dispersed. Drilling or cutting catalytic converters is
prohibited.

106199
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a Remove:

- the upstream strut mountings (3) ,

- the upstream strut.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the lifting eye mounting bolts (4) on the timing end,

- the lifting eye on the timing end,

- the mounting bolt (5) from the air inlet tube,

- the air inlet duct.

a Remove:

- the bolts (6) mounting the catalytic converter to the
turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter and its seal on the turbo-
charger,

- the sealing ring or the seal (depending on the ver-
sion) then dispose of them in a waste bin.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Clean the bearing faces of the turbocharger and cat-
alytic converter using an abrasive pad (see ) .

a Degrease the bearing faces using surface cleaner
and clean cloths (see ) .

106546

109946

112328
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a In case of replacement, torque tighten the turbo-
charger output studs (7 N.m).

a Fit the catalytic converter equipped with a new seal
on the turbocharger.

a Pretighten in order:

- the upstream strut bolts on the engine,

- the downstream strut bolts on the gearbox,

- the upstream strut bolts on the catalytic converter,

- the downstream strut bolts on the catalytic convert-
er,

- the catalytic converter/turbocharger mounting nuts.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- the catalytic converter mounting nuts on the
turbocharger (26 N.m),

- the bolts mounting the upstream strut on the
engine (44 N.m),

- the bolts mounting the downstream strut on the
gearbox (21 N.m),

- the bolts mounting the upstream strut on the
catalytic converter (26 N.m),

- the bolt mounting the downstream strut on the
catalytic converter (21 N.m).

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct,

- the lifting eye,

- the exhaust pipe,

- the rubber bush mountings of the exhaust pipe on
the bodywork.

a

a Refit a new sealing ring or a new seal (depending on
the version).

a Torque tighten:

- in the event of replacement, the exhaust clamp
studs on the catalytic converter output (7 N.m),

- the exhaust bracket nuts (21 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Torque tighten the exhaust pipe rubber mounting
bush mountings on the body (62 N.m).

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

a Refit the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the two shock absorber cup covers,

112328

WARNING

Make sure there is no contact between the cata-
lytic converter and the turbocharger oil return
pipe.

WARNING

Always replace the sealing ring between the cat-
alytic converter and the exhaust pipe with a new
component.

WARNING

Check:

- the exhaust pipe is not touching the body,

- all the heat shields are present.
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- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the air inlet duct,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).
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D4F, and 740 or 764
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray mounting bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the downstream oxygen sensor (1) using the (Mot.
1495-01).

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the exhaust clamp mounting bolts (2) ,

- the catalytic converter.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

manifold output bracket
studs

7 Nm

exhaust bracket mount-
ing bolts

25 Nm

oxygen sensor 45 Nm

110718

108817

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit and cannot be
dispersed. Drilling or cutting catalytic converters
is prohibited.
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REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a

a Position the after sales sleeve on the catalytic con-
verter (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions
for the repair, page 19B-19) .

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a When replacing, torque tighten the manifold output
bracket studs (7 Nm).

a Refit the catalytic converter.

a Torque tighten the exhaust bracket mounting
bolts (25 Nm).

a Torque tighten the after-sales sleeve (see 19B, Ex-
haust, Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page
19B-19) .

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Torque tighten the oxygen sensor (45 Nm) using
the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine undertray mounting bolts,

a Check:

- that there is no contact with the underbody,

- all the exhaust pipe heat shields are in place and
properly attached.

109399

WARNING

It is essential to replace the sealing ring between
the exhaust manifold and the catalytic converter.

WARNING

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.
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M4R
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Put the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see ) .

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the upstream and downstream oxygen sensors
(see 17B, Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17B-19) .

a Cut the exhaust pipe in the area to be cut number 1
(see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions for the
repair, page 19B-19) and (see ) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the exhaust clamp mounting bolts,

- the catalytic converter,

- the exhaust flange sealing ring.

Tightening torquesm

exhaust flange mounting
bolts

21 Nm

114949

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot
disperse. Cutting or drilling catalytic converters is
prohibited.
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REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the exhaust flange sealing ring.

II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Position the after sales sleeve on the catalytic con-
verter (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions
for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Torque tighten the exhaust flange mounting bolts
(21 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the upstream and downstream oxygen sensors
(see 17B, Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17B-19) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) .

a Refit the engine cover.

109399
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The emission control assembly is comprised of two ca-
talytic converters on the vehicle:

- one integrated into the exhaust manifold,

- one integrated into the exhaust pipe.

The method below deals with the operating procedure
on the catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
pipe.

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Removing the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust manifold

a Remove the exhaust manifold (see 12A, Fuel mix-
ture , Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-74) .

2 - Removing the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust pipe

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (see 17B,
Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17B-19) .

a Cut the exhaust system at the cutting area ZC1 for
this purpose (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Remove:

- the exhaust pipe clamp (1) ,

- the catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Refitting the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust manifold

a Refit the exhaust manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting, page
12A-74) .

2 - Refitting the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust pipe

a Fit the catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
pipe.

a Tighten the new exhaust pipe clamp by several
turns.

a Fit the new After-Sales sleeve following the instruc-
tions supplied (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Pre-
cautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (see 17B,
Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17B-19) .

Note:

The catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
manifold cannot be separated from the latter. When
removing - refitting the catalytic converter, the cata-
lytic converter - exhaust manifold assembly must be
removed (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Exhaust mani-
fold: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-74) . When
replacing the catalytic converter, the catalytic con-
verter - exhaust manifold assembly must be
replaced. 116860
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II - FINAL OPERATION

a Make sure there is no contact with the underbody.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Start the engine and check that there are no leaks:
deal with any problems as necessary.
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19B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

a Remove the nuts from the exhaust bracket at the
catalytic converter outlet.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

upstream and down-
stream oxygen sensors

45 Nm

primary strut bolts on
the cylinder block

25 Nm

primary strut bolt on the
gearbox

44 Nm

catalytic converter nuts
on the turbocharger (ini-
tial torque)

20 Nm

catalytic converter nuts
on the turbocharger

30 Nm

primary strut bolts on
the catalytic converter
(initial torque)

20 Nm

primary strut bolts on
the catalytic converter

30 Nm

ca ta ly t i c  converter
upstream strut bolts on
the catalytic converter

21 Nm

ca ta ly t i c  converter
upstream strut bolts on
the cylinder block

21 Nm

turbocharger strut nut 21 Nm

turbocharger strut bolt 21 Nm

turbocharger heat shield
bolts

8 Nm

front right-hand wheel
driveshaft relay bearing
nuts

44 Nm

exhaust bracket bolts at
the catalytic converter
outlet

9 Nm

108817



19B-42

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B

a Remove:

- the front right-hand hand wheel driveshaft (see
Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 29A, Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing
nuts (2) ,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(3) .

a Unclip the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Detach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness
at (4) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (5) from the turbocharger heat shield,

- the turbocharger heat shield.

121756 120957



19B-43

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor (6) .

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Detach the downstream oxygen sensor wiring har-
ness at (7) .

a Remove:

- the nut (8) from the turbocharger strut,

- the bolt (9) from the turbocharger strut,

- the turbocharger strut.

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Undo the bolts (10) on the catalytic converter prima-
ry strut.

a Remove:

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts (11) ,

- the catalytic converter upstream stay,

- the bolts (12) on the cylinder block primary strut,

- the primary strut from the cylinder block.

a remove:

- the clips (13) from the upper heat shield,

- the upper heat shield.

121130

120959

120960

121766



19B-44

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nuts (14) mounting the catalytic converter on
the turbocharger and the spacers,

- the catalytic converter,

- the catalytic converter seal on the turbocharger.

a When replacing the catalytic converter, remove the
upstream and downstream oxygen sensors on the
workbench using the (Mot. 1495-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a When replacing the catalytic converter, refit the up-
stream and downstream oxygen sensors on the
workbench.

a Torque tighten the upstream and downstream ox-
ygen sensors (45 Nm) using the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Always replace:

- the catalytic converter seal,

- the catalytic converter nuts on the turbocharger,

a Use abrasive pads to clean the bearing faces of:

- the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter.

a Degrease the pressure faces using SURFACE 
CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts and consumables 
for the repair) (MR 392, 04B, Consumables - Pro-
ducts) and a clean cloth:

- the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter.

120961

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot
disperse. Cutting or drilling catalytic converters is
prohibited.



19B-45

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the catalytic converter seal on the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter,

- the new nuts with the catalytic converter spacers
on the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter primary strut,

- the bolts (15) on the cylinder block primary strut,

- the primary strut bolt (16) on the gearbox,

- the catalytic converter upstream stay,

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts (18)
and (19) ,

- the turbocharger strut.

- the bolt (21) from the turbocharger strut,

- the turbocharger strut nut (20) .

a Torque tighten:

- the primary strut bolts on the cylinder block (25
Nm) by locking the strut on the gearbox lug at (15) ,

- the primary strut bolt on the gearbox (44 Nm) at
(16) ,

- the catalytic converter nuts on the turbocharger
(initial torque) (20 Nm),

- the catalytic converter nuts on the turbocharger
(30 Nm),

- the primary strut bolts on the catalytic convert-
er (initial torque) (20 Nm) at (17) ,

- the primary strut bolts on the catalytic convert-
er (30 Nm),

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts on
the catalytic converter (21 Nm) at (18) ,

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts on
the cylinder block (21 Nm) at (19) ,

- the turbocharger strut nut (21 Nm) at (20) ,

- the turbocharger strut bolt (21 Nm) at (21) .

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the upper heat shield,

- the clips on the upper heat shield.

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Attach the downstream oxygen sensor wiring har-
ness.

a Fit the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the turbocharger heat shield,

- the turbocharger heat shield bolts.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger heat shield bolts
(8 Nm).

a Attach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness.

a Fit the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

120960

120959



19B-46

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B
a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing
nuts.

a Torque tighten the front right-hand wheel drive-
shaft relay bearing nuts (44 Nm).

a Refit:

- the front right-hand hand wheel driveshaft (see
Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 29A, Driveshafts),

- exhaust bracket nuts.

a Torque tighten the exhaust bracket bolts at the
catalytic converter outlet (9 Nm).

a Fill the gearbox oil (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

a Refit:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19B-47

EXHAUST
Expansion chamber: Removal - Refitting 19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the expansion chamber to the
exhaust rubber mounting bush,

- the expansion chamber.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit:

- the expansion chamber,

- the sleeves,

- the rubber mounting bush damper.

a Torque tighten:

- the new expansion chamber mounting bolt on
the rubber mounting bush (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeves (25 Nm) while lifting the ex-
haust pipe to ensure correct alignment (see 19B,
Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions for the repair,
page 19B-19) .

Tightening torquesm

new expansion cham-
ber mounting bolt on the
rubber mounting bush

8 Nm

exhaust sleeves 25 Nm

110684

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.



19B-48

EXHAUST
Expansion chamber: Removal - Refitting 19B

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Check:

- that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are in place
and properly attached,

- that there is no contact with the underbody.

WARNING

Make sure:

- that the sleeve « nut-bolt tightening » assembly
is vertical, with the nut facing downwards, to
prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- that you position the new component in a way
that the cutting area marks are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.

- that the bolts securing the rubber mounting
bushes to the exhaust pipe have been replaced
with new ones.



19B-49

EXHAUST
Intermediate pipe: Removal - Refitting 19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19)  (see )
(MR 392, 19A, Exhaust).

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the connector pipe to the rub-
ber mounting bush support,

- the connector pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit:

- the connector pipe,

- the sleeves.

a Torque tighten:

- the new mounting bolts on the connector pipe
on the rubber mounting bush (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeves (25 Nm) while lifting the ex-
haust pipe to ensure correct alignment (see 19B,
Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions for the repair,
page 19B-19) (MR 392, 19A, Exhaust).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Make sure that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are
in place and properly secured.

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

Tightening torquesm

new mounting bolts on
the connector pipe on
the rubber mounting
bush

8 Nm

exhaust sleeves 25 Nm

110693

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.

WARNING

Make sure:

- that the sleeve « nut-bolt tightening » assembly
is vertical, with the nut facing downwards, to
prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- that you position the new component in a way
that the cutting area marks are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.

- that the bolts securing the rubber mounting
bushes to the exhaust pipe have been replaced
with new ones.



19B-50

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

D4F or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19)  (see )
(MR 392, 19A, Exhaust).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the silencer on the rubber
mounting bush support,

- the silencer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit:

- the silencer,

- the sleeve (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 19B-19) (MR 392, 19A,
Exhaust).

a Torque tighten:

- the rubber mounting bush support bolts on the
silencer (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeve (25 Nm) while lifting the ex-
haust pipe to ensure correct alignment.

Tightening torquesm

rubber mounting bush
support bolts on the
silencer

8 Nm

exhaust sleeve 25 Nm

110686

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.



19B-51

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

D4F or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

19B
II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Make sure that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are
in place and properly secured.

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

WARNING

Make sure:

- that the sleeve « nut-bolt tightening » assembly
is vertical, with the nut facing downwards, to
prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- position the new component in such a way that
the marks on the area to be cut are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.

- that the bolts securing the rubber mounting
bushes to the exhaust pipe have been replaced
with new ones.



19B-52

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the diffuser on the rear bumper (see Aero-
dynamic diffuser: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) in the
designated area to be cut (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: List and location of components, page
19B-1) .

a Fit a component jack under the silencer.

a Remove:

- the rubber mounting bushes (1) using the tool Mot.
1857,

- the silencer.

a Remove:

- the rubber mounting bushes (2) using the tool Mot.
1857,

Equipment required

component jack

Tightening torquesm

bolts of the rubber
mounting bush sup-
ports on the body

21 N.m

WARNING

If removing the support from the rubber mounting
bush on the body, mark its position on the body
beforehand, using a pen.

F4R, and 830

116862

F4R, and 832

142189



19B-53

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19B
- the silencer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the silencer and hold it with a component jack.

a If removing the supports from the rubber mounting
bushes, fit the mounting bolts of the rubber mounting
bush supports on the body without tightening them.

a Fit the retaining rubber mounting bushes of the si-
lencer.

a Fit the exhaust trunking (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Adjust the silencer in relation to the rear bumper in
order to align the splines horizontally.

a Torque tighten the bolts of the rubber mounting
bush supports on the body (21 N.m) if they were
removed.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Check that the exhaust pipe heat shields are in
place and properly attached.

a Check that there are no leaks.

a Refit the diffuser on the rear bumper (see Aerody-
namic diffuser: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exteri-
or protection).

Note:

Lubricate inside the holes of the rubber mounting
bush using brake cleaner (see ) to fit it more eas-
ily on the support on the body and on the
silencer.

WARNING

Check that the exhaust pipe is not touching the
body.

Check that all the heat shields are present.



19B-54

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

EQUIPMENT LEVEL EAG

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) in the
designated area to be cut (see ) (19A, Exhaust).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the silencer bolts (1) on the rubber mount-
ing bush support.

a Unclip the silencer from the rubber mounting bush at
(2) .

a Remove the silencer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the silencer.

a Clip the silencer onto the rubber mounting bush.

a Fit a new After-Sales sleeve between the expansion
chamber and the silencer (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Tighten to torque:

- the rubber mounting bush support bolts on the
silencer (8 N.m),

Tightening torquesm

rubber mounting bush
support bolts on the
silencer

8 N.m

exhaust sleeve 25 N.m

110686

140887

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.

WARNING

Position the « nut and bolt securing the sleeve »
assembly so that the assembly cannot come into
contact with the underbody.



19B-55

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

EQUIPMENT LEVEL EAG

19B
- the exhaust sleeve (25 N.m) whilst supporting the
exhaust pipe.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Check:

- that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are in place
and properly attached,

- that there is no contact with the underbody,

- that there are no leaks.



19B-56

EXHAUST
Particle filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Disconnect the blue connector from the upstream
temperature sensor on the steering rack.

a Remove:

- the downstream temperature sensor from its
adapter on the exhaust pipe.

- the temperature sensor between the catalytic con-
verter and the particle filter,

a Remove the upstream pressure measurement con-
nection (1) from its adapter bolted to the exhaust
pipe.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1199-01 Exhaust pipe cutter (diame-
ter 35/50 mm and diameter
50/65mm). Complete kit in a
case.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

117270



19B-57

EXHAUST
Particle filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

a Remove the downstream pressure measurement
connection (2) from its adapter bolted to the exhaust
pipe.

a Remove the connecting hose nuts on the catalytic
pre-converter.

a Remove the particle filter rubber mounting bush
bolts on the sub-frame.

a Cut the exhaust pipe at Area to be cut 1 using the
(Mot. 1199-01)  (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Remove the particle filter.

a If removing the particle filter, remove:

- the upstream temperature sensor (see 19B, Ex-
haust, Particle filter temperature sensors: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19B-62) ,

- the connecting hose (see Connecting hose: Re-
moval - Refitting) .

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Deburr the cut marks on the exhaust pipe and on the
particle filter if it is to be re-used.

a If replacing the particle filter, refit:

- the upstream temperature sensor (see 19B, Ex-
haust, Particle filter temperature sensors: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19B-62) ,

- the connecting hose equipped with a new seal (see
Connecting hose: Removal - Refitting) .

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the new seal between the catalytic pre-convert-
er and the connecting hose.

a Fit:

- the particle filter,

- the sleeve.

a Refit:

- the rubber mounting bush bolts on the sub-frame,

- the connecting hose nuts on the catalytic pre-con-
verter.

a Tighten the sleeve bolt.

a Coat the threadings of the upstream and down-
stream pressure measurement connections with
ANTI-SEIZE COPPER GREASE or COPPER-ALU-
MINIUM LUBRICANT.

117274

WARNING

When removing the pipe, the adapter must be
held using a lock wrench.

WARNING

The pressure measurement circuit must never be
opened except at the pressure measurement
adapters.

WARNING

When fitting the particle filter, be sure to pass the
downstream pressure measurement connection
behind the heat shield.

WARNING

Always replace any adapter that has been
removed from the exhaust pipe.

Note:

It is essential to thoroughly clean the pressure 
faces at:

- the catalytic pre-converter - connecting hose
connecting brackets,

- the particle filter - connecting hose connecting
brackets.



19B-58

EXHAUST
Particle filter: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B
a Refit:

- the downstream temperature sensor,

- the temperature sensor between the catalytic con-
verter and the particle filter,

- the downstream pressure measurement connec-
tion on its adapter bolted to the exhaust pipe,

- the upstream pressure measurement connection
on its adapter bolted to the exhaust pipe.

a Connect the upstream temperature sensor connec-
tor.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Before starting the engine, use the Diagnostic tool
to clear any faults stored by the injection computer.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a If replacing the particle filter, reinitialise the particle
filter parameters (see Fault finding - Replacement
of components) (MR 394, 13B, Diesel injection).



19B-59

EXHAUST
Particle filter pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

The pressure measurement circuit must only ever be
opened at the adapters on the exhaust pipe.

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the upstream pressure measurement con-
nection (1) from its adapter (2) bolted to the exhaust
pipe.

a Remove the clips (3) from the heat shield.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

adapter 44 N.m

downstream pressure
measurement connec-
tion union on its adapter

21 N.m

upstream pressure
measurement connec-
tion union on its adapter

21 N.m

117270

WARNING

When the pressure measurement connection is
removed, the adapter must be held with a lock
spanner.

117275



19B-60

EXHAUST
Particle filter pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

a Remove the downstream pressure measurement
connection (4) from its adapter (5) bolted onto the
exhaust pipe.

a Detach the downstream pressure measurement
connection from the heat shield.

a Remove:

- the pressure sensor nut on the steering box,

- the pressure sensor equipped with its upstream
and downstream pressure measurement connec-
tions.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

In the event of replacement, torque tighten the
adapter (44 N.m).

a Coat the temperature sensor threading with ANTI-
SEIZE COPPER GREASE or COPPER-ALUMINI-
UM LUBRICANT.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the pressure sensor equipped with its upstream
and downstream pressure measurement connec-
tions.

- the pressure sensor nut.

a Clip the downstream pressure measurement con-
nection on the heat shield.

117274

WARNING

When the pressure measurement connection is
removed, the adapter must be held with a lock
spanner.

117277

WARNING

Always replace any adapter that has been
removed from the exhaust pipe.

WARNING

Make sure that the grease does not run over the
threading.



19B-61

EXHAUST
Particle filter pressure sensor: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

a Refit the downstream pressure measurement con-
nection bolted to the exhaust pipe, observing an an-
gle of +3˚ for the rigid section relative to the exhaust
pipe.

a Torque tighten the downstream pressure mea-
surement connection union on its adapter (21
N.m), maintaining the angle of the rigid section.

a Refit the upstream pressure measurement connec-
tion bolted to the exhaust pipe, observing an angle
of +3˚ for the rigid section relative to the exhaust
pipe.

a Torque tighten the upstream pressure measure-

ment connection union on its adapter (21 N.m),
maintaining the angle of the rigid section.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Before starting the engine, use the Diagnostic tool
to clear any faults stored by the injection computer.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.

116451

116413



19B-62

EXHAUST
Particle filter temperature sensors: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

The particle filter must be removed in order to remove
the catalytic converter upstream temperature sensor.

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Catalytic converter upstream temperature 
sensor

a Remove the particle filter (see 19B, Exhaust, Parti-
cle filter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-56) .

a Remove the catalytic converter upstream tempera-
ture sensor from its adapter bolted to the exhaust
pipe.

2 - Particle filter upstream temperature sensor

a Remove the heat shield clips (1) 

a Remove the particle filter upstream temperature
sensor (2) from its adapter (3) bolted to the exhaust
pipe.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

adapter 44 N.m

ca ta ly t i c  converter
upstream temperature
sensor

30 N.m

particle filter upstream
temperature sensor

21 N.m

particle filter down-
stream temperature
sensor

30 N.m

WARNING
When removing the particle filter temperature
sensor, the adapter must be held with a lock
wrench.

117275

117274

WARNING

When removing the particle filter temperature
sensor, the adapter must be held with a lock
wrench.



19B-63

EXHAUST
Particle filter temperature sensors: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

a Disconnect the green connector from the tempera-
ture sensor.

a Remove the particle filter upstream temperature
sensor.

3 - Particle filter downstream temperature sensor

a Remove the heat shield clips (5) 

a Remove the particle filter downstream temperature
sensor (6) from its adapter (7) bolted to the exhaust
pipe.

114215

117275

117274

WARNING

When removing the particle filter temperature
sensor, the adapter must be held with a lock
wrench.



19B-64

EXHAUST
Particle filter temperature sensors: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19B

a Detach the temperature sensor wiring harness (8)
from the heat shield at (9) , moving the heat shield
aside.

a Disconnect the black connector (11) from the tem-
perature sensor.

a Remove the particle filter downstream temperature
sensor.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a

In the event of replacement, torque tighten the
adapter (44 N.m).

a Coat the temperature sensor threading with ANTI-
SEIZE COPPER GREASE or COPPER-ALUMINI-
UM LUBRICANT.

117277

Note:

It may be necessary to detach the downstream
pressure measurement connection (10) so as not
to damage the temperature sensor wiring har-
ness.

113415

WARNING

Always replace any adapter that has been
removed from the exhaust pipe.

WARNING
Make sure that the grease does not run over the
threading.
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II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Catalytic converter upstream temperature 
sensor

a Refit the catalytic converter upstream temperature
sensor on its adapter bolted to the exhaust pipe.

a Torque tighten the catalytic converter upstream
temperature sensor (30 N.m).

a Refit the particle filter (see 19B, Exhaust, Particle
filter: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-56) .

2 - Particle filter upstream temperature sensor

a Refit the particle filter upstream temperature sensor
to its adapter bolted to the exhaust pipe.

a Torque tighten the particle filter upstream temper-
ature sensor (21 N.m).

a Connect the temperature sensor connector.

a Clip the temperature sensor wiring harness to the
heat shield.

a Fit the heat shield.

a Refit the heat shield clips

3 - Particle filter downstream temperature sensor

a Refit the particle filter downstream temperature sen-
sor to its adapter bolted to the exhaust pipe.

a Torque tighten the particle filter downstream tem-
perature sensor (30 N.m).

a Connect the temperature sensor connector.

a Clip:

- the temperature sensor wiring harness on the heat
shield,

- the downstream pressure measurement connec-
tion.

a Fit the heat shield.

a Refit the heat shield clips.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Before starting the engine, use the Diagnostic tool
to clear any faults stored by the injection computer.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.
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PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE 
REPAIR WORK

a Parts always to be replaced:

- the diesel injector seal on its cooler.

a Consumables:

- cleaning cloths (part no. 77 11 211 707).

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Connect Diagnostic tool to the vehicle.

a Run command AC238 "Fuel pump relay" in order to
lower the fuel pressure in the exhaust fuel injector
supply system.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

mounting bolt of the die-
sel injector retaining
bracket

21 N.m

IMPORTANT

To avoid all risk of damage to the systems, apply 
the safety and cleanliness instructions and opera-
tion recommendations before carrying out any 
repair:

- see Exhaust: Precautions for repair (19B,
Exhaust),

- see Vehicle: Precautions for repair (01D,
Mechanical introduction).

IMPORTANT

Wear protective gloves during the operation.

IMPORTANT

Wear heat protective gloves during the operation.

Note:

Repeat this operation 4 times in order to dis-
charge the residual pressure as much as possi-
ble.
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II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a From underneath the engine compartment, discon-
nect from the diesel injector on the catalytic pre-con-
verter:

- the diesel supply pipe union (1) ,

- the electrical connector (2) .

a Remove:

- the retaining bracket bolt (3) from the diesel injector
on the catalytic pre-converter using a ratchet fitted
with an extension and a T45 male torx socket,

- the diesel injector retaining bracket (4) on the cata-
lytic pre-converter,

- the diesel injector (5) with its seal.

a Discard the diesel injector cooler seal.

REFITTING

I - CLEANING THE DIESEL INJECTOR

a Immerse the injector in a container of diesel.

a Wipe using new cleaning cloths (part no. 77 11 211
707).

117306

Note:

Be careful not to damage the connector.

Note:

Prepare for diesel outflow (pressurised circuit).

117308

Note:

To remove and refit the injector, lift the vehicle
and operate from underneath.

WARNING

It is strictly forbidden to clean the injectors with:

- a wire brush,

- an emery cloth,

- an ultrasonic cleaner.
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II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Always replace the diesel injector seal on its cooler.

a Fit the diesel injector fitted with its new seal and its
retaining bracket on the cooler.

a Torque tighten the mounting bolt of the diesel in-
jector retaining bracket (21 N.m).

a Connect to the diesel injector:

- the diesel supply pipe union,

- the electrical connector.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Connect the Diagnostic tool to the vehicle.

a Run command AC 237 : fuel pump relay.

a Wait for the command to end, then lift the vehicle
and check that there are no leaks on the injector cir-
cuit: deal with any leaks.

a Refit:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

WARNING

Before tightening the bracket, check that the
injector is correctly positioned in relation to the
bracket.

Note:

Before tightening the bracket bolt, ensure that the
injector is positioned properly in relation to its
bracket: flat surfaces to guide the bracket on the
injector ensure this correct position.

If the injector is incorrectly positioned, the entire
particle filter will not work properly as the diesel
fuel jet will not be correctly oriented.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Apply the discharge procedure for the exhaust injec-
tor fuel supply system (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust
fuel injector: Removal - Refitting, page 19B-66) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the diesel injector from the catalytic pre-converter
(see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust fuel injector: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19B-66) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Place a (Ms. 583) or a hose clamp on the hoses (1)
of the catalytic pre-converter diesel injector cooler.

a Release the clips (2) using the (Mot. 1448).

a Disconnect the diesel injector cooler hoses on the
catalytic pre-converter.

a Remove:

- the catalytic pre-converter diesel injector cooler
nuts (3) ,

- the diesel injector cooler on the catalytic pre-con-
verter,

- the seal from the diesel injector cooler on the cata-
lytic pre-converter, then discard it.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a If replacing, torque tighten the diesel injector cool-
er studs (on the catalytic pre-converter9 N.m).

Special tooling required

Ms. 583 Pipe clamps.

Mot. 1448 Remote operation pliers for
hose clips.

Equipment required

Diagnostic tool

Tightening torquesm

diesel injector cooler
studs

on the cata-
lytic pre-

converter9
N.m

diesel injector cooler
nuts on the catalytic
pre-converter

25 N.m

117308

Note:

Be prepared for the escape of coolant.

Note:

Be prepared for the escape of coolant.
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a Refit:

- the diesel injector cooler on the catalytic pre-con-
verter fitted with a new seal,

- the diesel injector cooler nuts on the catalytic pre-
converter.

a Torque tighten the diesel injector cooler nuts on
the catalytic pre-converter (25 N.m).

a Connect the diesel injector cooler inlet and outlet
hoses to the catalytic pre-converter.

a Fit the clips using the (Mot. 1448).

a Remove the hose clamps from the catalytic pre-con-
verter diesel injector cooler hoses.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the diesel injector on the catalytic pre-converter
(see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust fuel injector: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19B-66) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Perform the following operations:

- top up the coolant level in the expansion bottle,

- bleed the cooling system (see ) .

a Connect the Diagnostic tool

a Run command AC 237 : fuel pump relay.

a Wait for the command to end, then lift the vehicle
and check that there are no leaks on the injection cir-
cuit: deal with any leaks.

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine cover.
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I - PARTS AND CONSUMABLES FOR THE REPAIR

1 - Parts always to be replaced:

- the exhaust trunking (if fitted)

- the seal or sealing ring on the connection between the
catalytic converter or catalytic pre-converter and the
rest of the exhaust system

- the exhaust clip(s) (if fitted)

2 - Consumables (see part no. in Technical Note 
5068, 04B, Consumables - Products):

- exhaust mastic

- surface cleaner

- abrasive pads

II - ADVICE TO OBSERVE

1 - During removal and refitting, the catalytic converter
or catalytic pre-converter must not receive any knocks
or impacts as this could damage it.

2 - The whole exhaust pipe is made of stainless steel.

3 - After working on the bracket between the catalytic
converter or catalytic pre-converter and the rest of the
exhaust system, ensure that the connection is perfectly
sealed.

To do this:

- clean the pressure faces of the connection using the
ABRASIVE PADS,

- degrease the pressure faces of the connection using
SURFACE CLEANER and clean cloths,

- always replace the seal or sealing ring on the connec-
tion.

III - SPECIAL NOTES ON THE SINGLE UNIT 
EXHAUST PIPE

1 - Cutting the single unit exhaust pipe

The exhaust pipe is a « single unit type » .

To replace different parts of the exhaust system it must
be cut.

To do this be sure to carry out these precautions in the 
following order:

- correctly identify the area to be cut, as explained be-
low,

- use the cutting tool correctly (Mot. 1199-01),

- position the exhaust trunking correctly.

2 - Identifying the area of the exhaust system to be 
cut

Two marks made on the exhaust system define the
area to be cut (see Exhaust: Parts and consumables
for the repair) (see MR for vehicle concerned, 19B,
Exhaust).

Example of cutting area

Special tooling required

Mot. 1199-01 Exhaust pipe cutter (diame-
ter 35/50 mm and diameter
50/65mm). Complete kit in a
case.

IMPORTANT

Do not park and run the engine in a place where
combustible substances and materials such as
grass or leaves can come into contact with the hot
exhaust system.

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres, these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot dis-
perse. Drilling or cutting catalytic converters is pro-
hibited.

99226
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Before cutting the exhaust system, draw a line (D) be-
tween the two marks (P1) and (P2) .

The distance between the two marks on the exhaust
pipe is (X1) : 90 mm (all types except RENAULT
SPORT).

The distance between the two marks on the exhaust
pipe is (X1) : 80 mm (RENAULT SPORT).

3 - Operate tool Mot. 1199-01

Fit the (Mot. 1199-01)  (1) on the exhaust pipe.

Tighten the two bolts on the tool until they touch the
pipe in order to clamp the tool onto the pipe.

Turn the cutting tool using the handle and pressing it
against the pipe (as indicated in the diagram above).

Tighten the two bolts on the tool whilst cutting, until the
pipe is completely cut.

Once the pipe is cut, file and deburr the end of the pipe
to be used on the vehicle again.

4 - Positioning the exhaust trunking

100649

Note:

For CLIO II RENAULT SPORT with F4R*730,
F4R*732 and F4R*736 engines, the cutting area is
shown by a single mark on the exhaust pipe.

Cut the exhaust pipe by placing the (Mot. 1199-01)
on the mark.

14747

102118

Note:

Do not over-tighten the tool onto the pipe to avoid
deforming it.

WARNING

Do not reuse an old exhaust trunking.
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Exhaust trunking with 1 bolt

Exhaust trunking with 2 bolts

Fit the exhaust trunking onto the part of the exhaust
system fitted to the vehicle.

Position the pipe onto the lugs (2) inside the exhaust
trunking.

Tighten the exhaust trunking bolt(s) slightly (depending
on the version).

Position the second part of the exhaust system under
the vehicle, fitting it in the exhaust trunking.

Position the second exhaust pipe onto the lugs inside
the exhaust trunking.

Check that the two cut marks (3) are aligned (if applica-
ble).

Position the trunking so that there is no risk of contact
between its bolt or bolts and the heat shields.

Torque tighten

- the exhaust trunking nut with 1 bolt (25 N.m) (if fit-
ted),

- the exhaust trunking nuts with 2 bolts (18 N.m) (if
fitted).

Check the following and deal with if necessary:

- no underbody contact between the exhaust system
and the heat shields,

- all of the heat shields are present and secure.

Start the engine.

Check that there are no leaks: deal with any leaks.

95478

119681

Note:

If necessary, use a workshop jack to lift and hold
the heavy and bulky components of the exhaust
system.

99227

Note:

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.
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Note:

If there are leaks from the EXHAUST TRUNKING
WITH 1 BOLT, apply EXHAUST MASTIC to the
trunking (see part no. in Technical Note 5068, 04B,
Consumables - Products).

If the application of exhaust mastic does not fix the 
leak:

- remove and replace the used exhaust trunking,

- check the condition of the exhaust pipes (condition
of the pipe surface, deburring of the area cut,
damage to the pipes).

- fit the new trunking in accordance with the instruc-
tions given before.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the connector from the downstream oxygen
sensor.

a Unclip the wiring harness from the downstream oxy-
gen sensor.

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the catalytic converter mounting nuts (1) from the
exhaust manifold

- the exhaust catalytic converter,

- the downstream oxygen sensor of the catalytic
converter using tool (Mot. 1495-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Refit the oxygen sensor.

a Torque tighten the  oxygen sensor (45 Nm).

a Replace the exhaust flange seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Torque tighten the  manifold studs (7 Nm).

a Fit:

- the catalytic converter,

- the catalytic converter sleeve (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

a Torque tighten the nuts mounting the catalytic
converter on the exhaust manifold (21 Nm).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

oxygen sensor 45 Nm

manifold studs 7 Nm

nuts mounting the cata-
lytic converter on the
exhaust manifold

21 Nm

exhaust sleeve 25 Nm

exhaust manifold studs 8 Nm

exhaust sleeve 25 Nm

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres: these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot dis-
perse. Cutting or drilling catalytic converters is pro-
hibited.

101793
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III - FINAL OPERATION

a Torque tighten:

- the exhaust sleeve (25 Nm) while supporting the
exhaust pipe to ensure correct alignment,

- the exhaust manifold studs (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeve (25 Nm) while supporting the
exhaust pipe to ensure correct alignment.

a Connect the oxygen sensor connector.

a Make sure that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are
in place and properly secured.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

WARNING

Make sure:

- position the sleeve « bolt - tightening nut »
assembly vertically with the nut facing down-
wards to prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- that you position the new component in a way
that the cutting area marks are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.
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REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the air inlet duct,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the two shock absorber cup covers,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the engine undertray.

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mounting,
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting, page
19D-13) ,

- the wiring harness mountings between the catalytic
converter and the exhaust pipe,

- the rubber bush mountings of the exhaust pipe on
the bodywork.

a Withdraw the exhaust pipe.

a Remove:

- the downstream strut mountings (1) on the gear-
box,

- the catalytic converter downstream strut mounting
bolt (2) ,

- the downstream strut.

Tightening torquesm

turbocharger output
studs

7 N.m

ca ta ly t i c  converter
mounting nuts on the
turbocharger

26 N.m

bolts mounting the
upstream strut on the
engine

44 N.m

bolts mounting the
downstream strut on the
gearbox

21 N.m

bolts mounting the
upstream strut on the
catalytic converter

26 N.m

bolt mounting the down-
stream strut on the cata-
lytic converter

21 N.m

exhaust clamp studs on
the catalytic converter
output

7 N.m

exhaust bracket nuts 21 N.m

exhaust pipe rubber
mounting bush mount-
ings on the body

62 N.m

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit and cannot be
dispersed. Drilling or cutting catalytic converters is
prohibited.

106199
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a Remove:

- the upstream strut mountings (3) ,

- the upstream strut.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the lifting eye mounting bolts (4) on the timing end,

- the lifting eye on the timing end,

- the mounting bolt (5) from the air inlet tube,

- the air inlet duct.

a Remove:

- the bolts (6) mounting the catalytic converter to the
turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter and its seal on the turbo-
charger,

- the sealing ring or the seal (depending on the ver-
sion) then dispose of them in a waste bin.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Clean the bearing faces of the turbocharger and cat-
alytic converter using an abrasive pad (see ) .

a Degrease the bearing faces using surface cleaner
and clean cloths (see ) .

106546

109946

112328
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K9K

19B

a In case of replacement, torque tighten the turbo-
charger output studs (7 N.m).

a Fit the catalytic converter equipped with a new seal
on the turbocharger.

a Pretighten in order:

- the upstream strut bolts on the engine,

- the downstream strut bolts on the gearbox,

- the upstream strut bolts on the catalytic converter,

- the downstream strut bolts on the catalytic convert-
er,

- the catalytic converter/turbocharger mounting nuts.

a Tighten to torque and in order:

- the catalytic converter mounting nuts on the
turbocharger (26 N.m),

- the bolts mounting the upstream strut on the
engine (44 N.m),

- the bolts mounting the downstream strut on the
gearbox (21 N.m),

- the bolts mounting the upstream strut on the
catalytic converter (26 N.m),

- the bolt mounting the downstream strut on the
catalytic converter (21 N.m).

a Refit:

- the air inlet duct,

- the lifting eye,

- the exhaust pipe,

- the rubber bush mountings of the exhaust pipe on
the bodywork.

a

a Refit a new sealing ring or a new seal (depending on
the version).

a Torque tighten:

- in the event of replacement, the exhaust clamp
studs on the catalytic converter output (7 N.m),

- the exhaust bracket nuts (21 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Torque tighten the exhaust pipe rubber mounting
bush mountings on the body (62 N.m).

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

a Refit the engine tie-bar (see 19D, Engine mount-
ing, Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting,
page 19D-13) .

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the two shock absorber cup covers,

112328

WARNING

Make sure there is no contact between the cata-
lytic converter and the turbocharger oil return
pipe.

WARNING

Always replace the sealing ring between the cat-
alytic converter and the exhaust pipe with a new
component.

WARNING

Check:

- the exhaust pipe is not touching the body,

- all the heat shields are present.
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19B
- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the air inlet duct,

- the engine cover.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).
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D4F, and 740 or 764

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray mounting bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the downstream oxygen sensor (1) using the (Mot.
1495-01).

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the exhaust clamp mounting bolts (2) ,

- the catalytic converter.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

manifold output bracket
studs

7 Nm

exhaust bracket mount-
ing bolts

25 Nm

oxygen sensor 45 Nm

110718

108817

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit and cannot be
dispersed. Drilling or cutting catalytic converters
is prohibited.
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D4F, and 740 or 764

19B
REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a

a Position the after sales sleeve on the catalytic con-
verter (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions
for the repair, page 19B-19) .

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a When replacing, torque tighten the manifold output
bracket studs (7 Nm).

a Refit the catalytic converter.

a Torque tighten the exhaust bracket mounting
bolts (25 Nm).

a Torque tighten the after-sales sleeve (see 19B, Ex-
haust, Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page
19B-19) .

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Torque tighten the oxygen sensor (45 Nm) using
the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the engine undertray mounting bolts,

a Check:

- that there is no contact with the underbody,

- all the exhaust pipe heat shields are in place and
properly attached.

109399

WARNING

It is essential to replace the sealing ring between
the exhaust manifold and the catalytic converter.

WARNING

Any damaged heat shields must be replaced.
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M4R

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Put the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Remove the engine cover.

a Disconnect the battery (see ) .

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the upstream and downstream oxygen sensors
(see 17B, Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17B-19) .

a Cut the exhaust pipe in the area to be cut number 1
(see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions for the
repair, page 19B-19) and (see ) .

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the exhaust clamp mounting bolts,

- the catalytic converter,

- the exhaust flange sealing ring.

Tightening torquesm

exhaust flange mounting
bolts

21 Nm

114949

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot
disperse. Cutting or drilling catalytic converters is
prohibited.
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M4R
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REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always replace the exhaust flange sealing ring.

II - REFITTING THE PART CONCERNED

a Position the after sales sleeve on the catalytic con-
verter (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions
for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Torque tighten the exhaust flange mounting bolts
(21 Nm).

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit:

- the upstream and downstream oxygen sensors
(see 17B, Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 17B-19) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) .

a Refit the engine cover.

109399



19B-85

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19B
The emission control assembly is comprised of two ca-
talytic converters on the vehicle:

- one integrated into the exhaust manifold,

- one integrated into the exhaust pipe.

The method below deals with the operating procedure
on the catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
pipe.

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Removing the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust manifold

a Remove the exhaust manifold (see 12A, Fuel mix-
ture , Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting,
page 12A-74) .

2 - Removing the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust pipe

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (see 17B,
Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17B-19) .

a Cut the exhaust system at the cutting area ZC1 for
this purpose (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Remove:

- the exhaust pipe clamp (1) ,

- the catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

1 - Refitting the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust manifold

a Refit the exhaust manifold (see 12A, Fuel mixture,
Exhaust manifold: Removal - Refitting, page
12A-74) .

2 - Refitting the catalytic converter integrated into 
the exhaust pipe

a Fit the catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
pipe.

a Tighten the new exhaust pipe clamp by several
turns.

a Fit the new After-Sales sleeve following the instruc-
tions supplied (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Pre-
cautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Remove the downstream oxygen sensor (see 17B,
Petrol injection, Oxygen sensors: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 17B-19) .

Note:

The catalytic converter integrated into the exhaust
manifold cannot be separated from the latter. When
removing - refitting the catalytic converter, the cata-
lytic converter - exhaust manifold assembly must be
removed (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Exhaust mani-
fold: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-74) . When
replacing the catalytic converter, the catalytic con-
verter - exhaust manifold assembly must be
replaced. 116860



19B-86

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19B
II - FINAL OPERATION

a Make sure there is no contact with the underbody.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Start the engine and check that there are no leaks:
deal with any problems as necessary.



19B-87

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Drain the gearbox (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

a Remove the nuts from the exhaust bracket at the
catalytic converter outlet.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1495-01 22 mm socket for removal -
refitting of oxygen sensors.

Tightening torquesm

upstream and down-
stream oxygen sensors

45 Nm

primary strut bolts on
the cylinder block

25 Nm

primary strut bolt on the
gearbox

44 Nm

catalytic converter nuts
on the turbocharger (ini-
tial torque)

20 Nm

catalytic converter nuts
on the turbocharger

30 Nm

primary strut bolts on
the catalytic converter
(initial torque)

20 Nm

primary strut bolts on
the catalytic converter

30 Nm

ca ta ly t i c  converter
upstream strut bolts on
the catalytic converter

21 Nm

ca ta ly t i c  converter
upstream strut bolts on
the cylinder block

21 Nm

turbocharger strut nut 21 Nm

turbocharger strut bolt 21 Nm

turbocharger heat shield
bolts

8 Nm

front right-hand wheel
driveshaft relay bearing
nuts

44 Nm

exhaust bracket bolts at
the catalytic converter
outlet

9 Nm

108817



19B-88

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B

a Remove:

- the front right-hand hand wheel driveshaft (see
Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 29A, Driveshafts),

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing
nuts (2) ,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing.

a Disconnect the upstream oxygen sensor connector
(3) .

a Unclip the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Detach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness
at (4) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (5) from the turbocharger heat shield,

- the turbocharger heat shield.

121756 120957



19B-89

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B

a Disconnect the downstream oxygen sensor connec-
tor (6) .

a Unclip the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Detach the downstream oxygen sensor wiring har-
ness at (7) .

a Remove:

- the nut (8) from the turbocharger strut,

- the bolt (9) from the turbocharger strut,

- the turbocharger strut.

a Disconnect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Undo the bolts (10) on the catalytic converter prima-
ry strut.

a Remove:

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts (11) ,

- the catalytic converter upstream stay,

- the bolts (12) on the cylinder block primary strut,

- the primary strut from the cylinder block.

a remove:

- the clips (13) from the upper heat shield,

- the upper heat shield.

121130

120959

120960

121766



19B-90

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nuts (14) mounting the catalytic converter on
the turbocharger and the spacers,

- the catalytic converter,

- the catalytic converter seal on the turbocharger.

a When replacing the catalytic converter, remove the
upstream and downstream oxygen sensors on the
workbench using the (Mot. 1495-01).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a When replacing the catalytic converter, refit the up-
stream and downstream oxygen sensors on the
workbench.

a Torque tighten the upstream and downstream ox-
ygen sensors (45 Nm) using the (Mot. 1495-01).

a Always replace:

- the catalytic converter seal,

- the catalytic converter nuts on the turbocharger,

a Use abrasive pads to clean the bearing faces of:

- the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter.

a Degrease the pressure faces using SURFACE 
CLEANER  (see Vehicle: Parts and consumables 
for the repair) (MR 392, 04B, Consumables - Pro-
ducts) and a clean cloth:

- the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter.

120961

IMPORTANT

Catalytic converters contain ceramic fibres; these
are contained within a closed unit, and cannot
disperse. Cutting or drilling catalytic converters is
prohibited.



19B-91

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B
II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the catalytic converter seal on the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter,

- the new nuts with the catalytic converter spacers
on the turbocharger,

- the catalytic converter primary strut,

- the bolts (15) on the cylinder block primary strut,

- the primary strut bolt (16) on the gearbox,

- the catalytic converter upstream stay,

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts (18)
and (19) ,

- the turbocharger strut.

- the bolt (21) from the turbocharger strut,

- the turbocharger strut nut (20) .

a Torque tighten:

- the primary strut bolts on the cylinder block (25
Nm) by locking the strut on the gearbox lug at (15) ,

- the primary strut bolt on the gearbox (44 Nm) at
(16) ,

- the catalytic converter nuts on the turbocharger
(initial torque) (20 Nm),

- the catalytic converter nuts on the turbocharger
(30 Nm),

- the primary strut bolts on the catalytic convert-
er (initial torque) (20 Nm) at (17) ,

- the primary strut bolts on the catalytic convert-
er (30 Nm),

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts on
the catalytic converter (21 Nm) at (18) ,

- the catalytic converter upstream strut bolts on
the cylinder block (21 Nm) at (19) ,

- the turbocharger strut nut (21 Nm) at (20) ,

- the turbocharger strut bolt (21 Nm) at (21) .

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the upper heat shield,

- the clips on the upper heat shield.

a Connect the oil pressure sensor connector.

a Attach the downstream oxygen sensor wiring har-
ness.

a Fit the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Connect the downstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Refit:

- the turbocharger heat shield,

- the turbocharger heat shield bolts.

a Torque tighten the turbocharger heat shield bolts
(8 Nm).

a Attach the upstream oxygen sensor wiring harness.

a Fit the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

a Connect the upstream oxygen sensor connector.

120960

120959



19B-92

EXHAUST
Catalytic converter: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and 784 or 786

19B
a Refit:

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing,

- the front right-hand wheel driveshaft relay bearing
nuts.

a Torque tighten the front right-hand wheel drive-
shaft relay bearing nuts (44 Nm).

a Refit:

- the front right-hand hand wheel driveshaft (see
Front right-hand driveshaft: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 29A, Driveshafts),

- exhaust bracket nuts.

a Torque tighten the exhaust bracket bolts at the
catalytic converter outlet (9 Nm).

a Fill the gearbox oil (see Manual gearbox oils:
Draining - Filling) (MR 392, 21A, Manual gearbox).

a Refit:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19B-93

EXHAUST
Expansion chamber: Removal - Refitting 19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove the engine undertray.

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see ) and (see 19B, Exhaust,
Exhaust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-
19) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the expansion chamber to the
exhaust rubber mounting bush,

- the expansion chamber.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit:

- the expansion chamber,

- the sleeves,

- the rubber mounting bush damper.

a Torque tighten:

- the new expansion chamber mounting bolt on
the rubber mounting bush (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeves (25 Nm) while lifting the ex-
haust pipe to ensure correct alignment (see 19B,
Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions for the repair,
page 19B-19) .

Tightening torquesm

new expansion cham-
ber mounting bolt on the
rubber mounting bush

8 Nm

exhaust sleeves 25 Nm

110684

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.



19B-94

EXHAUST
Expansion chamber: Removal - Refitting 19B

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Check:

- that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are in place
and properly attached,

- that there is no contact with the underbody.

WARNING

Make sure:

- that the sleeve « nut-bolt tightening » assembly
is vertical, with the nut facing downwards, to
prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- that you position the new component in a way
that the cutting area marks are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.

- that the bolts securing the rubber mounting
bushes to the exhaust pipe have been replaced
with new ones.



19B-95

EXHAUST
Intermediate pipe: Removal - Refitting 19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19)  (see )
(MR 392, 19A, Exhaust).

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the connector pipe to the rub-
ber mounting bush support,

- the connector pipe.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit:

- the connector pipe,

- the sleeves.

a Torque tighten:

- the new mounting bolts on the connector pipe
on the rubber mounting bush (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeves (25 Nm) while lifting the ex-
haust pipe to ensure correct alignment (see 19B,
Exhaust, Exhaust: Precautions for the repair,
page 19B-19) (MR 392, 19A, Exhaust).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Make sure that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are
in place and properly secured.

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

Tightening torquesm

new mounting bolts on
the connector pipe on
the rubber mounting
bush

8 Nm

exhaust sleeves 25 Nm

110693

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.

WARNING

Make sure:

- that the sleeve « nut-bolt tightening » assembly
is vertical, with the nut facing downwards, to
prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- that you position the new component in a way
that the cutting area marks are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.

- that the bolts securing the rubber mounting
bushes to the exhaust pipe have been replaced
with new ones.



19B-96

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

D4F or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19)  (see )
(MR 392, 19A, Exhaust).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the silencer on the rubber
mounting bush support,

- the silencer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit:

- the silencer,

- the sleeve (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust: Precau-
tions for the repair, page 19B-19) (MR 392, 19A,
Exhaust).

a Torque tighten:

- the rubber mounting bush support bolts on the
silencer (8 Nm),

- the exhaust sleeve (25 Nm) while lifting the ex-
haust pipe to ensure correct alignment.

Tightening torquesm

rubber mounting bush
support bolts on the
silencer

8 Nm

exhaust sleeve 25 Nm

110686

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.



19B-97

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

D4F or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

19B
II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Make sure that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are
in place and properly secured.

a Make sure that there is no contact with the under-
body.

WARNING

Make sure:

- that the sleeve « nut-bolt tightening » assembly
is vertical, with the nut facing downwards, to
prevent any risk of underbody contact,

- position the new component in such a way that
the marks on the area to be cut are aligned,

- that the two marks are flush with the two ends
of the sleeve,

- that an old sleeve is not reused.

- that the bolts securing the rubber mounting
bushes to the exhaust pipe have been replaced
with new ones.



19B-98

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove the diffuser on the rear bumper (see Aero-
dynamic diffuser: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) in the
designated area to be cut (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: List and location of components, page
19B-1) .

a Fit a component jack under the silencer.

a Remove:

- the rubber mounting bushes (1) using the tool Mot.
1857,

- the silencer.

a Remove:

- the rubber mounting bushes (2) using the tool Mot.
1857,

Equipment required

component jack

Tightening torquesm

bolts of the rubber
mounting bush sup-
ports on the body

21 N.m

WARNING

If removing the support from the rubber mounting
bush on the body, mark its position on the body
beforehand, using a pen.

F4R, and 830

116862

F4R, and 832

142189



19B-99

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19B
- the silencer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the silencer and hold it with a component jack.

a If removing the supports from the rubber mounting
bushes, fit the mounting bolts of the rubber mounting
bush supports on the body without tightening them.

a Fit the retaining rubber mounting bushes of the si-
lencer.

a Fit the exhaust trunking (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Adjust the silencer in relation to the rear bumper in
order to align the splines horizontally.

a Torque tighten the bolts of the rubber mounting
bush supports on the body (21 N.m) if they were
removed.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Check that the exhaust pipe heat shields are in
place and properly attached.

a Check that there are no leaks.

a Refit the diffuser on the rear bumper (see Aerody-
namic diffuser: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exteri-
or protection).

Note:

Lubricate inside the holes of the rubber mounting
bush using brake cleaner (see ) to fit it more eas-
ily on the support on the body and on the
silencer.

WARNING

Check that the exhaust pipe is not touching the
body.

Check that all the heat shields are present.



19B-100

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

EQUIPMENT LEVEL EAG

19B

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Cut the exhaust pipe (see 19B, Exhaust, Exhaust:
Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) in the
designated area to be cut (see ) (19A, Exhaust).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the silencer bolts (1) on the rubber mount-
ing bush support.

a Unclip the silencer from the rubber mounting bush at
(2) .

a Remove the silencer.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the silencer.

a Clip the silencer onto the rubber mounting bush.

a Fit a new After-Sales sleeve between the expansion
chamber and the silencer (see 19B, Exhaust, Ex-
haust: Precautions for the repair, page 19B-19) .

a Tighten to torque:

- the rubber mounting bush support bolts on the
silencer (8 N.m),

Tightening torquesm

rubber mounting bush
support bolts on the
silencer

8 N.m

exhaust sleeve 25 N.m

110686

140887

Note:

If the rubber mounting bushes are damaged,
mark the position of the support on the body,
then replace the « support - rubber mounting
bush » assembly.

WARNING

Position the « nut and bolt securing the sleeve »
assembly so that the assembly cannot come into
contact with the underbody.



19B-101

EXHAUST
Silencer: Removal - Refitting

EQUIPMENT LEVEL EAG

19B
- the exhaust sleeve (25 N.m) whilst supporting the
exhaust pipe.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Check:

- that all the exhaust pipe heat shields are in place
and properly attached,

- that there is no contact with the underbody,

- that there are no leaks.



19C-1

TANK
Fuel tank: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – S85

19C
REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Drain the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank:
Draining, page 19C-8) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery).

a Raise the rear bench seat.

a Remove the rear loading trim (see Rear loading
trim: Removal - Refitting) (71A, Body internal trim).

a Open the inspection flap.

a Disconnect the connector (1) from the « fuel sender
module » .

a Remove:

- the rear right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the rear right-hand wheel arch liner (see Rear
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection).

Equipment required

component jack

Tightening torquesm

fuel tank bolts 21 N.m

silencer rubber mount-
ing bush bolt on the
body

21 N.m

expansion chamber rub-
ber mounting bush bolt
on the body

21 N.m

fuel tank filler neck bolt 21 N.m

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit, plugs
must be fitted to the openings of all the fuel circuit
components exposed to the open air.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

S85

109751



19C-2

TANK
Fuel tank: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – S85

19C

a Remove the bolt (2) from the fuel tank filler neck.

a Remove the clip (3) from the fuel tank filler neck.

a Separate the filler neck from the fuel tank.

a Disconnect the anti-discharge pipe (4) from the fuel
tank.

109749

109746

108885



19C-3

TANK
Fuel tank: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – S85

19C

a Disconnect the pipes connected to the fuel vapour
absorber.

a Remove the fuel vapour absorber.

a Remove the rubber mounting bush bolt (5) from the
expansion chamber on the body.

a Remove the rubber mounting bush bolt (6) from the
silencer on the body.

a Position the exhaust pipe resting on the rear axle.

a Remove the heat shield.

a Undo the brake pipe strut bolt (7) on the rear axle.

a Remove the brake pipe strut (8) on the rear axle.

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

108260

108258

108257

108883



19C-4

TANK
Fuel tank: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – S85

19C
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit a component jack under the fuel tank.

a Remove the bolts (9) from the fuel tank.

a Gently lower the fuel tank.

a Unclip the fuel supply pipes from the fuel tank.

a Disconnect the fuel sender module fuel union.

a Remove the fuel tank by turning it around the ex-
haust pipe (this operation requires two people).

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Always fit a new clip to the filler neck - fuel tank con-
necting hose.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the fuel tank by turning it around the exhaust
pipe (this operation requires two people).

a Connect the fuel sender module fuel union.

a Connect the fuel supply pipes to the fuel tank.

a Torque tighten the  fuel tank bolts (21 N.m).

a Remove the component jack.

III - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the brake pipe strut (8) on the rear axle.

a Tighten the brake pipe strut bolt (7) on the rear axle.

a Refit the heat shield.

a Torque tighten:

- the silencer rubber mounting bush bolt on the
body (21 N.m),

- the expansion chamber rubber mounting bush
bolt on the body (21 N.m).

a Refit the fuel vapour absorber.

a Connect the pipes connected to the fuel vapour ab-
sorber.

a Connect the anti-discharge pipe (4) to the fuel tank.

a Fit the filler neck on the fuel tank.

a Refit the new fuel tank filler neck clip (3) .

a Torque tighten the fuel tank filler neck bolt (21
N.m).

a Refit:

- the rear right-hand wheel arch liner (see Rear
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Ex-
terior protection),

- the rear right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the connector (1) for the « fuel sender »
module.

a Close the inspection flap.

a Refit the rear bench seat.

109747

108882

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R



19C-5

TANK
Fuel tank: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R – S85

19C

a Refit the rear loading trim (see Rear loading trim:
Removal - Refitting) (71A, Body internal trim).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (80A, Battery).

S85



19C-6

TANK
Filler neck: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

19C

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Drain the tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank: Draining,
page 19C-8) .

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the rear right-hand wheel,

- the rear right-hand wheel arch liner.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the earth bolt (2) from the filler neck.

a Disconnect the anti-return pipe.

a Remove the filler pipe clip (1) .

Tightening torquesm

filler neck earth bolt 21 Nm

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit, plugs
must be fitted to the openings of all the fuel circuit
components exposed to the open air.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

109749

109746



19C-7

TANK
Filler neck: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or K9K or M4R

19C

a Remove:

- the filler neck bolts (3) ,

- the filler neck.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Always replace the clips with new ones.

a Refit:

- the filler neck,

- the filler neck earth bolt

- the filler neck bolts,

- the new clip on the filler pipe.

a Torque tighten the filler neck earth bolt (21 Nm) (2)
.

a Fit the new filler pipe clip.

a Disconnect the anti-return pipe.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the rear right-hand wheel arch liner (see Rear
wheel arch liner: Removal - Refitting) (MR 393,
55A, Exterior protection),

- the rear right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

113376



19C-8

TANK
Fuel tank: Draining

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

19C

I - OIL SERVICE

a Remove:

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

a Remove:

- the nuts (1) from the fuel filter guard,

- the fuel filter guard.

a Disconnect the fuel inlet pipe (2) from the fuel filter.

a Make preparations for fuel outflow.

Tightening torquesm

fuel filter protector nuts 21 Nm

IMPORTANT

during this operation, it is essential to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

109479

112778

112776



19C-9

TANK
Fuel tank: Draining

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 764 or 766 or 768

19C

a Connect the rubber pneumatic pump vacuum pipe
(3) onto the fuel supply pipe.

a Activate the pneumatic pump.

a Let the fuel flow out until it the flow is intermittent.

II - REFITTING

a Connect the fuel supply pipe to the fuel filter pipe.

a Refit the fuel filter guard.

a Torque tighten the fuel filter protector nuts (21
Nm).

a Refit:

- the front section of the front right-hand wheel arch
liner (see Front wheel arch liner: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 393, 55A, Exterior protection).

- the front right-hand wheel (see Wheel: Removal -
Refitting) (MR 392, 35A, Wheels and tyres).

99641



19C-10

TANK
Fuel tank: Draining

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

19C

I - DRAINING PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the fuel supply union (1) from the injector
rail.

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

Equipment required

pneumatic transfer pump for fuels

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit, plugs
must be fitted to the openings of all the fuel circuit
components exposed to the open air.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

K4J or K4M or M4R – D4F, and 784

K4J

101496



19C-11

TANK
Fuel tank: Draining

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

19C

a Disconnect the fuel supply union (2) from the injector
rail.

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08).

a Disconnect the fuel supply union (3) from the injector
rail.

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08).

K4M

101803

D4F

112354



19C-12

TANK
Fuel tank: Draining

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

19C

a Disconnect the fuel supply union (4) from the injector
rail.

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08).

II - FUEL TANK DRAINING PROCEDURE

a Connect a pneumatic transfer pump for fuels to
the « T » union output.

a Drain the fuel tank.

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Disconnect the pneumatic transfer pump for fu-
els.

a Remove the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08).

a Connect:

- fuel supply union ,

- the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine cover.

M4R

115215

K4J or K4M or M4R – D4F, and 784



19C-13

TANK
Fuel tank: Draining

F4R

19C

DRAINING

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

a Remove the front engine cover.

a Disconnect the fuel supply pipe union from the injec-
tor rail.

a Fit a « T » union (Mot. 1311-08) (1) .

a Connect a pneumatic transfer pump for fuels on
the « T » union outlet.

a Drain the fuel tank.

REFITTING

a Disconnect the pneumatic transfer pump for fuels
from the « T » union outlet.

a Remove the « T » union (Mot. 1311-08).

a Connect:

- the fuel supply union on the injector rail,

- the battery (see ) (80A, Battery).

a Refit the engine cover.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1311-08 Union for taking fuel pres-
sure measurements.

Equipment required

pneumatic transfer pump for fuels

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT

Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit, plugs
must be fitted to the openings of all the fuel circuit
components exposed to the open air.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

126759

99641



19C-14

TANK
Sender: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19C

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Drain the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank , Fuel tank:
Draining, page 19C-8) .

a Remove the battery covers.

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank:
Removal - Refitting, page 19C-1) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the mounting nut from the sender unit using
(Mot. 1397)

a Let the fuel drain from the sender.

a Remove the sender unit, being careful with the float.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Replace the O-ring.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1397 Universal spanner for remov-
ing fuel gauge nuts.

109931

WARNING

Refit the sender nut as soon as the sender has
been removed to prevent any deformation of the
fuel tank.



19C-15

TANK
Sender: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19C

a Refit the pump - sender by positioning the mark (1)
on the sender opposite the mark (2) on the tank.

a Position the sender mounting nut.

a Tighten the sender mounting nut using the (Mot.
1397) until the mark on the nut (3) lines up with the
mark (2) on the tank and the mark (1) on the sender.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19C-1) .

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

108884



19C-16

TANK
Pump - sender: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19C

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see 02A, Lift-
ing equipment, Vehicle: Towing and lifting).

a Drain the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank , Fuel tank:
Draining, page 19C-8) .

a Remove the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank:
Removal - Refitting, page 19C-1) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the nut from the pump - sender using the
(Mot. 1397).

a Let the fuel in the pump - sender flow out.

a Remove the pump - sender, being careful with the
float.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Replace the pump - sender O-ring seal and nut.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1397 Universal spanner for remov-
ing fuel gauge nuts.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- beware of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union,

- protect sensitive areas from fuel outflow.

IMPORTANT

Wear gloves during this operation.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

109931

WARNING

Refit the pump - sender nut as soon as the pump
- sender has been removed to prevent any defor-
mation of the fuel tank.



19C-17

TANK
Pump - sender: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and 772

19C

a Refit the pump - sender by positioning the mark (1)
on the sender opposite the mark (2) on the tank.

a Position the nut for the sender.

a Tighten the pump - sender nut using the (Mot. 1397)
until the mark on the nut (3) lines up with the mark
(2) on the tank and the mark (1) on the pump - send-
er.

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19C-1) .

108884



19C-18

TANK
Pump - sender - filter: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

19C

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Drain the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank , Fuel tank:
Draining, page 19C-8) .

a Remove the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank:
Removal - Refitting, page 19C-1) .

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the nut (1) from the fuel sender module us-
ing the (Mot. 1397).

a Remove the fuel sender module, preparing for the
flow of fuel.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PREPARATIONS OPERATION

a Always replace:

- the fuel sender module nut,

- the O-ring seal.

II - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the fuel sender module.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1397 Universal spanner for remov-
ing fuel gauge nuts.

IMPORTANT

During this operation, be sure to:

- refrain from smoking or bringing red hot objects
close to the working area,

- be careful of fuel splashes when disconnecting the
union.

IMPORTANT

Wear goggles with side protectors for this opera-
tion.

IMPORTANT
Wear latex gloves during the operation.

WARNING

To prevent impurities from entering the circuit, plugs
must be fitted to the openings of all the fuel circuit
components exposed to the open air.

WARNING

To avoid any corrosion or damage, protect the
areas on which fuel is likely to run.

100658

Note:

Take care to ensure that the float is not damaged
during the operation.

WARNING

In order to avoid any damage to the tank, refit the
« pump-sender-filter » assembly nut as soon as
the assembly is removed.



19C-19

TANK
Pump - sender - filter: Removal - Refitting

D4F or F4R or K4J or K4M or M4R

19C

a Correctly position the seal (3) in the neck.

a Position the fuel sender module (2) on the tank (5) ;
a lug on the fuel sender module and a recess in the
tank ensure correct fitting in the tank.

a Press on the "fuel sender" module to secure the
seal, manually pre-tighten the "fuel sender" module
nut (4) on the tank.

a Tighten the fuel sender module nut using the (Mot.
1397) until the index (8) corresponds with the tank
index (7) and the "fuel sender" module index (6) .

III - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the fuel tank (see 19C, Tank, Fuel tank: Re-
moval - Refitting, page 19C-1) .

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Check that there are no fuel leaks:

- run the engine at idle speed,

- accelerate several times at no load,

- switch off the ignition,

- check that there is no fuel escaping.

118996

100658



19C-20

TANK
Fuel level sensor: Check

D4F or K4J or K4M or M4R

19C

Check that the resistance varies when the float is
moved.

Place the sender unit on a flat surface.

H is the height between the sender unit float pivot and
the flat surface.

Value
between
the termi-
nals 2 and
4 (Ω)

Capacity Height H
(mm ±±±±  6
mm)

28 ± 11 full tank upper stop

83 ± 22 tank 3/4 full 144

142 ± 23 tank 1/2 full 112

213 ± 23 tank 1/4 full 73

287 ± 24 reserve 39

317 ± 7 tank empty lower stop



19C-21

TANK
Fuel level sensor: Check

K9K

19C

Check that the resistance varies when the float is
moved.

Place the sender unit on a flat surface.

H is the height between the sender unit float pivot and
the flat surface.

Value
between
the termi-
nals 2 and
4 (Ω)

Capacity Height H
(mm ±±±±  6
mm)

55 ± 11 full tank upper stop

110 ± 23 tank 3/4 full 144

164 ± 23 tank 1/2 full 112

230 ± 23 tank 1/4 full 73

290 ± 24 reserve 39

317 ± 7 tank empty lower stop



19D-1

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

D4F

19D

Tightening torque (in Nm)

110214

 (1) 62

 (2) 105

 (3) 62

 (4) 105

 (5) 62

 (6) 62

 (7) 62

 (8) 62



19D-2

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

K4J, and JH3

19D

113743

Num-
ber

Description Tighten-
ing torque
(Nm)

 (1) Bolt mounting the engine tie-bar onto the sub-frame 105

 (2) Engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the gearbox 105

 (3) Right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt 105

 (4) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (5) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the engine 62

 (6) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the gearbox 62

 (7) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (8) Nut mounting the left-hand rubber pad on the gearbox 62



19D-3

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

K4M, and JH3

19D

113743

Num-
ber

Description Tighten-
ing torque
(Nm)

 (1) Bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the sub-frame 105

 (2) Engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the gearbox 105

 (3) Right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt 105

 (4) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (5) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the engine 62

 (6) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the gearbox 62

 (7) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (8) Nut mounting the left-hand rubber pad on the gearbox 62



19D-4

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

K4M, and DP0

19D

110387

Num-
ber

Description Tighten-
ing torque
(Nm)

 (1) Bolt mounting the engine tie-bar onto the sub-frame 105

 (2) Engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the gearbox 62

 (3) Right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt 105

 (4) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (5) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the engine 62

 (6) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the gearbox 62

 (7) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (8) Nut mounting the left-hand rubber pad on the gearbox 62



19D-5

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

K9K, and JR5

19D

109951

No. Description Tighten-
ing torque
(N.m)

 (1) Bolt mounting the lower engine tie-bar on the sub-frame 105

 (2) Lower engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the gearbox 105

 (3) Right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt 105

 (4) Bolts mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (5) Bolts mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the engine 62

 (6) Bolt mounting the upper engine tie-bar on the body 105

 (7) Bolt mounting the upper engine tie-bar onto the engine suspended mount-
ing support

105

 (8) Bolts mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support onto the gear-
box

62

 (9) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (10) Nut mounting the left-hand rubber pad onto the gearbox 62



19D-6

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

K9K, and JH3

19D

110390

No. Description Tighten-
ing torque
(N.m)

 (1) Bolt mounting the engine tie-bar onto the sub-frame 105

 (2) Engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the gearbox 105

 (3) Right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt 105

 (4) Bolts mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (5) Bolts mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the engine 62

 (6) Bolts mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support onto the gear-
box

62

 (7) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (8) Nut mounting the left-hand rubber pad onto the gearbox 62



19D-7

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

K9K, and TL4

19D

113671

Num-
ber

Description Tighten-
ing torque
(Nm)

 (1) Bolt mounting the lower engine tie-bar on the sub-frame 105

 (2) Bolt mounting the lower engine tie-bar onto its support 180

 (3) Bolt mounting the lower engine tie-bar onto its support 62

 (4) Right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt 105

 (5) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (6) Bolt mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the engine 62

 (7) Bolt mounting the upper engine tie-bar on the body 105

 (8) Upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the engine suspended mounting 105

 (9) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support onto the gear-
box

62

 (10) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended mounting support onto the gear-
box

62

 (11) Nut mounting the left-hand rubber pad onto the gearbox 62



19D-8

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

D4F, and JH3

19D

110214

No. Description Tighten-
ing torque
(Nm)

 (1) Engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe 105

 (2) Engine tie-bar bolt on the gearbox 105

 (3) Right-hand rubber pad bolt 105

 (4) Right-hand suspended mounting support bolt on the body 62

 (5) Right-hand suspended mounting support bolt on the engine 62

 (6) Left hand suspended mounting bolt on the gearbox 62

 (7) Left-hand suspended mounting support bolt on the body 62

 (8) Gearbox left-hand rubber pad nut 62



19D-9

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

M4R, and DP0

19D

115158

Mark Description Tighten-
ing torque
(Nm)

 (1) Mounting bolt securing rubber mounting bush on body 62

 (2) Mounting bolt securing rubber mounting bush on engine cover 105

 (3) Mounting bolt securing upper engine tie-bar on engine cover 105

 (4) Mounting bolt securing upper engine tie-bar on body 105

 (5) Mounting bolt securing lower engine tie-bar on body 105

 (6) Mounting bolt securing lower engine tie-bar on engine support 180

 (7) Mounting bolt securing engine support on engine 62

 (8) Mounting bolt securing gearbox support on body 62

 (9) Mounting nut securing gearbox cover on engine support 62

 (10) Mounting bolt securing gearbox cover on gearbox 62

 (11) Mounting bolt securing engine cover on engine 62



19D-10

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

F4R

19D

116829

number description tightening torque
( in Nm)

 (1) Bolts mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the body 62

 (2) Bolts mounting the right-hand suspended mounting support on the engine 62

 (3) Rubber pad mounting bolts 105

 (4) Upper engine tie-bar mounting bolts on the suspended engine mounting 105

 (5) Bolt mounting the upper engine tie-bar onto the body 105

 (6) Bolt mounting the lower engine tie-bar on the sub-frame 105

 (7) Bolt mounting the lower engine tie-bar onto its support 180

 (8) Bolt mounting the lower engine tie-bar on the engine 62

 (9) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber pad support
on the body

62

 (10) Bolt mounting the left-hand suspended engine mounting rubber pad support
on the gearbox

62



19D-11

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

F4R

19D

 (11) Rubber pad mounting bolt on the support mounted on the body 62

 (12) Nut mounting the rubber pad on the support mounted on the gearbox 62

number description tightening torque
( in Nm)



19D-12

ENGINE MOUNTING
Suspended engine mounting: Tightening torque

M4R, and TL4

19D

117345

Mark Description tightening
torque (in
Nm)

 (1) Rubber mounting bush bolts on the body 62

 (2) Rubber mounting bush bolts on the engine cover 105

 (3) Upper engine tie-bar bolts on the engine cover 105

 (4) Upper engine tie-bar bolts on the body 105

 (5) Engine cover bolts on the engine 62

 (6) Lower engine tie-bar bolts on the body 105

 (7) Lower engine tie-bar bolts on the engine mounting 180

 (8) Engine mounting bolts on the engine 62

 (9) Gearbox support bolts on the body 62

 (10) Gearbox cover nut on the gearbox support 62

 (11) Gearbox support rubber mounting bush nuts 62

 (12) Gearbox cover bolts on the gearbox 62



19D-13

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar bolt (1) on the subframe,

- the (2) engine tie-bar bolt on the gearbox.

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar bolt (3) from the subframe,

- the bolt (4) mounting the engine tie-bar on its sup-
port.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Screw in without tightening the engine tie-bar bolts.

a Torque tighten the  engine tie-bar bolts (105 Nm).

Tightening torquesm

engine tie-bar bolts 105 Nm

engine tie-bar bolt on its
support

180 Nm

engine tie-bar bolt on
the subframe

105 Nm

JH3 or JR5

108274

TL4

112653

JH3 or JR5



19D-14

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

K9K

19D

a Refit:

- the engine tie-bar bolt on its support,

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe.

a Screw in without tightening the engine tie-bar bolts.

a Torque tighten:

- the engine tie-bar bolt on its support (180 Nm),

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe (105
Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

TL4



19D-15

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

D4F or K4J

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar bolt (1) from the subframe,

- the bolts (2) from the engine tie-bar on the gearbox,

- the anti-slide rod,

- the engine tie-bar.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the engine tie-bar,

- the anti-slide rod,

- the engine tie-bar bolts on the gearbox,

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe.

a Torque tighten:

- the engine tie-bar bolts on the gearbox (105
Nm),

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe (105
Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

Tightening torquesm

engine tie-bar bolts on
the gearbox

105 Nm

engine tie-bar bolt on
the subframe

105 Nm

108274



19D-16

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

K4M

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolt (1) for the engine tie-bar on the
subframe,

- the bolts (2) mounting the engine tie-bar on the
gearbox.

Tightening torquesm

bolts mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
gearbox

62 Nm

bolts mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
gearbox

105 Nm

bolt mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
subframe

105 Nm

JR5

108274



19D-17

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

K4M

19D

a

Remove:

- the mounting bolt (3) for the engine tie-bar on the
subframe,

- the bolts (4) mounting the engine tie-bar on the
gearbox.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the bolts mounting the engine tie-bar on the gear-
box,

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the sub-
frame.

a Torque tighten the bolts mounting the engine tie-
bar on the gearbox (62 Nm)

a Torque tighten:

- the bolts mounting the engine tie-bar on the
gearbox (105 Nm),

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the sub-
frame (105 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

DP0

110238

DP0



19D-18

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Fit the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Remove the engine undertray.

II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (1) from the engine tie-bar,

- the engine tie-bar.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit the engine tie-bar.

a Tighten to torque:

- the engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the sub-
frame (105 Nm),

- the mounting bolt securing the engine tie-bar
on the engine (180 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the engine undertray.

Tightening torquesm

engine tie-bar mounting
bolt on the sub-frame

105 Nm

mounting bolt securing
the engine tie-bar on the
engine

180 Nm

114951



19D-19

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray,

- the sub-frame stiffener cross member mounting
nuts (1) ,

- the sub-frame stiffener cross member.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolt (2) mounting the lower engine tie-bar on
the sub-frame,

- the bolt (3) mounting the lower engine tie-bar on
the support,

- the lower engine tie-bar (4) .

a Remove:

- the lower engine tie-bar support mounting bolts (5)
,

Tightening torquesm

lower engine tie-bar
support mounting bolts

62 Nm

lower engine tie-bar
mounting bolts on the
support

180 Nm

lower engine tie-bar
mounting bolts on the
sub-frame

105 Nm

116779

116824

116825



19D-20

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19D
- the lower engine tie-bar support.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the lower engine tie-bar support,

- the lower engine tie-bar support mounting bolts.

a Torque tighten the lower engine tie-bar support
mounting bolts (62 Nm).

a Refit:

- the lower engine tie-bar,

- the lower engine tie-bar mounting bolt onto the
support,

- the lower engine tie-bar mounting bolt onto the
sub-frame.

a Torque tighten:

- the lower engine tie-bar mounting bolts on the
support (180 Nm),

- the lower engine tie-bar mounting bolts on the
sub-frame (105 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Refit:

- the sub-frame stiffener cross member

- the sub-frame stiffener cross member mounting
nuts.

a Torque tighten the cross member.

a Refit the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19D-21

ENGINE MOUNTING
Lower engine tie-bar: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and TL4

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the engine tie-bar bolt (1) from the subframe,

- the bolts (2) from the engine tie-bar on the gearbox,

- the engine tie-bar.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the engine tie-bar,

- the bolts of the engine tie-bar on the gearbox,

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe.

a Tighten to torque:

- the engine tie-bar bolts on the gearbox (105
N.m),

- the engine tie-bar bolt on the subframe (105
N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Refit the engine undertray.

Tightening torquesm

engine tie-bar bolts on
the gearbox

105 N.m

engine tie-bar bolt on
the subframe

105 N.m

108274



19D-22

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

D4F or K9K, and JH3

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Bat-
tery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

a Position tool (Mot. 1453).

a Mark the position of the suspended engine mounting
on the body.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the bolts (1) from the suspended mounting on the
body,

- the bolts (2) from the suspended mounting on the
engine,

- the suspended engine mounting.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Tightening torquesm

right-hand suspended
mounting support bolts
on the engine

62 Nm

suspended mounting
bolts on the body

62 Nm

right-hand rubber pad
bolts (if changed)

105 Nm

112788

D4F, and 740 or 784

109733



19D-23

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

D4F or K9K, and JH3

19D

a Remove:

- the bolts (3) from the suspended mounting on the
body,

- the bolts (4) from the suspended mounting on the
engine,

- the suspended engine mounting.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the right-hand suspended mounting support,

- the bolts for the right-hand suspended mounting
support on the engine,

- the bolts mounting the suspended mounting on the
body.

a Torque tighten:

- the right-hand suspended mounting support
bolts on the engine (62 Nm),

- the suspended mounting bolts on the body (62
Nm),

- the right-hand rubber pad bolts (if changed)
(105 Nm)

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the (Mot. 1453).

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

K9K, and 750 or 752 or 768

110391



19D-24

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

a Position the (Mot. 1453).

a Mark the position of the suspended engine mounting
on the body.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove

- the suspended mounting bolts (1) on the body,

- the suspended mounting bolts (2) on the engine,

- the suspended engine mounting.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the right-hand suspended mounting.

a Refit:

- the bolts mounting the right-hand suspended
mounting support on the engine,

- the bolts mounting the suspended mounting on the
body.

a Torque tighten:

- the bolts mounting the suspended mounting on
the engine (62 Nm),

- the bolts mounting the suspended mounting on
the body (62 Nm),

- the right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt (if it
has been changed) (105 Nm).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Tightening torquesm

bolts mounting the sus-
pended mounting on the
engine

62 Nm

bolts mounting the sus-
pended mounting on the
body

62 Nm

right-hand rubber pad
mounting bolt (if it has
been changed)

105 Nm

112788

108861



19D-25

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4J or K4M

19D
II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the (Mot. 1453).

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19D-26

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JR5 or TL4

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

a Position tool (Mot. 1453).

a Mark the position of the suspended engine mounting
on the body.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a

Remove:

- the bolt (1) mounting the engine tie-bar on the
body,

- the suspended mounting bolts (2) on the body,

- the suspended mounting bolts (3) on the engine,

- the suspended engine mounting.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Tightening torquesm

bolt mounting the
engine tie-bar on the
body

105 Nm

bolts mounting the right-
hand suspended mount-
ing support on the
engine

62 Nm

bolts mounting the sus-
pended mounting on the
body

62 Nm

right-hand rubber pad
mounting bolt (if it has
been changed)

105 Nm

bolt mounting the upper
engine tie-bar on the
suspended engine
mounting (if it has been
changed)

105 Nm

112788

109954



19D-27

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K9K, and JR5 or TL4

19D
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the right-hand suspended mounting.

a Refit:

- the bolts mounting the right-hand suspended
mounting support on the engine,

- the bolts mounting the suspended mounting on the
body,

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the body.

a Torque tighten:

- the bolt mounting the engine tie-bar on the
body (105 Nm),

- the bolts mounting the right-hand suspended
mounting support on the engine (62 Nm),

- the bolts mounting the suspended mounting on
the body (62 Nm),

- the right-hand rubber pad mounting bolt (if it
has been changed) (105 Nm),

- the bolt mounting the upper engine tie-bar on
the suspended engine mounting (if it has been
changed) (105 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the (Mot. 1453).

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19D-28

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the right-hand wheel arch liner bolts on the front
bumper,

- the bolt from the right-hand side radiator mounting
cross member,

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side.

a Fit the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the upper engine tie-bar bolts (1) ,

- the upper engine tie-bar.

- the bolt (2) from the rubber mounting bush on the
engine cover,

- the bolts (3) from the rubber mounting bush on the
body,

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the bolts (4) from the engine cover,

- the engine cover.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Tightening torquesm

right-hand side radiator
mounting cross mem-
ber bolt

105 Nm

left-hand subframe tie-
rod bolt

105 Nm

115029

115160



19D-29

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R

19D
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the engine cover,

- the engine cover bolts,

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the bolts for the rubber mounting bush on the body,

- the bolt for the rubber mounting bush on the engine
cover,

- the upper engine tie-bar.

- the upper engine tie-bar bolts.

a Torque tighten (see 19D, Engine mounting, Sus-
pended engine mounting: Tightening torque, 
page 19D-1) :

- the engine cover bolts,

- the bolts for the rubber mounting bush on the body,

- the bolt for the rubber mounting bush on the engine
cover,

- the upper engine tie-bar bolts.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Refit:

- the radiator mounting cross member bolt on the
right-hand side,

- the subframe tie-rod bolt on the left-hand side.

a Torque tighten:

- the right-hand side radiator mounting cross
member bolt (105 Nm),

- the left-hand subframe tie-rod bolt (105 Nm).

a Refit:

- the right-hand wheel arch liner bolts on the front
bumper.

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine cover.



19D-30

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Have to hand the timing end lifting eye and its
mounting bolts (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-305) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment).

a Fit the timing end lifting eye (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-305) .

a Fit the (Mot. 1453).

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (1) in the en-
gine compartment,

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt (2) on the
body,

- the upper engine tie-bar.

- the rubber pad mounting bolt (3) ,

- the suspended engine mounting bolts (4) on the
body side,

- the suspended engine mounting bolts (5) in the en-
gine compartment,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the right suspended engine mounting.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Tightening torquesm

suspended engine
mounting bolt on the
body side

62 Nm

suspended engine
mounting bolt in the
engine compartment

62 Nm

rubber pad mounting
bolt

105 Nm

upper engine tie-bar
mounting bolt in the
engine compartment

105 Nm

upper engine tie-bar
mounting bolt on the
body

105 Nm
116831

WARNING

Do not deform the air conditioning pipes.

WARNING

Do not deform the air conditioning pipes.



19D-31

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19D
a Refit:

- the suspended engine mounting bolts on the body
side,

- the suspended engine mounting bolts in the engine
compartment,

- the rubber pad mounting bolt.

a Torque tighten:

- the suspended engine mounting bolt on the
body side (62 Nm),

- the suspended engine mounting bolt in the en-
gine compartment (62 Nm),

- the rubber pad mounting bolt (105 Nm).

a Refit:

- the upper engine tie-bar.

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt in the en-
gine compartment,

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the body.

a Torque tighten:

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt in the
engine compartment (105 Nm),

- the upper engine tie-bar mounting bolt on the
body (105 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove:

- the (Mot. 1453),

- the lifting eye on the timing end (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-305) .

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the timing end lifting eye and its mounting bolt
in the luggage compartment (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-305) .



19D-32

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and TL4

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Towing and lifting).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment).

a Position the tool  (Mot. 1453) and (Mot. 1453-01).

a Mark the position of the suspended engine mounting
on the body using a indelible pencil.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove the bolts (1) from the right-hand suspended
engine mounting rubber pad.

a Slightly raise the engine using the tool (Mot. 1453)
until the rubber pad detaches from the right-hand
suspended engine mounting.

a Remove:

- the bolts (2) from the right-hand suspended engine
mounting cover,

- the right-hand suspended engine mounting.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Mot. 1453-01 Additional handle nut for
engine lifting support tool
Mot. 1453.

Equipment required

indelible pencil

Tightening torquesm

right-hand suspended
engine mounting cover
bolts

62 N.m

right-hand suspended
engine mounting rubber
pad bolts

62 N.m

141615

140886



19D-33

ENGINE MOUNTING
Right-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and TL4

19D
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Fit the suspended engine mounting.

a Torque tighten the right-hand suspended engine
mounting cover bolts (62 N.m).

a Lower the engine until the rubber pad touches the
right-hand suspended engine mounting.

a Position the right-hand suspended engine mounting
rubber pad in line with the mark made during remov-
al.

a Torque tighten the right-hand suspended engine
mounting rubber pad bolts (62 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove the (Mot. 1453) and (Mot. 1453-01).

a Refit:

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the engine undertray.



19D-34

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray mounting (see Battery tray: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the computer and its mounting (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Remove the wiring channel mounting nut (1) .

a Detach the wiring channel (2) .

a Position tool (Mot. 1453).

a Mark the position of the suspended engine mounting
on the body.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Tightening torquesm

bolts mounting the left-
hand suspended mount-
ing on the gearbox

62 Nm

gearbox suspended
engine mounting stud (if
it has been replaced)

180 Nm

bolts mounting the left-
hand suspended mount-
ing support on the body

62 Nm

gearbox left-hand rub-
ber pad mounting nut

62 Nm

wiring channel mounting
nut

10 Nm

109155

113165



19D-35

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

19D
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the gearbox left-hand rubber pad mounting nut (3) ,

- the bolts (4) mounting the left-hand suspended
mounting on the body,

- the left-hand suspended mounting from the body,

- the bolts (5) mounting the left hand suspended
mounting on the gearbox,

- the gearbox left-hand suspended mounting.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Reposition the left-hand suspended mounting on the
gearbox.

a Refit the bolts mounting the left-hand suspended
mounting on the gearbox.

a Torque tighten:

- the bolts mounting the left-hand suspended
mounting on the gearbox (62 Nm),

- the gearbox suspended engine mounting stud
(if it has been replaced) (180 Nm).

a Reposition the left-hand suspended mounting on the
body.

a Refit the bolts mounting the left-hand suspended
mounting on the body,

a Torque tighten:

- the bolts mounting the left-hand suspended
mounting support on the body (62 Nm),

- the gearbox left-hand rubber pad mounting nut
(62 Nm).

110388



19D-36

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and DP0

19D
II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the (Mot. 1453).

a Position the wiring channel.

a Torque tighten the wiring channel mounting nut
(10 Nm).

a Refit:

- the computer and its mounting (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the battery tray mounting (see Battery tray: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine undertray.

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).



19D-37

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and JH3 – K9K – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and JH3

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02A, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the computer and its mounting (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the engine undertray.

a Remove the wiring harness channel nut (1) .

a Detach the wiring harness channel (2) .

a Position tool (Mot. 1453).

a Mark the position of the suspended engine mounting
on the body.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Tightening torquesm

bolts mounting the left-
hand suspended mount-
ing on the gearbox

62 Nm

left-hand suspended
mounting stud on the
gearbox

180 Nm

left-hand suspended
mounting bolts on the
body

62 Nm

left-hand rubber pad nut
on the gearbox

62 Nm

wiring harness channel
nut

10 Nm

109155

122262



19D-38

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and JH3 – K9K – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and JH3

19D
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the nut (3) from the gearbox left-hand rubber pad,

- the bolts (4) from the left-hand suspended mount-
ing on the body,

- the left-hand suspended mounting from the body,

- the bolts (5) from the gearbox left-hand suspended
mounting,

- the gearbox left-hand suspended mounting.

a Remove:

- the nut (6) from the gearbox left-hand rubber pad,

- the bolts (7) from the left-hand suspended mount-
ing on the body,

- the left-hand suspended mounting from the body,

- the bolts (8) from the gearbox left-hand suspended
mounting,

- the gearbox left-hand suspended mounting.

D4F – K9K

109952

K4J – K4M, and 800

108860



19D-39

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

D4F, and JH3 – K9K – K4J, and JH3 – K4M, and JH3

19D
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended mounting on the gearbox,

- the left hand suspended mounting bolts on the
gearbox.

a Torque tighten:

- the bolts mounting the left-hand suspended
mounting on the gearbox (62 Nm),

- If it has been replaced, the left-hand suspended
mounting stud on the gearbox (180 Nm).

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended mounting from the body,

- the left-hand suspended mounting bolts on the
body.

a Torque tighten the left-hand suspended mounting
bolts on the body (62 Nm).

a Refit the left-hand gearbox rubber pad nut.

a Tighten to torque the left-hand rubber pad nut on
the gearbox (62 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove the (Mot. 1453).

a Position the wiring harness channel.

a Torque tighten the wiring harness channel nut (10
Nm).

a Refit:

- the computer and its mounting (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see ) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the engine undertray.



19D-40

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Fit the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle: Tow-
ing and lifting) .

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see ) ,

- the battery tray (see ) ,

- the right-hand mounting bolt from the radiator sup-
port cross member,

- the left-hand mounting bolt from the sub-frame tie-
rod.

a Fit the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Remove the gearbox mounting wiring harness neck.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Tightening torquesm

gearbox cover mount-
ing bolts

62 Nm

mounting bolts securing
the gearbox support to
the body

62 Nm

mounting studs securing
the rubber mounting
bush to the gearbox
support

62 Nm

mounting nut securing
the rubber mounting
bush to the gearbox
cover

62 Nm

right-hand mounting bolt
of the radiator support
cross member

105 Nm

left-hand mounting bolt
of the sub-frame tie-rod

105 Nm

115029

115232



19D-41

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

19D
II - REMOVAL OF PART CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the gearbox cover rubber mounting bush mounting
nut (1) ,

- the gearbox support rubber mounting bush mount-
ing studs (2) ,

- the rubber mounting bush.

a Remove:

- the mounting bolts (3) securing the gearbox sup-
port on the body,

- the gearbox support,

- the mounting bolts (4) securing the gearbox cover
to the gearbox,

- the gearbox cover.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING PART CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the gearbox cover,

- the gearbox cover mounting bolts,

a Tighten to torque the gearbox cover mounting
bolts (62 Nm).

a Refit:

- the gearbox support,

- the mounting bolts securing the gearbox support to
the body,

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the mounting studs securing the rubber mounting
bush to the gearbox support,

- the mounting nut securing the rubber mounting
bush to the gearbox cover.

115232

Note:

If necessary, lower the engine a few millimetres
using (Mot. 1672) then hit the stud with a copper
hammer.

110388



19D-42

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and DP0

19D
a Tighten to torque:

- the mounting bolts securing the gearbox sup-
port to the body (62 Nm),

- the mounting studs securing the rubber mount-
ing bush to the gearbox support (62 Nm),

- the mounting nut securing the rubber mounting
bush to the gearbox cover (62 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Fit the wiring harness neck to the gearbox support.

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Tighten to torque:

- the right-hand mounting bolt of the radiator
support cross member (105 Nm),

- the left-hand mounting bolt of the sub-frame tie-
rod (105 Nm).

a Refit:

- the battery tray (see ) ,

- the battery (see ) ,

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray.



19D-43

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Have to hand the gearbox side lifting eye and its
mounting bolts (see 11A, Top and front of engine,
Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting, page 11A-305) .

a Disconnect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Remove:

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray mounting (see Battery tray: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the petrol injection computer (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) .

a Remove the wiring harness channel mounting nut
(1) .

a Move aside the wiring harness channel (2) .

a Fit the gearbox side lifting eye (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refitting,
page 11A-305) .

a Fit the (Mot. 1453).

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Tightening torquesm

suspended engine
mounting bolts on the
gearbox side

62 N.m

suspended engine
mounting bolts on the
body side

62 Nm

left-hand suspended
engine mounting rubber
pad mounting bolts

62 Nm

left-hand suspended
engine mounting rubber
pad mounting nut

62 Nm

109155



19D-44

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19D
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the rubber pad mounting nut (3) from the left-hand
suspended engine mounting,

- the rubber pad mounting bolt (4) from the left-hand
suspended engine mounting,

- the rubber pad from the left-hand suspended en-
gine mounting

a Remove:

- the bolts (5) mounting the left-hand suspended en-
gine mounting support on the body side,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the body side.

a Remove:

- the bolts (6) mounting the left-hand suspended en-
gine mounting support on the gearbox side,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the gearbox side.

116521

116830

116807



19D-45

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

F4R

19D
REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the gearbox side,

- the bolts mounting the left-hand suspended engine
mounting support on the gearbox side.

a Torque tighten the suspended engine mounting
bolts on the gearbox side (62 N.m).

a Refit:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the body side,

- the bolts mounting the left-hand suspended engine
mounting support on the body side.

a Torque tighten the suspended engine mounting
bolts on the body side (62 Nm).

a Refit:

- the rubber pad on the left-hand suspended engine
mounting,

- the rubber pad mounting bolt on the left-hand sus-
pended engine mounting,

- the rubber pad mounting nut on the left-hand sus-
pended engine mounting.

a Torque tighten:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rub-
ber pad mounting bolts (62 Nm),

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting rub-
ber pad mounting nut (62 Nm).

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Remove:

- the (Mot. 1453),

- the gearbox side lifting eye (see 11A, Top and
front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Refit-
ting, page 11A-305) .

a Fir the wiring harness channel.

a Refit:

- the wiring harness channel mounting nut,

- the petrol injection computer (see 17B, Petrol in-
jection, Petrol injection computer: Removal -
Refitting, page 17B-37) ,

- the battery tray mounting (see Battery tray: Re-
moval - Refitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the air filter box (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (MR 393, 56A, Exterior
equipment).

a Connect the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refit-
ting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery).

a Refit the gearbox side lifting eye and its mounting
bolts in the luggage compartment (see 11A, Top
and front of engine, Lifting eyes: Removal - Re-
fitting, page 11A-305) .



19D-46

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (MR 392, 02, Lifting equip-
ment).

a Remove:

- the engine cover,

- the engine undertray,

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the radiator mounting cross member left-hand bolt,

- the subframe tie-rod right-hand bolt.

a Fit the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Disconnect the injection computer connectors (1) .

a Remove:

- the bolts (2) from the injection computer support,

- the bolt (3) from the wiring harness channel.

a Remove:

- the injection computer mounting,

- the wiring harness channel.

Special tooling required

Mot. 1672 Lower engine support.

Tightening torquesm

subframe tie-rod right-
hand bolt

105 Nm

radiator mounting cross
member left-hand bolt

105 Nm

117444

115233

117334



19D-47

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

19D
II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Separate the wiring harness channel from the gear-
box support.

a Remove:

- the nut (4) mounting the gearbox cover on the
gearbox support,

- the bolts (5) from the gearbox support rubber
mounting bush,

- the rubber mounting bush.

a Remove:

- the bolts (6) mounting the gearbox support on the
body,

- the gearbox support,

- the bolts (7) mounting the gearbox cover on the
gearbox,

- the gearbox cover.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit:

- the gearbox cover,

- the bolts mounting the gearbox cover on the gear-
box.

a Torque tighten the gearbox cover bolts (see 19D,
Engine mounting, Suspended engine mounting:
Tightening torque, page 19D-1) .

a Refit:

- the gearbox support,

- the gearbox support bolts on the body,

- the rubber mounting bush,

- the bolts to the gearbox support rubber mounting
bush,

- the nut mounting the gearbox cover on the gearbox
support.

115232

Note:

If necessary, lower the engine a few millimetres
using the (Mot. 1672) then hit the stud with a
copper hammer.

117344



19D-48

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

M4R, and TL4

19D
a Tighten to torque and in order (see 19D, Engine 

mounting, Suspended engine mounting: Tighte-
ning torque, page 19D-1) :

- the gearbox support bolts on the body,

- the bolts to the gearbox support rubber mounting
bush,

- the nut mounting the gearbox cover on the gearbox
support.

II - FINAL OPERATION.

a Fit the wiring harness channel to the gearbox sup-
port.

a Remove the lower engine support tool (Mot. 1672).

a Fit:

- the harness channel,

- the injection computer support.

a Refit:

- the injection computer support bolts,

- the wiring harness channel bolts.

a Connect the injection computer connectors.

a Refit:

- the subframe tie-rod right-hand bolt,

- the radiator mounting cross member left-hand bolt.

a Torque tighten:

- the subframe tie-rod right-hand bolt (105 Nm),

- the radiator mounting cross member left-hand
bolt (105 Nm).

a Refit:

- the engine undertray,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(MR 392, 80A, Battery),

- the engine cover.



19D-49

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and TL4

19D

REMOVAL

I - REMOVAL PREPARATION OPERATION

a Position the vehicle on a two-post lift (see Vehicle:
Towing and lifting) (02A, Lifting equipment).

a Remove:

- the engine undertray bolts,

- the engine undertray,

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection).

a Unclip the air inlet pipe from the air filter unit (1) .

a Move aside the air inlet pipe from the air filter unit.

a Remove:

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) .

Special tooling required

Mot. 1453 Engine anchorage support
with multiple adjustments and
retaining straps.

Equipment required

indelible pencil

Tightening torquesm

bolts of the left-hand
suspended engine
mounting support on the
gearbox

62 N.m

bolts of the left-hand
suspended engine
mounting support on the
body

62 N.m

left-hand suspended
engine mounting shaft
nut

62 N.m

earth nut on the body 8 N.m

140643



19D-50

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and TL4

19D

a Disconnect the connectors (2) from the petrol injec-
tion computer.

a Remove:

- the earth nut (3) on the body,

- the petrol injection computer nuts (4) .

a Move aside the wiring of the petrol injection comput-
er.

a Remove:

- the petrol injection computer,

- the Protection and Switching Unit nuts (5) .

a Move aside the Protection and Switching Unit.

a Remove the wiring channel nut (6) .

a Move aside the wiring channel on the body.

a Unclip the wiring channel (7) from the left-hand sus-
pended engine mounting.

a Position the (Mot. 1453).

a Mark the position of the suspended engine mounting
on the body using a indelible pencil.

II - OPERATION FOR REMOVAL OF PART 
CONCERNED

a Remove:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft nut
(8) ,

- the bolts (9) of the left-hand suspended engine
mounting support on the body,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the body.

140883

140884

141616

140884



19D-51

ENGINE MOUNTING
Left-hand suspended engine mounting: Removal - Refitting

K4M, and TL4

19D

a Unclip the clutch pipe (10) .

a Remove:

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
bolts (11) on the gearbox,

- the left-hand suspended engine mounting support
on the gearbox.

REFITTING

I - REFITTING OPERATION FOR PART 
CONCERNED

a Refit the left-hand suspended engine mounting sup-
port on the gearbox.

a Torque tighten the bolts of the left-hand suspend-
ed engine mounting support on the gearbox (62
N.m).

a Attach the clutch pipe.

a Refit the left-hand suspended engine mounting sup-
port on the body.

a Torque tighten the bolts of the left-hand suspend-
ed engine mounting support on the body (62
N.m).

a Refit the left-hand suspended engine mounting shaft
nut.

a Torque tighten the left-hand suspended engine
mounting shaft nut (62 N.m).

II - FINAL OPERATION

a Remove the tool (Mot. 1453).

a Fit the wiring channel on the left-hand suspended
engine mounting.

a Refit:

- the wiring channel on the body,

- the Protection and Switching Unit,

- the petrol injection computer,

- the earth on the body.

a Torque tighten the  earth nut on the body (8 N.m).

a Connect the connectors of the petrol injection com-
puter.

a Refit:

- the air filter unit (see 12A, Fuel mixture, Air filter
unit: Removal - Refitting, page 12A-17) ,

- the battery tray (see Battery tray: Removal - Re-
fitting) (80A, Battery),

- the battery (see Battery: Removal - Refitting)
(80A, Battery),

- the air filter unit air inlet pipe,

- the front bumper (see Front bumper: Removal -
Refitting) (55A, Exterior protection),

- the front wheel arch liners (see Front wheel arch
liner: Removal - Refitting) (55A, Exterior protec-
tion),

- the front wheels (see Wheel: Removal - Refitting)
(35A, Wheels and tyres).

- the scoop under the scuttle panel grille (see Scoop
under the scuttle panel grille: Removal - Refit-
ting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the scuttle panel grille (see Scuttle panel grille:
Removal - Refitting) (56A, Exterior equipment),

- the windscreen wiper arms (see Windscreen wip-
er arm: Removal - Refitting) (85A, Wiping -
Washing),

- the engine undertray.

140882
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